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Preface

In 1984, I traveled to Buenos Aires as part of my research for a biography of

Auschwitz’s “Angel of Death,” Nazi Dr. Josef Mengele. I petitioned Argentina’s

first democratically elected president, Raúl Alfonsin, for access to the country’s

secret files on Mengele. ere was no response for several weeks. en, one

night, at nearly 11:00 p.m., several uniformed police knocked on the door of

my downtown hotel. I was put into the back seat of a blue Falcon, the very

type of unmarked car that had become notorious under the military junta for

taking away thousands of dissidents, many of whom were killed. But my trip

ended at the main headquarters of the Federal Police. A grim-looking colonel

informed me that he had been ordered to produce some documents. e folder

I soon reviewed in an adjacent room contained a treasure trove of information

about Josef Mengele and his decade as a fugitive in Argentina, everything from

the original International Red Cross passport under an alias on which he had

arrived from Europe to details of how he stayed one step ahead of Nazi

hunters. A few of those papers raised broader questions about whether Nazi

war criminals had reached safe haven in South America after World War II

with the assistance of a few ranking Catholic prelates in Rome.

A few weeks later, I was in Asunción. ere, I toured the country with

Colonel Alejandro von Eckstein, a military officer who was not only a good

friend of the country’s dictator, Alfredo Stroessner, but who had personally

cosponsored Mengele’s application for Paraguayan citizenship. With von

Eckstein in tow, I reviewed a small part of that country’s sealed Mengele file.

And I met a contingent of diehard neo-Nazis in Nueva Bavaria (New Bavaria),

in the south of the country. Mengele had found safe haven there in 1960.

Feeling safe to talk openly because of von Eckstein’s introduction, they regaled

me with stories about how a local hotel in the rain forest had served decades



earlier as a clearinghouse for some of the most notorious Nazis. And mixed in

those stories were references once again to clerics in Rome to whom those

South American National Socialists were grateful.

After that book, Mengele, was published in 1986, I moved on to other

subjects. But the story about the church and its possible ties to the ird Reich

had captured my attention and I tried staying abreast of it. In 1989, e New

York Times published my long letter, “Why the Vatican Kept Silent on Nazi

Atrocities; e Failure to Act.” at was a response to an editorial by

conservative commentator Patrick Buchanan absolving the church of any

moral responsibility for the Holocaust. Two years later the Times published my

op-ed, “e Bormann File,” in which I castigated Argentina for not releasing a

secret dossier about Hitler’s deputy that I had seen when I was inside the

country’s Federal Police headquarters.

e last paragraph of my 1989 Times letter explained that I approached the

question of any role the church might have played during World War II both

as a reporter and a Catholic: “Although my father was Jewish, my mother was

Catholic, and I was educated by Jesuits. I consider myself as much a Catholic

as Mr. Buchanan. But I am embarrassed by his need to defend the church on

every historical issue. e church has been involved in terrible undertakings,

and they cannot be denied. at many individual nuns and priests exhibited

great bravery during World War II to save many victims does not diminish the

silence or acts of the church’s hierarchy.”

My focus, I would discover in the coming years, was far too narrow. I had

thought the story was about a volatile mixture: institutional anti-Semitism and

a fear of communism exacerbated by church leaders who failed to act forcefully

when confronted with one of history’s greatest horrors in the Holocaust. What

I discovered instead was that what happened within the church during World

War II was part of a much more complex saga. e truth could be found only

by following the trail of money.

As Elliot Welles, an Auschwitz survivor and a Nazi hunter for the Anti-

Defamation League, told me, “Profits. ey matter as much in the church as

they do inside IBM. Don’t forget it.”

Even in 2005, when I started this book in earnest, I still underestimated its

scope. en I envisioned reporting only the story of the scandal-ridden Vatican



Bank, founded in the middle of World War II. It has operated for seventy years

as a hybrid between a central bank of a sovereign government and an aggressive

investment banking house. While the Vatican Bank is at the center of this

modern chronicle, it is impossible to fully understand the finances of the

Vatican without going back in church history.

is story is a classic investigative tale about the political intrigue and

secretive inner workings of the world’s largest religion. It is not about faith,

belief in God, or questions about the existence of a higher power. Instead,

God’s Bankers is about how money, and accumulating and fighting over it, has

been a dominant theme in the history of the Catholic Church and often in

shaping its divine mission. “You can’t run the church on Hail Marys,” said one

bishop who ran the Vatican Bank.

God’s Bankers lays bare how over centuries the church went from surviving

on donations from the faithful and taxes levied in its vast earthly kingdom to a

Lilliputian country that hesitatingly embraced capitalism and modern finance.

During the 1800s, Catholics were barred from even making loans that charged

interest. A century later the Vatican Bank orchestrated complex schemes

involving dozens of offshore shell companies as well as businessmen who often

ended up in jail or dead. How and why that remarkable transformation took

place is in part the tale of God’s Bankers.

e challenge in this project was to follow the money from the Borgias to

Pope Francis, all the while prying into an institution that guards its secrets and

keeps massive documentation sealed in its self-described Secret Archives.

Compounding the problem, as one author wrote in 1996, “Vatican officials

would sooner talk about sex than money.” e story that Rome preferred I not

tell had to be pieced together from documents scattered in private and public

archives, information gleaned from litigation files and court records, and

dozens of interviews. A handful of clerics and lay officials in Rome—who,

fearing retribution, spoke only on the condition of anonymity—provided an

unprecedented insight into the cutthroat infighting that has often crippled the

modern Papacy. ose interviews laid out the considerable challenge

confronting Pope Francis when it comes to reforming the finances of the

Vatican.



As I assembled my reporting, I realized a crucial part of the mix was

missing: the inexorable quest for power that is tied to the pursuit of money. In

the Vatican, it is a volatile brew. ere are nearly a thousand men, most

celibate, who live and work together, and wield not only great earthly power

but who believe for the most part that they have inherited divine rights in

safeguarding the “one and true” church. In the end, they are human, hobbled

by the same frailties and shortcomings common to the rest of us. Little wonder

that despite their best intentions they have often ended up in internecine wars

and stunning scandals that rival those of any secular government.

A public mythology in books, articles, and movies has grown around the

church and its money. Freemasons, the Illuminati, mobsters protected by

priests, murdered Popes, hoards of Nazi gold in the Vatican’s basement—the

wildest theories might be entertaining but they poorly serve history. God’s

Bankers cuts through the masses of misinformation to present an unvarnished

account of the quest for money and power in the Roman Catholic Church. No

embellishment is needed. at real tale is shocking enough.
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Murder in London

London, June 18, 1982, 7:30 a.m. Anthony Huntley, a young postal clerk at

the Daily Express, was walking to work along the footpath under Blackfriars

Bridge. His daily commute had become so routine that he paid little attention

to the bridge’s distinctive pale blue and white wrought iron arches. But a

yellowish orange rope tied to a pipe at the far end of the north arch caught his

attention. Curious, he leaned over the parapet and froze. A body hung from

the rope, a thick knot tied around its neck. e dead man’s eyes were partially

open. e river lapped at his feet. Huntley rubbed his eyes in disbelief and

then walked to a nearby terrace with an unobstructed view over the ames:

he wanted to confirm what he had seen. e shock of his grisly discovery sank

in.1 By the time Huntley made his way to his newspaper office, he was pale

and felt ill. He was so distressed that a colleague had to make the emergency

call to Scotland Yard.2

In thirty minutes the ames River Police anchored one of their boats

beneath Blackfriars’ Number One arch. ere they got a close-up of the dead

man. He appeared to be about sixty, average height, slightly overweight, and

his receding hair was dyed jet black. His expensive gray suit was lumpy and

distorted. After cutting him down, they laid the body on the boat deck. It was

then they discovered the reason his suit was so misshapen. He had stones

stuffed in his trouser pockets, and half a brick inside his jacket and another

half crammed in his pants.3 e River Police thought it a likely suicide. ey

took no crime scene photos before moving the body to nearby Waterloo Pier,

where murder squad detectives were waiting.4

ere the first pictures were taken of the corpse and clothing. e stones

and brick weighed nearly twelve pounds. e name in his Italian passport was

Gian Roberto Calvini.5 He had $13,700 in British, Swiss, and Italian currency.

e $15,000 gold Patek Philippe on his wrist had stopped at 1:52 a.m. and a

pocket watch was frozen at 5:49 a.m. Sandwiched between the rocks in his

pockets were two wallets, a ring, cuff links, some papers, four eyeglasses, three

eyeglass cases, a few photographs, and a pencil.6 Among the papers was an



address book page with the contact details for a former official at the Banca

Nazionale del Lavoro; Italy’s Socialist Finance Minister; a prominent London

solicitor; and Monsignor Hilary Franco, who held the honorary title of Prelate

of the Pope.7 Police never found the rest of the book.

A city coroner arrived at 9:30, two hours after the body’s discovery, and

took it to London’s Milton Court morgue.8 ere they stripped the corpse,

took his fingerprints, and prepared for an autopsy. eir notes reflect that the

dead man oddly wore two pairs of underwear.9

London police quickly learned from the Italian embassy that the passport

was a fake. And it took only a day to discover the false name was simply a

variation of the dead man’s real one: he was sixty-two-year-old Italian banker

Roberto Calvi, chairman and managing director of Milan’s Banco Ambrosiano,

one of Italy’s largest private banks. He had been missing for a week. A judge

there had issued a fugitive warrant because Calvi had jumped bail pending the

appeal of a criminal fraud conviction the previous year.

A Roman magistrate and four Italian detectives flew to London to help

British police cobble together a personal dossier.10 Calvi had risen from a

middle-class family to become the chief of the Ambrosiano. He had turned a

sleepy provincial bank into an aggressive international merchant bank. e

magistrate informed his British counterpart that Calvi was no ordinary banker.

He was involved with some of Italy’s greatest power brokers in a secret Masonic

lodge and he was a confidant of the Vatican’s top moneymen.11

Despite his criminal conviction, the Ambrosiano’s board had allowed him

to remain at the helm of the bank. Although Calvi publicly promised to rescue

his financial empire and restore its reputation, he knew that the Ambrosiano

was near collapse under the weight of enormous debts and bad investments.12

e bank’s board of directors had fired him only the day before his body swung

from Blackfriars.13

e police began patching together how Calvi ended up in London. His

odyssey had begun a week earlier when he had flown from Rome to Venice.

From there he went by car to Trieste, where a fishing trawler took him on the

short journey across the Gulf of Trieste to the tiny Yugoslavian fishing village

of Muggia.14 e moment he left Italy’s territorial waters he became a fugitive.

From Muggia, an Italian smuggler arranged for him to be driven overnight to



Austria, where he shuttled between several cities for a few days before boarding

a private charter in Innsbruck for a flight to London. He spent the last three

days of his life in flat 881, a tiny room at the Chelsea Cloisters, a dreary

guesthouse in the capital’s posh South Kensington district.15

e number of unanswered questions grew as the investigation continued.

ey were not even certain how Calvi got to Blackfriars. It was four and a half

miles from his guesthouse. On a walk he would have passed half a dozen other

bridges, any of which would have been just as suitable for a flashy suicide.

Calvi was well known for his entourage of bodyguards. But British

investigators found none. Nor could they locate a black briefcase supposedly

crammed with sensitive documents.16 Calvi’s waistcoat was buttoned

incorrectly, which friends and family told the police was out of character for

the compulsive banker.17 He had shaved his trademark mustache the day

before his death, but police interpreted that not as a sign of a suicidal man but

evidence that he was altering his appearance to successfully stay on the run.18

Two men had been with Calvi in London. Silvano Vittor, a small-time

smuggler, had flown with him on the charter. e other, Flavio Carboni, was a

flashy Sardinian with diverse business interests and much rumored mob

connections.19 ey had fled London before detectives could interview them.

e police had also to cope with a flood of false sightings. Many thought

they had seen Calvi in his final days, everywhere from the Tower of London to

a sex parlor to a nightclub in the company of a cocaine trafficker.20

Police soon confirmed that Calvi had a $3 million life insurance policy that

named his family as the only beneficiaries.21 In his spartan hotel room

investigators found a bottle of barbiturates, more than enough for a painless

suicide. But toxicology reports revealed no trace of any drug. When police

interviewed Calvi’s wife, Clara, she said that in one recent telephone call he

told her, “I don’t trust the people I’m with anymore.”22 Anna, Calvi’s daughter,

told the inspectors that she had spoken to her father three times the day before

he died. He seemed agitated and urged her to leave her Zurich home and join

her mother in Washington, D.C. “Something really important is happening,

and today and tomorrow all hell is going to break loose.”23

Another complication was that Calvi suffered from mild vertigo. e police

calculated that he had to be acrobatic to reach his hanging spot. It required



climbing over the parapet, descending a narrow twenty-five-foot ladder

attached to the side of the bridge, rolling over a three-foot gap in construction

scaffolding, and then tying one end of the rope around a pipe and the other

around his throat, all the while balancing himself with twelve pounds of rocks

and a brick crammed into his pockets, suit, and crotch. Not likely, thought the

lead detective.24 Moreover, the police matched the stones to a construction site

some three hundred yards east of the ames. Calvi would have had to pick up

the rocks there and return to Blackfriars before putting them into his clothing.

But lab tests found no residue on his hands. Also, since the ladder he would

have descended was heavily rusted, police expected some trace on his hands,

suit, or polished dress shoes. ere was none.

e London coroner, Dr. David Paul, expressed no doubts that the cause of

death was suicide. He relied on the opinion of Professor Keith Simpson, the

dean of British medical examiners, who had performed the autopsy.25 A month

after Calvi’s body was found, an inquest was held in the Coroner’s Court. Paul

presented the details of the police investigation and autopsy to a nine-person

jury. Simpson testified that in his postmortem exam he found no signs of foul

play and “there was no evidence to suggest that the hanging was other than a

self-suspension in the absence of marks of violence.”26 irty-seven others

testified, mostly police officers.27 Calvi’s brother, Lorenzo, surprised the

inquest with a written statement that revealed that Roberto had tried killing

himself a year earlier. Carboni and Vittor, the duo with Calvi in London,

refused to return to England but submitted affidavits. When they last saw

Calvi late on the night he died, he was relaxed. Nothing seemed out of the

ordinary. Police would not discover for another decade that Carboni had left

London with Calvi’s briefcase packed with important documents.28

Paul admitted that it was difficult for Calvi to kill himself at Blackfriars. But

it would have been just as tough for someone to murder him and leave no

trace evidence or injuries on the body.29 Paul took ten hours to set forth his

case. He allowed only a twenty-minute lunch break. It was Friday evening and

the jury seemed restless to go home. But the coroner insisted they start

deliberations.

e six men and three women reported back in under an hour. ey were

having trouble reaching a verdict. Dr. Paul instructed them that their decision



did not have to be unanimous. Seven of nine jurors would suffice for a

verdict.30 After another hour, at 10 p.m., they returned with a majority finding

that Calvi had killed himself.31

e Calvi family instantly rejected the finding.32 Clara told an Italian

newspaper that her husband was murdered and his death was connected to

“ferocious struggles for power in the Vatican.”33 Some questioned whether she

was motivated by money in pushing a murder theory since Calvi’s life

insurance was voided if he killed himself.34 But the Calvis were not the only

ones skeptical about the suicide ruling. Italian investigators who had assisted

the British police believed there was foul play.35 And businessmen and

government officials who knew Calvi were startled by the finding. “Why

bother to go to London to do that,” a senior bank director said. e British

and Italian press were unanimous that the British inquest seemed a surprisingly

incompetent rush to judgment.36 at verdict would probably have been

greeted with even greater derision had it then been public knowledge that only

days before his death Calvi had written a personal letter—part confessional,

part a plea for help—to Pope John Paul II.37 In the letter, Calvi declared he

had been a strategic front man for the Vatican in fighting Marxism from

Eastern Europe to South America.38 And he warned that upcoming events

would “provoke a catastrophe of unimaginable proportions in which the

Church will suffer the gravest damage.”39 He pleaded for an immediate

meeting with the Pontiff so that he could explain everything. He also claimed

to have “important documents” for the Pope.40

e catastrophe Calvi wrote about might have been the Ambrosiano’s

collapse, which took place within weeks of his death.41 Early news reports said

the bank had a debt of $1.8 billion, much of it guaranteed by the Istituto per

le Opere di Religione (the Institute for Works of Religion, or more simply, the

Vatican Bank).42 Investigators soon learned the Vatican Bank was the

Ambrosiano’s largest shareholder. Did the Vatican itself play a role in the

Ambrosiano’s failure? British tabloids quickly dubbed Calvi “God’s Banker.”43

A veritable conspiracy industry in “Who killed Calvi?” sprang up, complete

with TV documentaries, books, and even walking tours of Blackfriars Bridge.

Nine months after the coroner’s verdict, three Italian forensics experts

conducted a second autopsy but could not resolve whether the death was



suicide or murder.44 e Calvis pushed for a new inquest.45 A British appellate

court ordered one almost a year to the date after the original hearing.46

A different coroner, Dr. Arthur Gordon Davies, impaneled another jury of

nine. is time there was no crammed single day of testimony and

deliberations. Instead, the “what’s-the-rush” pacing translated into a nearly

two-week hearing. When the jurors got the case they deliberated for three

hours before settling unanimously on an “open verdict,” a British bureaucratic

loophole that essentially means “we don’t know.” e original suicide finding

was vacated. e case was reclassified unsolved and there was no official cause

of death.47

e Calvis then petitioned Italian prosecutors to get a new investigation of

the death.48 e family hired U.S.-based Kroll Security Group—a preeminent

private investigative company—to conduct a fresh probe.49 Kroll concluded

that both British inquests were “incomplete at best and potentially flawed at

worst,” as they had glossed over evidence that indicated Calvi might have been

drugged and murdered.50 e following year, the Calvis retained two former

Scotland Yard forensic scientists to utilize a laser test not available in 1982 to

reexamine the clothing. ey discovered water staining on Calvi’s suit and

unexplained marks on the back of his jacket. It was “almost inconceivable,”

they concluded, that Calvi alone had climbed to the spot on the bridge’s

scaffolding from which he was hanged.51

In 1998, sixteen years after his death, the Calvi family convinced a Roman

judge to order the body exhumed. Pathologists at Milan’s respected Institute of

Forensic Medicine conducted a thorough autopsy.52 ey cited suspicious

circumstantial evidence, including possible bruises on the banker’s wrist and

foot. ey also identified traces of another person’s DNA on Calvi’s

underwear.53 e team offered a complicated explanation of how water stains

on the clothing—read against a table of the tides on the fateful night—

suggested it was likely murder. But there still was not enough compelling

evidence to move the case forward.

Meanwhile, Italian prosecutors had a problem. Too many people were

either confessing to killing Calvi or trying to cut deals on their own criminal

cases by asserting they knew who had done it. So many claimed to have “the



inside story” that after a while an offer to solve the Calvi case became the

quickest way for a plea-bargaining defendant to lose credibility.

In 2002, when movers were packing up the Institute of Forensic Medicine

in preparation for a cross-town move, they stumbled across some mislaid

evidence—Calvi’s tongue, part of his intestines and neck, and some fabric from

his suit and shirt—in the back of a cupboard. ree Roman investigating

magistrates ordered the evidence be turned over for yet another examination.

Scientists applied the latest forensic techniques, some of which had not existed

just a couple of years earlier. If Calvi had climbed into place over the bridge’s

scaffolding, reenactments demonstrated that he would have had microscopic

iron filings under his nails or on his shoes and socks. ere were none. And

markings on his upper vertebrae indicated two points of strangulation. Calvi

was strangled before the cord was placed around his neck.54

e Calvis cited those findings in demanding the criminal investigation

move faster. But prosecutors were in no hurry, hoping to avoid any mistakes in

a case already marked by many missteps. It took another three years before

they had enough evidence to issue murder indictments against five people,

including the former chief of the secret Masonic lodge of which Calvi was a

member and also Flavio Carboni, who was with Calvi in London over the

fateful days in 1982.55

A high security courtroom in Rome’s Rebibbia Prison was built for the

sensational televised trial, which got under way on October 6, 2005.56 e

murder case was circumstantial. And the motive was a convoluted one

involving embezzlement and blackmail. Still, many legal observers expected a

guilty verdict. e jury got the trial after twenty months but deliberated only a

day and a half. Almost two years to the date of their arrest, the defendants

received the verdict: not guilty on all charges.57

“It [the acquittal] has killed Calvi all over again,” a stunned prosecutor told

the press.58 In 2010 and 2011 two Italian appellate courts upheld the

acquittals.59

•  •  •



What did Calvi know that was so important that someone killed him and

disguised it as an elaborate public suicide? at cannot be answered without

pointing a spotlight on the corridors of power and money inside the Vatican.

e underlying tale is how for centuries the clerics in Rome, trusted with

guarding the spiritual heritage of the Catholic faithful, have fought an

internecine war over who controls the enormous profits and far-flung

businesses of the world’s biggest religion. Only by examining the Catholic

Church’s often contentious and uneasy history with money is it possible to

expose the forces behind Calvi’s death. Ultimately, Calvi’s murder is a prequel

to understanding the modern-day scandals from St. Peter’s and fully

appreciating the challenges faced by Pope Francis in trying to reform an

institution in which money has so often been at the center of its most

notorious scandals.
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The Last Pope King

Long before the church became a capitalist holding company in which men

like Calvi flourished, the Vatican was a semifeudal secular empire.1 For more

than a thousand years popes were unchallenged monarchs as well as the

supreme leaders of the Roman church. eir kingdom was the Papal States.

During the Renaissance, Popes were feared rivals to Europe’s most powerful

monarchies. And at its height in the eighteenth century the church controlled

most of central Italy. Popes believed that God had put them on earth to reign

above all other worldly rulers.2

e Popes of the Middle Ages had an entourage of hundreds of Italian

clerics and dozens of lay deputies. In time, they became known as the Curia,

referring to the court of a Roman emperor. ey assisted the Pope in running

the church’s spiritual and temporal kingdoms. ose outside the Vatican

thought of the Curia simply as the bureaucracy that administered the Papal

States. But that simplistic view minimized the Ladon-like network of intrigue

and deceit composed largely of celibate single men who lived and worked

together at the same time they competed with each other for influence with

the Pope.3

e cost of running the church’s kingdom while maintaining the profligate

lifestyle of one of Europe’s grandest courts pressured the Vatican always to look

for ways to bring in more money.4 Taxes and fees levied on the Papal States

paid most of the empire’s basic expenses. e sales of produce from its

agriculturally rich northern land as well as rents collected from its properties

throughout Europe brought in extra cash. But over time that was not enough

to fuel the lavish lifestyles of the Pope and his top clerics. e church found

the money it needed in the selling of so-called indulgences, a sixth-century

invention whereby the faithful paid for a piece of paper that promised that

God would forgo any earthly punishment for the buyer’s sins. e early

church’s penances were often severe, including flogging, imprisonment, or even

death. Although some indulgences were free, the best ones—promising the

most redemption for the gravest sins—were expensive.5 e Vatican set prices



according to the severity of the sin and they were initially available only to

those who made a pilgrimage to Rome.6

Indulgences helped Urban II in the eleventh century offset the church’s

enormous costs in subsidizing the first Crusades. He offered full absolution to

anyone who volunteered to fight in “God’s army” and partial forgiveness for

simply helping the Crusaders. Successive Popes became ever more creative in

liberalizing the scope of indulgences and the ease with which devout Catholics

could pay for them. By the early 1400s, Boniface IX—whose decadent

spending kept the church under relentless financial pressure—extended

indulgences to encompass sacraments, ordinations, and consecrations.7 A few

decades later, Pope Paul II waived the need for sinners to make a pilgrimage to

Rome. He authorized local bishops to collect the money and dispense the

indulgences and also cleared them for sale at pilgrimage sites that had relics of

saints.8 Sextus IV had an inspired idea: apply them to souls stuck in Purgatory.

Any Catholic could pay so that souls trapped in Purgatory could get on a fast

track to Heaven. e assurance that money alone could cut the afterlife in

Purgatory was such a powerful inducement that many families sent their life

savings to Rome. So much money flooded to Sextus that he was able to build

the Sistine Chapel.9 Alexander VI—the Spanish Borgia whose Papacy was

marked by nepotism and brutal infighting for power—created an indulgence

for simply reciting the Rosary in public. e new sales pitch promised the

faithful that a generous contribution multiplied the Rosary’s prayer power.10,I

Each Pontiff understood that tax revenues from the Papal States paid most

of the day-to-day bills, while indulgences paid for everything else. e church

overlooked the widespread corruption and graft inherent in collecting so much

cash and instead grew ever more dependent on indulgences.12 And as they got

ever easier to buy and promised more forgiveness, they became wildly popular

among ordinary Catholics.13

Indulgences were, however, more than a financial lifeline. ey also helped

medieval Roman Popes withstand challenges to their secular power. So-called

antipopes—usually from other Italian cities—claimed they, rather than the

pope elected in Rome, had the political or divine right to rule the Catholic

Church.14,II Although some antipopes raised their own armies and had

popular backing, they never mustered the moral authority to issue indulgences.



Repeated efforts over centuries by pretenders to the Papacy to package and sell

forgiveness for sins failed. Few Catholics believed that anyone but the Roman

Pope had the direct connection with God to offer a real indulgence.16 And

when the Pope’s armies were called upon to sometimes crush an antipope, it

was usually the flood of cash from indulgences that paid for the war.

By the reign of Leo X—the last nonpriest elected Pope in 1513—a growing

chorus of critics condemned indulgences as a shameless ecclesiastical

dependence. Leo, a prince from Florence’s powerful Medici family, was a

cardinal since he was thirteen. He was accustomed to an extravagant lifestyle

by the time he became Pope at thirty-eight. Leo made the Papal Court the

grandest in Europe, commissioning Raphael to decorate the majestic loggias.

e Vatican’s servants nearly doubled to seven hundred. Assuming the role of a

clerical aristocracy, cardinals were called Princes of the Church.17 Leo had no

patience for critics who demanded he curb the sale of indulgences. He tried

silencing his detractors by threatening excommunication.18 When that failed,

he pressed ahead with a futures market by which diminution was available for

sins not yet committed.19 So much cash flooded in that he could build St.

Peter’s cathedral.20

Pope-Kings unvaryingly were scions of a handful of powerful Italian

families. When one of their sons became Pope, the by-products of a Papacy

often included rampant corruption, pervasive nepotism, and unbridled

debauchery.21 e cash from indulgences mostly became a bottomless pit.22

e licentious lifestyle of the Papal Court and the widespread abuses in

selling indulgences became a rallying cry for Martin Luther and the

Reformation.23 Pope Leo responded by excommunicating Luther.24 One of

the few benefits from the schism was that since Protestants condemned

indulgences, the Holy See remained unopposed when it came to selling

forgiveness to believers in Christ.

e steady flow of cash became ever more important as the Vatican suffered

from the repercussions of the liberal political and social upheaval that swept

Western Europe in the late eighteenth century, climaxing in the 1789 French

Revolution. Monarchies friendly to the church were either toppled or greatly

weakened. When Napoleon came to power in France in 1796 he demanded

the Vatican pay millions a year in tribute to him. When the church could not



afford to do so, he dispatched troops to Italy to strip many churches and

cathedrals of anything of value and return the plunder to France. Worse,

Rome’s real estate income in post-revolution France was extinguished as the

nascent republic nationalized many church properties.25 e new National

Assembly banned French bishops from sending to Rome any of the money

they raised. It was not much better in other countries. In Austria, cash-

strapped Emperor Joseph II undercut Papal authority by diverting the Vatican-

bound money to his own treasury. Revenue from Britain, Scandinavia, and

Germany slowed.26 Even Italy’s Prime Minister—personally approved for the

office by Pope Pius VI—imposed a tax on church properties in a bid to stem

the country’s financial crisis. Pius VI denounced the new tax as “the work of

the devil.”27

e fallout continued as political unrest in Europe spilled over into the first

half of the nineteenth century: Papal income fell in a remarkable forty of the

century’s first fifty years.28 A few lay advisors worried that the social instability

that wreaked havoc with church finances would not pass quickly. ey

recommended exploring ways by which the church might become less

dependent on donations from the faithful. But such suggestions were

invariably dismissed. Most ranking clerics believed that modern economic

theory was a pernicious and reprehensible component of the liberal secular

movement that had infected Europe. e Vatican had consigned to the

inviolable Index of Prohibited Books John Stuart Mill’s seminal Principles of

Political Economy.29 Pope Benedict XIV, in a much heralded encyclical,Vix

Pervenit (On Usury and Other Dishonest Profit), reiterated the long-standing

church ban on loaning money with interest. By condemning interest-bearing

loans as “illicit,” “evil,” and a “sin,” Benedict ended any internal debate.30

e Vatican’s antiquated view about money meant that it did nothing to

encourage fiscal growth or industrial development in the Papal States. e

economy stagnated, and over decades tax revenues steadily declined.31

By the time Gregory XVI, the son of a lawyer, became Pope in 1831, the

situation was so dire that he felt compelled to do something remarkable: he

borrowed money from the Rothschilds, Europe’s preeminent Jewish banking

dynasty.32 e £400,000 loan ($43,000,000 in 2014) was a lifeline to the

church.33 e Rothschilds had a solid reputation when it came to bailing out



distressed governments. ey had steadied Austria’s finances after the

Napoleonic Wars and provided enough money to squash two rebellions in

Sicily.34

James de Rothschild, head of the family’s Paris-based headquarters, became

the official Papal banker.35 One of his brothers, Carl, who ran the family’s

Naples branch, began traveling to Rome to consult with the Pope. eir

financial empire prompted a mixture of envy and resentment among church

officials. Most traditionalists, who referred to James as the leader of

“international Jewry,” were appalled that the church had resorted to “Christ-

killers” for financial succor.36 French Poet Alfred de Vigny wrote that “a Jew

now reigns over the Pope and Christianity. He pays monarchs and buys

nations.”37 German political writer Karl Ludwig Börne—born Loeb Baruch

but changed his name upon becoming a Lutheran—thought that Gregory had

demeaned the Vatican by giving Carl Rothschild an audience. Börne noted

that “a wealthy Jew kisses his [the Pope’s] hand” whereas “a poor Christian

kisses the Pope’s feet.” He fanned the distrust among many of the faithful:

“e Rothschilds are assuredly nobler than their ancestor Judas Iscariot. He

sold Christ for 30 small pieces of silver; the Rothschilds would buy Him, if He

were for sale.”38

It had been only thirty-five years since the destabilizing aftershocks from the

French Revolution had led to the easing of harsh, discriminatory laws against

Jews in Western Europe. It was then that Mayer Amschel, the Rothschild

family patriarch, had walked out of the Frankfurt ghetto with his five sons and

established a fledgling bank. Little wonder the Rothschilds sparked such envy.

By the time Pope Gregory asked for a loan they had created the world’s biggest

bank, ten times larger than their closest rival.39

Church leaders may not have liked the Rothschilds but they did like their

cash. Shortly after the first loan, the Pope bestowed on Carl the medal of the

Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St. George. For their part, the

Rothschilds thought the Vatican was the most disorganized and chaotic mess

they had ever encountered. ey were startled to discover the church had no

budgets or balance sheets. e prelates who controlled the money had no

financial training. ere were no independent reviews or audits. e

combination of secrecy and disorder was ripe for abuse. When the Papal States



fell into debt, the Pope sometimes simply repudiated the obligation and

refused to pay. It was little wonder that the number of countries or banks

willing to loan to the church had shrunk. Still, the Vatican rebuffed all

financial reforms the Rothschilds suggested. Pope Gregory was suspicious of

modernity, thought democracy was dangerous and destabilizing, and

condemned even railroads as the work of the devil.40

Gregory died in 1846. His successor was Pius IX. Pius, the fourth son of a

count, confronted a new problem: a surging tide of Italian nationalism that

threatened the church’s control of the Papal States.41 Since the eighth century,

the Papal States had been the earthly symbol of the church’s power. By the time

Pius became Pope, the Vatican’s land spread east from Rome in a broad swath

that split Italy in half. It was sandwiched between two colonial powers, the

Hapsburgs to the north and the French to the south. Pius was barely on the

Papal throne when popular uprisings erupted across Italy. A loosely knit

federation of anticlerical anarchists and intellectuals hoped to expel the

colonial powers and establish a unified Italian republic with Rome as its

capital. In their vision there was no room for the Papal States. Pius viewed the

nationalists with alarm and disdain.42

Determined not to lose the church’s empire and all its income, Pius tried

dampening the widespread nationalist fervor with a conciliatory step: he

introduced some reforms in the Papal States.43 His decrees established the first

ever city and state councils and lifted some restrictions on speech. He freed

more than a thousand political prisoners and created a Consultative Assembly

composed of twenty-four elected lay representatives.44 e standing gallows in

the center of each city were demolished, and the Pope loosened the censorship

on newspapers. e changes were popular. But they were a decade too late.

Sicily exploded in full rebellion in January 1848. ere was a revolt in

Palermo that same month.45 Pius scrambled to stay ahead of the deteriorating

situation by making more concessions. He set forth the outlines for a

constitution that alluded vaguely to limiting his own secular power.46 But the

compromises from Rome got lost in the escalating violence. e nationalists

drove the Austrians from Milan that spring. Fearing the Austrians might try to

seize some of the church’s lands in retaliation, Pius dispatched ten thousand

troops. Word spread fast that the church’s army was on the march. Ordinary



Italians were enthusiastic. But almost as quickly as Pius had sent them, he

reversed himself, declaring that he did not think the church should be at war

with a devoutly Catholic nation such as Austria.47

Popular sentiment boiled when Pius wavered. Romans, in particular, were

furious and condemned the Pope as a reactionary posing as a reformer. Large

crowds protested daily outside St. Peter’s and breakaway gangs clashed

frequently with the Vatican’s Swiss Guards. On November 15, 1848, a mob

surged into the Palace of the Chancellery and chased down Count Pellegrino

Rossi, the Papal Prime Minister. ey cornered him on a staircase and slit his

throat.48 e next day an armed gang swarmed near the Palazzo del Quirinale

and killed several Swiss Guards as well as the Pope’s personal secretary.49 Some

in the mob insisted the Pope be taken prisoner. A few days later, disguised as a

common priest—and with his face partially concealed by a large scarf and dark

glasses—Pius fled Rome in a carriage for the remote sea fortress at Gaeta in

southern Italy. e king of Naples guaranteed his safety.

France’s Louis Napoleon (later Napoleon III) commissioned an

expeditionary force of nine thousand troops and sent them to battle the Italian

nationalists so Pius could return to Rome. e fighting was bitter and it took

eight months before the French retook Rome and toppled the fledgling

Republic. French army officers and three senior cardinals (the so-called Red

Triumvirate) ran the city while the Pope was in exile. e French would not

allow Pius to return until they were confident all the nationalist cells were

eliminated.50

Pius returned to the Vatican nine months later. He was now the reactionary

that people mistakenly thought he was before the fighting had forced him to

flee for his life. e Pope would never again consider any reforms nor would

there be any more compromises. e disarray he witnessed upon his return to

Rome further convinced him that modern thought caused disorder. Crime was

rampant. Price gouging over food exacerbated widespread hunger. Jews, a

favorite scapegoat, received most of the blame, especially since some had

worked with the nationalists.51 Pius even made Rome’s Jews pay the cost of his

return since he contended they must have somehow been the agitators

responsible for his exile in the first place.52



Worries about the chaos in Rome were soon replaced by concerns over the

dire condition of the church’s finances. e bedlam meant sales of indulgences

had plummeted. Collection of taxes in the Papal States had been badly

affected. ere was an enormous pile of two years of unpaid bills as well as new

obligations to pay for the French garrison that now protected Rome. e

Vatican desperately needed an infusion of cash. e Catholic bank to which

Pius hoped to go for help, Paris-based Delahante and Company, had collapsed

from the fallout of the ird French Revolution.53 Although the aristocratic

Pius was an unrepentant advocate of a medieval view of Jews as the evil

architects of everything from rationalism to Freemasonry to socialism, he

reluctantly agreed that only the Rothschilds could again keep the Church

afloat.54

e new Rothschild loan was 50 million francs—more than $10,000,000.

at was more than the Vatican’s entire budget for a year. Two additional loans

were soon forthcoming, totaling another 54 million francs.55,III

e Rothschilds, meanwhile, were criticized by some Jewish leaders who felt

as though the family simply profited from the church without making any

effort to change its harsh policies toward Jews. So the Rothschilds tried

leveraging their influence to beseech the Holy See to improve conditions for

the fifteen thousand Jews in the Papal States.57 ey asked that the Pope cancel

extra taxes levied solely on Jews, the prohibition on taking property from the

ghetto, and the ban on working in professions, and that he abolish onerous

evidentiary standards that put them at tremendous disadvantage in court cases.

Pius sent a written assurance to the Rothschilds through the Papal Nuncio in

Paris that he would help.58 Privately, he told some of his aides that he preferred

martyrdom to acceding to the Rothschild requests.59 Pius ultimately made

only a single concession: he tore down the walls and chained gates that ringed

Rome’s notorious Jewish ghetto, the last in Europe set apart by a physical

boundary.60 But it had no practical effect, as Jews were prohibited from

moving anywhere else.61 When Carl Rothschild visited Rome four months

later and complained that little had changed, Pius mollified the family by

lifting a long-standing requirement that Jews attend proselytizing sermons

every week on their Sabbath.



Pius bristled at the church’s dependency on the Rothschilds. So did

prominent Catholic bankers, like the Belgian André Langrand-Dumonceau,

who declared it “shameful” to borrow money from Jews.62 Church leaders

believed Jewish financiers were Freemasons, part of a larger international effort

to destabilize the Vatican and push a secular philosophy in which worship of

money replaced that of God.63 To make the church less reliant, Pius appointed

a deacon, Giacomo Antonelli, as his Cardinal Secretary of State (roughly the

Pope’s Prime Minister) as well as chief of the Papal Treasury.IV Antonelli, who

came from a prosperous Napolitano family, had been one of Pius’s few trusted

aides in exile.65 It was a controversial selection. According to Antonelli’s

biographer, Frank Coppa, “In pride he was considered a match for Lucifer, in

politics a disciple of Machiavelli.”66 But he had the backing of Pius, the only

person who mattered. e Pope gave him broad leeway to make the church

self-sufficient.67

Antonelli began by ending the Vatican’s financial subsidies for clerical orders

such as the Jesuits and Franciscans. ey had historically been a costly drain.68

Although it caused a furor among the religious orders that relied on getting

money from Rome, Pius refused any entreaty to reverse the decision. And as

part of an ambitious restructuring of the church’s debt—and against the advice

of a majority in the Curia—Antonelli raised taxes and introduced new tariffs in

the Papal States. He negotiated with the Rothschilds to consolidate some of

the Vatican’s outstanding debts into a single forty-year loan.69 It was for a then

staggering 142,525,000 francs (around $30,000,000, some 40 percent of the

church’s outstanding debt) at a 5 percent interest rate.70 Antonelli proved as

tough a negotiator as James Rothschild. He resisted the bankers’ demands that

the Vatican’s extensive real estate serve as collateral. In 1859, with the new loan

in place, Antonelli balanced the Papal budget for the first time since the start

of the century.71

Antonelli soon devised a plan to entirely bypass the Rothschilds: the church

would sell interest-bearing debt directly to the faithful without using an

investment bank. Two Catholic newspapers offered the chance to test his do-it-

alone proposal. In 1861, the Vatican brought the Jesuits’ fortnightly La Civiltà

Cattolica (Catholic Civilization) to Rome. And it purchased L’Osservatore

Romano (e Roman Observer), a paper that became required reading in far-



flung Catholic communities.72 Besides generic articles about faith, Antonelli

crammed both papers with appeals for donations. e cash that came in was

double his target.73 e Pope approved the sale of future debt without the

Rothschilds.

In 1860, the church issued 60 million lire in Vatican “bonds.” Priests urged

the faithful to buy them as their “religious duty.” Bishops collected the money

and sent it to Rome.74 And when the church eventually needed help managing

its debt, Antonelli and Pius ushered in two Paris-based Catholic bankers, the

Marquis de la Bouillerie and Edward Blount.75 Free of the Rothschilds, it was

not long before Pius rebuilt some of the wall around Rome’s Jewish ghetto.76

Catholics gave money to the church despite Pius’s unpopularity. Italians

longed for a unified Italy. ey knew the Papal States were an obstacle to

achieving that. e Pope’s likability quotient had also suffered after a widely

publicized incident in 1858 in which the Papal police in Bologna forcibly

seized a six-year-old boy, Edgardo Mortara, from his Jewish parents after a

Catholic housekeeper told friends she had secretly baptized the child years

earlier when he had been gravely ill as an infant.77 Once children were

baptized the church considered them to be Catholic and therefore Jewish

parents could not be trusted to raise them. For centuries, children allegedly

baptized in the Papal States had been taken from their birth parents and raised

either by a Catholic family or placed into a church-run institution dedicated to

the conversion of Jews.78

What made the Mortara case different was that the youngster’s confinement

to a Rome conversion center had sparked appeals to Pius personally to

intervene and order the boy returned to his parents. Pius instead directed the

boy be brought regularly to the Vatican’s Esquiline Palace, where he promised

to personally raise him as a Catholic.79

e boy was, of course, awed by the splendor of the Papal Court, and Pius

steadfastly ignored many appeals for his release. Napoleon III, who found it

galling that the French garrison made it possible for the youngster to be held,

condemned the kidnapping, as did his devout and popular wife, Empress

Eugénie. e Prime Minister of the Italian state of Piedmont—seeing this as

an opportunity to weaken the Papacy—promised to return the boy to his

parents.80 And Catholics in America and Britain denounced the boy’s taking.



Pius dismissed the outcry as a conspiracy of “freethinkers, the disciples of

Rousseau and Malthus.”81 Later, in a reference often used about Jews, Pius

chided his critics as “dogs” and complained there were too many in Rome.82

When a delegation of Roman Jews visited Pius and pleaded for the boy’s

release, the Pope erupted in anger, accusing them of stirring up popular

sentiment against the Papacy. Personal appeals from the Rothschilds went

unanswered. La Civiltà Cattolica fed the widely held belief that Jews murdered

Christian children in order to use their blood in rituals. It reported Eastern

European Jews had kidnapped and crucified children and suggested that the

child’s parents wanted him back only so they could torture him since he was

now a Catholic.83 e paper also published a story about Edgardo’s early

months in Rome, claiming that “he begged to be raised in a Christian home,”

and that, supposedly, without any coaxing, he said, “I am baptized and my

father is the Pope.”84

Antonelli knew the impassioned controversy was bad for business.

Contributions from the faithful had plummeted due to the international

outrage. Antonelli asked the Pope to reconsider. But Pius would not budge. “I

have the blessed Virgin on my side,” he told his Secretary of State.85 And as for

those who might not want to give money to the church because they were

alienated by the taking of the boy, Pius told Antonelli that was his job to fix

it.86,V

e Pope had picked a bad time to test the limits of his secular power.

Although the French had returned Pius to Rome, the nationalists had not

abandoned their quest to unite Italy. A new wave of bloody insurrections

kicked off across the peninsula in 1859. e resurgent instability caused

distress inside St. Peter’s. Napoleon’s armies joined Sardinian militias in

fighting Austrian troops and soon all of Italy was engulfed in civil war. e

Hapsburgs eventually lost Lombardy. And the Bourbons relinquished control

of Naples. Venice and Sardinia fell into the nascent unified Italian Republic. In

1861, the nationalist army annexed most of the Papal States. e Pope was

now the secular king only of Rome.

Antonelli beseeched Pius to liberalize the Vatican’s investments. Having lost

the Papal States’ income, the church would either have to downsize the Pope’s

court and Curia or find creative ways to bring in more cash. Approving Vatican



“bonds” as he had the previous year was only the first step, Antonelli told the

Pope. Antonelli confided to a colleague that he thought Pius would give him

more leeway over the finances so long as the Pope did “not consult the Holy

Spirit.”88

Pius gave his answer later that year in an encyclical, Quanta Cura

(Condemning Current Errors) and an attached Syllabus of Errors. e Syllabus

caused an uproar.89 It, relied on edicts of previous Popes to denounce eighty

tenets of modern life, including freedom of speech, divorce, the right to rebel

against a lawful government, and the choice of people to practice religions

other than Catholicism. Syllabus deplored materialism, science, liberalism, and

democracy. Its eightieth statement declared there was no reason any “Roman

Pope” should ever have to “harmonize himself with progress . . . [or] recent

civilization.”90

Syllabus was an unrelenting broadside condemning the modern world and

held stubbornly to the notion that the church could thrive according to the

standards of a bygone century.91 Its harsh tone was particularly startling since

Pius was himself an ex-librarian. He understood the church’s history better

than many of his predecessors. Some had hoped that Pius might revert to the

reformer traits that marked his early Papacy. But Syllabus crushed such

expectations. Antonelli knew that Western governments were dumbstruck by

the denunciations of freedom of thought and of conscience.92 In private, he

tried explaining away Pius’s anti-intellectual diatribe.93 But much in the same

way that the kidnappings of the Jewish children had undermined the Pope’s

moral standing, Syllabus undercut his intellectual integrity. Italian university

students burned copies in protest. A few priests left their orders citing Syllabus.

Secular newspapers trashed it.

As with the kidnappings, Pius dismissed all criticism. He boasted that

Syllabus was a seminal pronouncement and the attacks only reinforced his view

that he alone had been divinely selected to guide the church. Eventually, to

settle any simmering internal dissent, he ordered all bishops and cardinals to

Rome in 1869 to debate the church’s role in opposing rationalism. Seven

hundred ninety-two made the journey.94 e First Vatican Council—held in

the acoustically dreadful St. Peter’s—focused instead on whether a Pope’s

authority had limits. After seven months of raucous debate a majority of the



bishops voted in favor of a declaration that on all issues of faith the Pope could

unilaterally invoke infallibility.95

But there was little time inside Pius’s inner circle to celebrate. e day after

the infallibility vote France declared war on Prussia.96 e war was the ideal

pretext for Napoleon to withdraw his garrison and leave Rome undefended.97

Pius pleaded in vain to other Catholic countries for help. None did. Appalled

by the two kidnappings and convinced that the Pope was an obstructionist, no

leaders had any incentive to risk the lives of their troops to save a Pontiff who

was so incredibly at odds with modern society.

e Vatican was defended now by Zuavi Pontifici—Papal light infantry—

several thousand young, unmarried Catholic volunteers from more than two

dozen countries. Few thought the ragtag force could withstand a sustained

assault. e Italian king sent an emissary who offered to spare the church a

humiliating military defeat by pretending the nationalist army took control of

Rome under the guise of protecting the Pontiff. e nationalists even offered

to recognize Papal sovereignty, the right of the Vatican to have ambassadors,

and to pay some money to offset the income the church had lost from the

Papal States. Pius would hear none of it. Instead, he let loose with a vicious

verbal assault. e King’s envoy was so shaken that in his rush to get away

from Pius he almost walked out a third-story window instead of a door.98

Rebuffed by the Pope, Italian troops massed outside Rome. Pius could not

be dissuaded of his delusion that no Italian army would dare attack Rome—a

sacred city—so long as he was there.99 When nationalist troops breached the

city’s outer perimeter, the Pope urged his garrison to resist the “vipers.”100

Rome fell in a day. e Pope ordered the white flag raised over St. Peter’s at

9:00 a.m. on September 20. For the first time in a millennium, the church had

no sovereign seat of power. Its sixteen thousand square miles of feudal empire

had been reduced to a tiny parcel of land.

To soften the blow, the new republic offered the Pope the Leonine City, a

large Roman district around which the ninth-century Pope Leo IV

commissioned the Leonine Wall. But Pius worried that if he agreed to

anything it would imply he endorsed the legitimacy of Italy’s rule over his

former kingdom.



Some cardinals and the Father Superior of the Jesuits advised that he flee

and establish a Papacy in exile. Antonelli advised against abandoning Rome.101

Pius needed little persuasion. He quickly refused. His exile in Gaeta had been

too unsettling. He felt too old at seventy-eight to leave Italy. And he had a

different plan. Although Italian officials assured him he was free to come and

go as he wanted, Pius declared himself the “prisoner of the Vatican”—a victim

Pope—and remained shuttered inside St. Peter’s.102 He excommunicated those

who had played key roles in the conquest of Rome. And when the new

government wanted to move into the Quirinale—built in the sixteenth century

as a Papal summer palace—Pius petulantly refused to hand over the keys.103

Pius and his advisors had every reason to resort to high theatrics: Italy’s

unification was disastrous for the church. And to their great frustration, there

was little they could do about it. As Antonelli feared, the seizure was more than

just a blow to the Vatican’s prestige. e Papal States had included the Vatican’s

wealthiest regions and almost all its population.104 Antonelli knew the loss

meant the church was teetering on the verge of bankruptcy, some 20 million

lire in debt.105 e situation would have been worse had Antonelli not secretly

met with an Italian aristocrat, Baron Alberto Blanc, and through his efforts got

Italy to return 5 million lire belonging to the Holy See, all in bank accounts

seized by the secular government.106

Pius seemed oblivious to the bad news.VI He wanted money for a new

militia of mercenaries to counter the nonexistent threat that Italian armies

might appropriate the Vatican itself.108 He also thought it important to

preserve the spectacle of the sumptuous Papal monarchy. Pius refused to

dismiss any workers. And he insisted on paying salaries and pensions for

officials who had been fired by the new Italian government, as well as for those

who resigned out of loyalty to the Vatican. In less than a year, 15 percent of the

church’s budget went to salaries of ex-employees of the Papal States.109

Antonelli knew it would take too long to raise money with another debt

issue. After much debate, Pius and his advisors settled on an unexpected

solution: to rekindle Peter’s Pence. It was a fundraising practice that had been

popular a thousand years earlier with the Saxons in England (before Henry

VIII had banned it). “Obolo di San Pietro” in Italian, “offerings from the

faithful,” Peter’s Pence consisted not only of donations, but also of fees paid by



loyal Catholics for services such as weddings, funerals, and confirmations.110

Special taxes levied during the Crusades were tallied as part of Peter’s Pence.111

In better times, the Vatican set aside money raised from Peter’s Pence only

for extraordinary costs.112 Now it was needed to pay day-to-day operating

expenses. Catholic journals, local churches, and even Catholic politicians

throughout Europe, South America, and the United States pleaded to bail out

the Pope. Not only did Pius need money to survive, the pitch went, but the

church also required a professional army to protect what little it had left. Cash

poured in. Austrian Archduke Maximilian and most of the French aristocracy

gave generously. e poor and uneducated were induced to donate by tales

that Italian inquisitors had chained the Pope to a prison wall. One fraud even

sold samples of “Holy straw” from the nonexistent cell’s floor.113 Catholics in

different countries competed with one another to see who could raise the

most.114

e revival of Peter’s Pence was the first time ordinary Catholics felt as

though they individually could help the “imprisoned” Pope. Pius adopted the

unfamiliar mantle as a popular fundraiser. He acknowledged the most

generous donations. e advent of photography allowed key contributors to

receive signed pictures. And he doled out framed letters, personal benedictions,

Papal titles of nobility, and knighthoods. e Italian ambassador to the United

States noted, “Because they have no aristocracy, the Americans are particularly

susceptible to this form of flattery.”115 Philadelphia’s Protestant Mellon family

gave a large enough contribution to earn a Papal Marquis. Still, Antonelli knew

it was not wise to fund the church on the hope that the faithful would steadily

send in a lot of money. For the first three years of the reinstituted Peter’s Pence,

the annual receipts covered on average just four months of the church’s annual

deficit.116 Another of Antonelli’s ideas was to have European bishops appeal to

Catholic worshippers for separate contributions—dubbed loan subscriptions—

to pay down the Vatican’s outstanding debt. e bishop of Autun assured his

congregants “e Pope is a good risk.”117

In Rome, Catholic financiers pitched more money-raising proposals to the

Pope. Pius rejected one for a worldwide lottery to supplement Peter’s Pence.

He judged it a volatile mixture of capitalism and gambling.118 And he also said

no to the idea of capitalizing the remaining Papal properties throughout



Europe so they could be leveraged to produce more revenue. Pius thought that

violated Catholic doctrine forbidding business speculation.

Some of the Vatican resistance to capitalism was a leftover of Middle Age

ideologies, a belief that the church alone was empowered by God to fight

Mammon, a satanic deity of greed. And some doctrine, such as its ban on

usury—earning interest on money loaned or invested—was based on a literal

biblical interpretation.119,VII

Pius was especially distrustful of capitalism since he thought secular activists

used it as a wedge to separate the church from its integrated role with the state.

In some countries, the “capitalist bourgeoisie,” as the Vatican dubbed it, had

even confiscated church land for public use.121 When leading Catholic banker

André Langrand-Dumonceau went bankrupt in 1870 under the weight of too

much debt, it further confirmed to the Pope that free market concepts were

dangerous.122 Also behind the resistance to change was the church’s traditional

view that capitalism was mostly the province of Jews. La Civiltà Cattolica

regularly denounced the financial business as the evil dominion of Jews.

Typical was this: “It [international Jewry] is the giant octopus that with its

oversized tentacles envelops everything. It has its stomachs in the banks . . .

and its suction cups everywhere. . . . It represents the kingdom of capital . . .

the aristocracy of gold. . . . It reigns unopposed.”123

Running parallel with the ingrained anti-Semitism was a vituperative anti-

Protestantism. Protestants did not promote capitalist principles, but certain

Lutheran and Calvinist doctrines were receptive to the activities that

collectively emerged as capitalism. Protestants embraced private ownership of

property and the right to earn profits, and allowed borrowing and lending

money as well as earning interest on it. German sociologist Max Weber

contended that the surge of capitalism in northern Europe was a direct result

of the tenets of Protestant Christianity. He tracked how the growth of

Calvinism and Methodism ran parallel to the rise of capitalism in those

countries.124 Protestants encouraged workers to find well-paying jobs and

contended that employers should endeavor to provide decent working

conditions.125 ey invested in ventures for profit and then used those

earnings for more investments.126 Catholic theology, in contrast, downplayed

the rights of individuals, contending instead that workers should consider that



one benefit of low paying work was that it contributed to the common good of

fellow worshippers and the church. Vatican traditionalists condemned the

capitalism that took hold in Protestant countries.127

But capitalism was only a financial philosophy. e more fundamental

struggle among many nineteenth-century church philosophers was whether the

Vatican should even be part of the modern world. e internal debate was

fierce and long. Pius led the traditionalist camp. But in 1871, a new temporal

crisis overshadowed that divisive argument. In May, under pressure from Italy’s

enormous Catholic population, a divided parliament passed the Law of Papal

Guarantees.128 It recognized the Pope as a “sovereign Pontiff,” granting him

the same privileges as an Italian King; extended special territorial status to the

Vatican and the Papal summer villa; and issued Vatican envoys immunities and

honors. e law also exempted all church property from taxation and set aside

an annual subsidy of 3,225,000 lire to help offset the income lost from the

Papal States.129

e Pope detested the law, telling aides that it was a shameless effort to

leave him a denuded figurehead with only a “royal palace.”130 It was not a

treaty between equal partners, he contended, but a unilateral act that any

future parliament could undo. Pius issued a hastily drafted encyclical

repudiating the law and reiterating his demand that Italy instead restore the

Papal States to the Vatican’s control.131 He warned the faithful that

“wickedness” was afoot and that the guarantees were “unholy” and the

government leaders who offered it were “stigmatized [by] their absurdity,

cunning and mockery.”132 e Pope excommunicated more Italian officials he

labeled as antichurch and even refused the annual subsidy—money the church

needed desperately and for which Antonelli lobbied hard.133

Italy pressured the church. It seized dozens of monasteries and nunneries

and converted them to government offices. In 1874, Italy banned mandatory

religious classes in schools. It eliminated the exemption for the clergy serving

in the military as well as abolishing the religious oath in courtrooms. And

much to the Vatican’s fury, the state recognized civil marriages, an institution

over which all Popes had insisted the Catholic Church alone had authority.134

Every time Pius lashed out with more invectives—he denigrated government

ministers as everything from “monsters of hell” to “satellites of Satan in human



flesh”—the state pushed back with more restrictive legislation. In 1876,

parliament came short by only a few votes from passing a statute of Clerical

Abuses that would have banned all political statements from the pulpit as well

as abolishing the inviolable secrecy of the confessional.

Still, Pius refused to recognize the Italian state. Nor would the Pope allow

Catholics to vote in national elections. Without a Catholic counterweight at

the polls, the most anticlerical politicians were elected.

By the time the eighty-five-year-old Pius died in 1878, after a record thirty-

two-year reign, devout Catholics revered him as an uncompromising Pope.

And most of Italy’s leaders reviled him. Even his funeral was not free of drama.

Hundreds of thousands turned out for his memorial procession. Army troops

had to forcibly stop some in the crowd from snatching the coffin and tossing it

into the Tiber River.135

Spies had penetrated the Vatican and reported back that some hard-line

prelates were talking about boycotting “occupied Rome” for the Conclave of

Cardinals to elect the new Pope. If they convened in another country, officials

fretted it could lead to the first non-Italian Pope, someone who might be more

aggressive than even Pius in challenging Italy’s sovereign claim to the Papal

States. Italy sent a message to the senior cardinals: the government guaranteed

not to meddle in the conclave, but if the cardinals held it elsewhere, they could

never again gather in Rome. e clerics decided to stay in the Eternal City.136

I. Historians credit Johann Tetzel, a popular sixteenth-century Dominican priest and dispenser of
indulgences, with the first advertising jingle: “As soon as the coin in the coffer rings, a soul from
Purgatory springs.”11

II. e Holy See’s official directory lists thirty-nine antipopes and 265 Popes. Other sources list as many
as forty-seven antipopes. An accurate count is difficult because standards for electing Popes changed
frequently for more than a thousand years. Some Pontiffs were later classified as dissidents. e antipopes
peaked during the twelfth to fifteenth centuries, with two or more antipopes sometimes claiming the
Papacy.15

III. e Vatican issued the equivalent of bonds that paid between 5 and 8 percent interest. e
Rothschilds bought the commercial paper from the church at a 75 percent discount. What they paid the
Vatican constituted the loan. e Rothschilds then resold the paper as bonds to the public, with their
profit being the difference between what they paid the church and the final sales price. e interest to the
buyer was in the form of a discount from the full face value. at arrangement allowed the Vatican to
maintain the farce that it followed scripture and did not earn or pay interest on its investments.56



IV. Antonelli was one of the last deacons to become a cardinal. Benedict XV, in 1917, ruled that only
ordained priests could be cardinals. Many clerics never fully trusted Antonelli since he was not a priest,
and many believed he was secretly a Freemason.64

V. In 1864, as the pressure on Rome increased, Pius defended the seizure of another Jewish boy. is
time it was nine-year-old Giuseppe Coen, who lived in Rome’s ghetto. e church claimed the boy
wanted to become a Catholic and had voluntarily sought out a priest. e public outcry was again fierce.
European Catholics led by the French beseeched Pius to release Coen. He again ignored them.87

VI. Corrado Pallenberg, in a 1971 book, Vatican Finances, reported that Pius quipped, “Sarò forse
infallibile, ma sono certamente fallito (I may be infallible, but I am certainly bankrupt).” ere is no
citation, however, and the author cannot find it in any previous history.107

VII. e ban on earning interest was not relaxed until the mid-1800s and not lifted entirely until the
middle of World War I. As late as 1903, when Pius X became Pope, the anticapitalist theme continued in
Sacrorum Antistitum (e Oath Against Modernism). at decree required all priests to swear an oath
denouncing “Americanism,” something Pius considered an insidious slide toward modernism.120
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Enter the Black Nobles

Pius’s replacement, Perugia’s Cardinal Vincenzo Gioacchino Pecci, took the

name Leo XIII. e sixty-eight-year-old Leo had none of Pius’s irascible and

often volatile charisma. Even his longtime advisors considered him utterly

uninspiring. Some insiders speculated that Leo prevailed on the conclave’s

third ballot because he was the antithesis of his hot-tempered predecessor.

Others thought he was a stopgap choice since he was reportedly in poor health

and unlikely to be Pope long. Leo himself averred when elected that he was too

old and feeble to handle the pressures of the Papacy.1

His reputation as a cardinal was a moderately conservative traditionalist.

Leo had been born into an upper-middle-class family with some claim to

nobility. He gave conflicting signals early on about whether he shared Pius’s

taste for grandiose pomp. On the one hand, he was the first Pope to deem the

traditional Papal apartment, adjacent to the throne room, too grand. He slept

instead in a cavernous but spartan ground-floor room.2 But he also insisted

that all visitors, including secular officials, kneel throughout any audience.

Even top clerics were forbidden from sitting when addressing him.3

Leo was not long Pope before he learned that Pius had bequeathed to the

Vatican about 30 million lire (the Popes from wealthy families often left the

church their personal fortunes).4 It consisted of some gold, bank deposits, and

unfortunately many uncollectible IOUs. As a result, Pius’s bequest did not

make a dent in the church’s ravaged finances: Leo had inherited a 45 million

lire deficit. Although Peter’s Pence had paid many operating expenses for a

decade, nothing had been done to trim costs or reduce the staggering debt.5

And even more startling was that the mess seemed the fault of the unassailable

late Secretary of State and chief of the Treasury, Giacomo Antonelli.6 He had

passed away two years before Pius. It was only now that Leo learned of the

grim consequences of the unfettered autonomy Cardinal Antonelli had

wielded. Antonelli had accumulated great personal wealth while the Vatican’s

assets plunged. He had ennobled his middle-class family. His four brothers had

been made Papal Counts. One, Luigi, was the administrator of the Pontifical



Railroads. Gregorio attended to church affairs outside the Vatican. And his

eldest brother, Filippo, made a sizable fortune after he was nominated as a

governor of the reorganized state-owned Banca Romana, the capital’s first

savings bank.7 Antonelli had directed many of the sixty families of the Black

Nobles—aristocratic Catholics who stayed loyal to the Pope when Italian

troops seized Rome in 1870—to his brother’s bank.8 With Antonelli dead,

Italian aristocrats and businessmen disclosed that he had rebuffed their pleas to

invest Peter’s Pence in conservative ventures.9 Instead, he had deployed a

network of Papal nuncios to sell precious collectibles donated by the faithful

and smuggled the money out of Italy.10 His final will left the bulk of his estate

—623,341 gold francs—to his brothers and nephews. Some gems were

bequeathed to the Vatican museum, and as for the Pope, Antonelli left him

only his own desk crucifix.11 e coup de grâce came when a young countess,

Loreta Lambertini, stepped forward and claimed she was the cardinal’s

illegitimate daughter and was entitled to a share of the property, palaces, and

gold he had amassed.12

Leo felt compelled to entertain bold measures to strengthen the church’s

anemic balance sheet. It was not long before he approved the church’s first ever,

albeit limited, interest-bearing loans. e Pope soon learned that simply

changing the rules did not guarantee success. His unsophisticated clerical

advisors—without any financial training—did not insist on collateral for the

first round of loans they issued. Instead they based their decisions solely on the

name of the penurious aristocrat borrowing the money. In the first year of Leo’s

reign more than a million lire in loans were written off as worthless debts.13

e bad results prompted the Pope to immerse himself in the basics of

lending. He insisted that, going forward, he review each loan. And he reserved

final approval for all real estate deals, soliciting Peter’s Pence, and raising cash

from pilgrimages. Leo’s advisors considered his micromanagement unnecessary

and his incessant meddling time-consuming. But his fear they were

incompetent kept him from giving them more authority. Leo also worried

about thievery. He kept much of the church’s spare cash, jewelry, and gold in

large trunks stacked in his enormous bedroom.14

e Pope flirted with buying a small newspaper network dedicated to

battling Freemasonry.15 But before the deal closed, the Catholic bank and



financiers who had pitched the proposal went bust. at convinced him that

instead of putting the church’s money at risk in a business venture, it was safer

in real estate. Starting in the 1880s, he ordered that most of Peter’s Pence be

invested through silent partnerships into Roman property. Leo caught the early

stages of a massive speculative building boom.16 e spiraling property prices

brought tremendous profits. Many Black Nobles became rich just by investing

their own money into the same projects the church chose.17 A handful of those

men used their wealth to fund the start-up Banco di Roma (Bank of Rome).18

ey then convinced the risk-averse Pontiff to make a sizable investment in the

bank. e Vatican also followed the bank’s lead in buying shares in Rome’s

trolley system as well as a controlling stake of a British-owned company that

supplied water to the capital.19 Subsequently, when Italian aristocrats took

loans from the church, they often provided their shares in the Bank of Rome as

collateral, further binding the church and the bank.

Leo turned out to be more successful at stabilizing the church’s finances

than he was at quelling the deteriorating political turmoil between the church

and Italy. A succession of left-wing, anticlerical administrations passed laws

hostile to the Vatican, exacerbating Leo’s mistrust of secular government. One

statute abolished an obligation that Italian farmers pay the Vatican a tithe.

Another authorized the confiscation of some church assets. e tension

between church and state grew so fierce that Leo decided to abandon Rome

and govern the church in exile from France. But just as Italian officials had

been warned eight years earlier when the cardinals considered moving the

conclave from Rome, informants tipped them off about Leo’s plans. Italy gave

the Pope an ultimatum: if he left he could never return. Leo and his advisors

stayed put. e episode caused great concern inside the Papal Court that

secular spies had penetrated it. So Leo consolidated authority in an ever-

smaller group of long-standing clerical aides.20

e decision to stay in Rome meant the Pope was there to witness firsthand

the great property crash of 1887. e Bank of Rome, in which the Vatican was

a major investor, suffered huge losses. e church itself was badly damaged,

losing about a third of its capital in less than a year.21 Leo disclaimed any

responsibility for the debacle. Monsignor Enrico Folchi, who held a senior

position in the Vatican’s finances for eleven years, got blamed. e Pontiff



unceremoniously dismissed him. Many inside the Papal Court, however, felt as

though Folchi was a convenient scapegoat.

Folchi’s replacement was Monsignor (later Cardinal) Mario Mocenni, a

cleric with a reputation as a fiscal conservative.22 Soon after taking office he

indicated that he might be more willing than his predecessors to experiment

with modern financial techniques: “If money had a religion, it would be

Jewish, but fortunately it doesn’t have one, as a result of which it can be

venerated by everybody.”23 Mocenni sent some of the church’s gold and cash to

the Rothschilds for safekeeping in Paris, the first time they were again involved

with the Vatican since Pius IX had unceremoniously cut them off in 1860.24

Monsignor Mocenni was soon overshadowed by a layman, Ernesto

Pacelli.I. Pacelli had become the president of the Bank of Rome in the

aftermath of the real estate bust. His sage and conservative stewardship stopped

the bank’s hemorrhaging and led quickly to a profitable resurgence. As the

property crash played out, Pacelli and Leo had met regularly and developed a

good friendship. By 1891, Leo had overcome enough of his anxiety about

possible government spies to allow Pacelli to become his most trusted lay

confidant. Pacelli was wise to the Machiavellian politics of the Papal Court. He

assiduously doled out favors—ranging from generous Bank of Rome loans to

prestigious directorships in private companies—to dozens in the Pope’s

entourage. As the bank’s president, Pacelli also counted as friends many senior

Italian government ministers. at allowed him the opportunity to act as an

unofficial mediator between the Vatican and the often belligerent Italian state.

Pacelli managed to persuade Italy’s officials to refrain from passing more

punitive laws against the church while convincing Leo to dial back his

antigovernment rhetoric and threats of excommunication.

Most European governments wanted some assurance that Leo would

distance himself from the reactionary tone set by his predecessor’s Syllabus.

ey were tired of the standoff between church and state. During the early

years of his Papacy Leo had taken small but encouraging steps that raised the

expectations of reformers. He reopened the Vatican’s abandoned observatory

and appointed an astronomer, not a priest, to run it. With a single decree he

eliminated the eunuchs who for centuries had sung in the Sistine Chapel.25



And he surprised academics and historians by opening some of the Vatican

archives, even to non-Catholics.26

ose small reforms were soon forgotten when Leo reaffirmed Pius’s ban on

Catholics participating in Italian elections. Pacelli had failed to convince Leo

that the ban was counterproductive since it sacrificed any influence the church

might have in the new Italy. Allowing Catholics to vote, the Pope feared,

would implicitly acknowledge the legitimacy of the secular government. Leo

demanded, as had Pius, nothing short of a full restoration of the Papal States.

And he naively thought he could convince Germany, Austria, and France to

support his bid. Pacelli, who had far more real-world experience than the

cloistered Leo, told him that was unrealistic. at did not dissuade the Pope,

who tried escalating the restoration of the Papal States into a pressing

international issue. Leo tried putting what by then was called the “Roman

Question” on the agenda at a conference of Western countries in e Hague.

After ten months of aggressive lobbying, the Vatican could not even get an

invitation.

Pacelli cited the diplomatic missteps to argue that the church’s strength was

not in secular diplomacy but instead in the power and independence of its

finances. He urged the Pontiff to be more open-minded about free enterprise.

e Pope initially seemed resistant when he condemned unrestrained

capitalism in several encyclicals. But Pacelli influenced Leo’s most famous

edict, Rerum Novarum (On the New ings), a not very subtle effort to stem

the surge of socialism and militant Marxism. In that encyclical—for the first

time—although the church condemned capitalism’s exploitation of workers, it

backed the right to a decent wage, better working conditions, and even trade

unions. (Rerum earned Leo the nickname “the worker’s Pope.”)27

Pacelli also asked the Pontiff to make some modest investments in banks,

construction firms, and utility companies. He argued that it did not constitute

capitalist behavior since those were essential industries that allowed average

Catholics to live comfortably. Whether the Pope believed that or simply

needed a credible justification for saying yes, he agreed.28 By the start of the

twentieth century, the Vatican had gone so far as to open forty-four small

Catholic banks throughout Italy, all dedicated to providing Catholic workers a

trusted place in which to deposit their earnings. ose church-owned banks



even offered a few limited loans to the faithful.29 And in keeping with his

encyclical trumpeting workers’ rights, Leo opened the first of what would

become a national network of social and economic cooperatives to help Italy’s

poorest workers. ere were soon Catholic-sponsored peasant leagues, workers’

unions, and food cooperatives.30

ose tentative steps toward embracing modern financial practices made

Leo stand out from the regressive isolation of his predecessor. But in the final

years of his Papacy, Leo reversed course and became increasingly intolerant,

destroying whatever goodwill he had earned. Over a dark eighteen-month

stretch he reaffirmed Syllabus, spoke out against the separation of church and

state, condemned freedom of the press and religious tolerance, and reiterated

the medieval philosophy of omas Aquinas that only those who accepted

Catholicism could be productive.31 He rebuffed all appeals to reverse the Papal

ban on Catholics serving in government.32

Leo even questioned whether there was any intrinsic value in democracy.

He bitterly denounced so-called Americanism, the U.S.-based movement to

modernize Catholicism.33 In just over a century, the number of Catholics in

America had soared from thirty thousand to more than six million, largely

because of a surge in Italian and Irish immigrants. ere was great promise for

the church in the New World. But Leo and many Roman clerics opposed

pluralism. America’s separation of church and state, combined with its embrace

of personal liberty and unfettered individual capitalism, rankled the Vatican. It

was heresy, concluded Leo, to allow any secular state to develop without the

integral involvement of the church at every stage.34 e best form of

government, concluded the Pope, was a benevolent monarchy (which

conveniently included a Papal empire).35

By the end of his Papacy, Leo was every bit as reactionary as Pius.

e “frail” Leo, elected in part because some cardinals considered him a

stopgap Pontiff who would have a short reign, died in 1903 at the age of

ninety-three. During his quarter century as Pope, he had outlived many of the

cardinals who had voted for him. Inside the Vatican, there was almost a

palpable relief at Leo’s passing. He seemed, even to those who liked him, too

old and out of touch. e church was just a few years into a new century. And

as the cardinals began arriving in Rome to elect a new Pope, there was



widespread consensus that the next Pontiff should be different. e problem

was that no one could agree on which quality was most important. at

promised a wide-open conclave.

I. Ernesto’s cousin Eugenio joined the priesthood. He rose to become the Vatican’s Undersecretary of
State, then in 1920 the Papal Nuncio to Germany, before being elevated to Cardinal Secretary of State in
1930. In 1939, Eugenio Pacelli was elected Pope Pius XII.
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“Merely a Palace, Not a State”

e selection of every Pope has meant behind-the-scenes intrigue and heavy
politicking. Up until the sixth century, the horse-trading began before the
sitting Pope was even dead. And during the Middle Ages, a few aristocratic
Italian families got together and ate and drank until they had agreed on a new
Pontiff. e gathering after Leo’s death was not marked by any of the fistfights,
threats, and bribes that had been a hallmark of some notorious conclaves.1 But
it turned out to be the last assembly of cardinals in which Catholic European
powers affected the outcome. France, Spain, and Austria had wielded an
effective veto power for more than a hundred years. After Leo’s death, Vienna
blacklisted the odds-on favorite, the dead Pope’s powerful Secretary of State,
Cardinal Rampolla del Tindaro.2 ey considered him too cozy with the
French. at opened the door to Venetian Cardinal Giuseppe Sarto, whose
best quality seemed to be that he was not closely identified with any of Leo’s
mostly unpopular policies. After ten ballots, he emerged as the Pope and chose
the name Pius X.3

e new Pius had served nearly twenty years as a parish priest before
beginning his ascent to the Papacy. He had a well-deserved reputation as
ultraconservative, humble, and disciplined. His longtime aides warned others
that he was also a great pessimist. Pius’s Papal motto—“to restore all things in
Christ”—indicated he considered that religious obligations always trumped
secular ones.4 Black Nobles worried that as the first modern Pope from a
simple working-class family, he might not appreciate the pomp of the grand
Papacy. ey were right. He was not inclined to dole out lavish favors and
princely gifts to either his friends or those serving in the Papal Court. When
one aristocrat suggested he elevate his own sisters to Papal Countesses, he
dismissed him. “ey are sisters of the Pope, what more can I do for them?”5

Other small changes signaled a populist touch. For the first time, the Pope’s
secretaries dined with him. And he permitted lay Catholics to sit in his
presence, changing the centuries-old imperative that they kneel. Kissing his
slipper was no longer allowed. He claimed that the sedia gestatoria—an ornate,



portable ceremonial throne—made him dizzy. e new Pius ended the
requirement that everyone applaud whenever he entered St. Peter’s. And he
took strolls in the Vatican gardens on his own instead of being surrounded, as
had Leo, with a retinue of Noble Guards.6

Besides stripping away some of the gilded obsequiousness attached to the
Papacy, he also tried to streamline the chaotic web of the Roman Curia. e
Vatican’s bureaucracy had grown over centuries to consist of often redundant
congregations, offices, and tribunals, many of them tainted by huge financial
waste and nepotism.7 Although the church was international, the Curia was
almost entirely Italian. To outsiders it seemed oppressively complex and
marked by a lethargic work ethic.8 After the loss of the Papal States, the Curia
defied logic by expanding instead of shrinking. Pius ordered it to reduce its
thirty-seven departments to nineteen.9 Reforming the Curia however was not
as simple as issuing a few directives. ose with entrenched power resented
that Pius was one of the first Popes never to have worked in the Curia. ey
were determined from the outset to undermine any major reorganization.
“Popes come and go,” was the unofficial motto inside the Curia, “but we go on
forever.”10 eir resistance took the form of pretending to undertake most of
the reductions. e career bureaucrats shuffled jobs between various offices and
also folded some small departments into larger ones. Only insiders knew that
the window dressing belied the fact that little had changed.11

Believing that the Curia was reforming itself, Pius turned his attention
elsewhere: how best to stem the growing popularity of a movement of clerics
and lay philosophers who challenged traditional Catholic dogma on everything
from interpreting the Old Testament to whether the church should embrace
democracy. So-called modernists—dubbed that since they collectively wanted
the church to adapt itself to the changes of a new world—urged widespread
reform and liberalization.12 e modernist movement had gained momentum
while Leo was still Pope, but he had rebuffed it by reaffirming the reactionary
Syllabus. Now, some modernists appealed to the new Pontiff, hoping he might
be more receptive. But those familiar with his tenure as Venice’s cardinal knew
it was unlikely. Pius was a conservative pastor, without any formal education.
He was not in the least sympathetic to modernism.



“ese people expect to be treated with oil, soap and embraces,” Pius said.
“What they need—and what they will get—is a good fist.”13 He gave them a
“good fist” by releasing an encyclical, Lamentabili Sane (Lamentable
Certainly), a rambling condemnation of the liberalization movement.14 Pius
followed that by creating a clerical committee in every diocese across Europe to
guard against the perversion of the faith. For the first time in its history, the
church deployed the equivalent of a secret police, relying on informers to
uncover modernists and those who secretly supported them.15 Anonymous
denunciations were encouraged. No one was spared. e cardinals of Vienna
and Paris as well as the rectors of several top Catholic universities were
denounced among the hundreds who were purged (even Archbishop Giacomo
Della Chiesa—who would become the next Pope—was investigated for
suspicion of “doctrinal deviance”).16 Pius required that all priests take an
antimodernist oath (it was in place until Pope Paul VI eliminated it in
1967).17 He lowered to seven from twelve as the age at which children made
their first confession and received communion. at would help priests
monitor any youngster who might be entertaining modern thoughts.18

Beyond ferreting out suspected sympathizers, the crackdown expanded to
net scholars whose work the simple Pius viewed with suspicion. Encouraged by
the Pope, the church moved more aggressively than ever to ban books it
considered dangerous. e works of acclaimed modernist scholars such as
Ernesto Buonaiuti and Alfred Loisy were transferred to the Index Librorum
Prohibitorum (Index of Prohibited Books). Writers who refused to be silenced,
like George Tyrell, were excommunicated.I And the Pope stacked the Vatican’s
Biblical Commission with regressive prelates who recommended the
suspension of the entire theological faculties at leading Swiss and French
institutes and universities.20

A Pope with such a backward view of the world did little to modernize how
the Vatican’s financial advisors operated.21 He relied on Pacelli, who told him
that the church was solvent although money was tight. Yet the Pope’s innate
pessimism meant that no matter how many times Pacelli reassured him, he
fretted about being short of money. In his first year, he even shuttered the tiny
zoo in the Vatican’s gardens as he feared it too great a financial drain.



Pius’s dark mood lifted somewhat when early in his tenure Pacelli informed
him that Peter’s Pence contributions had set a record.22 e upsurge in cash
was an unintended consequence of the Pope’s unyielding rejection of
secularism and his refusal to cooperate with other faiths. It seemed that
ordinary Catholics loved when the Pontiff brooked no compromise in those
high-profile squabbles. In France, Prime Minister Émile Combes, a lapsed
Catholic who had become a Freemason, was instrumental in passing the Law
of Separation. It removed Catholicism as the country’s official religion. Pius
responded by suspending diplomatic relations with France, which had long
been the church’s closest ally.23 When the Portuguese also separated church
and state, Pius castigated them. Much to the irritation of Britain, he backed
Ireland’s Catholics. He angered Germans by issuing an encyclical praising a
saint who had fought against the Protestant Reformation. And Russia was
miffed by his aggressive efforts to energize Catholics there.24 He even once
refused to grant an audience to Teddy Roosevelt because he thought the ex-
President had insulted Catholicism by visiting Methodist and Masonic groups
in Rome. e widespread press coverage of his slight to Roosevelt caused
contributions to spike again.25

e flood of cash had a liberating effect on the miserly Pontiff. Cardinal
Pietro Gasparri, Secretary of State to two Popes, had once said, “e Vatican,
even with its gardens, is merely a palace, not a state.”26 Although Pius shared
with his predecessors the unrealistic desire to restore the Papal States, he felt
that the church had to make the mini-state it called home grander. He was
confident he had sufficient resources from the surge in Peter’s Pence. Pius
nearly doubled the Vatican’s size by purchasing adjacent properties, including
the Italian Mint. A single building to house the new Pontifical Biblical
Institute cost a then record 400,000 lire.27 Having given up on streamlining
the bureaucracy, Pius added three Roman palaces for more office space for the
Curia.28

Physical expansion was only one way the Pope intended to enhance the
church’s stature. He spent millions more building churches throughout Italy to
accommodate the growing Catholic population.29 And when a major
earthquake ravaged some Italian towns in 1908, Pius used the disaster to
demonstrate that the church was as effective as the state in helping the



victims.30 e faithful rewarded his activism with more than 6 million lire in
additional contributions.31

Pius had a tremendous mistrust of secular politicians. ose misgivings
were amplified as Italy’s socialists gained popular support. ey were a
hodgepodge of disparate groups, inspired partly by Karl Marx, and consisting
of a loose affiliation of peasant leagues, worker’s cooperatives, trade unions, and
political activists. Many were allied with anarchists. eir movement had little
room for God and none for organized religion.32 As the cardinal of Venice,
Pius had rallied the city’s Catholics to form an alliance with political liberals to
oppose the socialists. Now, as Pope, socialism’s surge so alarmed him that it
trumped his antiquated opposition to modernity. He lifted the church’s ban on
Catholics voting in and running for public office.33 e result was dramatic.
Catholics were elected to the Italian parliament in 1904 and 1909. And so
many were victorious in 1913 that they blocked a socialist takeover of the
Italian legislature.34

Pius also reached an arrangement with Italy to give the church an
unrestricted right to buy and sell property.35 Before then Black Nobles helped
the Vatican circumvent complicated Italian laws about the acquisition and
inheritance of real estate and other assets. Pius now agreed the church would
no longer hide its investments through proxies.36

Bankers like Pacelli became ever more important as the laws about the
church’s role in business became less restrictive. Besides being the president of
the Banco di Roma, Pacelli was also a Roman city councilor and on the board
of some of Italy’s most successful companies. And he had forged strong
relationships with prelates inside the Curia. Pius trusted him, as did powerful
cardinals, such as Merry del Val and Vives y Tuto, the respective Secretaries of
State, and the Inquisition.37 Pacelli convinced Pius to invest millions to help
the Bank of Rome expand its operations to Egypt, then an Italian colony.38 By
1913, half of the Vatican’s income came from interest earned on its giant stake
in Pacelli’s bank.

e banker diversified the Vatican’s holdings, making small investments in
Italian gas and electric companies, French banks, Swiss railways, and even a
few stocks in Italy, Germany, and Spain.39 Pacelli was the president of Italy’s
only film producer. Although the Pope was suspicious of the new medium and



had issued several decrees banning priests from seeing films, no church official
complained when Pacelli invested some Vatican money in the new
technology.40

But there was a limit to what Pius would do for Pacelli. One of the Bank of
Rome’s directors, Marchese Alberto eodoli, was also a Black Noble. He
asked Pius to transfer whatever money the Vatican still had on deposit with the
Rothschilds to the Bank of Rome. Pius refused. e Pope told eodoli and
Pacelli that whenever previous Popes had moved the Church’s money away
from the safekeeping of Jews to the control of Christians, it turned into a
disaster.41 But that was a minor disagreement compared to the quarrel they
had about Italy’s invasion to expand its African empire by seizing Libya from
Turkey in 1911. e Bank of Rome provided the money for a consortium of
Italian companies that hoped to exploit Libya’s rich oil and mineral deposits by
converting the country into Italy’s colonial “fourth shore.” e bank financed
everything from uniforms to supplies for the army.42 Pacelli also poured
money into the country, investments that would only flourish in the wake of
an Italian military victory.43 He lobbied Pius to endorse Italy’s fight for the
colony as justified. And he did persuade a few cardinals to ratify the campaign
as a battle of civilizations between Christianity and Islam. But Pius refused. He
told Pacelli that he would not abandon the Vatican’s long-standing policy of
neutrality. e church’s strength, Pius argued, was its impartiality. “In ancient
times,” Pius lamented, “the Pope with a word might have stopped the
slaughter, but now I am powerless.”44

But Pacelli was persistent. He beseeched the Pope for a Vatican
endorsement of the Libyan expedition. Since patriotic Italians facing war
flooded the Vatican with contributions, Pacelli cited that as evidence of the
war’s popularity and that it had unintended benefits for the church.45 Pacelli
never shared with the Pontiff that the church was at significant risk should the
Bank of Rome stumble in its Libyan venture.46 Eventually, so irritated by
Pacelli’s refusal to accept a simple no, the Holy See began distancing itself from
him. Pacelli was surprised to discover that he suddenly had to make an
appointment through Pius’s private secretary. Next, their weekly meeting was
canceled. e harder Pacelli tried recouping his influence, the more Pius
pushed him further away. Pacelli’s entrenched foes, jealous of his friendship



with the Pope and covetous of his power, began a whisper campaign attacking
his character. Leading cardinals who had been his friends did nothing to help
him. After twenty years as the chief lay advisor to two Pontiffs, Pacelli was
finally without influence. His fall was so great that when Pius was on his
deathbed in a couple of years, a Papal chamberlain turned him away.

I. e Index Librorum Prohibitorum was active from 1559 until Pope Paul VI eliminated it in 1966.
Catholics could be excommunicated for owning or reading the banned books. e Koran and Talmud
were prohibited. More than 3,000 authors and 5,200 books were banned over the centuries. e writers
ranged from ancient ones such as Aristotle and Plato to philosophers such as Voltaire and Kant to
novelists such as Hugo and Balzac. Sometimes, seemingly objectionable books never got listed, such as
Charles Darwin’s work about evolution, e Origin of Species, and Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf.19
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An Unholy Alliance

e seventy-nine-year-old Pius died on August 20, 1914, having lived just long

enough to see the outbreak of World War I. By the time the cardinals began

gathering for their conclave, the Germans had captured Brussels and were

within thirty miles of Paris. e Russians had advanced into East Prussia.

ousands had died in major battles. Pressured by their own governments and

spurred by nationalism, the French, German, and Austrian cardinals arrived in

Rome each promoting their own partisan as the next Pope. ey also had

compiled short lists of cardinals they intended to oppose at all costs.

After ten rancorous ballots Bologna’s Cardinal della Chiesa, a long shot,

emerged to become Benedict XV.1 After deadlocking on more partisan choices,

a majority overcame the German and Austrian objections and coalesced

around the moderate della Chiesa. Having endured Pius’s brutal modernist

purge, the cardinals settled on a leader they hoped could guide the church

through the war without becoming mired in the often debilitating internal

theological battles waged by traditionalists on reformers. e diminutive, thin

Genovese aristocrat—his nickname was Picoletto (tiny one)—not only had a

reputation as a Francophile but he had been a cardinal for only three months.2

Judging by his appearance, it did not seem that Benedict could match Pius’s

unrelenting fire. A childhood accident had left him with only one working eye

and ear. His voice was high-pitched. One shoulder was noticeably higher than

the other, and he had a halting limp and an ashen complexion. “I am but an

ugly gargoyle on the beauties of Rome,” he commented once about his

demeanor.3

Benedict promptly set to mark the Papacy as his own. He dismissed his

strongest rival, the British-educated Spaniard Cardinal Merry del Val, giving

the Secretary of State just enough time to clean out his desk.4 And he kept

Pacelli ostracized but also shunned the advice of other senior advisors he

inherited. A fresh start appealed to Benedict—especially since he faced

navigating the church through the uncertainty of a worldwide war. e

conflict battered the church’s balance sheet. Peter’s Pence contributions from



warring nations like France and Belgium plummeted.5 After Italy declared war

against Germany in 1916, donations from German Catholics also tumbled.

e crisis created by the plunging revenues was exacerbated by Benedict,

who turned out to be a spendthrift.6 He yearned for the days of a majestic

Papacy. Some of his directives—such as reinstalling the right of lay Catholics

to kiss his slippers and again banning anyone from eating with the Pope—

came at no cost. But to restore the pomp that predecessors had eliminated was

expensive.7 And since he relied on the mediocre advice of a few handpicked

cardinals who had little better business sense than he, the Vatican had trouble

figuring out how to stem the hemorrhaging.8 Compounding the problem was

that the church’s fixed costs had soared as the buying power of the lira had

nose-dived due to hyperinflation.9 Only a year after becoming Pope, Benedict

had trouble paying even the salaries of his court.10

Unaware of the church’s own dismal finances, when the Bank of Rome got

squeezed in a credit crunch, its chairman, Count Carlo Santucci, a devout

Black Noble, beseeched Benedict for a bailout. Santucci was the Pope’s own

pick to replace Pacelli as the bank’s chief. He convinced the cash-strapped

Benedict that the best way to protect the church’s stake in the bank was to

invest more money. e Vatican scrounged up 9 million lire, with which it

could ill afford to part.11 But the infusion was not enough. Halfway through

the war, the Vatican’s 42.5 million lire equity in the Bank of Rome was worth

less than 15 million.12 And it lost millions more in trying to save several

regional Catholic banks.

Benedict had no better luck in misguided efforts to bolster five leading

Italian Catholic dailies.13 ey had lost advertisers during the war and the cost

of paper and ink had risen steeply. During peacetime, they had eked out small

profits, but the war brought debt of some 8 million lire. A couple teetered on

the verge of bankruptcy. e Vatican did not want to use its own money,

instead asking American bishops for a long-term, low-interest-rate loan of

$500,000. But since the U.S. church was in the middle of its own financial

crunch, the American bishops declined.14 Benedict had no choice but to

dissolve the centralized financial hierarchy that ran the newspapers. e Pope

reluctantly approved a long-term loan of nearly 2 million lire and also



convinced another Black Noble, Count Giovanni Grosoli, to forgive some

remaining debts he had previously advanced.15

Benedict fared little better politically than he did financially. He lobbied

through intermediaries to prevent Italy from joining the Allies (Britain, France,

and Russia). Catholic newspapers argued that joining the war was bad for the

country (those “stay neutral” pleas were covertly subsidized by a German

diplomat based in Rome).16 At one stage the Pope thought he had brokered a

deal by which Austria would abandon its claim to its former Italian territories

in return for Italy staying neutral. at deal fell through.17

Benedict knew he had few good options. Italy and the Austro-Hungarian

Empire were crucial Catholic bastions. at they might fight each other was

distressing enough. Benedict agonized publicly about “the monstrous spectacle

of this war with its streams of Christian blood.”18 But equally sobering was the

thought that only one could be victorious. A loss by the Austrians could

weaken their role as a wall against Russian Orthodoxy. And if Italy joined the

Allies and lost, social instability might spread throughout the country.

Although Benedict had no love for Rome’s secular government, he realized the

possibility of widespread civil unrest in the wake of a defeat would be terrible

for the Vatican.

Benedict failed to get Italy to stay neutral. e Italians declared war on

Germany and joined the Allies in 1915. at did not change the Allied view

that the Pope was unabashedly pro-German.19 British intelligence had

confirmed that Benedict had authorized purchases of so-called Italian War

Loans that raised money for the war.20 And the Allies had also learned that

Benedict believed that Germany and Austria-Hungary—the Central Powers—

would prevail. His conviction was so strong that he approved a substantial

Vatican investment in Austrian stocks, a decision that resulted in sharp

losses.21 e Allies also knew that the Vatican rented one of its Roman

properties to an arms manufacturer that supplied the Germans (when the

British eventually leaked that to the press, the church feigned shock, claiming

it was not aware of its tenant’s business).22

Even the Allies did not know the extent of the Vatican’s secret connection to

the Central Powers. Germany was covertly funneling cash to the church

through Swiss banks and labeling it “Peter’s Pence.”23 at helped stabilize the



church’s finances. e German Foreign Ministry separately sent the Vatican

cash from a propaganda slush fund. And the Austrians joined with a

clandestine subsidy to Benedict.24 Besides the secret payments, Matthias

Erzberger, the head of Germany’s Catholic Center Party, raised money for the

Vatican from German businesses and wealthy industrialists. So pleased was the

Pope with the large donation Erzberger presented to him in 1915 that the

Pontiff thanked him with special gifts and a Papal decoration.25

In January 1917, Italian authorities charged Monsignor Rudolf Gerlach, a

Papal chamberlain, as a German spy.26 e Vatican, tipped off to Gerlach’s

imminent arrest, whisked him from Italy to Switzerland. Several lay co-

conspirators were put on trial and found guilty, while Gerlach was convicted in

absentia and sentenced to life.27 Benedict was shocked, by all accounts, that

someone he trusted had acted both as a German paymaster for covert

operations as well as passing secret communications through the Vatican’s

diplomatic pouches.28,I e Gerlach episode fueled rumors across Italy that the

Pope had struck a secret deal with the Central Powers to return to the church

most of the Papal States after the war.30

e Pontiff released a seven-point peace plan on August 1, 1917, three years

into the war.31 Benedict and his Secretary of State, Cardinal Gasparri, thought

it would make the church a key mediator for peace. But the Allies ignored it,

having long ago decided to snub any Papal entreaties for ceasing hostilities.

America had entered the conflict only four months before Pius released his

plan. With the United States in the war, the Allies felt even more confident to

disregard the Vatican. Some mocked the plan’s generalities: “We have never

ceased to urge the belligerent peoples and Governments to become brothers

once more.” Even the Central Powers derided as naive and impractical

Benedict’s call for countries to disarm after the war.32 e Papal peace overture

was such a flop that it only further weakened the church’s influence.33

Although the Allies ignored the Pope, since they considered him pro-

German, many Catholics in war-torn Europe thought he had abandoned them

by failing to endorse either side (a French priest in Paris reflected a common

sentiment, “Holy Father we do not want your peace”).34 When Italy’s army

was routed at Caporetto in November 1917, Italians blamed the Pontiff for

spreading “defeatism.”35 As the war stretched on, donations to the church kept



declining. e annual pilgrimages to St. Peter’s dried up and large-scale Papal

audiences—used by the Vatican as fundraising events—disappeared.

e nadir for Benedict’s diplomatic influence came when the Allies refused

to allow the Vatican to be included in the 1919 Paris Peace Conference.36

When the war had begun, Benedict’s main worry was that Russian Orthodoxy

might seep westward. e Bolshevik Revolution during the middle of the war

meant now that hostilities were over, the threat from Russia had dramatically

changed. e hard-line Russian communists were equal-opportunity atheists,

zealously eradicating temples, churches, and synagogues and promising to

export their godless revolution around the globe.37

Not long after the war ended a small cadre of clerical advisors insisted to

Benedict that finances, not politics, be paramount. Since he had become Pope,

the church had lost almost 60 million lire—about 40 percent of its capital—on

a broad range of soured investments.38 Years of war had left much of Europe

ravaged and millions of Catholics faced high unemployment and a great

recession.39 Distressed congregants in Germany, Austria, and Hungary were

clamoring for financial aid from the Vatican.40

e only positive glimmer was that French Catholics somehow managed to

increase their donations in the run-up to Joan of Arc’s highly publicized

canonization. Forty thousand French pilgrims came to Rome for the

ceremony.41 But it was not enough. e Vatican’s crisis forced it to open its

books in 1919 to the Italian government to avoid cash-strapped bureaucrats

from taxing the church’s income.42

To avert an even worse financial crunch, Benedict dispatched Monsignor

(later Cardinal) Bonaventura Cerretti to America to plead for a million-dollar

loan from the American branch of the church.43 e secretary of the United

States Conference of Catholic Bishops dubbed Cerretti’s trip a “begging

mission.”44 e U.S. bishops again refused, but they arranged for the Knights

of Columbus—an influential Catholic men’s service society—to give the Pope

a substantial gift of $250,000.45 American dollars were especially valuable as

they had appreciated nearly 90 percent against the lira during the war.46

Money problems continued front and present when the sixty-eight-year-old

Benedict unexpectedly died from complications from influenza in January

1922. e church was in such dire straits that Secretary of State Gasparri had



to arrange another Rothschild loan to pay for Benedict’s lavish funeral, the

ensuing Conclave of Cardinals, and the coronation of the next Pope.47

•  •  •

It took a grueling fourteen ballots at the ensuing conclave before the cardinals

settled on another compromise, Milan’s sixty-five-year-old Cardinal Achille

Ratti. He became Pius XI. Ratti was the son of a Milanese factory manager. An

ex-archivist in the Vatican Library, the bookish Ratti had dual doctorates in

theology and canon law. As a voracious reader and scholar, he likely had a

better appreciation of the historical and political significance of the Papacy

than most of his predecessors.48

Pius was short, thickset, softly spoken, and charming. He also had a well-

deserved reputation for a volatile temper.49 His aides knew he demanded

absolute obedience. In meetings his intense questioning at times made him

seem like a prosecutor. Once apprised of the church’s fiscal mess, he ordered its

first-ever internal audit. He slashed the size of the Papal Court and cut some of

what he deemed unnecessary pomp that Benedict had reinstituted. Pius

appointed Signora Linda, his longtime maid, to supervise the Vatican’s large

housekeeping staff. When told that no Pope had ever allowed a woman to

work or live inside the Vatican, he replied: “en I shall be the first.”50

Money woes weren’t the only matters occupying his early tenure. Political

upheaval gripped Italy. e country’s parliamentary coalition was in trouble,

with the traditional liberal and conservative blocs deadlocked. Leftist militants

were gaining momentum, and there was an upsurge from the radical right’s

National Fascist Party. Fascist paramilitary squads had targeted Catholic social

institutions in central and northern Italy and had also besieged the powerful

Catholic Partito Popolare Italiano (Italian People’s Party) with a venomous

propaganda campaign. All the chaos culminated only eight months after Pius’s

election with the “March on Rome.” Tens of thousands of armed fascists

converged on the capital to demonstrate their political clout. After a tense one-

week standoff with the King and the elected government, the fascist leader,

Benito Mussolini, was sworn in as Prime Minister.51



Before Mussolini’s unexpected ascent, Pius had rejected any

accommodation with fascism. ere seemed to be little room for compromise

with a man who was an avowed atheist, had written a pamphlet titled God

Does Not Exist, and had once suggested to a newspaper that the Pope should

leave Rome.52 Il Duce (the leader)—the name Mussolini preferred—climbed

to power on the back of a strong anticlerical platform that called for

confiscating church property. He had once described priests “as black microbes

who are as deadly to mankind as tuberculosis germs.”53

Pius, a political realist, was not in the least sympathetic to fascism.

Nevertheless he felt that appeasing Mussolini might be the best way to ensure

peace between the church and state.54 e Pope believed that an autocrat was

necessary to check embedded government corruption as well as to control the

political instability fueled since the end of World War I by record

unemployment, mass strikes, and a growing anarchist movement.55 Pius

dispatched a trusted cleric, Father Pietro Tacchi Venturi, to convince Mussolini

that the church was not an enemy. A self-described “good Jesuit and good

fascist,” Venturi believed the church’s most dangerous enemy was the

“worldwide Jewish-Masonic plutocracy.”56

e Pope’s outreach to Il Duce came at the right moment. Although the

Pontiff had lost much of his temporal power, he still carried great moral

influence inside Italy.57 Mussolini, a savvy politician, knew that while his

anticlerical rhetoric was popular inside his party, now that he was prime

minister he needed the Vatican’s endorsement to consolidate broader support

in a country that was 98 percent Catholic.58 So he decided to forge a

temporary peace with the church and then move against the Vatican in later

years when he was in absolute control. Only a handful of his top ministers

knew about his long-term strategy.59 For public consumption, Mussolini

appeared to court the Vatican.60 Not long after taking power he reintroduced

religious studies into state primary schools, provided some money for restoring

churches, and even allowed crucifixes into public buildings from which they

had been banned since 1870.61

One of the first tests for the budding alliance happened early in Pius’s reign.

e Bank of Rome, entangled in another financial crisis, needed cash. e

Vatican was still the bank’s major investor. Pius did not have any spare money



so he dispatched Secretary of State Gasparri to meet with Mussolini. Carlo

Santucci, the president of the bank, allowed the pair to meet at his central

Roman palace. It was the first direct contact between the Vatican and the

Italian state since the loss of the Papal States.62

Il Duce agreed to bail out the bank.63 e price for the Vatican was that

Mussolini personally selected fascist directors to replace the church’s trustees on

the bank’s board. e bank’s payments to the Catholic press and political

parties were terminated.64 Also, Mussolini required the Vatican to stop its

subsidy of the main Catholic party, the Partito Popolare Italiano, and to cut off

all support for Confederazione Generale Italiana del Lavoro, the enormous

Catholic trade union, as well as its agrarian cooperatives and credit unions.65

By 1928, the internal audit Pius had ordered was ready. It had taken six

years to complete and concluded what many suspected: the Vatican was down

to its last dollars.66 e Pope authorized the church’s first-ever bookkeeping

system and ordered a rudimentary budget. But not even the first official

confirmation of the frightful state of the Vatican’s finances was enough to

compel Pius to loosen the church’s restrictions on commercial investments.

Instead, that same year he banned bishops and priests from any involvement in

banking, even with Catholic institutions, unless they agreed to be personally

liable to the faithful for any losses.67 Rather than looking for ways to revive the

Vatican’s failing investments, the Pope seemingly put his faith in fascism.

Mussolini’s Blackshirts would not allow the church to go under, Pius reasoned,

so long as they considered the church an ally. Pius had no idea that Mussolini

had barely enough money to fuel his own visions of grandeur, much less help

bail out the Vatican.

When Mussolini unveiled an ambitious and expensive redesign of Rome as

a triumphant celebration of fascist power and architecture, Pius worried that

such a grandiose capital might overshadow the Vatican. e Pope countered

with his own impressive building plans.68 Pius’s projects were unrealistic, given

the state of the church’s treasury.69 While Pius talked incessantly about his

impressive vision, many Vatican employees grumbled about low salaries and a

decade without any pay raise. Instead of constructing new buildings, some

wondered aloud: Why not take better care of the existing ones? Large swaths of

Vatican City were crumbling. Mold and mildew threatened some of the



church’s priceless art collection, there were leaks in St. Peter’s, and vermin

infestation was rampant.

Even when Pius realized that his plans were impossible, he refused to allow

his advisors to embrace modern finances. Pius had a better idea: the Vatican

should tap simply its rich new relative in America. ere was widespread

disdain inside the Vatican toward Americans. But the Pope believed the

American church might prove to be the Vatican’s economic salvation, as its

followers were rich.70 In 1928, the Chicago Archdiocese arranged a $300,000

loan and also allowed its property to be used as collateral so the Vatican could

borrow 3 million lire.71 Since the middle of the Roaring Twenties, American

Catholics were the largest contributors to Peter’s Pence.72 To show his

appreciation, Pius made a Chicago seminary a pontifical university, an elite

status that eluded many long-established and prestigious institutions.73 e

British Minister to the Holy See told London that Pius’s elevation of

archbishops Mundelein of Chicago and Hayes of New York as cardinals was

prompted by “American gold,” and that “it is not so much of an exaggeration

to say that the United States is now looked up to as if it were the leading

Catholic nation.”74 Before their promotion, there had been only three

cardinals in America’s history. And within a few years Pius would confer the

high honor of Papal Orders on more than one hundred U.S. citizens. Seven

were given noble titles.75

e financial aid from America alleviated the Vatican’s money woes, so

much so that Pius and his top clerics had by the late 1920s shifted their focus

from finances to national politics. e prominent internal debate was about

whether the Vatican should sign a formal agreement with Mussolini’s fascists,

one that would officially acknowledge the rights of both to exist and flourish.

Mussolini had created the climate for such a deal. In addition to soft-pedaling

his anticlerical vitriol and reinstituting elements of religious life into Italian

society, his wife, Rachele, and their two sons and daughter were baptized in a

public rite in 1923.76 In 1926, although he and his wife had married in a civil

union eleven years earlier, they renewed their vows in a religious ceremony.

And in 1927, the man who used to boast that he had never been to a Mass was

himself baptized. Although all of those moves were symbolic, Mussolini’s

instincts were good. Such theater defused much of the opposition from the



country’s devout Catholics. While courting Catholics, Mussolini also had to

quell opposition in his own party. Many hard-core fascists hoped for the

demise of the church. ey contended that any alliance with the Pope would

not only violate their core principles but would lead to the “Vaticanization” of

Italy.77

Pius knew there was some resistance in the Curia to such a deal. He was the

first Pope since the church had lost the Papal States even to consider restoring

relations with the Italian state. His four predecessors had labeled themselves

prisoners in the Vatican and refused any direct communication with the

government. Ultimately, instead of trying to gauge popular sentiment inside

the church, the Pope followed his intuition. Father Pietro Tacchi Venturi,

Pius’s liaison to Il Duce, encouraged Pius to make an agreement. Tacchi

Venturi assured him that Mussolini, notwithstanding any shortcomings, could

be trusted to keep his word.78

What followed was nearly two years of intense talks.79 Tacchi Venturi and

Francesco Pacelli, an attorney, shared the role as the church’s negotiators.80

(ere was increasing talk that Francesco’s brother, Eugenio Pacelli—later Pius

XII—might soon be the Cardinal Secretary of State.81) On February 11, 1929,

the Vatican and the fascists signed the Lateran Pacts, sometimes referred to as

the Lateran Accords, consisting of three parts: a political treaty, a concordat

that set forth the terms of the relationship between the Holy See and the state,

and a financial convention.82 e Accords—named after the Vatican’s

sixteenth-century Lateran Palace, built on the site from which the Crusades

were launched—gave the church the most power it held since the height of its

temporal kingdom.83

e political treaty set aside 108.7 acres as Vatican City and fifty-two

scattered “heritage” properties as an autonomous neutral state. It reinstated

Papal sovereignty and ended the Pope’s boycott of the Italian state that had

been in place since the Papal States were lost.84,II e Pope was declared

“sacred and inviolable,” the equivalent of a secular monarch, but invested with

divine right. A new Code of Canon Law was established, which included two

of Pius’s key demands: that the Italian government recognize the validity of

church marriages and that Catholic religious education be obligatory in both



primary and secondary state schools.86 Cardinals had the same rights as princes

by blood.

e concordat granted the church immense privilege. Most important was

its declaration that Catholicism was fascist Italy’s only religion. Freemasonry

was outlawed, evangelical meetings in private homes banned, and Protestant

Bibles forbidden. Marriage was acknowledged as a sacrament. All church

holidays became state holidays. Priests were exempted from military and jury

duty.87

e three-article financial convention—the Conciliazione—granted

“ecclesiastical corporations” a tax exemption. It also compensated the Vatican

for the confiscation of the Papal States with 750 million lire in cash and a

billion lire in government bonds that paid 5 percent interest.88 e settlement

—worth about $1.3 billion in 2014 dollars—was approximately a third of

Italy’s entire annual budget and an enormous windfall for the cash-starved

church.89 e Vatican wanted double that, but Mussolini persuaded the Pope

and his negotiators that the government was itself in precarious shape. It could

ill afford anything more.90 As an extra inducement, Italy agreed to pay the

meager salaries of all 25,000 parish priests in the country.91

“Italy has been given back to God,” the Pope told the Vatican newspaper

L’Osservatore Romano, “and God to Italy.”92 e church threw its full power

behind the fascists.93 e Vatican disbanded its influential Partito Popolare

Italiano and exiled its leader from Italy.94 Italian bishops swore an oath of

allegiance to the fascist government and clerics were prohibited from

encouraging the faithful to oppose it.95 Priests began offering prayers at

Sunday Masses for Mussolini and for fascism. Some clergy joined the National

Fascist Party and a few even served as officers.

e Lateran Pacts converted Mussolini into a hero for devout Italians.

Many homes soon had a picture of Il Duce hanging next to one of the Pope or

a crucifix.96 Even Hitler hailed the church for “making its peace with

Fascism.”97 e influential Cardinal Merry del Val said Mussolini was “visibly

protected by God.”98

National elections were held only a month after the Lateran Pacts were

signed. e Vatican knew it needed Mussolini’s government in power to ensure

that parliament approved the agreement. So priests used their pulpits to urge



Catholics to vote for the fascists. In those elections—the first time women

voted—the National Fascist Party won an astonishing 98 percent of

parliamentary seats.

On July 25, 1929, for the first time since Pius IX declared himself a

“prisoner Pope” in 1870, a Pontiff ventured outside the Vatican. Mussolini told

his followers in parliament that their Fascist Party “had the good fortune to be

dealing with a truly Italian Pope.”99 Milan’s archbishop called Il Duce “the new

Constantine.” Pius declared him a “man sent by providence.”100 e

partnership between the Vatican and Mussolini was in full bloom.101

I. Despite Gerlach’s conviction for espionage, the Vatican continued through the war to seek his advice
on matters concerning Germany. When Gerlach left the priesthood after the war, Germany, Austria, and
Turkey awarded him military service decorations.29

II. e Vatican is the world’s smallest sovereign nation, only two-thirds of a mile wide and half a mile
north to south. Its perimeter can be walked at a leisurely pace in about forty minutes. Tiny Monaco is six
times larger. And a third of the Vatican is set aside for lush manicured gardens and ornate grottoes. It has
no natural resources and must import all food, energy, and labor. At the time of the Lateran Pacts, the
new country had only 973 citizens, the overwhelming majority of whom were celibate priests.85
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“The Pope Banker”

e Lateran Pacts settlement left the church with more cash than it had had at

any time since it lost its empire. Pius was troubled that he had no competent

financial advisor to fill the gap left by Ernesto Pacelli’s fall from grace fifteen

years earlier. As he made inquiries, one name topped everyone’s list:

Bernardino Nogara.

Pius ordered a background report. e information that came back was

good. A devout Catholic who never missed a morning Mass or afternoon

devotional, the fifty-nine-year-old Nogara came from a middle-class farming

family in a small village near Lake Como.1 He had graduated with honors in

industrial and electrical engineering from one of Italy’s premier schools,

Politecnico di Milano. In his first overseas job in 1894, he oversaw mining

operations in south Wales. at is where he became fluent in English, as well

as where two years later he met and married his wife, Ester Martelli.2

After returning to Italy in 1901, he reached out to an acquaintance,

Giuseppe Volpi, a Venetian seven years his junior who was in the early stages of

a career that would bring him to the pinnacle of Italian business and political

power. Volpi was part of a well-connected group of financiers, politicians, and

aristocrats, all of whom worked in league with Italy’s largest bank, Banca

Commerciale Italiana (BCI).3 He arranged a five-year contract for Nogara to

serve as a general manager for a Bulgarian-based mining venture that was

planning to expand throughout Asia Minor. In 1907, Volpi tapped Nogara to

direct the Constantinople branch of his expanding empire. It was there Nogara

learned Turkish and discovered a natural talent for mastering the cutthroat

political intrigue that was the hallmark of the Ottoman capital.4 rough his

work with Volpi, Pius learned, Nogara earned a reputation for his financial

acumen.5

After the Italo-Turkish War—a one-year conflict between Italy and Turkey

in 1911 over control of Libya—the Rome Chamber of Commerce selected

Nogara as the Italian delegate to the Ottoman Public Debt Council. It was a

European-run organization of some five thousand employees whose brief was



to pay off the enormous Ottoman Empire debt to Western countries by

managing its monopoly and customs revenues in receivership.6

After World War I, Nogara was chosen as the Turkish expert to Italy’s

economic delegation at the Versailles Peace Conference, a forum to which the

Vatican was denied a role. Nogara impressed his colleagues with his business

savvy. en in 1924, he began a five-year stint in charge of the industry

division of the Inter-Allied Commission responsible for rebuilding war-ravaged

Germany. ere he met many of the same men who now urged the Vatican to

hire him to handle the Lateran settlement and remake the church’s finances.7

It was to his favor that Nogara was friendly with the Pope’s family.8 As a

layman, his religious credentials were also important. Among his twelve

siblings, four brothers had become priests. Two were archbishops, Giuseppe in

the northern city of Udine and Roberto in Cosenza, in the south. Luigi was a

rector at the Seminary of Molfetta. Pope Benedict had appointed another

brother, Bartolomeo, a noted archaeologist, as the general director of the

Vatican Museums and Monuments. Bernardino’s only sister was the mother

superior of a convent.9 Entrenched rumors that Nogara was secretly a

practicing Jew made their way to Pius.10 e Vatican directed parish priests to

produce his baptismal records. Nogara came from a Venetian family that had

been Jewish before converting during the 1500s when Pius IV expelled all Jews

from the Papal States, confiscated their property, and imprisoned and tortured

those who stayed and did not convert. Although Pius was satisfied about the

matter, the “he’s really a Jew” gossip dogged Nogara during his long tenure.

On June 2, 1929, the Pope met privately with Nogara. at meeting was

one of the few not recorded on the Vatican calendar.11 “I know that by asking

you [to work here] I am interrupting a brilliant career as a private financier,”

the Pope reportedly told him.12 e Pontiff’s solicitous approach won Nogara

over and Pius meanwhile was convinced by their meeting that Nogara was

right for the job.13

Nogara’s selection required Mussolini’s approval since the church’s

investments could have major repercussions for Italy. ough Nogara was not a

Fascist Party member, he casually knew Mussolini. Il Duce gave his consent.14

Pius created a new division—the Amministrazione Speciale della Santa Sede

(Special Administration of the Holy See, or ASSS)—and put Nogara in charge.



e ASSS, or simply Special Administration, was responsible for investing the

huge settlement from the Lateran Pacts. Nogara moved into a sprawling

apartment in the just-constructed Governor’s Palace, adjacent to the Pope’s

private residence. Pius made it clear that not even cardinals had the authority

to interfere with his work.15 Nogara met only with the Pope, and his one

obligation was to provide Pius an annual written report that was then stored in

the Pope’s private safe.16 No copies remain.

e cliquish old guard of Black Nobles and senior clerics were wary of the

newcomer.17 ey were incensed that Pius had picked a lay commoner and

were confident they could undermine him since he was a neophyte. Nogara’s

Curial antagonists underestimated him.18 Between his service on large

government commissions and also at BCI, a bank known for its brutal

infighting, the Milanese banker had learned adeptly how to battle political

foes. He moved quickly to fortify his power by hiring several private industry

colleagues. Traditionalists were horrified, for instance, when a Credit Suisse

banker, Henri de Maillardoz, visited the Vatican to meet with Nogara. e

influential Monsignor Domenico Tardini fretted that the mere arrival of

Maillardoz—as well as some other bankers from Société de Banque Suisse and

Union de Banques Suisses—was a sign that Nogara was contemplating

prohibited financial speculation. Tardini thought there were “quieter, safer

more stable” ways of guarding the church’s money, and if Nogara and his new

team were “wrong, then the Holy See would suffer the consequences of the

mistakes.”19 But Tardini protested in vain. Maillardoz left Credit Suisse to

become the Secretary to the Special Administration.20 Nogara’s new aides

reported to him and he in turn only to the Pope, reinforcing the buffer

between him and the old guard.

And to keep his rivals busy on other matters, he ordered that every Vatican

department prepare an annual budget and issue monthly income and expense

statements.21 He insisted that traditional Curia power brokers produce

rudimentary reports that made them accountable for how they spent their

money. No longer could cardinals hide the mismanagement in their

departments with the excuse that the Vatican itself was in awful fiscal shape.

Although such rules seemed elementary accounting, they were new to an

institution that had no history of fiscal oversight.22



Nogara decided that the Vatican’s investments were too concentrated in

bonds and in the Bank of Rome.23 Any financial problems at that bank would

translate into trouble for the Vatican. He boldly diversified the church’s risk,

transferring some of the Bank of Rome deposits to Swiss, French, and other

Italian banks.24 Next, Nogara invested some of the Lateran Pacts settlement

into French and Hungarian railroads as well as German industry.25 From his

tenure on the Allied Commission tasked to rebuild German manufacturing, he

was convinced Germany was poised for resurgence after its World War I

pounding.26 He was friendly with Bertha Krupp, one of the heirs to the

eponymously named industrial giant. She reinforced his belief that business

investments there would yield large returns. Nogara shied from German stocks,

however, judging them too unstable.27 at was fortuitous. In October, only

months after he had assumed his Vatican posting, the U.S. stock market

crashed. Equities worldwide were hammered. Nogara pivoted from

determining how to invest the church’s Lateran Pacts money to trying to

safeguard its finances from calamity.

Nogara cited the Wall Street crash in advising Pius to reconsider the timing

for his transformative redesign of Vatican City. e church, under a secret side

deal with Mussolini, was already on the line for a 50 million lire contribution

to a new fascist banking institution—the Istituto Centrale di Credito—

dedicated to helping distressed Catholic credit unions and banks.28 But Pius

was not persuaded by Nogara’s austerity pitch.29 So despite the stock market

crash, the Pope approved the Vatican’s largest modern-day construction boom,

what historians dub the “Imperial Papacy.”30

Nogara managed to get himself appointed to the committee responsible for

overseeing the construction, hoping that he might be able to control the costs.

It proved impossible. Nearly a third of the Lateran Pacts cash went to a mail

and telegraph office, a train station, a power plant, and an industrial quarter

composed of garages, shops, and factories.31 Courts and a prison were erected,

the Catholic press got its own printing facility and offices, and a radio station

opened.32 A two-year binge commenced of ripping out the small gardens and

laying miles of pipes to irrigate lavish formal gardens planted with trees and

exotic plants imported from five continents. A replica of the grotto of Lourdes

was built. Small, centuries-old houses were demolished and replaced by



extravagant new palazzos to house church officials, visiting dignitaries, and

foreign diplomats.33

Pius also expanded the Vatican museums, adding a picture gallery and

extending the library. e Pope built a wall around Vatican City, the first time

it was physically separated from the rest of Rome. And when the Vatican

announced it would abandon horse-drawn carriages, American auto companies

stumbled over each other to see who could get free cars to Pius.34

Many of the new buildings—all prominently adorned with Pius’s personal

coat of arms—were designed in the then popular neoclassical style.35 ey

seemed even more grandiose than the contemporary fascist buildings built as

part of Mussolini’s plans for a majestic Rome. Some observers thought that

Pius was competing with the fascist government’s imposing display of power.

e British ambassador to the Holy See described the church’s new

architecture as “disfiguring.”36

e Imperial Papacy was building more than simply a grander Vatican City.

Over five hundred new positions were added to the Curia in the two years

following the Lateran Pacts.37 None of this came cheaply. Nogara’s concerns

about the possible fallout from Wall Street were prescient. e malaise that had

started with the American stock exchange crash spread worldwide and infected

far more than equities. Unemployment rates zoomed in industrial countries

and manufacturing production plummeted. Mussolini grappled with Italy’s

worsening financial crisis. He no longer had spare money with which to help

the church. Moreover, as Italians grew increasingly concerned about the

financial crunch, Mussolini sometimes distracted them by allowing his top

officials to ramp up the polemics against the church, blaming Catholic trade

associations for favoring their friends instead of pitching in to help ordinary

Italians. An angry crowd torched a bishop’s palace in Verona. At least one

fascist rally was punctuated with calls of “death to the traitor Ratti,” Pius’s

name before he ascended to the Papacy.38

Pius was furious at the agitation caused by Mussolini. He considered it a

breach of their treaty. e Pope had put his own reputation on the line inside

the Vatican when he had assured critics that Mussolini was a trustworthy man.

Pius issued a prominent 1931 encyclical, Non Abbiamo Bisogno (We Do Not

Need), in which he censured the fascists for their cult of violence and



veneration of the state.39,I “We do not fear,” he wrote about the bullying from

Mussolini. But Pius avoided condemning the fascist state. He agonized over

whether Mussolini might retaliate by reinstituting taxes against the church to

make up for Italy’s fiscal shortfall.41 e public spat between the Pope and Il

Duce was settled in another deal—this one secret—that further denuded the

power of the Azione Cattolica (Catholic Action), the huge lay social

organization founded by Pius X in 1905. e fascists feared its independence

and unpredictability. It made no difference that the Lateran Pacts had

promised to protect Catholic Action.42 In return, Mussolini pledged to tone

down the attacks on the church.

e squabble between the Pope and Il Duce accelerated a precipitous drop

in Peter’s Pence.43 Pius asked some well-off American dioceses, such as Chicago

and New York, to advance Rome a loan against its future collections. ey

demurred. e request demonstrated how little the Pope appreciated the depth

of the U.S. economic malaise. When Pius asked for money in 1932,

unemployment in the United States was nearing an unprecedented 23.1

percent. Fear had frozen American Catholics from contributing to their own

dioceses. ere was no spare money.

In Britain, that same year, hundreds of thousands demonstrated in Hunger

Marches, demanding work and food. Vatican documents reveal that instead of

being concerned about the humanitarian crisis that forced so many to protest,

church officials were oblivious to the dire state of affairs. Instead they fretted

about whether the unrest might further cut the flow of funds from British

Catholics to Rome.44

Nogara was so troubled about the impact of the church’s tumbling income

that he persuaded Pius to cut employee salaries between 10 and 15 percent.45

And to raise extra cash, the Vatican christened 1933 a “Holy Year,” the twenty-

fourth since Pope Boniface announced the first one in 1300. It resulted in a

brief spike in pilgrims and donations.46

Nogara’s worst-case warnings about the consequences of the international

financial downturn were realized.47 Another precipitous drop in the value of

the British pound meant big losses for Vatican holdings there.48 Defaults on

interest payments by Peru, Chile, Brazil, Greece, Hungary, Austria, and

Bulgaria—all countries to which the Vatican had issued loans—meant more



red ink. Even the huge international banking firm Kreuger & Toll failed to pay

any return on the money the church had invested there.49,II In 1933, the

Vatican lost its investment in the Missouri Pacific Railroad when that firm

went bust. And the slide in the dollar further damaged its American

holdings.51 By the end of 1933—the height of the Great Depression—the

Vatican tallied losses of more than 100 million lire. Its annual revenues had

slumped dramatically.52 e church did not have the money to help Catholic

institutions stay afloat. By the end of the decade, seventy-four Catholic

community banks had failed. It cost tens of thousands of ordinary Catholics

more than a billion lire in lost deposits.53

e financial maelstrom did not cause Pius to lose faith in Nogara. He

knew that without Nogara the church could be in worse shape. e grim

international forecast convinced Pius to give Nogara autonomy he was unlikely

to have ever had in more stable times. e Pope agreed not to exercise his

traditional veto over money matters so long as Nogara was in place. It was an

unequivocal signal not only about the frightening depths of the crisis but also

evidence of the unrivaled scope of Nogara’s authority. Some in the Curia

mocked Pius as “the Pope banker.”54 Even Nogara’s most entrenched

opponents concluded that so long as Pius was Pope, he was untouchable.55

Nogara embarked on an investment strategy—radical by Vatican standards

—intended to reverse the church’s downward spiral. He first turned to gold.

Giuseppe Volpi, his longtime business colleague and friend, had just finished a

three-year tenure as Mussolini’s Finance Minister. Volpi had returned the lira

to the gold standard. He encouraged Nogara to accumulate the precious metal

as a hedge for bad times.56 Over just a few months, Bernardino added $4

million in gold bars to the Vatican’s reserves.57 Next, he invested in real estate,

something he thought less susceptible to the fluctuations of securities and

currencies. e Depression had caused real estate prices to plunge, so there

were many attractive deals for cash buyers. Nogara bought prime properties in

France, Britain, and Switzerland.58 And he was at the forefront of a new

strategy—arbitrage—in which he purchased government bonds from one

country while selling a different batch in another nation, hoping to profit on

the price fluctuations between them.59 It was risky and speculative, a practice



still in its infancy, but promised significant profits if his hunches on price

movements were right.60

e Vatican did not like to advertise its financial moves. Nogara hid the

purchases. He put them through a network of holding companies. e chief

one was Groupement Financier Luxembourgeois (Grolux S.A.), headquartered

in Luxembourg.61 His choice of that country was no mistake.62 Just two years

earlier Luxembourg had passed laws and regulations that made it an even more

attractive investment haven than neighboring Switzerland and Liechtenstein.

Funneling much of the money through Grolux meant that Nogara was assured

inviolable confidentiality.63 Under Grolux Nogara established other foreign

firms. Paris-based Sopridex managed the ASSS’s real estate in France. Lausanne

Immobilier was his Swiss firm, and British Grolux ran the UK properties. To

assuage the Papal financial advisors he had displaced, he stocked the boards of

his holding companies with handpicked French, British, and Italian aristocratic

Catholics.64

His foreign operations required special attention. Nogara established a small

unit inside the ASSS to concentrate solely on those ventures. Each new person

hired in that section had to be fluent in German, Italian, French, and

English.65

Nogara was a longtime director of BCI, Italy’s largest bank, and also was on

the board of a Swiss bank, Sudameris. He created another holding company so

the Vatican could invest in those, and other, banks.66 And instead of relying

just on Italian banks to move money, he used Maillardoz’s Union de Banques

Suisses in Switzerland; Enskilda in Sweden; and Mees & Hope in the

Netherlands.67 He tapped the House of Morgan in New York, London, and

Paris to hold some of the church’s gold reserves, as well as hundreds of

thousands of dollars in securities. Giovanni Fummi, a Morgan executive from a

patrician Italian family, and an avid Mussolini supporter, became Nogara’s man

on Wall Street.

Pius was pleased to learn of the Morgan involvement. Before he became

Pope he had spent seven years directing the Vatican Library. One of his

projects was restoring sixty Coptic fragments recovered from a thousand-year-

old monastery. e Morgan Collection in New York had sent the fragments to

Rome for restoration. Pius—then Monsignor Ratti—met repeatedly with J. P.



Morgan, the patriarch of the New York banking dynasty. He liked the

garrulous American, having no idea that the Episcopalian Morgan had once

lobbied hard to keep a Catholic off Harvard’s board.68 When Nogara told him

about the new relationship, Pius considered it a providential sign (Pius later

bestowed on Morgan, and his CEO, Tom Lamont, the Grand Cross of Saint

Gregory the Great for their extraordinary service to the church).69

While Nogara’s Vatican investments were international, he concentrated on

Italy, the market he knew best. e Depression had battered many Italian

firms. By the mid-1930s he had invested in Italian financial, utility, mining,

textile, and property companies.70 And to watch over the investments, Nogara

often served as a director for the acquired companies. He cultivated friendships

with an expanding circle of business associates and politicians.71 Among

others, he befriended Fiat’s founder, Giovanni Agnelli; Alberto Pirelli, heir to

the country’s rubber monopoly; and the chairmen of two Italian insurance

giants, Edgardo Morpurgo of Assicurazioni Generali and Arnoldo Frigessi di

Rattalma of Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà (RAS).72

Aftershocks of the Depression had caused an Italian credit crisis. e share

prices of banks, including the Bank of Rome, Sardinian Land Credit, Banco di

Santo Spirito, Credito Italiano, and even Nogara’s BCI, got hammered. e

church’s long-standing investments turned into deep losses. So Nogara joined

other bankers and businessmen and lobbied Mussolini to create the Industrial

Reconstruction Institute (IRI), a government agency that would seize the

shares of the ailing institutions and institute strict regulations to stave off a

collapse of Italy’s banking system.73 Mussolini’s version of nationalization was

to carve out a small role for private capital. He established the IRI—a hybrid

of state nationalization with a private sector.

Nogara had his own plan for how the IRI might benefit the Vatican.74 He

convinced the IRI to allow the church to redeem its shares in some of the

nationalized banks at the full value for which the Vatican had purchased

them.75 is allowed the church to avoid millions in losses and transferred the

debt to the Italian Treasury.76 Nogara found other ways to capitalize on the

banks’ hard times. As a director at many of them, and as a friend of the IRI’s

fascist directors, he often knew in advance which banks would get the

government’s biggest capital injections. Armed with that insider knowledge,



Nogara invested Vatican money in those few that managed to emerge from

state control.77,III

Nogara also found opportunity in a fascist holding company for the

distressed oil and gas industry. He managed to get the inside track on the one

major private firm, Italgas, a leading natural gas conglomerate, in which the

fascists decided to sell a majority stake. As a BCI director, Nogara had taken

part in Italgas’s bailout and he served on the government holding company in

which the company’s shares were held. When Mussolini finally approved the

sale, Nogara and his Black Noble partners—led by Marquis Francesco Pacelli

(the brother of the future Pius XII)—managed to take a majority stake for less

than a quarter of its market value.79 Italgas turned into one of the church’s

most profitable investments.80

And as he had done before with Grolux, Nogara selected prominent

Catholic laymen to serve on the boards of the rescued banks and companies,

all of whom eventually received Papal titles and decorations.81 Over several

years, those handpicked directors expanded their influence as they served on

interlocking boards for many of Italy’s largest firms.

Nogara later swapped some of the Vatican’s ownership in a few of the

reconstituted banks for IRI bonds paying 5 percent interest.82 e investment

in fascist-issued bonds was not only a good deal for the Vatican, but it further

tied the church’s economic health to the Italian state. By 1935, with the

exception of farming, there was no sector of the Italian economy in which the

Vatican did not have a significant investment or ownership interest.83 Only

Mussolini’s government owned more than the Vatican.

Fascist politicians and businessmen served on many of the company boards

in which the Vatican had a stake, putting fascist and church representatives at

the same decision-making table in key industries. is commingling meant the

Vatican had every reason to maintain at the minimum a benign political

tolerance for Mussolini’s regime. In many respects that was not difficult. Il

Duce was refreshing compared to the anticlerical mixture of socialists and

freethinkers who—to the church’s great detriment—had played significant

roles in Italian politics since the late nineteenth century.84 And the church did

not have to make any compromises when it came to fascist social policies.

Mussolini’s insistence on public morality, belief in the inferior role of women,



and the ban on contraception and abortion made the fascists palatable to the

church.85

Equally important was that Mussolini’s anticommunist stance was

comforting. e Vatican feared godless bolshevism far more than it detested

fascism. Pius had come to despise communism during his tenure as Poland’s

Nuncio.86 And his Cardinal Secretary of State, Eugenio Pacelli, had been the

target of an unsuccessful assassination by a communist cell when he was

Germany’s Nuncio. Pacelli had an equally hard-line view.87 Both men knew

that the Soviets had not just declared a rhetorical war on organized religion. In

Russia the state waged a bloody war against all faiths, jailing or murdering the

clergy, destroying churches or turning them into atheist museums, and

banning any teaching of God to children under the age of sixteen.88

While the Vatican and Mussolini were cementing their de facto partnership,

Pius issued three encyclicals on economic and social issues.89 Each reiterated a

condemnation of unbridled capitalism and the accumulation of great wealth

by a few, as well as decrying as “deadly” international finance and its focus on

profits. He denounced capitalists “addicted to excessive gain.”90 Medieval

dogma declared money itself was an unproductive pursuit. Loaning money at

interest was immoral. Pius was the first Pope in decades to restate that dogma

so forcefully: “e desire for money is the root of all evil.”91

ose encyclicals puzzled Italians in the private sector who were doing

business with the church. What the Pope said would have precluded many of

Nogara’s investments. But only a handful of ranking clerics knew that before

Nogara had accepted Pius’s appointment at the Vatican, he had made it clear

he would do so only if his work was not restricted by religious doctrine.

Nogara had also insisted he should be free to invest anywhere in the world, no

matter what the country’s politics.92 And while some in the Curia grumbled

that Nogara’s financial speculation violated the church’s core values, so long as

the balance sheets showed surpluses, Pius and his chief advisors were pleased.93

It was also somewhat easier for officials to give wide latitude to Nogara since he

was a layman.94

Nogara’s freedom paid off. His diversification stabilized the church through

the Great Depression. An unintended consequence of his investments was that



as the worldwide financial crisis began easing, the Vatican and Mussolini were

thoroughly entwined.

I. After World War I, Italian intelligence had penetrated the Vatican with clerical informants and lay
agents, ranging from cooks to footmen to policemen. ey focused not just on politically significant
information, but also on compiling compromising dossiers on the sexual predilections of top clerics. Such
dirt was also useful as blackmail. One of the few matters about which the informants failed to provide
advance notice was Pius’s 1931 antigovernment encyclical. Mussolini shook up his intelligence agency’s
leadership so he would not again be surprised.40

II. Kreuger & Toll collapsed when it was exposed for having perpetrated one of the largest twentieth-
century frauds. e Vatican was merely one of hundreds of institutions swindled. e company’s Swedish
chairman, Ivar Kreuger, known as the “Match King,” killed himself after his company’s deceptions were
revealed. (e Kreuger family, and some subsequent authors, have contended the suicide was, in fact,
murder.)50

III. In the 1930s, Italy had the largest state ownership of companies other than the Soviet Union. At the
end of Mussolini’s reign in 1943, 80 percent of all Italian banks were still under IRI control.78
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Prelude to War

e Vatican-Mussolini partnership was set against the backdrop of Italy’s

flourishing alliance with Germany’s ird Reich, the so-called Rome-Berlin

Axis. e church had good reason to monitor that political union. A third of

Germans were Catholic. Despite the godless ideology promoted by Adolf

Hitler’s National Socialist Party, the church realized it had to work with the

Nazis if it meant safeguarding the rights of Catholics.

e Vatican saw in the Nazis the same fervent anticommunism that was an

integral element of Mussolini’s fascism. Pius knew, however, that deciding how

best to deal with Germany was not as simple as concluding that Hitler was less

evil than Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin. e Vatican feared that Hitler was more

passionate about his anticlerical rhetoric than was Mussolini. Nazi policy was

that the state alone should be revered. Since Hitler was raised Catholic and a

few ird Reich ministers occasionally spoke of “positive Christianity,” some

church officials hoped Hitler might soften his antichurch theme over time. e

Führer gave conflicting signals. Once he declared that churches should be an

integrated element of German national life. Another time he said: “You are

either a Christian or a German. You cannot be both.”1 Privately, however,

Hitler promised colleagues that he would “eradicate” Christianity from

Germany.2

If anyone had faith that the Germans could be trusted despite the harshness

of their rhetoric, it was Secretary of State Eugenio Pacelli. An admitted

Teutophile, he had been the Papal Nuncio to Germany for twelve years.

Within weeks of Hitler’s 1933 appointment as Chancellor, Pacelli sent the

Führer a private letter in which he obliquely endorsed the Nazi’s strong

anticommunist policies.3 At the time, no European country yet had recognized

Hitler’s government. Hitler saw an opening in Pacelli’s note. He reasoned that

if the Vatican conferred the stamp of its moral authority on the ird Reich, it

might encourage other nations to follow. e same impetus had propelled

Mussolini into a pact with the Vatican. And although Hitler wanted to crush

the church, he did not want to repeat the mistake of his predecessor, Bismarck,



by taking on so early a widely popular faith.4 e Nazi hierarchy knew that

Pacelli was as likely as any church official to be receptive to a deal. During his

tenure as Nuncio, Pacelli had hammered out concordats with Bavaria (1924),

Prussia (1929), and Baden-Württemberg (1932).5

Hitler dispatched to Rome Vice Chancellor Franz von Papen—a Papal

Knight—to determine whether the Holy See might entertain a formal treaty

with the ird Reich.6 Hermann Göring, a decorated chief of the Luftwaffe

and one of Hitler’s closest aides, accompanied Papen to emphasize to the

Vatican that the Germans were serious. Starting in April 1933, Pacelli and

Papen began secret negotiations.7 at was the same month that the Nazis

ratcheted up their war against the Jews. On April 1, the National Socialists

launched a nationwide boycott of Jewish businesses.8 Nazi storm troopers

burned Jewish shops and assaulted Jews.9 ree days after the start of the

hooliganism, the ird Reich passed its first decree directed at Jews—the Law

Regarding the Admission to the Bar—banning Jewish attorneys.10 It was the

start of what some historians have called “plunder by decree.”11 A few days

later a law dismissed Jews from the civil service since they were not “Aryan.” A

week later another law prohibited them from serving as teachers and judges.12

e number of Jews allowed to study in universities was set at a fixed quota of

one percent. Jewish war veterans and their families—more than 32,000 Jewish

German soldiers had died in World War I—were cut off from benefits. On

April 11, for the first time the Nazis defined Jews by blood: one Jewish

grandparent marked someone as “non-Aryan.”13 ousands of instructional

charts were distributed to help average Germans distinguish Jews from

Aryans.14 In May, the Nazis celebrated the first in a series of public-spectacle

book burnings. ey were meant to expunge from public libraries the literary

and scientific contributions of Jewish intellectuals and scholars, including

books by Kafka, Hesse, Brecht, Einstein, and Freud.15

e violent national boycott, the exclusionary law, and the book burnings

were all an early test for the church. Would it tolerate the Nazis’ unrelenting

anti-Semitism? During those first seminal months—while negotiations with

the Nazis were under way—no Vatican official or German bishop condemned

what was happening to Germany’s Jews.16 Breslau’s Cardinal Adolf Bertram

instead dismissed a plea for intervention by averring that the Nazi “measures



[were] directed against an interest group which has no very close bond with the

Church.” In any case, said Bertram, “e press, which is overwhelmingly in

Jewish hands, has steadfastly remained consistently silent about the persecution

of Catholics.”17 Munich’s Cardinal Michael von Faulhaber, one of the most

influential clerics, distributed an order directing German clergy to support the

Nazi state. He reiterated his full “confidence” in the ird Reich.18 Faulhaber

later wrote a letter to Pacelli: “We bishops are being asked why the Catholic

Church, as often in its history, does not intervene on behalf of the Jews. is is

not possible at this time because the struggle against the Jews would then, at

the same time, become a struggle against the Catholics, and because the Jews

can help themselves. . . .”19

On April 25, thousands of German priests became part of what historian

John Cornwell calls an “anti-Semitic attestation bureaucracy,” by surrendering

their parish marriage and baptism records.20 e Nazis used those documents

to verify blood purity. In less than two months, on July 14, the Nazis enacted

the Law for the Prevention of Genetically Diseased Offspring. It

institutionalized sterilization for people determined to have one of nine

supposedly hereditary conditions, including deafness and blindness, bipolar

and schizophrenia, “feeblemindedness,” physical deformity, and even

alcoholism. Vatican officials discussed what to do since such mandatory

sterilization was a gross violation of church teachings and a 1930 encyclical

Pius had issued, Casti Connubii (Of Chaste Wedlock).21 e Pope feared,

however, that any criticism might jeopardize the ongoing negotiations with the

ird Reich. e Vatican stayed silent.22 Pius privately told his bishops not to

rule out a future campaign against the sterilization decree, but neither did he

encourage them to start one. Eventually 400,000 Germans were sterilized, and

the Vatican did not issue a Pastoral Letter against it for another decade, only

after the tide of the war had begun to turn against the Nazis).23,I

Less than a week later, on July 20, Papen and Cardinal Pacelli signed a

thirty-three-article pact—a Reichskonkordat—that was the result of nearly

three months of negotiations.25 Hitler granted, at least on paper, many of the

safeguards the church wanted. e National Socialists guaranteed the right of

Catholics to practice their faith as well as the freedom to express it publicly

without retribution. Catholics were “protected in their establishments and



their activity.” Religious orders were exempted from paying taxes on stipends

they received from the church. e right to operate Catholic schools was

reaffirmed.26 Government workers were forbidden from criticizing the

church.27 And there was a special accommodation for the Kirchensteuer, the

church tax on German Catholics that had been in effect since 1919. e

church often had trouble getting the faithful to pay it voluntarily, so the ird

Reich agreed to collect the 8 to 10 percent tariff through automatic payroll

deductions of Catholic wage earners.28 It was the first time that any country

had agreed to provide the Vatican a share of government-collected tax money.

It uniquely tied the church to the ird Reich.29,II

In return, the Vatican gave Hitler the formal endorsement he wanted.

Article 16 of the Reichskonkordat required German bishops and cardinals to

swear an oath of loyalty to the ird Reich. It was a dramatic reversal from

1932 when a German bishops’ conference had banned membership in the

Nazi Party and forbade anyone wearing a swastika from receiving the

sacraments.31 e agreement also decreed that a “special prayer . . . for the

welfare of the German Reich” be inserted into every Sunday and Holy Day

Mass.

e Germans also prevailed on the most contested provision, Article 32: it

banned all clergy from joining any political party. at accelerated the demise

of the Catholic Center Party, forcing the resignation of priests who had been

elected to the Reichstag.32 And all church organizations and orders were

prohibited from expressing any political opinions. e definition of “political”

was left to the discretion of the Nazis. e Reichskonkordat was clear:

anything that was not about “the dogmatic and moral teachings and principles

of the Church” was suspect.33

And to ensure the purity of the priesthood, the Nazis required all priests

practicing in Germany to be natural-born citizens who had a German

education. ey would answer only to German superiors. Religious instruction

had to encourage patriotism and devotion to the state.34

Pacelli had tried inserting a sentence to protect Catholics who had

converted from Judaism, what the Nazis dubbed “non-Aryan Catholics.”

Under the ird Reich’s race laws, such converts were considered Jews. Even

children and grandchildren of converts, of whom there were some 300,000 in



Germany, were still Jews according to the Nazis.35 Church officials fretted that

if only blood controlled Jewish identity, there would be no further inducement

for Jews to convert to Catholicism.36 In the worst historical persecutions

against Jews—even the bloody Spanish Inquisition—converting was enough to

avoid torture or death. Pius XI had made conversion one of the central tenets

of his Papacy.

But the Germans rejected any protection for “non-Aryan Catholics.” Nazi

theorists considered converted Jews dangerous. By adopting Catholicism they

might be able to mask their Jewishness and become sleeper agents spreading

corruption inside Germany.37 (Five years later Pacelli issued an appeal to

bishops to help obtain up to 200,000 exit visas for non-Aryan Catholics.)38

A delighted Hitler boasted that the “treaty with the new Germany means

the acknowledgment of the National Socialist State by the Catholic Church.”39

e Reichskonkordat convinced ordinary Germans that the Vatican approved

of the ird Reich. German Catholics embraced the Nazis without any

lingering reservations. In the months following the agreement, a record

number of Catholics became Nazi Party members (some clergy also joined,

with one bishop entering the SS).40

at September (1933), after the German Reichstag ratified the agreement,

the Papal Nuncio to Germany, Archbishop Cesare Orsenigo, celebrated with a

Pontifical High Mass at Berlin’s grand eighteenth-century St. Hedwig’s

cathedral. Catholic SS members received special invitations. e cathedral’s

vaulted dome was festooned with Papal flags that hung next to those

emblazoned with swastikas. In his sermon, Orsenigo praised Hitler as “a man

marked by his devotion to God, and sincerely concerned for the well-being of

the German people.” Since the crowd was so large—thousands could not

squeeze into the standing-room-only cathedral—loudspeakers broadcast the

service to enthusiastic throngs outside.

e Reichskonkordat was important for the Nazis.41 It gave them the

parliamentary votes of the Catholic Center Party, further tightening their grip

on government.42 And Hitler was right. His first treaty with a foreign power—

even one as Lilliputian as the Vatican—polished his image.43 In a Sunday

sermon, Cardinal von Faulhaber, who came to regret the deal, praised the

Führer: “is handshake with the papacy, the greatest moral power in the



history of the world, is a feat of immeasurable blessing. . . . May God protect

our Chancellor for our people.”44

e Nazis were proud the Vatican stayed the course through the

negotiations during the first major escalation of their campaign against Jews.

Hitler told other Nazis that the treaty had created a political tone that was

“especially significant in the urgent struggle against international Jewry.”45 e

Führer boasted privately: “I shall be one of the few men in history to have

deceived the Vatican.”46

Two weeks after the Pontifical High Mass in Berlin, the Nazis issued new

race orders that excluded Jews from all artistic, dramatic, literary, film, and

news enterprises. e following day, Jewish farmers were banned from owning

farmland and were denied inheritance rights to family property.

Just a month after the agreement, Pope Pius XI told a British diplomat that

he knew about “German persecutions of the Jews.”47 But he gave no indication

that he intended to say anything in protest. e Pope had been raised and

educated in a church theology steeped in anti-Semitism.48 Moreover, he had

demonstrated he was no reformer when it came to relations between the

church and Jews. Five years before the Reichskonkordat, Pius had rejected the

efforts of a reformist Catholic movement, the Friends of Israel, to remove Holy

Week references to the “perfidy of Jews” and “perfidious Jews.”49 He thought

the protesting Jews were attempting to promote Zionism and create a

homeland in Palestine.50 at was taboo. His predecessor, Pius X, had made

that clear in a 1904 meeting with the father of Zionism, eodor Herzl. e

Pope told Herzl: “We cannot prevent the Jews from going to Jerusalem, but

[we] could never sanction it. . . . e Jews have not recognized our Lord.

erefore, we cannot recognize the Jewish people, and so, if you come to

Palestine and settle your people there, we will be ready with churches and

priests to baptize all of you.”51 In accord with that rhetoric, Pius XI disbanded

the Friends of Israel.52

Church officials did not speak out against the November 1933 Nazi

legislation that provided for the internment in concentration camps of the

homeless, beggars, and the unemployed. Nor when the ird Reich enacted a

law in June 1935 introducing compulsory abortions to prevent the passing of

hereditary diseases. More silence ensued in September 1935 with the passage



of two so-called Nuremberg Laws. e first, the Law for the Protection of

German Blood and German Honor, criminalized sexual relations and marriage

between Jews and Aryans. e second, the Reich Citizenship Law, stripped

Jews of their citizenship.

Germany was not the only Vatican concordat partner that gave the church

discomfort with its policies. e same was true for Italy. In 1935 the Vatican

had to choose between the moralities it preached and the hunt for profits that

had become a part of Nogara’s investment strategy.

On October 3, 100,000 Italian soldiers swept over the border from Italian

Somaliland and invaded Ethiopia. ere was no declaration of war. In less than

two weeks, Italy’s troops had routed Emperor Haile Selassie’s half-million-man

army, many primitively armed with spears, bows, or in some cases outdated

nineteenth-century rifles. e Italians swept through the holy capital of Axum

(sending a sacred obelisk back to Rome as a trophy for capturing the city).III

e Ethiopian campaign was an essential part of Mussolini’s grand

ambition to re-create an Italian empire that stretched without interruption

from southern Europe through central and east Africa. Ethiopia—then

Abyssinia—was a prime candidate for Il Duce’s expansionist policies. It was

one of the few African nations not already a European colony. France and

Britain had large empires and several other European countries boasted African

colonies.54 Mineral-rich Ethiopia was a natural extension of Italy’s Eritrean

colony to the northwest and Italian Somaliland on the east. And finally,

Mussolini was in part avenging Italy’s defeat during the First Italian-Abyssinian

War thirty-nine years earlier.

e invasion was brutal. Although Italy had signed the 1925 Geneva

Protocol governing the acceptable conduct of war, Mussolini’s troops ignored

those rules. In artillery and aerial bombardments, they used between four and

five hundred tons of prohibited mustard gas, terrorized civilians by

firebombing the city of Harar, and even used the gas on Red Cross ambulances

and camps.55

e mostly ineffective League of Nations—the predecessor to the United

Nations—condemned Italy as the aggressor, but member countries could not

agree on what to do. Nogara monitored the League’s efforts since he hoped to

derail any effort to pass sanctions that might damage Italy’s economy. e



League moved so slowly it gave time to some of Nogara’s Italian friends to

transfer their assets to Vatican holding companies. e Vatican would be

untouched by anything the League did since the Holy See was an independent

country not involved in the conflict.56 But all the worrying was unnecessary.

e sanctions had no bite and Italy blithely ignored them.57

e war caused little anxiety inside the Vatican. In fact, the church had no

reason to take on Mussolini. Most Italians supported the invasion. Pius had

himself blessed some of the troops as they left for the fighting.58 And the Pope

made no attempt to dampen the clerical enthusiasm evident from church

pulpits. He was even silent when Milan’s Cardinal Alfredo Ildefonso Schuster

declared the war a crusade for Catholicism.59 Popular archbishops in Amalfi,

Brindisi, and Sorrento rebuked the League of Nations as godless hypocrites.60

Mussolini bragged to Nazi officials, “Why they [the Vatican] even declared the

Abyssinian war a Holy War!”61

Britain and France were upset with Pius’s tacit support of the Italian

campaign and his refusal to speak out either against the aggression or about the

plight of civilians. And the same criticism extended to Secretary of State

Pacelli, who maintained a strict diplomatic silence about the invasion. Some

observers thought that the Pontiff’s reluctance to wield his moral authority was

because Ethiopia was mostly Muslim and had few Catholics.

But the Pope was motivated not so much by Ethiopian demographics as by

what was best for business. e church had stakes in Breda, Reggiane, and

Compagnia Nazionale Aeronautica, manufacturers of munitions and

weapons.62 Nogara had made it clear to the Pontiff that the Vatican’s huge

investments in Italian stocks and Mussolini’s state-issued bonds meant that the

church’s interests were best served by a brief and successful campaign. With

Nogara as middleman, the Vatican made a substantial wartime loan to the

fascist government (it stayed secret for decades).63 In exchange, Mussolini gave

the church “ecclesiastical dispensations” from special levies of corporate, real

estate, and sales taxes that he imposed to raise money to fund the offensive.64

Nogara was concerned about intensifying British and American opposition

to the invasion. He briefed the Pope, as well as Raffaele Guariglia, chief of

Italy’s Bureau of Ethiopian Affairs and a strong advocate of colonial

expansion.65 e message from Nogara to both was the same: a prolonged



conflict would burden Italy’s resources and budget, create widespread

pessimism among ordinary Italians, and potentially lead to an economic

downturn that might spur the growth of extremist political parties.66

e Vatican shared Nogara’s concerns. Pius was delighted that the brutal

combat ended on May 7, 1936, when Italy annexed the country and named

the Italian King, Victor Emmanuel III, as Emperor. Mussolini merged the

three contiguous colonies—Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Somaliland—into Italian

East Africa. Two thousand five hundred Italian troops had been killed during

the brief war. But an estimated 275,000 Ethiopians—soldiers and civilians—

had been massacred. Reports of the bloodbath got lost in Italy’s jubilation over

its conquest. Even the Pope joined leading Italian dignitaries in celebrating the

war’s end and offering Mussolini his heartfelt congratulations.

Exiled Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie gave a rousing speech in Geneva

before the League of Nations the following month. He warned, “It is us today.

It will be you tomorrow.” e League passed another ineffective

condemnation. Mussolini, emboldened by his victory, had withdrawn Italy

from the League of Nations weeks earlier.

In the new colony, the fascists imposed anti-miscegenation laws, banning

interracial marriage, cohabitation, and sexual relations. Residential segregation,

in the formerly liberal country, was instituted and strictly enforced. e

Vatican was silent.

ere was money to be made from the conquered colony. Mussolini

announced a new agency—Regia Azienda Monopolio Banane (the Royal

Banana Monopoly Business)—to control the lucrative banana trade from all its

African colonies. e agency doled out exclusive concessions to forty-eight

businessmen, all of them ranking fascists or handpicked by the Vatican.67,IV

When Ethiopian insurgents failed in a 1937 assassination attempt on the

colony’s military commander, Mussolini ordered mass executions as

punishment. An estimated thirty thousand Ethiopians, including half of the

younger educated class, were killed. Again, there was no public protest from

Pius or any ranking cleric. In the British Foreign Office, a flurry of cables

between officials reflected the now widespread Western view that the “Church

has proved that it is purely Italian and far from ‘Catholic’ ” and that “the

Church is in Mussolini’s pocket.”69



•  •  •

In 1937, Nogara accelerated the pace of the church’s investments beyond

Europe.70 He traveled to America and stopped in the wealthy dioceses,

including New York, Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia, and Cleveland. He

met influential businessmen in each city. In New York, he spent much of his

time with Giovanni Fummi and his fellow investment bankers at the House of

Morgan.71 Relying on their advice, he put $3.5 million into the stocks of

manufacturing companies, some electrical utilities, and U.S. Treasury bonds.72

Under Nogara’s cautious guidance, the Vatican now had an economic toehold

in the New World.

Nogara’s decision to diversify further was prompted by his concern over

Hitler’s increasingly confrontational rhetoric about Germany’s claim to the

Sudetenland, a portion of northern and western Czechoslovakia with mostly

German-speaking residents. e Czech military, worried that Hitler might

forcibly reclaim it, had begun building fortifications and moving troops to the

border.

Nogara was not the only one inside the Vatican who thought that Germany

was ratcheting up tensions. e Nazis were also flagrantly violating the

Reichskonkordat. As part of a coordinated effort by the ird Reich to

diminish the church’s moral sway over ordinary Germans, the Nazis had begun

holding public “morality trials” at which priests and nuns were prosecuted for

concocted financial corruptions or sexual crimes.73 Catholic weeklies were

subjected to ever stricter censorship.74 Nazis even spread the rumor that the

Pope’s grandmother was a “Dutch Jewess.”75 Pius wanted to confront the

Nazis, but Pacelli counseled moderation. Drafts of an encyclical were passed

around to senior prelates and its language was tempered during an intense

internal debate.76 e compromise was Pius’s encyclical Mit brenndender Sorge

(With Burning Sorrow).77 By the obtuse standards of encyclicals, it included

some remarkably direct language, such as the Pope’s condemnation of how the

Nazis had repeatedly broken the treaty. In other instances it more indirectly

chastised the ird Reich for encouraging a growing worship of the German

state to the exclusion of religion.78 Pius distanced the church from the “so-

called myth of blood and race.”79 Jews were not mentioned, although the



encyclical obliquely offered “consolation and strength” to those who had

converted to Catholicism.80

ird Reich officials took little satisfaction that the encyclical did not

mention the persecution of Jews or condemn Germany’s institutionalized anti-

Semitism. ey were instead furious with its overall theme that cast the church

as indispensable as the state.81 e German companies that had printed it were

shuttered and their employees jailed. e Foreign Office rebuked ranking

German bishops for having read it from their pulpits.82 Some Nazi officials

urged annulling the Reichskonkordat.83 But Hitler wanted to keep the

agreement in place. Although he did not mind upsetting the church, he did

not intend to move against it with the full power of the state until after the

war.84 Moreover, notes from Germany’s ambassador to the Vatican, Diego von

Bergen, reveal that in a meeting with Cardinal Pacelli, after the encyclical was

released, Pacelli offered appeasement. He was solicitous, expressing his own

sympathy for the plight of the German people. Pacelli even proposed meeting

Field Marshal Göring if it would help temper any ird Reich indignation.85

Göring responded by accelerating the pace of the morality trials intended to

humiliate German priests and nuns.86

By the following year (1938), the Pope was uneasy about the militant anti-

Semitism in both the ird Reich and fascist Italy.87 In a turnabout, he even

suggested that the Sacred Congregation for Seminaries and Universities find

Italian theology professors who might challenge the Nazi racial

pseudoscience.88

When the Führer visited Rome in May on a state visit, he did not stop by

the Vatican. Pius went to Castel Gandolfo, the Papal summer residence. Both

sides claimed they snubbed the other but there was little doubt that neither

tried very hard to set up a meeting.89

In July, the Pope directed his frustration to Mussolini. Pius was furious

when Il Duce issued his Manifesto of Race, signed by a hodgepodge of fascist

academics. It concluded that Italians were a “pure Aryan race” and that “Jews

do not belong to the Italian race.”90 Pius told his aides that the manifesto and

the subsequent race laws were “contrary to Catholic doctrine.”91 But as was the

Pope’s style, the Vatican said nothing publicly. Only in a private audience with

the British Minister to the Vatican, Sir D’Arcy Godolphin Osborne, did Pius



share his frank fear that Europe’s new fascists had replaced communism as the

church’s most dangerous enemy.92

A couple of months later, at an audience with Belgian pilgrims, Pius turned

teary-eyed after the visitors presented him with a gift of an ancient missal. e

Pontiff flipped the pages to a section about Abraham. “We recognize that

everyone has the right to self-defense and may take the necessary means for

protecting legitimate interests,” he said. “But anti-Semitism is inadmissible.

Spiritually, we are all Semites.”93

Pius had reached his breaking point. Only a few aides knew that in late

June he had summoned John LaFarge, an American Jesuit, to Castel Gandolfo.

e Pontiff asked LaFarge to draft an encyclical addressing anti-Semitism and

racism. It signaled a momentous shift in the Vatican’s policy of silent

observance. e choice of LaFarge meant Pius was serious. As an editor of the

Jesuit magazine America, LaFarge had a well-deserved reputation as one of the

strongest editorial voices against Southern segregation. e previous year,

LaFarge had published a book, Interracial Justice as a Principle of Order, which

was a well-received broadside against American racism.94 LaFarge, sworn to

secrecy, picked two fellow Jesuits to help him, both of whom had collaborated

on previous encyclicals.95 ey worked steadily for three months in Paris.

e ird Reich had compromised the German church with double agents

and informants, even obtaining a source—likely a German bishop—who

provided inside information at the highest level.96 He warned the Nazis that

Pius was at long last focusing on an encyclical that would assault the Germans

for their war on the Jews.

at September, LaFarge submitted a draft titled Humani Generis Unitas

(e Unity of the Human Race). As required by church protocol, the trio

turned in versions in English, Latin, French, and German, to Father Wladimir

Ledochowski, the patrician Polish Father General of the Jesuits (a man called

the “black pope,” after the color of his vestment and the power he wielded;

American intelligence secretly concluded he was “a tireless supporter of Fascist

political movements in every country including Italy”).97 Ledochowski passed

it in turn for trimming to Father Enrico Rosa, editor of the Jesuit journal La

Civiltà Cattolica. at was a seemingly odd choice for what Pius intended to

be a groundbreaking encyclical. La Civiltà Cattolica had a storied history of



virulent anti-Semitism. Father Rosa himself had written about Jews having

“hidden power,” and charged they worked in partnership with Freemasons to

“persecute the Catholic Church.”98

e eighty-one-year-old Pius was in poor health. Riddled with diabetes,

heart disease, and ulcerated legs, he had been declining for a couple of years.99

Still, Ledochowski and Rosa did not seem in any rush. e three Jesuits who

drafted Humani Generis Unitas feared that their Father General might be “bent

on sabotaging the encyclical” by delaying it.100 Ledochowski would have

recognized that it ventured far beyond the normal church boundaries for

intervention and discourse. And the Father General of the Jesuits was a close

friend of Cardinal Pacelli. e two had worked together on previous

encyclicals. Both knew that as Secretary of State, Pacelli would be on any

shortlist to replace Pius. Would such a bold proclamation hamper Pacelli if he

became the next Pope? Ledochowski had no doubt that Humani Generis Unitas

was far too audacious for the more cautious Pacelli. He also knew that some

senior clerics were irked that the Pope had tapped an unproven American cleric

to be the lead author on such a critical subject.

Events outside the Vatican should have given impetus to the encyclical. e

same month that LaFarge submitted the first draft, Mussolini copied the Nazi

race laws for Italy. e statutes purged Jews from the civil service, barred

Jewish children from public schools, and gave all foreign Jews six months to

leave the country.101 Pius was particularly incensed that the law banned

marriages between Italians of the “Aryan race” and anyone “belonging to

another race.” Father Pietro Tacchi Venturi had lobbied Mussolini in vain,

contending it infringed on the rights of the church as set forth in the Lateran

Pacts to be the final arbiter of all marriages.102

But Italy’s race laws did not hasten the review of the encyclical. e Jesuit

hierarchy was still passing around the draft on November 9, 1938—

Kristallnacht, the Night of Broken Glass—when Nazis attacked Jews

throughout Germany, killing dozens and destroying thousands of businesses

and synagogues. Although Kristallnacht was condemned worldwide, the

Vatican stayed silent.103 Several German bishops spoke out through sermons,

but it was to incite further animus. ey talked about the “murderous hatred”

that Jews had toward Jesus.104 e provost of Berlin’s St. Hedwig’s cathedral,



Bernhard Lichtenberg, was one of the few who condemned the frenzy of

violence. e Nazis made an example of his public dissent, sentencing him to

two years in prison (he later died while being transferred to Dachau).105

e start of 1939 marked a further deterioration in Pius’s health. He was

well enough, however, on January 13, to welcome the British Prime Minister,

Neville Chamberlain, for a state visit.106 During a formal luncheon packed

with dignitaries, a frail Pius told Chamberlain that he prayed daily for “the

many million Catholics in Germany, whose most grievous tribulations we

follow and we share each day.” e Prime Minister reminded Pius that the

abuses in Germany affected far more than just Catholics and that England

“deplored the sufferings inflicted” on Protestants and Jews as well.107 Pius did

not answer.

A few weeks after Chamberlain’s visit, in early February, the Pope fell

seriously ill. He had prepared a condemnation of fascism—a condensed

version of his encyclical—that he wanted to personally deliver on February 11,

the tenth anniversary of the signing of the Lateran Pacts. But he was

bedridden. Although a team of doctors and his closest clerics attended to him,

he died of a heart attack on February 10.108,V

No one can say with certainty whether Humani Generis Unitas got to Pius

before he died. After his death, Secretary of State Pacelli ensured that all drafts

of the encyclical as well as all personal papers on Pius’s desk were sealed in the

Vatican’s Secret Archives.110 No one who worked on the encyclical spoke about

it again and the memory of it was soon lost in the great turmoil of World War

II. It remained mostly forgotten until 1972, when the National Catholic

Reporter related the story in a front-page article.111 By that time, the English

and French drafts were missing. A German draft was tracked to the personal

papers of one of the priests who had assisted LaFarge, but the Jesuits refused to

release it. After much prodding the Vatican admitted it had the Latin draft—

which some believe was the original prepared for Pius’s signature—but the

church denied historians access. A former Jesuit finally passed along a French

version on microfilm that had been entrusted to him by LaFarge.112

Considering that the encyclical was in the editing domain of Father Rosa

and drafted during an era in which the church still referred to “perfidious Jews”

in its liturgy, not all its language was friendly to Jews.113 It said “Jewish



people . . . promote revolutionary movements [bolshevism] which aim to

destroy society and to obliterate . . . the knowledge, reverence and love of

God.”114 As a result of being “blinded by their dream of worldly gain and

material success” they deserved the “worldly and spiritual ruin” that had

befallen them.115 Some of LaFarge’s pioneering work against segregation in

America was cited as an argument for the segregation of Jews and

Christians.116

Yet all the antiquated prejudices seemed insignificant compared to the

overriding theme that condemned any government that pursued racist and

anti-Semitic policies. ey were “totally at variance with the true spirit of the

Catholic Church.” Anti-Semitism and racism were linked for the first time,

since “the struggle for racial purity ends by being uniquely the struggle against

the Jews.” Moreover, the encyclical castigated governments that treated

“innocent persons . . . as outlaws by the very fact of their parentage.”117

Historians are split over whether the Holocaust might have been averted

had the encyclical been released. Some consider it a tragic missed opportunity

that would have forced Hitler to at least postpone the Final Solution until after

the war. Others counter that it would not have slowed Hitler in his war against

the Jews but would only have guaranteed that the Nazis sent every German

bishop to the concentration camps.118

What is not in dispute is that Secretary of State Pacelli prevented the church

from taking any public position condemning the Nazi reign of terror on the

Jews. Not only did he keep the church from exercising its moral authority, he

ensured that the remarkably direct language of Humani Generis Unitas was

buried in the archives. at reaffirmed the Nazi confidence that Pacelli would

insist at all costs the church maintain strict neutrality through the war.

I. While church officials remained quiet about forced sterilization, another controversy in Germany had
them in a frenzy: Freikörperkultur Entwicklung, the nudism movement. Shedding clothes in public was a
popular avant-garde trend at some bohemian camps during the 1920s and 1930s. Ranking clerics held
dozens of meetings about how the church might best battle it. e Vatican condemned it as a “fetish of
the flesh.” Pacelli considered nudity “perverse,” and judged it a contributing factor to the declining birth
rate among “purely Catholic marriages.” He convinced Mussolini to confiscate and destroy all copies of a
book by a Dutch author that encouraged nudity. Germany was the epicenter, said Pacelli, with some five
million “mentally imbalanced” adherents. Cardinal Merry del Val called nudism one of the “most
detestable and pernicious aberrations of our times. . . . An attack on Christian morality.” e church



never issued such unequivocally condemnatory language to address Hitler’s and Mussolini’s anti-Semitic
race policies.24

II. e Reichskonkordat never stopped some high-ranking Nazis from attacking the church. In a 1938
speech, Hitler’s military secretary, Martin Bormann, said, “We Germans are the first to be appointed by
destiny to break with Christianity. It will be an honor for us.” Bormann reminded Nazi provincial
governors in a confidential memo that the German church “must absolutely and finally be broken.” In his
book—e Myth of the Twentieth Century—Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi Party’s philosopher and
ideologue, attacked Jews and also launched an unmitigated assault on Christianity, particularly
Catholicism. When the Vatican added Rosenberg’s book to its banned list, Hitler responded by
promoting him as overseer of the Nazi Party’s “world view.”30

III. e Obelisk of Axum was placed in a central Roman square, in front of what would become the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. Italy resisted returning it for decades, but finally did
so in 2005.53

IV. When Pacelli visited the United States that November, he met with seventy-nine bishops in twelve of
the sixteen American church’s Ecclesiastical Provinces. And the day after President Franklin Roosevelt’s
reelection, Pacelli met the president at his Hyde Park home. ere is no indication that the Ethiopian
invasion was discussed. Instead, Roosevelt was concerned with the wildly popular but bigoted radio
broadcasts of an American priest, Charles Coughlin. And Pacelli wanted to encourage the United States
to reestablish relations with the Vatican (the last American diplomat was withdrawn in 1867). Although
the substance of those talks was never disclosed, the results were evident. Two days after the meeting,
Coughlin announced the last broadcast of his provocative show that reached thirty million listeners. And
Roosevelt eventually bypassed resistance in Congress to restoring diplomatic relations with the Holy See
by dispatching industrialist Myron Taylor as his personal envoy.68

V. at Pius was old and sick did not stop some inside the Vatican from embracing conspiracy theories
about his passing. French Cardinal Eugène Tisserant believed that he had been murdered. According to
Tisserant, one of Pius’s chief doctors—who happened to be the father of Mussolini’s film star mistress—
had injected him with poison on orders from Il Duce. Tisserant even thought that Pacelli might be an
accomplice. e motive was supposedly to prevent the bedridden Pius from releasing to all the bishops a
Papal letter in which he savaged fascism. No such letter has ever been found.109
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A Policy of Silence

As war clouds built in Europe, national political allegiances added an element

of uncertainty to the conclave to select a new Pope. Vaticanisti, knowledgeable

observers of the church, tried hard to handicap which cardinals tilted toward

the Germans or the Allies.1,I

e question of who would be the next Pope made its way even to Hitler.

An unidentified intelligence source inside the Vatican approached the Gestapo

with a tantalizing offer: the election could be fixed for 3 million gold

reichsmarks. Once the secret tariff was paid, the Germans could pick the

cardinal they wanted and he would win on the first ballot. Only a handful of

top Nazis were let in on the secret proposal, and it ignited a furious debate at

the highest level of the ird Reich. Hitler was tempted to approve the bribe

but at the last moment he passed, worried the offer was too good to be true

and might be a setup to embarrass the Nazis.2

Among the cardinals who would pick the next Pope, the front-runners were

the pragmatic Secretary of State, Eugenio Pacelli, and Florence’s Cardinal Elia

dalla Costa, a pious scholar. e British and French prelates assumed that

because of Pacelli’s extensive diplomatic background he would stand for the

democracies and resist the totalitarian governments.3 It is a testament to

Pacelli’s accomplishments that he was even on the short list, given that he was

an acknowledged Germanophile.4 He made no secret that his happiest years

were his dozen serving as Papal Nuncio to Germany. He was fluent in German,

surrounded himself with German advisors and housekeepers, and expressed a

“special love” for all things German.5

Unknown to the British and French cardinals, the Italian and German

ambassadors to the Vatican also encouraged their country’s cardinals to vote for

Pacelli.6 ey were convinced that his admiration of Teutonic culture and

history would tilt him toward the Axis powers. But assuming that Pius would

align himself with the ird Reich because he loved its culture and people was

too simplistic. Having lived there during the rise of Hitler, he was wary of the

Führer’s anticlerical sentiments. In 1935, he had interceded to help Jewish



refugees abused by the Nazis in the Saar, a small territory returned to German

control that year by the League of Nations. Still, Pacelli thought the Nazis were

preferable to the communists. As Papal Nuncio, he dispatched regular reports

to the Pope about “ferocious Bolshevism.” Ultimately, as a pragmatist, he

concluded that since the Nazis were in power, he had no choice but to work

with them.7

e Roman-born Pacelli descended from a long line of Black Nobles. His

great grandfather had been Gregory XVI’s Minister of Finance. His

grandfather had founded the L’Osservatore Romano newspaper and Pius IX had

tapped him to serve as Undersecretary of the Interior for the Papal States.

Pacelli’s father was the chief of Catholic Action as well as the dean of the

Consistorial College of Advocates, which prepared cases for beatification. His

brother Francesco was a key church negotiator for the 1929 Lateran Pacts. By

the time of the conclave, Francesco was a Papal Marquis, and Mussolini had

crowned him a prince. Even Pacelli’s two sisters had married ranking Vatican

officials.8

Pacelli had begun studying for the priesthood when he was only fifteen.

ere was no doubt that he was smart and that his family name opened

doors.9 By the time he was twenty-two he had doctorates of philosophy, canon

law, and theology.10

At six feet and a featherweight 125 pounds—with an ash-gray complexion

and a high-pitched, nasal voice—the sixty-three-year-old was delicate. When

he had been appointed the Nuncio to Germany, he arranged at considerable

cost a private rail car for the trip to Berlin. Baron Carlo Monti, a Black Noble,

complained personally to Pope Benedict that Pacelli also had an additional car

packed with dozens of cases of groceries that would not trouble his stomach.11

An otherwise glowing 1939 profile in Life noted that his doctors were “very

severe with him” because he “suffers from liver trouble and neuralgic

headaches.”12

Pacelli was an avid reader and classical music enthusiast, and a moderately

talented pianist and violinist. e cardinals who backed him cited his

intelligence and his extraordinary memory. He showed it off once by reading

twenty verses of Homer just twice and then reciting them.13 He was also not

afflicted with Pius’s tremendous rage.14 No one could recall a single incident in



which Pacelli had lost his temper. Even during the tensest stages of the

Reichskonkordat negotiations, no matter how many times the Nazis provoked

him, he maintained an unflappable expression and never raised his voice. at

same steely discipline, combined with his insistence that those who spoke to

him did so only in soft tones, made him often seem distant and aloof.

He was the most modern frontrunner ever, the first to have flown in an

airplane, shaved with an electric razor, embraced daily exercise, used a

typewriter and a telephone.15 To his supporters in the College of Cardinals, he

seemed well suited to lead the church.

As a high-profile Secretary of State, he had earned his share of entrenched

enemies and jealous rivals over the years. His opponents spread

unsubstantiated gossip in the hope it might slow his momentum.16 At the start

of his clerical career, Pacelli had lobbied for a special Vatican dispensation to

live at home with his mother. He stayed there until he was thirty-eight, an

unusual accommodation for an ambitious cleric who wanted to rise in the

church hierarchy.17 In the all-men’s world of the Vatican, that gave him a

“mother’s boy” rap. Combined with his refined and what some deemed

effeminate mannerisms (one writer said he “move[d] with almost feminine

grace”), he was the subject of salacious rumors inside the gossip-obsessed

Curia.18

Pacelli once told Sister Pascalina Lehnert—a fiercely loyal Bavarian nun

who had been his confidant since becoming his chief housekeeper in 1917—

that they could not go on a skiing vacation alone lest they spark unwarranted

backroom chatter.19 ere were raised eyebrows and whispered stories about

her role as his unofficial gatekeeper. Despite his warning, she accompanied him

sometimes on holidays, cooked his food, prepared his clerical robes, and even

advised him on whether he was too tired to hold an audience.20 (When he was

later Pope, she stood near him after every general Mass to disinfect his right

hand since hundreds of the faithful had kissed his fisherman’s ring during the

service. Skeptical Curia officials eventually gave her the irreverent nickname of

“La Popessa,” the female Pope, and historians rank her as one of a handful of

the most influential women who ever lived inside the city-state).21

e gossipmongers even tried raising untoward inferences over Pacelli’s

close personal friendship he had while a Nuncio with Francis Spellman, then a



young American priest serving in the Secretary of State’s office.22 e two had

vacationed in the Swiss Alps and spent so much time together that Pascalina

reportedly intervened to separate them. But Spellman, whom Pacelli called

“Spelly,” won the nun over.23 Pacelli sent the Curia rumor mill into overdrive

when in the summer of 1930 he took both the priest and the nun on a one-

month private holiday through Germany, Switzerland, and Austria.24

Most of Pacelli’s critics, however, were not worried about salacious gossip.

ey were concerned instead about more fundamental shortcomings. He had

no pastoral experience since he had spent his career as a diplomat.25 Without

having managed his own diocese, there were doubts about whether he had the

skills to control the unruly Curia. ere was also considerable pre-conclave

debate about whether he was too cautious to be a decisive Pontiff. One of

Pacelli’s closest aides, Monsignor Domenico Tardini, had said he “was not born

with the temperament of a fighter.”26 Diplomats who had worked with him

did not think he had a strong enough character.27 “Devoid of will and

character,” concluded the Spanish ambassador to the Vatican. Osborne, the

British Minister, noted that he was “not devoid of intelligence, but essentially

there to obey.”28 e small contingent of foreign diplomats assigned to the

Vatican all agreed that while in meetings he was charming, he often seemed

uncomfortable. Conversations were frequently reduced to trivial issues and

banal niceties. When pressed on any contentious matter, Pacelli would repeat

his last sentence several times and then fall silent, hoping that somehow the

conversation might change course. In cables to London, Osborne warned

British ministers that Pacelli despised a fight and would refuse—even when he

thought he was right—to overrule anyone.29

e concerted effort to stop him failed. e fear of war worked in his favor.

His years as Nuncio and then Secretary of State convinced most of the

cardinals that he was qualified to lead the church during a period of secular

strife. On March 2, 1939, in the fastest conclave in three hundred years, Pacelli

was selected as the 261st Pope after only three ballots.30 He was the first

Secretary of State chosen in more than three centuries.31 He too chose the

name Pius.

Only three days after he had become Pope, Nazi troops marched into

Czechoslovakia and divided it into two states. e next day Pius convened a



meeting with four leading German cardinals. He had not called them together

to chastise the Führer for the armed aggression. Instead, Pius—who had

chosen a dove carrying an olive branch as his coat of arms—believed that a

condemnation would only worsen the tension.32 He told the bishops that his

election presented the ird Reich and the Vatican with an unprecedented

opportunity to repair the fraying relationship he had inherited.33 He assured

them he would personally oversee German affairs and insisted he wanted

excellent relations with the country he considered his second home. It was a

complete break from the harsh rebuke of Nazi policy that his predecessor had

proposed in Humani Generis Unitas. After debating whether he should address

the Führer as “Illustrious” or “Most Illustrious,” he gave the cardinals a

personal affirmation, in German, to take back to the Reich.34

“To the Illustrious Herr Adolf Hitler, Führer and Chancellor of the German

Reich! Here at the beginning of Our Pontificate We wish to assure you that We

remain devoted to the spiritual welfare of the German people entrusted to your

leadership. . . . May the prosperity of the German people and their progress in

every domain come, with God’s help, to fruition!”35 (e next month he

directed Archbishop Orsenigo, his Papal Nuncio to Germany, to host a grand

reception for Hitler’s fiftieth birthday.)36

Pius, who started every day punctually at 6:00 a.m., immersed himself in

the minutiae of the Vatican’s daily operations. Every bishop worldwide was

instructed to send him regular written reports. He insisted on being kept up-

to-date on all political developments. Papal Nuncios sent daily dispatches from

their capitals. And the new Pope sent back instructions to them by shortwave

radio.37 After reinstating the discarded Papal tradition of dining alone, and

ordering his three Franciscan servers to remain silent, he used mealtimes for an

uninterrupted review of his huge pile of daily paperwork.38 One cardinal who

later had to rewrite a letter sixteen times before Pius approved it said that “An

audience with Pope Pius XII was like a university examination.”39

When it came to the church’s financial wizard, Bernardino Nogara, Pius did

not immediately embrace him. While Pacelli was still Secretary of State,

Nogara had passed a letter from the CEO of the House of Morgan to

Mussolini, warning Il Duce that the United States would resist German—and

therefore implicitly Italian—aggression.40 Pacelli regarded it a breach of



protocol, since he considered diplomacy his exclusive domain; Nogara should

stick to finances. Now, as Pope, he announced there would be no further

overtures to any government unless he signed off.

But there were other problems when it came to Nogara. Some of those in

Pius’s kitchen cabinet did not like Bernardino. Pascalina, for instance,

distrusted him.41 So did the Pope’s cousin, Ernesto Pacelli, who had been the

first president of the Black Noble–founded Bank of Rome. Nogara had been a

trusted advisor since 1925 for Ernesto’s direct competition, Banca

Commerciale Italiana (BCI).42 Ernesto warned his Papal cousin that Nogara’s

loyalty was to foreigners, not to the Pope.43

Since Nogara had reported directly to the late Pope for a decade, no one in

the Vatican was quite sure what he did. In an institution where gossip

sometimes seemed an avocation, the secrecy surrounding his work resulted in

several scurrilous rumors. Some believed he had squandered or stolen the

multimillion-dollar settlement from the 1929 Lateran Treaty.44 Others

thought he was conspiring with an ultrasecret Masonic lodge against the

church.45

Pius XII appointed three cardinals to investigate whether there was truth to

the malicious whispers.46 While that probe was under way, the Pope canceled

Nogara’s standing weekly meeting.47 e cardinals grilled Nogara as well as all

the employees in his Special Administration. ey pried into his private life,

questioned his friends, and compiled a thick dossier about his personal habits.

e new Pope wanted a fast resolution. Pius remembered all too well the

bedlam caused by World War I and the debilitating economic fallout that

followed the peace. If the cardinals uncovered evidence of malfeasance, there

would be little time to find Nogara’s replacement.48

All the fretting ended when the cardinals returned in two months with their

report. It concluded that the Vatican was far better off under Nogara’s guidance

than at any time in its history. Nogara had invested Mussolini’s $92 million

and it had grown over a decade to nearly $1 billion.49 Nogara lived in a

modest apartment and supported himself mostly from his private savings.

Once a week he went to the movies, preferring American films. ere was no

evidence of anything disreputable in his personal life. He took only a nominal

salary of less than $2,000 annually (about $27,000 in 2014 dollars).



Pius marveled, asking the prelates how Nogara did it. “From point A to

point B, we have understood it all,” one of the cardinals reportedly replied.

“But, your Holiness, Nogara has gone through the entire alphabet. And we are

just simple cardinals.”50

e report flipped Pius from a Nogara skeptic to an avid supporter. e

Pontiff now saw Nogara as a reflection of himself, a loyal servant of God who

put service to church above personal and financial gain. He restarted his

weekly meetings with Nogara. e only change was that Nogara no longer

maintained his notes of those one-on-one briefings.51

Having resolved any questions about Nogara, Pius turned his attention to

the politics roiling Europe.52 In the months following his election, there had

been a rush of new anti-Semitic decrees passed across the continent. In Italy,

Jews were further banned from public employment. e ird Reich ordered

them to carry special identity cards (a precursor to a later decree that would

force them to wear a yellow star).53 Given his trademark cautious approach,

Pius avoided any public comment.54

But in some countries, the Pope unwittingly sent the wrong message about

anti-Semitism.55 He lifted Pius XI’s ban that prevented French Catholics from

joining the anticommunist Action Française party. But Action Française was

fiercely anti-Semitic. Pius was willing to ignore its anti-Jewish hatred as an

inevitable element of its commitment to fighting bolshevism. None outside his

senior advisors knew what prompted his decision, and it was instead widely

interpreted as a tacit approval of the party’s venomous platform.56

In Hungary, the priests who served in parliament had voted for the

country’s 1938 race laws. Some bishops and priests supported the Hungarian

knockoff of the Nazi Party, the Arrow Cross.57 Not only did the Pope fail to

urge restraint for any clerical support of the fiercely anti-Semitic party, but Pius

again sent mixed signals by promoting József Grösz—a key Arrow Cross backer

—as Hungary’s second ranking bishop.

In Slovakia, a country that resulted from the Nazi appropriation of western

Czechoslovakia, the Catholic clergy were at the forefront of a national effort to

bar Jews from the country’s business and social life.58 Priests had founded the

principal political party, the unflinchingly anti-Semitic Slovak People’s Party.

Jozef Tiso, the President, and Vojtech Tuka, the Prime Minister, were both



priests. Pius was Pope only a month when Monsignor Tiso introduced

Slovakia’s first race law (eventually thirty-eight race decrees were passed). e

ird Reich expressed its “undisguised gratification” that such harsh anti-

Semitic statutes “had been enacted in a state headed by a member of the

Catholic clergy.”59 In line with Nazi racial doctrines, blood triumphed over

religion. Anyone who converted to Catholicism after October 30, 1918, was

deemed Jewish. Tiso, a theology professor, noted support for the laws in the

contemporaneous writings of a Slovakian Jesuit theologian who concluded,

“e Church advocates the elimination of the Jews.”60 Pius’s reaction to the

events in Slovakia was to send Tiso an Apostolic Blessing.61 He did not do so

to ratify its race laws but rather because the Vatican was pleased to have a new

Catholic-run country in Eastern Europe. But many Catholic Slovaks

interpreted the special blessing as a Papal endorsement.II

To his credit, Pius reached out to Britain, France, Italy, and Germany to

gauge if they were interested in him mediating a peace. But no country took

him up on it. Although they all liked Pacelli as a conclave front-runner, now

that he was Pope they were uncertain of his loyalties. British intelligence

speculated Pius might be an agent for Mussolini. e French Foreign Ministry

went one step further, thinking it possible that his pick as Secretary of State,

Cardinal Luigi Maglione, was a fascist spy.63 Any role Pius hoped to play as a

mediator was crushed in August when the ird Reich and the Soviet Union

announced a nonaggression pact. Pius had long tolerated the more thuggish

aspects of the German Reich in part because he thought there was no better

buffer to Stalin’s red menace. e new alliance seemed to many Vaticanisti a

catastrophic development.

e news worsened the next month when the Nazi blitzkrieg into Poland

marked the start of World War II. Ninety-eight percent of Poland’s thirty

million residents were Catholic, making it one of the church’s largest

congregations. Sixteen days after the Nazi invasion, the Soviets attacked from

the East. Poland fell on October 6. e Nazis and communists split the

country in half.64

Pius mistakenly believed that a fast conquest of Poland satisfied Hitler. He

assured Cardinal Tisserant—who had been a French army intelligence officer

during World War I—that there would be a peace within days.65 It was



quickly evident that the Pope had greatly underestimated the scope of Hitler’s

ambition. e German-occupied half of the country became ground zero for

the war on Europe’s Jews, and an Italian consul who had fled told church

officials early on about “unbelievable atrocities.”66 e American envoy to the

Vatican later reported that Pius feared that a “forthright denunciation of Nazi

atrocities, at least in so far as Poland is concerned, would only result in the

violent deaths of many more people.”67

Pius knew there was particular reason to be vigilant about any upsurge in

anti-Semitic violence in Poland. e country had a troubled and often violent

history with its three million native Jews. When vicious pogroms swept the

country in 1938 and 1939, the Catholic press said they were

“understandable.”68 Top Polish prelates touted blood libel, the belief that Jews

murdered Christian infants and used their blood either to make unleavened

bread or Passover wine.69 e Vatican issued no reprimand a few years earlier

when the country’s ranking cardinal, August Hlond, contended “that the Jews

are fighting against the Catholic Church, persisting in free thinking, and are

the vanguard of godlessness, Bolshevism and subversion.”70

Some Polish bishops were alarmed not by German moves against Jews but

rather by Nazi-ordered closings of dozens of churches and arrests of hundreds

of priests. A few were so frustrated by Pius’s passivity that they even talked

about severing their allegiance to Rome in protest.71 ere was more anger

among Polish clerics when on March 11, 1940—seven months after the Nazi

invasion—Pius received German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop for

a state visit at the Vatican.72 When the Pope learned of the mutiny talk, he

ordered his Nuncio to Germany to intercede with the ird Reich to ask for

kinder treatment of Polish priests and lay Catholics.73 e Germans turned the

Nuncio away.74,III

Poland was only the first moral challenge Pius faced now that a war was

under way. Starting in 1941, Monsignor Giuseppe Burzio, the Nuncio to

Slovakia, sent Pius the first of several reports that Jews were being rounded up

and executed.76 Nuncios in Hungary and Switzerland confirmed the grim

account.77 When Pius responded the following year it was in two polite,

private dissents about the deportations to Karol Sidor, the Slovak delegate to

the Vatican. e protests seemed focused on baptized Jews and in any case



were too genteel an intervention to give the Slovakian perpetrators any

pause.78 Since Prime Minister Tiso was still a priest, Slovakia presented Pius

with unique leverage. Monsignor Domenico Tardini—one of the Pope’s closest

aides—thought it was a mistake not to keep Tiso in check. “It is a great

misfortune,” he wrote, “that the President of Slovakia is a priest. Everyone

knows that the Holy See cannot bring Hitler to heel. But who will understand

that we cannot even control a priest?”79 (e Vatican waited until after the war

to condemn Tiso, when the Allies hanged him for war crimes.)

Slovakia was no exception. Other countries with large Catholic populations

were swept up into Hitler’s killing machine as the Nazi aggression expanded.

e conservative Catholic majorities of the conquered nations could have been

expected to pay heed to strong leadership from the Vatican. And none better

than Croatia, a country that only came into being after Germany conquered

and dismembered Yugoslavia in 1941. Members of the lay Croatian Catholic

Movement and priests dominated the governing political party, the Ustaša

(Rise Up). It was rabidly anti-Semitic, anti-Serb, and anticommunist.80

Zagreb’s Archbishop Alojzije Stepinac was head of the Croatian church and

also the Supreme Apostolic Vicar General of the Ustašan Army.81 e Ustašan

leader, Ante Pavelić, a devout Catholic, boasted he never missed daily Mass.

Pavelić declared fascist Croatia as Europe’s first fundamentalist Catholic

nation. e man called the Poglavnik (Führer) considered a good relationship

with the Vatican as key as the one he had with the ird Reich.82

Archbishop Stepinac had direct access to the Pope, meeting him in

February 1941.83 He lobbied for a Papal audience for Pavelić. When the

Yugoslavian government in exile learned that Pius might meet Pavelić, it

protested.84 Pavelić had been convicted and sentenced to death in absentia by

French and Yugoslavian courts for assassinating French Foreign Minister Louis

Barthou and Yugoslavia’s King Alexander. Mussolini had provided Pavelić safe

haven during the 1930s. He was now the leader of an occupied nation and an

illegitimate government.85 e British Foreign Office also tried dissuading the

Pope from meeting Pavelić, calling the Croat leader “a notorious terrorist and

murderer.”86 e head of the Catholic Slovene People’s Party petitioned the

Pope: “In this moment of urgent danger and necessity, we appeal to Your

Holiness and most humbly beg for your intervention.”87



Pius, however, considered Pavelić “a much maligned man.” e church had

wanted a Catholic state in the Balkans since the Crusades, so it was difficult for

the Vatican to turn him away.88 Monsignor Tardini told the Ustašan envoy to

the Vatican, “Croatia is a young state. . . . Youngsters often err because of their

age. It is therefore not surprising that Croatia has also erred.”89 e Pontiff

agreed to see Pavelić, but in a nod to his critics did not mark it as a state

visit.90

e Pope and Croatian leader met at the Vatican on May 18, 1941, the

same day the Ustaša passed copycat versions of the Nazi’s Nuremberg Laws

(Croats were exempt since they claimed to have Nordic origins that somehow

tangentially related them to Aryans, the racial subgroup of Caucasians that the

Nazis had proclaimed the superior race).91 e Vatican maintains that no

notes or journal entries were kept of that meeting. Whatever the conversation,

Pavelić returned home and soon unleashed a bloodbath against the country’s

Jews and Orthodox Christian Serbs.

e massacres in Croatia did not begin until the German army withdrew to

the east in June to join in Operation Barbarossa, Hitler’s surprise invasion of

the Soviet Union. Inside the Vatican, the German offensive into Russia

reaffirmed for Pius that he was right for placing his faith in National Socialism

as a bulwark against communism. Pius now concluded that Hitler’s 1939

nonaggression pact with Stalin had been only a ploy to buy the Germans time

to find the right moment to take on the Russians. A successful German

offensive would alter the political face of Europe, removing the most powerful

and antagonistic philosophy the Vatican had faced in centuries.

at the ird Reich was now involved in what some clerics considered a

holy war against godless bolsheviks meant there was little chance Pius would

say anything that might inflame the Germans.92 Both the church and the

Nazis shared a common goal, the complete destruction of the Stalinist state.93

Just three months after the start of the Russian campaign, Dr. Fritz

Menshausen, the diplomatic counselor at the German embassy in Rome, told

the Foreign Ministry in Berlin that well-informed officials in the Vatican had

repeatedly assured him the Pope privately stood with the Axis forces.94

Even if Pius had decided to give the Germans leeway because of their fight

against Stalin, there was no reason why he could not intervene to stop the



bloodletting when it involved only Catholic Croatians. Pavelić started the first

widescale killings in July, only two months after meeting with the Pope.95 In

Croatia, there was no bureaucracy of mass murder as with the Germans, no

systematic march of trainloads of emaciated prisoners to the gas chambers.

ere was instead brutal and chaotic ethnic cleansing. Many Jews, Serbs,

Gypsies, and communists were burned alive. Roving fascist gangs went on

mutilation frenzies, cutting off the breasts of women and the genitals of men,

and in some cases collecting the eyes of victims as gruesome trophies. e

killers put thousands of others onto hanging meat hooks or chopped them up

with butcher knives and axes. Pavelić created an exemption to his own race

laws to protect his half-Jewish wife.96

In contrast to the Nazis who tried to keep victims from learning about their

deadly fate until they arrived at a concentration camp, the Croats let word of

the terror spread across the tiny country.97 Pavelić figured that if he murdered

half of all the Serbs, the survivors would either flee or convert to

Catholicism.98 He intended to kill all of the Jews.

e Vatican faced a unique challenge in Croatia since priests partly ran the

murder machinery. Sarajevo’s Bishop Ivan Sarić—later dubbed the “Hangman

of the Serbs”—told the faithful that the elimination of Jews was a “renewal of

human dignity.”99 Catholic priests served in Pavelić’s private bodyguard.100 A

Franciscan monk, Miroslav Filipović-Majstorović, earned the moniker the

“Devil of Jasenovac,” a concentration camp where forty thousand Jews and

Serbs were slaughtered.101 ree Franciscan monks—also Ustašan officers—

served as the Devil’s deputies.102 Father Bozidas Bralo, Sarajevo’s chief of

security, was responsible for enforcing the country’s anti-Semitic legislation.

And a popular priest, Father Dyonisy Juricev, wrote in a leading newspaper

that it was no longer a sin to kill Serbs or Jews so long as they were at least

seven years old.103 e role played by clerics in the killings helped absolve

ordinary Catholics from being afflicted by a troubled conscience.104

Branko Bokun was a young ex–Foreign Office worker who had joined the

International Red Cross at the start of the war. At twenty-one, the Red Cross

gave him a file packed with blood-curdling details about the Croatian

massacres. His mission was to get to Rome and to petition the Pope to

intervene. Before Bokun left Zagreb, the local head of the Red Cross—and a



former chief of Yugoslav counterintelligence—explained why a public

condemnation by the Vatican was critical. Bokun recorded it in his diary entry

for June 26, 1941, only a month after Pius welcomed Pavelić to the Vatican:

“ese Catholics are killing Serbs and Jews, because in their primitive minds

they are convinced that it will please the Vatican. If the Vatican does not

intervene immediately, the fight between Serbs and Croats will reach such

proportions it will take centuries to die down.”105

e Pope and his advisors were probably better informed about what was

happening in Croatia than any other country.106 Every Ustašan military unit

had a priest as a field chaplain. e Pontiff’s Undersecretary of State,

Monsignor Giovanni Battista Montini—later Pope Paul VI—was in charge of

collecting reports from both Croatia and Poland. Aggrieved clerics sent

Montini chilling accounts of the atrocities. Every day he briefed Pius, who had

a reputation as a Pope who wanted the details.107 In December 1941, on a

state visit to Venice, Pavelić boasted to the Italian Foreign Minister as well as

Nogara’s good friend, Giuseppe Volpi, that Croatia’s Jewish population had

been reduced by a third.108

Hitler gave his seminal speech on the fate of European Jewry on February 9,

1942. at was just twenty days after the Wannsee Conference, named for the

Berlin suburb where Nazi leaders met and approved the Final Solution, a plan

to exterminate the continent’s Jews. In his talk, Hitler promised: “e Jews will

be liquidated at least for a thousand years!” e most inflammatory passages

were reprinted in Roman newspapers and the Vatican Secretary of State

discussed it with Western diplomats. Pius ignored all entreaties that the church

publicly distance itself from Hitler’s hateful rhetoric.

e frustrated British Minister to the Vatican, D’Arcy Osborne, told his

colleagues that Pius was hedging his bets on a Nazi victory.109 e Allies

sensed that the turning point had been the Nazi invasion of Russia the

previous summer.110 Now in the wake of Hitler’s promise to “liquidate”

Europe’s Jews, the judgment that the Pope was partisan was reinforced when

the Vatican opened diplomatic relations with Japan, the third Axis partner. e

United States and Britain had pressed Pius not to formalize ties with Japan, but

the church claimed it did not have “sufficient elements of proof” about

Japanese atrocities. In any case, the Vatican argued it had a duty to the



eighteen million Catholics in the Far East.111 Further evidence of the Vatican’s

skewed allegiance came in a classified report by Viscount Oliver Lyttelton,

Winston Churchill’s Minister of State in the Middle East. Issued the same

month as Hitler’s speech, it was passed around a handful of senior British

ministers with “to be kept under lock and key” stamped across the top. Based

on extensive British intelligence data, Lyttelton concluded that throughout a

dozen Middle Eastern countries, “the Roman Catholic Church has developed

Fascist and pro-Axis tendencies, which dominate its spiritual functions.” e

report revealed that the church helped distribute fascist “political propaganda,

and since the war it has lent encouragement to espionage, sabotage and the

escape of prisoners of war.” Lyttelton recommended replacing partisan Italian

clerics with “non-enemy nationals.” at never happened. When the British

reached out to the Vatican, the church shelved the findings.112

Only a month after Hitler’s speech, SS officer Kurt Gerstein walked into the

Berlin office of the Nuncio, Cesare Orsenigo, wanting to confess his firsthand

account of the killing of eight hundred Jews at the death camp Belżec.113

Because a diesel engine that produced the gas kept malfunctioning, it had

taken a torturous stop-and-start three hours to kill the naked victims, packed

into four tiny rooms of a crude gas chamber. Gerstein could not shake the

gruesome images. But Orsenigo’s personal assistant, a priest who was a secret

Nazi Party member, intercepted him.114 No one knows what the assistant told

Orsenigo, but it was enough for him to turn away the SS officer. Gerstein went

next to Berlin’s auxiliary bishop, Otto Dibelius. at bishop sent the first-ever

confirmations of the mass murder by an SS officer in both coded cables and

diplomatic pouches to the Vatican. It was buried in Rome. Nothing was shared

with other countries.115 When Berlin’s Bishop Konrad von Preysing later tried

mobilizing his fellow bishops to condemn the ongoing deportation of Jews and

even warned they would be answerable before God for their silence, no one

supported him. His colleagues argued that the deportation of non-Catholics

was troubling but not their duty to address. ey refused to tell German

Catholics that it was a mortal sin to kill Jews. Preysing concluded that the

moral deadlock could not be broken without the Pope’s forceful intervention.

Pius did not get involved, allowing those who wanted to do nothing to

prevail.116



e Pontiff summoned Croatia’s Archbishop Stepinac to the Vatican the

month after the Gerstein report arrived.117 Soon after arranging the meeting

the previous year between Pius and Pavelić, Stepinac had begun vocally turning

against the bloodlust.118 He had even tried in vain to encourage his fellow

Croatian clerics to distance themselves from the slaughter.119 By the time he

met with Pius, Nazi mobile killing squads—the Einsatzgruppen—had

murdered about 1.5 million Jews in Poland and Russia. Stepinac’s Croatia was

on its way to eliminating 85 percent of its Jewish population.120

e archbishop returned to Croatia more outspoken than ever against the

slaughter. But Pius declined even a Papal letter that Stepinac could share with

other church officials.121

Pius seemed frozen, incapable of decisive action. It was the character

weakness that those who had opposed his selection as Pope most feared.

Compounding the problem, the Nazis misinterpreted his silence.122 e ird

Reich had penetrated the Vatican with well-placed informants.123 e

Germans had also managed to break the simple codes employed by the

church’s diplomatic corps. It was possible Hitler inferred that Pius stayed quiet

because he did not object to the killing of Jews so long as the perpetrators were

Catholic.124

at summer, on the heels of Gerstein and Stepinac, the archbishop of

Léopol in Ruthenia (southern Ukraine) reported to the Vatican “the number of

Jews massacred in our small region has certainly exceeded 200,000.”125 Soon

after, an Italian priest, an abbot, and a Latvian archbishop passed along

separate accounts of the murder of Jews in Poland and Latvia.126 e Polish

government in exile released a report estimating that 700,000 Jews had been

killed since the Nazi invasion and even cited the existence of gas vans at the

Chelmno death camp.127 is news, combined with the Pope’s inaction,

prompted British Foreign Office officials to complain, “Papal timidity becomes

ever more blatantly despicable.”128

Franklin Delano Roosevelt dispatched his personal envoy, Myron Taylor, to

meet Pius that September.129 e goal was to convince the Pope that his moral

duty as head of the world’s largest faith trumped the Vatican’s insistence on

neutrality. On the day Taylor arrived, in a coordinated effort, Britain, Brazil,

Poland, Belgium, and Uruguay appealed to the church, warning that its “policy



of silence” likely meant “a renunciation of moral leadership and a consequent

atrophy of the influence and authority of the Vatican.”130 Two days after his

arrival, Taylor received an urgent cable from Washington. e Geneva office of

the Jewish Agency for Palestine had passed along an account of German war

crimes from two surviving eyewitnesses: “Liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto is

taking place. Without any distinction all Jews, irrespective of age or sex, are

being removed from the ghetto in groups and shot. eir corpses are utilized

for making fats and their bones for the manufacture of fertilizer.” e report

went on to detail mass executions in Lwów and Belżec.131

Taylor and Pius met privately three times. e American envoy, the former

head of U.S. Steel, was an adept negotiator. He knew it would not be easy to

convince the Pontiff to take action. He had earlier failed to persuade him to

excommunicate Hitler and Mussolini.132 Now Taylor suggested that if the

Pope did not want to specifically condemn Hitler and the Nazis, he might

issue, at a minimum, a more general denunciation of the atrocities

themselves.133 He warned Pius that the Nazi crimes were part of a “vile and

anti-Christian code of conduct” and should they prevail it “would destroy all

semblance of a Christian Europe.”134 e Pope averred that he felt as though

he had spoken out enough about “the aggressions of war” and the “sufferings of

civilians,” but complained that his “appeal was little heeded.”135

Before leaving Rome, a frustrated Taylor met with other ranking clerics.136

Monsignor Domenico Tardini told him that Pius could not concentrate on the

war on the Jews since his priority was to stop communist attacks in the East on

Catholics.137 When Taylor met with Cardinal Maglione, he pleaded with the

Secretary of State.138 People of all faiths, not just Catholics, said Taylor, were

anxious for the Pope “to denounce the inhuman treatment of refugees,

hostages, and above all the Jews in the occupied countries.”139

Maglione assured Taylor that the Pope at his first chance “would not fail to

express anew his thought with clarity.”140 As for the report from the Geneva

office of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, Maglione later scribbled in the

margin: “I do not believe we have the information which can confirm—in

particular—this terrible news. Is this not so?”141 Weeks after Taylor left,

Maglione gave the Americans an unsigned statement that acknowledged the

Vatican had received from other sources “reports of severe measures taken



against non-Aryans,” but claimed the church could not “verify the[ir]

accuracy . . . and [t]he Holy See is taking advantage of every opportunity

offered in order to mitigate the sufferings of non-Aryans.”142

at was not true. By then, the Vatican had accumulated chilling evidence

of the ongoing civilian carnage in nine countries. Because the church had

hundreds of local parishes where the atrocities were taking place, it was

uniquely situated to become a repository of eyewitness accounts long before

the Allies could confirm the mass murder.143

It cannot be determined how much Pius fretted about the fate of Europe’s

Jews during 1942. Pius’s personal secretary, Father Robert Leiber, a German

Jesuit who met daily with the Pope and kept a diary of their meetings, burned

all his papers after the war.144 What is indisputable is that a good portion of

the Pope’s summer was consumed not by concerns about how to stop the

civilian massacre but instead on a film he had commissioned about himself.

Pastor Angelicus (Angelic Shepherd) was a narcissistic hour-long look at Pius’s

life, from his birth to his reign at the Vatican.145,IV Part documentary, part

reality show, it focused on the Pontiff’s daily routine. Among other scenes, Pius

was filmed getting into his limousine as his driver dropped to his knees and

crossed himself, greeting the Italian royal family, visiting a class of First

Communion girls, and working late into the night in his grand office.147 Pastor

Angelicus gave no hint that Europe was in the middle of its greatest war or that

Pius was under siege to intervene to stop history’s largest civilian slaughter.148

Pius’s attention was also diverted from the grim war news by a secret project

he had authorized soon after becoming Pope. ree years earlier he had

appointed a former aide and chief of the German Catholic Party, Monsignor

Ludwig Kaas, to direct four members of the Papal Institute for Christian

Archaeology to hunt in the underground Vatican Grottoes for the body of St.

Peter, one of Jesus’s original twelve apostles and the founder of the Catholic

Church.149 e small team was sworn to secrecy. e quest for St. Peter’s

corpse had long been a Catholic equivalent of the mythical hunt for the Holy

Grail. Catholics based their claim to be the one and only true church in part

on the belief that Peter had come to Rome from the Middle East, became the

first Pope, and was then crucified for his faith. Emperor Constantine in 333

built the original St. Peter’s Basilica over what was thought to be Peter’s



gravesite. All Popes descended in a straight line from Peter. Non-Catholics

dismissed the story as a fairy tale. Protestant scholars contended that Peter

never reached Rome. e Vatican had long sought to find Peter’s tomb to settle

the matter. When Pius approved the dig, it was the first time in 350 years that

one had been undertaken.150 To keep it secret, Pius paid for the archaeological

hunt from his personal bank account.151

In late May, Kaas reported excitedly to Pius that they had reached a

promising spot—almost directly underground from the high altar in St. Peter’s

—precisely where an ancient map had plotted the burial monument. With

Pius often sitting in a chair just above the opening to the underground pit, the

team spent weeks retrieving 250 bone fragments that filled three small lead

boxes.152 Some nights, long after the workers had left, Monsignor Giovanni

Montini joined Pius, and the two stood at the opening to the pit and prayed

that the bones belonged to Peter.153 When the excavation was done, the Pope

directed the remains be locked, sealed, and stored in his private apartment.154

e only person allowed access to what had been found was Pius’s personal

physician, Riccardo Galeazzi-Lisi. e general practitioner, with no training in

anthropology or forensics, told the Pope that the bones appeared to belong to a

single person, probably a man somewhere between sixty and seventy years old.

It was a broad-enough description to include Peter.155,V

By the fall of 1942, Pius refocused on the war. In October the United States

created the investigatory War Crimes Commission. On December 17, the

Allies for the first time condemned the Nazi extermination of the Jews.157 On

December 21, Kazimierz Papée, the Polish ambassador in exile to the Holy

See, handed Monsignor Tardini the most detailed report to date about

atrocities.158 It was the first confirmation of the existence of gas chambers and

“as for the number of Polish Jews exterminated by the Germans, it is estimated

it has passed a million.”159

Pius’s reaction was to ask the Allies to agree to a unilateral two-day truce for

Christmas Eve and Day so Christians could celebrate the holiday in peace. e

United States and Britain said no. To Washington and London, Pius seemed

even more detached from the realities on the ground.160

e Allies had begun a bombing campaign against Italy’s industrial north

with major air raids against Genoa and Turin. e month prior, Field Marshal



Bernard Montgomery’s decisive victories at El Alamein over Field Marshal

Erwin Rommel had put the Germans in full retreat and marked a turning

point in the battle for North Africa. And although the Nazis had boasted they

would take Stalingrad in days, it had held firm for five months. e Germans

showed signs of buckling under the severe Russian winter. If the Pope had been

banking on a quick Axis victory, it was far from assured.

On December 17, the Allies approved a declaration condemning German-

led genocide in Europe.161 It was blunt, citing “numerous reports” of “this

bestial policy of cold-blooded extermination.” From the occupied countries,

“Jews are being transported, in conditions of appalling horror and brutality to

Eastern Europe.” Poland was “the principal Nazi slaughterhouse” and Jews

were either being “slowly worked to death in labour camps” or “deliberately

massacred in mass executions.” e Allies promised “that those responsible for

these crimes shall not escape retribution.”

at resolution finally fired up Pius to say something about the civilian

slaughter. e Pope worried that if he did not, the Vatican might become

irrelevant and not play any postwar peace-making role. Pius, who had been

trained during his diplomatic service to never confront a matter directly,

hesitantly touched on the Holocaust in his 1942 Christmas radio address. In a

five-thousand-word, twenty-six-page prepared statement, the Pope devoted

several dozen words to it. He condemned “arbitrary attacks” and said that no

nation had the right to “herd people around as if they were a lifeless thing.”

Near the end, he talked about “hundreds of thousands, who without any fault

of their own, sometimes only by reason of their nationality or race, are marked

down for death or gradual extinction.”162 Pius never uttered the words “Jew”

or “German” or “Nazi.”163 He had reduced the number of victims from the

million cited in the report delivered from the Polish ambassador to “hundreds

of thousands.”

e Allied envoys at the Vatican thought that Pius had squandered his

chance to make a substantive difference. A Papal aide defended the ambiguous

statement to the British envoy: “e Pope could not take sides.”164 When the

French ambassador asked Pius why he omitted the Nazis, the Pope said that

would have required him to talk about the communists.165 Mussolini mocked

the address to his colleagues, saying it’s “a speech of platitudes” and that any



parish priest could have done a better job.166 Even some of the Pope’s strong

defenders, such as American Jesuit Vincent McCormick, admitted the talk was

“much too heavy, ideas not clean-cut, and obscurely expressed.”167 Berlin’s

Bishop von Preysing thought it was too abstract to have any impact.168

A week after the Christmas talk, the Pope met with Myron Taylor’s

assistant, chargé d’affaires Harold Tittmann. Pius declined to sign an Allied

declaration expressly condemning the Nazi crimes.169 Tittmann reported to

Washington that Pius sincerely believed he had spoken “clearly enough to

satisfy all those who had been insisting in the past that he utter some word of

condemnation of the Nazi atrocities.” e Pope seemed surprised when

Tittmann told him he did not agree.170 Tittmann thought Pius’s reluctance to

be more direct was because he feared that German Catholics, “in the bitterness

of their defeat, will reproach him later for having contributed, if only indirectly

to its defeat.”171

e year 1943 began with more bishops and lay officials urging the Pontiff

to more forcefully use the power of his bully pulpit. In March, Bishop von

Preysing informed Pius about more roundups and deportations of Berlin’s Jews

and pleaded with the Pope to intervene. But Pius told Preysing he had said all

he intended in his Christmas address, that it “was brief but it has been well

understood.” All he could do now, he said, was to pray.172 ose Jews were

gassed at Auschwitz.

In a personal audience, the Hungarian Catholic activist Margit Slachta

appealed to the Pope to intercede on behalf of the remaining Slovakian Jews—

twenty thousand of the original population of ninety thousand. Many of the

survivors had converted to Christianity.173 Pius “expressed his shock,” she later

noted, “[but] he listened to me and said very little.”174 Vatican records show he

seemed more upset that young Jewish girls were being used as prostitutes than

by the pending death camp deportations.175 It took Pius more than a year

before he sent a private letter to the Slovak government asking that “Jews who

are still . . . [alive] may not be subjected to even more severe sufferings.”176 e

Germans killed fifteen thousand of the remaining Slovakian Jews before the

war ended.

Bratislava’s chargé d’affaires, Monsignor Giuseppe Burzio, sent Secretary of

State Maglione a letter with details about the killings. He included a note from



a parish priest: “A German officer confirmed this coldly and cynically in the

presence of a person I know. Jews are killed with poison gas or guns or other

means. e girls and women, after suffering every kind of humiliation and

violence, are stripped and coldly murdered. Soap is made from the corpses.”177

at letter was filed in the Secret Archives. e same thing happened to an

unsparing nine-page report describing the horrors in Croatia that Archbishop

Stepinac presented to Pius in May 1943, his third wartime visit to the Vatican

and the Pope.178,VI

A few months later in July, a French priest, Père Marie-Benoît, met with

Pius and implored him to help Jews trapped in the Italian occupation zone in

southeastern France.180 e Pope listened and the Vatican Secretary of State’s

office later told the priest that it would work on a rescue plan with the Italian

government. Nothing happened. Many of those Jews ended up at

Auschwitz.181

Marie-Benoît’s plea came when Pius was otherwise preoccupied. e Allies

had landed in Sicily on July 10 and established a beachhead. eir aggressive

offensive exacerbated his worries that they might carpet-bomb Rome as had

earlier been done to many German cities. e Pope had made an impassioned

plea to the British ambassador as far back as 1940, arguing that Rome should

be off limits. e city was filled with historical monuments and important

religious relics, contended Pius, and loved by people around the globe. Most

important, it was home to the Vatican.182 e Pope warned that any attack on

the spiritual center of Catholicism would result in an unequivocal public

protest, the very condemnation he refused to make about the Holocaust.183

Roosevelt assured Pius that “aviators . . . have been specifically instructed to

prevent bombs falling within the Vatican City.” But the British refused to give

the same assurance. Anthony Eden, the War Secretary, told Parliament in

January 1943, “We have as much right to bomb Rome as the Italians had to

bomb London. We shall not hesitate to do so . . . [if ] such bombing [is]

convenient and helpful.”184

D’Arcy Osborne reflected a commonly held British government opinion

when he later wrote in his diary: “e more I think of it, the more I am

revolted by Hitler’s massacre of the Jewish race on the one hand, and, on the



other, the Vatican’s apparently exclusive preoccupation with the effects of the

war on Italy and the possibilities of the bombardments of Rome.”185

To the Pope’s distress, as the Allies advanced from Sicily, they began regular

bombing runs on northern Italian cities. Pius often stood at the east wing

windows of the Apostolic Palace watching through his binoculars as the planes

flew over Rome. On July 19, hundreds of Allied planes bombed Rome’s train

yards. Stray bombs hit residential neighborhoods as well as damaging the

Basilica di San Lorenzo fuori le Mura (Basilica of St. Lawrence outside the

Walls). at news was the only time Vatican officials ever saw Pius cry.

Cardinal Maglione had never seen him so “deeply saddened.”186 Pius and

Monsignor Montini drove to San Lorenzo that afternoon and prayed with the

enormous crowds, handed out money, and announced an extraordinary

plenary indulgence for all sins for the victims of air raids.187 at evening, the

Pope dashed off a furious letter to Roosevelt, expressing horror at “witness[ing]

the harrowing scene of death leaping from the skies and stalking pitilessly

through unsuspecting homes, striking down women and children.”188

Only a week after the San Lorenzo bombing, King Emmanuel III shocked

Italy by arresting Mussolini.189 e previous day the Grand Council of Fascism

voted no confidence in Il Duce’s government. Mussolini’s successor, Marshal

Pietro Badoglio, a decorated military officer and tough ex-Viceroy of Italian

East Africa, had little zeal for fascism. Badoglio disbanded the Fascist Party two

days after assuming power. Within a week he had begun secret armistice talks

with the Allies. Badoglio also considered annulling Mussolini’s race laws. He

did not, in part, because of mixed signals from the Vatican. e Pope had

dispatched Father Pietro Tacchi Venturi to inform the new government that

the church did not want to abrogate the law.190 Tacchi Venturi lobbied only for

a repeal of the ban on marriages between Jews and Aryans, so that the church

could again regain control over the sanctity of all Italian nuptials.

Any debate between the new Italian government and the Vatican over who

controlled mixed marriages seemed unimportant when on September 8

Badoglio announced Italy’s unconditional surrender to the Allies. e Nazis

took advantage of the resulting civil strife to seize the northern half of the

country. German troops marched into Rome September 10. e next day

Hitler topped off the high drama with his first radio address in six months. He



threatened Italians for the poor way the nation had treated Il Duce.191 e day

after Hitler’s talk, a small squad of elite Nazi commandos freed Mussolini from

his mountaintop jail in central Italy and brought him to Germany, from where

he announced he would soon return to occupied Italy and form a fascist

government in exile.192

During two decades the church had become comfortable and familiar with

Il Duce and his ministers. Although at times there was considerable friction

between the church and Mussolini’s state, the Pope and ranking clerics never

felt threatened by the fascists. e Germans, however, were another matter.

e Allies stoked the Pope’s anxiety by passing along a succession of rumors

that Hitler planned to occupy the Vatican and take the Pope to Germany in

shackles.193 On the day the Nazis occupied Rome, German troops were visible

from the windows of Vatican City. Pius doubled his personal bodyguard and

ordered the gates to Vatican City and the giant doors to St. Peter’s to be

locked. e Swiss Guards replaced their ornamental pikes with firearms.194

e Pope’s personal papers were buried under a slab of marble flooring in the

palace.195 e Allied diplomats residing inside the city-state also began

burning their more sensitive documents. Cardinals packed their suitcases in

case they had to flee.196

After several days, German ambassador Ernst von Weizsäcker pulled up to

the Vatican accompanied by a military vehicle. Weizsäcker, a German

aristocrat, was lukewarm in his dedication to National Socialism. He passed

along the comforting news that the Germans would “protect Vatican City from

the fighting.”197

While that assurance was earnest, Pius had no idea that the Vatican’s

continued sovereignty in the middle of occupied Rome would bring the Nazi

war against Europe’s Jews to his very doorstep. Two weeks after the German

occupation, SS Obersturmbannführer Herbert Kappler—who the following

year would earn the moniker “e Butcher of the Ardeatine Caves” for his

massacre of 335 Roman civilians in retaliation for Italian resistance attacks—

informed Rome’s Jewish community that unless it delivered 50 kilograms of

gold, two hundred residents would be deported to concentration camps.198

ese were the descendants of the oldest Jewish community in Western

Europe, predating even the arrival of Christians. eir ancestors had seen



Popes build, tear down, and then rebuild the walls of the ghetto in which they

lived and worked.

Word of the Nazi extortion spread fast. Rome’s Jews started gathering the

gold. e Chief Rabbi, Israel Zolli, was acquainted with the Vatican’s

moneyman, Bernardino Nogara. Disguised as a Catholic engineer, Zolli made

his way into Vatican City, where he met with Nogara.199 e Rabbi had wisely

selected the ideal person to lobby. Nogara, more than anyone else at the

Vatican, was someone to whom everything was filtered as a business

transaction. After checking with Secretary of State Maglione, Nogara agreed to

help raise the gold. Rome’s Jews would have four years to repay it.200

It is unlikely that Maglione and Nogara would commit to something so

sensitive without Pius’s approval.VII Pius’s inaction throughout the war was

mostly in instances in which he thought speaking out might worsen conditions

for the church, Catholics, or the victims. ere were no such risks when it

came to the gold demanded by the Nazis. At most, the church risked the

nonpayment of the loan. e Nazis simply wanted their tribute; they did not

care how Rome’s Jews got it. It was even possible that Hitler and his top

officials might like that they were able to wrest away even a small amount of

the church’s wealth.

On September 28, Zolli again visited Nogara. is time it was to inform

him that the Vatican gold was no longer needed since the Roman Jews had

raised it themselves.202

On October 16, the stakes changed dramatically. Despite receiving the

gold, the Nazis still decided to move against the Rome ghetto. e Pope

became an eyewitness to the Holocaust: the Nazis rounded up 1,200 Jews.203

e operation was directed by Obersturmbannführer Kappler. Although the

ghetto was about a mile from the Vatican, the Nazis transported the Jews along

the outer perimeter of a piazza a mere 250 yards from Pius’s windows.204 e

Nazis locked the Jews into the Italian Military College in Via della Lungara,

only a few hundred yards from the Vatican.205 Two days later, trucks

transferred one thousand of them—896 women and children—to Rome’s

main rail station. ere they were jammed into freight cars with little food and

water and no toilets.



Pius said not a public word in support of Rome’s Jews. No one then knew

that Ambassador Weizsäcker had told the Pope a week earlier of an impending

“resettlement.”206 e Vatican never warned Jewish leaders, evidently fearing

that it might put both Rome’s Jews and the church at risk of Nazi reprisal.207

On the day of the roundup, Weizsäcker asked Secretary of State Maglione

whether the Vatican intended to issue any statement. ird Reich officials

privately worried that the deportations could spark strong opposition from

war-weary Italians who did not share the German fervor for eliminating Jews.

If the Pope weighed in against the deportations, Nazi leaders in Berlin had

discussed scrapping their plans.208 According to Maglione’s notes, he told

Weizsäcker, “It is sad for the Holy See, sad beyond telling that right in Rome,

under the eyes of the Common Father, so many people have been made to

suffer only because they belong to a particular race.”

Weizsäcker again asked if the Pope intended to say anything.

“e Holy See would not want to be put into the necessity of uttering a

word of disapproval,” Maglione said.209

Pius feared that any squabble with the Nazis over the plight of Rome’s Jews

might only benefit the communists. If he castigated the Germans in public,

Hitler might use that as a pretext to turn Rome into a military garrison and

convert it into a barrier against the advancing Allied armies. at, of course,

would destroy much of the city, something Pius feared.210

e same day as the roundup, the Vatican appointed Alois Hudal, an

Austrian bishop based in Rome, to continue any further talks with

Weizsäcker.211 Hudal was the leading bishop urging the Aryanization of

Catholicism, in which Christ was an “intellectual Führer.”212 He was friendly

with dozens of high-ranking Nazis and in 1936 had written e Foundations of

National Socialism, a virulently pro-Nazi treatise.213 Pius and his advisors

evidently thought Hudal might carry more gravitas with Nazi officials than the

Pope’s Italian Secretary of State.214 It had been Pius who appointed Hudal as

the rector of the Pontificio Santa Maria dell’Anima, Rome’s theological school

for German seminarians.215 e two were friendly (a friendship from which

the church tried hard after the war to distance itself ).

At near midnight on that same day, Weizsäcker sent two telegrams to the

Foreign Office in Berlin. He summarized what he had learned from Hudal,



whom the ambassador referred to as “an authoritative Vatican dignitary, who is

close to the Holy Father.”

“I can confirm that this represents the Vatican’s reaction to the deportation

of the Jews of Rome,” wrote Weizsäcker. “e Curia is especially upset

considering the action took place, in a manner of speaking, under the Pope’s

own windows. e reaction could be dampened somewhat if the Jews were to

be employed in labor service here in Italy.”216

at was a great relief to the Nazis in Berlin. It confirmed the Pope would

not stir up Catholic Rome against the deportation of the Jews. e

contingency plans prepared in case any Papal condemnation ignited civilian

unrest were shelved.217

e day after the roundup, Secretary of State Maglione privately requested

that the Germans release any baptized Jews, what the Vatican called “Aryanized

Jews.” e Nazis initially refused. Later that day they set free nearly 250

prisoners, but those were non-Jews, foreigners, one Vatican official, and some

“Aryan servants” who had been visiting the ghetto and swept up in the raid.218

e Nazis did not want to keep the Jews in Rome long. Just two days after

they were detained, a train left packed with a thousand Jews. e next day, in a

remarkable showing of the degree to which Vatican officials failed to

understand the moral and historical significance of the events unfolding

around them, the church formally thanked Hitler’s Foreign Minister, Joachim

von Ribbentrop, for the German military’s respectful wartime behavior to the

city-state.219 And the Vatican asked for more Nazi forces to keep Rome’s

communists under control.

Five days after the boxcars left Rome, the log at Auschwitz marked their

arrival at the ird Reich’s largest extermination center: “Transport, Jews from

Rome. After the selection 149 men registered with numbers 158451–158639

and 47 women with numbers 66172–66218 have been admitted to the

detention camp. e rest have been gassed.”220 Only fifteen survived the

war.221,VIII

After the war, Pius wrote in his personal journal about which single day he

believed would “be known in history as the most sorrowful for the Eternal City

during the Second World War.”223 For Pius it was the Allied bombing raid that



accidentally damaged the Basilica di San Lorenzo fuori le Mura. He did not

mention anything about the roundup and deportation of Rome’s Jews.

Sir D’Arcy Osborne had an hour-long private audience with Pius the day

after the Nazis transported the Roman Jews to Auschwitz.224 Osborne asked

under what conditions the Pope might consider abandoning Rome. Never, said

Pius, unless he was forcibly removed. He had no complaints, he told a

surprised Osborne, about the Nazi occupation of the city.225 When Osborne

raised the matter of the deported Jews, the Pope did not answer. He had

decided that silence would be his response to any direct questions about

them.226

Osborne watched in dismay only a few weeks later when a stray “British”

bomb hit a mosaic workshop in Vatican City. Pius was furious. Two members

of the Pope’s kitchen cabinet, his nephew, Prince Carlo Pacelli, and Count

Enrico Galeazzi, asked the German ambassador to deploy antiaircraft artillery

inside the Vatican. at never happened. e Allies convinced Pius and his

aides that the so-called bombing raid was a Nazi-sponsored propaganda

mission.227

Within two months of the Rome deportations, the Nazis seized another

7,345 Jews in northern Italy. Most went to Auschwitz, where 6,746 were

gassed. At a detention camp near Trieste, SS and Ukrainian guards murdered

620 Jews, many by vicious beatings, others by execution.228

e massacres in neighboring European countries dwarfed the number of

victims in Italy. Only a couple of months after the roundup in Rome,

Maglione noted that Poland’s Jewish population had been decimated from 4.5

million before the war to 100,000. e Cardinal Secretary got some details

wrong, but his notes serve as a contemporaneous marker about how much was

known inside the Vatican about the Holocaust. Maglione wrote about the

“horrendous situation” and how Jews were “finished off under the action of

gas” at “special death camps at Lublin [Treblinka] and near Brest Litovsk

[Sobibor].”229 at coincided with a letter to Pius from a Warsaw parish priest,

Monsignor Antoni Czarnecki, providing jaw-dropping details of gassings at

Treblinka.

Some ranking prelates ignored Pius’s policy of silence and bravely tried to

slow the Nazi murder machinery. e Hungarian Papal Nuncio, Angelo Rotta,



repeatedly risked his life to counter Nazi directives and help Jews by providing

baptismal certificates and passports. Now, from April through May 1944, he

told Pius that the Nazis—who had occupied Hungary and shoved aside the

puppet government only that March—had begun deporting the country’s Jews

to Auschwitz.230 With the enthusiastic help of the Hungarian fascist Arrow

Cross, Germans began a feverish conclusion to years of genocide, as nearly half

a million Jews were sent to Auschwitz over several months.

Rotta asked once again for Pius to issue a directive to stand against the Nazi

deportations. e second-highest-ranking Hungarian prelate, Archbishop

Gyula Czapik, had earlier advised his colleagues “not [to] make public what is

happening to the Jews; what is happening to the Jews at the present time is

nothing but appropriate punishment for their misdeeds in the past.”231 In a

religion where Pius’s predecessor had established Papal infallibility,

administrators of the Hungarian church—as did the leading clerics in most

European countries—looked to the Pope for direction. Priests, likes those in

Croatia who ran the death camps, were free to do as they wished since the

Pope never issued a decree prohibiting their role in murdering Jews.232

Most frustrating about Pius’s silence is that there was less reason than at any

time during the war for the Pope to have feared German retaliation for

speaking out against the mass murder. By the time of Rotta’s warnings, it was

evident the Germans were losing the war. e successful Allied invasion at

Normandy on June 6 added to the growing battlefield momentum of Allied

and Soviet troops. Diplomatic rumors had reached the Vatican that some high-

ranking Nazis were angling for a negotiated truce.

By now the Allies knew precisely what was happening at Auschwitz, from a

bone-chilling account told by two escapees (the so-called Auschwitz

Protocols).233 Slovakian Nuncio Monsignor Burzio summarized the

information from the two escapees into a grim, single-spaced, twenty-nine-

page report that he sent to the Pope that May. e Papal Nuncio to Turkey—

Bishop Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli, later Pope John XXIII—received the

Auschwitz Protocols from a friend, a delegate to the Jewish Agency, a

humanitarian aid organization. e future Pope cried as he read it. Roncalli

expressed his frustration and anger about the inaction of his Vatican

superiors.234



With their worst fears realized in the closing phase of the war, the Western

governments, Protestant leaders, and neutral countries such as Switzerland

bombarded Pius with urgent pleas for him to invoke his moral authority to try

to save Hungary’s Jews. e Pope’s trusted apostolic delegate to the United

States, Archbishop Amleto Cicognani, sent a direct appeal from four

prominent rabbis who warned that the lives of possibly a million Jews were at

stake. A strong appeal by Pius might shame the Nazis into sparing them.

Palestine’s chief rabbi made a similar plea.235

But during the spring of 1944 Pius again appeared to be more fixated on

averting any Allied bombing of the Vatican than he was about the frenzied end

of the Holocaust. When Allied bombers mistakenly flattened the sixth-century

St. Benedict Abbey at Monte Cassino, eighty miles south of Rome, pictures of

German troops risking their lives to save precious objects from the smoldering

ruins scored the Nazis a major propaganda coup.236 Pius told the Americans

and British that they would “stand guilty of matricide before the civilized

world and in the eternal judgment of God” if they bombed Rome.237

Unknown to Pius, Roosevelt was determined to take the capital before the

presidential elections that November, even if it meant bombing sorties.238 e

Germans played off of Pius’s obsessive fears by moving their command

operations in the shadow of the Vatican, assuming that the city-state afforded

them protection from Allied airpower.

Pius knew it was only a matter of time before the Americans liberated the

city. e Pontiff directed his Secretary of State to formally request of Osborne

that “no Allied colored [nonwhite] troops would be among the small number

that might be garrisoned at Rome after the occupation.” e Pope thought

black troops were more prone to raping civilians than white soldiers.239 When

he was Nuncio to Germany, he accepted as fact the often repeated tales that

French African troops had committed terrible assaults on women and children

in the post–World War I occupation of the Rhineland.240 Pius also repeated

his opposition to the Allies’ insistence on an unconditional Nazi surrender. He

feared it would devastate Germany and advance communism.241 e Pope’s

comments about “colored troops” and his desire that the Allies not force the

Nazis to fully surrender added to the Western perception that Pius was out of

touch.242



On June 5, 1944, Allied troops liberated Rome. e Vatican had fretted

that Hitler might order his army to mount a destructive door-to-door battle to

hold the city, but German troops simply retreated north. Although relieved the

Germans were gone, Pius spent his first day calling his Secretary of State to

insist the Americans move a tank that he could see from his window. He

thought its proximity to the Vatican showed a lack of respect for the church’s

sovereignty.243

With the battle for Rome over, Pius basked in the unabashed adoration of

Romans, most of whom hailed his role in saving the city from destruction.

Newspapers bestowed on Pius a medieval title, Defensor Civitatis (Defender of

the Citizenry), and it stuck.244 But it did not take long before Allied

representatives at the Vatican brought Pius back to earth, turning his attention

again to the mass deportations under way in Hungary. Pius told Osborne that

he was not sure why everyone seemed so agitated only about the Jews in

Hungary. What about Soviet atrocities against Catholics in Poland? Even

Osborne, accustomed to the many ways by which Pius avoided taking any

responsible action over the mass murder of Jews, was surprised at this latest

canard. He told the Pope that the British had seen no evidence of Russian

crimes, and whatever might have been done to Catholics did not compare to

the systematic slaughter of the Jews.245

Pius consulted with Cardinal Maglione, Monsignor Montini, and some

other aides. He would not, Osborne was told, criticize the Nazis. On June 25,

the Pope instead sent a short telegram to the Hungarian Regent, Admiral

Miklós Horthy: “We personally address Your Royal Highness, appealing to

your noble sentiments and being fully confident that you wish to do all in your

power in order that so many unfortunate people be spared further afflictions

and sorrows.”246

Western governments sent their own warnings to Horthy alluding to

criminal consequences for helping the Nazis move against the country’s

Jews.247 Horthy dithered for several weeks before he stopped cooperating with

the German deportations. By that time, half of Hungary’s Jews had been

murdered. e hiatus was short lived. at October, a hard-line Arrow Cross

government shoved Horthy aside and resumed the transports to Auschwitz.

e Allies asked the Pope for another note since the Arrow Cross leadership



was mostly Catholic. Pius refused. He resented that he felt pressured into his

first plea to Horthy. Once was enough he decided. Although the Papal Nuncio,

Angelo Rotta, continued to send a steady stream of ghastly details to the

Vatican, Pius did not again react.248,IX

Other than his short and generic telegram over the Hungarian deportations,

there is no journal entry or other contemporaneous account of Pius or any of

his top advisors anguishing over what else they might do to stem the genocide.

Pius’s public silence and inaction in the face of such barbarity has sparked for

decades a fierce debate among historians and theologians as to why he did not

do more. e extremes are on the one hand the depiction by British historian

John Cornwell of Pius as “Hitler’s Pope,” and the other is the Vatican’s move to

anoint Pius a saint (in 2009 Benedict XVI bestowed on him the title of

“Venerable,” meaning the church has officially acknowledged his Heroic

Virtue, the first step in Pius becoming a saint).250

Most historians search for the truth somewhere between those two poles.

ose less partisan than the Vatican, but still sympathetic to the Pope, contend

that he was convinced his cautious approach spared the Jews even greater

atrocities. In 1940, Pius had told the Italian ambassador to the Vatican that if

he had forcefully spoken out, he feared “making the plight of the victims even

worse.”251 And he worried—with some justification—that the Nazis might use

such a Pontifical statement to declare him an enemy and to wage a war against

the church, arresting clergy, limiting the rights of Catholics to worship,

bombing or seizing Vatican City, and possibly imprisoning him.252

Some explain away Pius’s wartime actions by noting that his great love for

Germany made him resistant to believing the gory details that filtered into the

Vatican, and then reticent to act. e public silence of Pius was no worse,

others assert, than that of the Allied governments, which before the end of the

war knew as much as the Vatican about the atrocities. e Allies still said little

publicly and refused to bomb the railway lines on which the packed

deportation trains kept running on schedule to Auschwitz.

But the Vatican had a unique power to influence events compared to the

Allies. As the head of the world’s then largest religion, Pius wielded a moral

authority far beyond the scope of any Western government. e church

counted millions of loyal worshippers inside Nazi Germany and the occupied



countries. ey had become accustomed to Popes setting policy on critical and

often divisive issues. Catholics dominated the leadership of every puppet

government allied with the Nazis. Many devout Catholics maintained their

faith at the same time they worked at concentration camps and ran the ird

Reich’s bureaucracy of mass murder. Some priests were involved in both fascist

politics and the civilian slaughter. e Pope’s passive behavior did nothing to

disabuse them of that contradiction. In an era in which the faithful were more

likely to follow Pontifical decrees, an unequivocal declaration from Pius that it

was a mortal sin for any Catholic to aid in the killing of Jews might have dealt

a serious blow to Hitler’s Final Solution.

e justifications offered for Pius’s silence seem insufficient to explain why

he failed in his spiritual and moral duty to condemn in public a genocide that

unfolded during his Papacy. Pius did not symbolically excommunicate Hitler

and Mussolini or banish Mein Kampf to the Vatican’s list of disapproved books.

He did not renounce the Reichskonkordat even after it was evident the Nazis

had violated every substantive article. e best Pius could do was muster vague

appeals against the oppression of unnamed victims.

ere is little doubt that Pius’s diplomatic training taught him to write and

speak in periphrases and so as not to offend anyone.253 He might have better

served the church during the war as the Vatican’s Secretary of State rather than

as the leader of hundreds of millions of Catholics who considered him the

Vicar of Christ. e tool he knew—diplomacy—was useless when dealing

with Hitler and institutionalized mass murder.

Pius believed—as had all Popes before him—that his first obligation was to

protect Catholics. He would do nothing that might heighten the risks for the

church in Germany, Austria, and the occupied countries. Western diplomats

privately dubbed this “the faith of a long perspective.” It was the idea that the

church had survived nearly two thousand years of wars, horrendous Popes, the

persecutions by unfriendly Kings, and the sacking of Rome by foreign armies.

“e Vatican thinks in centuries and they regard Fascism as a transitory

interlude,” concluded British envoy D’Arcy Osborne.254

A further consideration that likely pushed the Pope to stay silent was rooted

in the church’s own tortured history of anti-Semitism. Pius and his top

advisors had been raised and inculcated with a religious bias against Jews that



was an integral part of Catholic theology and liturgy. Centuries of Catholic

traditions had helped sow the seeds of Hitler’s hatred toward Jews. It was a

Pope, Paul IV, who had in the sixteenth century issued a decree that created

ghettos. He ordered Jews under Papal control into them, ruling they were

condemned to “eternal slavery” for crucifying Jesus.255 Pius XII—when still a

cardinal—had written and talked at length about how Jews were the

masterminds of Russia’s godless Bolshevik Revolution, and that their main goal

was to destroy Christian civilization.256 at learned anti-Semitism meant

there was little urgency to help the Jews.257 And it might even have

contributed to a sense that the horrible events unfolding in Europe were

somehow God’s will—what Catholics called divine law—against the people

who had rejected Christ.258

ere is another factor, however, that likely influenced Pius to remain silent

in the face of overwhelming evidence of mass murder: money. A similar

dynamic had played out in 1935 when Pius XI remained quiet during Italy’s

brutal aggression into Ethiopia. e church then had investments in munitions

companies and was inextricably bound with Mussolini’s government. Any

moral duty for the Pontiff was lost in the pursuit of profits.

In World War II, Pius XII’s silence helped protect a complex web of

interlocking business interests with the ird Reich, relationships that yielded

significant profits for the Vatican. In some cases they are dealings the Church

has denied to this day. And some of the biggest returns came from Nazi-

occupied countries, the same ones in which the Pope mostly turned a blind eye

to mass murder. It was in the killing fields of Eastern Europe that Bernardino

Nogara created a labyrinth of multijurisdictional shell companies that kept

profits, bloody and not, flowing into the Vatican’s coffers.

I. In the twentieth century, the term Vaticanologists also came into wide use. It is most commonly used to
refer to journalists who cover the Vatican.

II. A year later, Tiso passed new laws banning marriage between converted Jews and Catholics. Pius
understood that unless Jews were assured that conversion spared them from discrimination and
punishment, the church would have a tough time getting converts. Since Tiso was a priest, Pius expected
him to be receptive to that argument. But Tiso was unmoved. e Pope stripped Tiso of his monsignor’s
title, demoting him to merely a priest.62



III. e best the activist clerics mustered from their repeated entreaties was a private letter by Pius nearly
two years later. He authorized five thousand copies be distributed through the church’s underground. In
that letter, the Pope expressed his solidarity with Polish Catholics. Even then, he did not mention Jews or
criticize the Nazi violence against both Jews and the church.75

IV. “Pastor Angelicus” came from supposed prophecies by St. Malachy O’Morgair, a twelfth-century
monk, to describe a future Papacy that Pius believed was his. Although some Catholic scholars have
dismissed the “prophecies” as a sixteenth-century forgery, Pius wholeheartedly embraced them, believing
they forecast that he had a divine destiny.146

V. It was eight years, 1950, before Pius announced that he believed St. Peter’s grave had likely been
found. He did not mention any bones. ey were still in his apartment. ere they remained for another
fourteen years until an Italian anthropologist examined them and concluded they belonged to several
people and even some animals. at same year, 1964, Margherita Guarducci, a professor of Greek
epigraphy at the University of Rome, published a book asserting that some of the bones were indeed
those of the apostle. She based her case on a questionable translation of Greek graffiti at the excavation
site. Although leading anthropologists ridiculed her conclusion, it carried much weight inside the
Vatican. On June 26, 1968, Pope Paul VI (who, as Monsignor Montini, had joined Pius at St. Peter’s
during the dig) declared that the church had recovered the bones of St. Peter. In November 2013, Pope
Francis concluded a Year of Faith by displaying the bones publicly for the first time since their
discovery.156

VI. As for Stepinac’s nine-page document, not only did the Vatican lock it inside the Secret Archives, it is
still sealed, “accidentally” withheld from a postwar Vatican production of documents. e Secret Archives
are estimated to contain fifty-two miles of shelving packed with documents, some dating back to the
seventh century. e collection is stored today in temperature-controlled, fireproof underground
chambers dubbed the “Bunker.” Over the centuries important files were lost. Much of the Inquisition’s
history was burned in 1559. Part of the archive was lost in 1810 when it was transported to Paris by
Napoleon’s troops. Some documents were lost in transit or later sold in bulk for the value of the paper
itself. Most files about Pius XII were sealed for seventy-five years from the beginning of his pontificate.
e date upon which they would have been made public was March 12, 2014. It passed without any
documents released by the Vatican.

It was during this time—May 1943—that Ante Pavelić, the murderous head of Croatia, wanted to
again visit the Pope. Although the Vatican had by then been inundated with firsthand accounts of the
slaughter in Croatia, Secretary of State Maglione inexplicably assured Pavelić there would be no problem,
but reminded Pavelić that he could not “be received as a sovereign.” And Pius promised Pavelić another
Apostolic Blessing. Only the deteriorating conditions on the battlefield caused Pavelić to cancel the
trip.179

VII. Some historians have thought any offer of help in gathering the gold was out of character for the
risk-averse Pius. Defenders of Pius have often distorted the offer of a loan by converting it instead into an
outright gift. Some have Zolli skipping Nogara entirely and appealing directly to the Pontiff. Others
claim Pius added a million lire as a gift on top of the gold. On the other hand, hard critics of Pius refuse
to credit the Vatican with any role. at is because the story relating the Vatican’s offer of assistance was
not told until 1954, eleven years after the incident, in a book by the former Chief Rabbi. By then, Zolli
and his wife had made a stunning 1945 conversion to Catholicism, and he had taken the Pope’s given
name, Eugenio. He even had a job in the church’s Pontifical Biblical Institute. Zolli was simply
concocting the story, some claimed, to buttress the church’s philo-Semitism during the war. But a
contemporaneous letter from Nogara to Secretary of State Maglione leaves no doubt that Zolli’s



recollection is fact based. In that September 29, 1943, letter, Nogara confirmed that the Vatican had
completed accumulating the gold Zolli had requested.201

VIII. Defenders of Pius XII claim that there were no more roundups of Rome’s Jews because the Pope
covertly intervened. In fact, another thousand Jews were seized after October 16, with not a single word
of protest by Pius. e other 2,500 to 3,000 Roman Jews not found by the Nazis went into hiding. Some
found safety in monasteries and nunneries. A diary from the Augustinian nuns of the Roman convent of
the Santa Quattro Coronati—leaked by the church in 2006 from the Secret Archives—claims that Pius
ordered “hospitality be given in the convents” to “his children, also the Jews.” In 2013, Jerusalem’s Yad
Vashem Holocaust Memorial softened the text in an exhibit to acknowledge that “the lack of overt and
unequivocal guidance by the Vatican left the decision to initiate rescue of Jews to the heads of Catholic
institutions. Some superiors of convents, monasteries and other institutions opened their doors to Jewish
fugitives, sometimes with the knowledge of the Vatican.” Contemporaneous wartime documents reveal
that the Curia was divided over whether Catholic institutions should shelter Jews. e credit for saving
many Roman Jews belongs to Père Marie-Benoît, the priest who had beseeched Pius three months earlier
to intervene on behalf of Jews in the Italian-occupied French zone. Israel honored him in 1966 as one of
the Righteous Among Nations for his brave work. A mostly spontaneous network of lay Italians and
parish priests helped those on the run.222

IX. When Secretary of State Maglione died in August 1944, Pius considered his old friend Cardinal
Spellman for the role. An internal FBI memo dated April 12, 1945, reported a “persistent rumor” that
Spellman was at the top of a short list. But the opposition to Spellman inside the Curia was furious. Pius
was so confident of his own diplomatic capabilities that he decided not to appoint anyone, instead
assuming the duties, assisted by Maglione’s two undersecretaries, Monsignors Domenico Tardini and
Giovanni Montini. “I don’t want advisers,” Pius told Tardini. “I want people who do as I say.” Pius left
the Secretary of State office empty for the rest of his tenure, another fourteen years.249
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The Blacklist

A fast-thinking financial savant like Bernardino Nogara was tailor-made for the

violent chess game that became World War II. An Italian patriot, he recognized

that Mussolini had inalterably bound the nation’s fate to Germany. And

Nogara knew firsthand about Pius’s special affection for Germany. But he was

unsentimental when it came to money. He did not make his investments based

on which army he hoped would prevail. His loyalty was to the church and to

accumulating and protecting its wealth.

In the early spring of 1939, after the commission of cardinals cleared him

and Pius restored his full authority as head of the Special Administration,

Nogara scrambled to safeguard the Vatican’s money. Not only would the war

complicate successful investments and steady profits, he knew that armed

conflicts had historically caused a drop-off in Peter’s Pence. e fighting might

disrupt income from his commercial real estate ventures in France and

England, two countries certain to be combatants. All the uncertainty

highlighted the importance of the money the church got from the

Kirchensteuer, the 8 to 10 percent tax imposed on every German Catholic.

e revenue to the church had risen sharply since the Nazis had made it

mandatory and collected it on behalf of the church. Just before the 1939 Nazi

invasion of Poland, Nogara checked the amount: that tax alone returned

enough money to Rome to pay for most of the church-state’s operating

expenses.1,I

e start of the war in September only heightened Nogara’s sense of

urgency. He feared that Germany would repeat its World War I strategy and

claim neutral Luxembourg as an early victim. So he closed Grolux S.A., the

holding company he had established there in 1933 to invest some of the

Lateran Pacts millions in Paris, London, and Lausanne real estate.3 Six months

later Nogara began consolidating some at-risk assets in neutral countries. He

put Société Privée d’Exploration Immobilière, a successful Paris-based real

estate firm he had created in 1932, under the control of Profima, one of his

Swiss holding companies (under Swiss law there was no requirement for any



public accounting, and when the Allies later suspected that the Vatican might

be laundering some Aryanized Jewish assets from Paris through Société Privée,

its closed books stymied the investigation).4 And in May, Nogara moved some

other scattered European operations under Profima’s umbrella, as well as to one

of his early Swiss holding companies, Lausanne Immobilier.5

Nogara’s hunch was right. Germany invaded Luxembourg as part of a broad

offensive that overran the neutrals Norway, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

Hitler’s divisions then swept into France. e breadth of Nazi aggression

prompted Nogara to protect the church’s movable assets, mostly gold and stock

certificates. America seemed safe. It was solidly neutral, with most Americans

thinking the country’s interests were best served by staying out of “Europe’s

war” (the United States had not yet even condemned the Nazi annexation of

Czechoslovakia or the invasion of Poland).6 Nogara traveled to London with

the House of Morgan’s Roman representative, Giovanni Fummi. ey

arranged to transfer to the United States $7.7 million—the 2014 equivalent of

$126 million—of the Vatican’s gold held by Morgan’s British affiliate, Morgan

Grenfell.7 Nogara also soon sent a “sizable amount” of the church’s Italian gold

reserves to America. He consolidated most of the Vatican’s smaller stocks of

gold scattered around Europe to Switzerland’s Credit Suisse.8 Tens of millions

of U.S. and Canadian stock certificates were transferred from Lausanne to

Rome, where Nogara directed they be locked inside the Vatican vaults.9

Nogara knew, however, that protecting the church’s money required far

more than shuffling its hard assets to safe havens. He had learned through his

BCI work during World War I that governments fought wars beyond the

military battlefield, waging a broad economic battle to defeat the enemy. e

Axis powers and the Allies imposed a series of draconian decrees restricting

many international business deals, banning trading with the enemy,

prohibiting the sale of critical natural resources, and freezing the bank accounts

and assets of enemy nationals. A month before Nogara had sent the first

shipment of the church’s gold to the Federal Reserve, Franklin Roosevelt issued

Executive Order 8389—dubbed the freezing order or block list—forbidding

any financial transactions relating to any nationals or property of two early

victims of Nazi aggression, Norway and Denmark.10 Roosevelt wanted to be

certain that the ird Reich could not get any of the money belonging to the



countries it conquered. Only the Secretary of the Treasury had the authority to

issue limited hardship and humanitarian exemptions.11

Roosevelt’s block list was amended repeatedly to eventually encompass

almost all of Europe.12 On June 14, 1941, FDR’s list was modified with an

Economic Defense amendment. It expanded the power of the United States to

prohibit trade with any country, company, or person when the Treasury

Department considered the action “necessary in the interest of national defense

and security.”13 Sixteen new countries were listed, not only obvious belligerents

such as Germany and Italy, but neutral nations such as Switzerland, and the

tiny principalities of Monaco, San Marino, Liechtenstein, and Andorra.14

Only the Vatican and Turkey were left off. Turkey was still then aligned

with the Allies because of a 1939 agreement it had signed with Britain and

France. e Vatican was the only European country that proclaimed neutrality

not placed on the block list.15 Instead, Treasury issued a general trading and

business license to “the Roman Curia of the Vatican City State.”16 Nogara was

relieved. Despite the Vatican’s declaration of neutrality, he had worried the

United States might list the church-state. He knew if that happened it would

close off his critical pipeline of dollars for lines of credit, currency exchange,

investments, and bill payment. ere was good reason for his concern. Some

American officials wanted to place the Vatican on the block list since they

contended that its neutrality was a fiction. e Vatican was, after all, only a

small parcel of land in the capital of an enemy nation. It was indebted to

Mussolini for its sovereignty granted just a decade earlier under the Lateran

Pacts. e fascists could squeeze the Vatican at any time since it depended on

Italy for all its energy, food, water, and communications, and also relied on a

stable Italian lira as its currency. But the strongest argument in favor of putting

the Vatican on the block list was the likelihood that those who ran the church

could not put aside their own nationalism. Popes had been Italian since

Hadrian VI died in 1523. e Curia was 90 percent Italian, men who were

bound together through a network of lay friends with whom they had grown

up, attended school, and still socialized. e families of those clerics were just

on the other side of the church’s territorial boundaries. In many cases, they had

brothers in the military or relatives whose livelihoods depended on the war

effort. e most important cardinals heralded from patrician lineage, and



counted relatives who were titans of Italian industry. e nephew of the former

Pope, Pius XI, was a decorated military officer who ran a Milanese bank at the

same time he served as the civil chief of Vatican City.17 Pius XII’s cousin had

been president of the Bank of Rome.

By the start of the war, American intelligence relied on “workable contacts”

to compile a dossier on forty-eight cardinals who wielded influence both with

Pius and inside the Vatican. e conclusion: the most powerful cardinals were

either fascist or pro-Nazi.18 Failing to freeze the Vatican, some argued, would

create a major loophole by which Italians could bypass Allied regulations.19

Working in the church’s favor was that the hard-line opinion about the

church was confined to a small group in Treasury. In contrast, the White

House had little stomach for a confrontation with America’s large and

politically powerful Catholic community. e Pope had earned FDR’s

enduring loyalty by breaking precedent and backing Roosevelt’s 1936

reelection bid (an endorsement engineered by Cardinal Spellman).20 A strong

Catholic vote helped put Roosevelt back into office in 1940. Moreover, the

State Department encouraged FDR not to do anything that might alienate the

Pontiff. e President wanted Pius as an ally, hoping he might assist the

United States through silent diplomacy.21 ose sympathetic to the church

argued that the Vatican could always be added to the list later.

Five days after the Economic Defense amendment, Pius XII summoned the

American chargé d’affaires, Harold Tittmann, to a “strictly confidential”

meeting in the Pontiff’s private residence on the top floor of the ocher-tinted

Vatican Palace.22 It was the only time in six years of service there that

Tittmann walked up the long staircase, past the relics of the Medici and Borgia

Popes, and entered the apartment that the Pope reserved only for his closest

friends and family. e private gathering turned out to be about money, which

surprised Tittmann as much as the invitation had. Pius had never shown any

public interest in finances. e Pope thanked Tittmann for the American

decision to leave the Vatican off the block list.23 ere was, however, another

concern. e Pontiff gave the details about several private bank accounts in

New York. Pius claimed that although they were Vatican property, they were

listed under different, unrelated names. And he confided that he maintained

his own personal account at a New York bank (according to an FBI report



issued later that year, it had a balance of $60,999, the 2014 equivalent of

$1,009,577). e Pope asked for Tittmann’s help in safeguarding all those

accounts from any American wartime regulations. e chargé d’affaires sent a

cable to Myron Taylor. As a result of their intervention, the Treasury protected

those accounts without asking any further questions about why the Vatican

had claimed ownership in the names of different people and companies.24

Less than a month after that meeting, in July 1941, FDR created the

Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals, referred to as the “blacklist.” It

required a lower threshold of proof and allowed Treasury, the State

Department, and the attorney general to list all foreign businesses and

nationals merely suspected of being pro-Axis. Fifteen thousand businesses and

persons, many in neutral countries, were eventually blacklisted.25 And anyone

who did business with a banned company or firm was himself subject to

blacklisting.26

Just as U.S. officials responsible for economic warfare argued whether the

Vatican should be blocked or blacklisted, a similar debate played out in Great

Britain. e Trading with the Enemy Branch of the Foreign Office (TEB), like

its American counterpart at Treasury, thought some Vatican money

movements were suspicious.27 Early in the war, TEB intercepts revealed the

accounts at Nogara’s British Grolux had been pledged by the Italian

government as collateral for lira credit lines at different banks. It raised the

specter that Italy was partially funding its war machine by using Vatican assets

to circumvent Allied restrictions. When questioned, church representatives

claimed they had violated no wartime rules since no money had ever left

church-controlled accounts or gone to Italy.28 When Nogara caught wind of

the TEB queries, he transferred the shares in British Grolux to the Morgan

Bank.29 e TEB investigators had to stand down.30

e Ministry of Economic Warfare, another British enforcement division,

believed that Nogara was “up to some dirty” schemes to help the Axis powers

exchange reichsmarks and lire for hard unblocked currency.31 Since 1925

Nogara had been a director of BCI, Italy’s largest bank.32 e Allies had

targeted BCI as an enemy financial institution and closed its U.S. operations.33

He was also a director of a Swiss-based BCI subsidiary, Banca della Svizzera

Italiana, a firm the British had blacklisted for doing business with Nazi allies in



Romania and Bulgaria.34 And one of Nogara’s Swiss holding companies,

Profima, had a troubling stake in a BCI South American subsidiary, Banque

Française et Italienne pours l’Amérique du Sud (Sudameris).35 e British and

Americans had both blacklisted Sudameris as a “willing [Nazi] collaborator.”36

e Americans pressured South American governments to close the bank’s

operations. Nogara and his good friend, Giovanni Malagodi, another BCI

director, tried an end run around the efforts by transferring most of the bank’s

assets to Profima.37 ey gambled that no Catholic-dominated South

American country would move against the company if the Vatican claimed

ownership.38 at worked in Argentina with neo-fascist strongman Juan

Perón. Brazil, however, shuttered Sudameris’s branches and seized its assets.39

Both the Americans and British were furious that Nogara so brazenly

chased profits through a bank whose management was pro-fascist. But instead

of freezing Vatican assets and accounts, the governments merely complained

through their envoys to the Vatican’s Secretary of State.40 Cardinal Maglione—

who was not a financial insider—assured the envoys that if he had known all

the details beforehand, he would have opposed the Sudameris investment. e

Vatican was neutral, he reminded them. Nogara’s brief was to focus only on

investments, not politics.41,II

It was not just Nogara’s shuffling and masking of holding companies in

multiple banking jurisdictions throughout Europe and South America that

Washington and London considered suspicious. Treasury investigators were

uneasy over stock and bond securities that had been registered in blocked

countries before Nogara forwarded them to the church’s correspondent bank

accounts at J. P. Morgan and City Bank in New York.43 Trading in those

securities would have been banned since they originated from blocked

nations.44 No interest or dividends could be earned. But Nogara sought a

Treasury exemption citing humanitarian and religious needs.45 A few

American officials suspected the Vatican might be laundering the securities,

claiming they belonged to the church when the real owner was a blocked

person or company. e Vatican could earn a generous fee for taking the risk

of bringing them to the United States under the cover of church property. But

without conclusive evidence, no Treasury investigator dared brand the church

representations a lie. e Treasury Department—possibly concerned about



political fallout—did not even ask the Vatican to supply “evidence of beneficial

ownership [that] is clear beyond a doubt,” a routine request in such cases.46

Treasury granted the Vatican a special license to trade in and profit from the

securities.47 at meant Nogara was uniquely positioned. When the war

turned against the Axis powers, he could run much of the Vatican’s business

from safe dollar accounts in the United States.

Nogara’s good fortune continued in April 1942, when Secretary of the

Treasury Henry Morgenthau granted the church yet another dispensation. e

Vatican wanted to spend money inside Italy and also in Nazi-occupied

countries without running afoul of U.S. regulations. e Pope said it was the

only way the church could maintain its many missions in those nations.

Morgenthau approved the exemption, making the Vatican the only country

permitted to operate in both Allied and Axis zones without fear of retribution

from either side.48

Nogara knew that the Allies tracked all the church’s financial dealings since

the Vatican used Western banks. Every transaction left a paper trail. e ability

to conduct more of its business in secret would give him the latitude to be

more aggressive and creative with the church’s money. He had a trump card to

play. e June 27, 1942, formation of the Istituto per le Opere di Religione

(IOR)—the Vatican Bank—was heaven-sent.49 Nogara drafted a chirografo (a

handwritten declaration), a six-point charter for the bank, and Pius signed it.50

Since its only branch was inside Vatican City—which was not on any block or

blacklist—the IOR was free of any wartime regulations. e Vatican Bank

could operate anywhere worldwide, did not pay taxes, have to show a profit,

produce annual reports, disclose balance sheets, or account to any

shareholders.51 Located in a former dungeon in the Torrione di Nicoló V

(Tower of Nicholas V), it certainly did not look like any other bank.III

e Vatican Bank, created as an autonomous institution, with no corporate

or ecclesiastical ties to any other church division or lay agency, had only one

shareholder: the Pope. Nogara ran it subject only to Pius’s veto.53 Its charter

said it was “to take charge of, and to administer, capital assets destined for

religious agencies.”54 Nogara interpreted that liberally to mean the IOR could

accept deposits of cash, real estate, or stock shares (that expanded later during

the war to include patent royalty and reinsurance policy payments).



Many nervous Europeans wanted a safe haven for their money. Italians in

particular were anxious to get cash out of the country. Mussolini had decreed

the death penalty for anyone exporting lire from Italian banks.55 Of the six

countries that bordered Italy, the Vatican was the only sovereign not subject to

Italy’s border checks.56 Now that it had its own bank, Italians needed only a

willing cleric to deposit their suitcases of cash without leaving any trail. And

unlike other sovereign banks, the IOR was free of all independent audit

requirements. It was required—supposedly to streamline recordkeeping—to

destroy all its files every decade (a practice it followed until 2000).57 e IOR

left virtually nothing by which postwar investigators could determine if it was a

conduit for shuffling wartime plunder or held accounts or money that should

be repatriated to victims.

Nogara tapped Monsignor Alberto di Jorio to be the IOR’s senior cleric (by

1944 he held the title president).58 e fifty-eight-year-old di Jorio had

worked for the IOR’s predecessor—the Pontifical Commission for Works of

Religion—since 1920. During the 1930s, he adapted well to Nogara’s more

aggressive financial style and showed a talent for investing. It was not long

before the IOR became a way station for capital fleeing Italy and other

European countries. e bank’s instant popularity surprised even Nogara.

e mid-war creation of the Vatican Bank served another important

purpose: it made it much more difficult for the Allies to track Nogara’s

movement of church money. e FBI and the Office of Strategic Services (OSS

—the predecessor to the CIA) tried hard, but the IOR complicated their

efforts. Allied investigators struggled to keep up with Nogara’s aggressive back-

and-forth transfers of Swiss francs, lira, dollars, sterling, and even gold bullion,

through a slew of holding companies in a dozen countries on several

continents.59

In its June 1941 amendment to the block list, the U.S. had included tiny

countries that had well-deserved reputations as offshore havens, such as

Monaco, San Marino, Liechtenstein, and Andorra.60 One of the chief reasons

the Vatican had been left off was because it was the only sovereign European

country that did not have its own banking system. e creation of the Vatican

Bank changed that. But it did not, for reasons still unclear, prompt Treasury to

revive discussions about whether the church-state should be blocked.



Mussolini was also worried that the IOR would help the church hide its

financial moves. Il Duce asked Pius XII to allow Domenico Pellegrini

Giampietro, an academic and economist who worked for the Minister of

Finance, to visit the Vatican to stay informed about the IOR’s work. e Pope

agreed.61

e best evidence of how little the Allies knew about the IOR’s activities is

the dearth of information about the Vatican Bank in U.S. and British

government files. It took the OSS nearly two years after the IOR’s formation

before it stumbled across intelligence that Hitler’s Reichsbank was transferring

money to the Vatican and disguising its origin by using a Swiss bank as an

intermediary.62 But by then the OSS had far more pressing wartime matters

than running down the details of whatever scheme the Reichsbank and Vatican

had concocted. at information ended up in a confidential file but there was

no apparent follow-up. Just before Germany’s 1945 surrender, U.S. intelligence

uncovered Vatican Bank instructions to Switzerland’s Union Bank to pay

100,000 Swiss francs to the Bank Swiss Italienne of Lugano, which had been

on the Allied blacklist since June 1940.63 Another closing war intercept found

the IOR directing a Portuguese bank to “forward 2500 large dollar notes in a

sealed packet to the Vatican through the medium of the Papal nuncio in

Lisbon.”64 In other instances, such as the Vatican’s five cash accounts at ird

Reich banks, FBI agents would not discover their existence until after the

war.65

roughout the war, the IOR operated in what the FBI called black, off the

radar for Western investigators.

I. Without the Kirchensteuer, Nogara would have been far more pressed to juggle the church’s finances.
e Nazis collected and paid the Kirchensteuer to the Vatican throughout the war. In 1943, the tax
revenue hit a then record, just over $100 million (a 2014 equivalent of $1.7 billion). Files still sealed in
the Secret Archives might answer whether Pius XII’s muted response to the Nazi atrocities was in part
prompted by the fear that any condemnation might cause Hitler to refuse to collect the tax, or instead to
collect it and keep it for the ird Reich. e Vatican’s dependence on this income might also explain its
steadfast opposition to Allied and Russian demands later in the war for Germany’s unconditional
surrender. ere was no guarantee that the Kirchensteuer would survive in a Germany occupied by
foreign powers (it did).2

II. Nogara battled in vain to get the British and United States to reverse their Sudameris blacklisting. His
offer to appoint two Rome-based receivers to run the company failed. Tom Lamont, a J. P. Morgan



director, lobbied Roosevelt administration officials with whom he was friendly. When Lamont made no
headway, Nogara turned to Myron Taylor and offered to sell half of Profima’s holding in return for a
removal from the blacklist. at effort was also rebuffed. It was not until four months after the end of the
European war that Nogara could transfer half of Profima’s shares to J. P. Morgan in New York. When
Sudameris was removed from the blacklist in November 1945, Nogara wrote an effusive letter of
gratitude to Myron Taylor.42

III. “In Italy, everybody considers us to be a bank,” Bishop Paul Marcinkus, the chief of the IOR in the
1970s and 1980s, told Il Sabato, a Catholic weekly. “In reality we are an institute which operates with its
own procedures.”52
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Blood Money

e church will not disclose whether the IOR later destroyed its wartime

records or they remain sealed inside the Vatican.1 Eastern European countries

occupied by the Nazis have shown little enthusiasm to search for documents

that might expose their own dubious collaboration. Complicating the quest for

answers is that files of some major companies that did business with the IOR

remain inaccessible to private researchers and historians. A few firms did not

preserve their wartime records.2 Bombing raids demolished the archives of

others, such as the giant German insurer Allianz. Russian troops seized

truckloads of paperwork in the closing days of the war, and sometimes burned

them or in other instances shipped them to Moscow, where they remained

undiscovered for decades. Some ird Reich business documentation ended up

in Polish government archives, most of it damaged in a 1997 flood, before any

historian had reviewed it.3 Argentina’s Juan Perón destroyed most of his

country’s wartime state banking records, closing the door to tracking the IOR

through its primary South American trading partner. And the largest Italian

insurance firm, Assicurazioni Generali, claimed for decades that important files

were destroyed at the end of the war, but in 1996 two private detectives found

them on the top floor of a waterfront warehouse in Trieste, Italy.4

Despite all those obstacles, there are scattered remnants of information in

accessible private files of companies with whom the IOR did business, as well

as in the national archives of several countries. at diverse information

provides a broad picture of what the Vatican Bank did during the war.5 Much

of it leads back to Nogara’s close friend Count Giuseppe Volpi di Misurata,

one of Italy’s most celebrated industrial titans. U.S. intelligence described Volpi

as “an unscrupulous man, absolutely unreliable,” who wielded “great[er] power

than J. P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller and Bernard M. Baruch, plus a dozen

other magnates.”6 Volpi and Nogara had become friends in 1902 and business

colleagues shortly after. Serendipitous events aligned their financial interests.

During World War II Nogara felt safe investing Vatican money in Volpi’s



companies while Volpi wanted the IOR’s cash since it came with the church’s

implied moral sanction.

Volpi was a self-confident promoter. Long before the war he was involved in

ambitious private projects throughout the Balkans, Constantinople, and his

native Venice.7 Nogara had started his career as an electrical and mining

engineer for a company owned by an investment group that included Volpi.8

e efficient and low-key Nogara was the perfect foil for the flamboyant and

garrulous Volpi. Volpi engineered Nogara’s appointment as a director to BCI,

Italy’s largest bank.9 Nogara worked with Società Commerciale d’Orientale in

Constantinople. e Società was BCI’s Ottoman financial syndicate.10 From

there, Nogara became Volpi’s indispensable insider, managing a coterie of

informants in the Turkish capital.11 And he helped Volpi arrange enormous

loans to establish beachheads in steel and shipping, a seaport development,

Italy’s largest electrical utility, and a transnational railroad. e pair even

managed to secure a personal stake in Montenegro’s lucrative tobacco

monopoly.12

As ardent Italian nationalists, both men saw Mussolini as a bulwark against

encroaching communism. His goal of expanding the Italian empire, they

believed, was good for business.13 While Nogara advanced at Società

Commerciale d’Orientale and BCI, Volpi served four years as Il Duce’s

Governor of Libya and another three as Italy’s Finance Minister.14 After Volpi

stepped down as Finance Minister in 1928, Mussolini tapped him the

following year to be a key negotiator in talks with the church over the Lateran

Pacts.15

When Nogara moved to the Vatican to invest the $92 million settlement

that Volpi had helped negotiate, Volpi flourished in the private sector.16 He

was elected president of the country’s most powerful trade group,

Confindustria.17 As Nogara carved out his power base at the Vatican, Volpi

boasted that his goal was to build Italy Inc., a diversified Italian-based business

empire that would rival the country’s great industrialists, the Pirelli and Agnelli

families.18 Nogara and Volpi were back in business. Nogara used his BCI

connections to arrange the financing for Volpi to take control of Wagons-Lits,

a travel conglomerate that ran the Orient Express and also owned the

international travel agency omas Cook (Nogara had earlier tried and failed



to buy the grand Wagons-Lits Parisian headquarters).19 He also convinced BCI

to finance more Volpi deals for electrical utilities in Greece and Dalmatia, a

banking network in Croatia, and a newly formed insurance consortium, e

Group, in Romania.20 In return, Volpi offered Nogara preferred terms on deals

involving the church. e Vatican invested in SADE, Volpi’s Italian and

Balkan-based electric utility, as well as Bastogi, the country’s oldest holding

company, which Volpi had recently purchased.21 It was the insurance industry,

particularly Italy’s largest insurer, Assicurazioni Generali, that Nogara judged as

the best business opportunity for the Vatican.

e small Jewish communities in Venice and Trieste had founded Generali

in 1831.22 By the mid-1930s, Nogara had bought a stake in Generali for the

Vatican and was friendly with all its directors.23 Mussolini’s 1938 anti-Semitic

laws crushed Generali and other Jewish-owned insurers such as Riunione

Adriatica di Sicurtà (RAS).24 At Generali alone, twenty Jewish directors were

forced to resign and sixty-six top ranking employees were dismissed. All the

Italian insurers appointed fascist directors. A government decree converted

Generali into an Italian company and relocated its headquarters to Rome.

Generali’s Jewish chairman—the son of the company’s founder—had to stand

down.25 His replacement? Volpi.26,I

Nogara was one of the Generali investors who supported Volpi’s

appointment to fill the vacancy created as a result of the race laws.28 Men like

Nogara and Volpi likely viewed the removal of Jewish executives as the price of

doing business in fascist Italy.29 e great irony was that Generali was

primarily successful because of its Jewish roots. Generali’s founder, Giuseppe

Lazzaro Morpurgo, had set about in the nineteenth century to target the

nascent insurance trade among Eastern European Jews. He believed that the

poor Jewish populations in the East would welcome a Jewish insurer who

offered them life insurance policies that doubled as annuities. e policies—

often called a poor man’s Swiss bank account—guaranteed a payout at the end

of a fixed term and were marketed as an easy and safe way for families to save

money.30 ey also offered an immediate payout to the families if the

policyholder died early. Morpurgo knew the untapped market was huge.

Generali started by setting up small information tables at marketplaces popular

with Jewish families.31 In those early decades, Jews showed up in person, paid



their premiums in cash, and left with a tiny chit of paper as proof of their

policy. Eventually Generali established formal offices in all Eastern European

capitals.32 Its success fed on itself. As it grew, Generali branded itself as the

most reputable and safest of insurance companies.33 e result of Morpurgo’s

singular focus was that by the start of the twentieth century, Generali

dominated the Eastern European Jewish insurance market.

Generali’s Jewish roots and success did not bother Volpi, an opportunist

who was concerned about profits far more than he was about anti-Semitism.34

e Italian insurance industry accounted for a remarkable quarter of Italy’s

gross national product. And Generali was far and away the most successful

company, claiming a third of Italy’s insurance trade.35

Some Generali executives had fresh memories of how badly World War I

had hurt their business. ey warned Volpi about the pitfalls of any new

European conflict. Increased death rates for soldiers and civilians translated

into punishing early payouts on life insurance policies.36 e damage from

bombing raids in the transport of commercial goods meant huge losses.

Writing fire insurance on industrial facilities put enormous capital at risk.

Generali’s assets during World War I had plummeted by a third.37 But none of

that worried Volpi. His natural confidence set him apart from his colleagues

and he demonstrated that early on. He had taken charge at Generali at the

same time Hitler announced the Anschluss between Germany and Austria.

Two dominant German firms, Allianz and Munich Re, planned to subsume

the Austrian insurance industry. But Volpi objected and lobbied German

executives as well as Italian government ministers.38 e result was an

extraordinary assurance from the Reich Economics Ministry that going

forward Generali would be treated as a German insurance company.39 Volpi

took personal control of Generali’s Austrian subsidiary, Erste Allgemeine, and

ended up with a solid share of business in the new order.40 In return, Generali

reiterated its loyalty to the Axis powers. And Volpi led the effort to establish

Roma, a well-funded Italian reinsurance syndicate that became an integrated

partner with its German counterparts.41

Volpi wanted to expand his interests in many countries. He and other

Italian businessmen knew that high returns were available only beyond Italian

borders. At the same time, Nogara was investing heavily in British, French, and



Swiss real estate through his shell companies.42 Mussolini had forced those

men to look abroad as Italian profits were squeezed between crippling

regulations and high taxes. Most risk takers favored the Balkans and Eastern

Europe, a region still developing in the wake of its post–World War I

independence from the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires.43

Once the war began, Germans and Italians rushed to scoop up the

enormous business left behind by the British, who were cut off from their

continental insurance trade. Sometimes, as in Poland, they split the business.

Munich Re and Generali ended up controlling about half of Poland’s

insurance, using local companies to mask the true extent of ownership.44

Concerns about the magnitude of the new risks across Europe prompted the

competitors to form the Association for the Coverage of Large Risks, with

Munich Re and Swiss Re each owning 25 percent, and Generali and RAS each

with 10 percent. Smaller German and Swiss insurers divided the rest.45

More often they could not agree on how to divide the spoils. Volpi was

willing to fight the Germans and others for business share in the conquered

Eastern territories.46 Austrian insurer Wiener Allianz, for instance, was rejected

in its bid to sell insurance in bloody Slovakia and the German protectorates of

Moravia and Bohemia. German and Swiss firms tried monopolizing the

lucrative opportunities there but Generali and RAS muscled in.47 In Greece

and the succession states of Yugoslavia, Volpi pushed Generali’s marketing,

undercutting German pricing by using holding companies to avoid heavy

regulatory costs.48 And in Croatia he took advantage of lax rules about capital

requirements for reinsurance and currency exchange to best the Germans in a

struggle to control the insurance trade.49 e profits he shared with Nogara—

who oversaw the Vatican’s extensive stake in Generali—were enormous.

Neither man objected when some of Generali’s local subsidiaries in the

occupied territories eliminated their Jewish directors. Nor was there any

protest when the Gestapo later sometimes seized Jewish insurance assets and

converted the cash value of policies.50 Instead, Volpi, as chairman, and Nogara,

as the largest investor, focused on the bottom line: Generali retained on

average about twice as much business as its German competitors.51

As a neutral sovereign, the Vatican was not supposed to do business with

any blocked or blacklisted company or person. Generali was itself blacklisted,



as were all other Italian insurance companies. e Treasury Department had

closed and liquidated Generali’s American branch in 1941 (it remained

shuttered until 1952).52 e Allies were stymied, however, in efforts to prove

the Vatican retained any ownership in Generali. Not only did Nogara keep

that stake, but not long after the war started he invested in most top Italian

insurers.53

In 1940, Nogara extended the Vatican’s role in Italy’s insurance industry.

e fascists seized the assets of a British insurer, Norwich Union, which had

been doing business in Italy since the turn of the century. Mussolini assigned

Norwich’s complete portfolio to Fondiaria, Italy’s fourth largest firm.54 Just

before that news became public, Nogara—who was a director of Fondiaria’s

credit union—bought a controlling interest for the church.55 e insider tip

likely came from Volpi.56 Adding to the incestuousness, the Pope’s cousin,

Ernesto Pacelli, served as president of a Fondiaria real estate subsidiary in

Rome.57 e Vatican’s purchase of Fondiaria came only two months after it

finished purging its Jewish executives.58 When the Norwich asset transfer was

announced, the Vatican’s stake multiplied in value. e Allies would not find

out about the church’s ownership of Fondiaria until its president was arrested

after the war.59,II

Fondiaria continued to do business with German insurers in Nazi-occupied

countries throughout the war. And many of those Italian firms owned shares of

successful midsized German and Austrian insurers, all of which were on the

Allied blacklists.61 (After the war when Allied investigators pressed the Italian

insurers for copies of their contracts with German companies, the Italians

claimed many had been destroyed during the fighting.)62

Although Nogara’s Generali and other insurance investments were

profitable for the Vatican, the stakes came with moral consequences. Volpi, for

instance, did a lucrative business under Poland’s General Government, the

Nazi military administration that ran the country as ground zero in the murder

machine against European Jews.63 In Romania, where the fascist Iron Guard

eliminated the country’s Jews and Gypsies, Volpi split the profitable transport

insurance business with Germany’s Munich Re and Jauch and Hübener.64

Volpi allowed Albula, a small Swiss-based financing firm owned by Generali, to

act as a proxy so Jauch and Hübener could secretly buy the shares of a



Romanian insurance company.65 Even in supposedly neutral Latin and South

American countries, Generali, RAS, and the German insurers used local agents

and multiple layers of reinsurance and phantom trustees to mask their

ownership.66 Reinsurance allowed blacklisted companies to redeem policies in

neutral countries, creating another way of moving around cash that would

otherwise have been blocked.

U.S. and British intelligence tried unmasking the identities of the

companies behind each proxy.67 It was, according to Britain’s Trading with the

Enemy Branch, “extraordinarily difficult.”68 Generali alone used up to eighty

international subsidiaries—which U.S. agents considered “as an intelligence

organization of no small efficiency”—to hide the real ownership as well as the

distribution of profits.69 But the Americans and British had little doubt that

firms like Generali were often directing the insurance trade in foreign

countries.70 e insurers sometimes sent information through Italian

diplomatic pouches (the Allies suspected, but could never prove, that Generali

and others might have also had occasional access to Vatican diplomatic bags).71

At least one of those off-shelf partnerships, through which Generali

participated in profitable reinsurance of industrial facilities, utilized slave labor.

And others wrote insurance for rail transports, some of which were the trains

that carried Jews to the death camps.72

Volpi emphasized to Nogara that since Italy was at war with the Allies,

nothing precipitous should be done to rupture Vatican-Italian business

ventures. One day the conflict would be over. Mutual friends, including

Giuseppe Ferrario, the chairman of the fascist Confederation of Employees of

Credit and Insurance Institutes, and Giovanni Dall’Orto, President of the

fascist Confederation of Traders, said the same.73

In February 1942, American intelligence learned that Generali was

negotiating to buy the Argentine company La Immobiliaria.74 e U.S. did

not know that Immobiliaria was the Argentine proxy for one of Nogara’s Swiss

holding companies, Lausanne Immobilier. Generali needed real estate outside

Europe to convert some wartime reinsurance business into more liquid

assets.75 An equity stake by the Vatican would complicate Allied efforts to

determine the real owners, just as it had when Nogara and the IOR took a

majority stake in Sudameris.76



at same year, an unidentified American banker passed along information

to U.S. authorities that a Mexican firm, America Latina Insurance Company,

was an Axis front. According to the informant, Mexico’s central bank, Banco

Nacional de México, controlled the suspect company’s stock as a proxy for

Volpi’s Generali. Volpi had a secret agreement to buy the shares after the war.77

Nogara and the IOR also used Banco Nacional de México. Some in Treasury

wondered if the Vatican Bank had a stake in the front company. But a probe

went nowhere since the layers of multiple cover companies proved too difficult

to penetrate.78

e Allies failed to notice that Volpi used a BCI-owned Swiss private bank,

Banca della Svizzera Italiana, to earn enormous profits by facilitating gold sales

in countries such as Turkey, where the metal commanded a huge premium.79

Nogara was a Svizzera director despite the British blacklisting of the bank for

doing business with Nazi puppet governments in Romania and Bulgaria.80

In 1943, any Vatican investments in Italian insurance companies, especially

Generali, developed into stakes that profited from the ongoing murder of

Europe’s Jews.81 German giant Allianz had set the precedent several years

earlier by escheating life insurance policies of Jewish policyholders and refusing

to pay accumulated annuities to those alive.82 What started off as small-time

and unorganized looting developed into one of the largest thefts of the

Holocaust. Postwar investigators estimated that between the illegally retained

premiums and the unpaid benefits that upward of $200 billion was stolen

(notices of nonpayment and evidence of the looting scheme appear in U.S.

intelligence files as early as 1946).83 Although most of the money was made

after the war, when families of survivors tried to collect on their policies, there

were also wartime profits.

Generali’s paperwork on this matter is missing. Allied intelligence

concluded, however, that Generali began escheating some policies as early as

1942 in occupied Eastern European countries, where the company held more

Jewish policies than all other firms combined.84 Other Italian insurance

companies soon followed. Postwar investigators believe Generali cloaked the

income from the misappropriation of Jewish annuities into reinsurance issued

by subsidiaries, such as Romania’s Generali Asigurari.85



All the insurers must have realized this opportunity for theft was possible

only during the confusion of war. Is it merely a coincidence that Generali and

others began escheating Jewish life insurance policies only after Nogara had

formed the IOR? e Vatican Bank was critical from its inception to business

titans such as Volpi, men who recognized that since the IOR was not

answerable to any country’s central banking authority, it was the world’s best

offshore bank.

Did Volpi and Nogara strike such a deal? Did the IOR provide that service

for its own insurance company, Fondiaria? e answers, if any, are likely inside

the sealed archives of the Vatican. But the church has refused even to

acknowledge that it maintains any relevant financial and business records for

those years. (In response to a request from the author to access the files, Bishop

Sergio Pagano, the Prefect of the Secret Archives, said that a researcher “would

not find material” in the Secret Archives about “the financial dimension of the

Holy See.” at documentation, said the bishop, might be at “the Institute for

Works of Religion [IOR] which, of course, by its very nature excludes outside

public access.” e Vatican is the only European nation that denies historians

general access to its archives.)86

What is undeniable is that the Vatican’s stakes in Generali, RAS, Fondiaria,

and other insurance firms provided a high rate of return in part because some

of the profits were from the escheatment and nonpayment of life insurance and

annuities to Jewish policyholders. Since the Vatican itself was not a direct

insurer, however, it was never included in any postwar restitution paid by the

insurers to the victims. After the war, the U.S. military office in charge of

Operation Safehaven—the Allied program to retrieve plundered assets and

illegally obtained profits—admitted that when it came to the Italian insurers

and their strategic partners, “we know absolutely nothing.”87

When Mussolini was forced from office in July 1943, the web of

interlocking business directorates and cloaked companies that Italian

businessmen had carefully created began disintegrating. e new Prime

Minister, Pietro Badoglio, dissolved the Fascist Party only a couple of days after

assuming power. Nogara cut all ties with Generali. Croatia, Hungary,

Romania, and Bulgaria moved to seize the insurance business for themselves.88



Volpi, ever the survivor, denounced fascism and donated to socialist and

republican political parties.89 But events turned against him when the Nazis

occupied northern Italy in September 1943, and reinstated Mussolini as the

titular head of a puppet government. Il Duce wanted payback for Volpi’s flip-

flop. e Nazis were agreeable since they accused Volpi of deploying dirty

tactics when competing against German industrialists in the Nazi-occupied

territories (his real “crime” was that he often beat the Germans for the

business). Volpi beseeched Nogara for protection, but his Vatican friend could

not help. e church-state was still fretting about its own security and

independence in the wake of the Nazi occupation.90

On September 23, 1943, SS Obersturmbannführer Herbert Kappler—who

the following month would round up the Jews of Rome—arrested Volpi at his

Roman palazzo. In one of the great ironies of the war, the Nazis detained him

on generic charges that he was “an agent of the Jews” and that Generali was a

Jewish company that had been instrumental in spreading “the worst news . . .

over Germany, on its internal situation and the military.”91 Volpi in fact had

implored Mussolini to protect Michele Sulfina, a Jewish Generali executive

who survived the war in Rome.92,III at race charge allowed the Nazis to

plunder Volpi’s personal accounts, even seizing his wife’s jewelry. His

important collection of art and furniture—and even some collectible

tombstones from the family cemetery—went by train to Field Marshal

Hermann Göring.94

ere is no written record of the two-day SS interrogation of Volpi, or of

his months in a Nazi-run prison in northern Italy. But to friends and family

who later saw him, he seemed broken. Once the Vatican was confident the

Germans would not move against the Pope, Nogara intervened and with the

help of the Papal Nuncio in Switzerland, the Swiss agreed to patriate the Volpi

family. e Germans, convinced they had gotten all they could from him,

allowed them to go to Switzerland in 1944. Volpi spent most of the rest of the

war in a Lausanne hospital where he was treated for exhaustion. He died in

1947 at the age of sixty-nine from a heart attack, shortly after returning to

Italy.95 Knowing by then that a new history was being written about the

Vatican and its wartime role, Nogara did not attend his friend’s funeral.



I. When Baron Robert Snoy, the aristocratic president of Wagons-Lits, later sent Volpi a new order
further restricting Jews in any form of commerce, Volpi was required to declare his race and religion. On
December 1, 1940, he wrote: “I hereby declare that I am . . . of the Aryan race, as are my ancestors since
time immemorial, and I have always professed the Catholic faith.”27

II. e venture with Fondiaria was one of Nogara’s riskiest. If the U.S. or Britain had learned of the
Vatican’s controlling interest in a blocked company of an enemy nation, it would have meant instant
freezing of the church’s bank accounts in both countries. An even riskier venture is discussed by Professor
Michael Phayer in his book Pius XII, the Holocaust, and the Cold War. Phayer makes a provocative case
suggesting that Nogara might have used money—cleared by the U.S. Treasury for “food exports” in Spain
and Portugal—to buy tungsten carbide. Prices for that metal had spiked because of low supply and
widespread use in military hardware and steel production. Phayer’s case is suggestive, but pending release
of still classified documents, it is not yet conclusive.60

III. During the war, Sulfina and his family were designated “undiscriminated,” meaning the race laws
were not enforced against them. While Sulfina trained a new general manager to take his place at
Generali, he lived at a Vatican-owned Roman property. After the war, there was a heated internal debate
between U.S. intelligence and the State Department about whether Sulfina was a collaborator or merely
the recipient of Volpi’s kindness. e same debate raged over several other Jewish businessmen, including
the former RAS chairman. e consensus was that Sulfina was a likely Nazi collaborator, but the United
States ultimately failed to convince the Italians to remove him from postwar Generali. He effectively ran
Generali from 1948 to 1953 together with a well-connected ex-fascist, Gino Baroncini.93
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A Nazi Spy in the Vatican?

In addition to his labyrinthine business web with Volpi, Nogara’s other
wartime safe haven had been gold. Bullion was the first hard asset Nogara had
protected at the brink of war when he transferred much of the Vatican’s British
and Italian gold reserves to America. e metal had a stable value (then about
$35 an ounce), was not as volatile as national currencies, was universally
accepted, and could be transformed easily to disguise its origin. By the middle
of the war, the Allies had recognized that the Axis powers were not only looting
the gold reserves of occupied countries, but that the metal was critical in
financing their war effort.1 e vast amount of plundered bullion and the
shady ways it was often disposed of meant that Nogara’s concentration on it
proved as morally problematic for the church as the Vatican’s insurance stakes.

e gold reserves of most Nazi-occupied countries were relocated during
the war, often with the crucial help of the Swiss-based Bank for International
Settlements (BIS). BIS was almost as much a financial outlier as the IOR.
Formed in 1930 through an intergovernmental arrangement between the
Rothschilds and eight countries, BIS was a facilitator between Western central
banks, an analogous predecessor to the IMF. It was the one organization on
whose board British and German directors served together throughout the
war.2 As a multinational consortium, BIS, like the Vatican Bank, had no
accountability to any national government. Notwithstanding its mix of
international delegates, and even though it boasted an American president, it
was firmly under Nazi control from 1940 on.3

e German BIS representatives were Baron Kurt von Schröder, a leading
banker and Gestapo officer; Hermann Schmitz, the chief of the industrial
conglomerate I. G. Farben; Walter Funk, Reichsbank president; and Emil
Puhl, an economist and vice president of the Reichsbank.4 Under their
influence, BIS became a central clearinghouse for emptying gold reserves from
countries such as Austria, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia.5

“Washing gold” was the euphemism for how BIS described bringing bullion
covertly into Switzerland and converting it into untraceable cash, usually Swiss



francs.6 About 80 percent of all Reichsbank gold sent abroad was laundered
through Switzerland.7 In early 1942, Puhl—who oversaw BIS’s gold program
—shared with Funk that the Gestapo had begun depositing gold from
concentration camps into the Reichsbank.8 By that November, an internal
Reichsbank report noted that it had received an “unusually great” amount of
smelted dental gold.9 In 1943, the Reichsbank received the first packets of gold
stamped “Auschwitz” (it is impossible to determine precisely how much gold
the SS sent to the Reichsbank since the records of those shipments that were
seized by the U.S. military later disappeared; the United States failed to make
copies before returning the documents to the predecessor of the Bundesbank,
where the files were destroyed, allegedly as part of routine maintenance).10,I

BIS was involved in far more than washing gold. Once it purchased $4
billion in gold from the Nazis, a fair amount of which was looted from the
national reserves of Belgium and the Netherlands.12 And in 1942 it received
advance intelligence about the November 8 Allied invasion of North Africa.13

at information proved profitable. BIS bet on a Nazi defeat and used Vichy-
controlled banks to pledge billions in gold reserves to Algeria’s Central Bank.
BIS used its gold as collateral to take an enormous stake against the
Reichsmark. After the invasion and the Allied battlefield successes, BIS
pocketed $175 million (the 2014 equivalent of $2.4 billion).14 e leaked
intelligence about the Allied invasion came from the Vatican’s espionage unit,
clerics working under the cover of a peace delegation.15

It is little wonder that the Vatican played an intelligence role with BIS.16

e glue between the two was Allen Dulles, a senior partner in the Wall Street
law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell, who had moved to Switzerland during the
war to run the OSS. Dulles employed a network of agents, including Hans
Bernd Gisevius, a Nazi operative who worked at the Reichsbank.17,II An
integral part of Dulles’s wartime financial operations involved the Vatican
Bank. Clerics protected by diplomatic immunity and a bank that answered
only to Pius and Nogara was tailor-made for Dulles. Allen’s brother, John
Foster, who remained in the United States, was the American lawyer for BIS.

“Sullivan and Cromwell’s investors [clients] needed the Vatican bank to
launder their profits under the watchful eyes of both the Nazis and their own
governments,” according to John Loftus, a former Justice Department



prosecutor in the Office of Special Investigations, “while the Vatican needed
the Dulles brothers to protect its own investments in Hitler’s Germany.”19

Was this nebulous juncture of intelligence and business—where espionage
was utilized as much for outsized profits as it was for strategic military or
political advantages—the Vatican domain of Bernardino Nogara? Historians
have mostly judged Nogara as an apolitical financial manager who did not
choose sides during the war. However, a 1945 OSS intelligence report
discovered by this author in the National Archives suggests for the first time
that Nogara might have been more partisan than widely accepted. James Jesus
Angleton, then chief of the Rome desk for the OSS’s elite X-2 Counter
Espionage Branch, compiled the intel report, which is marked Secret on every
page. It raises the startling possibility that Nogara was a wartime spy for the
Germans.20

Angleton, the report’s author, would become one of America’s most storied
spymasters. At the time he was responsible for eradicating foreign intelligence
agents in Italy and recruiting the better ones for the Allies.21 e looming
Cold War with the Soviet Union meant that any Italians or Germans who had
valuable information, or themselves might prove useful, were a priority for
Angleton and other OSS warriors. Germany had surrendered just weeks before
Angleton wrote his report. Many Nazi officers, including top intelligence
agents, were still underground. Angleton and X-2 agents unsparingly believed
that Allied interests trumped justice for wartime crimes.

e possibility that Nogara was more than a political spectator is revealed in
an attached one-page appendix to a summary of an interrogation of Reinhard
Karl Wilhelm Reme, a German intelligence (Abwehr) officer who disguised his
wartime spying under a cover job as a partner at the German insurer Jauch and
Hübener.22 Angleton included a chart displaying the Abwehr hierarchy in Italy
as of October 1944. By that time, the Allies had liberated most of the country.
e Nazis, still entrenched in the north, were desperate to slow the war’s
momentum by directing sabotage cells in Allied-occupied central Italy.23 e
Abwehr used Vicenza as its headquarters and ran four divisions from other
cities, including one from Slovenia. Beneath Reme’s Milan-based außenstelle
(remote branch) was a cell under the control of someone named Nogara.24

Angleton did not include a first name.



Reme admitted to being an Abwehr recruiter. He tried downplaying his
role, averring that he had been drafted into the army only in the spring of
1943 and after some basic training sent to Milan for German intelligence.
Angleton was skeptical, noting that Reme had a law degree, spoke German,
English, and Italian, and had traveled extensively before the war to Spain,
Greece, and England.25 To Angleton, that meant it was “possible Reme was
working for the Abwehr before the war.”26

After his first interrogation Angleton concluded that Reme was “head of the
recruiting center in Milan for [the] Abwehr.”27 Reme had arrived in Milan
pretending to be simply a supply officer for the German army, when in fact he
ran the local intelligence effort from his Piazzale Cadorna office.28

Angleton realized Reme’s position meant he was familiar with the identity
not only of German agents in the country but also the civilian informant
network still in place. rough Abwehr surveillance on partisans in Italy, Reme
might even be able to identify many of the Soviet agents operating there.

Reme’s 1943 arrival in Milan coincided with the height of a brutal internal
power struggle between the Abwehr and the SD (Sicherheitsdienst), the SS’s
intelligence service. Hitler had sided with the SS and began to dissolve the
Abwehr in February 1944.29 By July, its operations and agents had been
transferred almost entirely to the control of the SD’s Ämter VI (Group 6), SD-
Ausland (intelligence outside of Germany) division.30 e only exceptions to
this transfer of power were the Abwehr’s Italian operations.31 ose cells, such
as Reme’s unit, retained their independence and operated covertly, since they
did not want to risk any intercept of their communications to SD’s German
headquarters.32 After the war, the chief of Ämter VI, SS-Brigadeführer Walther
Schellenberg, bemoaned to his British captors that his own office had “sparse”
contacts in the Vatican. But Schellenberg admitted that the Abwehr “had
many men in the Vatican.”33

Reme gave his interrogators the names of fifty-eight agents he and his
Italian-based spy unit had recruited during the war. Nogara is not among
them.34 But he provided the name to Angleton on the supplementary Abwehr
chart, meaning the Nogara on that chart was almost certainly recruited before
1943, and likely before the war.



Bernardino Nogara had two prewar opportunities to strike up a relationship
with German spies. When he was with BCI before World War I, he lived in
Constantinople. e Turkish capital swarmed with spies, informants, and
double agents working for European powers and their spy agencies.35 Nogara
had directed a loose-knit web of informers that helped Italian companies gain
an upper hand in the race against Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire
to capture some of the enormous business opportunities in the crumbling
Ottoman Empire.36 Moreover, Schellenberg told Angleton that he knew the
Abwehr had recruited a network of foreigners from Constantinople—
including the butler to the British ambassador—during the years Nogara lived
there. An unnamed Italian was a key “link” during World War II. But
Schellenberg was adamant he did not know his name.37

Another opportunity for the Germans to have recruited Nogara was during
the late 1920s, just before he began working at the Vatican. As the Italian
representative running the division of the Inter-Allied Commission charged
with rebuilding German industry, he spent considerable time in Germany over
a five-year stretch beginning in 1924.

Schellenberg, as did Reme, gave up the names of his foreign agents. No
one, especially Angleton, believed that someone as ambitious and calculating as
Schellenberg would divulge all his prime connections. In defeat, Schellenberg
and other Nazis knew that information was their only bargaining leverage.
ey needed ways to trade intelligence for leniency. Angleton and other OSS
agents realized that operatives like Schellenberg and Reme were reliable only
when it suited their interests.38

Could the Nogara listed as running a cell for German intelligence be one of
Bernardino’s relatives? His siblings did not have intelligence value for the
Abwehr. One was a museum superintendent at the Vatican. Two were
provincial archbishops. None would have been as important a coup for the
Germans as Bernardino. And none had such clear prewar opportunities for
connecting to German intelligence. As for unrelated Nogaras, it is not a
common surname in Italy. e author has not found any reference to an
unrelated Italian with that name in U.S. and British wartime archives.39,III

Still, even if the Nogara listed on Reme’s chart was Bernardino, it does not
mean he was helping the Nazis. at is because of the unusual nature of the



Abwehr. Admiral Wilhelm Canaris, a devout Catholic, was its passionately
pro-German but anti-Nazi wartime chief. Diehard Nazis like SS chief Heinrich
Himmler challenged Canaris’s commitment to National Socialism. Canaris
provided false data to Hitler to persuade the Führer not to invade Switzerland,
and he did the same with Generalissimo Francisco Franco so the Spanish
dictator would not allow the Nazis to use Spain for transit. To Hitler’s great
rage, Canaris occasionally used Jews as agents and other times helped some
escape from Germany. He appreciated the importance of recruiting agents at
the Vatican, men capable of traveling with sacrosanct consular pouches, using
the diplomatic passports of their own sovereign state. Canaris had appointed
Munich lawyer Josef Müller to run Rome’s Abwehr office largely because
Müller was good friends with Pius’s personal secretary, Father Robert Leiber.41

Vatican agents, in conjunction with a handful of German cardinals and
bishops, could be useful to Canaris’s sub-rosa plans to undermine Hitler. It was
Canaris’s support of the unsuccessful July 20, 1944, assassination attempt on
Hitler that ended in the spy chief ’s arrest, trial, and execution.

U.S. and British intelligence knew by the late stages of the war that the
Abwehr included anti-Nazi agents. Some had even passed information to the
Allies. Angleton had cultivated his own low-level OSS agents inside the
Vatican and had kept abreast of the city-state’s political intrigue.42 And the
Yale-trained Angleton likely had a more personal understanding for what was
transpiring in Italy than most of his OSS colleagues. He had been partly raised
in Milan, where his father owned the Italian franchise for National Cash
Register.

In the world of realpolitik in which Angleton excelled, it was
understandable that the layperson responsible for the church’s purse strings
might watch out for the Vatican’s interests by being in touch with German
intelligence. As a spymaster he would also have recognized the ramifications.
What could a German spy at Nogara’s level do to sabotage the Allied war effort
and at the same time find ways to help finance the Axis powers? Or what could
he have done to sabotage the Nazi war effort by supplying the Germans false
information?

Angleton must have wondered why Nogara was still in touch with the
Germans as late as October 1944, when the Axis defeat was a certainty to all



but fanatics. Unless, of course, Nogara was working with the Abwehr’s Milan
cell as an intermediary between the Germans and neutral governments in
Madrid and Lisbon. Spain and Portugal were still trying to broker a peace deal
that did not require an unconditional Axis surrender. And Nogara had
financial interests to protect for the Vatican there since his interlocking joint
ventures ran through Madrid and Lisbon on the way to Buenos Aires.

Angleton’s response to Reme’s extraordinary information was to recommend
that Reme be sent to the Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centre
(CSDIC) for “further interrogation.”43 CSDIC was a secret prison in Bad
Nenndorf in Germany run by British military intelligence, MI5. Reme’s
disclosure to Angleton that one of the most important financial men in Europe
might have worked with the enemy would have kicked off a frenzied probe, or
at least a flurry of paperwork documenting concerns about how any fallout
might affect the Vatican. But this author has found no follow-up in the files of
the OSS, Counter Intelligence Corps, or Military Intelligence.44 And although
there are other references to Bernardino Nogara in other declassified U.S. and
British government documents, aside from the Angleton/Reme document,
none of those allude to Nogara possibly being a Nazi spy.

e absence of any paper trail is an indication that Angleton or another
intelligence officer took the matter “off-shelf.” A counterintelligence savant like
Angleton would have had no incentive in exposing Nogara. Whether or not
Bernardino was protecting the Vatican’s commercial and political interests—
and those of clients or joint venture partners—by collaborating with the Nazis,
any public disclosure would end in disgrace. How much more effective would
it be to use the information to flip Nogara into an American asset? Angleton,
who later became the head of the CIA’s Vatican Desk, was the ideal person to
make the deal.45

If Bernardino Nogara worked at all with Nazi intelligence, he likely had a
wartime or postwar relationship with U.S. intelligence. By the account of his
contemporaries, Nogara was a shrewd businessman who approached war as he
did his investments: diversify and reduce the risk. During World War II that
would have meant not banking on only one side to prevail, but instead
developing relationships with both that facilitated the church’s ventures during
the hostilities and bought it goodwill from the victors after the conflict. It is



the only reasonable explanation why Angleton could have stumbled across the
report pointing to Nogara and then buried the information. Short of
revelations about an Allied connection in still unsealed government files, all
that can be derived definitively from the Reme/Angleton memo is that the
business of the Vatican during World War II ends with the question: was the
church’s long-serving financial wizard, Bernardino Nogara, a Nazi spy?46

I. In 1997, the World Jewish Conference released a study that some five tons of central bank gold
recovered by the Allies was from concentration camp victims and had never been redistributed to the
victims or their families.11

II. In 1945, the Treasury Department charged that Gisevius—who worked for the Reich Security Main
Office—had laundered German money to Switzerland, and that Dulles was instrumental in moving
much of the Hungarian Treasury through Nazi banks to Switzerland. Dulles denied the charges and the
Treasury probe stalled amidst the confusion of the war’s aftermath.18

III. While serving as the OSS chief of the Rome desk, Angleton forged several documents purporting to
be secret Vatican telegrams. He planted them inside government files under the code name JVX. e
“Vatican telegrams”—shifting responsibility away from the OSS for later helping Nazi fugitives—landed
in the National Archives and journalists and historians sometimes relied on them before they were
unmasked as fakes forty years later. Did Angleton insert Nogara onto Reme’s command chart to realize
some unknown intelligence aim? It is highly unlikely. Although Angleton knew few boundaries when it
came to what he thought were the best interests of the United States, he survived for decades in the CIA,
serving under four presidents. Concocting information that could be easily disproved would have
imperiled him. If Nogara was Angleton’s invention, the fabrication would be unmasked by only a single
question to Reme from another American or British interrogator. Not even an intelligence school recruit
would be so reckless.40
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The Ratline

e official end of the European war in May 1945 was only a technicality on a

calendar for Nazi officials and leaders of the German puppet governments.

ey had work to do: hiding billions in stolen loot. Pilfered assets were

scattered all over Europe, everything from plundered museum art and real

estate to missing gold reserves.1 Many saw the Vatican as a secure repository

since no country would dare violate the church’s sovereignty by demanding an

inspection or accounting.

Sturmbannführer Friedrich Schwend had directed Operation Bernhard, an

ambitious wartime counterfeiting operation of British pounds (most of the

fake money was made on printing presses by inmates at the Sachsenhausen

concentration camp).2 e plan was to raise hard currency for the Reich as

well as to sink British sterling by flooding the market with phony bills. In early

1945, Schwend set the groundwork for his eventual escape to South America

by volunteering to become an informant for Allen Dulles’s OSS.3 To safeguard

millions stashed in Swiss banks, he moved it all to the Vatican Bank. He

avoided any possibility the Allies might track a wire transfer by sending the

cash packed into several trucks (there are unconfirmed reports Red Cross

ambulances made the journey through the war-torn countryside). Schwend’s

Swiss drivers brought the money to a castle in Merano, an Italian town just

over the Swiss border. Italians then drove it the rest of the way to the Vatican,

where the cash disappeared. Shortly after the Schwend shipment to Rome,

OSS intercepts revealed that the Vatican was exchanging large amounts of old

five- and ten-pound British notes for new ones through “agents in England”

(the Vatican dismisses such charges as having “no basis in reality”).4

As the war ended, the flow of suspect gold turned from a trickle to a flood.

e Vatican did nothing to discourage it. U.S. intelligence had early reports

after the formal truce that Ustašan leader Ante Pavelić and many of his

henchmen had fled blood-soaked Croatia only after looting most of Zagreb’s

banks, the Croatian state mint, and the National Bank.5 An American

intelligence memo reported the Ustašan fugitives had stolen about 350 million



Swiss francs of gold, most of it coins. In the weeks after the war, British troops

seized about 150 million of the plunder at the Swiss-Austrian border.I e

other 200 million (the 2014 equivalent of $530 million) entered the Vatican

“for safe-keeping,” with unconfirmed rumors that it had “been sent to Spain

and Argentina through the Vatican’s ‘pipeline.’ ”7 Giving credence to the

possibility that the gold had been transferred to South America was a separate

U.S. intelligence report. It concluded that German companies and banks such

as the IOR may have moved upward of a stunning $450 million to Argentina.8

Emerson Bigelow, the investigating agent, suspected the Vatican was still

somehow involved. He noted that the stories of the transfer to other countries

might “merely [be] a smokescreen to cover the fact that the treasure remains in

its original repository [the Vatican].”9

William Gowen, a Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) officer based in

Rome, monitored the Vatican to see if he could develop leads on Pavelić’s

whereabouts.10 Gowen was one of the CIC’s best agents. A former Ustašan

colonel told Gowen that in 1946 up to ten truckloads packed with gold

traveled from Switzerland to Rome, where the precious metal was unloaded at

the College of San Girolamo degli Illirici, the Croatian seminary, only a mile

from the Vatican. e convoy reportedly arrived with Vatican license plates,

accompanied by some men wearing stolen British military uniforms and others

dressed as priests.11

Although several U.S. intelligence reports differ about the amount of gold

that arrived in Rome, they agreed on a critical issue: any looted precious metal

that came from Croatia ended eventually with an Ustašan Croatian priest,

Krunoslav Draganović. When Gowen later interviewed Draganović, the priest

admitted that the looted gold convoy had arrived in Rome under the control

of an Ustašan lieutenant colonel.12

During the war Draganović had been a senior official of the Ustašan

commission dedicated to the forced conversion of Serbs.13 In 1943, Pavelić

had dispatched him to Rome as the secretary of San Girolamo. In addition to

being a school for Croatian seminarians, San Girolamo was the center of

Ustašan intelligence operations in Rome.14 Draganović was the highest-

ranking Ustašan cleric in Rome and he was informally liaison to the Vatican.

He cultivated connections with both Italian and Vatican intelligence agents.15



Josip Broz Tito and his communist rebels had come to power in a unified

Yugoslavia a month before the war ended. Without a church-friendly

government in Belgrade, the Vatican appointed Draganović as the Apostolic

Visitator for Pontifical Assistance for Croatians. at made him a Vatican

official who reported directly to Monsignor Giovanni Montini (later Pope Paul

VI) in the Secretary of State’s office.16 Draganović met frequently with

Montini, and the Vatican’s Pontifical Assistance Commission ensured that the

Croatian had plenty of identity papers.17 When Montini learned that Gowen

was snooping around looking for Pavelić and also asking about the

Monsignor’s own connections to Draganović, Montini complained to

Angleton about the nosy American CIC officer. e result was a CIC order by

which Gowen’s team was told “hands off” when it came to Pavelić and the

Croatian priests.18

An American Foreign Service officer privately told Gowen that his probe

was ordered closed because he had “violated Vatican extraterritoriality.”19

(Much later, when Gowen learned that his operation was shut down the same

month that Draganović began helping U.S. intelligence, Gowen came to

believe that Angleton had engineered it all as a favor to Montini).20

Despite that directive, Gowen continued accumulating intelligence. He

eventually concluded that Draganović had turned the Croatian gold and other

loot over to the Vatican Bank, even driving some of it in a convoy to St. Peter’s

Square.21 Before he shut down his probe, Gowen had interviewed not only

Draganović but also half a dozen other top Ustašan officials. e IOR, he

concluded, had accepted the Croatian gold since the church classified it

conveniently as “a contribution from a religious organization,” and then hid its

existence by “convert[ing] this without creating a record.”22

At the same time U.S. intelligence was trying to determine if the Ustašan

gold might still be inside the Vatican, it also was probing whether the church

had received gold of questionable provenance from a prominent Italian family.

Dr. Francesco Saverio Petacci had been Pius XI’s personal physician. Petacci’s

daughter, Clara, was Mussolini’s longtime mistress. And Petacci’s son,

Marcello, was a fascist official who was murdered in 1945 as he tried crossing

into Switzerland with crates of cash (neither the killer nor the money was ever

found). Allied investigators discovered that Marcello had been the middleman



brokering large deals between foreign companies and Mussolini’s fascist state.

e younger Petacci had earned commissions in Spain alone that totaled a then

staggering 50 million pesetas (the 2014 equivalent of $340 million).23 A

substantial amount of gold that Petacci had evidently accumulated was

missing. American investigators followed leads to Spain to see if the family had

moved the gold there, but determined it was “not likely.” Instead, Vincent La

Vista, a senior Rome-based officer in the U.S. Division of Foreign Activity

Correlation, concluded, “if the Petacci family had any vast hoard of gold, it

would have been, and in all probability is, put away for safekeeping in Vatican

City.”24 La Vista directed Operation Safehaven, the ambitious U.S.

multiagency effort to retrieve looted assets. He ran into a solid roadblock of

noncooperation when he tried pushing his inquiry. An informant told him

why: “Petacci had, and still has, very dear and close friends high in the inner

councils of the Vatican. . . . He is personally held in very high regard by

influential personages close to the Holy See.”25 La Vista closed the Petacci

investigation without any resolution about the missing gold.

•  •  •

After the war, the Vatican and its Roman properties served as far more than a

repository for wartime loot. e war was not long over before the church got

swept into the frenzy of its next secular political fight, this one against

communism. If Pius XII had in part stayed silent about Nazi atrocities because

he considered the Germans a bulwark against godless communism, the

unintended consequences of Allied victory fueled his worst fears. On their

march to topple the ird Reich, Stalin’s armies had swept over half of Europe.

Instead of returning to Russia when the war ended, the Soviets stayed put and

replaced the Nazi puppet governments with their own lackeys. e new

regimes took orders from Moscow. e Soviets were in firm control of Catholic

bastions such as Poland, Hungary, Romania, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria. Six

Catholic-dominated nations that had won a temporary independence between

the world wars—Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia, and

Bosnia and Herzegovina—were united under the banner of Yugoslavia and the

iron-fisted rule of its communist leader, Tito. Over time, Pius worried, the



Catholic populations of those countries might lose their faith under the aegis

of atheistic regimes. And Germany itself, the country for which Pius had so

much affection and affinity, was sliced in two. e Soviets occupied the eastern

half.

Stalin had taunted the Pope in 1944 and early 1945 by sentencing a dozen

priests to death and imprisoning hundreds in Siberia. In response to being told

by Churchill that the Vatican opposed Soviet policies, Stalin shrugged and

asked, “How many divisions has the Pope?”26 Pius told Myron Taylor in 1945

that he feared the Russians were infiltrating the Italian army “so it could join

with the Russian army in overtaking all of Europe.”27 (As late as 1947, Pius

and Monsignors Tardini and Montini believed the Soviets were about to

invade northern Italy. ey often asked incredulous American diplomats about

whether there was news of any Russian troop movements and a pending

invasion.)

Italy was home to Europe’s largest postwar communist movement, led by a

charismatic leader who Pius believed was a Soviet agent.28 When Mussolini

had outlawed the Bolsheviks they went underground, and many fought with

the resistance. Italy had paid a price for being on the losing side of the war.

Most ordinary Italians were sick of a system they blamed for creating such a

terrible mess, and were willing at least to consider what the communists

offered. ey were the only political party that had stood firmly against

fascism. Only three months after the end of the war (and six months after

FDR’s death), the OSS intercepted Pius’s order to Father Norbert de Boynes,

the Vicar General of the Jesuits, to dispatch his priests to uncover

“documentary proof of orders given by and financial aid furnished by the

Soviet Union to Italian Communists.”29 Pius watched with alarm as some

Italian Catholics spoke of developing a Christian leftist government.30

Adding to the Vatican’s high agitation, Western Europe was flooded with

millions of refugees. Most were displaced from ravaged Eastern Europe. A

million streamed into Italy alone.31 e Vatican had prepared itself since late

1943 for what it knew would be a human tidal wave.32 Most, as expected,

were innocent civilians forced to abandon their homes in the war’s violent

closing months. Pius gave Monsignor Montini full authority to run the

Pontificia Commissione di Assistenza (Pontifical Commission for Assistance),



which oversaw all the Vatican’s humanitarian efforts. And the Pope appointed

Monsignor Ferdinando Baldelli, Sister Pascalina, and Otto Faller, a German

Jesuit, to help Montini cope with the enormous numbers who clamored for

shelter, food, and other assistance.33

Blending in anonymously in the swarm of refugees were some Nazi

fugitives. Some had either worked in the extermination camps, others had run

the bureaucracy of the Holocaust, and a few were high-ranking officials

responsible for the ird Reich’s ruinous war. ey had shed their military

uniforms, donned civilian clothes, and were frantically trying to avoid the

American and British military police searching for them.34 e Allied Nazi

hunters had no idea then that a handful of Catholic clerics in Rome anxiously

awaited the Nazis. e church provided those fugitives not only a place to

sleep and some food, but something far more valuable: false travel documents

as well as a ticket by boat to a welcoming foreign country.35

Helping fleeing Nazis was not a policy established by Pius XII. e Vatican

became a mandatory postwar stop for many war criminals fleeing Europe for a

hodgepodge of reasons. Some prelates believed that the new communist

regimes—particularly Yugoslavia with its demands for the return of all Ustašan

leaders—were incapable of providing fair trials. Church officials felt that

returning the wanted men was as good as killing them. Others were deluded by

a notion that the fugitives might reunite and rally in a war to drive out the

communists. And still others were fascist sympathizers or even dedicated

National Socialists who wanted to do whatever they could to help the Nazis

escape.36

Since the church had been silent during the Holocaust, on which there was

a flood of grisly evidence since the end of the war, it was reasonable to wonder

if Pius and his advisors felt any moral duty to unequivocally prohibit clerics

from assisting criminals involved in that mass killing. ere was no such

policy. Pius, Montini, and Tardini never uttered a word in opposition to the

priests who helped the fugitives. If the Pope’s silence during the war had

fostered an environment in which otherwise dutiful Catholics could participate

in mass murder and not fear excommunication or eternal damnation, after the

war his approach to Nazi criminals created an atmosphere in which Catholics



were free of any responsibility for the Holocaust. Instead, sympathetic prelates

were emboldened to help murderers evade justice.

Pius stubbornly resisted any effort to apologize for the Vatican’s wartime

inaction (such an apology would not come for nearly fifty years, under Pope

John Paul II).37 He expressed public anger over the convictions of half a dozen

Croatian Catholic priests by the Yugoslav War Crimes Commission.38 e

Pope believed those trials were not about delivering justice for wartime

atrocities but were propaganda intended to embarrass the church. e same

tribunal convicted Bishop Stepinac, but only after he had refused Yugoslavia’s

offer of safe passage to Rome. Pius was so infuriated that he made the

imprisoned Stepinac a cardinal (John Paul II beatified him in 1998, the first

step toward sainthood).39

e Pope’s passion—more than he ever demonstrated over wartime reports

of the massacres of Jews—did not stop with a handful of Croatian Catholic

prelates. He urged the commutation of death sentences for some of the most

notorious Catholic Nazi criminals. U.S. Military Governor of Germany

General Lucius Clay rejected Pius’s personal plea for clemency for SS officer

Otto Ohlendorf, an infamous chief of an Einsatzgruppen (mobile killing)

squad in Russia.40 e Pope’s request for leniency for Obergruppenführer

Arthur Greiser, who earned a reputation as a merciless ethnic cleanser, raised a

fury in Poland, the country where Greiser had been a regional governor. Polish

officials rejected the Pope’s appeal and newspapers condemned the Pontiff’s

“flirtation . . . and defense [of ] Germany.”41 at did not stop Pius from also

asking for clemency for Hans Frank, the lawyer turned Governor General who

oversaw the Holocaust in occupied Poland, as well as Oswald Pohl, one of the

chief administrators for all Nazi concentration camps.42 Despite Pius’s

interventions, all the men were hanged.

e Pope’s clemency appeals encouraged a similar outpouring of pleas from

German priests.43 Cardinal von Faulhaber decried denazification—the Allied

effort to prevent hard-core Nazis from returning to postwar German industry

and politics—as “unnecessary.” Other bishops denounced the Nuremberg trials

as illegal, and even managed to win a commutation of death sentences for

some of the Catholic defendants in the “doctors’ trials,” including the

debauched concentration camp physician Hans Eisele.44 In December 1945,



Bishop Aloisius Muench, the Vatican emissary to the U.S. Military Governor

in Germany, wrote a pastoral letter that compared the Nazi murder of millions

to the Allied rationing of food after the war. Other bishops used their pulpits

to mythologize Catholic resistance to the war and to assure German Catholics

that “collective guilt” was not applicable to Germans and the Holocaust. Pius

thought that if ordinary Germans were burdened with too much guilt over

what happened to the Jews, they might be distracted from concentrating on

the Russian red menace.45

Given this atmosphere, some inside the church felt secure enough to help

the fugitive Nazis by using some of the questionable gold that had arrived at

the Vatican. Part of that gold may have paid for food and board for the

fugitives, fake paperwork, travel money, and sometimes even work in a foreign

safe haven.46 Some money might have even come from the Pope.47 e

Vatican classified large untraceable payments as “information services” to Vilo

Pečnikar, Pavelić’s son-in-law. U.S. intelligence had numerous reports that

Papal payments funded the Croatian escape network, with Franciscan priest

Dominic Mandić acting as the official liaison between the Vatican and the

ratline.48,II In April 1947, the British detained suspected Vatican-ratline

middleman, Croatian General Ante Moskov. He had 3,200 plundered gold

coins and seventy-five diamonds. e Pope personally appealed to the British,

in vain, to release Moskov and fourteen other Ustašan officers.49

Pavelić, the number-one-wanted Croatian, stayed in Rome and evaded a

CIC manhunt for more than two years.50 Even before U.S. authorities ordered

Gowen to stand down in his search, the former Croat leader had moved

between several Vatican-owned properties to avoid detection, including St.

Anselmo’s, a Benedictine seminary, and Santa Sabina, a Dominican basilica.51

Most of the time, however, he was in San Girolamo under Draganović’s

protection.52 By that time, San Girolamo had become a seminary like no

other. All visitors were searched for weapons. Casual callers were questioned

about how they had learned about it. Passwords were required to enter any

locked room.53

A 1947 British Foreign Office report concluded that Pavelić had left San

Girolamo and might instead be living “within Vatican City.”54 Gowen thought

that the Vatican’s protection of Pavelić was so strong that the only way to get



him might be to seize him from the church properties, but the idea of violating

Vatican sovereignty was a nonstarter in Washington.55 e Vatican ended the

debate over what to do about Pavelić in 1947 when it sent him through its

ratline to Argentina. A group of Franciscan priests greeted him on his arrival at

the port of Buenos Aires.56 e former Croatian henchman became a security

advisor to Argentine dictator Juan Perón.57,III

Draganović concentrated on his fellow Croatians. Other clerics helped the

Germans. None was more energetic than Bishop Alois Hudal, the rector of the

Pontificio Santa Maria dell’Anima. e Vatican picked him as the intermediary

with the German ambassador during the 1943 roundup of Rome’s Jews.59

After the war, Hudal dropped his emphasis on all things German, referring to

himself instead as “the Austrian bishop in Rome,” and establishing the Austrian

Liberation Committee.60

Franz Stangl was the commandant of the notorious Sobibor and Treblinka

death camps, where an estimated 1,000,000 to 1,250,000 Jews and Gypsies

were gassed. In the closing days of the war, he had fled westward from Poland

and by the time he reached Austria, “I heard of a Bishop Hudal at the Vatican

in Rome who was helping Catholic SS officers, so that’s where we went.”

Stangl, like many other fleeing Nazis, recalled, “I had no idea how one went

about finding a bishop at the Vatican.”61

While walking across a bridge in Rome, Stangl ran into an SS intelligence

officer whom he knew.

“Are you on the way to Hudal?” asked the SS officer, who was himself on

the run.

A half hour later Stangl was in a room at a nearby rectory. Bishop Hudal

walked in and put out both his hands to welcome him. “You must be Franz

Stangl,” Hudal said in German. “I was expecting you.”62

Hudal put Stangl at the Germanikum, a Jesuit hostel for German

theological students. He remained there until his Red Cross passport arrived,

at which time Hudal gave him some money and sent him packing to Syria.

Not far behind Stangl was another Sobibor death camp commandant, Gustav

Wagner, “e Beast.” He had earned a dreaded reputation for his extreme

sadism. (Stangl was captured in Brazil in 1967 and died in a West German

prison of a heart attack in 1971. Hudal sent Wagner to Brazil, where he was



arrested in 1978. A Brazilian court freed him, ruling that the German

extradition request had “inaccuracies.”63 In October 1980, he was found dead

in his São Paulo apartment with a knife in his chest. Wagner’s attorney said it

was a suicide, which Brazilian authorities accepted, but many suspected

revenge by Nazi hunters.64)

Hudal relied on several German-affiliated seminaries and rectories to house

the crowd of Nazis. Some of the fugitives arrived disguised as monks.65 As

recounted by Stangl, every day they were woken at dawn and had to leave their

safe houses. ey got daily meal tickets for lunch at a kitchen run by nuns.

And their only instruction was not to draw any attention to themselves until

they returned each evening.66

SS Standartenführer Walter Rauff, who engineered the mobile gas vans that

killed 97,000 Jews before the Nazis developed more efficient gas chambers,

played OSS and church cards to escape justice. Rauff had represented the SS in

secret 1944 negotiations (Operation Sunrise) with Dulles’s OSS and the

Wehrmacht to ensure that the German surrender in Italy would be orderly and

not marked by victor’s vengeance. When U.S. counterintelligence detained

him after the war in northern Italy, Rauff threw about Dulles’s name as if it

alone would set him free. But his CIC investigators were unimpressed. e

chief of the CIC concluded Rauff was “most uncooperative during

interrogation . . . his contempt and everlasting malice toward the Allies [is] but

lightly concealed. [Rauff] is considered a menace if ever set free, and failing

actual elimination, is recommended for lifelong internment.”67 Rauff escaped.

He later boasted, “I was helped by a Catholic priest to go to Rome.”68 Some

historians believe Angleton sprang Rauff, through S-Force Verona, a joint

American-British elite counterintelligence cell based in Italy.69 Once free Rauff

went underground, relying on Hudal’s protection, and stayed ahead of his

pursuers through the “convents of the Holy See” before fleeing for Syria.70 In

Syria, he served as an intelligence advisor to the country’s military dictator.

(Rauff ended up in Chile as an unofficial advisor to strongman Augusto

Pinochet. He died there in 1984.)

Father Anton Weber, a Palatine priest in the St. Raphael Society, worked

with Hudal. He processed the paperwork for Adolf Eichmann, the SS officer in

charge of all the trains that carried Jews to Poland’s extermination centers.



While Weber prepared the paperwork, Eichmann was sheltered at a monastery

under the jurisdiction of Genoa’s Archbishop Giuseppe Siri.71

During the war, Pius had charged Weber with responsibility for saving

Rome’s baptized Jews. He estimated that of the twenty thousand Jews in

wartime Rome, about three thousand were baptized. e Vatican saved only

two to three hundred.72 In contrast, after the war, Weber, Hudal, and others

saved many more Nazis.73 When confronted decades later by a journalist,

Weber admitted the difference was that he tried to filter out the Jews who

pretended to be converts. He did not even do a cursory exam to spot the

Nazis. “ey [Jews] were all claiming to be Catholics. . . . I made them recite

the Lord’s Prayer, and the Ave Maria; that proved in a hurry who was genuine

and who wasn’t.”74 As for the fugitives he helped, “We really didn’t know the

people we aided. At least, we knew nothing beyond what they themselves told

us. . . . How on earth could I know that he was someone else?”75

“It was curious that Catholic priests kept helping me on my journey,”

Eichmann recalled years later. “ey helped me without asking any

questions.”76,IV

Were priests such as Draganović, Hudal, and Weber lone wolves who took

advantage of the Vatican’s humanitarian postwar bureaucracy and abused it for

their own perverted motivations, or did the church’s effort to save war

criminals proceed with the blessing of its highest officials, including Pius?

Draganović was in fact aided by some of the church’s top prelates. His

benefactors included Monsignor Montini and Cardinal Angelo dell’Acqua, in

the Secretariat of State; Cardinal Pietro Fumasoni-Biondi, who ran the

Vatican’s intelligence service as Prefect of the Congregazione de Propaganda

Fide; and Genoa’s powerful Archbishop Giuseppe Siri, an avid anticommunist

who considered the Ustašans reliable allies in the fight against bolshevism.

ose clerics, as did Pius, embraced the prospect that one day a revived Ustaša

might topple Tito and return Catholicism to power in Croatia.78

From 1945 to 1947, while Draganović ran his ratline, Pius and his

Secretary of State’s office peppered the Allies to reclassify detained Ustašans

from their status as hostile prisoners of war to something more benign. e

church hoped that a milder classification might result in their freedom or at

least prevent their extradition to Tito’s Yugoslavia.79 At Draganović’s urging,



Pius appealed to release some Croatians from a POW camp under British

control. e British Foreign Office bristled at the Vatican’s interference and

rejected the church’s request.80

In January 1947, Yugoslavia insisted the British arrest five ranking Croatian

fugitives hiding in the Pontifical Institute of Oriental Studies. Although the

institute was outside the territorial walls of Vatican City, Article 16 of the 1929

Lateran Treaty specifically gave it full extraterritoriality.81 In a flurry of urgent

cables, the British debated what to do. “We would arrest and surrender these

men if they were anywhere else in Italy than the Vatican,” wrote one Foreign

Office official.82 Having spent the war inside the Vatican, British envoy Sir

D’Arcy Osborne knew the Pope and top clerics as well as any other Western

diplomat. He knew that Pius would be outraged at any hint of infringing on

the church’s territorial status. Osborne convinced the Yugoslavians to ask the

Vatican directly for the men’s extradition. He also tried to persuade the church

that the British had “no doubt” about the guilt of the five men, and warned

that should Pius refuse to return the Croatians it would reinforce a growing

international perception that Vatican officials were the “deliberate protectors of

Hitler’s and Mussolini’s ex-minions.”83 Papal officials ignored the Yugoslavian

extradition requests.

Monsignor Tardini tried placating the Allies. He told Osborne, “the Pope

had recently issued strict orders to all ecclesiastical institutions in Rome that

they were not to entertain guests, i.e. harbour fugitives, without higher

authority.”84 Instead of soothing the Allies’ irritation, Tardini’s response

prompted concerns that the micromanaging Pius might have taken personal

control of which fugitives received safe haven.

“I do not believe for a moment,” wrote Osborne to the Foreign Office, “that

the Pope would give the order for their surrender.”85

ree weeks later when Tardini again met with Osborne, he informed the

British envoy that there was nothing the church could do. He claimed the five

wanted Ustašans were no longer at the Pontifical Institute. A frustrated

Osborne addressed Yugoslavian complaints that Draganović—with the

assistance of Monsignor Montini’s Pontifical Commission of Assistance—was

flagrantly using the San Girolamo seminary as a way station to send war

criminals to Argentina.86



Tardini was nonplussed. Monsignor Montini’s Pontifical Commission had

“nothing to do with the Secretariat of State” so unfortunately the monsignor

could be of no assistance.87

Beyond the Ustašan criminals, did the Pope know about Hudal’s energetic

work to save Nazis? Decades later, when the revelations about Hudal’s ratline

came tumbling out in declassified government files, the Vatican tried

distancing Pius from Hudal.

ere is no question that Hudal and Pius knew each other from when Pius

was the Nuncio to Germany. Pius performed the celebratory Mass to mark

Hudal’s appointment as a bishop in 1933. One cleric dates their friendship as

far back as 1924 when the two were at a Vatican celebration for the Austrian

ambassador.88 Pius’s key German advisors—Father Robert Leiber, Augustin

Bea, and Monsignor Bruno Wüstenberg—were unquestionably friends with

Hudal.

Still, Pius’s defenders say there is no evidence that Hudal ever told the Pope

about the ratline. In 1977, in its only public statement on the matter, a deputy

spokesman for the Vatican said about Hudal, “Generally the Vatican leaves this

problem to the historians, because much time has passed and it’s difficult to say

what happened.”89

It is uncontested that the indefatigable Monsignor Montini, who met with

the Pontiff daily about all refugees’ matters, supervised Hudal.90 According to

contemporaneous U.S. intelligence, Hudal gave “large compensation” to

Draganović, further evidence the ratlines the two men ran symbiotically used

many of the same sources for obtaining Red Cross passports, arranging travel,

and even setting up jobs in safe haven countries.91

In 1947, when Eva Perón, the wife of Argentina’s Juan Perón, arrived in

Rome as part of a European tour, Pius XII gave her a state reception. “Evita”

also met with Bishop Hudal, and with Draganović at a reception hosted by the

Italian government at the Rome Golf Club. An informant later reported to

CIC officer William Gowen that Draganović and Perón discussed visas and

Croatian emigration to Argentina.92 Buenos Aires was the port of choice for

war criminals processed through both ratlines. U.S. intelligence had concluded

that Buenos Aires’s archbishop, Antonio Caggiano—a close Perón ally—was a



conduit between the Italian escape networks and the South American

church.93

e same year as the Perón visit, American counterintelligence concluded

that the Vatican as an institution—not merely as a group of scattered, rogue

clerics—was helping high-ranking Nazis escape justice.94 e report singled

out Hudal, named twenty-one Vatican relief organizations suspected of

assisting fugitives, and even exposed how easy it was for them to get fake travel

papers. at explosive document kicked off a heated debate inside the U.S.

State Department about how best to respond.95

Unknown to State Department officials, by the time of that classified

report, the Cold Warriors in charge of U.S. and British intelligence had struck

a secret deal with the church to share its ratlines.96 e Americans and British

were racing against the Soviets to scoop up the best Nazi intelligence agents

and rocket scientists.97 e partnership with the Vatican worked well. SS

officer Klaus Barbie—nicknamed the “Butcher of Lyon”—gave the British and

Americans crucial information about the network of informants he had

developed in occupied France. Once they had what they needed, the OSS

handed Barbie over to Draganović at a Genoa railway station and paid the

Croatian priest to get Barbie to South America.98 By putting Barbie and others

into the Vatican’s ratline, the intelligence services created an additional layer of

deniability for their own postwar utilization of the Nazis. And the church

benefited. Both British and American intelligence promised to protect the

Vatican in case any other Allied government division started an investigation.

e OSS, for instance, ensured that the report like the one that arrived at the

State Department was shelved. And it kept from the diplomats any knowledge

of Bishop Hudal’s 1948 request to Juan Perón for five thousand visas for “anti-

Bolshevik” German soldiers.99 e CIA picked up the costs for running

Draganović’s ratline through 1951.100

Pius’s obsession with communism made the Vatican a predictable Cold War

ally. In men like Winston Churchill, Harry Truman, J. Edgar Hoover, and the

Dulles brothers, Pius XII found that the British and American leadership

embraced his anticommunist worldview.101 Pius printed and distributed copies

of Churchill’s 1946 Iron Curtain speech. e Pope used the same hard-line

rhetoric during some of his own talks to the faithful, referring to Catholics as



“soldiers prepared for battle” with international communism.102 In June 1947,

the U.S. announced the Marshall Plan, the massive American financial

commitment to rebuild Europe. e Soviets condemned it as a blatant attempt

to spread U.S. hegemony over Western Europe. e Vatican’s support was

unqualified.103 No one but a handful of insiders knew that hidden inside the

Marshall Plan was what New York’s Cardinal Spellman dubbed “black

currency,” covert funds—some of which came from captured Nazi assets—to

help the church offset anything it spent to help defeat the communists in the

Italian national elections set for 1948.104

e dominant role the United States played in the Allied victory tilted the

political balance of power away from Europe and toward America. A similar

dynamic played out inside the church. e Vatican’s core theological and

political conservatives aligned themselves with America. Church leaders

believed that the U.S. shared Christian values and that the war victory

confirmed a new American century. e American branch of the church had

an unparalleled fundraising capability. It raised more donations for the Pope

than the next dozen countries combined. Preeminent among the U.S. prelates

was New York’s Cardinal Spellman. Friendly with almost every key U.S.

political power broker, Spellman was anticommunist and worked hard to

arrange support among U.S. institutions for the church’s covert role in the first

postwar Italian balloting. Upon returning from a visit to Rome, Spellman

shared with friends that Pius was “extremely worried about the election results,

and in fact had little hope of a success for anti-Communist parties.”105 e

Curia dreaded a “disastrous failure at the polls which will put Italy behind the

Iron Curtain,” noted a Vatican emissary, Bishop James Griffiths.106

In the year leading up to Italy’s elections, Pius and President Harry Truman

exchanged a series of letters, some of which leaked to the press before the

election. ose letters cemented the Washington-Vatican alliance. Over

domestic Protestant protests, Truman dispatched Myron Taylor back to the

Vatican as the President’s personal representative. And Spellman—mocked as

“the American Pope” by some Italian clerics—arranged a series of fall visits to

the Vatican for eighteen U.S. senators and forty-eight congressmen.107 Some

Vatican diplomats, such as France’s Jacques Maritain, resigned, protesting that



Pius’s obsession with communism and his alignment with the United States

had made him far too partisan.

Pius ignored that critique as well as the Lateran Pacts’ prohibition against

the church being involved in politics. He hoped that the relationships formed

then put into play elements that would safeguard the Vatican for decades to

come. If the communists won the election, Pius had decided to emulate Pius

IX and become a prisoner Pope, never venturing outside Vatican City so long

as the reds were in power.108

e church revived Catholic Action—the lay social organization that

Mussolini had shuttered—and it organized Italian voters across the country.

e CIA sent in millions in covert aid and used the fear inside the Vatican to

cement a firmer relationship with the ranking prelates who ran the city-

state.109,V James Angleton, William Colby, and a support team (the Special

Procedures Group) handpicked by Allen Dulles, orchestrated a campaign that

mixed together propaganda and political sabotage (the lessons learned in that

election became the template for helping handpicked candidates win in other

countries).111 With some of the U.S. money, Monsignor Montini directed a

campaign slush fund through the Vatican Bank.112 And the Vatican

encouraged priests to condemn bolshevism from their pulpits and to remind

worshippers that Catholicism and communism were incompatible. e Pope

even gave a remarkably partisan pre-election speech, calling the vote “the great

hour of Christian conscience.”113

It marked the church’s greatest role in secular politics since the mid-

nineteenth century when it controlled the Papal States.114 In April 1948, 90

percent of eligible Italians went to the polls.115 e Pope had backed the right

side. e conservative Christian Democrats crushed the left-wing Popular

Democratic Front.116

e new Prime Minister, Alcide De Gasperi, an antifascist who had hidden

inside the Vatican during the war while working as a librarian, embraced the

country’s concordat with the church.117 e communists had vowed to

repudiate all the church’s special treatment. De Gasperi reaffirmed Mussolini’s

financial pact with the Vatican, including its tax-free status and complete

independence from any Italian scrutiny regarding its financial affairs.



In May 1949, Look asked Spellman to write a cover story titled “e Pope’s

War on Communism.” He wrote that Pius had “embarked on a spiritual

crusade against the atheistic philosophies of Communist Russia. . . . [the

Pope’s] armies are the God-loving peoples of the earth.”118 Two months later,

Pius announced that he would excommunicate any Catholic who “defend[ed]

and spread the materialistic and anti-Christian doctrine of Communism.” e

church’s harshest punishment now applied to anyone who even read

communist newspapers or literature. e Holy See insisted the notice be

posted in churches worldwide.119 Other Vatican officials followed Pius’s lead.

Cardinal Tisserant decreed that communists could no longer receive Christian

burials. And the cardinals of Milan and Palermo banned communists from

confession or receiving absolution. In contrast to Pius’s laissez-faire attitude

during the war, when it came to whether Catholicism was incompatible with

Nazi Party membership, in the postwar the Pope was unequivocal: it was not

possible to be a Catholic and a communist.

I. When a U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) agent later questioned Pavelić, the Croatian
leader admitted the British had detained him and his gang when they had crossed into Austria. e
British threatened to turn them over to the new Yugoslavian communist government, where the gang was
wanted for war crimes. Instead, Pavelić claimed they were set free after turning over two truckloads of
gold to the British soldiers. e CIC officer thought Pavelić was lying to hide “where this money was.”
ere was also some suspicion inside the CIC that Angleton might have been the author of that Pavelić
“admission,” to hide the real trail of the money.6

II. Ratline is a sixteenth-century nautical word referring to crude ladders on the sides of ships made from
strips of rope. Sailors on sinking ships climbed down the ratlines in the hope of reaching a lifeboat. As
used in reference to World War II, it refers to the last escape routes for the Nazis.

III. Pavelić was badly wounded in a 1957 assassination attempt in Buenos Aires, and died from
complications from his wounds two years later in the German Hospital in Madrid, Spain. As for
Draganović, he stunned everyone by turning up at a Belgrade press conference in 1967 and praising
Tito’s communist government. He lived there until his 1983 death. e debate over whether he
voluntarily defected, or had possibly always been a communist double agent, or even whether he was
kidnapped by Yugoslavian intelligence, remains heated among historians.58

IV. Weber and other clerical helpers for Hudal did sometimes baptize Protestant SS fugitives as
Catholics. Although that was in violation of canon law, the priests liked that the men they saved were
now members of the Roman church.77

V. During the run-up to the 1948 election, the CIA laid the groundwork for its alliance with
Intermarium (Between the Seas), a strong Catholic lay organization composed primarily of Eastern



European exiles. At least half a dozen of Intermarium’s chief officers were later identified as former Nazi
collaborators. Draganović was the Croatian representative on its ruling council. With the help of the
CIA, Intermarium morphed into Radio Free Europe. MI6, the British equivalent of the CIA, funneled
money through the Vatican Bank to a related anticommunist group, the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of
Nations.110
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“He’s No Pope”

As Draganović and Hudal ran the Vatican ratlines and Pius and his cardinals

waged war on communism, Nogara fine-tuned the IOR. e church was

poised to benefit from the emerging new order of the Cold War. Many of

Nogara’s worst fears had been realized by the ravaged conditions in postwar

Europe. Industrial production had plummeted. Unemployment had soared.

ere were more than eight million displaced persons.1 A quarter of all

German urban housing was destroyed, and the country’s gross domestic

product had dropped off by an astonishing 70 percent.2

e 1948 Christian Democrat election victory did lift Nogara’s mood since

it put a stop to the communist threat to nationalize many industries. at

would have wiped out huge Vatican investments and committed leftists would

have replaced the church’s proxies on the boards of major firms.3 Although

Nogara was confident the IOR could have survived nationalization, he knew it

would have resulted in stunning short-term losses.

Nogara turned seventy-eight a couple of months after the election. at his

health was good and mind sharp had not prevented him from preparing for

the day he was no longer at the Vatican. He had assembled a small team of

trusted clerics and laymen. Monsignor Alberto di Jorio had worked with him

longer than any other cleric. Di Jorio was the secretary to the IOR’s three-

cardinal oversight commission (which did little more than review annually a

single-page summary of the bank’s activities).4 Its chief was Nicola Canali, one

of the prelates who had investigated Nogara when Pius XII first became Pope.

Canali was also tasked with oversight of the Special Administration,

responsible for the property the church received from the Lateran Pacts.

Unofficially called the Minister of Finances, he was an adept Curia politician.5

Nogara liked Canali because he was a strict disciplinarian. Bernardino felt he

would ensure that the IOR and Special Administration never veered far from

their profitable course.6 Nogara did not, however, pin his hope for the future

of Vatican finances on the clerics. He put his faith in a handful of younger

laymen.



Papal Count Carlo Pacelli was one of three of Pius XII’s nephews at the

Vatican. He was the city-state’s General Counsel. During the war Nogara had

relied on him for nuanced advice about the IOR’s international deals.7 Not

only did Pacelli have Bernardino’s ear, but he was one of the few lay officials

with whom the Pope met regularly.8

Nogara had personally asked Massimo Spada to join the Vatican’s financial

department in 1929. Spada, who was then a stockbroker, had never heard of

the Administration of the Works of Religion. Nogara told him it acted as a

quasi-bank in administering the deposits of religious institutes and

ecclesiastical charities.9 at was enough for Spada, whose pedigree was

sterling. His great-grandfather had been the private banker to a leading Black

Noble, Prince di Civitella-Cesi Torlonia. Spada’s grandfather was a Bank of

Italy director, and his father had been the chief of a foreign exchange agency

that did business with the church. With his trademark charcoal gray double-

breasted suits and high-waisted trousers, Spada was a familiar sight around the

Vatican. He had become a favorite of senior prelates after he led the fight to

fend off an unfriendly takeover of the IOR-controlled Banca Cattolica del

Veneto.10 By the end of the war, he was the IOR’s Administrative Secretary, the

highest ranking layman behind Nogara.11

Luigi Mennini, the father of fourteen children, was a savvy private banker

whom Nogara had also asked to work at the IOR.12 He had become Spada’s

most trusted advisor.13 Raffaele Quadrani, who had spent a couple of years at

banks in Paris and London, was another early hire by Nogara. Bernardino’s

brother, Bartolomeo, the director of the Vatican Museum, had recommended

him.14

Geneva-based Credit Suisse banker Henri de Maillardoz was another of the

first foreign bankers Nogara had trusted with church investments.15 e

urbane and aloof Maillardoz had known Nogara since 1925.16 He was

responsible for the decision to consolidate some of the church’s European gold

reserves at his former employer Credit Suisse. When Nogara battled the Allies

over their blacklisting of Sudameris, he dispatched Maillardoz to Washington

in November 1942 to appeal to Treasury officials.17 By the end of the war, Pius

had given him an honorary noble rank, Marquis, and he had become the

Secretary to the Special Administration and a special consultant to



Bernardino.18 Maillardoz was the banker whose visit to the Vatican in the early

1930s caused alarm for Cardinal Domenico Tardini. Tardini had feared that

the mere presence of a Swiss banker presaged that Nogara was about to engage

in prohibited financial speculation.19

e battles over the permissible scope of Nogara’s work were now distant

memories. ere were few restraints on where to invest except any that the

IOR might place on itself. Nogara and his team knew the Balkans and Eastern

Europe were off-limits so long as Soviet puppet governments controlled them.

Western Europe—cloaked under the American nuclear umbrella—was as safe

as it had ever been. But they reached a consensus that the best investment was

into the country they knew best—Italy. In light of the Christian Democrat

victory, and the country’s firm alliance with America, they concluded it was a

rare opportunity. Italy, without doubt, was in the same poor state as the rest of

Europe, mired in recession, inflation, and unemployment. But the Vatican

team was confident that the Marshall Plan’s massive influx of billions would

fuel a reconstruction boom and kick-start the stagnant economy. Many good

Italian companies were available at fire-sale prices, their stock prices having

been battered.

Nogara’s first significant postwar investments were in the construction

industry, which he thought would be first to rebound since ravaged cities and

demolished infrastructure needed rebuilding. In 1949, the church bought 15

percent of Società Generale Immobiliare (SGI), one of the country’s oldest

construction and real estate holding companies (it would acquire a controlling

share over several years).20 e IOR next took a stake in an ailing cement

maker, Italcementi.21

Widespread hunger coupled with agricultural disruptions had led to food

shortages and dramatic spikes in the prices of basic commodities. e Vatican

invested in the food processing and farming industries.22 Nogara became

chairman of one of Italy’s largest agrarian societies and the church bought

stakes in expansive communes and four dominant agricultural companies. e

communists would later charge that the church had a monopoly control of

fertilizer and had used it to exploit Italy’s farmers and reap outsized profits.23

e IOR expanded beyond those sectors with investments in Italian blue-

chip companies, including Italgas (natural gas), Società Finanziaria Telefonica



(telecommunications), Finelettrica (electric utility), Finmeccanica (defense

contractor), and Montecatini (chemicals).24 Nogara also scooped up four

failing textile companies at bargain prices (Volpi, from his Swiss exile in 1947,

had recommended the companies to Monsignor di Jorio as good long-term

prospects).25 Nogara merged the four companies into a new firm, SNIA

Viscosa.26

Confident that any recovery would include the financial sector, Nogara’s

team went on a buying binge of Italian banks. By 1950 the IOR owned a share

or had a majority interest in seventy-nine of the country’s banks, ranging from

enormous holding companies like the Allied-backed Mediobanca to small

regional credit unions.27 No other investor owned a more significant postwar

share in Italian finance than the church. Some of Nogara’s investments, such as

Italcementi, turned into additional equity in the financial sector as it formed

its own holding company and acquired banks starting in the 1960s.

But Nogara wanted more than investments.28 He also sought a say in how

the companies were run. Sizable investments were conditioned on obtaining at

least one seat on the board of directors. Enrico Galeazzi (later a Papal Count)

was the Vatican’s chief architect, a close friend of Cardinal Spellman, and part

of Pius XII’s kitchen cabinet. Nogara tapped Galeazzi to be one of the Vatican’s

directors at SGI, the Bank of Rome, Credito Italiano, and insurance giant

RAS. Marcantonio Pacelli, another Pius XII nephew, was on the board of

many companies, including SGI. Giulio Pacelli, yet another nephew, was also

on numerous boards, including Italgas and BCI bank. Carlo Presenti, president

of two important banks, became the church’s director at Italcementi. And in

return, Presenti picked Massimo Spada to be a director and vice president for

his banks. Nogara asked to be a director on those companies he either

considered challenging turnaround candidates or those with which he had long

relationships, among them chemical giant Montecatini, hydroelectric

conglomerate SIP, real estate consortium Generale Immobiliare, and the water

pipeline supplier, Società Italiana per Condotte d’Acqua.29 ose placements

on top corporate boards meant the Vatican played a historic role in commercial

businesses that would have been unthinkable just a few decades earlier.

By 1950, Spada was emblematic of the tangled relationship between the

Vatican and Italy’s private sector. He was a chairman or director of more than



thirty companies, including insurance giants Generali and RAS (the Vatican

had reinvested in both), Banco di Roma, Mediobanca, Finelettrica,

Italmobiliare, Finmeccanica, and Italcementi.30 “e Italian stock market is

controlled by about 20 financial companies of such interwoven ownership that

their directors answer mainly to themselves,” noted Time in a story about

Italy’s incestuous finances.31,I

e guessing game at the Vatican was which of the men who had worked

for Nogara would succeed him. Before the war, there had been widespread

speculation that the House of Morgan’s Giovanni Fummi would be his

replacement. e patrician Fummi had represented Volpi, the Vatican, and

most of Italy’s aristocrats. But Nogara had lived long enough that Fummi, only

a year younger, was now himself too old.

Laying the groundwork for his eventual successor, starting in the early

1950s, Nogara formed a trust of Catholic financial advisors. e new

consultants were informally dubbed uomini di �ducia, men of confidence.33

Popes had long used Black Nobles to assist them in business. Bernardino had

for decades relied on his own close circle of confidants, men like Fummi and

Volpi, trusted advisors and sometimes partners. Nogara envisioned that the

men of confidence would meld the best traits from the Black Nobles and his

own clique of advisors. He decreed they should be top bankers or financiers,

selected for their loyalty and ability. And he thought it important that they did

not work for the church, hoping their independence might free them of the

stifling Curia bureaucracy and crippling power wars. Nogara’s first selections

were two of Pius’s nephews, Giulio and Marcantonio Pacelli.34

Despite his advanced age and a promise to curtail his workload, Nogara was

still a director or managing director at a dozen of Italy’s largest companies.35

And when challenged inside the Curia by another power broker, he

demonstrated he was adept at protecting his turf. In 1953, he clashed with

Monsignor Giovanni Montini.36 e two had tangled since the war. Montini

had lobbied Pius to get the Vatican Bank—the only accessible source of foreign

currency—to aid his huge refugee efforts.37 Bernardino did not like the IOR

playing a passive role in programs over which it did not have full control. Now,

decades later, what had been a simmering enmity broke into the open.

Montini complained to colleagues that it was an error to allow a layman—even



such a talented one—to gain so much power. And he asked why Nogara did

not just concentrate on the IOR and his Special Administration instead of

meddling elsewhere in the Curia. e monsignor also charged that the rising

stature of Pius’s nephews, under Nogara’s sponsorship, smacked of nepotism.38

Nogara, and others—chiefly Sister Pascalina—who were not fans of

Montini, made their rebuttal directly to Pius.39 In a 1953 consistory, the Pope

appointed twenty-one new cardinals.40 Montini was on everyone’s shortlist.

But Pius stunned Vaticanologists by not giving Montini a red hat.41 And the

following year, the Pope settled the increasing backbiting between Montini and

Nogara by elevating Montini as an archbishop and dispatching him to run

Milan. Since Milan was the largest archdiocese in Italy, a cardinal was

traditionally in charge.42 e slight was clear. e seventy-eight-year-old Pope

had ensured that Montini would not be his successor.43

In 1954, the same year Montini was sent to Milan, Nogara selected Henri

de Maillardoz as the IOR’s Delegato.44 It was the position that only Nogara

had held since the bank’s 1942 inception. Maillardoz, who had in his private

career overseen Credit Suisse’s industrial portfolio, felt at home in his new role.

Bernardino remained at the Vatican during the transition. It took two years,

until 1956, before Nogara felt his hand-selected team was ready to move

forward. He retired at the age of eighty-six, but reminded his colleagues that he

lived in a nearby Vatican-owned home and would be pleased to consult.45

During his twenty-seven-year tenure Nogara had revolutionized the world

of Vatican finances. With the full backing of two Popes, he had successively

defeated the entrenched Curia traditionalists and transformed the church from

a primitive financial institution into a savvy international holding company

with its own central bank. By the time of his departure, the intense arguments

about whether the Bible prevented the church from playing any role in

financial speculation seemed archaic. Nogara’s Special Administration was as

capitalist as any Wall Street investment bank. In the eleven years since the end

of World War II, his postwar concentration in Italian industry had proven an

inspired investment. SNIA Viscosa was now Italy’s largest and most profitable

textile company. SGI had become an international conglomerate with gigantic

construction projects on five continents, and had taken ownership interests in

dozens of related companies. Montecatini had tripled in size and expanded



into electric power and pharmaceuticals. Italgas had gone from a small regional

utility to the country’s largest natural gas provider.46

Nogara had also tended to his two sons, Paolo and Giovanni. Paolo was the

chairman of two Vatican-owned companies, the Montefluoro mining firm, and

later Ceramica Pozzi, a ceramics firm.47 Giovanni ran an IOR-controlled

metals firm, Pertusola, and was a director of the Tarvisio travel conglomerate.48

Like his father, Giovanni was an engineer and also served as the director

general of the mining company, Predil, in which the IOR had also invested.49

e eighty-year-old Pius was himself frail by the time of Nogara’s departure.

Pius had never seemed robust so it was sometimes difficult to be certain

whether the Pontiff was as sick as he appeared. A bad gastrointestinal infection

—“constant vomiting and nausea,” recalled Sister Pascalina—over the

Christmas holidays in 1954 had taken its toll.50 Now Vaticanologists debated

the state of his health. Ricardo Galeazzi-Lisi, an eye specialist, had been Pius’s

chief physician since 1939. He was the doctor Pius trusted to examine the

“bones of St. Peter” in 1942. Aside from Pascalina, many insiders were wary of

Galeazzi-Lisi and his self-made tonics and herbal remedies.51 His botched

treatment of Pius’s gum problems with chromic acid—used in tanning hides—

led to esophageal complications that now plagued the Pope with chronic

hiccups.52,II And it was Galeazzi-Lisi, and Pascalina, who had vouched for Paul

Niehans, a Swiss physician who administered “living cell therapy,” injections

that consisted of chopped fetuses from freshly slaughtered ewes. Many in the

Vatican did not like that Niehans was an ordained Protestant minister, and

traditionalists objected to his use of animal fetuses for his injectable tonic. But

Pius liked him and dismissed accounts that some Niehans patients had suffered

seizures after the injections. Pius even appointed him to the prestigious

Pontifical Academy of Sciences.54 During one particularly bad bout of

sickness, Pius asked Niehans: “Tell me the truth, do you seriously believe that I

shall recover completely and be able to fulfill my duties fully? If not, I shall not

hesitate to resign.” Niehans assured Pius he would get better.55 It was not until

1955, after Pius almost died from an infection, that two Italian doctors

gathered enough evidence challenging Niehans’s claims and safety record to

convince Pius to bar him from further visiting the Vatican.56 But as his health



worsened, Pius changed his mind, and by 1958 Niehans had returned to the

Pope’s private chambers.57

Pius now said he “was ready to go to heaven.”58 Italian newspapers added to

the sense that something was amiss when they reported about Pius’s self-

described hallucinations. In one he saw a Fatima-like replica of the sun

spinning in the sky, and in another Jesus appeared in his bedroom to assure

him that his reign was not yet over.59 e declaration to have seen the Son of

God was the first by a Pope in a thousand years.60 Some skeptics thought by

claiming divine visions, Pius was campaigning for his posthumous ascent to

sainthood. Others thought it was further evidence that illness and age had

taken their toll.

e laymen who had inherited the IOR and Special Administration steered

clear of any backroom chatter about the Pope. ey knew that whatever the

state of Pius’s health, given his advanced age it was only a matter of time until

there was a new Pope. Since most of them had never worked under any other

Pontiff, that prospect alone created considerable angst.61

Despite all the grim speculation about Pius’s health, many insiders were still

surprised and saddened when they learned that the Pope had suffered a massive

stroke on October 6, 1958. His shortcomings and peculiarities aside, he had

led the church through difficult times. During his nineteen-year reign, he had

promoted the Papacy as a position of unrivaled central power, a divine

monarch who was a throwback to the boldest Popes from earlier generations.

ree days after his stroke, the Pontiff died of what the Vatican called a

“circulatory phenomenon.”62

e conclave that began gathering was different from the one that had

elected Pius in 1939. Pacelli had then been the odds-on favorite. e vote that

made him Pope was the fastest in three hundred years. ere was no

frontrunner now. And much to the consternation of the Vatican, the press for

the first time speculated about the conclave as if it were a secular political

campaign. Even Spellman was mentioned as a leading candidate. He had no

chance. He had far too many enemies in the Curia, who coined Spellmanism to

refer to a condition in which someone had too large an ego and too obvious an

ambition.63



Once the conclave began, the eighty cardinals—twenty-nine of whom were

Italian—split into ideological camps. Pius’s successors were the conservatives,

strong anticommunists and authoritarians who believed in an all-powerful

Papacy. ey coalesced around Genoa’s Cardinal Giuseppe Siri, the prelate

whose archdiocese was where the Croatian priest Draganović had run one of

his ratlines. e progressives wanted to reduce the church’s partisan Cold War

role and were amenable to some modernist reforms. ey were split among

several candidates, with Bologna’s Cardinal Giacomo Lercaro having the

seeming momentum.64

e divisions among the cardinals became evident to the crowds packing St.

Peter’s Square. Over three days, black smoke—indicating no Pope had been

selected—poured ten times from the smokestack erected over their meeting

hall. White smoke followed on the eleventh ballot. e divided conclave’s

compromise? Venetian Patriarch Angelo Roncalli, one month shy of his

seventy-seventh birthday.65 No one over seventy had been selected Pope in

more than two hundred years.66 ey had coalesced around him as a short-

term caretaker.

e congenial, pudgy Roncalli was the physical antithesis to his reserved

and isolated predecessor. Although Roncalli had been on no one’s shortlist, he

believed he was a serious contender. When his election was announced inside

the conclave, he pulled from the pocket of his vestment a long acceptance

speech he had written in Latin.67 As for his Papal name, he surprised his

colleagues by announcing without any hesitation it would be John, a name all

Popes had avoided since the last John had been a divisive antipope in 1410

(Roncalli was fond of it because it was the name of the parish church in which

he was baptized).68

In the first twenty-four hours of his Papacy Roncalli demonstrated that he

did not intend to be a caretaker only. At the end of the conclave he had placed

the red hat on Monsignor Alberto di Jorio, the chief prelate responsible for the

IOR. Di Jorio had been the conclave’s secretary, and by elevating him to

cardinal, Roncalli reinstated the practice that two Popes had abandoned. And

no sooner had he donned his Papal vestments than he announced that

Monsignor Domenico Tardini would be his Secretary of State, filling a

position left open by Pius for fourteen years.69



Roncalli was the third of thirteen children—the eldest son—from a poor

sharecropper family in the northern Italian village of Sotto Il Monte. His

parents enrolled him in a local seminary when he was only eleven. A priest

added some prestige to a family. It also meant one fewer mouth to feed. At

nineteen, he won a scholarship to study at Rome’s Accademia dei Nobili, a

seminary that was a recruiting ground for the Curia. e Bishop of Bergamo

picked him to be his personal secretary, a ten-year period that was broken

when Roncalli was drafted as a chaplain into the Italian army during World

War I. By 1925, Pius XI appointed him an archbishop and he got the first of

his assignments, to Turkey, as a Nuncio. Greece and France followed.III

When it came to World War II and the question of the Holocaust, he was

different from his predecessor. Roncalli had so often urged Secretary of State

Maglione to convince the Pope to speak out about the Nazi atrocities that

Maglione complained to his colleagues in Rome about Roncalli’s persistence.71

In 1944, Franz von Papen, the German ambassador to Turkey, approached

Roncalli, who was then the Nuncio in Istanbul. Papen said that if the Pope

condemned Hitler, a group of German patriots would negotiate a truce with

the Allies. When the Nuncio sent Papen’s offer to the Vatican, Pius and

Maglione dismissed it, believing that Roncalli was unsophisticated and easily

duped by the Germans, who might be setting a trap for the Pope.72

e moment of truth came in late spring of 1944. Roncalli was the first

ranking church official to receive a copy of the Auschwitz Protocols, the bone-

chilling May report of two Slovak Jews who had escaped the death camp. at

document left little doubt the Nazis were preparing their largest death camp to

receive Hungary’s Jews.73 He sent it by diplomatic pouch to the Vatican.

When Ira Hirschmann, the War Refugee Board’s representative, approached

Roncalli that summer, the Nazis had started the massive Hungarian

deportations. He asked Hirschmann whether the Hungarian Jews might be

willing to be baptized, “only to save their lives . . . not really to convert, you

understand.”74 Hirschmann said yes. Two weeks later Roncalli confirmed that

he had sent “thousands of baptismal certificates” to the Papal Nuncio in

Budapest. at simple act saved more Jews over a couple of months than all of

Pius’s dithering during six years of war.



When Pius XII finally made him a cardinal in 1953, most had thought his

red hat was an award for longevity and loyalty, not because his career was

distinguished. As opposed to Montini or Siri, Roncalli had no powerful Curial

backers nor had he formed any alliances that promoted his candidacy. No one

thought of him as predestined for the Papacy.75 What did stand out

throughout his earlier service was that he had earned a reputation as being

likable. Wherever he served, the jocund, grandfatherly Roncalli was popular

with ordinary Catholics.76 Although no one then realized the significance of it,

he was assuming the Papacy during the early days of television. Roncalli would

be the first Pope seen by tens of millions of the faithful through their TV sets.

It was an ideal medium for his personality.

•  •  •

Although Roncalli had mustered the necessary votes to become Pope, some

questioned his ability to lead the church. Sister Pascalina groused he was not

worthy of succeeding Pius. e new Pope responded the day after his election

by barring Pascalina from entering her apartment, which adjoined his quarters.

She was told to leave the Vatican. Before she departed, a longtime Curial foe,

Cardinal Tisserant, confronted her and demanded to know why she had

burned three overstuffed hampers filled with documents belonging to Pius XII.

“e Holy Father ordered everything to be burned and it has been.”77 Some of

the papers had been drafts of speeches he had written over his two decades as

Pope. She did not know, however, all the contents and she did not think it her

place to look inside.

Tisserant was furious. “Do you realize that you have burned a great

treasure?”

“We know that better than anyone, but it was an order of the Holy Father’s,

who was sacrosanct to us throughout his life and is no less so after his death.”78

No one besides Tisserant seemed too concerned that Pascalina had

destroyed thousands of pages of Pius’s personal papers. Everyone was instead

focused on Roncalli. “He’s no Pope,” the outspoken Spellman told some

colleagues upon returning to New York. “He should be selling bananas.”79

Spellman failed to see in Roncalli the talent necessary to be a great sovereign.



e New York cardinal and other traditionalists believed ordinary Catholics

wanted a royal Papacy. Pius’s reign marked the zenith of that monarchal power.

Roncalli would strip away much of the imperial Papacy, ending everything

from the five-hour-long coronation to the requirement that lay Catholics kneel

in his presence or that his staff remain mostly silent when around him.80 ose

who liked the new simplicity referred to the dramatic change in styles as “de-

Stalinization in the Vatican.”81 But a Black Noble reflected the view of those

who thought the reforms denigrated the office: “It looks as if this Pope is

trying to introduce into the church some of that democracy which has been

such a disaster everywhere else.”82

Genoa’s Cardinal Siri—the leading traditionalist candidate at the conclave

—shared Spellman’s concern that the congenial Roncalli did not have their

passion as a Cold Warrior. e CIA had the same worries, concluding that

Pope John was “politically naive and unduly influenced by the handful of

‘liberal’ clerics with whom he is in close contact.”83 e new Pope believed that

the church should stay out of secular politics.84 It was a sea change from Pius

XII, who had played the tipping role in the 1948 national elections, allowing

Catholic Action to mobilize votes, even personally attending to on-the-ground

details such as busloads of nuns making their way on election day from

convents to polling stations. John XXIII instead pulled the church back from

its full partnership with the Christian Democrats. e new Pontiff did not see

communism as a mortal threat. Spellman and Siri fretted that a passive role by

the church created an opportunity for the Italian left to gain power.85

But before there was any chance to test John XXIII’s credentials as a Cold

Warrior, on November 15, only eleven days after his coronation, the eighty-

eight-year-old Bernardino Nogara died of an apparent heart attack.86 e news

of his passing was mostly lost in the wake of the election of a new Pope, and

rated only a few lines in a handful of newspapers.87 Nogara’s death was a

watershed moment, however, for Maillardoz, Spada, and Mennini, who now

ran the church’s finances according to the template he had created.88 ey were

apprehensive about Roncalli’s election. Speculation was rampant about

whether Roncalli would bring in his own loyalists for key positions (it did not

help that when asked how many people worked in the Curia, the new Pope

said, “About half ”).89



Only three months after taking office, John XXIII stunned everyone by

calling for only the second Vatican Council in the church’s two thousand–year

history.90 All its cardinals, scholars, and 2,500 bishops had to trek to Rome for

wide-ranging discussions about possibly changing everything, including the

liturgy, how bishops were selected, and streamlining and reducing the power of

the Curia.91 Although it would not start until the following year, it confirmed

the fear of Spellman, Siri, and others that the congenial John was at best

unpredictable.92

But to the relief of Maillardoz, Spada, and Mennini, the new Pope did not

tinker with the IOR and Special Administration. Vaticanologists interpreted di

Jorio’s elevation to cardinal as an endorsement of his oversight of the Vatican

Bank. Even Pius’s titled nephews retained their positions.

In sharp contrast to Pius, Pope John did not have a reputation as a

micromanager. During his tenure as the cardinal of Venice he was known as an

easygoing, hands-off overseer who had an aversion to administration and

instead let capable assistants run the diocese’s bureaucracy.93 He was

uncomfortable with finances and even in discussing money.94 Maillardoz,

Spada, and Mennini were on their own.

One of the first steps they took was to boost the IOR’s reserves by taking

advantage of Italy’s need for land to host the 1960 summer Olympics. ey

sold some of the church’s Roman real estate to the Italian National Olympic

Committee. e church owned about 102 million square feet of property

around Rome, making it not only the largest nongovernmental landowner, but

also the only sovereign state on the planet that owned more property outside

its borders than within.95 e Vatican sold enough at premium prices so that

Italy could build fifteen stadiums and complete the work on the Leonardo da

Vinci–Fiumicino International Airport. ere was criticism from the political

left that the prices were too high. So when the government needed more land

to build the Olympic Highway to connect the split sports complexes, the

Vatican again profited but this time used a front company to provide the

property.96

But the successors to Nogara were under no illusion. ey realized the

outsized gains earned from the frenzied Olympics preparations were a one-off

event. ey would have to apply Nogara’s principles about steadily



accumulating profits through conservative investments. ey embraced

Bernardino’s belief that the future of the Vatican’s finances lay with men of

confidence. It was a decision that would lead Nogara’s successful creation to

the edge of ruin and in the process tarnish the Vatican itself.

I. Volpi had thought it would take a generation to rebuild the war-ravaged Italian insurance industry. But
the Allies wanted all of the industries, including insurance, revived faster because of the Cold War.
Restarting the private sector in Italy and Germany was the best way to ensure that the communist parties
in those countries could not make gains by exploiting terrible tales of postwar poverty and economic
paralysis. e Allies relinquished oversight of private industry to the Italians in 1947; Generali was up
and running just months later, with all of its assets reinsured by American companies. Although the U.S.
military command complained that the new Generali leadership consisted of some hard-core fascists, it
no longer had the jurisdiction to do anything about it.32

II. No one inside the Vatican knew that Galeazzi-Lisi was a secret source of information about the Pope’s
health and sometimes even some general church gossip for newspapers and magazines. Many had him on
a regular retainer. Paul Hoffman, then a junior reporter at e New York Times Rome desk, dropped off
the doctor’s “retainer fee in an envelope” at his central Rome office. “On the phone he always introduced
himself as ‘Dick’ . . . because the Vatican phones were being tapped by the papal police,” Hoffman later
wrote. e Times “didn’t know at the time that he was receiving more such envelopes from other
clients.”53

III. In 1944, Roncalli received a coded cable in Istanbul informing him of his appointment as the Nuncio
to liberated Paris. Incredulous, he rushed to Rome. He met with Monsignor Tardini in the Secretary of
State’s office. “Are you mad?” he asked. “How could you think of asking me to take such a difficult post?”
e normally voluble Tardini looked at him quietly for a moment before responding: “You may be sure
all of us here were more surprised than you.”70
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The Men of Confidence

A few months before he died, Nogara met thirty-eight-year-old Michele

Sindona, one of the country’s preeminent tax attorneys. e lean, five-foot-ten

Sindona had a widespread reputation for a rare combination of smarts and

charm (a business colleague called him a “snake charmer in the business of

seduction”).1 e Sicilian-born Sindona had made his reputation in Nogara’s

hometown of Milan, one of the few southern Italians to carve out such success

in the country’s elitist north. e eldest of two brothers born into a dirt-poor

family in 1920, Sindona was a gifted student who won a full scholarship that

helped lift him out of grinding poverty.2 During World War II he learned

enough English to work as a translator for the U.S. Command.3 He also

earned a law degree at the University of Messina and after a few years in the

legal unit of Sicily’s tax department, he moved north with his wife and

daughter.4 He boasted he spoke Italian without any accent that betrayed his

southern roots, a plus in Milan, which offered business opportunities that

matched the scope of his ambition.5 It was there in 1950 that Sindona met

Monsignor Amleto Tondini. Sindona’s cousin Anna Rosa was married to the

priest’s younger brother.6 Tondini was an admired Latinist, running the

Secretariat of Briefs to Princes and of Latin Letters, a small Curia department

responsible for Latin editions of Papal encyclicals and correspondence. He was

also a close friend of Monsignor Montini, then still running the church’s

refugee efforts in Rome. Sindona and Tondini instantly liked each other.7 To

help the unassuming thirty-year-old attorney, who had a seemingly

conservative approach to business, the monsignor suggested he consider doing

some legal work for the Vatican.8 Sindona was agreeable. Tondini wrote to

Massimo Spada, by then titled a Prince by Pius XII, asking that Sindona be

put on Spada’s list for any legal services the IOR might require in Milan.9

When Spada met Sindona he thought the attorney was “young, skinny and

nervous” but also “a stimulating conversationalist.” He called the owners of

Italy’s largest textile industrial group and a giant electrical utility, both of which

the Vatican had stakes in, and asked them to send some business to Sindona.



e work did not turn out to be that much. But on occasional visits to Rome,

Sindona stopped by the IOR and developed a good relationship with the men

in charge. His break came in 1954 from outside the IOR. Soon after Pius

surprised everyone by dispatching Montini to Milan, Monsignor Tondini

introduced the new archbishop to the young lawyer. ey had more in

common than either might have expected. ey shared conservative views on a

broad range of social and political issues and were pleasantly surprised to

discover a mutual dislike for fascism. Montini’s father had been a politically

active lawyer who was known for his distaste for Mussolini.10 When Sindona

was attending university, he had refused to wear the military-style uniform Il

Duce mandated for students. e school lowered his grade point average in

punishment.11 It was not long before Sindona boasted to friends and family

about the bond the two men had formed.12

Montini told Sindona about his disappointment that the Milan to which he

returned was an urban bastion of Italy’s communist movement. e city was

one of the few that had voted for the red ticket in the 1948 elections. And it

had tilted even further left since then, with a remarkable 40 percent of its 3.5

million residents registered as communists.

Montini wanted to rally the working class for the church and its candidates.

He decided to visit the area’s mines, celebrate Mass in the city’s blue-collar

neighborhoods, and tour local factories. Pietro Secchia, a communist labor

leader whose agenda had no room for an archbishop who might strike a

populist chord, tried blocking him from offering Mass at the city’s plants.13

Montini turned to Sindona, whose fervent capitalism made him a natural

anticommunist ally. Among his clients, Sindona counted owners of the city’s

major mills and factories. He and Montini soon stopped daily at the factories.

Sindona and the archbishop tried convincing the workers that their best future

was to be had by embracing capitalism and faith in God. ose visits had an

impact. In a decisive vote the following year, Secchia lost control of his union

to a conservative Christian Democrat rival.14 Montini owed Sindona for

having proven a well-connected and effective ally.15

e result for Sindona was a flurry of work from the IOR. His new services

extended beyond Milan. He established more complicated legal structures for

some of the church’s foreign transactions. Spada also arranged for Sindona



some work at two Vatican-controlled firms, Società Generale Immobiliare and

SNIA Viscosa.16

In early 1959, shortly after Nogara’s death, Montini—John XXIII had made

him a cardinal just a few months earlier—summoned Sindona to Milan’s lavish

cathedral.17 A priest who sat a few pews behind later recounted that the men

prayed before discussing business. Montini needed $2 million to build Casa

Madonnina, a Catholic retirement home. Sindona said it was no problem. As

he stood to leave, Sindona leaned over and assured Montini, “Don’t worry. I

won’t abandon you.”18

Sindona reportedly raised the money in a single day.19 Whether or not that

was true it was an accepted fact inside Milanese business circles and Montini

bragged about the young attorney’s miraculous fundraising to Spada and others

at the IOR.I Italy was halfway through the postwar economic boom that

Nogara had predicted. It was a founding member of the European Economic

Community, a two-year-old organization of half a dozen European countries

that hoped economic integration might better allow them to compete with the

United States. Italians called the two decades that started in 1950 an

“Economic Miracle,” a period during which the country led all European

nations in per capita income (it had been a terrible laggard before the war).21

e country had a newfound confidence and no city reflected that more than

Milan, the nation’s business capital. A story like Sindona raising a couple of

million dollars so quickly for Montini no longer seemed improbable, but

rather fit with the hubris that fueled the financial boom.

In 1960 the Vatican and Sindona became partners. Massimo Spada had

introduced Sindona to a client who wanted to sell his small Milanese bank,

Banca Privata Finanziaria (BPF).22 BPF was unique since it operated as both a

normal credit bank and offered services usually found only in boutique Swiss

banks. BPF counted among its clients some of Italy’s leading patrician families

and industrialists.23 e Vatican bought BPF through a proxy account at the

Credito Lombardo and retained 60 percent while distributing the remainder to

Sindona and his partners.24 At Spada’s request, Sindona arranged a front

company so the IOR’s ownership remained secret.25

Soon after that deal, the IOR started using BPF as its chief correspondent

bank by which to conduct the church’s business in Milan. at October



(1960), Cardinal di Jorio—who sometimes clashed with Spada over the

direction of the IOR—insisted that the Vatican would be better served with

only a minority stake in BPF. Sindona used his own interlocking web of

Liechtenstein holding companies to become the majority owner.26 He then

appointed Spada as a director.27 And no sooner had Sindona taken charge of

the bank than he began buying Canadian real estate for himself and the

Vatican through two Liechtenstein shells controlled by the church.28 When he

sold those properties, the proceeds went to Swiss banks under the name of one

of Sindona’s holding companies (Fasco). e IOR then instructed him how to

reinvest the profits.29 Sindona’s legal background, plus the several years he had

worked in the government tax office in Sicily, meant he knew how to thread

the loopholes in Italy’s tax and money exchange laws, always minimizing the

levy on any profits.30

e following year, Sindona convinced Fidia—a holding company

consisting of the IOR, FIAT, Pirelli, Generali, and the giant investment bank

Mediobanca—to take an 80 percent stake in a resort development he planned

along the Adriatic Riviera.31 He bought a controlling share of Geneva’s

prestigious Banque de Financement. e IOR became a one-third partner.32

at became the model Sindona and the Vatican used for future bank

takeovers.33

e fast rise of a Sicilian in Milanese business circles led to backroom gossip

that Sindona was Mafia sponsored.34 He dismissed it as the inevitable by-

product of envy.35 Maillardoz, Spada, and Mennini knew Sindona’s record was

unblemished when it came to serving the IOR. ey gave no credence to the

unsubstantiated rumors that found their way back to the Vatican. He had

earned the right to be a man of confidence.

When Cardinal Nicola Canali died in 1961, John XXIII was so consumed

with preparations for the Second Vatican Council that he did not even initially

replace him. Cardinal di Jorio was left as the chief prelate responsible for

oversight of both the IOR and the Special Administration.36 Canali’s death

had no effect on Sindona’s cozy relationship with the IOR.

But another death in the Vatican did have an unintended impact on his

standing with the church. On June 3, 1963, the Vatican announced the death

of the eighty-one-year-old John XXIII. For months he had fought a losing



battle against cancer.37 According to canon law, the Pope’s passing meant the

Second Vatican Council, which had been under way for eight months, was

suspended. e next Pope would have to bring it to a successful end. “It is

notoriously easier to begin a Council than to conclude one,” wrote Peter

Hebblethwaite, a former Jesuit turned author.38 Traditional and reformist

cliques had staked out firm positions on divisive issues. e challenge was to

wrap up the Council without splintering the church. e new Pontiff would

also have to deal with a confrontational tone from Italy’s left-center political

coalition, from proposals to tax the church to legalizing contraception to

introducing sex education in schools.

e news of John XXIII’s death was barely public when the backdoor

bargaining began among the cardinals. Before Spellman left for Rome, a CIA

officer who wanted to know if it were possible to elect a committed

anticommunist, someone more in the style of Pius XII, visited him. e CIA

thought John had undone much of Pius’s Cold War work. Soviet Premier

Nikita Khrushchev felt comfortable enough in 1961 to send the Pontiff

personal greetings on his eightieth birthday. e Pope replied in kind. Many at

the CIA believed a rapprochement with the Eastern Bloc would unravel years

of anti-red progress. In Italy’s 1962 national elections, the Pope had ignored

entreaties for the church to mobilize votes for the Christian Democrats. Leftist

parties surged at the polls, pulling in nearly a million more popular votes than

during the previous election. CIA Director John McCone made a rare trip to

the Vatican, where he met with the Pontiff.39 McCone, who was authorized to

speak for President Kennedy, told the Pope that the United States worried

about what it perceived as the Vatican’s turn to the left. John was amiable, as

always, but not persuaded by McCone’s argument. McCone went home

without the commitment to fight communism for which he had hoped.40

Spellman told the CIA officer he would try to promote a cardinal with

conservative credentials, but noted that his own influence in Rome had waned

during the previous four years.41 Before their meeting ended, the officer left

Spellman with the CIA’s only imperative: anyone but Milan’s Cardinal

Montini.42

When he arrived in Rome, Spellman was not surprised to learn that the

conservatives had again rallied behind Giuseppe Siri, Genoa’s fifty-seven-year-



old cardinal. Siri told fellow traditionalists that “it will take the Church fifty

years to recover from his [John XXIII] pontificate.”43 But once Spellman had a

chance to speak to other cardinals, he concluded that Siri’s chances were dim.

A bloc of northern European cardinals had aligned against him.44 e bad

news, at least for the CIA, was that the progressives had coalesced around

Montini. is development was due to a spreading rumor: on his deathbed,

Pope John had supposedly said, “Cardinal Montini would make a good

Pope.”45 Some cardinal electors thought they should honor the Pontiff’s last

wish. Montini, of course, was the same prelate whom Pius XII had passed over

as a cardinal to ensure he would not be eligible to become Pope upon Pius’s

death. Having achieved the red hat from John XXIII, the humiliation from

Pius seemed a distant memory now that he was a surprising frontrunner.II

Spellman and Montini had strained relations. Spellman criticized Montini

for lack of zeal when it came to fighting communism. Montini’s personal

assistant, Father Pasquale Macchi—dubbed “Montini’s Mother Pascalina” by

some Curialists—was an avowed socialist and Spellman worried that Macchi

carried more influence with Montini than he should given his administrative

position.47 e Cold War was on Spellman’s mind. It had only been eight

months since the Cuban Missile standoff. But in Montini’s favor, Spellman felt

he would not lead the church too far from its centuries-old dogma. If

anything, Montini was known for tormenting himself with indecision. After

weighing both sides of an argument, he often vacillated long after most people

had made up their minds. John XXIII once called him “our Hamlet

cardinal.”48

Spellman, ever the politician, saw a chance to refurbish his standing at the

Vatican by helping put Montini over the top. e two cardinals met the day

before the conclave. At the end of their three-hour caucus, Spellman had

committed not only his own vote but also those of the four other American

cardinals.49

e conclave started on June 19, 1963. Montini was only a few votes from

sealing the election by the fourth ballot. But according to accounts later

provided by several cardinals, a few hard-liners tried hard to rally votes in

opposition. Cardinal Gustavo Testa broke the conclave’s rule of silence, stood

up, and announced that he wished that the cardinals sitting near him should



stop their obstruction and vote instead for Montini.50 On the sixth ballot, just

over two days into the conclave, the sixty-five-year-old Montini had the

necessary votes.51 He took the name Paul VI.

Even Montini’s most avid supporters knew it was impossible for the new

Pope to be as popular with the faithful as John. He lacked his predecessor’s

charisma. Catholics had embraced John as a grandfatherly figure. He had built

an enthusiastic following among the faithful. From the start of John’s reign he

had gone out of his way to disabuse anyone of the idea that the Papacy was a

“self-imposed imprisonment.” In contrast to Pius XII, John invited reporters to

follow him everywhere, from visiting the malodorous “Queen of Heaven”

prison (where he kissed and blessed a convicted murderer) to a wildly popular

sixteen-hour whistle-stop train tour across Italy to pray at shrines from Assisi to

Loreto (the first time a Pope left Rome since 1857).52 In an era where personal

security was not yet stifling, he often visited schools and hospitals. e

Vatican’s old guard thought his casual mingling was unseemly for a Pope and a

diminution of the office’s regal power.53 ey cringed when on Holy ursday

in 1960, at a ceremony meant to recall Christ washing the feet of his apostles

at the Last Supper, he included black, Japanese, Polynesian, and West Indian

seminarians.54

In contrast, most who met Montini described him as detached, somber, and

brooding. He carried out his duties but seemed joyless about doing so. When

he redecorated the Pontiff’s private quarters in a sleek “Milan modern” style,

some thought that the cool design matched his personality.55 Montini seemed

to disdain even mixing with others inside the Vatican.56 e effect of the

change in personalities from outsized to restrained was evident in the drop-off

in contributions to Peter’s Pence. In the last year of John XXIII’s tenure, the

donations peaked at $15 million. In the first year of Montini’s reign they

plunged to $4 million.57

Montini—the third son of an upper-middle-class family from the

Lombardian village of Concesio—was a career prelate whose ambition had

long been obvious to his colleagues. While few could have guessed that he

could rebound from Pius XII passing him over as a cardinal, none doubted he

long believed he was what insiders dubbed papabile, having the qualities

necessary to become Pope.58 Montini, who had a doctorate in canon law, had a



fast career in the Secretary of State’s office. And he long chafed at what he

thought was the lack of appreciation that Pius and others showed for his

decades of service. He was not overwhelmed by the challenge of being the

Pope but was instead eager to make his mark on the church. One of his first

acts was to reconvene the Second Vatican Council.

ere were few people happier at the news of Montini’s election than

Sindona. Having the Pope as a friend meant that Sindona’s Vatican credentials

were now unimpeachable. Some newspaper reports included him as part of

what was dubbed “the Milan Mafia” that Paul VI brought with him to

Rome.59

Inside the IOR, Spada was the biggest beneficiary since Montini was a

longtime friend. He knew that the new Pope, who had a reputation for “taking

a personal interest in budgetary matters,” would be much more involved than

his predecessor when it came to administering the church’s finances.60

A few months after his coronation, the Christian Democrats formed a

ruling coalition with the country’s two largest socialist parties. It was Italy’s

most left leaning postwar government.61 Aldo Moro became Prime Minister.

When Sindona spoke to the new Pope, he shared his fear that fresh

government proposals for increased state ownership of public utilities and

some financial institutions would likely stop the long Italian economic

expansion. Since Nogara had so intertwined the Vatican with Italian industry,

any fallout from an economic downturn could be disastrous for the church.

Montini directed Maillardoz and Spada to work with Sindona to develop a

strategy to protect and diversify the Vatican’s vast Italian holdings.III

Sindona was tailor-made for such work. By the time of Montini’s election,

Sindona was attracting name-brand partners for his diverse ventures.

Switzerland’s Nestlé and France’s Paribas Bank worked with him to acquire the

Chicago-based food-processing firm Libby, McNeil & Libby.63 General Foods

became his partner in an Italian candy company. Sindona convinced Bank of

America to help him obtain a stake in a premier luggage manufacturer. With

strong bank financing, the forty-three-year-old attorney had become a key

figure in dissimilar industries from publishing to petrochemicals to textiles. He

was president at seven companies and on the board of several dozen. Except for



the Italian branch of Condé Nast, on which the Vatican did not have a

director, he served on those boards with an IOR director.64

at same year, Sindona used his Luxembourg holding company, Fasco, to

buy a controlling interest in Brown Company, a major American-based pulp

and paper producer. Over the next couple of years Sindona went on to buy

interests in Crucible Steel; a chemical company, Pachetti; a real estate firm,

Sviluppo; the largest Italian luxury hotel chain, Ciga; Paris’s luxe Hotel

Meurice (Nazi headquarters during World War II), and Rome’s opulent e

Grand.65

One of his most ambitious launches was an international currency

brokerage firm, Moneyrex.66 Sindona thought there was an undeveloped

market for a private clearinghouse to service banks. He envisioned balancing

the currency accounts of financial institutions around the world—locating, for

instance, a bank with excess deposits of dollars and then matching it with

another bank short of dollars. e banks already did this themselves. But given

the enormous size of the international currency market, Sindona was confident

that a private company would be far more effective. And he proposed that

Moneyrex’s fee would only be 1/32 of 1 percent of the money it handled. It

took a couple of years before most banks saw the benefits in outsourcing the

work. To make certain that Moneyrex had enough capital to survive, Sindona

had large partners, including America’s Continental Illinois National Bank,

British-based Hambros Bank, and the IOR.IV Moneyrex would become the

largest company of its kind, eventually serving some 850 banks worldwide, and

handling about $200 billion annually in revenues.68

With the Pope’s blessing, Sindona further intertwined himself in Vatican

finances. He expanded his banking empire by acquiring some of Italy’s

healthiest regional banks.69 e IOR took a substantial minority stake in

each.70 Sindona appointed Spada as the president of BPF, the first bank he had

acquired in 1960. In 1962, Spada had retired from the IOR, at the time telling

L’Espresso that he had “reached[ed] the limits of age,” although he was only

fifty-seven.71 To most Vatican insiders it seemed as if Spada was merely

changing the technical status of his employment as he moved across town and

started working at the Sindona Group, involved in many of the same projects

that consumed his time at the Vatican Bank.72 Pope Paul VI tapped Luigi



Mennini to serve as Maillardoz’s deputy. Sindona’s business with the church

continued uninterrupted.

It was a heady time for the church in which the Vatican Bank and its

finances had always been far in the background. Father Richard Ginder, the

American editor of a prominent Catholic weekly, captured the excitement in

one of his 1963 columns: “e Catholic Church must be the biggest

corporation in the United States. We have a branch office in almost every

neighborhood. Our assets and real estate holdings must exceed those of

Standard Oil, A.T.&T. and U.S. Steel combined. And our roster of dues-

paying members be second only to the tax rolls of the United States

Government.”73

By this time Sindona was getting great international press coverage.

Dubbed “the Shark” for his aggressive take-no-prisoners business style, Time
called him a “dedicated free trader” and noted that few Italian businessmen

“have had more spectacular success than Milan Financier Michele Sindona,

who founded and heads a corporate complex of manufacturing firms in nine

countries and real estate firms in five.”74 Business Week dubbed Sindona “Italy’s

most successful and feared financier.” He is “one of the world’s most talented

traders,” noted Fortune, while e New York Times said he was a “Milanese

version of a Texas tycoon.”75 e Economist proclaimed him “a financial

wizard.”76

A test of his investing philosophy came in 1966 when he met Licio Gelli, a

wealthy businessman who had a widespread reputation as a fixer. To outsiders,

the forty-five-year-old Gelli, with dual Italian and Argentine citizenship,

enjoyed the pampered life of the country’s super-rich, splitting his time at

grand villas in Milan, Monaco, and Buenos Aires. Gelli’s opulent parties were

covered in the social pages.77 But few knew that his real role was as the chief of

an underground Masonic lodge, Propaganda Due (P2).78 By the time police

ultimately disbanded it in 1981 over suspicions it was plotting a coup, its

nearly 1,000 members included four sitting cabinet ministers, more than fifty

generals and admirals, and some of Italy’s most important industrialists,

financiers, journalists, public prosecutors and judges, and even intelligence

operatives.79 at membership roster was such a stunning collection of who’s-

who that Italian journalists dubbed it a “parallel state within a state.”80 In



many countries a Masonic lodge such as P2 might have been considered just

an exclusive club. But in Italy, starting in 1738, eight successive Popes had

condemned Freemasonry and tried eliminating any vestige of it. e church

was suspicious of everything, from the rituals of the Masonic initiation

ceremony to its promotion of naturalism and religious tolerance. Italy’s

nineteenth-century republicans and anticlerics who wrested away the Papal

States were themselves Freemasons. Masonic flags flew in the streets when

Garibaldi marched into Rome to liberate the city from Papal rule.81 Mussolini

shared a distrust of Masons. Il Duce outlawed all lodges in 1925 and even

removed their symbols from public buildings and monuments.82 Postwar Italy

had few Freemasons.83

ere was considerable personal risk for Gelli in running such a lodge. e

titans who joined knew that public disclosure would be at the very least

embarrassing. Since almost all who joined were Catholic, they were subject to

automatic excommunication under Canon Law 2335.84 But the risks seemed

small compared to the potential benefits of being part of such a powerful

clique. Gelli spoke to new recruits about his dream that one day a right-wing,

authoritarian government—composed of the P2 men—might replace the

never-ending stream of weak coalition governments that had become a

depressing staple of postwar Italy.

Gelli raised the subject of P2 when he thanked Sindona for having helped

“a dear and important fellow Mason,” General Vito Miceli, a senior officer in

the army’s intelligence service.V “Until then I hadn’t known that General

Miceli was a Mason,” Sindona later recounted.86 Gelli talked to Sindona about

issues important to the Sicilian businessman, emphasizing P2’s anticommunist

credentials, and touching on shared matters of interest, including free trade

and too powerful trade unions. Sindona realized from just a sampling of names

mentioned by Gelli that being aligned with such men could only be good for

his business.87 Gelli was confident he could trust Sindona. e attorney had

bragged to a group of American businessmen, “Ninety-five-percent of my

clients come to me because they know I can keep a secret.”88

At Gelli’s request, Sindona drafted proposals for reenergizing Italy’s

economy and for improving its currency and credit status abroad. Gelli

distributed them to some other P2 members, with Sindona’s name redacted.89



And he introduced Sindona to a few of his fellow Masons, most of whom were

anxious to do business with him.

When Sindona turned his attention back to the Vatican in 1967, it was for

more than another joint venture with the IOR. Henri de Maillardoz had

announced his retirement as the Vatican Bank’s Delegato. e former Credit

Suisse banker had benefited by staying the course with Nogara’s postwar

investments in the expanding Italian economy. By the time he stepped down,

he was on a remarkable winning streak. SGI, the moribund construction

company in which the IOR had invested in the late 1940s, was now run by

Count Enrico Galeazzi. It had become an international conglomerate with

significant or controlling stakes in more than fifty real estate and urban

development companies.90 e Vatican had four seats on the board.91 A major

SGI subsidiary, SOGENE (Società Generale per Lavori di Pubblica Utilità),

had become the country’s largest public works contractor. During Maillardoz’s

tenure, SGI had won the bid to build the Watergate residential and office

complex in Washington, D.C., the largest luxury apartment tower in Canada,

and a planned city of 100,000 people on 1,300 acres outside Mexico City.92

One of Nogara’s early favorites was Montecatini/Edison. It had expanded

beyond electric power into pharmaceuticals and mining, and its annual

revenues had reached nearly a billion dollars. Italcementi had grown to 6,500

workers and had become Europe’s second largest cement producer. SNIA

Viscosa now produced 70 percent of Italy’s textile fabrics. Italgas had become

the exclusive gas supplier for thirty-six Italian cities, including Rome, Venice,

Florence, and Turin.93 Maillardoz had ensured that Vatican investments tied

the church to a postwar alliance with America as great as any it had during

World War II with Germany and Italy. Beginning in the mid-1960s, the

Vatican purchased stock in IBM, General Motors, General Electric, Shell, Gulf

Oil, Chase Manhattan, Procter & Gamble, and Bethlehem Steel, among other

blue chips.94

Luigi Mennini, by then given the honorary title Gentleman of His

Holiness, replaced Maillardoz.95 Mennini formalized Sindona’s relationship as

the Holy See’s special financial consultant. Sindona was pleased that the men

who ran the church’s finances had such unfettered faith in him. But he also



shared with some confidants that he was somewhat disappointed that Montini

had taken a liberal turn since becoming Pope.

Montini had reconvened the Second Vatican Council only three months

after his election. A month later, twelve fundamental changes to the liturgy, the

largest revision in church history, were approved. e most notable to lay

Catholics was the end of the Latin Mass.VI Traditionalists were irate. Genoa’s

conservative Cardinal Siri said it was “the greatest disaster in recent

ecclesiastical history.”97 Many in the Curia were incensed at moves they viewed

as diluting their powers. Decisions that used to be the exclusive province of

Rome were delegated to the countries where the issues originated. Local

dioceses would now decide contested marriage court cases that previously went

straight to Rome. Moreover, foreign bishops joined the boards of directors of

most Curial agencies. e Curia now sent its proposals to local bishops for

review before making any final directive. And regional meetings of those

bishops meant more could be accomplished independent of the Vatican.98

Beyond controversy over the Council there had been a noticeable political

shift to the left by the Pope. Paul increasingly criticized the American bombing

of North Vietnam that had started in 1965. In 1966, Cardinal Spellman and

other conservative clerics were incensed when the church announced $15

million in aid for North Vietnam at the same time it dispatched two Vatican

officials to visit Vietnam (Pope Paul had himself wanted to go as a symbol of

support, but it was deemed too dangerous).99 His 1967 reception for Soviet

President Nikolai Podgorny marked the first state reception for a communist

official at the Vatican, and it sent a chill through entrenched anticommunist

warriors in the Curia.100 at same year, Paul issued an encyclical, Populorum
Progressio. It was a clarion call for economic and social justice and set a goal of

“just distribution” of wealth in ird World countries to help bridge the gap

between rich and poor.101 e Wall Street Journal scorned that Papal decree as

“souped-up Marxism,” but it would become the rallying cry for a generation of

activist priests in Central and Latin America who advocated liberation

theology, a volatile mixture of left-wing politics and Catholicism.102,VII

Populorum Progressio at first concerned Sindona since it also attacked

unrestrained capitalism: “Free market competition, however, should not be

abolished, but simply maintained within moral limits.” e Pope, however, did



not intend that his message about economic equality in any way limit a buying

binge that Sindona had planned with the IOR. Mennini, Spada, and Sindona

rolled out their expansion plan in early 1967. e church increased its

investments in the country’s largest passenger shipping line (Finmare), Italian

insurers Generali and RAS, and more regional banks and credit unions.104,VIII

But the IOR-Sindona strategy would be forced later that year to take a

sharp detour from its Italian-centric focus. It would result from a long-

simmering political row between the Vatican and Italy’s government over

investments and dividend taxes. Four years earlier, in 1963, a socialist minister

of Italy’s Treasury had first questioned why the Vatican was not subject to a

new government dividend tax.106 It was a 15 percent levy so long as the owner

registered the shares with the tax office, or 30 percent if the owner did not

disclose them and the government found out about it. It was thought that all

taxpayers would gladly disclose their stock ownership to avoid the much higher

tariff for secrecy.107

Under Clauses 29, 30, and 31 of the 1929 Lateran Treaty, Mussolini had

exempted the church from paying taxes for “ecclesiastical corporations.”

Nogara lobbied the fascist government to interpret ecclesiastical so broadly that

over time the exemption included everything done by the Special

Administration and the IOR. Even when Mussolini levied two special taxes

(corporate and real estate) in 1936 to offset the enormous costs of the

Ethiopian war, a special decree excluded the Vatican.108

e church also got a special exemption in 1937 when Italian companies

had to pay a new tax on common stock. When a national sales tax went into

effect in 1940, Italy’s finance minister announced it did not apply to the

church. In 1942, just four months after the IOR’s founding, the fascist

government waived any money the Vatican would have owed under another

dividend tax. at December, the Finance Minister published a list of all

exempt Vatican organizations. e IOR and Special Administration were free

from any tax.

Now Prime Minister Aldo Moro tried appeasing his socialist coalition

partners by requesting that the Vatican at least demonstrate good faith. As a

first step toward possibly obtaining a further exemption, Moro asked the

church to provide the government a list of all its stock holdings. Secretary of



State Cardinal Amleto Cicognani refused, asserting that Italy had no authority

to ask for such information or to impose any tax because the Vatican was a

sovereign country. Any tax violated the Lateran Pacts.109,IX

Despite the efforts of the Moro government, the push to apply the tax to

the Vatican lost steam. A series of investigative stories in 1967 by the leftist

L’Espresso revived the dispute and even amplified it with rhetoric that dubbed

the Vatican as “the biggest tax evader in postwar Italy.”111 Published

guesstimates of what the Vatican owed on just the dividend tax ranged as high

as $720 million annually (the equivalent of $4.8 billion in 2014).112 e

ruling coalition pledged to apply the tax to the church.113 e Vatican had, by

coincidence, only recently established a press office.114 e tax issue was

addressed first by its spokesman, Monsignor Fausto Vallainc (New York Times
reporter Paul Hoffman said about Vallainc that “in addition to being

uninformed, he was a bungler”).115 Besides reiterating that the church was

exempt because of the Lateran Pacts, he put forth a novel argument: since the

Vatican was a world-renowned attraction, it should be given a credit for some

of the money tourists spent in Italy.116 Vallainc’s plea was not successful. e

government stripped the church of its exemption for the special dividend tax

(although remarkably the leftist coalition did not end the hundreds of millions

given annually to the church in direct subsidies, another practice begun by

Mussolini and not terminated until 1990).117

Sindona told the Pope and his colleagues in the IOR and the Special

Administration that although Italy was on weak legal ground when it came to

the dividend tax, the Vatican could not prevail. e issue had become

entangled in politics. e concern now was whether it might become a

precedent prompting the revenue-hungry government to pass even more taxes.

And since the state collected the tax at its source—the companies paid what

was owed to the government before distributing the rest to the shareholder—it

did not matter if the Vatican continued protesting. Merely allowing its

collection would damage the credibility of the church’s claim of independent

sovereignty.

Sindona urged the creation of a separate division inside the Curia to focus

primarily on real estate. at department, he said, should also be responsible

for fully funding the Curia. Sindona contended that such a move would allow



the church to benefit from its tax-free status on all income from its enormous

property holdings, while freeing the IOR to concentrate on other investments.

On August 15, 1967, Pope Paul established the Administration of the

Patrimony of the Holy See (Amministrazione del Patrimonio della Sede

Apostolica, APSA), and appointed his Secretary of State, Cardinal Amleto

Cicognani, as its first chief.118 It had, as Sindona urged, responsibility for the

church’s real estate as well as raising money for the Curia’s budget and paying

the Vatican payroll.119 e Special Administration, which had been established

in 1929 to deal with the money given to the Vatican by Mussolini as part of

the Lateran Pacts, was dissolved and folded into APSA.120

Paul VI also created the Prefettura degli Affari Economici della Santa Sede

(the Prefecture for the Economic Affairs of the Holy See), responsible for the

oversight of all Vatican finances, with the notable exception of the IOR, which

was left independent and self-regulating.121 As part of its duties, the Prefecture

produced an annual report of all budgets (except the IOR).122 Any

construction project in Vatican City now had to be run past the Prefecture.

e Pope had considered putting the Vatican Bank under the new Prefecture,

but Mennini argued successfully that because of Pius XII’s intent, if the bank

was put under the control of another entity, it would sacrifice its essential

independence that made it both unique and so useful.123

Paul VI hoped that a central administrator might illuminate the obscure

thicket of church finances.124 And Sindona may have been right that creating

APSA as a tax strategy was a good idea. But invariably it overlapped with the

Vatican Bank as well as the asset-rich Congregation for the Evangelization of

Peoples (Propaganda Fide).125 ere was trouble integrating the new

bureaucracies.126 Compounding the problems, Cicognani and the other clerics

in charge of APSA had little background in finance. Most of them had

difficulty even reading a balance sheet.127 e same was true at the Prefecture.

Paul VI appointed Cardinal Egidio Vagnozzi, who had been the Apostolic

Delegate to the United States and whose career specialized in diplomacy.128

Vagnozzi’s claim to any business sense was that his family ran the largest

confectionary in Rome.129 His two assistants were seventy-nine-year-old

Cardinal Joseph Beran and seventy-year-old Cardinal Cesare Zerba. Beran had

returned to the Vatican after sixteen years in prison in Czechoslovakia, and



Zerba was a theologian who ran the Congregation of the Sacraments.130 ey

had no financial expertise or realistic expectation about what awaited them in

the splintered world of Vatican finances.131 Vagnozzi was not long in his new

post before he told a colleague that it would take a “combined effort of the

CIA, KGB, Interpol, and the Holy Spirit” to make sense of the Vatican’s

financial ledgers.132

APSA and Prefecture for the Economic Affairs of the Holy See ultimately

added to the confusion and lack of transparency over Vatican finances.133 But

at the time of their creation, they were a testament to the influence of Sindona

in the Papacy of Paul VI.

Sindona knew, however, that creating APSA was only one part of a

comprehensive response to the government’s imposition of the dividend tax.

He urged the Vatican Bank to sell many of its Italian stock and corporate

holdings. ose sales would not only spare the Vatican from paying any tax

under the new law, but would constitute a public rebuke to the secular

government. Without a significant stake in Italy’s private sector, the church

would not be affected if future governments levied new taxes on dividends,

capital gains, or even so-called intangibles taxes (a fixed levy on the total value

of an investor’s portfolio). Sindona assured IOR director Mennini that if the

church freed up the money it had tied up in Italian companies, he would help

invest the funds abroad. But there was considerable resistance inside the IOR

to unraveling the portfolio that Nogara had so meticulously compiled,

especially given that its components were performing so well.

e tipping point in favor of Sindona’s argument came in early 1968.

Italian reporters uncovered evidence that the Vatican had invested in Istituto

Farmacologico Serono, a pharmaceutical company that made birth control

pills, as well as Udine, a military weapons manufacturer (there were also

unconfirmed newspaper reports of church money in gunmaker Beretta, a

Monte Carlo casino, and a printing firm that published pornographic

magazines).134 Nogara’s son Giovanni was on Udine’s board. Serono’s chairman

was none other than Pius XII’s nephew Prince Giulio Pacelli.135 Former IOR

chief Massimo Spada ran a wholly owned Serono pharmaceutical subsidiary,

Salifera Siciliana.136 e embarrassment over the Serono holding was intense.



It was the same year Paul VI issued Humanae Vitae (Human Life), his most

controversial encyclical, in which he banned all artificial birth control.137

at spring, in the rococo Apostolic Palace, four men assembled late at

night in the Pontiff’s private third-floor study to discuss what to do about the

church’s finances.138 e Pope was joined by Sindona, and Cardinals

Cicognani and Vagnozzi. Sindona had once had dinner with the Pope and his

private secretary, Macchi, but this evening was not a social visit. No official

entry was made in the Pope’s diary about the meeting.139 Sindona made his

case for why the Vatican should divest itself of all holdings in Italian

companies. He explained that so long as the church owned stocks in Italian

firms, the government would continue to roll out more taxes.

Sindona argued that the Vatican’s ownership in so many firms was as much

a political and social liability as it was an economic asset. Nineteen sixty-eight

was a year in which social unrest in Italy was peaking between student sit-ins

and massive street demonstrations. Public opinion polls showed a remarkable

two thirds of the country thought the nation’s future was bleaker than its

present.140 Mixed into this cauldron of pessimism was increasing criticism

directed at the church for its corporate holdings. Every time one of its

companies took a hard line during negotiations with trade unions or cut back

on the number of workers at an unproductive plant, leftist politicians and

newspapers slammed the church for not protecting working-class Catholics.

Sindona reminded them that when Italy had created the Olympic Highway in

1960, critics had charged that SGI had gouged the Roman government. e

previous year, leftist newspapers accused the Vatican of manipulating local

zoning regulations to help Hilton build a new hotel.141 And just a few months

before the late night meeting, workers had occupied the church-owned flour

mill, Pantanella, after the Vatican had slashed the mill’s book value to stay

solvent.142

ose headaches were problems the church did not need, contended

Sindona. ey would only grow over time, especially as the press became

increasingly alarmist and intrusive.143 Moreover, by maintaining majority

positions in companies, the church was on the line for business failures,

putting it at risk for having to use its own money to shore up firms that hit

hard times due to bad management or an uncontrollable turn in the economy



or marketplace.144 Finally, he assured them, he would reinvest the money from

the stock sales into new and better investments abroad, ones that would free

the church from worrying about taxation or social criticisms. It would also

provide a layer of confidentiality difficult to maintain with Italian stocks.

e Pope liked the idea that Sindona might be able to increase the church’s

return on its money. It needed more income. Paul VI was overseeing an

institution with 600 million followers, five million lay employees, twenty

million children in parochial schools, a million nuns, 250,000 priests, and a

charity that was the world’s largest (thirteen million people were receiving

some type of assistance).145 Although religious orders and all dioceses were

responsible for their own finances, since the Second Vatican Council the

Vatican had assumed broad new responsibilities that had increased its

employment by a third.

Paul VI, as was his style, had agonized for months over what to do. But he

had reached the conclusion that Sindona’s plan was in the best interests of the

Vatican. e two cardinals agreed. Paul turned to Sindona. With the cardinals

as witnesses, the Pontiff informed Sindona that he had earned the title

Mercator Senesis Romanam Curiam sequens, Latin for “the leading banker of the

Roman Curia,” or informally, “the Pope’s banker.”146 e personal involvement

of a Pope at this intimate level of decision making was unprecedented, as was

the notable absence at the meeting of any IOR or APSA official.

e press later dubbed the radical shift as the “Pauline Policy.” Adding to

Sindona’s allure, e New York Times reported, “ere are rumors in Italy . . .

that Mr. Sindona had signed the final agreement with Pope Paul VI” (he had

not, but the Pope had conferred on Sindona his elite advisory status).147 When

Time confirmed the meeting a year later, it noted it was “almost unheard of for

a Pope personally to conduct the church’s business affairs, but this was no

ordinary occasion. Sindona and Pope Paul closed a deal that started a shift of

profound consequence in the Holy See’s management of its vast temporal

wealth.”148

e first sale was the holding in the SGI conglomerate and the resignation

of its president, a former Governor of Vatican City, and four Vatican financial

advisors on its board.149 APSA was technically responsible for the sale but the

IOR—with Spada as the key advisor—set the terms and handled all the



money.150 e church had always managed its investments so as not to attract

any attention, yet somehow the information was leaked to the media.151 e
New York Times noted that the SGI sale was “the beginning of a sweeping plan

to sell the Vatican’s Italian stocks and buy investments abroad.”152 Many

reports warned that if the Vatican dumped hundreds of millions in its stock

holdings it would punish a weak Italian stock market. e SGI sale did cause a

temporary swoon in the prices of the Milan indexes. Sindona, meanwhile,

received widespread and positive credit for having arranged the sale.153

Mennini, and the IOR’s chief internal accountant, Pellegrino de Strobel (a

director of a joint Sindona-IOR–owned Geneva bank), and ex-chief Spada as a

consultant, worked to dissolve most of the church’s domestic holdings.154 e

IOR would no longer take any controlling interests in Italy’s private sector.

Within a year, Cardinal Vagnozzi, the chief of the Prefecture for the Economic

Affairs of the Holy See, gave a first-ever, broad-ranging interview to

Institutional Investor. He announced that the process was complete: “Today

there are no more companies controlled by the Vatican.”155 In addition to

disclosing that the Vatican had divested all its majority stock positions, the

Pope also tasked Vagnozzi with downplaying the size of the church’s wealth.

e cardinal dismissed as “wild” the press reports that the Vatican had nearly

$13 billion in liquid investments. It was probably closer to $500 million, he

claimed.156 Vagnozzi’s estimate was unrealistically low since he had no

information from the IOR.157

e Vatican still owned some stocks in Italian companies.158 But by

significantly reducing them, the church had given up much of its private sector

control, and the IOR had become a passive investor. It marked a momentous

change. And it presaged an unparalleled era for Sindona and other men of

confidence.159

I. Some unsourced published reports cite the CIA as the source of Sindona’s retirement home money.
Victor Marchetti, a controversial former CIA officer who has promoted the theory that American
intelligence killed John F. Kennedy, speculated it “is possible” the money was from the CIA. Although
Marchetti’s unproven conjecture received considerable coverage in the Italian press, the author has found
no credible evidence to support it. In the 1970s Marchetti reported that the CIA had sent secret
payments to Pope Paul VI to influence his Papacy, something the church dismissed as “completely
false.”20



II. Both inside and outside the Curia, an oft-repeated rumor was that Montini was gay. It was not the
type of salacious gossip that had spread inside the Curia thirty years earlier about then Cardinal Pacelli,
but it was a persistent story. ose who passed it along claimed to know details about dates and places
and said that Montini’s longtime lover was an Italian actor, Paolo Carlini. Some clerics even suspected he
took the Pontifical name Paul as a secret tribute to Carlini, who was subsequently a frequent visitor to the
Papal apartment. In 1976, Montini—then Pope Paul VI—angered both traditionalists and gay rights
proponents when he approved a “Declaration on Certain Questions Concerning Sexual Ethics,” in which
the church distinguished between “transitory” and “incurable homosexuals.” Bestselling French novelist
Roger Peyrefitte, a gay activist, was so angry that he told an Italian magazine that the Pope “had as a
boyfriend a movie actor whose name I am not going to mention but whom I recall very well.” Although
Peyrefitte did not name Carlini, the public airing of the rumor caused such an uproar that Montini
addressed it in his April 18, 1976, Sunday sermon. e Pontiff, in unprecedented direct language,
dismissed Peyrefitte’s charge as “horrible and slanderous insinuations.” e Italian police confiscated and
destroyed copies of the newsweekly with the Peyrefitte interview, and the Vatican set aside a “day of
consolation” for the Pope. ere was less public drama the following year when a more expansive charge
was leveled against Paul VI in a self-published book, Nichita Roncalli: Controvita di un papa. Franco
Bellegrandi, a Chamberlain of the Cape and the Sword of His Holiness (a Papal Chamberlain), disclosed
what he claimed were intimate details about Montini’s closeted life. Financier Michele Sindona had heard
a charge that Montini’s lover until 1960 was a young protégé, Sergio Pegnedoli (later a cardinal). But he
thought there was no truth to the gay rumors. A police commander, General Giorgio Manes, disagreed.
Much later Manes told L’Espresso that when Montini was blackmailed over his secret life he had sought
the help of Italy’s Prime Minister Aldo Moro. Whatever the veracity of the rumors, the long-standing
gossip about Montini’s private life did not pose a barrier to his 1963 election as Pope.46

III. Although the Vatican was concerned about the growing extent of the new government’s interference
in private enterprise, the church remained the largest investor in IRI bonds, the debt issued by Italy’s
quasi-nationalized banking authority. e IOR also owned a share of the country’s state-run telephone
monopoly, STET (Società Finanziaria Telefonica).62

IV. Hambros Bank, founded in 1848, was one of a handful of British merchant banks on which Nogara
had relied starting in the 1930s. Hambros retained its close ties with the IOR after Nogara’s retirement.
Spada had introduced Sindona to Jocelyn Hambro, the bank’s chairman, and the two became friends.
Hambros became an indispensable part of many of Sindona’s early deals, as was National City Bank (now
Citibank), Chase National Bank (now JPMorgan Chase), N. M. Rothschild & Sons, Lazard Frères, and
Credit Suisse.67

V. In 1970, Miceli became the director of all military intelligence (Servizio per le Informazioni e la
Sicurezza Militare—SISMI). A U.S. House Select Committee on Intelligence investigation later disclosed
that over the objections of the CIA station chief in Rome, the then U.S. ambassador gave Miceli
$800,000 in cash in 1972. e payment, which came without any preconditions, had been approved by
National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger. e hope was that Miceli would use it for anticommunist
propaganda efforts. Instead, the money disappeared and was never accounted for.85

VI. It was during the Second Vatican Council that the church finally renounced the belief that all Jews
bore collective historical guilt for the death of Jesus. In Nostra Aetate (In Our Time), the church declared
that “Jews should not be presented as rejected or accursed by God.” It also renounced its centuries-old
policy that it was a duty of Catholics to convert Jews.96



VII. A few Curialists later came to believe that a handful of right-wing cardinals engineered a coup
against Pope Paul because they could no longer tolerate his leftist politics. He was replaced with an
almost identical impostor, according to the conspiracy theorists, who later published photos they claimed
illustrated the distinctive differences over time for his ears and eyes, proving the “two-Pope theory.” In
1983, five years after Pope Paul VI’s death, a British Catholic paper (e Universe) reported that only the
impostor had died and the real Paul was living in a Rome suburb.103

VIII. at same year the Banco di Sicilia’s president was arrested and charged with fraud. Over eight
years, he had hired about a hundred relatives, some of whom had never shown up for a single day of
work. e public did not know that the IOR had a controlling stake in the bank.105

IX. Another new tax—15 percent of the interest earned on individual bank accounts—brought a surge of
deposits to the Vatican Bank. Even under Nogara, the IOR had profited by assisting wealthy Italians
avoid taxes and currency regulations with so-called in nero (in black) transfers. Sindona noted that “most
people confuse hiding and laundering.” Money moved in nero was all right, Sindona later told author
Nick Tosches, since it “belongs to respectable people . . . [and is] legitimately accounted wealth.” e
church moved in nero only “for the purpose of avoiding taxes.” On the other hand, “dirty money is
money made through crime.” e church’s intermediary in nero role was lucrative, up to a commission of
10 percent of principal. Much of the money moved was for Black Nobles, their personal friends, and
leading Christian Democrats.110
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“You Can’t Run the Church on Hail Marys”

During this frenzied stretch of work, Sindona had a fateful meeting with Paul

Casimir Marcinkus, a Catholic priest.1 Two years older than Sindona, the six-

foot-three American-born Marcinkus seemed more like a football lineman than

a low-ranking clerical bureaucrat assigned to the Secretary of State’s office. e

youngest of four sons of Lithuanian working-class immigrants (his father was a

window washer), he grew up in Cicero, a rough Chicago suburb best known as

Al Capone’s hometown.2 Marcinkus later recalled, “We were poor. . . . is

was [the] time of the Depression. I had twenty-five cents a day for food and

travel to school, and I was always figuring out ways to make it stretch so I

could afford a ball game or take in a movie.”3 e family was one of the few

without a car.4 A solid student and competitive athlete, he surprised most of

his friends when at eighteen he entered St. Mary of the Lake, a seminary in

Mundelein, Illinois.5 He had been thinking “this was the kind of life I’d like”

since he was thirteen.6

Although America was soon at war with the Nazis and Japanese, his

seminary enrollment gave him an automatic draft exemption.7 He studied

theology for four years and philosophy for another three before his ordination

as a priest in 1947. After two years of pastoral work at St. Christina’s, a

working-class Chicago parish, he later said he “must have shown some

proclivity for the law” since he was moved to the matrimonial tribunal in the

diocese’s chancery office.8 Within a year he went to Rome to study canon law

at the Gregorian University.9 It was a career move made by ambitious priests

who hoped someday to have a shot at becoming a bishop.I Marcinkus joined

the English Section of the Secretariat of State in 1952, earning $90 a month

plus room and board. He earned a doctorate in divinity the following year.11

In 1954, after graduating from the Vatican’s diplomatic school, he was

dispatched for assignments in Bolivia and Canada. His energetic work in both

postings won the admiration of his superiors and he was promoted to

monsignor.12 In 1959, he returned to Rome and what he later described as

“rather mundane” work in the Secretary of State’s office.13



His colleagues thought the gruff Marcinkus was quintessentially American.

Most of them had never been to America, but there was little doubt from all

they had read and the movies they had seen that Paul Marcinkus was the

epitome of whatever that meant. When he drank whiskey he did not hide the

bottle when a senior cleric walked into the room. He smoked cigars and did

not ask permission before lighting one. A large borrowed Chevrolet was his

trademark as he navigated the chaotic Roman traffic, offering to take a visiting

group of pilgrims to Castel Gandolfo or a few kids to a local soccer match. A

rough-and-tumble amateur sportsman who enjoyed boxing and tennis, he had

founded the Vatican’s first baseball team, and starred on its intramural rugby

squad.14 He was also an avid golfer—with a reputed five handicap—and one

of the few priests who could talk his way into playing a round at the SGI-

owned luxury country club, Oligata Romana.15 (He later told a journalist that

he “loved physical work because it got the badness out of me.”)16

Full of energy, he talked as loudly and as animatedly as any native Italian.17

Some at the Vatican found him amusing and his lack of piety refreshing. But

most disliked his apparent lack of self-doubt. His love of sports was thought by

many to be inappropriate for a Vatican-based prelate.18 ey bristled whenever

he told newcomers, “just call me Chink for short” (in Italian, his surname was

pronounced Mar-chink-us). When they discovered that he liked reading

Westerns, it fit with the caricature they had of him, and made it easier to

dismiss the perennially tan Marcinkus as a cowboy priest who would likely

soon be back in America.19

Marcinkus knew that he was hard to miss. A Chicago Tribune reporter who

knew him said he “possessed the tact of a trailer truck.”20 But Marcinkus had

decided when he first arrived in Rome not to change his style. He observed

that in the Vatican, “with Italians you have to be careful. It’s kind of

Oriental. . . . ere is subterfuge.”21 Inside the Curia, he was wise to the pitfall

of falling into the back-and-forth gossip that often derailed promising careers.

“I don’t want to work like a Hoover, pick up dirt, pass it on.”22 He thought

that Vatican City was like a “village of washerwomen” who spent every day

“squeezing all the old dirt out. In normal life people get away and have other

interests, but here what else is there to talk about?”23



It did not take Marcinkus long to learn that the Curia was a bureaucratic

nightmare. “e way they do things around here,” he later said, “annoys me at

times. You can send a memo and not get an answer for months. Your memo

just gets ignored. at’s the way they deal with things: ignore them and hope

they just go away on their own.”24 e Italians considered him naive.

“e careerists were in awe of him,” said Peter Murphy, years later the

Deputy Chief of Mission for the U.S. embassy to the Vatican. Murphy, who

became a good friend with Marcinkus, recalled, “He was so unlike any Italian.

ey just didn’t know what to make of him. Even his sense of humor rubbed

them the wrong way, they were so serious.”25

Marcinkus got his first break in 1962 when John XXIII picked him as an

interpreter for a visit to the Vatican by America’s Catholic First Lady,

Jacqueline Kennedy.26 e Pope and the First Lady mostly spoke French

during their thirty-two-minute meeting, but Marcinkus used the opportunity

to ingratiate himself with some of the U.S. clerics who had traveled with Mrs.

Kennedy, including Scranton’s influential Archbishop Martin O’Connor and

the future cardinal of New York Edward Egan. e U.S. delegation left Rome

with a good impression of the gregarious young priest. And John XXIII—who

had himself been criticized for so sharply breaking from the stiff formality of

Pius—liked the brash American.

Marcinkus had picked a good time to make an impression on the Pope.

John XXIII’s Second Vatican Council was about to begin that October. Some

three hundred American bishops—most unfamiliar with Rome—would soon

arrive. Ernest Primeau, an American bishop living in Rome, recommended to

the Pope that the young American monsignor with a reputation for orderliness

and punctuality be put in charge of helping the U.S. bishops.27 Pope John

agreed and made Marcinkus a one-person service bureau.28 Soon, he was

everywhere, flitting around Vatican City from dawn until late at night.

Marcinkus did everything for the bishops, keeping minutes for key meetings,

arranging flights, smoothing out problems during their long stay, tending to

them like a five-star-hotel concierge. By the time the Second Vatican Council

finished, almost all U.S bishops knew him and had a good impression. ey

left Rome trading their personal favorite stories of “the Pope’s man.”29



His status was much grander than would have been expected if someone

knew only his lowly rank in the Secretary of State’s office. at alone irked

many contemporaries. One of them leaked to Italian newspapers gossip that

Marcinkus was pocketing money from a charter business that handled the

travel for most of the bishops at the Council, as well as for groups of pilgrims.

Marcinkus went out of his way to deny it. “I didn’t want to see all our cardinals

and bishops getting fleeced by all these airlines, so I got ahold of this friend

who ran pilgrim deals. . . . I didn’t make anything out of it.”30 After four years

in Rome, Pope John understood how rumors in the Curia developed from the

tiniest germ of truth. He dismissed the reports as baseless.31

Marcinkus’s ascent as a can-do administrator was not derailed when John

died in 1963. Giovanni Montini had been friends with Marcinkus since the

early 1950s when they were stationed in Rome.32 Both then served in the

Secretary of State’s office. Marcinkus was a newly arrived junior priest and

Montini a monsignor then directing the Vatican’s refugee programs. “I used to

see him [Montini] walking around the grounds,” Marcinkus later told a

reporter from the Chicago Tribune, “and I’d give him a lift in my car.”33

Marcinkus had made an impression on Montini. e future Pope, who at first

found him overbearing, admired his organizational skills, hard work, and take-

charge attitude.34

On the day Montini was elected Pope, all the clerics in the Secretary of

State’s office paid respects to him. When it was Marcinkus’s turn to kneel

before the Pontiff and kiss his ring, the new Pope greeted him affectionately

and said, “I’ll see you tomorrow.”35 Marcinkus became his private secretary for

English affairs.36 In 1964, after a chaotic trip to Jerusalem, Paul VI promoted

Marcinkus to the honorary grade of Domestic Prelate and christened him as

his advance man for other Eucharistic Congresses (they traveled eventually to

nine cities on five continents).37 Marcinkus was aggressive when it came to

protecting the Pope while ensuring that the trip went well. In India, when

police tried blocking him from following the Pope onto an altar platform, he

lifted one of them to the side so he could stay astride Paul VI. At the airport

tarmac in Bogotá, when Archbishop Giovanni Benelli, the Deputy Secretary of

State, arrived and questioned some security arrangements at the last moment,

Marcinkus shut him down in front of the entire Papal delegation.38 It earned



him the lasting enmity of Benelli, a powerful Curial official.39 (Years later in

Britain, Anglican officials almost banned Marcinkus from the Canterbury

Cathedral after a contentious argument over the extent of protective

services.)40 But his talent was more than organizing the logistics and watching

out for the Pope’s safety. On each trip, local church officials fought to see who

would sit closest to the Pontiff, and each submitted long lists of contributors

and friends with whom they insisted the Pope meet. A prelate told Marcinkus

he was the “only man I know who will say no to a cardinal.”41 at made him

irreplaceable.42 It also earned him, as he later recalled, “an enemy or two

among our own people.”43

Papal watchers soon noticed that at the Vatican, every time an English-

speaking dignitary had a Papal audience—from Chicago Mayor Richard Daley

to Martin Luther King Jr. to British Prime Minister Harold Wilson to Robert

Kennedy—Marcinkus was there.44

In his roles as private interpreter and advance man, Marcinkus had earned a

place inside the Pope’s inner circle. Marcinkus realized he was more than a

literal translator. Paul trusted that when they met with American politicians

such as Richard Nixon or Hubert Humphrey, Marcinkus knew what was

important to emphasize.45

In the following year, 1965, Marcinkus accompanied the Pope for a much

anticipated visit to the United States, the first ever North American visit by a

Pontiff.46 He was again the translator when Paul VI met Lyndon Johnson in a

suite at New York’s Waldorf Towers.47 In 1966, the Pope dispatched

Marcinkus back to the U.S. so he could deliver a Papal letter to LBJ at his

Texas ranch. It carried Paul VI’s unsuccessful plea that Johnson stop bombing

North Vietnam and that America unilaterally declare a cease-fire.48

When Cardinal Spellman died on December 2, 1967, Marcinkus let it be

widely known in the Curia that he had wealthy patrons in Chicago and New

York. Spellman had been an incredible fundraiser.49 Some leading American

clerics disliked that the U.S. church’s main strength in Rome was its ability to

raise money, and thought it was insulting that Italian clerics nicknamed

Spellman “Moneybags.”50 But the Italian-dominated Curia needed American

dollars. e U.S. economy was growing at a robust 10 percent a year. In

Europe, the postwar expansion was winding down. National economies were



struggling under fast rising inflation. Many in the Vatican admired the

American model. Even without Spellman’s contributions, U.S. Catholics were

far and away the largest contributors.

Marcinkus heralded from the largest American diocese, and he had good

relationships with every key cardinal in the United States. Two weeks after

Spellman’s death the Pope transferred Marcinkus from the Secretary of State’s

office to the Vatican Bank. Soon after that he became the secretary to the

three-cardinal Commission of Vigilance that oversaw the IOR.51

Marcinkus was a financial neophyte. He later tried to downplay that. He

told one journalist he had spent several days picking up tips by visiting banks

in New York and Chicago. “at was it. What kind of training you need?”52

To another he claimed to have taken several weeks of business administration

classes at Harvard.53 ere is no evidence he ever took any.54 He later

admitted, “I didn’t do a course because I didn’t have any time.”55

As for the history of the IOR and Special Administration, Marcinkus

figured that he did not need to know it since Mennini and de Strobel—the

“technicians” as he called them—had worked there for decades and could

answer any questions.56 He bought some books about international banking

and business. After he talked to the two senior IOR laymen for some

additional background, he told Chicago’s Cardinal John Cody that from 1940

on “[the IOR] has been a gravy train.”57 His new bank colleagues were not so

sure he was the right choice. One noted that he “couldn’t even read a balance

sheet.”58

Marcinkus met Sindona only a month after his promotion. It took Sindona

little time to discover that the monsignor’s widespread reputation as frank and

outspoken was well deserved.

Marcinkus asked Sindona what he thought about Mennini and de Strobel.

Without waiting for an answer, Marcinkus volunteered that he thought little of

them. He surprised Sindona by saying if he ran the IOR he might start his

tenure by dismissing Mennini. Sindona thought that Mennini—who had been

with the IOR since its inception—was “the only competent man there.”59 He

told Marcinkus that he greatly underestimated the talent of those laymen.60 In

subsequent meetings Sindona concluded that it was in fact Marcinkus who was



in over his head, inept in financial matters, yet had the “pretensions to be a

financier.”61

“He was not very smart,” Sindona told a reporter years later, “[and he]

thought a free meal in a good restaurant was a big deal.”62 Marcinkus’s

borderline incompetence was made only worse by his unrestrained

overconfidence on matters about which he knew nothing.63 But since

Marcinkus had the unconditional backing of the Pope, Sindona had no choice

but to learn as best he could to live with the American monsignor.

•  •  •

At the same time that Marcinkus arrived at the IOR, another newcomer

appeared on the periphery of the church’s financial web, someone who would

prove every bit as important as Sindona. At first glance Roberto Calvi seemed

just another smart Milanese banker. But Calvi’s ambition was grander, his

focus sharper, and his persistence unyielding. He would win over Sindona and

every key official in the Vatican Bank, even the newcomer Marcinkus.

Calvi, the eldest of four children from a middle-class Milanese family, was

born in 1920, a month before Sindona. His father was a midlevel BCI bank

manager. Calvi studied economics at Bocconi University before joining an

aristocratic cavalry unit in which he served honorably on the Eastern Front

during the war.64 After the Germans occupied northern Italy in 1943, he went

to work as a clerk for a small BCI branch in Bari.65 Although not blessed with

Sindona’s charm, he was as determined to become a banking titan.

In 1946, Calvi thought he might have a better chance of reaching his goal if

he worked at a Catholic bank. Friends at Catholic Action helped him land a

job at the “bank of priests,” Milan’s Ambrosiano, which had been founded in

1896 to counter the influence of lay banks.66 Monsignor Giuseppe Tovini, the

Ambrosiano’s founder, had named it after St. Ambrose, the city’s patron

saint.67 Its bylaws required that anyone opening an account should first

produce a baptismal certificate (that let in Protestants but barred Jews).68 Only

“good Catholics” could work there, although obtaining a letter of

recommendation from a parish priest normally sufficed. Tovini—beatified in

1998 by Pope John Paul II—required that the bank’s work be “moral and



pious” and that its profits be distributed “for charitable purposes and Catholic

schools.”69 (rough the 1980s, every annual report expressly thanked “Divine

Providence” for guiding the bank to greater profits.)70

When the twenty-six-year-old Calvi joined the staid Ambrosiano, the bank

managed the investment portfolios of most Catholic religious orders. His

colleagues thought Calvi a humorless workaholic who wore formal dark suits

and matching fedoras to appear he held a more important post than he did.71

And the prematurely bald, mustached man was socially awkward. But his

reserved appearance and personality made him popular with the bank’s many

conservative clients.72 Having refined his school-taught French and German,

he soon handled many of its Swiss, German, and French customers.73

In 1956, when Sindona and Montini had celebrated the end of communist

control at Milan’s largest trade union, Calvi toasted his own appointment as a

joint manager at the Ambrosiano. Although it was only a midlevel position, it

marked a milestone. It was the highest rank his father had achieved over a fifty-

two-year career. Two years later, one of the Ambrosiano’s senior executives,

Carlo Alessandro Canesi, became Calvi’s mentor and promoted him as his

private deputy.74

In 1960, while Sindona and the Vatican were negotiating the terms of their

joint venture in Banca Privata Finanziaria (BPF), the forty-year-old Calvi was

devising a way to bypass Italy’s ban on banks offering mutual funds. Calvi

encouraged the Ambrosiano to take stakes in a Swiss bank and two in

Luxembourg, through which he devised a rudimentary mutual fund, offering

Italian investors the opportunity to invest in foreign stock funds.75 A smashing

success, the Ambrosiano had the market pretty much to itself. With the

exception of a couple of Vatican-owned institutions, other Italian banks did

not follow with competing products for nearly a decade.76 Calvi was ecstatic.77

When Canesi became the Ambrosiano’s chairman in 1963, he promoted the

forty-five-year-old Calvi to the post of direttore centrale, making him one of the

bank’s six most powerful officers.78 Calvi did not try hiding his ambition. “He

lived for power,” another longtime colleague, Roberto Rosone, recalled. “ere

was only one woman for him, and that was power.”79

Just after the New Year in 1969, Sindona’s son-in-law—a college friend of

Calvi—told Sindona that the Ambrosiano banker wanted to meet him.80



When they got together, Sindona was amused that instead of talking about

business, Calvi regaled him with stories about his family and a small retreat he

owned near the Swiss border. At one point, he showed Sindona a badly scarred

right index finger and then launched into a long account about how he

mishandled an ax while killing a turkey at his country getaway. Only at the

end of their meeting did Calvi briefly mention that he considered the

Ambrosiano an antiquated bank. He hoped to modernize it with Sindona’s

help.81

When Sindona asked Calvi’s Ambrosiano boss for his judgment about the

young banker, he was told to dismiss whatever Calvi said. e advice to

disregard Calvi had the opposite effect on Sindona. His second meeting with

Calvi a few days later was all about business. Calvi was direct. He said that the

Ambrosiano held large sums of money in safe but dull money market accounts.

He would like to use that cash in more aggressive ventures with Sindona. e

problem was that the bank’s conservative board of directors was certain to

reject it as too risky. Did Sindona, he asked, have any ideas about how to get

the Ambrosiano’s cumbersome bureaucracy to free up that money?

Sindona knew that if anyone had influence at the Banco Ambrosiano, it

would be the lay officials at the IOR. e Vatican could always use an eager

new colleague. If Calvi could gain more power at the Ambrosiano, he might

become an integral partner.

Calvi liked the idea. “You must help me. Introduce me to Massimo Spada

and ask him to speak on my behalf to the board and the general manager of

the Ambrosiano.”82

Sindona introduced Calvi to Spada. Although Spada now worked for

Sindona, he had been at the IOR for more than three decades and was still

involved on many projects with his former colleagues there. Spada judged

Calvi as sincere and eager, and assured him he would try to help. A few weeks

later, Calvi went to the IOR and met Luigi Mennini, Pellegrino de Strobel,

and Monsignor Marcinkus.83 ey all liked the young Ambrosiano banker.

Calvi soon ingratiated himself further by hiring one of Mennini’s sons,

Alessandro, as an assistant manager in the Ambrosiano’s international

division.84



A month before Calvi’s arrival, Pope Paul VI had consecrated the forty-six-

year-old Marcinkus as a bishop.85 He also elevated him to be Secretary of the

Administrative Office of the IOR, the Vatican Bank’s first non-Italian

director.86 Although eighty-four-year-old Cardinal di Jorio was still the

highest-ranking prelate on the oversight committee, his role was now an

honorary one. Everyone realized that the outspoken American bishop was

effectively running the Vatican Bank.87 e ultimate sign of his new power:

Marcinkus requested direct access to the Pontiff. Paul VI agreed. Marcinkus

was the first cleric inside the IOR to have a straight reporting line to the Pope.

Many envied this accommodation.88 Making matters worse for Marcinkus’s

enemies, he retained his role as the Pope’s advance man for foreign trips, which

gave him a chance to stay personally close to Paul.

Two weeks after his promotion, a Time magazine profile of Marcinkus

noted he “is now the key man in Vatican finances,” controlling assets that “run

into the billions.” As for his lack of financial experience, “By his own

admission, Marcinkus needs all the help he can get. . . . He is a first class

organizer, but readily confesses: ‘I have no banking experience.’ ”89,II

e question why appoint him? dominated the gossipy Curia. Cardinals

John Wright of Pittsburgh and Michele Pellegrino of Turin expressed to the

Pope their concerns about Marcinkus’s inexperience. But Paul VI’s private

secretary, Monsignor Pasquale Macchi, told him to ignore the naysayers.

Macchi was sick of the imperious di Jorio and he liked Marcinkus, who he

thought would learn quickly on the job.91

Some thought that the Pope had selected Marcinkus hoping that his take-

command style might shake up the church’s staid finances. But most believed

Paul VI wanted to know the details of what was happening inside the opaque

IOR. Marcinkus was a trustworthy guard dog who would report honestly.92

Since Marcinkus was tough, the Pope figured he could withstand the IOR’s

intensely competitive environment.93 A few even speculated Marcinkus was a

stalking horse for the American church, laying the foundation for the future

election of a U.S. cardinal as Pope. at theory had legs. Cardinal John Cody,

from Marcinkus’s hometown of Chicago, seemed to be the new Spellman.

Cody flew to Rome for Marcinkus’s consecration. When boarding his plane,

Cody had told a reporter, “Although Bishop-elect Marcinkus has served for



many years in important tasks outside the archdiocese, we still consider him

one of our own.”94 In the Machiavellian world of the Curia, with ever-shifting

allegiances in quests for power, some interpreted that to mean that Marcinkus

had dual loyalties that made him untrustworthy. e Pope evidently paid no

heed to the chatter.

Mennini and de Strobel were disturbed that the Pope had not weighed

financial qualifications as a prerequisite for appointing someone as the overseer

of an institution as important and powerful as the IOR. ey now had to

report to Marcinkus. eir hope was that he might follow in the tradition that

the clerics who oversaw the IOR did so passively. at was quickly dashed.

Although Marcinkus did not dismiss Mennini, as he had once told Sindona he

might, he let it be known he intended to be a hands-on manager.95

Not long after his appointment, Marcinkus summoned Sindona to his

office in the squat fifteenth-century Tower of Nicholas V.96 When Sindona

arrived, Vittoria Marigonda, Marcinkus’s secretary for a decade, greeted him.

Sindona knew Marigonda because she worked briefly at an investment bank at

Group Sindona before she moved to the Vatican.97 He also noted several new,

young Italian secretaries, prettier than any women Sindona had ever seen

working at the Vatican.98 Once he walked inside the bishop’s office, he noticed

that di Jorio’s traditional décor had been replaced with modern black leather

sofas and chairs, a low-rise glass coffee table, and some large metal sculptures.

A golf bag was in the corner, with a tag from Acquasanta (Holy Water), Rome’s

most exclusive country club. Marcinkus had moved up from his days of having

to sweet-talk his way into playing a round of golf at the SGI-owned Oligata

Romana.99 e archbishop had also gotten an “honorary membership” at one

of Rome’s oldest and most prestigious clubs, the Circolo della Caccia (e

Hunting Club).100

Marcinkus was smoking a pipe and sitting in an overstuffed leather chair. A

large pewter ashtray overflowed with Marlboro butts and cigar stubs. e

bishop beckoned Sindona to sit in an adjoining chaise.

“I asked for full powers as the condition sina qua non for my accepting the

presidency,” Marcinkus told Sindona. He paused for dramatic effect. “And the

Holy Father granted them to me.”III

Sindona said nothing but felt Marcinkus was exaggerating.102



Both men knew they had the Pope’s unquestioned backing. Marcinkus’s

showy display confirmed to Sindona that the path to business at the IOR was

now through the bishop. As for Sindona, he hoped that Marcinkus might

stumble and make a mistake that could shake Paul VI’s faith in him. But

instead of making an error that sidelined his career, events unrelated to the

Vatican Bank boosted the Pope’s confidence in him. When Nixon came to the

Vatican in 1969, tens of thousands of students protesting the Vietnam War

rioted in Rome’s streets.IV Marcinkus personally took control of security

arrangements for the church, directing Nixon’s helicopter to land in St. Peter’s

Square. He then stood down the Secret Service in a tense argument and barred

them from a private meeting with the Pope, at which Marcinkus was the

translator. As the police battled huge running crowds, the President and the

Pope met. A couple of months later Marcinkus used a body block to free the

seventy-one-year-old Pontiff from a crowd that besieged him in Switzerland.104

In July, Marcinkus played a key role on a trip to Nigeria where the Pope tried

in vain to promote a peace conference between the Nigerians and the

secessionist state of Biafra.105 e following year, he helped get the Pope to

safety in Sardinia when a left-wing mob stoned the motorcade, as well as at

Castel Gandolfo when a heckler just missed the Pope’s head with a brick. In a

visit to the Philippines, a man wielding a butcher knife jumped out from a

Manila crowd and lunged at the Pontiff.106 Marcinkus’s quick reaction proved

a Boston Globe article from the previous year correct that his unofficial role on

foreign trips was to be “a one-man squad of bodyguards.”107 Paul VI gave him

a special commendation when they returned to Rome. In the Curia some now

dubbed him il gorilla (he disliked that nickname because, “A gorilla at home in

the States is like . . . a hood”).108

Leading prelates in the Curia knew that Marcinkus provided far more than

just good security and planning. e Pope had come to completely trust his

instincts and judgment. In 1971 the Pope elevated Marcinkus to president at

the IOR to more accurately reflect his full authority there.109

•  •  •



In February, Roberto Calvi was promoted to general manager at the

Ambrosiano, the bank’s third-ranking position. When the CEO retired that

December, Calvi became its consigliere delegato, its president. With Sindona’s

help, he set about to transform the sleepy Ambrosiano into an international

merchant financial institution that traded stocks, invested in real estate, and

even took stakes in private companies. To bypass restrictive Italian banking

laws that limited the permissible scope of activities for a bank, Sindona had

shown Calvi how to establish a web of holding companies in offshore banking

havens such as Luxembourg, the Bahamas, Panama, and Costa Rica. ose

jurisdictions prided themselves on the strictest client secrecy, allowing local

attorneys and bankers to serve as proxies so that the true ownership of

companies and banks was hidden from Italian tax authorities. On March 23,

1971, Calvi used Compendium, a Luxembourg holding company that he later

renamed Banco Ambrosiano Holding, to register the Cisalpine Overseas Bank

in Nassau, Bahamas.110 It was impossible on paper to track it back to the

Ambrosiano, much less to discover that the Vatican Bank and Sindona held

minority shares (the bank was capitalized for just $2.5 million, but in a few

months would boast about $100 million in equity, most of it redirected

Ambrosiano deposits, and $16.5 million in Swiss francs and German marks

from the IOR).111 e maze of offshore holding companies was so effective in

hiding the real owners that an official from Italy’s central bank would later

admit they only found out the details of the Ambrosiano’s Bahamian

operations when “we . . . read it in the newspapers.”112

A huge unregulated business dubbed the Eurocurrency Market had boomed

in the island nation. It was a $65 billion industry in funds loaned by U.S. and

European banks outside their country of origin.113 e banks avoided

domestic disclosure about the details of loans, and in some cases, such as

British banks, they avoided a tax on earnings connected to interest on the

loans. It would take a decade before British and U.S. authorities managed to

close most of the Eurocurrency loopholes. But in 1971, when Calvi first visited

the Bahamas with a handful of other Ambrosiano executives, it was an ideal

place to establish the bank’s most distant offshore subsidiary.

Calvi asked Marcinkus to become a member of the Bahamian bank’s board

of directors. Sindona had told Calvi it was a good idea because wherever “I put



him in . . . it helps me get money.”114 e bishop accepted. On August 5,

1971, a letter from Cisalpine informed the Bahamian registry of companies

that a “Mr. Paul C. Marcinkus” was a new director. “e Most Reverend” was

left off. Nogara’s unofficial rule had been that only IOR laymen or Black

Nobles should join the boards of companies into which the Vatican invested.

Nogara thought it would be untoward to have one of the cardinals from the

oversight committee serve as a corporate director. e clerical garb carried too

great a symbolic moral approval from the church. But there was no Nogara to

persuade Marcinkus that it was a bad idea. Instead, when Calvi asked him,

Marcinkus thought, “Why not?”115 As a director of Ambrosiano’s Bahamian

branch, he was the first bishop in church history to serve on any board of any

bank.V

Sindona suggested Pierre Siegenthaler, a Swiss thirty-four-year-old world-

class yachtsman who also had some New York banking experience, become

Cisalpine’s managing director. Calvi agreed.117 Siegenthaler, with a penchant

for Gucci shoes and oversized Rolexes, ran Cisalpine from his Nassau home.118

Calvi liked the Bahamas so much that he bought a villa in a new luxury

development in Lyford Cay. When Calvi and his wife, Clara, and their two

teenage children spent their first holiday there that year, Marcinkus joined

them.119 When Clara saw Marcinkus, she recalled that “he threw his arms

around me and sang ‘Arrivederci Roma.’ ”120 e men spent the holiday

discussing their bold new ventures while tuna fishing.121

In the following months, Calvi used his Luxembourg holding company

Compendium to establish more offshore banks, not only in traditional

European havens such as Luxembourg, Switzerland, and Liechtenstein, but

also in less savory asylums like Panama, Nicaragua, and Peru. Calvi formed so

many shell companies in Panama that he soon ran out of people to name as

directors, resorting on the last one to naming the Ambrosiano’s switchboard

operator.122

Calvi soon had a new deal to pitch to Marcinkus. He wanted the IOR to

help the Ambrosiano move large sums out of Italy, in excess of what was

permitted by Italian currency regulations. To help disguise the money moves,

Calvi proposed conto deposito, so-called back-to-back operations in which the

Ambrosiano would make deposits with the IOR, who would then pass the



money to Cisalpine and other Calvi-controlled offshore companies. For Italian

banking regulators, it would appear that the Ambrosiano’s money was merely

parked at the IOR, when it had actually been moved to little-regulated foreign

shells. At times, the IOR could direct the money to companies that needed it

temporarily to boost their balance sheets. For its role, the IOR would earn one

quarter of one percent of all the money that passed through it (that was later

reduced to one sixteenth).123 Marcinkus thought it sounded like easy profits.

By the end of December, the IOR had opened a $37 million five-year

Cisalpine certificate of deposit, at an above-market rate of 8.5 percent

interest.124

At the Vatican Bank, Mennini was one of the few who knew about

Marcinkus’s decision to join Cisalpine’s board. He did not think it wise for the

IOR to become further entwined in offshore deals. But Marcinkus dismissed

him as well intentioned but old-fashioned. e IOR had to adapt to new and

more sophisticated times. “You can’t run the church on Hail Marys,” he

said.125

I. irty-five years later, in the middle of an unfolding scandal, Marcinkus claimed somewhat
disingenuously to a Chicago Tribune reporter, “I can assure you that a career here [at the Vatican] wasn’t
what I wanted. All I ever really wanted was to be a parish priest. But at my ordination, when I promised
to obey, I felt that what happened to me after that was in my superiors’ hands. I’ve never asked for a
specific task, but I’ve also never refused a job that was given to me. I guess you’d call me a team player. I
play whatever position the coach puts me in.”10

II. Time noted that Marcinkus’s annual salary was $6,000, “about a teller’s salary in a New York City
bank.” As for the value of the church’s stocks under his control, Time estimated the value between $10
billion and $15 billion ($94 billion and $153 billion in 2014 dollars).90

III. Fifteen years later, when embroiled in a great scandal, Marcinkus told author John Cornwell just the
opposite: “I said four times, ‘You must be out of your minds!’ I said, ‘Why don’t you get somebody else? I
have no experience in banking!’ And they said, ‘You have to kind of watch over things.’ I said, ‘I’m
incompetent for that!’ at’s the way they do things around here!” He told Il Sabato, the Catholic weekly,
“I have never been a businessman. I would not know where to begin.” But Marcinkus said he felt he had
no choice but to accept the posting. “I’ve never asked for a job and I’ve never refused one. I don’t believe
I have a right to refuse.”

“He’s never ever technically run the bank,” claimed his private secretary, Vittoria Marigonda. “e
bank has been run by Luigi Mennini for nearly forty years.”101

IV. e riots that greeted Nixon were just another sign to the members of the P2 Masonic lodge that
Italy was under siege by militant leftists. In April, Milan’s main railway station was bombed. In August,
explosions hit several trains. Just before the 1969 Christmas holidays, bombs exploded at the National



Bank of Agriculture in Rome’s Piazza Fontana, the National Bank of Labor, and a national monument to
King Victor Emmanuel II. Seventeen innocent bystanders were killed and nearly one hundred maimed.
e following month marked the formation of the Red Brigades, a radical Marxist group whose goal was
the violent overthrow of the government. Sindona and many other P2 members considered themselves
the last line between order and chaos. e turn to violence, coupled with a rapidly declining lira, brought
the IOR a new flood of rich Italians seeking a safe haven. As for the Piazza Fontana bombings, police
thought they were the work of leftists and anarchists. But eventually investigators believed right-wing
fanatics were responsible. In 1995, after twenty-six years of multiple arrests, indictments, trials, and
appeals, the police and prosecutors admitted defeat. No one was ever convicted of the bombings.
Conspiracy theories about it are as popular in Italy as JFK assassination theories are in the United
States.103

V. Much later, when the IOR faced embarrassing questions over the extent of the church’s relationship
with Calvi and his complex business network, Marcinkus tried downplaying his Cisalpine role. He told
the BBC’s Panorama television program that he seldom saw Calvi and that when it came to Cisalpine, “I
am not even present [at board meetings] because of commitments elsewhere.” In fact, records reveal that
over eleven years, Marcinkus only missed one of twenty-two board meetings, traveling to attend them in
Paris, London, New York, Geneva, Zurich, and Nassau.116
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Operation Fraulein

Only months after helping Calvi incorporate Cisalpine in the Bahamas,

Sindona embarked on a period of aggressive expansion. In Italy, he and Calvi

bought La Centrale Finanziaria, a financial holding company that had long

been on his wish list.1 And at the behest of Graham Martin, the American

ambassador to Italy, Sindona purchased an influential Rome-based English-

language newspaper, e Daily American. Martin wanted to keep the paper—

in which the CIA had a covert 40 percent share—out of the hands of a socialist

publisher.2 At a lavish reception at Rome’s Grand Hotel to celebrate the

acquisition, Martin joined the city’s mayor, several cabinet ministers, and

Marcinkus in toasting Sindona.3 An article two days later in e Wall Street

Journal dubbed Sindona “Italy’s Howard Hughes,” noting, “Bishop Marcinkus’

attendance at the reception was taken as proof of Mr. Sindona’s strong ties with

the Roman Catholic Church.”4 e Journal also predicted that it was likely

only a matter of time before Sindona would “make a substantial increase in his

American investments.”5

Five months later Sindona proved the Journal right when he made a

successful $40 million bid to buy a controlling stake in America’s eighteenth

largest bank, the Long Island–based Franklin National.6 e New York Times

noted that while Sindona “was a substantial investor in a variety of American

enterprises,” the Franklin purchase meant “he [had] moved into the big time in

the United States.”7

Laurence Tisch, a principal in Loews Corporation, sold Sindona his shares

in the $3.4 billion bank. Franklin was under earnings pressure for nearly a year.

Arthur Roth, its former chairman, had been trying to buy back the bank he

had founded. But Sindona, using his Luxembourg holding company, Fasco,

outbid Roth by $8.25 a share, a 25 percent premium to the stock’s trading

price.8 He raised the cash by selling two successful holding companies to Calvi.

Sindona dismissed some critics who thought he overpaid: “I have never lost

money on the stock exchange.”9 (Later, when Franklin turned out to have



financial problems, he’d complain that he had “trusted the American

system . . . I [should] have done an audit myself.”)10

Roth challenged the Tisch-Sindona sale. He asked New York’s

Superintendent of Banks to withhold approval until the state was fully satisfied

that Sindona’s character was “above reproach.”11 And as part of a public

relations campaign to reverse the sale, Roth released an open letter to Tisch in

which he asked: “Do you know enough about Michele Sindona to

unconditionally recommend him as a person who will be good for the bank?

Will there be a full disclosure of his finances, his backers, and detailed

biographies?”12

Roth, who had been ousted in 1970 in what he called a “palace revolution,”

cited a Wall Street Journal investigation the previous year into Sindona’s

purchase of two American companies, Interphoto and Oxford Electric. e

Journal reported that the deals were marked by a clear “conflict of interest.”

e paper concluded that Sindona’s maze of Liechtenstein holding companies

was “a tangled web of interlocking ownerships, directorships and debt.”13 But

that incident proved of little help to Roth’s effort to discredit Sindona. e

SEC cleared those purchases and dismissed any concerns after a two-day

hearing.14

In challenging the Franklin acquisition, Roth also complained to federal

officials, asking they bar Sindona from taking a controlling interest since his

Liechtenstein-based Fasco had previously purchased shares in other U.S.

industrial firms. Federal law then prohibited companies from holding banks at

the same time they had stakes in other commercial businesses. Sindona,

however, turned out to be exempt as he was buying Franklin as an “individual

purchaser.”15

A month after the successful bid, Franklin appointed Sindona, and one of

his top executives, Carlo Bordoni, to its board.16 Sindona encouraged Calvi to

join him in the American market. e Ambrosiano bought $16 million of

convertible bonds in Cleveland’s Union Commerce Bank.17 e two developed

solid business connections, counting ex–Texas Governor John Connally as a

friend and advisor. Calvi became a frequent guest at Connally’s sprawling Texas

ranch.18 David Kennedy, Nixon’s Secretary of Treasury, was a close Sindona



friend and had done business with him when Kennedy had been chairman of

Continental Illinois Bank.19

Sindona retained the Wall Street law firm of Mudge, Rose, Guthrie &

Alexander. It was there he had met Richard Nixon, one of the firm’s partners,

in April 1965.20 Now, only a few days before Election Day, flush with the

success of his Franklin buyout, Sindona called Maurice Stans, the chairman of

Nixon’s 1972 reelection campaign. He offered a stunning million-dollar

personal contribution ($5.4 million in 2014 dollars). Sindona asked only for

anonymity. Stans reluctantly said no. e deadline for disclosing contributions

had passed. (When the secret offer became public a couple of years later, it

kicked off congressional and IRS investigations to determine whether the mere

offer and the failure to disclose it might have broken any laws; it had not.)21

Although Sindona was focused on opportunities in the United States, he

kept making deals in Italy. at summer he sold to Calvi—in a convoluted

$119 million deal—most of his stake in La Centrale Finanziaria.22 At the same

time, the two used Suprafin S.p.A., a company partly owned by the IOR, plus

two offshore companies and accounts at three Swiss banks, to accumulate

shares of the Ambrosiano. Neither of them seemed bothered that it was illegal

in Italy for a bank to buy its own shares on the open market.23 eir goal was

to acquire control of the bank, but to do so in small enough increments that

no government regulator or Ambrosiano official would notice.24

But the matter that most consumed their time was a year-long deal over

whether to buy one of the church’s most prestigious holdings, the Banca

Cattolica del Veneto. It was Sindona’s idea. He discussed it first with Massimo

Spada, before encouraging Calvi to make a formal bid.25 e Cattolica was the

Ambrosiano’s sister bank in Venice, one of Italy’s most important Catholic

institutions since its 1878 opening, and intertwined historically with the

Venetian clergy and Black Nobles.26 Sindona and Spada thought Banca

Cattolica was a natural fit with the Ambrosiano’s expanding empire. But they

also knew that the two banks were fierce competitors.27

Calvi thought it unlikely that the church would part with the Cattolica.

Albino Luciani, Venice’s Patriarch, whose archdiocese owned a minority share,

was almost certain to object. Nevertheless Calvi pitched the idea to Marcinkus

in 1971. In a letter, Calvi offered to purchase up to 50 percent of the bank at a



hefty premium.28 e offer posed little downside risk. If the Vatican was

receptive, Calvi’s prestige at the Ambrosiano would be enhanced. If Marcinkus

declined because such a move would cause too much of an uproar inside the

Curia, no one at the Ambrosiano would blame Calvi since it was a long shot in

the first place.

Marcinkus, however, liked the idea and raised it with Paul VI. e Pope was

hesitant. e bank was one of the church’s crown jewels. As was his style, for

months he vacillated between okaying or prohibiting the sale. Marcinkus

arranged a private meeting between Calvi and the Pope.29 It was there that

Calvi was his most persuasive, arguing that the Ambrosiano would be not only

a superb caretaker for the church by maintaining Cattolica’s traditions and

integrity, but that the bank’s outdated methods would be modernized, leading

to higher profits. Calvi told the Pontiff that he wanted a large enough share so

he controlled the bank, and the Vatican would own the rest, thereby benefiting

from any surge in earnings.

A week later Marcinkus met Calvi and shared the news that the deal was

approved.

“Are you sure,” Calvi asked. “Is it available to you? Is the boss [the Pope] in

agreement with it?”30

Marcinkus assured him Paul VI had personally given his consent.

In March 1972, the IOR announced the transfer to the Ambrosiano of a

37.5 percent interest of Banca Cattolica for $46.5 million.31 e executed

contract between the church and Calvi was top secret even by IOR standards.

Few officials saw it. Marcinkus did not want anyone outside the Vatican Bank

to know he had unilaterally decided to sell Calvi a 50 percent stake,

18,060,000 shares, not the 37.5 percent, or 13,500,000 shares of the

announced deal.32 And to address the Pope’s concerns about the integrity of

the bank, the contract contained a clause that the new owners must preserve

the Cattolica’s “high social, moral and Catholic aims.”33

e parties followed Sindona’s advice to complete the deal. e Vatican

Bank’s shares went to a Sindona-owned Liechtenstein holding company, which

held them as a fiduciary for the Ambrosiano. e money was paid in five

installments, in a convoluted back-and-forth of offshore transfers that had

become a hallmark of Calvi, Sindona, and Marcinkus deals (the IOR put all its



proceeds into Calvi’s Bahamian bank, bringing Marcinkus’s deposits in

Cisalpine to a dizzying $112.5 million).34

Not everyone was happy with the sale of a controlling block of Banca

Cattolica. Venice’s Luciani complained to Pope Paul and to the influential

deputy Secretary of State, Archbishop Giovanni Benelli, that the deal was

against the church’s long-term interests. Luciani reminded Benelli that not only

was he the chief prelate of the diocese that owned part of the bank, but that

the Cattolica was also headquartered in Venice. He felt he should have been

more involved in the decision over whether to sell. Luciani was also upset since

Calvi canceled the bank’s preferred interest rates to Catholic institutions.35

Benelli tried palming Luciani off to Marcinkus. During the one time they

talked about it, the IOR chief listened to Luciani’s plea that the deal be

undone.

Marcinkus told him it was too late. Luciani persisted.

“Eminence, don’t you have anything better to do?” Marcinkus asked.36

e discussion was over. Luciani returned to Venice simmering at the

cavalier way in which Marcinkus had dismissed him. All he could do to protest

the sale was to move the accounts of the Venetian diocese from Banca

Cattolica to the tiny Banco San Marco. e entire affair meant Luciani became

yet another in a growing list of ranking prelates now hoping that Marcinkus

would trip up.37 And much to the horror of those who detested Marcinkus,

that summer some American newspapers speculated not only that Pope Paul

might retire when he turned seventy-five in September, but that Marcinkus

“was an outside possibility for election to the papacy.”38 While Vaticanologists

thought that was laughable and revealed the extent to which the American

press did not understand church politics, that Marcinkus could even be

mentioned publicly as the next Pontiff infuriated his foes. at October, at a

Cisalpine director’s meeting held at London’s tony Claridge’s Hotel, Marcinkus

joked with Calvi that he was accumulating enemies faster than the IOR was

gaining depositors.39

In March 1973 some of his opponents thought there might be an

opportunity to bring Marcinkus down a couple of notches when the Vatican

Bank got embroiled in a spat with the U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission. e SEC obtained an injunction against an unregistered



California-based investment advisor who had acquired options to buy 27

percent of an American oil and gas equipment firm, Vetco Offshore Industries.

e disclosure statements mandated by the SEC for such a large holding had

not been filed.40 After some further investigation, the American Stock

Exchange suspended trading in the company because “unusual activity in

Vetco stock raised questions as to whether the market in the stock may have

been artificially influenced.”41

e Vatican’s secret role came to light when the SEC discovered that the

unlicensed California investment advisor, a former liquor salesman, Irving

Eisenberger, was acting on behalf of Liechtenstein-based Fiduciary Investment

Services A.G. Its only client turned out to be the IOR.42 Before that

disclosure, Vetco was unaware it was the Vatican that had benefited in the $35

million in option trades and some short swing profits.43 e company’s share

price had doubled as a result of Eisenberger churning the stock since the

previous summer. Under U.S. securities regulations, insiders—defined as

anyone controlling 10 percent or more of a company—were banned from

excessive trading. Vetco demanded the Vatican return its improperly earned

profits.44

Marcinkus reached out to Sindona for help since he had ten years of

investing experience in the United States. Sindona advised Marcinkus to

resolve the dispute immediately to keep it off the media’s radar. Marcinkus

reached a fast agreement with the Vetco directors. ere was not a lot of

money involved (the IOR turned over $320,000 it had earned in profits).45

Eisenberger signed a consent decree with the SEC.46 e story got little

traction in the Italian press and it did not prove useful to the bishop’s enemies.

Marcinkus had another close call that same year, one that at first seemed to

have the potential to put a stop to his career momentum.47 A few months after

the Vetco news, U.S. Justice Department investigators met with Marcinkus in

Rome as part of a criminal probe into an international counterfeiting ring

involving the Mafia and stolen or counterfeit American securities.48 ey had

questions about whether the IOR—and possibly even Marcinkus himself—

had played a role.

e Justice Department visit to the Vatican was the culmination of a broad

eighteen-month racketeering investigation into the Genovese crime family that



had started in the Manhattan District Attorney’s office. In its early stages, the

DA’s probe had focused on Vincent Rizzo, a Genovese soldier thought to be a

middleman in a South American drug cartel that fed the Northeast (soldiers

are the lowest-ranking mobsters in a crime family).49 Rizzo lived on Avenue A,

not far from a Little Italy social hall that served as a hangout for a lot of New

York mobsters. Joe Coffey, the lead Rackets Bureau detective, obtained court-

ordered wiretaps for some of Rizzo’s regular haunts, including the social hall.50

When the police learned that Rizzo was planning a trip to Germany in

February 1972, Coffey got permission to follow him. rough Interpol,

German police agreed to bug Rizzo’s Munich hotel room.51 Rizzo met two

men there: Alfred Barg, an apparently legitimate German director of a Swiss

investment firm, and Winfried Ense, a self-described “facilitator” whom

Interpol had investigated a year earlier for a possible role in the sale of stolen

U.S. Treasury certificates.

e trip had nothing to do with narcotics. Over a couple of days, Coffey

learned that Rizzo had somehow come into a large cache of Triple-A corporate

bonds, stock certificates, and some U.S. Treasury bonds. Included among the

companies were AT&T, Coca-Cola, Chrysler, and Pan Am.52 It was not clear

from what Coffey heard whether the securities were stolen or counterfeit.I

Rizzo had come to Barg and Ense because a Philadelphia-based mobster had

vouched that the two Germans could move an enormous quantity of black-

market securities.54 At one point, Ense said that they knew an Austrian,

Leopold Ledl, with contacts in the Vatican. “ey [the Vatican] want all they

can get,” he told Rizzo.

Coffey would soon discover that Ledl was a con man and swindler with a

thick Interpol dossier.55 He owned a multimillion-dollar estate outside Vienna

and ran an Austrian-based construction firm and a Liberian shipping company.

He also had two Liechtenstein holding companies. Interpol suspected he had

earned his fortune in everything from arms trafficking to stolen securities to

narcotics. In legit business circles he used the title “Honorary Consul,”

something he falsely claimed Michel Micombero, the President of the African

Republic of Burundi, had bestowed on him (investigators later learned Ledl

had sold at least three hundred “Honorary Consul” titles, for up to $100,000

each, throughout Europe).56



As a veteran New York City detective, Coffey liked running his own

investigation. He knew that by bringing in federal authorities he would lose

control. But he had no choice. He had stumbled across an international

conspiracy about fake or stolen securities that included U.S. Treasuries, plus a

possible link to the Vatican.57

“Coffey came and asked us to work the investigation with them,” recalls

William Aronwald, then deputy chief prosecutor for the Justice Department’s

Organized Crime and Racketeering Strike Force. “I had been in the Rackets

Bureau in the DA’s office so the New York detectives felt comfortable with me.

We entered into a joint venture consisting of the District Attorney, their

Detective Squad, as well as the FBI.”58 Aronwald dubbed the strike team

Operation Fraulein because of the German connection.

Based on additional wiretaps, the investigators suspected that Rizzo was

only a front man for Matteo de Lorenzo, a Genovese captain. And the

conspiracy to sell the illegal securities was widespread, including mobsters from

Buffalo to Beverly Hills as well as a group of swindlers, and even a few crooked

stock and options traders.59

In May 1972, de Lorenzo joined Rizzo on another trip to Munich. is

time, a New York detective, Mario Trapani, accompanied Coffey. e German

police again bugged the phones in the mobsters’ suite at the Bayerischer Hof

Hotel, and also placed a bug in the bedroom lamp. But the mobsters met with

Barg and Ense in the suite’s living room, frustrating the detectives, who were

unable to decipher anything on the muffled recordings.60

Shortly after returning from that trip, the strike team arrested in the U.S. a

British con man and swindler, Hyman Grant. In return for leniency on

possible drug charges, he provided details about the still evolving scheme.61

Grant tied Ledl to Rome’s Mario Foligni, an extraordinary poseur who claimed

to be a count and an owner of half a dozen successful businesses. Although

many were skeptical of Foligni’s claims to nobility and his boasts of great

wealth, he had sterling contacts inside the Vatican, including passing

friendships with ranking prelates like Archbishop Benelli and Bishop

Marcinkus.62

at November, Coffey, this time accompanied by an FBI agent, Richard

Tamarro, flew to Munich (the first time the FBI had ever sent an operational



agent overseas to investigate an open case).63 eir assignment was to convince

Barg and Ense to cooperate. ey first met with Barg. Over a couple of bottles

of Chivas Regal in their hotel room, the two strike team members pressed him

hard. Since he was the only legitimate businessman among the conspirators,

they were confident he would be the most likely to fear the consequences of

not cooperating. It took ten hours before Barg reluctantly agreed to become a

government informant in return for a grant of full immunity. Tamarro and

Coffey next took Barg to meet with Ense. After another half day of heated

negotiations, Ense also agreed to help the American investigators.64

Both Germans swore they were victims of the American mobsters, who they

claimed were blackmailing them to sell counterfeit bonds and common stocks.

But the real story, according to them, was what Ledl and the gangsters had

been up to.65 e corporate bond and stock certificates held by the New

Yorkers were near-perfect copies. Ledl had arranged a buyer: the Vatican.

According to Ense, some high-ranking prelates in Rome—in partnership with

crooked officials at Italy’s central bank—had agreed to pay $650 million for

$950 million of the phony paper. e New York mobsters agreed to later kick

back $150 million as a “commission” to the Vatican, still leaving the American

mob with a profit of nearly half a billion dollars.66

As best the FBI could later determine, someone in the Vatican Bank

intended to use the fraudulent securities as collateral for obtaining dollar-for-

dollar financing (banks might finance $950 million or more for the church so

long as $950 million in cash equivalents—the bonds and stock certificates—

were pledged as escrow). Rizzo had already used stolen Coca-Cola and

Chrysler securities as collateral to finance a luxury residential development in

the South of France.67 Ledl later said that the IOR wanted to help fund

Sindona’s ultimately unsuccessful hostile takeover of Bastogi, Italy’s largest

holding company (a bid supported by both Calvi and P2’s Gelli, among

others).68

e banks making the loans against the phony paper would have no idea

the collateral was worthless. If the IOR’s investments were profitable, it would

pay off the loans and no one would ever discover the bonds and stock

certificates were fake.69 But if the IOR’s investments went sour, the lenders

would demand the collateral to cover any unpaid balance. Only then would



the counterfeits be unmasked and the entire plot collapse. e IOR could then

claim that it had itself been an innocent victim of a complex fraud.70

When pressed for specifics, Barg and Ense claimed that during a telephone

call, Ledl said the recently deceased Cardinal Eugène Tisserant knew the details

and approved of the scheme.71 e previous July, Ledl went to Rome with

$14.5 million in counterfeit AT&T, GE, Pan Am, and Chrysler bonds. Ense

met him and was present when Ledl telephoned Tisserant’s private secretary to

say they had samples of the securities for the cardinal’s approval (Vatican logs

showed Ledl had signed in on several occasions, listing Tisserant as the person

he was visiting).72

Ense also described a trip he took with Ledl to Turin. ey drove to a

monastery on the edge of the city limits. Ledl went inside while Ense waited in

their rental car. A BMW soon pulled up, and a tall priest, wearing a long black

coat, went inside the monastery. Aronwald’s strike team later came to believe

the priest was Marcinkus, matching the car described by Ense to one used by

the bishop. Ense also picked Marcinkus from a photo lineup.73

Back in the States, Aronwald’s squad worked to confirm whether the

Austrian con man and the late Cardinal Tisserant had known each other. e

U.S. investigators discovered that Ledl had frequently traveled to Rome, stayed

in room 338 of the Vatican-owned Hotel Columbus, and met not only with

Tisserant, but also with Cardinals Egidio Vagnozzi, chief of the Prefecture for

the Economic Affairs of the Holy See, as well as Giovanni Cicognani, Dean of

the College of Cardinals.74

Aronson dispatched Coffey and Tamarro to Vienna to offer Ledl the same

immunity deal to which Ense and Barg had agreed. ey stopped in Frankfurt

on the way to convince Rudolf Guschall, a Frankfurt attorney they suspected

of providing notary stamps for the securities, to cooperate. When they started

questioning Guschall, he panicked, began crying, and yelled that he wished he

were dead. He then ran to a large window and tried opening it before Tamarro

restrained him. Once calm, he began talking, filling in some missing details for

the investigators.75

Before getting to Vienna, the two Americans made one more detour, this

time to Luxembourg. ere, Ernest Shinwell, the black sheep son of a British



lord, was in jail for having defrauded some banks in the duchy.76 Shinwell, it

turned out, knew other elements of the plan. He talked to them for hours.77

In Vienna, Tamarro and Coffey discovered that Ledl was not at his turn-of-

the-century office but instead at a local prison. Austrian police had arrested

him, not for his role in any grand scheme, but on fraud charges related to the

sales of the fake Burundi Honorary Counsel titles. When the Austrians had

searched his office and home they found, among other incriminating items,

stock certificates that turned out to have been stolen from a Petaluma,

California, doctor two years earlier. ey also learned that Ledl had been in

possession of counterfeit IBM common stock.78

Gathered in a small interview room, Ledl asked that the Austrians not

monitor the conversation, afraid that what he shared with the Americans

might add to his legal problems in his native country. After the Austrians left,

Ledl began talking. In his July 1971 visit to Rome, he said he met with

Tisserant inside the Vatican. Tisserant directed him to bring the $14.5 million

in the fake securities as a deposit for the overall deal to a monastery in Turin.79

ere, Tisserant’s private secretary, and Monsignor Alberto Barbieri, a writer

and lecturer for the Vatican’s publishing house, greeted him.80,II When Bishop

Marcinkus soon arrived, said Ledl, they discussed the quality of the

counterfeits and the next steps.82

Ledl refused the offer of immunity to testify in the United States about

what he knew. He had told them enough, he said, and wanted to be left

alone.83

Possibly the most important evidence Ledl directed them to were two

letters, dated June 29, 1971, on original letterhead for the Vatican’s Sacra

Congregazione dei Religiosi (the Sacred Congregation for Religion, a little

known Curia division responsible for setting guidelines so bishops kept

separate their religious and secular duties). e letters confirmed the IOR’s

intent to buy the securities in five installments over several months.III

“ese were very powerful charges,” says Aronwald. “We knew Ledl had a

record for one con after another, so we weren’t going to rely on him unless we

could independently corroborate everything he told us. And as for Ledl

meeting with Marcinkus, we had only him and Ense vouching for it.”85



Aronwald wanted his two investigators to head to Italy to interview

“Count” Mario Foligni. But the Italian police did not cooperate. Instead of

just having them wait in Austria while the paperwork churned through the

Italian bureaucracy, Aronwald called Coffey and Tamarro home.86

e FBI, meanwhile, confirmed that Marcinkus was in Turin the day that

Ledl claimed to have met him in the monastery.

Aronwald had to get approval for the next stage of his investigation at the

highest level of the Justice Department. e Attorney General, Richard

Kleindienst, was preoccupied with the unfolding Watergate scandal.

Kleindienst still had jurisdiction over the investigation into the just reelected

president (a Special Prosecutor would be appointed the following May).

“It was time to approach the Vatican,” says Aronwald. “is was all very

unusual, and highly sensitive, and especially since Marcinkus had become a

target in the investigation.”87

Aronwald was worried that the case might stall at the swamped Justice

Department. To his great relief, after a couple of weeks they got permission to

move forward.

Aronwald and Whitney North Seymour Jr., the U.S. Attorney for the

Southern District of New York, arranged a meeting with New York’s Cardinal

Terence Cooke.88 Because it was so sensitive—its details are set forth here for

the first time—the government investigators and church officials did not meet

at the archdiocese headquarters nor any government building, but at a private

conference room inside the New York Public Library’s main research branch at

42nd Street and Fifth Avenue.

“We explained some of the details of our investigation to Cardinal Cooke,”

recalls Aronwald. “It was very awkward because he was friendly with

Marcinkus.”89

Cardinal Cooke agreed to contact the Papal Delegation in Washington,

D.C. A few weeks later, the Papal Nuncio, Archbishop Jean Jadot, told the

American investigators that he had arranged an off-the-record meeting with

officials at the Vatican.

e Justice Department, relying on advice from the FBI, selected as its team

Aronwald, Tamarro, and William Lynch, the Washington, D.C.-based chief of

the Justice Department’s Organized Crime and Racketeering Division. Coffey



was furious he was left out. New York police detectives had started the

investigation. Coffey knew it as well as anyone. But the order from the Justice

Department was unequivocal.90

On April 25, 1973, Tom Biamonte, the FBI liaison officer at the American

embassy in Rome, and a good friend of Marcinkus, brought the men to the

Vatican. Archbishop Benelli, the martinet Deputy Secretary of State, greeted

them.

“It was my first time ever to Europe,” recalls Aronwald, “and it was a little

unnerving since I was a Jewish kid from Brooklyn.”91

“First, he told us the Cardinal Secretary of State was busy,” recalls Tamarro.

“And although we were in a big chamber, we were all told to sit on one small

couch, no table, nothing to spread out our documents.”92

Benelli introduced them to three monsignors on his staff. Eduardo

Martínez Somalo, the assessor in the Secretary of State’s office (later a cardinal),

led the Vatican delegation. e interpreters were Monsignor Justin Rigali

(currently the cardinal emeritus of Philadelphia) and Karl Josef Rauber (later

an archbishop and Nuncio to both Liechtenstein and Luxembourg).

“We started off by setting out the broad parameters of the investigation,”

says Aronwald, “and what we were looking for. It pretty quickly became a

contentious meeting. It was awkward in some ways because Bill Lynch—a

great guy—is a Catholic in every sense of the word. And he did not seem very

comfortable.”

Tamarro had the least seniority. But he was the one tapped to explain the

details of the probe.

“I laid out some file folders on my lap,” he says. “Whenever I would say,

‘We need to know this or that,’ they would not really answer.”93

Tamarro asked Martínez to authenticate or debunk the letters on Vatican

letterhead that Ledl had provided. He refused. When shown a list of some

counterfeit bonds and securities, and asked if he had ever heard of any of

them, Martínez demurred.94

“At one point,” says Tamarro, “I said we need to know something specific.

Because we were there to get some help, but it seemed they had just come to

listen. And this time he answered and I could make it out because it was so

short and succinct. He said, ‘Absolutely no.’ And the translator told us, ‘We are



here to assist you in any way we can.’ I was so fucking pissed. I slammed my

folders and papers shut and started to get up to leave. But Lynch ordered me to

stay put.”95

e standoff continued for only a few minutes.

“en we were told very curtly that the meeting was over,” remembers

Aronwald. “We could tell they were not at all happy because they knew this

entire matter could be a great embarrassment to the Vatican. But the good

news was that we were told we could meet the next day directly with

Marcinkus.”96

“ey had simply kissed us off,” says Tamarro. “And just as we were about

to leave that room, Lynch said to them that he couldn’t go back to his kids

unless he had a rosary blessed by the Pope. Rigali said that was no problem and

asked Aronwald and me if we wanted one. Aronwald said, ‘Sure, I’ll have one.’

I said, ‘Absolutely not!’ I was so pissed off I didn’t want anything from them.

at night, when we were back at our hotel, we all had a little too much to

drink. I said to Lynch and Aronwald, ‘How could you take anything from

them when they gave it to us up the ass today?’ ”97

e trio had to wait three days before they were summoned back to the

Vatican. is time they were escorted past the Church of Sant’Anna dei

Palafrenieri and the Swiss Guard barracks, toward the Apostolic Palace, and

into the Tower of Nicholas V that housed the IOR. Vittoria Marigonda,

Marcinkus’s secretary, led them into his large office. Marcinkus came around

from his desk to greet each of them with a hearty handshake.

In their first descriptions ever of that encounter, Aronwald and Tamarro

told the author they found the bishop “disarming, totally charming,” “a regular

guy,” and “very cool” about why they were there.98 ey thought he looked

more like a “bodyguard than a bishop,” and one of the first things he did was

offer them a drink. He talked nostalgically about America. And he regaled

them with stories about Rome and the Vatican. But when the talk got to the

criminal investigation, Marcinkus became guarded. For a moment he changed

his congenial tone: “Look, I don’t have to tell you anything!” en, after a long

pause, he again smiled. “But I will, because I want to cooperate with the

FBI.”99 He dismissed the charges as “wild” and said those who had instigated

them were likely enemies inside the Curia who were jealous that he, an



American at that, had risen to run the IOR and had such a close personal

relationship with the Pope. He told them that Ledl’s friend, “Count” Mario

Foligni, and Monsignor Mario Fornasari had tried to interest the IOR in two

large deals.100 After he passed, Marcinkus claimed, Foligni had started

spreading rumors about corruption inside the Vatican Bank.101 As for

Sindona, Marcinkus admitted knowing him and told the U.S. investigators

that he thought the Sicilian financier was “ahead of his time as far as financial

matters were concerned.”102 e bishop denied ever meeting Ledl.103

Marcinkus answered many questions with a general denial, dodged pointed

ones, and at times claimed he could not provide any information because of

banking secrecy laws and fiduciary obligations. When asked about specific

securities, he produced a list he had prepared, purporting to show those owned

by the church. Of course, it included none that were on the Justice

Department list, which had been shown just a few days earlier to the

uncooperative monsignors from the Secretary of State’s office.104 Near the end

of the meeting, he leaned forward and assured the trio that he would never be

part of a conspiracy to deposit counterfeit securities into the IOR.105,IV

“We left without any conviction whether there was truth to the allegation

or the other way around,” Aronwald told me. “We didn’t leave the Vatican

with evidence that added to our case, and we didn’t have any exculpatory

material either. All we had was Marcinkus’s protestation of innocence. We had

laid out to him a lot of what we knew, wanting to judge his reaction. Our hope

was that he might be able to explain things or that he would slip and say

something that would help us. He didn’t do either.”107

e men knew the investigation was stalled. ere was little they could

discover without Marcinkus’s cooperation. e bishop was not willing to let

the American investigators have access to the IOR’s records. Tamarro felt that

Marcinkus had done what he set out to: charm the investigators without

providing any information that would help them.108

Back in the States, the prosecutors put the finishing touches to their probe.

Aronwald presented the government’s case to the grand jury.V On July 11,

1973, sixteen defendants (nine Americans and seven Europeans) were charged

in a twenty-page indictment with conspiring in “a pattern of racketeering

activity” to distribute stolen and counterfeit securities in Italy, Switzerland,



Germany, Belgium, Panama, and California.110 Ledl, Rizzo, and “Count”

Foligni were all named (by the time the indictment was issued, Rizzo had been

sentenced to twenty years on an unrelated cocaine-trafficking case).111

Conspicuous by his absence was Matteo de Lorenzo, the Genovese crime

captain. e investigators did not produce enough evidence to charge him. e

same was true of Marcinkus.112 On background, Aronwald told a Wall Street

Journal reporter that an unindicted and unnamed “man of the cloth” inside the

Vatican was suspected of having a material role in the illegal scheme.113

“In the end, we just didn’t have enough to indict Marcinkus,” says

Aronwald. “Our investigation never cleared him, but it also never proved it.

e allegations were just left hanging out there. . . . We could never give

Marcinkus a clean bill of health.”114

Inside the Vatican, Marcinkus’s detractors used the investigation’s potential

embarrassment to lobby for his ouster as the IOR chief. e Pope refused even

to contemplate it, instead assuming that since he was not indicted, the

Americans had cleared him of all the scurrilous rumors.

I. A congressional committee at the time estimated the size of the black market in counterfeit and stolen
U.S. securities to be about $50 billion. Large blocks of Coca-Cola stock were stolen in late 1970 in New
York and Los Angeles. Two years later, around the time of Rizzo’s German meeting, some of the missing
Coke stock started surfacing in Europe, Lebanon, and Panama.53

II. Barbieri was well known around Rome for his vintage Maserati and tailor-made vestments. He also
kept a secret mistress. e Vatican later defrocked him.81

III. e FBI later compared the signature in the letter to that of Marcinkus. While it was similar, it was
too illegible for a conclusive match. e bureau did not ask for signature samples of anyone inside the
Sacra Congregazione dei Religiosi. Nor did the FBI ask for permission to test typewriters to see if they
could locate the one used to type the letters. e name of the congregation on the letters had been
modified in 1968 to Sacra Congregazione per I Religiosi e gli Istituti Secolari. But Curia departments
sometimes used existing supplies of letterhead until they were exhausted, even after a name change. is
congregation produced so little paper correspondence that investigators concluded the letters could be
authentic.84

IV. When the story of the Justice Department’s meeting with Marcinkus broke nine years later in 1982,
the archbishop was much firmer, telling a Wall Street Journal reporter, “I had never heard of any of the
names. I never met or talked to them in my life. ere is no foundation to this in any way.” Of course, by
then he had the benefit of hindsight to know that he had never been charged with a crime and others had
gone to prison for the counterfeit conspiracy. He was also embroiled in a new scandal over Calvi’s
Ambrosiano, so he had additional incentive to try to quickly quash the counterfeiting story when it
became public.106



V. Ense and Barg came to the United States as part of their immunity deal and testified before the grand
jury. “eir testimony was critical,” recalls Aronwald. German prosecutors later asked U.S. authorities for
a copy of that sealed testimony. “I took the position we should not betray them,” says Aronwald. e
Justice Department, however, complied with the German request, concluding that the grant of immunity
covered only American prosecutions. Barg was convicted in Germany of crimes based on his statements
before the U.S. grand jury. “at was disgraceful,” says Aronwald. “We had given him our word. at
decision is much to the federal government’s everlasting discredit.”109
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Il Crack Sindona

Marcinkus’s 1973 problems with the Security and Exchange Commission and

his close call with the American Justice Department played out against a

chaotic backdrop in Italy. Domestic terrorism and financial instability seemed

at times to push the country toward the edge of anarchy. Although Italians had

gotten accustomed to the musical-chair nature of the country’s politics—

seventeen governments since World War II—most were not prepared for the

increasing violence that shook the nation’s confidence and destabilized its

financial markets. Anti-American sentiment over the U.S. bombing of North

Vietnam had fueled a militant left-wing movement. In communist-led

Bologna, the city council voted to greet the New Year by burning “Father

Napalm,” an oversized Uncle Sam effigy.1 Extremists bombed the Milan offices

of the right-wing National Vanguard Movement two weeks later.2 In March,

an anarchist group claimed credit for the public execution of a forty-six-year-

old Milanese industrialist. In April, rising Middle East tensions spilled over

into the country when a Palestinian radical shot dead an employee of the

Israeli airline El Al in front of a large crowd at a central department store.3

Neo-fascists followed that up by torching a synagogue in Padua.4 e

following month, a bomb in a Milan bank killed two. A few days later an

anarchist threw a hand grenade into a crowd of mourners paying respects to an

assassinated police officer. Two were killed and forty-five were wounded.5

Interspersed between the bombings were running street battles in the

nation’s largest cities between neo-fascists and communists; a surge in

kidnappings of wealthy Italians (the July abduction of John Paul Getty III

from the busy Piazza Farnese, in the heart of Rome, added to the growing

sentiment that no one was safe); and a spike in Mafia-related violence,

including a brazen assassination of a prominent police investigator in front of

his Roman home.6

Adding to the gloomy national mood, the police had made few arrests.

Italians judged law enforcement as either incompetent or compromised. After

the Milan grenade attack, the government was so flummoxed that it asked for



assistance from police in the United States, Britain, France, Switzerland, and

Israel.7

e loss of public confidence forced Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti’s

resignation in July.8 e next ruling coalition did little to restore faith in

government. To many it seemed the same politicians responsible for the slide

had just shuffled positions. Giovanni Leone was back for his third time as

President. Mariano Rumor became Premier for the fourth time.9 A right-wing

faction called the Mussolini Action Squad greeted the new regime with two

bombs at Milan’s Mondadori publishing headquarters.10

International tensions did not help. at September, Colonel Muammar

Gaddafi’s air force attacked an Italian warship that veered too close to the

Libyan coast.11 Only a few weeks later, Egypt and Syria launched a surprise

attack on Israel, the start of the Yom Kippur War. When Nixon refused the

Saudi King’s request not to resupply Israel with American fighter jets in the

middle of the conflict, Arab states announced their first-ever oil boycott of the

United States, Japan, and most of Western Europe including Italy.12 Oil prices

doubled within a week, on their way to what would become a tenfold increase

over several years.13

e oil shortage caused serious problems for all the countries on the boycott

list. Italy had to cut private gasoline sales by 10 percent in November causing

long lines at gas stations. It also began to ration oil deliveries.14 And the oil

shock destabilized the already weak Italian economy. Fears of a deep recession

combined with high inflation pummeled Italy’s stock indices.15 Due to the oil

shortage, the Italians endured their worst winter since World War II. e New

York Times noted, “In Italy they are talking about the end of ‘la dolce vita.’ ”16

Just before Christmas, a bloody attack on Rome’s airport by the Palestinian

Liberation Organization seemed a grim year-end note to the sour state of

affairs. irty-two were killed in a gun and grenade assault that made security

forces look particularly inept.17

Pope Paul VI’s holiday message was his most sober since assuming the

Papacy. He pleaded with Italians to unite in stopping the country’s slide into

further violence and disorder, and urged them to reject a “mafia-style

mentality.”18



In the midst of such widespread pessimism, many leading Italian

businessmen looked abroad for stability. Sindona and Calvi thought Argentina

presented such an opportunity in the spring of 1973. As Italy’s bedlam played

out, Juan Perón returned to power in Buenos Aires after an eighteen-year exile.

Licio Gelli, who ran the underground Masonic P2 chapter that counted

Sindona and most of Italy’s top businessmen and politicians as members, had

been helping Perón behind the scenes. e two had met in 1971 while the

Argentine was in exile in Spain. e day after his proxies had won the national

election, Perón, accompanied by Gelli, flew into Buenos Aires on an Alitalia

jet.19 Perón had barely settled back into Casa Rosada, the presidential palace,

when Sindona talked to Gelli about establishing a consortium to oversee

Argentina’s enormous, but largely underutilized, natural resources.20 Gelli—

whom Perón soon named an Honorary Consul General—and Sindona

thought they could help Argentina halt the widespread Latin American tilt to

the left. Calvi also suggested that the Ambrosiano establish a large Argentine

presence in the hope that the Italians might parlay their special status with

Perón into enormous profits. Sindona arranged for Calvi and Gelli to meet.21

“Calvi . . . was ever eager to believe in the occult powers of others,” Sindona

later told a journalist, “[and he] was quite swept away by Gelli at their first

meeting. He believed that Gelli and P2 could be of inestimable help to him in

Italy and abroad.”22 And he liked the “sense of protection” that Gelli and his

powerful comrades offered.23 For his part, Gelli judged Calvi as “serious . . .

intelligent, complicated.”24 Calvi joined P2.25

Sindona called Marcinkus to see if the IOR would also commit to the new

venture. Marcinkus liked the idea and offered the IOR as a fiduciary bank in

support of any of the Ambrosiano’s business in Argentina.26 And Sindona and

Marcinkus compiled a list of offshore companies the new endeavor should use

to operate free of Italy’s currency exchange restrictions.

“I told Marcinkus to get in touch with the lawyers in Costa Rica who had

organized similar operations for Citicorp of New York or Barclay’s Bank of

London,” Sindona later recalled.27

e plans for the grand expansion hit early headwinds. Perón was frustrated

by political infighting that matched or exceeded that in Italy. e back-scenes



battle for power meant that Sindona, Calvi, and Marcinkus had to wait for the

ailing seventy-seven-year-old Perón to approve their new undertaking.

Sindona was impatient. He had worked hard on the Argentine venture and

the delay was infuriating. He complained to colleagues that his native Italy was

beset by instability that made it difficult for businessmen to make long-term

plans. Adding to his bad mood was that he had recently failed in a highly

publicized hostile takeover of Bastogi, a storied Italian holding company.28 For

nearly a year, Sindona had debated whether to move out of Italy. Switzerland

seemed his most likely choice. Not only was it close to Milan, but he already

had a fifth-floor apartment in Geneva, in the Rue de la Bourse building that

served as the Swiss headquarters for his Finabank. But Nixon’s reelection the

previous November pushed him toward America. By early 1973, Sindona had

bought a $300,000 apartment at New York’s Pierre Hotel, with a grand view

overlooking Central Park.29,I

When Sindona told Marcinkus about his pending move, the bishop said,

“Hey! You operate over there like you operate here in Italy, you will end up in

jail. See? Different laws, different standards.”31 Marcinkus’s warning did not

give Sindona any second thoughts. He opened business headquarters at 450

Park Avenue.

America welcomed Sindona as a financial whiz. Harvard Business School,

the University of Chicago, and Carnegie Mellon invited him to lecture. In

January 1974, the U.S. ambassador to Italy, John Volpe, presented him with

the Man of the Year award.32

What Sindona did not say publicly was something that only he and a

handful of his top lieutenants knew: his Italian banking empire was under

great pressure. e man that Fortune had pegged the previous year with a $450

million net worth was holding some huge paper losses on foreign currency

trades.33 Plummeting stock prices and an international credit squeeze meant

he could not raise enough money to cover his bad investments. Without any

progress on the Argentine project, Sindona merged Banca Privata Finanziaria

—in which Marcinkus and the IOR had a minority stake—and his Banca

Unione into a new financial institute, the Banca Privata Italiana. He hoped the

merger might keep Italian regulators from discovering the extent to which the

banks were in trouble.34 But Guido Carli, the Bank of Italy’s governor, had



already authorized a broad review of Sindona’s complex financial empire.35

Despite the pressure on his business, Pope Paul VI and some leading Christian

Democrat politicians asked Sindona to contribute to fight a national

referendum to block the right to divorce; he gave $2 million. e church and

conservative politicians lost the referendum that May, when 60 percent of the

electorate sided with the idea that civil divorce should be legal.36,II

In May 1974, Sindona’s American ventures showed their first cracks.

Franklin National reported a foreign exchange trading loss of nearly $39

million.38 e bank’s traders had shorted the lira and bought large dollar

positions just before the markets moved in opposite directions.39 Such trading

had become much more volatile since central banks no longer supported their

national currencies at fixed rates. Few banks had yet developed sufficient

safeguards in their trading departments to manage the risk.40

Sindona seemed furious. When Franklin president Harold Gleason met

with him, just after the board had learned about the loss, Sindona “paced[d]

back and forth like a caged animal,” yelling profanities and demanding

answers.41 But his display of anger was mostly for show. It was Sindona himself

who had approved the bank’s bold lira trade against the dollar.42

Following three consecutive quarters of losses at Franklin, the Federal

Reserve’s Board of Governors cited its underperformance and weak internal

controls in rejecting the bank’s merger with Talcott National, a large American

finance firm in which Sindona had accumulated a 50 percent share. Although

the New York Federal Reserve had recommended an approval, the full Fed

feared that Franklin would siphon off the assets and reserves from the healthier

Talcott.43

Senior Franklin officials claimed the bank’s problems were a temporary blip

caused by a combination of a rogue trader, high interest rates, a weak economy,

and exorbitant Manhattan rents.44 But regulators did not buy it.

Representatives from the SEC, the Federal Reserve, and the Comptroller of the

Currency met with Sindona and the bank’s chief officers over the weekend of

May 11 and 12.45 ey insisted that Sindona guarantee a $50 million

recapitalization to stabilize the bank.46 He agreed, although none of the

regulators knew he did not have the money.



e dire warnings that Franklin’s founder, Arthur Roth, had raised about

Sindona’s lack of expertise seemed prescient. at Monday, Franklin’s board

dismissed the bank’s president and executive vice chairman and suspended the

stock dividend. It was the first time since the Great Depression that an

American bank had canceled a quarterly dividend payment.47 e Federal

Reserve tried calming markets by announcing it would make advances to

Franklin as needed; the bank borrowed $110 million, more than any Fed

official had anticipated.48 at same afternoon, the SEC halted trading in the

company’s stock until the firm refigured its first quarter losses.49

Sindona could not catch a break. Rumors that he was in a serious cash

crunch prompted some large New York banks to warn against conducting

business with any of his companies.50 Earlier that year, San Diego’s U.S.

National had become the country’s first billion-dollar bank failure. It had

frayed nerves throughout the American financial industry.51

Sindona’s problems were compounded because he was unable to reassure

the markets by injecting some of his own considerable wealth. His $40 million

Franklin investment was worth only $8 million since the stock had plummeted

80 percent during his ten months of ownership.52 And many more millions of

dollars were tied up in ventures with Calvi and Marcinkus.

Sindona called Calvi. He had $18 million in a joint venture with the

Ambrosiano chief.53 Calvi claimed he could not help because the money was

committed to business deals with other firms, including the Vatican.54 Sindona

was furious. When he visited Italy that June, Calvi’s secretary ran interference

every time Sindona called. Sindona was not surprised that Calvi avoided him.

He knew that the Ambrosiano chairman “was frightened by my plight. He was

afraid that he, as my partner, might be dragged down as well.”55

Similar distancing played out between Sindona and Marcinkus. “He, like

Calvi, had run scared,” Sindona later recalled, “washing his hands of me. On

his visits to New York, he didn’t even telephone to ask after my well-being.”56

Sindona’s Mercedes was no longer listed as one of a handful of cars that the

Swiss Guards waved through the front gates of the Vatican without any

questions.57 What Sindona did not know was that Marcinkus had no spare

money with which to bail him out. By that time, the IOR had committed so



much cash to ventures with Calvi that the church had little left for a cushion

in case of an investment downturn.58

at same month, Sindona approached the Banco di Roma and asked to

borrow $100 million, acknowledging to the bank’s chairman, Mario Barone,

that his Italian banks were in trouble.59 Barone gave him the $100 million

credit line, with the restriction that the money could only be used to stabilize

Sindona’s Italian operations, not bail out Franklin.60 Sindona had to pledge his

Italian bank shares as collateral, as well as 100 million shares of his

construction conglomerate, SGI.61 As an additional condition of lending the

money, Banco di Roma got the right to appoint its own SGI management

team. It forced the resignation of Carlo Bordoni, the chairman, a longtime

Sindona confidant.62

Sindona was back to Barone in just two weeks, asking for another $100

million.63 is time he said there was a run on deposits at his banks. eir

failure could infect the entire Italian banking system.64 Sindona’s timing was

bad. German regulators had just liquidated one of Cologne’s premier private

banks, Bankhaus I. D. Herstatt, because it had racked up $500 million in

foreign exchange losses. e Herstatt collapse had made all European banking

regulators more vigilant.65 To get the second loan, Italy’s central bank had to

give its approval. is time Sindona had to pledge the rest of his controlling

stake in SGI.66 And the Banco di Roma joined the Bank of Italy in developing

contingency plans to protect depositors and creditors while searching for ways

to move Sindona out of SGI.67

Back in the States, Franklin’s reconfigured quarterly earnings revealed it had

lost $63 million in the first five months of 1974, some $25 million more than

when the bank had provided guidance just six weeks earlier.68 Joseph Barr, a

respected former chairman at the FDIC—the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation, the U.S. government agency tasked with insuring bank deposits

—agreed on June 20 to become Franklin’s CEO and chairman. As Barr moved

in, Carlo Bordoni stepped down from the board.69 Franklin had used its open

window at the Federal Reserve to borrow $1.2 billion in just over a month.70

Barr began working in Washington to find a way to keep Franklin out of

receivership. He knew it would not be simple. e SEC had complicated

matters by opening a broad investigation into Franklin’s foreign currency



transactions. It was trying to determine if the trades were legitimate, or merely

represented the shuffling of assets between Franklin and a Sindona-owned

Swiss bank, Amincor, all intended to artificially boost the bank’s balance

sheet.71 If the SEC concluded the trading was bogus, the losses reported by

Franklin would grow significantly.72

Sindona’s frustration boiled over in an interview with a journalist from

Milan’s daily, Corriere della Sera. Declaring that “finance is the passion of my

existence,” he lambasted his critics in Italy for having “sought to mount a

propaganda campaign that, being unable to formulate specific charges, has

given rise to the image of the mystery man, which in the States, certainly is not

appreciated.” Sindona had come to realize that the lack of transparency over

how he created his great wealth had turned from simple curiosity to more

sinister speculation.73

Sindona was desperate for cash. In July, he sold one of his prized Italian

banks, Banca Generale de Credito, at a fire-sale price to Roman and Milanese

financiers who had been his competitors.74 He wanted instead to merge the

profitable SGI with one of his other financial holding companies, Edilcentro

Sviluppo, and then use an initial public offering to raise large funds. People

would line up to own a piece of SGI. But to Sindona’s dismay, the left-of-

center Treasury Minister, Ugo La Malfa, rejected his application.75 In August,

he tried cashing out his 50 percent stake in a small Hamburg-based bank,

Bankhaus Wolff. Since it would not have had enough capital to stay in

business without Sindona’s investment, West German regulators forced it to

close, tying up his money in receivership court.76

e failure of Bankhaus Wolff was the first time during Sindona’s travails

that the Vatican came up publicly. e West German press reported that the

IOR had suffered “substantial financial losses” in the bank’s collapse. e

persistent stories prompted a statement from a Vatican spokesman, Father Paul

Hashim. He said the IOR had a “very limited interest” in Sindona’s Banca

Unione, which had owned the German bank’s shares.77

at September, Sindona was so cash-strapped that he sold his Talcott

shares for $5.6 million. ey cost him $27 million the previous year.78 It had

only been five months after the first cracks had appeared in his business

empire, but he was undoubtedly now under broad attack. e first of what



would soon be a flood of shareholder lawsuits alleging negligence or

mismanagement for the bank’s downturn were filed in the United States. In

Italy, the central bank announced it was liquidating Banca Privata Italiana.79

Giorgio Ambrosoli, a corporate lawyer with a reputation for scrupulous

honesty, was appointed as the liquidator.80 (Some legal observers thought the

thirty-six-year-old Ambrosoli was too inexperienced for such a complex case,

but his diligence and smarts soon proved them wrong.) Sindona’s 51 percent

stake became worthless overnight.

e liquidation order by the Bank of Italy was also bad news for Marcinkus.

He had made substantial IOR investments not only in Banca Privata Italiana

but also in the soon-to-be-shut Finabank.81 Marcinkus was a silent partner

with Sindona in Liberfinco (Liberian Financial Company), a Finabank

subsidiary used almost exclusively for foreign currency trading.82 Both banks

had increased their capital in the months leading up to their receivership,

allowing Marcinkus to reduce the extent of the church’s exposure by selling

some option rights to the new debt.83 Still, Marcinkus knew those failures

resulted in the IOR’s biggest ever losses in private company investments. He

assigned de Strobel and Mennini to determine the extent of the damage.

By that time, Italian regulators had uncovered evidence that the losses at

Sindona’s banks were not just from bad currency speculation but wrong bets

on the price of silver, trades executed mostly through his Bahamian and

Cayman holding companies.84 Investigators at first pinpointed upward of

$200 million in losses, and later settled it at $386 million.85 Separately, Italy’s

equivalent of the Securities and Exchange Commission discovered that

Sindona had accumulated another $50 million in bad currency trades at SGI.

In mid-September a Milanese magistrate sent Sindona a notification that he

was under investigation about whether his financial dealings had broken any

laws. e magistrate advised Sindona to retain counsel.86 at news caused

great consternation at the IOR and the Ambrosiano since both were heavily

intertwined with Sindona’s offshore businesses.87

e flattering press coverage of Sindona’s business acumen had reversed

itself. e Banco di Roma’s Barone told reporters, “When you gamble with

other people’s money, you have to realize what you were doing.” “I say he’s

dead financially,” an anonymous “former associate in Switzerland” told e



New York Times. An unidentified “Rome banker” told the same paper, “e

empire has collapsed, and there will be business for lawyers over the next 10

years in picking up the pieces.”88

Sindona resigned as a Franklin director on September 22, saying he instead

wanted to “devote my attention to my other personal affairs.”89 He hoped his

resignation might relieve some of the pressure from federal regulators.90 But it

was too little too late. During October, what was left of his empire imploded.

On October 3, the FDIC rejected Barr’s eleventh-hour plan to keep Franklin

independent, citing the proposal as too costly a bailout.91 Sindona knew it was

the end of Franklin. News on both sides of the Atlantic was grim. Six days

later, Milanese prosecutors issued an arrest warrant, charging Sindona with

falsifying accounts and fraudulent bankruptcy connected with Banca Unione

three years earlier.92 e indictment carried a possible fifteen-year sentence.93

e following Monday, the Comptroller of the Currency declared Franklin

insolvent, making the $2 billion failure the then largest bankruptcy in U.S.

banking history.94 (e next month, in unusually blunt comments, Federal

Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns told reporters that when it came to Franklin,

the United States and foreign countries had been “sitting on a volcano” and

“luck more than anything” averted “a real panic, here and abroad.”)95 e

Bank of Italy meanwhile had started liquidating Sindona’s remaining assets and

seized what personal property it could find.96 A group of Italian construction

firms eventually made the highest bid to buy SGI from the Banco di Roma

(later they discovered that bad currency and commodity trades had resulted in

nearly $100 million in losses at SGI).97

Within a week, the district attorney’s office in Rome disclosed it was also

investigating whether Sindona violated any laws with large contributions to the

country’s main political party, the Christian Democrats.98 Sindona told a

reporter that “If they tried me, half of Italy, people who matter, would end up

in jail.”99

A week after the criminal indictment, the SEC capped off its own five-

month investigation by filing fraud charges against nine former directors and

officers of Franklin, including Sindona.100 e SEC laid bare in particular how

Sindona used Swiss and Liechtenstein holding companies to “manufacture



profits” at Franklin while also diverting money from that bank to some of his

offshore shells.101

Sindona was on the run by the time of the SEC charges. He had flown to

Geneva since he thought Switzerland was less likely to extradite him to Italy to

stand trial for white-collar crimes.102 Bordoni and his wife fled to Venezuela,

where he used some of the stolen money to buy a $3 million home and

citizenship.103 P2’s Licio Gelli called Sindona in Geneva to warn him that the

Italians were close to striking a deal with Swiss Interpol for his arrest.104

Sindona left his wife and family and flew to Jamaica with his Swedish-born

mistress fifteen years his junior. ere he gave her an envelope containing

information about some of his secret bank accounts. She flew alone to Buenos

Aires, where Licio Gelli awaited her.105 Although Perón had died the past July,

his wife, Isabelita, had taken control of the government. Gelli maintained his

influence in Buenos Aires and Rome. Sindona hoped that the P2 chief might

persuade Italian prosecutors to back off.

Sindona’s next destination was Hong Kong. e British colony did not have

an extradition treaty with Italy. e flight from Jamaica to Hong Kong

included a stopover in Bangkok. Although Sindona knew the ais had an

extradition treaty with Italy, he expected no problem as his itinerary did not

require a change of planes. But his flight landed just before a typhoon shut

down Don Mueang International Airport. e grounded passengers had to

clear customs, which made Sindona fear arrest. But to his surprise, Interpol

and the Italians had not passed along the information. He cleared ai

authorities. He checked into a Hyatt and did not venture outside on the off

chance that someone might recognize him from the newspaper coverage,

particularly the International Herald Tribune, which had carried his photo. For

four days he stayed locked in his room, ordering room service and making a

few calls to his family.106 To his great relief, his departure from Bangkok

proved as uneventful as his arrival.

Sindona’s family visited once he was safely in Hong Kong. But after a week

in the British colony, he was off again, this time to Taiwan. Sindona was

friendly with Chiang Kai-shek, the eighty-seven-year-old nationalist ruler of

the island nation. Taiwan granted Sindona temporary political asylum and

named him a financial advisor to the president.



Although he was insulated against extradition to Italy, Sindona knew he was

vulnerable to a U.S. indictment and extradition request. While both Chiang

Kai-shek and the British in Hong Kong might ignore Italian requests for

Sindona’s return, being so cavalier with the United States would be a different

matter. His American lawyers had told him that a federal investigation was

under way in New York, and that Italian investigators had met with the U.S.

Attorney to share information.

After mulling his options for a month, he told one of his sons, Nino, that

he had decided to return to the United States and fight extradition to Italy

from there. at December, U.S. customs agents escorted Sindona through

John F. Kennedy Airport. He, and his legal team at Mudge, Rose, Guthrie &

Alexander, prepared his defense to Italy’s request. Sindona moved back into the

Pierre. He later told e New York Times that he had “not one dollar in assets”

and that his friends in Italy had sent him money to pay for his suite at the

Pierre, Park Avenue office, and Mudge Rose lawyers.107

“America will protect me against Italy because I have always protected the

American interest in New York,” Sindona told his son. “I have many friends

there. I will win in America.”108

Halfway around the world, Marcinkus was left to handle some of the fallout

in Italy from what the Italian press dubbed il crack Sindona (the broken

Sindona). It was widely accepted that Sindona and the Vatican did business

together, but no one knew fully to what extent. e IOR had a minority

interest in most of Sindona’s Swiss and Italian banks, with its largest stake in

Banca Unione. Marcinkus had also allowed Sindona to invest several million

dollars in foreign currency trades. When the Swiss shuttered Sindona’s Geneva-

based Banque de Financement—considered one of the financier’s safest—

because of heavy losses in precisely those trades, e New York Times noted

that a “sizable block of [the] bank’s stock is reportedly held by the Vatican.”109

e church had a one-third share.

In the wake of Sindona’s collapse, the Italians indulged in a guessing game

of how much money the church had lost. Some put it as high as $750 million

($3.9 billion in 2014 dollars). e Vatican said only that it was hurt to a

“limited extent.”110 e Pope established a commission of five cardinals to

investigate how much damage had been incurred. e commission was in



place only a couple of months when one of Italy’s most prominent

newsweeklies, Panorama, reported that the cardinals had recommended that

Paul VI replace Marcinkus.111 Citing anonymous sources, the magazine said

the Pope had met with Marcinkus that September and told him that he would

retain his title without power until he was moved to another position.112 It was

not true. Marcinkus believed the story was planted by one of his many

enemies. He tried to stem any damage by issuing a brief denial the day after

Panorama hit the newsstands: “e magazine article is all imagination and

fantasy with no foundation in fact. I do not foresee any transfer for me for a

long time.”113 He also dismissed reports that the IOR had lost several hundred

million dollars in Sindona’s implosion, contending that there were only some

“paper losses.”114

In January 1975, the Pope vetoed the church’s proposed annual budget,

concluding that the IOR losses had created “a grave burden, too grave a

burden for the Holy See to bear.”115 e new budget included severe

cutbacks.116

On January 30, Massimo Spada, who had been at the IOR under Nogara

and Maillardoz before leaving to work for Sindona, gave an interview to the

newsweekly L’Espresso, in which he estimated the Vatican had lost $56 million,

or 10 percent of its liquid assets.117 Spada’s guesstimate was given wide

credence because he worked with many of his former IOR colleagues on joint

ventures for Group Sindona. He added to the public pressure on the Vatican

by disclosing that one of the IOR’s top currency experts had developed a

fondness for trading the dollar against the lira, and that his new avocation had

cost the church about $10 million (Spada did not reveal the name).118 Inside

the IOR, even Marcinkus, Mennini, and de Strobel struggled to figure out how

much they had lost.119

Sindona wanted the bishop to know that he would not say anything to

make matters worse for the church. So he used the press to send a message to

Marcinkus. He told Business Week, “I acted morally, ethically, and in the

correct way. I’m fighting for the principle and for my family. I want to show

my friends that they were right when they placed their trust in me.”120 And he

hired Fred Rosen, a New York publicist, to try and reverse the damage to his

savaged reputation. He chose Rosen because the publicist was friendly with A.



M. Rosenthal, e New York Times executive editor. Sindona naively thought

that by hiring Rosen he might favorably influence the paper’s coverage.121

With Rosen’s help, Sindona started a rehabilitation tour in mid-April, with an

address to Wharton graduate students titled “e Phantom Petrodollar.”122 It

was his first public appearance since Franklin’s collapse and attracted

widespread media coverage. He drew some nervous laughter when he was

introduced as a “tax expert,” but used his thirty-five-minute speech to

emphasize a new theme: what e New York Times called “a ringing defense of

the strength of the American economy.”123 Some thought it ironic that

Sindona castigated Chase Manhattan, UBS, and Lloyd’s of London for

“cooking their books” and “reckless gambling” when it came to foreign

exchange trading.124 Wharton was the first in a series of lectures that spring

and summer, including among others Harvard, the University of Chicago,

Columbia, and UCLA.125 At New York University in June, he condemned

government bailouts as destabilizing the national economy, and said it was a

mistake “when a country takes on itself the errors of its entrepreneurs.”126 He

managed to keep his talks focused on international economics and took no

questions about his legal problems.

But instead of mollifying Marcinkus, Sindona’s refusal to keep a low profile

as he battled extradition caused considerable dismay.127 e fugitive financier

stayed in the news. ere were rumors that he had fed information to the

Milan district attorney in the hope that the head of the Italian central bank—

whom Sindona blamed for liquidating his own banks—might himself be

indicted.128 And in April, a seventy-six-count federal indictment charging

conspiracy to obstruct justice and fraud among eight of his ex-Franklin

colleagues, including his right-hand man, Carlo Bordoni, insured that Sindona

would not drop off the front pages anytime soon.129

Many of the stories regurgitated speculation about the extent of the

Vatican’s dealings with him as well as raising questions about the size of the

church’s business empire. Reports of the city-state’s great wealth caused a drop-

off in Peter’s Pence contributions. Paul VI, after reading one newspaper

account about the Vatican’s supposed riches, complained that such guesswork

was costing the Papacy millions of dollars in donations. Many Catholics

thought the church was so well off that it did not need their money.130



Although the Pope, bolstered by Marcinkus, would not broker any suggestion

for more transparency of the church’s investments, the Pontiff did dispatch

Cardinal Egidio Vagnozzi, the chief of the Prefecture for Economic Affairs, to

talk to a small group of hand-selected journalists. Vagnozzi was the spokesman

when the Vatican last tried to quell rumors with a 1971 Institutional Investor

interview.131

e cardinal emphasized two related themes: that the church was not nearly

as wealthy as most people believed, and that the Pope could not survive

without the generosity of the faithful. He dismissed reports that the Pope

oversaw a $10 billion investment portfolio ($43 billion in 2014 dollars) as

“totally untrue.” e Archdiocese of Chicago, he claimed, took in twice as

much annual income—$170 million—as the Holy See. As for the Vatican,

Vagnozzi said its income came mostly from Peter’s Pence, trusts, last testament

gifts from the faithful, and sales of stamps, gasoline, and religious artifacts.

Although he claimed not to know the precise size of its investment portfolio,

he said it probably contributed “less than 5%” to the church’s annual income.

He not only refused any questions about Sindona, but tried to distance the

church from the financier by asserting that when it came to investments, “the

Vatican as such does not speculate.”132

Vagnozzi reminded the reporters that he was addressing only the finances of

the city-state itself, and that he was not speaking for all the congregations and

dioceses around the world that managed their own budgets. As for the Holy

See, he highlighted escalating costs for the upkeep of Vatican City, increased

salaries and pension requirements for an ever-expanding lay component of the

Curia, as well as funds needed to maintain diplomatic missions in dozens of

countries.133 Overall “the Vatican is rather poor . . . [and] it is only the

voluntary help which the Pope receives from the faithful year after year that we

manage—not without difficulty—to close the constant deficit in the Vatican’s

relatively small budget.”134

•  •  •

In November 1975, Milan’s public prosecutor and its investigating magistrate

visited the U.S. Attorney and the SEC, hoping their American counterparts



might expedite Sindona’s extradition.135 ey presented evidence they had

uncovered no fewer than forty-three Sindona-controlled offshore

companies.136 eir visit prompted the financier to launch another round of

PR, telling reporters that his “enemies” were Italy’s “leftists” and that his own

problems were the result of his vigorous defense of the country’s free enterprise

system. “ey want to put me in jail and brainwash me,” he said. “ey talk to

me about suicide as the best thing.”137 Gelli had already assured Sindona that

he was marshaling some important public figures in Italy—supporting the

theme that the charges against him were a leftist vendetta—to make a personal

appeal to the U.S. government to reject the Italian extradition efforts. But

Gelli also confided to Sindona that his enemies wanted his head. One of Italy’s

most prestigious bankers, Enrico Cuccia, had privately told some colleagues,

“Sindona should not only be destroyed, but his ashes scattered to the

winds.”138

As Sindona continued proclaiming his innocence from his Manhattan

perch, there were signs that American probes into his activities were

accelerating. In December, Peter Shaddick, one of the key defendants in the

federal indictment of Franklin executives, struck a deal with prosecutors to

plead guilty to participating in a scheme that cost the bank more than $30

million. He also agreed to cooperate with the U.S. Attorney in return for a

reduced sentence. at prompted speculation that Shaddick was ready to buy

his freedom by implicating Sindona. And the slow U.S. response to the Italian

extradition request made sense if the New York prosecutors wanted instead to

indict and try him in America.139

Calvi saw Sindona’s problems as an opportunity for the Ambrosiano. His

bank’s shares at first had suffered because of the perception that the men were

close, but they stabilized as details emerged revealing that the Ambrosiano was

not damaged by Sindona’s failure.140,III e same month Italian prosecutors

visited the U.S. to press for Sindona’s extradition, the Ambrosiano’s board

elected Calvi as president (he had effectively been running the bank from his

number two position as director). He had by then even received from the

President of Italy a distinguished title, Cavaliere del Lavoro (Knight of

Labor).142 And the Italian press had “discovered” Calvi, covering him often in

the same glowing manner in which they had once treated Sindona.



e general social instability in Italy made Calvi conscious—some say

paranoid—about business secrecy and personal security.143 Calvi now ordered

scrambler telephones installed in his office and homes so his conversations

could not be intercepted, and he had the bank’s executive headquarters swept

weekly for listening devices. He installed separate telephone lines to talk with

P2 chief Licio Gelli, as well as for another P2 member, attorney Umberto

Ortolani, who had become Calvi’s trusted consigliere.144IV His fourth-floor

executive suite was separated from the rest of the office with an imposing pair

of bombproof doors. Later, at his Rome and Milan apartments, as well as the

family’s country house, he deployed multiple alarm systems. He even carried a

personal panic button that alerted the bodyguards that patrolled the buildings

or the property’s perimeter. And he chose a bulletproof Mercedes as his

company car. Calvi’s security bill eventually topped $1 million annually.146

Calvi was now ready to take advantage of his former partner’s downfall: to

get all of Sindona’s business with the Vatican for the Ambrosiano. He met with

Marcinkus and urged him to protect the church from further losses. He said

the IOR’s problems were not the result of bad trades and excessive speculation,

but rather matters specific to Sindona: investing too much in America, a

country about which he knew too little; spreading his money too thin and

acquiring too much debt; and not monitoring his operations carefully enough.

Calvi told Marcinkus that the church’s best option was to obscure its trail of

investments and arrange for companies without significant assets to be

responsible in case its investments turned sour. is conversation was possibly

an inflection point when it came to the IOR’s reliance on so-called men of

confidence.

Did the financial losses and public embarrassment over Sindona make

Marcinkus skittish about further relying on men like Sindona and Calvi? ere

is no evidence it did. Marcinkus later said he had “no reason . . . to question

[Calvi’s] honesty, integrity,” since he still had “a tremendous reputation . . . was

well respected in the banking community . . . [and] was a decent fellow.”147

(Only years later Marcinkus would say that although he had “nothing to

apologize for . . . I might be ashamed of one thing, if you want to call it that.

Maybe I trusted Calvi, maybe, too much.”148)



Marcinkus was simply too intertwined with Calvi to consider distancing the

IOR. Under his tenure thus far at the IOR, the Vatican had loaned tens of

millions of dollars to Cisalpine, the Calvi-owned Bahamian bank of which

Marcinkus was a director. Marcinkus had already informally given Calvi a

three-year extension on the first $45 million due.149 By the close of 1975, the

church had active banking relationships with almost a dozen Calvi-controlled

shell companies in Panama, the Bahamas, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, and

Switzerland.150 One of the Luxembourg-based shells that had been created

with the approval of the IOR, Manic, had borrowed $35 million from Calvi’s

Nassau bank.151 When a Swiss banker—at Calvi’s direction—sent the IOR’s

Luigi Mennini a copy of Manic’s balance sheet and asked for a written

“agreement and ratification of our actions,” Marcinkus ordered Mennini not to

respond. e IOR chief instead convinced Calvi to write a letter to the Vatican

Bank guaranteeing that Cisalpine “assumed full responsibility, exonerating the

Institute from each and every charge and responsibility.”152

In the middle of the year, the IOR bought its first public stake in the

Ambrosiano. e Vatican paid $16.8 million, a 30 percent premium to the

market, for 4.6 percent of the bank. Marcinkus was acting as a proxy for Calvi,

who had promised to eventually buy back the shares from the church at an

even higher price.153

For nearly two years, the IOR had earned a tidy profit for running

questionable back-to-back operations in which it “loaned” tens of millions in

U.S. dollars and Swiss francs to Calvi’s banks and companies to bolster their

balance sheets when private and government audits came due. In those

instances, the companies passed the financial inspections since they had

enormous cash deposits. None of the auditors knew that most of that cash

would be wired out of the firm usually the same day the review finished. e

money was returned to the IOR, through a maze of offshore banks to mask its

trail. For its efforts, the Vatican took a tiny percentage of the total sums moved

as a commission, or sometimes made its profit by inflating the exchange rate at

which it swapped the currencies.154 Ethics and banking regulations aside, it

was easy money for the church. Moreover, Marcinkus was so stung by the

financial beating the IOR had suffered in the Sindona debacle that he made a

mistake common to many inexperienced investors: he had little patience in



recovering the church’s losses. Consequently his appetite for risk was increased.

He doubled down with Calvi.155

at decision would prove far more disastrous for the Vatican Bank than

any of the fallout from il crack Sindona.

I. Another reason Sindona may have left Italy is that he had lost faith that a strong, pro-capitalist, pro-
American government would be in power anytime soon. John McCaffrey, Hambros Bank’s Italian
representative and a wartime British espionage agent, was a close Sindona business colleague. In a sworn
1981 statement, McCaffrey said that Sindona had approached him “with his plan for a coup” to install a
conservative government and purge all socialist and communist parliamentarians and ministers. “It was
clear to me from these conversations with Sindona,” said McCaffrey, “that he was the key to the entire
operation.” According to McCaffrey, the coup failed in large part due to “the lack of know-how, courage,
and conviction on the part of Italian politicians . . . [and the] lack of courage on the Italian military
leaders.”30

II. Sindona did more than just help his friend Paul VI by contributing to political referendums. at
same May, a French cardinal, Jean Daniélou, was found dead in the apartment of a twenty-four-year-old
nightclub stripper whose husband had a criminal record as a pimp. Police discovered that the cardinal,
appointed by Paul VI five years earlier, had about $10,000 in cash on him. e Pope sent a clandestine
message to Sindona to ask if his French business contacts might prevent the story from becoming a
scandal. Sindona called on banking colleagues who evidently convinced the Parisian detectives that their
dossier was best kept secret.37

III. In fact, the Ambrosiano did lose some $9 million in failed Cisalpine loans to a Sindona shell
company, but Calvi wisely did not write that off for more than a year, long after the initial fear in the
markets over the Sindona fallout had passed.141

IV. Sindona thought Ortolani “was an excellent lawyer, but not much of a banker.” In October 1975,
Calvi used Swiss-based United Trading (in which the IOR had a stake), to pay $3.25 million to an
account at Geneva’s Union Bank of Switzerland in the name of Ortolani’s daughter-in-law. Calvi also sent
another $3 million later that year to an account in the name of Ortolani’s son Piero. Over the next six
years, Calvi sent some $250 million to Ortolani-controlled bank accounts. Italian investigators believe
that Ortolani served as a conduit to other powerful Italians, even kicking some money back to Calvi and
possibly even to the IOR. “If it did, I never saw it,” Marcinkus later declaimed to author John
Cornwell.145
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The Battle of Two Scorpions

On February 4, 1976, Marcinkus flew to Geneva to attend his tenth Cisalpine

board of directors meeting. e IOR by this time had loaned or invested $175

million in Calvi-backed offshore companies.1 Marcinkus knew that Cisalpine

was reporting the Vatican’s loans as deposits from independent banks. He was

also aware the IOR money accounted for more than three quarters of the

Bahamian-based company’s cash balance. As the minutes reflect, he said

nothing at the Geneva board meeting. Nor did he object to a proposal to

increase Cisalpine’s stake in yet another Ortolani-controlled bank, Bafisud.2

Instead, he agreed to provide 10 percent of the new venture’s money.3

e Ambrosiano and the Vatican Bank were shuffling back and forth tens

of millions of dollars between their many offshore companies. Typical was a

transfer made just two weeks after Geneva. e IOR opened its fourth account

at the Ambrosiano’s Milan branch, and transferred from it another $2.5

million to one of its accounts at Rome’s Banco di Santo Spirito. It then moved

the money to a new Ortolani company in Switzerland.4 Calvi increasingly

relied on the IOR’s help with the furious transfers between accounts, which

were used to cover losses at some of the firms and to hide the money trail from

Italian tax inspectors and banking regulators.

In late March, Calvi took advantage of a 20 percent increase in the price of

the Ambrosiano’s stock and solicited shareholder approval to raise another $46

million in capital. By April, the Bank of Italy gave Calvi permission to double

to $50 million the Banca Cattolica’s line of credit to Cisalpine. Within just two

months of the Geneva directors meeting, the IOR had funneled another $20

million to Calvi.

An Italian law enacted on April 30 encouraged the duo to believe they were

poised for even greater profits. Since the lira had fallen by more than 30

percent during the first four months of the year, Italy stiffened its currency

export penalties, including for the first time jail sentences.5 Wealthy Italians

who wanted to move money out of their unstable country looked to the IOR.

Since it was the central bank of a sovereign it was not subject to the tough new



regulations. e Vatican’s role was more important than ever in the convoluted

Ambrosiano network. And it allowed Marcinkus to negotiate a higher

commission for moving Calvi’s money around the globe.6

Whatever the two men did, they were incapable of doing it simply. In April,

the Ambrosiano agreed to buy for $32 million a Vatican-controlled property

company, Società Immobiliare XX Settembre. e transaction took a mind-

numbing eleven months to complete, and at different times involved byzantine

bank transfers, inflated currency conversions, phantom loans, questionable

back-to-back financial arrangements, the use of escrowed funds to manipulate

a tiny Florentine bank, and the last-minute replacement of the Ambrosiano as

the buyer with Pantanella, a former Vatican company that went bankrupt after

stepping into the contract.7 When the Bank of Italy inspectors eventually

investigated the XX Settembre sale, they were utterly bewildered.

at summer, Calvi renamed Compendium—the Luxembourg shell that he

originally used to register Cisalpine—to Banco Ambrosiano Holding (BAH).

e Bank of Italy approved a transfer of more than $100 million from the

Ambrosiano to BAH. He also got the approval to swap his 40 percent stake in

the Banca del Gottardo (worth another $100 million) for BAH’s share in La

Centrale Finanziaria, an ex-Sindona holding company. ere was a purpose

beyond just obfuscation in the flurry of activity: although it was not obvious,

Calvi was trying to streamline his labyrinthine financial web by directing all his

foreign operations through a single company, BAH. Even he sometimes had

trouble keeping track of the multitude of transactions on hundreds of pieces of

hastily scribbled notepaper that he carried inside his locked attaché case.

It was not, however, in Calvi’s DNA to do things straightforward. e

following July (1977), Cisalpine transferred $30 million to the IOR, under an

agreement by which the Vatican Bank used that money to buy a stake in BAH.

Marcinkus agreed to hold the shares in trust since Cisalpine did not want to be

the on-the-record buyer (none of this activity was ever recorded, as legally

required, in Cisalpine’s books or discussed at subsequent board meetings

attended by Calvi and Marcinkus).8 Calvi also convinced Marcinkus to put

into the IOR’s name “as a fiduciary” all the shares of the Panamanian United

Trading Corporation, Cisalpine’s parent. In return, Calvi sent him a July 26

letter, on the Ambrosiano’s letterhead, in which he assured the Vatican Bank



that United Trading was operating legally and swore to indemnify it from any

liability.9,I

at same day, Calvi sent a second letter, this time on Cisalpine’s letterhead,

offering similar assurances about Intermax, another shell for which the IOR

had a management contract and was also the apparent owner.11 For helping

Calvi manage his maze of companies, the IOR earned on these deals only one

thousandth of the monies transferred, about $100,000 annually.12 It was not

much, but it seemed to Marcinkus to be safe and easy. at was further

evidence that he had learned nothing about managing risk from his troubled

experience with Sindona. Marcinkus later told author John Cornwell that

when the IOR invested its money with Calvi, he did not want to know the

details.13

For Marcinkus, his frenetic work with Calvi helped the IOR scandal with

Sindona recede into memory. Italy’s extradition request for Sindona had

languished for over a year at the State Department before it was sent to Justice,

which also seemed in no rush to do much about it. Milan’s prosecutor visited

the U.S. Attorney to encourage him to hurry along the process.14 And Italy

hoped the United States might take the charges more seriously after a Milanese

court sentenced Sindona in absentia to three and a half years in prison on

twenty-five counts of bankruptcy fraud.15

Marcinkus and Calvi had no idea that Sindona was growing restless in

America. As the Franklin denouement had played out, Richard Nixon had

resigned because of Watergate. When Democrat Jimmy Carter became

president in 1976, Sindona’s Republican power connections seemed useless.16

Italian communists had also made strong electoral gains in 1976 and Italy’s

ruling coalition soon ratcheted up the campaign for Sindona’s return. Carter’s

Justice Department was more receptive and persuaded a court to issue an arrest

warrant.

Sindona surrendered in September 1976 at the federal courthouse in

downtown Manhattan. On the witness stand he swore that he had only

$800,000 in assets. e judge allowed him to stay free pending a $3 million

bail (he secured it with $150,000 in cash and Treasury bills as well as the deed

to his Pierre co-op).17 Sindona’s defense team soon filed a motion to dismiss

the extradition request. In their seventy-two-page brief they argued that



Sindona’s leftist enemies wholly concocted the charges. His life was in danger,

they contended, if he were extradited to Italy. e Chief Justice of the Italian

Supreme Court, Carmelo Spagnuolo (a P2 member), submitted an affidavit in

support of the notion that Sindona might be killed if he returned to Italy.18

e Sicilian financier considered the extradition battle a sideshow to his

chief concern: a possible American criminal indictment. In March, the same

judge who presided over the extradition hearing sentenced six former midlevel

Franklin executives on fraud charges.19 When they received reduced sentences

in return for their cooperation, many legal observers assumed that meant a

U.S. indictment against Sindona was imminent.20 But nothing had happened

by the fall of 1977.

Meanwhile, some of Sindona’s family and friends thought he might be

better off simply returning to Italy. Investigators there charged he had looted

$225 million from these banks.21 If Sindona could somehow pay it back, he

could void his absentia guilty verdict. To raise the cash, Sindona sued the Bank

of Rome claiming he had a verbal agreement by which the bank had promised

to cover up to $254 million of his debts in exchange for a lien on his interest in

SGI. Marcinkus cringed when that suit was filed. It pitted Sindona against the

Bank of Rome’s Mario Barone, a banker with a close working relationship with

the IOR.22 To Marcinkus’s relief, it did not take long before a Roman judge

tossed the case, declaring it “inconceivable” that there would not be a written

record of a commitment for such an enormous sum.23 Sindona reached out in

desperation to Gelli and the P2. Gelli worked frantically, even raising the

matter with Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti, hoping to convince Italy’s

central bank to bail out Sindona.24

As far as Sindona was concerned, a central bank rescue was the only option

left for a business comeback.25 But Giorgio Ambrosoli, the court-appointed

liquidator of his Italian banks, frustrated every effort by Gelli and his well-

placed cohorts. Ambrosoli was opposed to using any public money to rescue

Sindona from his misdeeds. In heated exchanges he threatened more than once

to go public if the government reached a deal to pay off the debts. Two Bank

of Italy directors sided with Ambrosoli and resisted any P2 strong-arm

lobbying.26



Sindona told colleagues he was frustrated that Ambrosoli had thwarted his

appeal to Italy’s central bank. However, his friends thought he seemed more

preoccupied with an all-consuming jealousy he had developed about Calvi’s

flourishing relationship with the Vatican Bank.27 Calvi was ungrateful for all

he had done for him, Sindona complained to colleagues, and he often groused

that Calvi owed him millions of dollars for the Ambrosiano shares Sindona

had secretly bought for him.28 In the early fall of 1977, Rodolfo Guzzi,

Sindona’s chief Milanese attorney, called on Calvi. Sindona needed money for

his spiraling legal bills. Sindona wanted Calvi to buy one of his villas for

$500,000. ere would be no change in title. It was just a means by which

Calvi could send his beleaguered friend half a million dollars.

Calvi wanted to stay as far away from Sindona as possible, but he also did

not want to turn him into an enemy. So he vacillated. Guzzi called daily

looking for a yes. Calvi dodged him.29 After a couple of weeks, one morning as

Calvi drove to work, he was stunned to see bright white and blue posters

plastered across the pale yellow-fronted Ambrosiano headquarters and several

adjoining buildings along the narrow Via Clerici.30 In bold, large print Calvi

was accused of “fraud, issuing false accounts, unjustified appropriation, export

of currency and tax swindles.” e posters declared that Calvi “has transferred

tens of millions of dollars into the following Swiss accounts.” ey even listed

the correct names in which he held two Swiss bank accounts.31 Someone had

tipped off L’Espresso, which got a photographer there to snap pictures before

Calvi’s security team ripped down the posters.32

Calvi had no doubt that Sindona was behind the smear, his desperation

causing him to become reckless and more dangerous. A few days later, Calvi

got a call from Luigi Cavallo. Calvi knew him, not from his former job as a

U.N. translator, but as a renowned freelance agitator best known for his

acquittal in a left-wing coup against Italy’s government.33 He also published a

small quarterly, Agenzia A, a broadsheet devoured by journalists and politicians

for its torrid mixture of offbeat news and blind gossip.II Cavallo told Calvi that

unless he honored promises he supposedly made to Sindona years earlier, more

mud would come. Calvi was noncommittal.

Everything was quiet for a few weeks. Calvi hoped that Sindona had called

off his attack dog. But over the Christmas holidays Cavallo wrote Calvi a letter



about a Ugandan parable of two scorpions in a bottle and how they “embark

on a battle to the death which inevitably has a lethal outcome for both

contenders.”35

Just after the New Year, Cavallo published an edition of Agenzia A in which

he set forth a blistering, fictional indictment against Calvi, charging him with

knowingly publishing false balance sheets for the Ambrosiano. More salacious

posters appeared.36 Business associates urged Calvi to go to the police. But he

could not publicly charge that Sindona was extorting money without possibly

admitting that the charges were true. Calvi reached out to Gelli for help. e

P2 chief told Calvi to pay the money, which he did that March, wiring

$500,000 from United Trading to a numbered Sindona account at Union

Bank in Chiasso, Switzerland.37

Calvi had much more on his mind, however, than just Sindona’s blackmail

as 1978 got under way. Cisalpine’s accountant, Price Waterhouse, was insisting

on answers about the bank’s confidential accounts. When he no longer could

delay replying, Calvi dismissed them. eir replacement, Coopers & Lybrand,

were only on the job a few months before they began peppering Calvi with

queries about the IOR. ey also complained about their “difficulty in

obtaining any specific financial information” about the Vatican Bank. Calvi

assured them that all the dealings between Cisalpine and the IOR were “on

normal commercial terms.”38

Although none of Calvi’s regular colleagues noticed any change in his

demeanor, the Coopers & Lybrand interest in the IOR agitated him. On top

of that, a $20 million loan to the Vatican was due at the end of January. Calvi

did not have the money. For months he had been trying to find new investors,

pitching proposals to money managers on three continents. His efforts paid off

with only days to spare. Calvi received the first of four loans totaling $160

million from Banca Nazionale del Lavoro and Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi

(ENI), a state-owned bank and multinational run by two P2 members.39

Marcinkus, meanwhile, was so pleased with his mushrooming dealings with

Calvi that he kicked off 1978 by renewing or expanding loans to the usual

suspects—including Manic, Zitroppo, and Banco Ambrosiano Holding (BAH)

—as well as giving fresh infusions of church money to new Panamanian-based

firms, Astolfine and Belrosa. Despite the repayment of the $20 million loan,



the Vatican Bank’s cash invested in Calvi’s labyrinthine global businesses in

1978 soared from $200 million to a dizzying $330 million ($1.2 billion in

2014 dollars).40,III

With Marcinkus confident that the Ambrosiano’s businesses were solid,

Calvi concentrated on Sindona, who had continued to threaten him. Sindona

had considered the $500,000 a down payment on what he believed was owed

him. In April 1978—the same month that a dozen Bank of Italy inspectors

showed up unexpectedly at the Ambrosiano’s headquarters—Sindona and

Calvi met in Washington.42 Father Philip Guarino, a director of the Senior

Citizens Division of the Republican National Committee, hosted a party for

Sindona at the Capitol Hill Club.43 Calvi went to tell Sindona that he could

not help him further. Sindona demanded more money and refused to back off.

In the coming months, Calvi diverted upward of $5 million through Gelli to

Sindona (the following spring, when Sindona learned that Calvi was a guest at

New York’s Carlyle Hotel, he showed up and would not leave until Calvi

agreed to accelerate the payments).44 Calvi at the time had no idea that it was a

tip provided by Sindona about some of Calvi’s secret Swiss bank accounts that

prompted the Bank of Italy investigators to swarm over the Ambrosiano.45

When Calvi called Gelli to fix the results of the probe, Gelli was powerless to

help. None of the Bank of Italy inspectors were P2 members.46

e month after their Washington meeting, three years after the Italian

government had asked for Sindona’s return, a federal judge approved the

extradition.47 His lawyers appealed. As that worked its way through the legal

system during the summer, the U.S. Attorney in New York announced

indictments against three top ex–Franklin National executives. Sindona, and

his former right-hand aide, Carlo Bordoni, were unindicted co-conspirators.48

e U.S. Attorney told reporters that the investigation into Franklin was

continuing. For Sindona it was a dilemma: return to Italy and the fraudulent

bankruptcy charges or stay in the United States and face a likely criminal

indictment.

I. ere later came to be a furious finger-pointing disagreement between Marcinkus and Calvi about
whether the contract including the United Trading bearer stock certificates was fraudulently backdated to
November 21, 1974 (which is what Marcinkus claimed), or whether it was really signed in 1974 and



merely confirmed in Calvi’s letter three years later (Calvi’s assertion). Donato De Bonis, an IOR
monsignor who worked closely with Marcinkus, and Pellegrino de Strobel, the Vatican Bank’s secretary
and chief accountant, admitted they had signed the document, but claimed they left it undated. When
the Vatican later tried to draw distance from Calvi’s business network, it contended it did not control
United Trading as early as 1974, a date that marked the start of highly questionable financial
maneuvering. Italian prosecutors and investigators with two parliamentary commissions concluded that
the IOR was the effective owner as of 1974 and that Marcinkus agreed to the backdating as a favor to
Calvi. Marcinkus could never explain why, when Calvi had sent him a copy of the “backdated”
agreement in 1977, the archbishop did not complain about the supposedly wrong date.10

II. When it comes to Sindona, Calvi, and Marcinkus, even the simplest matters are often more
complicated than they first appear. Was Cavallo working for Sindona? Guzzi, Sindona’s attorney, later
claimed that he had hired Cavallo at Sindona’s direction. And Guzzi was later found guilty of extortion
over this matter. Sindona denied having anything to do with Cavallo, telling author Nick Tosches that
the provocateur was most likely working for the Italian government. And as for Cavallo? In an unsworn
statement, he told prosecutors that Sindona retained him to squeeze as much money as possible out of
Calvi. But later, under oath and threat of perjury, Cavallo told an Assize court that he had done it on his
own and that Sindona had tried repeatedly to stop him.34

III. Another sign of the depth of Calvi’s involvement with the IOR was evident in January 1978, when
the Vatican Bank gave Calvi letters falsely describing all its loans as Ambrosiano deposits at the IOR.
Calvi stored the letters in case he needed them later to deflect Italian investigators.41
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“A Psychopathic Paranoid”

While Sindona obsessed about where to make his best legal stand, his two
former business partners had their own problems. Calvi fretted about finding
more financing to prevent any single part of his empire from cracking and
setting off a calamitous chain reaction. Marcinkus was absorbed not with the
IOR’s business dealings, but rather with pending changes inside the Vatican
that might threaten his power.

Pope Paul VI, Marcinkus’s great patron, had since 1977 become
increasingly withdrawn. ere was speculation that he might be the first Pope
in centuries to resign. In the early part of his Pontificate, Paul had taken more
international trips than the previous thirty Popes combined. Now, debilitating
arthritis left him mostly confined to the city-state. He occasionally mustered
enough strength to travel the seventeen miles to Castel Gandolfo, his summer
residence. A combination of persistent pain and little rest took its toll, sending
him spiraling into a depression.1 “He looks frail and often sounds mournful,”
noted e New York Times.2

During a 1974 synod of bishops, Paul told the cleric sitting next to him,
“Old age itself is the illness” (an open microphone picked up his softly spoken
Latin, senectus ipsa est morbus).3 “I see the threshold of the hereafter
approaching,” an emotional and almost wistful Paul VI told pilgrims near his
eightieth birthday in 1977.4 As he spent more time locked away in his private
quarters, there seemed to be a rumor du jour about one medical malady or
another. Unconfirmed accounts from insiders about “occasional lapses of
memory” found their way into the press.5

Ironically, it was Paul VI who mandated that all bishops offer their
resignations when they reached seventy-five. And he had directed that no
cardinal older than eighty could vote in any conclave. Many Vaticanologists
had expected that he might establish a precedent for the Roman church by
stepping down on either his seventy-fifth or eightieth birthday.6 But both
birthdays passed uneventfully. ere was a synod of bishops four days after his
eightieth birthday, and many speculated that Paul had waited to announce it



there.7 But again nothing. Now, in 1978, with the Pope eighty-one years old,
the resignation rumors had a renewed urgency.8

e infirm Paul was under siege on many fronts. Fresh efforts to overturn
his encyclical banning all artificial birth control had gathered momentum,
especially in America. British scientists had conceived the world’s first test-tube
baby. e development rattled the Vatican. And French scientists had created a
fly from a test tube after ten years of research. What did it mean when life
could come from a laboratory? A modern Protestant reformation that allowed
priests to marry and liberalized previously orthodox views of homosexuality
put pressure on the Roman church to loosen its rules.9 Some of the impetus to
modify the centuries-old mandatory clerical celibacy came from polls that
showed that 40 percent of Italian clerics thought it should be abolished, and a
third of Spanish priests wanted it optional.10 A new study showed that record
numbers of priests and nuns were leaving their orders.11

e church itself seemed in revolt, with priests contesting orders from their
bishops, and bishops in turn resisting directives from Rome. e Pope
struggled to maintain a monolithic faith in which all direction came from
Rome. Traditionalists blamed Paul VI for misguided and heterodox reforms.
ey demanded a return to the church as it existed before the Second Vatican
Council. A tad more reasonable were so-called conservatives, who were open to
some modernization. ose conservatives also castigated Paul VI, not as a
heretic, but as someone who went too far in his zeal to update the church. Yet
another group, modern theologians, represented by the Swiss priest Hans
Küng, questioned all conventional thinking, on everything from Papal
infallibility to homosexuality and abortion to even limits on the divinity of
Christ (Küng’s 1971 bestseller, Infallible? An Inquiry, challenged the heart of
whether a Pope spoke for God on matters of faith). e Charismatics believed
that the church needed to return to its early roots by emphasizing the power of
the Holy Spirit. e progressives, a fast growing subset, believed Paul had not
gone far enough in his reforms and that the ideal future was in a loose
partnership with leftist secular governments who followed the teachings of
Jesus by redistributing wealth to the poor and underclass.

e threats the church had faced during World War II and the early Cold
War seemed lost in the confusion of the social revolution that had kicked off in



the mid-1960s. It showed little signs of abating.
A steady stream of bad news also left Paul emotionally exhausted. e

brutal murder of Congolese Cardinal Émilie Biayenda, to whom he had
personally given the red hat in 1973, put him into a funk.12 But no event
affected him more than when the radical left-wing Red Brigades killed five
bodyguards and kidnapped Aldo Moro, a two-time Italian Prime Minister,
from a busy Rome street. e Pope, who had long known Moro and had great
affection for him, led the appeals for his release. For two months, starting in
March 1978, the kidnappers managed to keep one step ahead of a massive
security hunt. e captive Moro wrote personal letters to his political
colleagues and to Paul, begging them to do whatever was needed to free him.
And the Pontiff in turn pleaded with Italy to strike any necessary compromise.
Against the advice of his advisors, he even made a dramatic public offer to
trade places with Moro.13 e Red Brigades ignored his appeal. Instead, that
May, Moro was shot ten times in a circle around his heart and left to bleed to
death, stuffed into the trunk of an abandoned car in central Rome.14

Pope Paul was inconsolable.15 He joined the nation in heartfelt mourning.
Despite his pain, he insisted that he personally say the funeral Mass for the
assassinated leader. On a cold spring day that May, Paul VI crossed Rome to
preside over the funeral at a packed Basilica of St. John Lateran. It was the first
time Vaticanologists could recall a Pope saying a requiem Mass for anyone
other than a cardinal.16 And a few days after Moro’s murder, the normally
taciturn Paul fought back tears as he addressed a group of children at St.
Peter’s.17 Both the church and his beloved Italy, he later dejectedly told his
personal secretary, Monsignor Macchi, seemed under attack.

Macchi had witnessed for several years the bitter resignation with which
Paul observed the secular violence and instability in Italy. All the leading Red
Brigades were Catholics who had abandoned their faith to embrace a violent
strain of communism that now engulfed Italian cities. And it was not just Italy.
e grim news continued to pour in that summer. A Spanish general and his
aide were assassinated in broad daylight by left-wing terrorists in Madrid.18

Twelve white teachers and children were butchered by guerrillas in Rhodesia.19

A grenade nearly killed Iraq’s ambassador in London, and a terror attack on the



Iraqi embassy in Paris left two dead.20 PLO bombs killed five and wounded
dozens of Israelis on a Jerusalem bus.21

e spiraling violence played to Paul’s natural pessimism. e Pope had lost
interest in the more mundane aspects of overseeing the Curia. For nearly a
year, day-to-day administrative duties had been split between Archbishop
Giovanni Benelli, the powerful Substitute Secretary of State, and Macchi. e
two often clashed.22 at was resolved when the Pope elevated Benelli to the
rank of cardinal and dispatched him to Florence. But removing Benelli did not
help. Benelli may have irritated many with his abrupt Tuscan ways, but even
his detractors knew he was capable of making quick decisions and sticking to
them. Cardinal Jean-Marie Villot, who had been Secretary of State for a
decade, wielded tremendous influence with Paul, but the aloof Frenchman was
himself challenged when it came to the Curial bureaucracy. And Macchi
seemed exhausted, unable to prevent Paul from indulging in interminable
vacillation.

In the spring, Malachi Martin, a former Jesuit professor at Rome’s Pontifical
Biblical Institute, told e Boston Globe that the only reason Paul VI had not
yet resigned was because he had not succeeded in rallying enough support for a
radical plan to allow some limited participation in the next conclave by non-
Catholic Christian faiths.23 By appointing many ird World cardinals among
twenty-nine red hats in 1973, Paul had eliminated the possibility that a
European-only bloc could elect the next Pope. And in 1976, when he elevated
another twenty-one bishops to become cardinals, most were from outside
Europe. Only two were Italians, the smallest percentage from Italy in the
church’s history.24 Still, according to Martin, the demographics of the cardinals
were too conservative to guarantee the Pope he would get the progressive
successor he wanted. As a result, claimed Martin, Paul clung to the Papacy.25

A resignation by Paul would have a more deleterious effect on Marcinkus
than most Curia power brokers. Marcinkus’s frankness and no-frills manner
had inspired confidence in the Pope for over fifteen years. Paul relied on the
American bishop’s fearlessness, a trait he admired but could never emulate. e
unique dynamic of their friendship meant that Paul never hobbled the IOR
through the fog of indecision and equivocation that was a trademark of his
Papacy. He allowed Marcinkus to run the Vatican Bank.



When il crack Sindona had exploded three years earlier, the Pope could have
silenced any criticism over the IOR’s role by transferring Marcinkus to Curial
Siberia. Some prominent cardinals and bishops had demanded just that. But
Paul had proven decisive and firm in sticking by his beleaguered IOR chief.

e Pope’s resignation would also end the tenure of Monsignor Macchi.
Many Curialists resented Macchi for the outsized power he wielded as Paul’s
alter ego. Macchi and Marcinkus ranked as the two most unpopular officials at
the Vatican. An unnamed monsignor in the Curia told author John Cornwell
that “Maachi had the Pope’s ear and Marcinkus had the pursestrings.”26

Persistent gossip accused the duo of plotting to get their pet projects rubber-
stamped by the infirm Pontiff.27

Marcinkus was not only concerned about losing his patrons at the top of
the Vatican. Developments in the United States also threatened his strongest
ally there, Chicago Cardinal John Cody. e two had been friends since the
1950s. For several years there had been some published reports critical of
Cody’s authoritarian governance. As head of America’s largest Catholic diocese,
Cody wielded tremendous power. And after New York’s Cardinal Spellman
died in 1967, he had become the biggest American fundraiser for Rome.
rough the 1970s, Cody had seemed untouchable. is despite the energetic
efforts of Father Andrew Greeley, a liberal American priest and professor of
sociology much admired by the American media, who was on a mission to
prove that Cody was guilty of financial improprieties.28 Greeley used his
syndicated national newspaper column to press his case.29 And privately, and
later in print, Greeley often became an armchair psychologist, diagnosing
Cody with “a borderline personality disorder” or speculating that he was even
“a psychopathic paranoid.”30 According to Greeley, Cody was a binge drinker
who checked into a handful of southwest Chicago hotels so he could go on all-
night benders. And Greeley accused the Chicago police of suppressing several
drunk-driving arrests.31 Rome judged Greeley an unreliable, attention-hungry
gadfly, dismissing his wild charges without paying them much heed.

But now Macchi shared with Marcinkus that some damning information
independent of Greeley had filtered into the Vatican about how Cody might
be running America’s largest diocese into the ground. In July (1978), a two-



inch-thick dossier made its way from the United States to Rome. It was the
result of a detailed probe Paul VI had ordered.

As he reviewed the dossier, Paul dismissed much of it as inevitable jealous
infighting, including the stories that Cody was a bigot, had a vindictive streak,
that he espoused neo-fascist military views, and that he was in regular contact
with the right-wing John Birch Society. He was more concerned about the
complaint that he had alienated Chicago’s clergy and top laymen with his
heavy-handed ways. e file included a remarkable public condemnation of
Cody by the Association of Chicago Priests. ey charged that the cardinal had
lied to them and that he employed a network of informants to maintain his
authoritarian rule through fear and intimidation.32 ere was even
information that Cody might have too close a personal relationship with a
Chicago area woman.I

But the accusations that got Pope Paul’s full attention were about money.
One marked Cody as a bad financial manager. While treasurer of the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops, he had invested millions in Penn Central
shortly before its insolvency. e other more troubling charge was that he had
refused to account for millions more in diocesan funds. Cody had blocked
access to the accounts to both prelates and accountants and there were
suggestions that he might have diverted some of the money to a lavish
lifestyle.34

e file did not include a recommendation as to what the Pope should do.
On such a sensitive matter, Paul would ordinarily weigh his options for
months. But not only was the evidence presented strong, but the complaints
from many of the Chicago prelates dated back to 1976. All of Paul’s trusted
advisors—including his Secretary of State, Cardinal Villot; Monsignor
Agostino Casaroli, secretary of the Council of the Public Affairs of the Church;
and Cardinal Sebastiano Baggio, the take-no-nonsense Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation for Bishops—thought Cody should go. Paul even reached out to
Florence’s Cardinal Benelli, who had looked into some of the charges when he
was still in the Secretary of State’s office. He also thought Cody should resign.

Who to replace him? Baggio thought the natural choice was Cincinnati’s
Archbishop Joseph Bernardin, whom Paul had made the youngest American
bishop ever in 1966. e Pontiff liked Bernardin. e bishop had an



unblemished reputation as an efficient and decent administrator of the
Cincinnati church. While Bernardin shared Paul’s liberal political views, he was
also a traditionalist on core theological matters such as clerical celibacy and
ensuring that women were not eligible for the priesthood.

What about Marcinkus, wondered the Pope? He was a Chicagoan and had
a strong working relationship with the chief clerics in that diocese. It would
seem the ideal way to give Marcinkus a red hat and to ensure that his move
from the IOR was a promotion. Baggio advised against it. e Chicago church
was a mess in part because it had been directed so poorly. As Marcinkus had
never run a diocese, suggested Baggio, this would not be the time for him to
learn on the job. e Pope took it under consideration.35

Paul settled on a plan that would move Cody out in a face-saving way.
Baggio—known as “the Pope’s fixer”—flew to Chicago to inform the cardinal
that the Pontiff wanted the appointment of a bishop as coadjutor, someone
who would be responsible for the diocese’s day-to-day operations. e press
release would cite Cody’s poor health as the reason a new bishop was assisting
him. And Cody would remain as the cardinal until he reached retirement age
in 1982, at which point Bernardin would fully take charge.

In early August at Cody’s villa in Mundelein, Baggio confronted the
Chicago cardinal with the evidence and the Pope’s directive. Cody was not
contrite, nor did he agree to a coadjutor. Baggio stormed out after a
contentious hour. Baggio’s report to Rome: the cardinal was defiant and in
violation of Canon Law for failing to follow a Papal order.36 Monsignor
Macchi intercepted Baggio’s report. It arrived at an inopportune time. e
Pope was not feeling well, and Mario Fontana, his chief physician, had just
placed him on antibiotics because of a suspected urinary tract infection. Paul
was running a fever and his hands were shaking. Seventy-four-year-old
Fontana told Macchi he should wait a few days before discussing church
matters. Macchi held back the news about Cody.37

By Saturday, August 5, the Pope was not feeling better. Macchi canceled the
Pontiff’s Sunday benediction. He was disappointed not to make it. It marked
not only the Feast of the Transfiguration, a celebration of Christ’s resurrection,
but was the thirty-third anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima. Paul had
prepared a special blessing for world peace.38



at Saturday night, the Pope felt strong enough to join Macchi and
another personal secretary, Monsignor John Magee for dinner. Afterward they
prayed for the dozens of Israelis killed and injured earlier that day when a PLO
bomb tore apart Tel Aviv’s popular Carmel Market.39 But the Pope cut the
prayers short, complaining of intense pain.40 Macchi called Fontana, who
ordered more rest. e antibiotics needed more time to be effective, said the
physician.

On Sunday morning, August 6, when Fontana and Macchi walked into the
bedroom, the Pontiff was sweating and complaining about pain. is time
Fontana was more concerned. e Pope’s temperature had spiked and his
blood pressure was low.41

Fontana telephoned a specialist at Rome’s Agostino Gemelli Hospital. What
about transferring the Pontiff by helicopter to Gemelli, asked the specialist?
No, Fontana had discussed it with Macchi and the other secretaries. ey
agreed that Paul should stay at Castel Gandolfo. Taking him to a hospital
would be unprecedented. When Paul had his prostate surgery a few years
earlier, a surgeon had done it in a makeshift operating room in the Apostolic
Palace. What about dispatching Gemelli’s renowned mobile intensive care unit
to Castel Gandolfo? e problem, said Fontana, was that their arrival on an
otherwise quiet Sunday would alert the press corps. If the Pope’s condition
worsened, Fontana assured the Gemelli specialist that he would summon the
emergency crew.

Fontana then told the grim-faced household staff that if Paul survived the
next twelve hours, he would pull through.42

Around 5 p.m. the Pope’s condition worsened. He was still lucid but his
blood pressure was more erratic. Paul asked Macchi to summon his brother
and his favorite nephew.43 Secretary of State Villot soon arrived. He had
brought with him a small silver hammer that had been handed down for more
than a thousand years. It was the hammer used in church tradition to
determine if a Pontiff was dead.44 Villot was prepared for the worst. e tall
French cardinal paced along the edge of the bedroom chamber, as much from
anxiety over the Pope’s condition as from being unable to light up one of his
trademark Gauloises. No smoking, Fontana politely told the chain-smoking
Secretary of State when he arrived at Castel Gandolfo.



At 6 p.m., Macchi asked the small group to join him in a Mass in the
chapel adjoining Paul’s bedroom. In the pew closest to the open door between
the rooms, Magee and Fontana kept an eye on the Pope. A few minutes into
the Mass, Paul had trouble breathing. Fontana detected a rapid and irregular
heartbeat. It was likely a heart attack. He told Macchi the time was short.
Rome’s AP bureau got the word and flashed the first wire service story only a
few minutes later at 6:15 p.m. that “Pope Paul VI suffered a heart attack. He is
semi-conscious.”45

A grim silence settled over the small gathering. Macchi gave Paul a
Communion wafer. Villot administered last rites.46 For the next three hours
Paul lapsed in and out of consciousness. At 9:40, it seemed he had stopped
breathing. Fontana again put a stethoscope to his chest. “It’s over.”47

at medical opinion did not suffice by church protocol. Villot retrieved
the silver hammer. He tapped the Pontiff in the middle of his forehead with
the flat head of the hammer. “Giovanni Battista Enrico Antonio Maria, are you
dead?” Silence. A minute later Villot repeated the ritual. Again silence. And
then he did it a third time. e Pope did not move.

Villot turned to those in the room. “Pope Paul is truly dead.”48,II

Villot was now Camerlengo, the cardinal responsible for running the
church until the next Pope was elected.50 Clerics in the Secretary of State’s
office began sending telegrams in Italian and French to all the cardinals. ey
said: “THE POPE IS DEAD. COME AT ONCE. VILLOT.”51

e politicking to select the 263rd Pontiff in the church’s history would
soon begin.

I. Compared to the many other charges of impropriety, the suggestion that Cody might have broken his
celibacy vows did not then seem important. But in a couple of years it was that relationship—with Helen
Dolan Wilson—that would be the basis for a federal grand jury investigation of Cody and whether he
had diverted more than $1 million in church funds to the sixty-six-year-old divorcée. At the time, the
Pope did not know that Cody had brought Wilson—who was the cardinal’s step-cousin—to Rome for
his coronation as a cardinal; loaned her money to buy a vacation home in Boca Raton, Florida; put her
on the payroll of the archdiocese; padded her work records so she got a larger pension; and steered the life
insurance business of many Chicago priests to Wilson’s insurance-agent son.33

II. Part of Villot’s duties was to take custody of the Fisherman’s Ring that is custom-made for each Pope.
During the upcoming Conclave of Cardinals, the Secretary of State was required to smash that ring with
other cardinals as witnesses. In ancient times, when wax seals were the mark of authenticity on official



documents, it was important to destroy the deceased Pope’s ring and all his seals to guarantee that no one
could impersonate the dead Pontiff. Villot was stunned to see the ring missing from Paul’s right hand.
Villot ordered Macchi to find it before the conclave. He did, four days later, stuffed under some papers in
the back of a desk drawer in the Pope’s study.49
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The Year of Three PopesI

Paul VI had been Pope for fifteen years. Only eleven cardinals who were at the

1963 conclave were still alive. Genoa’s Giuseppe Siri was still a darling of

conservatives. A few months before the Pope’s death, Siri had turned seventy-

two but that did not prevent traditionalists from promoting him. After the

liberal slide for which they blamed Paul VI, the church needed a turn to the

right, even if Siri’s age meant it would be a short one. e progressives were

enthusiastic about another veteran, seventy-three-year-old Vienna’s Franz

König. He had polished his reformer reputation at the Second Vatican

Council. In recent years he had established a dialogue between the church and

Eastern European communist regimes.1 And although Secretary of State Jean-

Marie Villot was just short of his seventy-third birthday, nobody counted him

out.

Vaticanologists handicapping the race knew that a slate of younger cardinals

was as papabile as any of the veterans. ere was plenty of time for speculating.

at is because Villot set a slow schedule, picking August 25 for the conclave,

nineteen days after the Pope’s passing. It was the last possible date allowed

under rules Paul VI set for the selection of his successor.2

e Italians grumbled that Villot had stretched out the process to allow the

foreign cardinals enough time to build a coalition to elect the first non-Italian

since Hadrian VI had died in 1523.3 e foreign cardinals on the other hand

had the opposite worry, that Villot’s leisurely pace was crafted to allow the

Italian prelates extra time to consolidate their support for a single, unbeatable

candidate.4

Pope Paul had expanded the College of Cardinals to an unprecedented 130.

Fifteen were barred from voting since they were older than eighty (although

they could still be elected Pope themselves).5 Four others were too ill to attend.

Of the remaining 111 elector-cardinals, a bare majority (fifty-seven) were

European.6

Villot methodically set about protecting Paul’s legacy. When he learned that

Paul’s executor, Monsignor Macchi, was about to destroy the late Pontiff’s



private papers, he intervened. Villot dispatched many of the documents to the

Secret Archives. As for the Pope’s file about Cardinal Cody, Villot told Macchi,

that must go to the next Pontiff.7

Villot wanted to ensure that the upcoming conclave was free from prying

eyes. A few months earlier a sweep by Camilio Cibin—Inspector General of

the Corpo della Gendarmeria, the Vatican security and police force—had

uncovered eleven American- and Russian-made bugs.8 A 1973 bestselling book

by two Italian journalists, Sex in the Confessional, based on bugged

confessionals, fanned Villot’s apprehension. So Villot directed Cibin to ensure

that there were no listening devices in the conclave. Cibin returned in a day

with alarming news: the church-run Vatican Radio planned to bug the

conclave so it could get the scoop on the Pope’s election. ere might be other

such plans afoot, Cibin warned.9,II

Since there had not been a Papal election in fifteen years, there was a more

intense press scrutiny. As the conclave’s opening date drew near, the

speculation about the supposed frontrunners ramped up. at the published

reports usually selected different candidates was good evidence that it was a

guessing game.

Although some thought that Giovanni Benelli was too young at fifty-seven,

the brusque Tuscan, who had been a Curial powerhouse before Paul dispatched

him to Florence, seemed to be on most shortlists.11 Many supported him since

they thought he was the most electable progressive. A German newspaper ran a

large front-page photo of Benelli, under the headline “e Next Pope?”

If a favorite were determined just by the number of press mentions, it was

probably sixty-eight-year-old Sergio Pignedoli, the influential Chief of

Secretariat for Non-Christians.12 e Paul VI protégé had enough Curial

experience, combined with a widespread reputation as a moderate not afraid to

make tough decisions, to attract a solid centrist following. e Curial rumor

was that Pignedoli was so confident of winning that he had gone on a crash

diet to look his best in the ceremonial white cassock he would don when

elected.13

e New York Times relied on “Vatican sources” to name four cardinals who

the paper claimed had pulled away from other contenders: Florence’s Benelli;

the conservative Pericle Felici; and progressives Sebastiano Baggio and Turin’s



Anastasio Ballestrero.14 e night before the conclave, an Italian newspaper

published the results of a first ever computer forecast: Cardinal Baggio would

be the next Pontiff.15 In London, Ladbrokes, the betting syndicate, irritated

the Vatican by allowing gamblers to bet on the outcome for the first time.16

e British odds? Sergio Pignedoli—missed entirely by e New York Times

and the Italian computer program—was the favorite at 5–2; Baggio and Ugo

Poletti, the Vicar of Rome, 7–2; Florence’s Benelli, 4–1; Dutch Cardinal

Johannes Willebrands, 8–1; Argentine Eduardo Pironio, 12–1; Austrian

Cardinal König, 16–1; Basil Hume of England, 25–1; and the long shots were

Brazil’s Aloísio Lorscheider, Pakistani Cardinal Joseph Cordeiro, and the

progressive Cardinal of Brussels, Leo Josef Suenens, 33–1.17

If Marcinkus had a favorite, he never shared it with anyone. One of the few

issues on which many progressives and conservatives found common ground

was the belief that the unchecked Vatican Bank had grown too powerful and

that the next Pope needed to make it more accountable. Malachi Martin, the

former Jesuit and Vatican insider, had published a widely cited book only a few

months earlier (e Final Conclave), which discussed Sindona at length. It

revived many of the unpleasant questions still lingering over that scandal and

the IOR.

All the cardinal-electors were aware that nine months earlier a U.S. federal

judge had ordered Sindona extradited to Italy. Although Sindona’s top-flight

legal team had appealed that decision, it was only a matter of time before the

Sicilian financier stood in the docket of an Italian courtroom. His Vatican

dealings would again be grist for salacious media coverage. Marcinkus realized

a new Pope might well consider his continued tenure at the IOR an

unnecessary distraction from the business of running the rest of the Roman

church. Even Cardinal Cody, clinging to power in Chicago, had backed off his

unwavering support for Marcinkus by suggesting the next Pope should clean

up the IOR’s financial morass.18

As the conclave got under way, Siri polled the most votes on the first

ballot.19 e Genovese cardinal had been in the same spot in 1958 and 1963.

And once again he was unable to build any momentum. Siri faded during four

ballots over two days, as did the original progressive frontrunners discussed

most often before the voting started.20 To everyone’s surprise, the Papacy went



to the sixty-five-year-old Patriarch of Venice, Cardinal Albino Luciani. He had

been on few shortlists (British bookmakers had not even listed him).21

Vaticanologists had not considered him since he had dropped in the church’s

power hierarchy in 1972 after Paul VI, Benelli, and Marcinkus rebuffed his

last-minute appeals to reverse the sale of Venice’s revered Banca Cattolica to

Calvi.

Luciani’s winning coalition appreciated his reputation as someone who

trimmed the fat of the Venetian curia.22 In the last years of his Papacy, Paul VI

had bemoaned his own failure to streamline the Curia or to curtail its power.

His 1967 efforts at simplifying the Vatican’s finances had the unintended

consequence of creating more bureaucracy and leading to two parallel financial

fiefdoms, APSA and the IOR. Every time Paul pushed for change, entrenched

Curialists pushed back harder. Maybe an outsider could do better. Another

plus for Luciani was that his warm, personal style harked back to the friendlier,

charismatic John XXIII, the type of leader many cardinals believed could

energize the faithful following fifteen years of Paul’s cool remoteness.23

After his election, Luciani’s first words were, “God will forgive you for what

you have done to me.”24 If he was surprised by his selection, it was not evident

by how quickly he announced his Papal name when Villot asked.

“I will be called Gianpaolo One.” (John Paul I, in a tribute to the influence

of John XXIII, who had made him a bishop, and to Paul VI, who had given

him the red hat; it was the first original name chosen since 913 when a short-

lived Pope had chosen Lando.)25

Luciani had made it clear even before the conclave that he thought the

church should emphasize spiritual obligations over politicking.26 Bishops,

priests, and even laymen worldwide were demanding a more decentralized

church, one in which the Curia no longer held the Pope hostage to its

byzantine ways. And that fit with Luciani’s view that the Pope should be less a

monarch and more a pastor.

His background offered a sharp contrast to his predecessor. As opposed to

Paul, who had spent decades in the Curia, Luciani’s career was mostly free of

Rome. e eldest of four children from his father’s second marriage, he was

born on October 17, 1912, in the remote northern Italian village of Canale

d’Agordo.27 e family was poor even by the standards of a region devastated



by World War I. His father, a bricklayer, spent years as a migrant worker in

Switzerland and Germany before getting a regular job as a glassblower on the

Island of Murano in the Venetian lagoon.28 Luciani was only eleven when his

devout mother entered him into a minor seminary at Feltre.29 Ordained a

priest on July 7, 1935, the twenty-two-year-old Luciani spent two years as a

chaplain and teacher at Agordo’s Technical Mining Institute.30 In 1937 he

received his doctorate in theology from Rome’s Gregorian University.31 And

that year he became the vice rector at the Seminary of Belluno, where for the

next decade he taught everything from canon law to philosophy.32 In 1958,

John XXIII consecrated him bishop of Vittorio Veneto, a small city south of

Belluno. It was another eleven years, December 15, 1969, before Paul VI

appointed him the Patriarch of Venice, in part because he was a likable

administrator not hobbled by too great an ego and ambition.33 After three and

a half uneventful years as Venice’s Patriarch, Pope Paul gave him his red hat in

1973.34

e man who once told a friend, “Had I not become a priest, I would have

liked to have been a journalist,” was a traditionalist when it came to church

dogma.35 He agreed with his predecessor on every major issue except for the

ban on all artificial birth control. Luciani had been on the Pontifical

commission that had recommended an exception be made for the pill, but had

been overruled by Paul VI in his much-debated encyclical Humanae Vitae.36

e mere suggestion that the new Pope might liberalize that core doctrine

alarmed traditionalists.37

Luciani left no doubt from the outset which clerics had his ear. Cardinal

Benelli had made the difference in the conclave by throwing his support to

Luciani.38 Now it was clear that the hardworking Benelli had a direct line to

John Paul. It was odd to some that the Pope who spoke about reforming the

Curia might rely on the Florentine cardinal who had been a martinet Deputy

Secretary of State and general administrator, sometimes even called the

“Vatican’s Kissinger.” But once he left the Curia, Benelli had begun talking

about reforming it. Some feared that for Benelli reform was a code word for

revenge. But while a debate over his motivation raged, it was acknowledged

that if anyone knew how to trim the Vatican’s redundant bureaucracy, and had

the will to fight the Curialists, it was Benelli.39



For Marcinkus, it was hard to imagine a worse combination of news than

Luciani’s election and Benelli’s resurging influence. Luciani was the cardinal

whom Marcinkus had dismissed in 1972 when the Venetian Patriarch

contested the IOR’s sale of Banca Cattolica to Calvi and the Ambrosiano.

“Eminence, don’t you have anything better to do?” Marcinkus had asked him

at the time, ending the conversation and sending Luciani back to Venice in a

fury.40 eir chilly relationship had not improved during the ensuing six years.

Calvi had reneged on his promise to maintain all of Banca Cattolica’s

preferences for Venice’s Catholics and the diocese. And when the Sindona

scandal tarred the Vatican it further convinced Luciani that Marcinkus’s

judgment was poor.

Benelli, meanwhile, had met in 1973 with FBI agents who visited the

Vatican in their investigation into counterfeit securities and the IOR. Benelli

counseled Paul VI that Marcinkus was involved in too many questionable

ventures and that he required more oversight. He had even offered to monitor

the IOR and Marcinkus. But the Pope had sided with Marcinkus and

dispatched Benelli out of the Vatican to Florence.

On September 5, only two days after John Paul became Pope at a simple

outdoor ceremony without much pomp, the new Pontiff read Il Mondo, a

weekly news magazine of Italy’s preeminent Il Corriere della Sera, Italy’s

preeminent financial newspaper. ere was a damning front-page story about

the Vatican Bank that highlighted the uncertainty and danger over Sindona’s

eventual extradition to and trial in Italy. at morning, after an early breakfast,

John Paul assembled a thin manila folder with his notes about what Benelli

and another career Curialist, Cardinal Pericle Felici, had shared with him

about the church’s finances (the Vatican will not disclose to the author if those

notes are preserved, but if so, they would likely be in the Secret Archives and

not available for review until at least 2063).41

e information passed along by the two cardinals was not good. Peter’s

Pence had dropped precipitously during the entire fifteen years of Paul VI’s

Papacy.42 Bequests to the church from well-to-do worshippers had slumped by

30 percent in just five years. After adjusting for inflation, the church was

collecting just over half of what it took in a decade earlier.43



As for Marcinkus, his secrecy and arrogance was a poor combination for the

chief of the Vatican Bank. Benelli and Felici contended the IOR was not

fulfilling its charter’s primary directive to “provide for the custody and

administration of capital destined for religious works.”44 e Vatican Bank had

more than eleven thousand accounts, but only a thousand belonged to

Catholic organizations and religious orders, and another five hundred to

parishes worldwide. e rest belonged to individual prelates, Black Nobles and

some of their wealthy friends, a few diplomats, and even possibly some foreign

companies who did business with the church. Marcinkus was the problem,

they told John Paul, not the solution. After spending ninety minutes reviewing

the notes, the Pope informed Benelli that Marcinkus’s position as the chief of

the IOR was under review.

Later that day, which was packed with audiences by visiting dignitaries and

church officials, the new Pope met with Leningrad’s archbishop, Metropolitan

Nikodim, the second-ranking prelate of the Russian Orthodox Church. At six

feet and three hundred pounds, with an enormous long beard, Nikodim

attracted attention, even inside the Vatican. Nikodim and John Paul met in the

Pope’s private study. e Pontiff later shared with his private secretaries what

happened next. Nikodim sipped coffee from a cup the Pope had just poured.

en the bishop dropped his cup and saucer. He clenched at his throat as he

gasped for air, and fell over backward, smashing a small table as he slammed

into the floor.45 Luciani called for help and dropped to his knees to administer

the last rites. By the time Dr. Renato Buzzonetti, the deputy chief of the

Vatican medical service, arrived a few minutes later, the forty-eight-year-old

Nikodim was dead.46

No autopsy was performed. Given that Nikodim had suffered several

previous heart attacks, few were surprised in a few days when a massive heart

attack was listed as the official cause of death.47 But even before that

announcement, a conspiracy theory swept through the Vatican: a poisonous

brew that had been intended for the new Pope had killed Nikodim.48 Some

Russian Orthodox prelates thought instead that Nikodim, a strong advocate of

Christian unity, was the real target and the murderers were Catholic

traditionalists who opposed the increased interfaith dialogue that Paul VI had

begun. Some anticommunists thought it was the work of the KGB, a not



subtle signal from Soviet Premier Leonid Brezhnev, who had resisted any effort

to legalize the Catholic Church and had waged a relentless war of attrition

against it.49

Nikodim’s death, although personally unsettling for John Paul, did not

distract him from focusing on the work at hand during his transition. He

made solid progress that first month. And what stood out was how ordinary

Catholics embraced him. After just a couple of weeks there was considerable

talk about the large crowds and exuberance Luciani attracted. “St. Peter’s

Square was jammed to the brim for the noon blessing the past two Sundays,

something that has occurred only very seldom previously,” said eighty-five-

year-old Carlo Confalonieri, the Dean of the College of Cardinals.

John Paul’s natural warmth and willingness to talk to anyone in the Vatican,

no matter how lowly their rank, was refreshing in an institution in which his

predecessor’s chronic illnesses and depression had added a grim mixture to his

innate detachment. When John Paul left the Vatican on September 23 to say

Mass at the nearby Lateran Basilica, mobs swarmed his entourage in a frenzy

not seen since John XXIII was Pope twenty years earlier.50 Four days later,

fifteen thousand worshippers crammed into the Sala Nervi to hear his sermon.

Not all Curialists were as enthusiastic about the new Pope as the average

Catholic. His common touch generated the same snide commentary that had

greeted the likable John XXIII. Some sarcastically dubbed him the smiling Pope

because of his seemingly perpetual grin. Others were dismissive of what they

judged his “Reader’s Digest mentality,” a tendency to simplify complex issues.51

Luciani had no time for Curia gossip. He was instead immersed in learning

as much as possible about several pressing matters that demanded his early

attention. As part of that, he met with Marcinkus for an hour. It was awkward.

ey traded niceties and John Paul asked few pointed questions. Since the new

Pope had not been a career Curialist, Marcinkus knew he had latitude to press

some denials for which the Pontiff would have to take his word. And it was

also common knowledge that John Paul did not like confrontations.

Marcinkus felt it unlikely he would find a hostile reception.

Sindona was on everyone’s mind because of his pending extradition.

Marcinkus tried to distance himself from the Sicilian financier. He claimed to

have met Sindona maybe a dozen times, once at a baptism, and another time



for only a minute. What was most important, said Marcinkus, was that he did

not do business with him. “e ones that had a dealing with him were APSA.

ey sold him the shares for Immobiliare. . . . I had nothing to do with it.”52

John Paul did not have to work in the Curia to know that Paul VI’s 1967

creation of APSA, the Administration of the Patrimony of the Holy See, was at

Sindona’s urging. Moreover, while APSA might have been the department

responsible for divesting the church’s interest in SGI Immobiliare and other

companies, the Vatican Bank executed the decision.

Marcinkus tried deflecting John Paul away from Sindona by talking about

how much money was available to the Pope from different Vatican

foundations. But according to Marcinkus, John Paul “couldn’t care less. He

didn’t want to know. And he talked about the Secretariat of State reports that

they bring him, and what a burden it was.”53 Monsignor Magee, one of John

Paul’s trusted personal secretaries, thought the number and complexity of the

IOR issues were too much to grasp for a Pontiff whose primary financial

concern during his first month was whether he might lose his state pension

since he was now head of a sovereign state (in fact, the pension ends for any

Italian elected Pope).54

It was an unofficial custom that word about what transpired in a Pope’s

private meeting spread around the halls of the Vatican as soon as the door to

the Papal study reopened. Sometimes a Pope instructed his aides to say

something sub rosa to prepare the Curia for an upcoming decision. e person

who had met with the Pontiff might leak his own version to try to get ahead of

any pending Vatican action. And at other times, Curialists who had no idea of

what had transpired spread rumors as if they had been present, all to further

their own interests. e source for the persistent gossip that started after

Marcinkus and John Paul’s meeting ended is not known. But what is not in

dispute is that a glum Marcinkus returned to the IOR offices and announced

to no one in particular, “I won’t be around much longer.”55 (Ten years later,

Marcinkus denied saying he thought John Paul was about to let him go,

claiming that instead back at the IOR he said only, “Gee, he [the Pope] looks

tired.” When he later heard that John Paul had intended to let him go, he said,

“I said that’s the funniest way to fire a guy. He couldn’t have been nicer.”)56



Marcinkus and the IOR were not the only problems the new Pope faced.

Cardinal Baggio had presented him with the Cody file and the news the

Chicago prelate had rebuffed his predecessor’s effort to ease him out of office.

A plan that Paul VI had long considered to internationalize the Curia was also

waiting for a ruling.57 Approving it would cause a minor revolt among the

dominant Italians inside the church’s bureaucracy. And there was the question

of what to do about the prominent Swiss theologian, Hans Küng, whose

teachings and writings served as the intellectual sustenance for a growing

movement challenging many core church doctrines. Paul VI had dithered for

years and had died without censuring Küng. John Paul would have to decide if

Küng could carry on without incurring the wrath of the Vatican (on December

18, 1979, the church revoked Küng’s missio canonica, his license to teach as a

Catholic theologian).

John Paul had expected to be briefed about Cody, Küng, and the pending

Curia reform. One matter, however, took him by surprise: the severity of a spat

between the Jesuits and Paul VI. Jesuit theologians had ignored Paul’s many

requests to refrain from intense political activism. e sight of the black-

uniformed prelates being dragged away by police at the front lines of massive

protests over the war in Vietnam or efforts to ban the bomb were too frequent

as far as the Vatican was concerned. Even worse was their enthusiastic

dissemination of liberation theology, the combination of Catholicism and

Marxism that fueled communist movements in El Salvador and Guatemala.

e Jesuits’ Superior General, Pedro Arrupe, was an avowed political leftist and

had resisted all requests for moderation from Rome. If John Paul did not bring

the Jesuits into line, Arrupe might well judge the new Pope as indecisive as his

predecessor.58

It is little wonder that with so many critical matters pending, John Paul

sometimes seemed frazzled. He joked with one of his aides, Monsignor

Giuseppe Bosa, that he wished there was a machine that could help him do all

the reading that piled up daily.59 “Une charge très lourde”—it is a heavy burden

—the Pope conceded to Cardinal Villot.60 Marcinkus later recounted, “is

poor man . . . comes out from Venice; it’s a small, aging diocese, 90,000 people

in the city, old priests. en all of a sudden he’s thrown into a place and he

doesn’t even know where the offices are. He doesn’t know what the Secretary of



State does. ey called him the ‘smiling Pope.’ But let me tell you

something . . . that was a very nervous smile. So, he takes over. He sits down;

the Secretary of State brings into him a pile of papers, says, ‘Go through these!’

He doesn’t even know where to start.”61

Much of the progress John Paul made during this tough transition was a

result of his sixteen-hour workdays. e new Pope was a man with a reputation

for little sleep. He was also someone who liked to adhere to a schedule.62 Every

morning, Sister Vincenza Taffarel, the head of his household who had been

with him for twenty years, brought him coffee no later than 5:00.63 In Venice,

she brought it into his bedroom and put it on a side table. But in the Vatican,

since many thought it improper for a nun to enter the Pope’s bedroom

unannounced, she had left a small tray in front of his bedroom door. John Paul

put the tray back into the hallway when he was finished and Sister Vincenza

retrieved it.64 He was in the chapel by 6:00, where Monsignor Magee joined

him for prayer. By 7:00, Monsignor Diego Lorenzi, his other private secretary,

arrived and the three celebrated Mass, after which they had a light breakfast.65

On ursday morning, September 28, Sister Vincenza left the tray a few

minutes before 5:00.66 It was untouched when she went to collect it thirty

minutes later. She never knew the Pope to oversleep. She put her ear against

the door but heard nothing. Vincenza knocked softly. Silence. She knocked

louder. Still nothing.67 She knelt and peered through the keyhole, but could

not see him. If he was awake, why was he not answering? She decided to enter

the room. John Paul was sitting upright in bed. An open file was clutched in

his right hand and some papers were strewn across the bed and floor.III His

reading glasses were resting on the tip of his nose and his eyes were open.69

“Santissimo Padre? Albino?”70

When he did not respond she ran out of the room to Magee’s bedroom one

floor above and roused him from a deep sleep. “Santissimo Padre. Something’s

happened!”71

Magee sprinted to John Paul’s private chamber. He put his hand on the

Pontiff’s cheek. It was cold. Rigor mortis had begun to set in. Magee

telephoned Villot, whose residence was two floors below. He worried about

calling the seventy-two-year-old Secretary of State because he knew Villot had

a heart condition. Nevertheless, he was blunt.72



“e Holy Father is dead.”

“No, no, no, no . . . he couldn’t be dead. I was with him last night!”

“Listen, he’s stone-cold dead.”73

e normally unflappable Villot sounded more agitated than the monsignor

had ever heard him.74 Magee then telephoned Dr. Renato Buzzonetti, who

lived only minutes away.75 Lorenzi, meanwhile, who was well acquainted with

John Paul’s longtime Venetian doctor, Giuseppe da Ros, called with the news.

“He had seen the Pope the previous Sunday afternoon,” Lorenzi later recalled,

“and he found him in very good health.”76 (One of Dr. da Ros’s few

subsequent comments about that physical was that he had concluded John

Paul was “very well.”)77,IV

By the time Villot rushed into the room, Monsignor Lorenzi was leading a

Rosary at the foot of the bed together with Sister Vincenza and several nuns.79

When Dr. Buzzonetti arrived he inspected the body. He had never treated the

Pope and knew nothing about his medical history: “e first time I saw him in

a doctor-patient relationship, he was dead.”80 After a few minutes, Buzzonetti

stepped away from the bed and announced that the Pontiff had died of an

“acute myocardial infarction” (an arterial blockage that quickly causes the heart

muscle to die).81V As for the time of death, he estimated it was between 10:30

and 11:00 the previous night. His conclusion was based on the Pope’s just-

from-the-crypt ashen complexion, a sign that the skin had been starved of

blood, consistent with a myocardial infarction. He did not know that John

Paul suffered from chronic low blood pressure, making it less probable—but

not impossible—that he was a victim of a massive coronary. Nor did he ever

review any of the medications the Pope took or talk to Dr. da Ros, John Paul’s

personal physician.83

Villot’s hands were trembling as he walked over to the body.84 e French

cardinal used the same silver mallet by which he confirmed the death of Paul

VI a month earlier. After tapping John Paul’s forehead three times, saying his

name aloud, and getting no answer, he pronounced the 263rd Pope of the

Roman church dead. Once again, Villot was the Camerlengo.85

Villot summoned Sister Vincenza and the other aides. After learning what

had happened, he was immediately concerned about the public perception of

an unaccompanied nun discovering the Pontiff’s corpse. e mere fact that a



woman had the authority to enter on her own volition the Pope’s private

bedroom might spark gossip, or as Villot dubbed it, “unfortunate

misunderstandings.”86 So the Cardinal Secretary of State made a critical

decision, one that would set the groundwork for conspiracy theories to flourish

in the wake of the sixty-five-year-old John Paul’s untimely death.

“I can’t put that the sister found him dead,” an exasperated Villot told

Magee.87 All of them were to keep what had really happened a secret. Villot

ordered Sister Vincenza to move to a convent outside Vatican City as soon as it

was feasible. She was to avoid any public comment for the rest of her service to

the church.88

Magee would instead say that he had discovered the body upon entering the

chamber to check on why the Pope was late for morning prayers. No mention

would be made of any file of papers.89 Instead, when Father Francesco Farusi,

Vatican Radio’s chief reporter, learned from a “Vatican source” that on the

Pope’s nightstand there was a copy of De Imitatione Christi (e Imitation of

Christ), a fifteenth-century devotional handbook, he put out the story that the

Pope had been reading that at the time of his death.90 e tip was false. “[at

book] was in the chapel, not by his bedside,” Farusi later recounted. “I suppose

it [the tip] was to avoid anyone saying he was reading a pornographic

magazine . . . or, you never know what they’ll say, a cowboy story.” (Only four

days later, Vatican Radio retracted that story as “inaccurate,” but by then it had

been repeated so many times that it was a widely accepted fact.)91

Sometime after 7 a.m., two glum-looking men, dressed in black raincoats,

arrived. ey were brothers, Arnaldo and Ernesto Signoracci, respected

morticians from a family firm founded in 1870 (“We’ve fixed up three dead

Popes,” Arnaldo later told a journalist. “When they’re dead, they’re all the same

to us.”)92,VI Villot had telephoned Professor Cesare Gerin, a renowned

University of Rome professor and director of Italy’s Institute of Legal

Medicine. Gerin in turn called the Signoraccis.94 But Villot had not

summoned them to remove the body. Instead, they took out a rope from a

small canvas bag. ey tied some around the corpse’s ankles and knees. en

they straightened his legs and secured the rope to each end of the bed’s frame.

e Signoraccis looped it around John Paul’s chest, and both pulled his arms

and torso until the corpse was flat (a false rumor later made its way around the



Vatican that the morticians had broken the Pope’s back when straightening the

body).95 ey closed his eyes and pulled the bedsheet just under his chin.96

e Signoraccis left for a Vatican guesthouse where they spent the next few

days.97 (When they returned a few hours later to get the body ready for public

viewing, they began embalming the corpse. at meant opening the femoral

arteries and injecting an anti-putrefaction liquid. Ernesto had trouble getting

the injection in since there had been some clotting around the Pope’s neck.)98

By 7:30 that morning, Villot had collected the Pope’s personal papers and

disposed of his prescription pills (it is not known if the Pontiff had filled any

medications from the Vatican pharmacy during his month in office, since the

pages that cover that time are missing from the dispensary’s records).99 Villot

had also prepared the official press statement. Father Romeo Panciroli, the

chief of the press office, began telephoning the major Italian and foreign wire

services. e first wire story of the Associated Press carried the sanctioned

version:

Today Sept. 29 around 0530 the Rev. John Magee, the pope’s private

secretary, entered the bedroom of His Holiness John Paul I; since he had

failed to see him in the chapel as usual, he looked for him in the room

and he found him dead in the bed with the light on as with a person

who had been reading.

e doctor, immediately summoned, ascertained his death,

presumably occurred around 2300 hours yesterday ursday because of

sudden death from acute myocardial infarction. e venerated body will

be placed on display around noon in a hall of the Apostolic Palace.100

e cover-up that Villot had engineered, mostly to hide the fact that a

woman—albeit a nun—might be alone with the Pontiff in his bedroom in the

early morning, was poorly thought out and certain to unravel. e Secretary of

State, raised and steeped in the church’s cult of secrecy, had made a bad

situation far worse.101 But it all came apart sooner than might have been

expected. Shortly after the official statement was released, an unidentified

insider with knowledge of what happened got in touch with Civiltà Cristiana

(Christian Civilization), a bellicose right-wing Catholic group that boasted



some fifty thousand members in dozens of countries. At the start of the

conclave that elected John Paul a month earlier, Civiltà Cristiana had plastered

Rome with brightly colored posters sarcastically insisting: “Elect a Catholic

Pope.” Now, when the group’s Secretary General, Franco Antico, answered the

telephone at its Rome headquarters, the anonymous person on the other end

told a remarkable story that exposed the Vatican’s version as a lie.

Antico, no stranger to the press, was on the phone by 8 a.m. with ANSA,

Italy’s wire service. Villot and John Paul’s aides were lying, Antico claimed. He

demanded an autopsy for the just deceased Pope. ANSA sent Antico’s demand

worldwide.102 When reporters clamored for a comment from Panciroli, he

checked with Villot. e Secretary of State ordered him to issue a “no further

comment.” Meanwhile, by mid-morning, Antico had gotten more information

from his source. He now told reporters they should interview Sister Vincenza

and Monsignor Magee. When Villot heard that, he compounded his run of

bad decisions by ordering Magee and Lorenzi to promptly leave for a private

seminary outside Rome. Villot told them he would call when it was safe to

return.103 (Sister Vincenza had already been driven away a couple of hours

earlier.)

Monsignor Magee moved into the Maria Bambina Institute adjacent to St.

Peter’s Square, but he was increasingly distraught and wanted “to stay with my

sister Kathleen, who lives outside Liverpool.”104 Villot’s office was slow to help

him, so Magee went to Marcinkus. e IOR chief got him airline tickets in

twenty minutes, and ordered a car and driver to take him to the airport. Two

days after John Paul’s death, while reporters were still badgering the Vatican

switchboard asking for Magee, the monsignor was a thousand miles away in

England.105

But Antico’s source knew not just many details about how the dead Pontiff

was discovered, but he also had the scoop on Villot’s cover-up. Antico next told

reporters they should ask where Vincenza and Magee had moved. On Villot’s

orders, Panciroli told reporters that Sister Vincenza was “inaccessible” and

Monsignor Magee had “left the country.”106

e problem was made worse because the journalists covering the Vatican

had little faith in the accuracy of anything Father Panciroli told them. Since

assuming control of the press office a couple of years earlier, his dismissive ways



and frequent misstatements and obfuscations had earned him the nickname

“Padre Non Mi Risulta” (Father I Don’t Have Anything on at).107

Villot called an emergency meeting for the following morning of all

cardinals in Rome. By that time, Villot had cleared the nineteen rooms of the

Papal residence of all of John Paul’s goods, and the Pontiff’s apartment was

sealed pending the conclave.

At 11 a.m. on Saturday, the thirty-four cardinals who had already arrived in

Rome gathered in the enormous, gilded Sala Bologna, built in 1575 as a Papal

dining room befitting a grand Pope-Monarch. None of them, other than

Villot, knew the real story. Most speculated that Antico and Civiltà Cristiana

were being duped by someone who wanted to plant a fake story to tarnish the

church. A few, including Vienna’s Franz König, thought the false reports were

part of a Soviet disinformation plot.108

Villot first addressed the burial date. e cardinals agreed on a funeral in

five days, on the Feast of Italy’s patron saint, Francis. en Cardinal

Confalonieri brought up all the sinister whispers about John Paul’s death.

Although he understood it violated church protocol, Confalonieri suggested an

autopsy might best settle all suspicions. Some cardinals gasped.109 Cardinal

König said he thought at the very least all the cardinals should be in Rome

before voting to break such long-standing precedent. Moreover, König

suggested that the autopsy would be difficult to keep secret. Conducting a

historic postmortem exam, he averred, might further fuel the gossip that

something untoward ended John Paul’s life.

e problem with waiting until all the cardinals had arrived was that some

from distant countries would likely not be in Rome until after the funeral. An

autopsy would have to be done before that. Cardinal Felici suggested that a

Rome pathologist and two doctors examine the Pope’s body. Within forty-

eight hours they would report back on whether or not they recommended an

autopsy. at compromise was approved by a 29–5 vote.110

Two days later, Monday, October 2, eighty-five cardinals gathered in the

Sala Bologna. e public clamor about John Paul’s death had picked up

momentum. German, British, and Spanish papers suggested the cardinals

should order an autopsy since the Vatican constitution did not explicitly forbid

it.111 Respected Catholic writer Carlo Bo wrote a front-page editorial for



Corriere della Sera, arguing that given the church’s long history of murders and

intrigue surrounding medieval popes, they could best eliminate any doubts

about this death by embracing modern science.112

By the time of their new gathering, the cardinals knew that Villot and

Buzzonetti had directed the Signoracci brothers to embalm the deceased Pope.

“e reason they embalmed him on the first evening was because of Paul VI,”

Monsignor Lorenzi later recalled, “who had begun to swell up and smell

unpleasantly.”113 “It’s a problem because they go on view for four days, the

heat and all that” admitted Ernesto Signoracci, one of the morticians who

prepped the body.114

Despite having been there early on the morning the body was discovered,

the Signoraccis knew the corpse was unattended for at least several hours after

the death. It might deteriorate faster than they hoped. A contemporaneous

Associated Press report about the first day the body was on public display

noted: “e pope’s face looked gray and waxen, and the basilica was shut down

periodically Monday so morticians could retouch it.”115

e cardinals were not familiar with the science of postmortems. ey did

not pay attention to the recommendation of some forensic pathologists that

they preserve samples of John Paul’s blood and tissue before the embalming so

it might be possible to test in the future for foreign substances, poisons, or

drugs. ey did not know that the chemicals used by the morticians reacted

with bodily fluids, making it difficult if not impossible to spot poisons since

they would be masked or washed out during the embalming.VII

While the mainstream press urged an autopsy, Franco Antico and his

Civiltà Cristiana gained an ally inside the church. Blas Piñar, president of a

prominent Spanish lay organization, Fuerza Nueva (New Force), noted the

Pope’s death had “raised so much suspicion.” Piñar cited a speech Paul VI gave

before his death in which he cryptically said, “From some fissure the smoke of

Satan has entered the temple of God.” Piñar insisted, “An autopsy must be

carried out.”117

At their Monday meeting, Villot presented the recommendations and

findings of the three doctors who had examined the body at the cardinals’

request. Two concluded the cause of death was a massive heart attack. ey

based their conclusion on their interviews with the Vatican’s deputy chief of



medicine, Dr. Buzzonetti, and on a summary that Villot had ordered created

about John Paul’s health history. As far as they were concerned, no autopsy was

necessary. e pathologist disagreed. While he also thought a heart attack the

most likely cause of death, he could not be certain without an autopsy.118

When Villot asked if there was any objection to accepting the majority

medical opinion, most cardinals turned to Felici, who a couple of days earlier

was the chief proponent of an autopsy. Felici scowled, his arms folded in front

of him. But he did not say a word (later, he claimed he felt it was useless to

protest since two of the doctors had decided no).119

Villot called for a vote. e cardinals agreed by unanimous acclamation that

no autopsy should be conducted. e consensus was that the rumors and

gossip about the sudden death would blow over with the election of a new

Pope in just twelve days. e cardinals were otherwise preoccupied with their

unprecedented second conclave in just six weeks.120,VIII

Villot lit a cigarette first thing in the morning. And it was the last thing he

did before turning in for the night. He smoked three packs a day. But during

this time of great stress he was up to four. e Italian press had questioned

whether all the cardinals who were papabile should be required to undergo a

full physical before the first ballot. Not only was it ludicrous, thought Villot,

but the church was already straining under the weight of costly back-to-back

conclaves. Sending all 111 cardinals for expedited comprehensive exams was an

expense he had no intention of incurring.122 In any case, there was no time.

e cardinals had a tight schedule for burying the Pope and starting the

conclave. It all had to be accomplished in half the leisurely pace Villot had set

after the death of Paul VI.

e press began its guessing game of who would be the next Pontiff. Father

Andrew Greeley got wide coverage when he announced that a previously

unknown Chicago group called the National Opinion Research Center used a

“complex decision-making model” to pick the likely winner: Corrado Ursi, the

moderate seventy-year-old cardinal of Naples. Church insiders were as

dismissive of Greeley’s model as they were of Ladbrokes bookmaking odds.

is time the politicking for the Papacy seemed more brazen, even among

the most reserved cardinals. ere was a widespread sentiment that the modern

church was at a crucial juncture. e death of Paul VI, followed by the sudden



start-stop nature of John Paul’s brief Papacy, only added impetus to the sense

that the next selection was important.

Conservatives, as they had just a month earlier, rallied behind Genoa’s Siri.

It was the fourth conclave at which the seventy-two-year-old cardinal was

embraced by the Curia’s traditional wing as the rightful heir to Pius XII. Some

of them interpreted John Paul’s untimely death as a providential sign to

redouble their efforts for the autocratic Siri.

But Siri had plenty of competition. Many thought that if John Paul were

alive, he might well select someone who reflected his pastoral emphasis and

charismatic temperament, possibly Pericle Felici. What better way to honor the

late Pontiff’s memory than by putting into the Papacy the man considered his

closest copy? Of course, John Paul had relied on the advice of Florence’s

Benelli. Although Benelli’s curt ways irritated many in the Curia, even his

detractors admitted that he managed to get work done in an institution where

delay and equivocation seemed unyielding. When Benelli arrived at the

conclave carrying a portable typewriter, some colleagues joked that he was

preparing to type a long acceptance speech.123

ere was also talk about whether—after 455 years—it was time for a non-

Italian Pope. at was unlikely. Although some foreign cardinals had

substantial prestige inside the church, and ran populous foreign dioceses that

had more Catholics than any Italian city, they carried no weight inside the

Curia. If anything, their outsider status meant that most church officials

considered them powers to be appeased from a distance, but never to be

embraced to sit on the throne of St. Peter.

In the last conclave, the Italians had cut enough deals to keep the support

of the chief foreign cardinals. ere were only a handful strong enough to

persuade others to follow their endorsement. A diverse group, they were from

England, Brazil, Spain, Argentina, Samoa, and Austria.124 e problem for Siri

and the traditionalists was that Pope Paul VI had appointed almost all of them

as cardinals, and he had picked them because they were among the most

progressive bishops in their countries. Some press reports even touted Cardinal

Bernardin Gantin as a long shot. e Benin native had worked in the Curia

since Paul VI put him there after the Second Vatican Council. His reputation



as a moderate pragmatist did not upset the traditionalists, but few seemed

ready to make history by electing the first black Pope.

e non-Italians had a different view of the church than those who worked

inside the closeted Curia. Kinshasa’s cardinal, Joseph Malula, told Gantin, “All

that imperial paraphernalia, all that isolation of the Pope, all that medieval

remoteness and inheritance that makes Europeans think that the church is only

Western—all that tightness makes them fail to understand that young

countries like mine want something different.”125

e unquestioned dean of the non-Italian cardinals was Vienna’s seventy-

three-year-old Franz König. He feared nothing more than heading into the

eighty-third conclave with the possibility that Siri, whom he considered an

unyielding reactionary, might at long last become Pope and reverse two

decades of reforms. Siri tried repositioning himself as a centrist but few electors

believed he had moderated his hard-line positions.

Some press reports and Vaticanologists speculated before the conclave about

whether even König could become Pope. But he confided in a few of his

closest colleagues that he had no interest in the Papacy. However, König

allowed the speculation to build in the hope that it might give him more

influence at the conclave.

e first ballot on October 14 put Siri at the top with twenty-three votes,

an unprecedented fourth time in twenty years he had gathered the largest bloc

of support at the conclave’s outset. But it was a poor showing for a man whose

pre-conclave expectations were at least fifty first-ballot votes.126 Only one vote

behind was Florence’s Benelli. ree other Italian cardinals were next, Felici,

Ursi of Naples, and Palermo’s Salvatore Pappalardo (famous for being the first

Sicilian cardinal ever to condemn the Mafia). ose five Italians had pulled

ninety-five votes, twenty more than required to be elected Pontiff. König

worried that the conclave might have already turned into an Italian-only fight.

If the Italians struck a deal and consolidated their support behind one

candidate, the conclave would be over. e Viennese cardinal thought however

that it was just as likely the intense dislike each had for one another might

make it difficult for them to reach a consensus.

Kraków’s Karol Józef Wojtyla had gotten the votes of five cardinals. Besides

being a pastor of one of Poland’s biggest cities, Wojtyla was one of the church’s



most prolific theological authors. König liked him and reflected the view of

many others that Wojtyla’s humility and low-key approach was a welcome

respite from the frenetic narcissism of some of the more flamboyant Italians.

American cardinals Cody and Cooke also liked Wojtyla. Both the Americans

oversaw large Polish American congregations. (Cody had sent more than a

million dollars to Wojtyla to support the Polish church.) But Poland’s senior

cardinal, Warsaw’s Stefan Wyszyński, told König before the voting that he

thought his fellow Pole was “too young [58], he’s unknown, he could never be

Pope.”127

Nevertheless, König and the Americans started lobbying for Wojtyla,

suggesting to some colleagues that at the very least they should vote for him to

slow the Italians. “ey were planning a palace coup, but no one believed they

could pull it off,” according to Father Andrew Greeley.128

Siri faded by the second ballot. His supporters had moved to Benelli, who

now had forty votes, and Felici followed with thirty.129 e top five were the

same Italian cardinals, but this time they had 107 votes. König’s and Cody’s

efforts on behalf of Wojtyla had almost doubled his support to nine. To the

Italian frontrunners, he was too far behind to matter.

After that second ballot, König brought in a major ally for Wojtyla:

Madrid’s Vicente Enrique y Tarancón threw his support to the quiet Polish

prelate. at opened the door to the Latin and South American cardinals, who

had so far shown little desire to look beyond Italy.

e third ballot narrowed the field. Benelli pulled away from the other

Italians, now corraling forty-five votes. Wojtyla was still stuck at nine. During

a break between votes, Benelli met with some of the other first-ballot

contenders. On the fourth ballot, he surged to sixty-five votes, only ten short

of victory. Benelli had momentum. One more ballot might put him over the

top.130 Many of the cardinals were tired, having made the trek to Rome for

their second pressure-filled conclave in less than two months. A quick

resolution would demonstrate to the faithful that they were in sync about the

future of the church. But on the fourth ballot Wojtyla had jumped from nine

votes to twenty-four. at indicated Benelli’s supporters might not be firm. If

that was the case, König intended to politick during the next break to build

support for the cardinal from Kraków.131



On the third day, Monday, October 16, the Benelli camp seemed confident

during breakfast. ey boisterously dominated the center dining table. Some

Italians had decided that as much as they disliked Benelli, he was preferable to

a non-Italian.

In the next vote, Benelli scored seventy votes, just five short of becoming

Pope. Villot ordered an hour between ballots. Can you live with Benelli and

his imperious ways, König asked his colleagues? e next ballot changed the

race. Benelli lost eleven cardinals. Wojtyla was now at fifty-two. Although

Benelli’s table was downhearted, Wojtyla also seemed glum, simply staring at

his food. More than once he had told his Polish colleague Wyszyński, as well as

König, that he did not want to be Pope.

“You simply must face the truth,” König told him. “is is what the Holy

Spirit wishes.”

“It’s a mistake,” Wojtyla whispered.132

e first ballot of the afternoon confirmed that the momentum belonged to

Wojtyla. He pulled seventy-three votes, just two short of winning. Benelli had

dropped almost in half to thirty-eight. e eighth ballot, taken at 5 p.m., put

Wojtyla over the top with ninety-seven votes.133 Wojtyla looked so grim that

Cardinal Hume felt “desperately sad for the man.”134

With his white hair and weathered face he seemed the contemporary of

Benelli and Felici, men a decade older. At fifty-eight he was the youngest Pope

since the fifty-four-year-old Pius IX in 1846. He was the first non-Italian since

the Dutch Adrian VI in 1522. And Wojtyla also had the fewest connections to

the Curia of any Pope in centuries.

When it came to doctrines of faith, Wojtyla had a reputation as a moderate

with an open mind. He had been a firm and popular leader of Kraków’s two

million Catholics.135 And although he had distinguished himself for

developing a productive church-communist dialogue in Poland, he also

maintained a hard line when it came to the godless political philosophy that

ruled his homeland. In his writings, he condemned persecution against

Catholics by those who see it as “the opiate of the people,” a reference to the

slogan made popular by Karl Marx.136

Standing in front of the cardinals who had just elected him, Wojtyla

suddenly seemed energized. Because of his respect for his two predecessors, he



had settled on the Papal name John Paul II.137

As word spread into the packed crowd at St. Peter’s, there were cries of “E il

Polcacco” (It’s the Pole). at the College of Cardinals had done the truly

unexpected was settling in fast.

I. is phrase was first used by the Catholic press in 1978, and subsequently by the mainstream media. It
was also the title of a book by the late Vaticanologist Peter Hebblethwaite.

II. Vatican Radio succeeded in planting a rudimentary transmitter disguised as a shirt button on one of
the lay attendants in the Sistine Chapel. It was not capable of picking up voices but instead sent a low-
pitched ping to a receiver hidden inside the Vatican Radio office. e attendant was instructed to press it
three times when a Pope was elected.10

III. Monsignor Lorenzi, who arrived after only a few minutes, recalled much later, “e sheets of paper
were quite upright. ey had not slipped out of his hands and fallen on the floor. I myself took the sheets
out of his hand. I did!” Unknown to Lorenzi, Sister Vincenza had picked up the scattered papers and put
them back in the folder before he had arrived.68

IV. e only flight to Rome from Venice that morning was completely booked, so da Ros jumped in his
car for what turned out to be a nine-hour drive to Rome. e corpse was off limits by the time da Ros
arrived. In an interview with an Associated Press reporter a few days later, da Ros admitted that when he
examined his longtime patient the week before his death, “the stress of his new post was great. . . . He was
not prepared, accustomed to that responsibility. I told him that he could not continue at that pace and he
replied he could not do anything about it.”78

V. e question of whether John Paul had a heart condition was later hotly debated. Initial information
from the Vatican was that he “was not known to have had any chronic heart trouble.” Subsequent
unconfirmed press reports were that Luciani had suffered four heart attacks, but there is no confirmation
of that based on interviews with his family and information provided later by his doctors. Monsignor
Petri Lina (Pia) Luciani, John Paul’s physician niece, told the Associated Press in 1978 that he had no
history of heart disease: “He is delicate, but, I advise you, he is not a traveling hospital.” A decade later
she said that her uncle had been hospitalized in 1975 for a thrombosis of the retinal artery at Rome’s
Gemelli Hospital. But that has never been confirmed. Also a decade after the Pope’s death, Monsignor
Lorenzi told an Italian reporter that he remembered that the evening before John Paul died, he had “a
dreadful pain” in his chest, but he “absolutely forbade” Lorenzi from calling a doctor. “And I obeyed,
because one should obey the Pope.” Lorenzi never told anyone of his refreshed memory, he claimed,
because “I didn’t connect this [the heart pain] with a round-the-corner heart attack, because I’d never
studied these things.” Monsignor Magee a decade later told author John Cornwell that the Pope “was
constantly talking of death.” e night John Paul died Magee supposedly said to Sister Vincenza, “It
would be terrible to lose a Pope now after losing Paul VI. How many days is it now? irty-three?”82

VI. An ANSA wire service story incorrectly reported that on the morning of the death an unidentified
person had telephoned the Signoraccis at 5 a.m.—before the Pope’s body was discovered—and
dispatched a Vatican car to bring them to the Apostolic Palace. at was incorrect. Mario di Francesco,
the journalist who wrote the story, got the wrong time from Renato Signoracci, yet another brother in



the family business, but one who did not go to the Vatican. Conspiracy theorists nevertheless continue to
cite this as proof of foul play in John Paul’s death.93

VII. Italian law barred embalming within the first twenty-four hours of death. e Signoraccis were not
concerned about violating Italian law. “We did the same with Pope John,” Ernesto later told author John
Cornwell. “We began the same day that he died. ere’s no problem, because the Vatican is a foreign
country. . . . ey’re not bound by the Italian magistrates . . . especially with sudden-death.”116

VIII. In 1984, the rumors of foul play in the death of John Paul I were at the center of a salacious
nonfiction book, In God’s Name, by British author David Yallop. He mixed suspicions about Marcinkus
and Cody into a convoluted murder plot masterminded by none other than Sindona, Calvi, Cardinal
Villot, and P2’s Gelli. John Paul was most likely poisoned, contended Yallop, by an overdose of digitalis,
a heart medication. Villot’s cover-up after the Pope’s death, combined with the failure to do an autopsy—
actions that Father Andrew Greeley called “just plain stupid”—was grist for Yallop. In God’s Name was
criticized by many, who deemed it a speculative theory unsupported by credible evidence. e Vatican,
which normally ignored such books, issued multiple condemnations, calling it “infamous rubbish,”
“absurd fantasies,” and “shocking and deplorable.” e more the Vatican damned it, the more the book
sold, an estimated six million copies. Elton John and his partner David Furnish added ultimately to the
church’s angst by buying its film rights.

In 1989, author John Cornwell published A ief in the Night, in which he demolished Yallop’s
assumptions. Cornwell offered his own tantalizing theory that rested instead on negligence. In his
account, one of John Paul’s secretaries, Monsignor Magee, discovered the Pope was dead at 11 p.m. the
previous night. Magee convinced Monsignor Lorenzi to help him put the Pope into his bed and fix him
so Sister Vincenza would discover him the next morning.

By 1988, a decade after the Pope’s death, a new theory had gained momentum: the CIA had
murdered John Paul because he was about to reveal the identity of the American-backed assassins of Aldo
Moro. In this plot, Marcinkus worked for the CIA.121
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The Backdoor Deal

e cardinal they picked, Karol Józef Wojtyla, was the youngest of three

children born into a devoutly Catholic household in Wadowice, a small town

thirty miles outside Kraków. His father was a noncommissioned army soldier,

and his mother, a schoolteacher, died during childbirth when he was eight.1 In

1938, a year before the start of World War II, Wojtyla enrolled in Kraków’s

Jagiellonian University where he studied Polish literature, was an avid member

of the drama club, and played as goalkeeper on the soccer team.2 When the

Nazis and Soviets divided Poland, he avoided deportation to Germany by

working at menial jobs the Germans assigned him, including at a limestone

quarry, then a chemical plant, and even as a messenger for a restaurant.3 After

his father died in 1941, the twenty-one-year-old entered an underground

theological seminary and spent the last year of the war studying for the

priesthood.4 On August 6, 1944, the so-called Black Sunday on which the

Nazis rounded up more than eight thousand young men, he escaped to safety

in the palace of Kraków’s cardinal.5,I

After the war, Wojtyla studied for a doctorate at Rome’s Pontifical

Athenaeum Angelicum, and he returned to Poland in 1948 as a parish priest in

a small town just outside Kraków. He remained in Poland when the country

became a full-fledged Soviet satellite in 1952. Wojtyla was a prodigious writer

about church history and canon law. As a popular teacher of moral philosophy

at Lublin’s Catholic University and at the Kraków seminary, he had a

reputation far beyond Poland.7 At thirty-eight, he became the second youngest

bishop in the world, and five years later Pope Paul VI elevated him to an

archbishop.8 Most parishioners in Kraków thought he was smart and likable.9

And although he was undoubtedly spiritual and a serious scholar, his strong

character was forged by his experience as a Polish prelate living under a

communist government. To do something in his own diocese, he had to apply

for permission to a special government ministry that oversaw all church

matters. e freedom of religion taken for granted in America and many

Western European countries was still a distant dream for him.



By selecting a cleric from Soviet-dominated Eastern Europe, the cardinals

had selected the most fervently anticommunist Pope since Pius XII. Just three

days after Wojtyla’s election, the CIA’s National Foreign Assessment Center

circulated a four-page confidential memo that concluded that the election of a

Polish Pontiff would complicate matters for the Soviet Union and would

“undoubtedly prove extremely worrisome to Moscow.”10 And just as Pius XII’s

zeal about fighting communism was shared by contemporaneous, secular

Western leaders like Harry Truman and Winston Churchill, similarly like-

minded heads of state would soon join Wojtyla. Margaret atcher began her

eleven-year tenure as Britain’s Prime Minister just five months after he became

Pope.11 And Ronald Reagan came into office two years later. Reagan and

atcher would lead the fight to break the Soviet empire. ey had Wojtyla’s

full support.

As he settled into the Papacy, John Paul II met with CIA analysts, who

briefed him on American efforts to destabilize communist governments behind

the Iron Curtain. Egyptian intelligence agents gave him a better understanding

of events in the Middle East. Italy sent security service officers to update him

on the fight against the Red Brigades.12 e message from the new Pope was

clear: he was not going to rely only on the traditional channels of information

filtered first by the Curia.

Inevitably, John Paul II would revive Pius XII’s policy that the church had a

duty to be involved in secular politics when it came to standing against

communism. Covert money would be needed for anticommunist cells in

Eastern Europe. e Vatican Bank was proven to be as instrumental in this

new phase as it was in safeguarding the church’s fortune during World War II.

On December 1, 1978, less than two months after assuming the Papacy,

John Paul summoned Marcinkus for a meeting at the Apostolic Palace. It was

the first time since his election that the two met alone. Six weeks earlier,

Cardinals Benelli and Felici had given his predecessor a damning file about the

IOR chief and the unchecked manner in which he ran the Vatican Bank. ey

worried that John Paul might not give it the attention it deserved. Although

Kraków was a large, cash-poor diocese that he managed well, he was known

not to like money matters. He did not even have his own bank account.13



Before the Pope met with Marcinkus that day, Felici checked to make sure the

Pope had read the file. He had.14

When Marcinkus arrived, he sat on the far side of a large desk, across from

the Pontiff. Marcinkus remembered enough of his parents’ Lithuanian dialect

that they made some small talk in Polish.15 It was a good start. e duo had in

common their outsider status, and the Pope knew that Cody and Marcinkus

had facilitated contributions from American Poles in Chicago that had helped

support his Kraków diocese.

Instead of talking about finances, John Paul surprised Marcinkus by

discussing his plans for a foreign trip. Mexico would be his first stop, John Paul

told him, since the church was challenged on many fronts there, from

ingrained poverty, corruption, a power surge by leftists, and even the growth of

rival Pentecostals. Would Marcinkus organize the trip and accompany him?

e fifty-six-year-old IOR chief must have felt great relief. He had gone from

almost certain banishment a couple of months earlier under Luciani to being

offered a chance by the new Pope to reprise his insider’s role on foreign trips.

And there was something else addressed—revealed here for the first time.

For several years there had been a simmering financial scandal about a group of

Pauline monks that ran a Philadelphia-area shrine to Our Lady of

Czestochowa, the “Black Madonna” revered by Polish Catholics for having

spared a holy monastery from a seventeenth-century Swedish siege.16 A month

before John Paul became Pope, the scandal about the Polish monastic order

went public in the United States when Gannett News Service published an

investigative series.17 e Vatican, with assistance from U.S. cardinals, had

appointed in 1975 two hard-nosed prelates—Camden, New Jersey’s, Bishop

George Guilfoyle and the Reverend Paul Boyle, the provincial chief of

Chicago’s Passionist Fathers—to look into possible financial mismanagement

at the shrine and monastery.18

What they discovered shocked church officials. e Pauline Fathers had not

only squandered nearly $20 million in charitable contributions, but there was

evidence of “mismanagement, dubious business practices and what Vatican

investigators described as ‘chaotic’ and ‘immoral’ life styles.”19 Guilfoyle and

Boyle compiled a long list of problems. e Paulines had raised $400,000 for

bronze plaques for the shrine but never made a single one. Donors gave



$250,000 for Masses that the priests never celebrated. Sixty-four thousand

dollars went to cemetery upkeep that was never performed. Making matters

worse, the monks had violated their poverty vows. Although the order had

defaulted on $4.3 million in church bonds bought mostly by Polish American

Catholics, Guilfoyle and Boyle concluded the Paulines ran their 130-acre

hilltop monastery “more like a resort hotel than a monastic institution.” A

majority of the thirty monks had their own cars, paid for by contributions

from the faithful, and all had credit cards that were charged against

donations.20

e wayward Paulines had retained the services of a disbarred attorney—

who had served jail time for federal tax evasion—as their chief financial

advisor. e Vatican auditors also uncovered a trail of secret investments in

private companies in five states, all designed as “tax-avoidance schemes.”21

Guilfoyle and Boyle found the monks’ accounting so convoluted that they

retained Peat, Marwick & Mitchell to make sense of it. Typical of what they

discovered was the monks’ purchase of the local Westminster Cemetery at a

“grossly inflated price” from the order’s attorney.22 In less than a year, the

monks had emptied the cemetery’s legally mandated $500,000 perpetual care

fund, improperly withdrawn $120,000 of its operating revenue, pledged its

ninety-seven acres to borrow another $660,000, and even padded its payroll

with friends.23 To the anger of local parishioners, the Paulines took another

$100,000 to allow Sun Oil to build a gas station at the cemetery’s entrance,

although it meant relocating many existing graves.24 e monks had appointed

two friends of their disbarred advisor at $1,000 a week each to manage the

graveyard. When Guilfoyle and Boyle interviewed the managers, they claimed

they were forced to kick back half their salaries to Father Michael Zembrzuski,

the shrine’s seventy-year-old vicar-general. Zembrzuski kept a mistress with

church money (one of the managers later told reporters Zembrzuski avoided

criminal charges only by threatening to go public with what he knew).25

When Guilfoyle and Boyle ordered the Paulines to turn in their televisions,

high-end stereos, credit cards, and car keys, half the monks left the order.26

e report that made its way to the Vatican was several hundred pages and

crammed with supporting details.II e unwavering recommendation from

Guilfoyle and Boyle—backed by Philadelphia’s Cardinal John Krol—was that



Zembrzuski tender his resignation and that the offending priests be “severely

disciplined.”27

Before any news broke, Zembrzuski had traveled to Poland to discuss with

his close friends—the country’s top prelate, Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński, and

Kraków’s cardinal, Karol Wojtyla—what he should do. Wyszyński oversaw the

entire Pauline order. e meetings took place by coincidence just before John

Paul I died. With his death, and the ensuing focus on the conclave, any action

on the Pauline scandal was postponed.

Once Wojtyla became Pope, the Paulines appealed directly to him. Only

seventeen days after assuming the Papacy, John Paul reversed the

recommendations of the investigating committee. e following May he issued

a Papal Decree ending all investigation into the Paulines and vacating the

original findings.28

e problem facing John Paul was that most of the Polish American faithful

who had loaned money to the monks had resisted efforts by the church to

forgive the debt and write it off as a donation. Many were elderly parishioners.

In some instances they had put their entire savings into the low-interest bonds

issued by the Paulines. Since the bonds were unsecured, they were last on the

list for repayment. Some devout Catholics were so furious with the loose

operations by the monks that they consulted attorneys about suing. ere was

even talk of possible criminal charges, and the SEC was probing whether there

was fraud in the sale of bonds to build a 1,700-seat cathedral that never got off

the drawing board.29

Only one thing could put the mess to rest. Money. John Paul knew the

American church had already spent considerably on cleaning up after the

Paulines. Cardinal Krol of Philadelphia had used emergency diocese funds to

pay off $722,000 in bank loans.30 But individual bondholders clamored for

another $4 million, far more than Krol could spare. So, John Paul raised the

matter with Marcinkus at their December 1 meeting. e beleaguered IOR

chief saw it as a chance to ingratiate himself further with the new Pontiff. Over

the next several months, Marcinkus directed more than $5 million to Cardinal

Krol, all of which paid creditors—from additional banks to most of the

faithful—as well as to reimburse the Philadelphia diocese for much of the

money it had spent.31



e backdoor deal over the Paulines was the initial glue in the John Paul–

Marcinkus friendship.32 In the coming months, as they prepared for the

Mexico trip, Marcinkus spent hours alone with John Paul. Marcinkus then had

no idea of just how dramatic a turn his fortunes had taken. John Paul II saw in

him a trustworthy ally capable of finding the money to bolster nascent pro-

democracy movements. And he knew from Marcinkus’s service to Pope Paul

VI that the American prelate prided himself on loyalty and secrecy. His help in

resolving the Pauline payments without garnering any additional publicity was

a good sign, indicating how quietly he could operate. e new Pope knew he

would need those traits as a buffer against the undercutting Italians that

dominated the Curia.III

ree months after assuming the Papacy (January 1979), John Paul II flew

to Mexico. Marcinkus handled all logistics and security. During that trip,

Marcinkus told the new Pope who he believed had planted the rumors about

foul play in the death of John Paul I: the KGB, to create mischief in the

church.34 For John Paul, a prelate who had fought for decades the communist

efforts to destabilize the Polish church, it made sense. Had the KGB also

fanned the rumors about the Vatican Bank and Sindona in order to hurt the

church further? e two men had little doubt it was possible. John Paul

assured Marcinkus that under no circumstances would he allow the KGB or

any other disinformation effort to ruin the reputation of the IOR or

Marcinkus.35

By the time they returned to Rome, Marcinkus was joking with the Pope,

about how the Curia would soon punish him for not being servile enough.

Marcinkus’s long-entrenched enemies were disappointed at the obvious

friendship. e bishop from Cicero had lived to serve another day.36

His foes did not know that in March, Marcinkus received an inquiry from

the FBI about the possible criminal misuse of a Vatican Bank account. e

author has discovered that the U.S. Deputy Presidential Envoy to the Holy See

delivered a three-page telex to Marcinkus from Benjamin Civiletti, the Deputy

Attorney General. It provided details about a Justice Department probe into

whether “a United States corporation appears to have defrauded the United

States Government and others, by concealing millions of dollars in the

Institute of Religious Works.”37 According to Civiletti, a federal contractor,



American Training Services, had gone bankrupt owing the government more

than $1 million. at debt was settled for 10 cents on the dollar before the

government learned “ATS concealed millions of dollars in foreign bank

accounts” including that “$7.7 million is in two accounts in the Institute Per

Le Opera di Religione.” ose had been opened five years earlier by American

officers of ATS or its subsidiaries.

Civiletti was straightforward: “ere is evidence indicating that much of the

money may originally have been obtained by fraud.” Civiletti wanted

Marcinkus to provide “any assistance you could render to temporarily

immobilize these funds.”

It would seem a simple matter. Bank officials routinely work with law

enforcement to freeze funds while a criminal probe is under way. It was not

clear why the two IOR accounts listed by Civiletti even existed at the Vatican.

Neither had a cleric or religious order as an account signatory, and neither had

as its stated purpose religious philanthropy or service.38

Marcinkus replied a month later about what he called “the deplorable

situation created by American Training Services,” but claimed he could not

help since he had gone through all the relevant records and could not find any

of the names or companies listed in Civiletti’s letter. Marcinkus said with

considerable understatement: “First of all, let me explain our organization to

you. e Institute for Religious Works is not a bank in the ordinary sense of

the word.”39 Marcinkus disingenuously said he was confident that such

accounts did not exist at the IOR, since the $7 million of deposits pinpointed

by the Justice Department were such “large sums . . . we would have been very

much aware of any such operation. Ours is a modest organization and any

operation involving large sums would not go unnoticed.” at statement was

contradicted by the tens of millions of dollars that had transferred back and

forth with Sindona and Calvi. But Marcinkus said “to be on the safe side” he

had checked to see if he could match the “sums of the size you mention

coming from the U.S. in the period indicated in your letter.” He found

nothing. “I am at a loss to know how I can be of assistance to you on this

matter.”40

Blocked by Marcinkus from examining the records at the Vatican Bank,

Civiletti had no choice but to accept the bishop’s denial as the final word.41



Justice Department officials complained privately about the IOR’s failure to

conduct a more thorough search for records and transactions. When word of

their displeasure reached Marcinkus several weeks later, he sent off a missive to

Civiletti in which he said he was “perplexed.” But most of his two-page,

typewritten letter was a rebuke—revealed here for the first time—of how the

FBI handled sensitive information it gathered as part of the bureau’s 1973

investigation into counterfeit bonds and securities that had climaxed when two

federal prosecutors and an FBI agent visited Marcinkus at the Vatican.

“Now I come to the point,” Marcinkus wrote before launching into his

diatribe. He set the background with the origin of the “investigations

concerning a gigantic fraud, which involved the sale of some $900,000,000

worth of stocks and bonds, made up of stolen and counterfeit denominations.”

e IOR got swept into it, he said, because of the stories told by some

“confidence people.”42

He emphasized that he had voluntarily met with the American investigators

and answered their questions to the “best of my ability.” e reason Marcinkus

was so furious is that he had learned that in the German trial of one of the

defendants, an FBI memo summarizing the agents’ talk with Marcinkus had

been submitted into evidence.

“Much to my surprise and stupefaction,” he wrote, “the memorandum . . .

was inaccurate in many respects, [and] it seemed to me to be even tendentious.

I feel if good relations are going to exist, confidence must be respected and

above all accuracy of statements must be maintained. I feel injured by this

testimony and I wish to be assured that the F.B.I. will make amends.”43

e Justice Department ignored Marcinkus’s outburst. No one had any

intention of apologizing to the IOR prelate. ose who ran the 1973 probe felt

he was somehow involved, but they simply never found the evidence to charge

him.44

I. Just after the war, the twenty-six-year-old priest faced an unusual situation. A Catholic family had
hidden a Jewish boy from the Nazis, and had learned that the Germans had murdered the child’s parents.
ey brought the youngster to Wojtyla and asked him to baptize the child. In contrast to Pope Pius IX
and his abductions and forced baptisms of two Jewish boys, Wojtyla refused. e boy should be raised
Jewish in the tradition of his parents, Wojtyla told the parents.6



II. e Vatican has never released the complete report, and this author’s requests to review it went
unanswered.

III. Wojtyla’s election was as fortuitous for Cardinal Cody as it was for Marcinkus. After reading the
Cody file, the new Pope decided not to do anything until he visited Chicago, a trip planned for October
1979. Ultimately, when John Paul got there, Cody presented him with a reputed $1 million gift and
lobbied hard to defend himself. Although John Paul repeatedly told his aides he intended to move Cody
out, he never did. Instead, a lay insider from the Chicago diocese got in touch with the U.S. Attorney the
following year. e tales of financial impropriety were enough for a grand jury to be impaneled. And the
Chicago Sun-Times soon assigned a team of investigative reporters to chase the many Cody rumors. In
1981, that resulted in one of the most carefully vetted investigations in the paper’s 137-year history. It
was a devastating tell-all that showed that Paul VI and John Paul II were wrong when they did not insist
Cody step down.33
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“The Vatican Has Abandoned Me”

Marcinkus quickly solidified his position at the IOR with the new Pontiff. He

not only fended off tales of scandal over the Sindona affair, but he managed

John Paul—Pope only a month—when a new government probe put the

Vatican Bank on the defensive. In November 1978, after seven months of

examining Ambrosiano’s records, Bank of Italy investigators finished a five-

hundred-page report that raised troubling questions about Calvi and whether

the Ambrosiano was capitalized properly.1 After Sindona’s collapse, the Bank of

Italy was risk-averse. But the inspectors could not gather enough information

to determine if their concerns were justified. Calvi’s multiple layers of foreign

shell companies did what he intended: prevented the authorities from figuring

out who controlled which entities and where the money went.2 e report—

named after its chief inspector, Giulio Padalino—devoted twenty-five pages to

questionable dealings between Ambrosiano and the Vatican Bank.3 It chided

Calvi for failing to disclose the details of his business with the Vatican.4

A few copies of the Padalino Report leaked to reporters.5 Fortunately for

the Vatican, it was written in the dense language of government bureaucrats

and was hobbled by numerous caveats about missing evidence. e inspectors

did not seem to understand fully the relationship among the Ambrosiano,

Calvi, and his spider’s web of offshore companies.6 Its convoluted dissertations

fell far short of a persuasive case.7 Many reporters did not read much further

than the obtuse summary.

Milan’s criminal prosecutors, however, carefully read the Padalino Report.

Although they recognized it asked far more questions than it answered, they

also realized it made a strong circumstantial case that Calvi had profited by

violating Italy’s currency control laws. at December (1978), one of the

office’s most aggressive prosecuting magistrates, Emilio Alessandrini, opened a

criminal probe into Calvi and the Ambrosiano. He enlisted the help of the

Guardia di Finanza, an Italian law enforcement division that specialized in

white-collar crimes.8 e goal, Alessandrini instructed them, was to develop

enough evidence to charge Calvi with manipulating the share prices of public



companies and passing any profits through different countries to circumvent

taxes and restrictions on the export of the lira.9 Calvi was stunned to learn he

was under criminal investigation when a few weeks later he flipped open a

January 21, 1979, issue of L’Espresso. Prosecutors had leaked news of the probe

instead of giving Calvi and his lawyers a heads-up.10

Eight days after L’Espresso’s scoop, five masked men walked up to an orange

Renault stopped at a traffic light in the center of Milan. e prosecuting

magistrate, Alessandrini, was inside. As part of his daily routine, he had

dropped off his son at a school a few blocks away just minutes earlier. e

masked men dragged him from his car, forced him onto his knees, and

executed him in front of horrified witnesses. ey escaped in a small car,

throwing smoke bombs as they sped away.11

Calvi was not the only major investigation on which Alessandrini had been

working. He also was responsible for building a case against a suspect in the

assassination of former Prime Minister Aldo Moro. Alessandrini’s gunmen later

turned out to be from Prima Linea (Front Line), an even more violent offshoot

of the Red Brigades. But in the weeks before that became clear, there was

speculation the murder was tied to Calvi.12

e government’s Christian Democratic coalition, headed by Prime

Minister Giulio Andreotti, had been criticized for having failed to stop

domestic terrorism. Now, it collapsed two days after the assassination. It was

the fortieth government in thirty-four years.13 Luca Mucci, an earnest white-

collar crime specialist, took over the Calvi probe. He lacked Alessandrini’s

ability to cut through the judicial bureaucracy. It would take six months before

the Guardia di Finanza returned his calls. And even then it was to inform

Mucci they could find no evidence of criminal wrongdoing. No one then knew

that Raffaele Giudice, the Guardia di Finanza’s chief, was a P2 member whom

Gelli had lobbied on Calvi’s behalf.14 Uncertain about what to do next, Mucci

reached out to the Ufficio Italiano dei Cambi, the Italian government

department responsible for enforcing currency laws.15

None of this gave Calvi any pause in his frenetic deal making. Despite the

questions raised by the Padalino Report, Calvi persuaded four prominent

Catholic businessmen—all with close Vatican ties—to serve on the board of La

Centrale, his Italian holding company. And to a few colleagues he seemed



more distracted by events affecting his empire in Latin America than he was

about the Bank of Italy report. e civil war in Nicaragua had taken a turn

against strongman Anastasio Somoza’s government forces. e Marxist

Sandinista National Liberation Front was on the verge of capturing the capital.

Calvi worked to move the core of his Latin American operations from

Managua to Lima.16 He renamed his new venture Banco Ambrosiano Andino

and promised in the Italian press that the new firm would become partners

with leading South American banks in offering financial services throughout

the Southern Hemisphere.17 In fact, the Ambrosiano owned Banco Andino.

When South American banks did buy small stakes in the new company, Calvi

supplied the funds for those investments.18 Calvi transferred to Andino more

than $100 million in back-to-back loans that the Vatican Bank had made with

United Trading and Cisalpine.19 e following year, emboldened by the lax

banking regulations prevalent throughout Latin America, Calvi launched

Banco Ambrosiano de America del Sud, headquartered in Buenos Aires.20

While Marcinkus did not know all the details of Calvi’s South American

deals, he thought the expansion was a good idea. Sindona later told reporters:

“I had told Calvi to tell Marcinkus that if they [the IOR] can help, it is in their

own interest. South America is Catholic. ey don’t want to lose this big a part

of their account.”21

Even in Italy, where one might have expected that the Padalino Report was

a flashing yellow light, Calvi was as aggressive as ever with the Ambrosiano.

Some of his decisions were terrible, as when he approved a large loan to a P2

colleague, Mario Genghini, whose business empire was in serious trouble. e

Ambrosiano lost more that $42 million when Genghini’s businesses

collapsed.22 But as fast as he lost money, Calvi used his Vatican connections to

bail out the Ambrosiano. Marcinkus persuaded some big Vatican customers to

loan Calvi money, including Italy’s largest nationalized financial institution,

Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, as well as Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi, the

country’s state-owned energy holding company, in which the Vatican had

investments.23

•  •  •



As Calvi expanded the Ambrosiano network, Sindona fended off an

increasingly aggressive legal assault in the United States. His problems had

expanded far beyond Italy’s extradition efforts. In January, the same month the

Calvi criminal investigation went public in Italy, U.S. prosecutors leaked to

e New York Times that a grand jury was investigating former Nixon Secretary

of the Treasury David Kennedy over a $200,000 personal loan from

Sindona.24 e day after that story, a federal jury in New York capped an

eight-week trial by returning guilty verdicts against Franklin National’s former

chairman, president, and senior vice president.25 e three were convicted of

falsifying the bank’s records to cover up the extent of its losses. Sindona, one of

several unindicted co-conspirators, had been subpoenaed to testify during the

trial. He avoided answering any questions by invoking his Fifth Amendment

rights.

e long-awaited U.S. criminal move against Sindona came less than two

months later, on March 19, when a grand jury returned a sweeping ninety-

nine-count indictment against him and his former top aide, Carlo Bordoni.26

e charges included fraud, conspiracy, and misappropriation of $45 million

from Franklin.27 e detailed indictment was strong proof that two and a half

years after the collapse of Franklin National, federal prosecutors had seemingly

solved the riddle of how Sindona shuffled millions between his Italian banks

and offshore shells, all intended to boost the paper value of his companies

while running Franklin into the ground.28

Sindona promptly issued a statement: “I am innocent of any wrongdoing. I

will plead not guilty to the charges and expect to be vindicated at trial. In any

case, according to my understanding, all charges rest on false documents and

information originating from Italian sources.” He added: “I was the principal

victim of [Franklin’s] collapse.”29

Sindona’s indictment dominated the news in Italy. Marcinkus was not

surprised that because of the American criminal charges most of Sindona’s

Italian friends had further distanced themselves from him. “Everybody was

calling Sindona a very close friend [during his zenith at] the Banco d’Italia,” a

sarcastic Marcinkus later told author John Cornwell. “But it’s strange, that now

I’m the only one who has ever known Sindona in Italy. It’s like they said right

after the war, ‘ere’s not a Fascist in Italy.’ Where did they all go?”30



Marcinkus was not able to rewrite history, as had many of Sindona’s less

high profile friends. Sindona’s close affiliation with Pope Paul VI and the IOR

was too well documented. Instead, the bishop hoped that Sindona would not

try to deflect attention from his own problems by creating headaches for the

church.

More bad news came a couple of weeks after the Sindona indictment.

Giorgio Ambrosoli, the attorney who had been appointed by the Bank of Italy

to liquidate Sindona’s $200 million bankrupt Banca Privata Italiana, released a

ten-pound, two thousand–page report based on his five-year probe.31

Although Ambrosoli recycled some unfounded conjecture about Mafia

connections, much of his report was a compelling indictment of the shady

ways Sindona had run his business empire.32 Ambrosoli had overcome

significant hurdles to gain rare access to the records of two Swiss banks

Sindona controlled.33 And he demonstrated that Sindona had violated Italian

laws when he used money from Banca Privata’s depositors to purchase Franklin

National.34 e report exposed how Sindona looted seven banks in Italy,

Switzerland, West Germany, and the United States. Two hundred and seventy

million dollars had disappeared through dubious loans, vanishing interbank

deposits, and questionable fiduciary contracts (the 2014 equivalent of $854

million).35

But the most explosive charge—and the worst for the Vatican—centered on

Sindona’s role in Calvi’s purchase of the Banca Cattolica del Veneto. Ambrosoli

had uncovered that in August 1972, Sindona had transferred $6,557,377.04

into Radowal, one of Calvi’s offshore shells. at $6.5 million, charged

Ambrosoli, was “probably paid as a commission to an American bishop and a

Milanese banker.”36 e unnamed American bishop was clearly Marcinkus and

the Milanese banker was Calvi.37 Due to the sensitivity of naming the sitting

head of a sovereign central bank—Marcinkus—as the recipient of a

multimillion-dollar payoff, Ambrosoli had deferred to the wishes of others in

the Italian judiciary and the Bank of Italy who thought his public report

should only identify Marcinkus by his position, not name. At the time the

report was released, Marcinkus did not say a word publicly.

Starting in December 1978, unidentified men with Sicilian accents began

calling Ambrosoli, sometimes offering bribes and other times threatening to



kill him for his “lies.”38 He taped a call on January 12 in which a muffled voice

said, Devi morire come un cano (You should die like a dog).39 Ambrosoli did

not take the threats lightly. In one of his diary entries he wrote, “I will pay a

very high price for this job. I knew this before I took it on, and I am not

complaining at all because this is a unique chance for me to do something for

my country.”40

Ambrosoli visited New York that June. He shared his findings with

American prosecutors, including the evidence about the $6.5 million payoff

split between Calvi and Marcinkus.41 A few weeks later Ambrosoli visited

Boris Giuliano, the superintendent of Palermo’s noted Flying Squad, an elite

anti-racketeering police unit with a storied record of success against the Mafia.

ey compared notes on mobsters who might have banked with Sindona as

well as those who could have links to Calvi.42 Giuliano also confided he was

pursuing credible leads about tens of millions laundered by Sicilian heroin

traffickers and disguised as legal transfers through Sindona-owned banks in

Italy and Switzerland.43

Sindona was in a fury when he learned about Ambrosoli’s cooperation with

the American prosecutors and Italian racketeering squad. For five years

Ambrosoli had been chasing Sindona. And it was Ambrosoli who had

repeatedly blocked Gelli’s efforts to convince the Bank of Italy to bail out

Sindona’s banks and give the Sicilian a second chance. Now, with his damning

report, Ambrosoli was in the spotlight as the man not only capable of finishing

off Sindona but also exposing the full extent of the Sicilian financier’s ties to

the Vatican Bank and Roberto Calvi.

at the young prosecutor could not be bought or scared off frustrated

Sindona. According to banker Enrico Cuccia, a fierce business competitor, he

overheard Sindona at a meeting in New York supposedly threatening that “he

wanted everyone who had done him harm killed, in particular Giorgio

Ambrosoli.”44

On the evening of July 11, after a long day of depositions Ambrosoli left his

office and drove to his Milan apartment.45 After parking his car in its normal

spot, he crossed the dark street. ree men came around the corner and ran

toward him.

“Are you Doctor Ambrosoli?”



“Yes.”

“Excuse me,” one stranger said. He pulled out a .357 Magnum and fired

five bullets into Ambrosoli’s chest.46 Ambrosoli’s wife ran outside and stayed

with her husband until paramedics arrived. Notwithstanding their frantic

efforts, he died on the way to the hospital, but not before he managed to say

that the men who killed him spoke with Italian American accents.47

e FBI and Italian police were immediately suspicious that Sindona had

played a role. He certainly had the motive. Italy, however, was racked by

violence against judicial officials. Since leftists and mobsters had killed eight

judges, police officials, and prosecuting magistrates over several years, it was

possible that someone else wanted the incorruptible Ambrosoli dead.48 When

asked by reporters if he had anything to do with the murder, Sindona was

outraged at the suggestion.49

Two days later, police Lieutenant Colonel Antonio Varisco, who was

responsible for investigating P2 and its money laundering, was killed during

the morning rush hour in central Rome. And ten days after Ambrosoli was

gunned down, a hit man went after Boris Giuliano, the chief of the Flying

Squad, who had just finished breakfast at his regular Palermo café. As he went

to pay the cashier, a man ran up and emptied his pistol, hitting Giuliano twice

in the back of the head. He died instantly.50

One result of the triple killings was that the official investigation into

Sindona’s looting of Banca Privata Italiana, and the charge about the $6.5

million commission that Calvi and Marcinkus might have split, downshifted

to slow motion. It was impossible for any Ambrosoli replacement to quickly

master five years of files about a complex case.51 And probable suspects for the

murders such as mobsters or the Red Brigades spooked some investigators. A

team of five financial forensics police inspectors abandoned plans to trace lost

funds transferred abroad by Banca Privata. At least one of them received death

threats. Giuliano’s successor, Emanuele Basile, was killed the following year,

shot repeatedly in the back while walking with his four-year-old daughter, who

was not harmed.

On August 2, 1979, just three weeks after Ambrosoli’s murder, Sindona’s

family reported the startling news that the Sicilian financier was missing.

Eyewitnesses last spotted him wearing a light beige suit, blue shirt, and a club



tie walking south along Fifth Avenue around 7:15 p.m.52 A few hours after he

failed to show up for a business meeting the following morning, a man who

refused to identify himself called Sindona’s secretary. In heavily accented

English, he said, “We now have Michele Sindona as our prisoner. You will be

hearing from us.”53

Because it was only five weeks before the start of his criminal trial, the FBI

and police suspected Sindona had fled. But his family feared he was the victim

of foul play.54

One of Sindona’s lead attorneys, former federal judge Marvin Frankel,

received a letter from an unidentified group claiming it had Sindona and

would subject him to “proletarian justice.”55 e New York bureau of ANSA,

the Italian news agency, got a call from a man who spoke Italian with an

American accent: “Here is proletarian justice. Michele Sindona will be

executed by firing squad at dawn tomorrow.”56 A few days later Sindona’s

family received a handwritten letter from him, assuring his wife, Katerina, that

he was “not afraid” although the kidnappers were “interrogating me at length

every day.”57 Another packet, postmarked from New York, arrived the

following week. It contained short notes from Sindona mostly trying to calm

his family.58

e FBI resisted changing the case from a missing person to a kidnapping.

But it placed the prosecution’s key witness, codefendant Carlo Bordoni, into

protective custody and issued calls for public assistance.59 By that time—two

weeks after the disappearance—Interpol, and dozens of detectives and FBI

agents, were working leads.60

ree weeks passed. No one knew if Sindona was alive or dead.61 His trial,

scheduled to start on Monday, September 10, was adjourned indefinitely. e

next day Sindona’s son-in-law, Pier Sandro Magnoni, received a letter asking

for details about Sindona’s businesses, and warning, “If you value his life, you

will provide all the facts in your possession.” Sindona’s Rome attorney, Rodolfo

Guzzi, got an envelope postmarked from Brooklyn. It included ten

handwritten questions about senior Italian politicians, prominent businessmen

including Fiat’s Agnelli family, and even the Vatican. A notation after the last

one said, “All written by me on precise orders, Sindona.”62 An enclosed photo

showed Sindona thin and haggard and sporting an unkempt beard. Around his



neck hung a sign with the hand-scrawled words, Il giusto processo lo faremo noi

(e fair trial will be done by us). e note was signed by the Cornitato

Proletario di Eversione per una Giutizia Migliore (the Proletarian Committee

of Subversion for Better Justice).63

A few days later the first letter asking for money arrived. e kidnappers

boasted that Sindona had given up incriminating information about some

noted Italians and the Vatican.64 But this time the Italian police got lucky and

arrested the messenger who delivered the letter. He was Vincenzo Spatola, a

thirty-one-year-old Palermo contractor with solid ties to New York’s Gambino

family (the Gambinos were one of New York’s original five Mafia families).65

Just a few days after Spatola’s arrest, on October 16, 1979, Sindona’s

attorney, Marvin Frankel, picked up the telephone at his office. Sindona was

on the other end. He sounded exhausted, his voice barely audible: “I was

kidnapped but I am free now.” He was at a pay phone in Manhattan at 42nd

Street and Tenth Avenue. It had been seventy-six days since his disappearance.

When his son-in-law and psychiatrist picked him up, Sindona seemed

almost hallucinatory. He was recovering from a poorly stitched-up bullet

wound on the back of his left thigh.66,I ey checked him into Manhattan’s

Doctors Hospital with two federal marshals posted outside his private room.68

Eight days after his return, a still weak Sindona appeared before Judge

omas Griesa. Claiming his memory was poor as the kidnappers had kept

him drugged, he gave a brief and vague account of what had happened,

“Leftists” took him at gunpoint from midtown Manhattan. ey demanded

information they could use against the rich and threatened to try him for

“economic crimes” against the people.69 His captors wore masks so he could

not identify them, and they all spoke perfect Italian.70 He was blindfolded and

moved four times, each trip taking at least an hour. His wound came when a

guard shot him during a failed escape. And, Sindona said—speaking in a voice

so low that the judge often had to ask him to speak up—he was shocked when

the kidnappers set him free in Manhattan.

Although the prosecutors wanted Sindona remanded to jail, Judge Griesa

allowed him to stay free on bail and ordered around-the-clock security for him

and his family.71 e judge, concerned that speculation about Sindona’s



disappearance might prejudice the jury pool, imposed a gag order on the

lawyers.72

Unknown to Sindona and his legal team, Italian police had detained John

Gambino, a senior captain in the Brooklyn-based crime family, during a visit

to Italy. Stopped for a passport irregularity, when they searched him they found

a slip of paper containing the notation in Italian, “741, Saturday, Frankfurt.” It

seemed unimportant. But the FBI discovered that a TWA flight with that

number had left Frankfurt for New York’s Kennedy Airport on October 13,

three days before Sindona turned up.73 Gambino was a cousin of Vincenzo

Spatola, the man arrested in Rome on October 9 for delivering hostage letters.

In a pre-9/11 era, airlines never maintained passenger lists after flights were

completed. FBI agents had to examine every customs declaration filled out at

JFK the day TWA 741 arrived. One bore the name Joseph Bonamico of

Brooklyn. e street address did not exist, so the agents sent it to the bureau’s

forensics lab. Near the same time, Luigi Cavallo, the provocateur who had

blackmailed Calvi on Sindona’s behalf was detained by the FBI at JFK. He was

traveling on a false passport. And in Italy, police arrested two brothers with ties

to the Gambino family, suspects they thought might help answer what

happened to Sindona during the ten weeks he was missing.74 Meanwhile, the

FBI lab’s results were startling: not only did the handwriting belong to Sindona

but his fingerprints were on the customs declaration card in the name

Bonamico.

What the FBI could not yet prove was whether Sindona had planned his

“kidnapping.”75

When FBI agents confronted Sindona about the TWA flight, he seemed

nonplussed. Some in the U.S. Attorney’s office thought he had used his

“kidnapping” to raise money in Sicily for his expensive legal defense. But they

could not trace the money paid to his attorneys.76

Sindona, meanwhile, was focused again on his upcoming criminal trial. He

reached out through Guzzi, his Roman attorney, to the Vatican. Sindona

needed strong witnesses willing to testify about his good character. None of his

business colleagues were willing to come forward and vouch for his honesty

and integrity. What better character witnesses than bishops or cardinals from

the Vatican? Guzzi telephoned Marcinkus.



It is difficult to imagine that after all the terrible fallout from the Vatican’s

relationship with Sindona, that Marcinkus—or any other ranking prelate for

that matter—would consider doing anything publicly to help Sindona. At an

extraordinary special congress, John Paul II called all of the church’s 123

cardinals to Rome a few months earlier. ey addressed a series of important

issues at the one-year point of his Papacy. And Vatican finances, which were in

the red by $20 million, were a priority (the deficit marked the first time the

church had ever announced a year-end profit or loss).77 News stories about

how “the Vatican has been plagued by money worries” and “serious financial

problems” often mentioned the still-undetermined losses from the Sindona

affair.78 John Paul had closed the congress and “painted a gloomy picture.” e

Associated Press reported, “No Pope has ever spoken so openly on the Vatican’s

finances.”79 Some top prelates, including the Pope’s close friend, Warsaw

Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński, suggested that the IOR’s profits be used to erase

the Church’s deficit. at idea never gained any traction.80

On December 5, 1979, Marcinkus met in his IOR office with Graham

Garner, a partner of the accounting firm Coopers & Lybrand. For more than a

year Calvi had foiled Garner’s inquiries about the Vatican Bank and the

Nassau-based Cisalpine. Since Marcinkus was still a Cisalpine director, Garner

had badgered him for a couple of months before getting the December

meeting.81

Marcinkus introduced Garner to Mennini and de Strobel, and then for an

hour gave him a broad description of how the IOR functioned. He tried

addressing Garner’s confusion over the Vatican Bank’s dual role as borrower

and depositor at the Cisalpine. Every time Garner asked for specifics,

Marcinkus either dodged the question or claimed that the IOR’s governing

rules prevented him from providing details.82 Garner left that meeting still in

the dark that some $228 million in transfers from the Cisalpine to the IOR

were in fact back-to-back loans. Most of that money was ending up in a tiny

Panamanian firm.83 It was the IOR that stood to lose more than $137 million

if Cisalpine and the rest of Calvi’s network collapsed. So while it might be

understandable as to why Marcinkus would cover for Calvi, doing so created

tremendous liability that would haunt the church in a few years.II



Given the spotlight on the church’s finances, it would have seemed natural

for Marcinkus to pull away from Calvi and Sindona. But he did the opposite.

December 1980 marked the first time in several years that Marcinkus approved

the Vatican Bank’s purchase of another $65 million in promissory notes issued

by some of the Ambrosiano’s offshore companies.85

And incredibly, as for Sindona’s request made through his Italian attorney

for Vatican assistance, Marcinkus agreed to help. e bishop also lobbied two

cardinals, Giuseppe Caprio and Sergio Guerri—both familiar with Sindona

from his APSA dealings—to testify that Sindona was a stalwart, decent, and

hardworking businessman. ey agreed.86 Sindona’s legal team was so pleased

that on January 24, lead counsel Marvin Frankel informed Judge omas

Griesa that the high-ranking church trio would testify.87 Frankel said that

under the policies of the city-state, the clerics could not appear in person at the

New York trial. Griesa allowed their testimony to be videotaped at the

American embassy in Rome on February 1.88

e Vatican’s new Secretary of State, Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, was

enraged when he learned about it.89 He knew that supporting Sindona would

be a public relations nightmare. Casaroli banned the three clerics from making

the depositions.

When Frankel arrived at the Vatican to prepare Marcinkus, Caprio, and

Guerri for their testimony, they informed him that they had no choice but to

decline. Frankel pressed hard to change their minds. Marcinkus spoke for the

trio, unswerving in his no.90

Sindona, upon hearing about the reversal, told Frankel that “the Vatican has

abandoned me.”91 He blamed Marcinkus for the change, not knowing that

Marcinkus had battled Casaroli over the ban, at one stage threatening to still

go public for Sindona.92

What Casaroli did next is disclosed here for the first time. He was so upset

with Marcinkus that he asked a close aide, Monsignor Luigi Celata—now an

archbishop—to enlist the help of General Giuseppe Santovito, Italy’s Military

and Security Service chief, to obtain compromising information about

Marcinkus. Santovito appointed Francesco Pazienza, an ambitious young

intelligence officer, to the matter.93 Pazienza did not uncover any

straightforward blackmail. But in Switzerland, he unearthed documents that



revealed how Marcinkus was the conduit for funneling church money to key

conservative politicians. It would create a firestorm in the Italian press and add

to the pressure for Marcinkus to resign.94

Instead of handing the information to Casaroli, Pazienza decided that

Marcinkus was a more important Vatican power broker than the Secretary of

State. “So I arranged a meeting with Marcinkus,” Pazienza revealed to the

author. “I knew he loved power. He would not want to lose it.”95

“I have been hired to fuck you,” Pazienza told the IOR chief. Marcinkus

did not show any visible sign of surprise.

“What do you intend to do?” Marcinkus asked.

“Nothing.”96

Pazienza got what he wanted: a bond of loyalty.

While Marcinkus had dodged a possible bullet with Pazienza, Casaroli had

demonstrated his power by prevailing in the standoff over the Sindona

character testimony. In withdrawing Marcinkus and the cardinals from the

witness list, Frankel informed Judge Griesa that his trip to the Vatican was a

“catastrophe.”97

e day before the trial got under way, on February 6, the U.S. Attorney’s

office asked for a closed hearing in the judge’s chambers. ere the FBI

presented the evidence that instead of being ferried around blindfolded by

kidnappers in New York and New Jersey, Sindona had engineered his own

disappearance and spent it in Europe, mostly Sicily.98 e fake abduction was

intended to generate sympathy, but it had turned into a tragi-comedy. e

Sicilian mobsters who afforded him safe haven decided they could make more

money by extorting information from him and threatening his family.99 e

bullet wound was the result of a deliberate shot from an Italian doctor, Joseph

Miceli Crimi, who knew where to aim the gun so it inflicted the least

damage.100 When the gangsters had released Sindona, they swore him to

silence lest his wife and children became targets.101

e judge later called it “the blackest day of my life in a courthouse.” He

revoked the $3 million bail. A dozen federal marshals descended on the

courtroom and hustled Sindona to jail.102

e trial started on February 7, 1980. Sindona’s ex-friend and Franklin

colleague, Carlo Bordoni, was the prosecution’s star witness.103 And the



government used evidence of the fake kidnapping to demonstrate to the jury a

“consciousness of guilt.”104 Much of the testimony and legal arguments

centered on financial minutiae. Although no one from the Vatican was on trial,

and the indictment did not list the IOR as an unindicted co-conspirator, the

lead prosecutor, John Kenney, repeatedly linked the Vatican Bank to the case.

He told the court that the IOR had worked with Sindona to help “prominent

Italian depositors” engage in financial dealings “which would not comply with

the religious tenets of the Vatican or the Roman Catholic Church.”105

e end of the trial could not come quickly enough for Marcinkus. It took

seven weeks for the case to go to the sequestered jury. e six men and six

women deliberated for six days before reaching a verdict: guilty on sixty-five

counts of fraud, misappropriation of bank funds, and perjury.106

In June, two days before he was to be sentenced, Sindona—who said later

that the verdict made him “believe only in injustice . . . the government is the

real Mafia”—slashed one wrist and took a pharmaceutical cocktail he had

somehow smuggled into prison (a mixture of digitalis, a heart stimulant;

Darvon, a painkiller; and Librium, an antianxiety medication).107 But he was

quickly resuscitated, and after a few days in the hospital the judge ordered him

to appear for his sentencing.108 Griesa meted out the maximum to the

unrepentant defendant, four twenty-five-year sentences to be served

concurrently.109

Sindona soon got more bad news. e FBI was hunting for a low-level

American hoodlum, forty-five-year-old William Arico. e charge: being the

hit man in the 1979 execution-style murder of Giorgio Ambrosoli, the

Milanese magistrate who had been investigating Sindona. e break came

through an unlikely source, Henry Hill. He was a convicted extortionist later

made famous in Nicholas Pileggi’s book Wiseguy, and played by Ray Liotta in

Martin Scorsese’s 1990 film Goodfellas.110 At the time of Ambrosoli’s murder,

Hill and his family were only months away from entering the U.S. witness

protection program.111 e gangster told the FBI that during the mid-1970s

he had served time at a federal prison with two New York Gambino-connected

hoodlums, Billy “e Exterminator” Arico, and a convicted heroin trafficker,

Robert Venetucci. In the fall of 1978, according to Hill, after all three were

released and living near one another on Long Island, Hill sold Arico five pistols



and a machine gun with a silencer. “e Exterminator” bragged that Sindona

hired him for a contract murder in Italy. Hill next ran into Arico in 1979, just

after Ambrosoli was killed in Milan. Arico pointed to an Italian newspaper

clipping about the murder and bragged: “is is the fellow I whacked out over

there.”112

e FBI did not then know that since 1978 Sindona had been Venetucci’s

silent partner in Ace Pizza, a cheese and olive oil importing company in

Queens.113 Venetucci had hired Arico after Sindona asked him to handle his

problem with Ambrosoli. At Sindona’s direction, his son was wiring money

from the Union Bank of Switzerland to Ace Pizza’s account at New York’s Bank

Leumi (some investigators suspected that was how Venetucci got the $40,000

he paid Arico).114,III

At the time the FBI got the tip from Hill, Arico was serving a four-year

sentence on an unrelated jewelry heist in Manhattan’s diamond district. But

before the bureau questioned him, Arico escaped from New York’s Rikers

Island in June 1980, the same month Sindona was sentenced on the Franklin

case.116 It was two years before the FBI ran him to ground in Philadelphia.117

When the Arico news went public, the Italians insisted Sindona be

extradited to stand trial for Ambrosoli’s murder. But under the existing U.S.-

Italy extradition treaty, Sindona had to finish at least five years of his jail

sentence for his American conviction.118

•  •  •

ree months after Sindona’s sentencing, Luca Mucci, the Italian prosecutor in

charge of the Ambrosiano investigation, ordered Calvi to surrender his

passport. Mucci based his decision on a fresh June 12, 1980, report from the

Guardia di Finanza that concluded Calvi likely violated currency laws, falsified

bank records, and even committed fraud.119

Calvi reached out to Marcinkus for help. Much of his work at the

Ambrosiano had been in partnership with the IOR. He thought the two of

them could fend off the prosecutors. But Marcinkus and the IOR had their

own problems. On February 5, 1981, Milan prosecutors had stunned the

Vatican by arresting Luigi Mennini, the bank’s long-serving chief



administrator, and Marcinkus’s most trusted deputy.120 e seventy-one-year-

old Mennini had served as the IOR’s director at Sindona’s Banca Unione, and

prosecutors thought he might be complicit in illegal currency trading there.121

Mennini was an iconic figure inside the Vatican, having been hand-selected in

1930 by Bernardino Nogara.122 And in 1967, when Henri de Maillardoz left

as the chief layman at the IOR, Mennini took his position.

Italian police had arrested Mennini when he left the Vatican after work one

day. John Paul II and Marcinkus raised a howl. After spending a few weeks in

jail, Mennini was given “provisional liberty.”123

e arrest caused great concern at the Vatican. Were former or current IOR

officials so involved with Sindona that they may have broken the law? What

trouble could Sindona cause when he was extradited to Italy to stand trial over

charges similar to those brought against Mennini?

No one outside of a few executives knew what was going on inside the

secretive IOR. Marcinkus had developed a defense: Mennini was a political

target for leftists as payback for all the church’s work over the years on behalf of

the Christian Democrats. at sounded reasonable since a left-leaning

coalition was in power. Combined with Mennini’s proclamations of innocence,

it was enough to calm jittery nerves in the Vatican.

Since Marcinkus was consumed with his own problems, Calvi sought help

elsewhere. He again turned to Licio Gelli. But the P2 chief, who had earned

millions by working his extensive contacts for Sindona and Calvi, was himself

about to come undone. e break came in February 1981. Two Italian

magistrates were investigating whether the Mafia had helped Sindona during

his fake kidnapping. ey noticed that when Sindona was in Palermo, Joseph

Miceli Crimi, the financier’s physician, had taken a two-day trip to the small

northern village of Arezzo, a six-hundred-mile journey. e magistrates

questioned Dr. Crimi, who claimed the trip was because he had had a

toothache and his dentist lived there. But the investigators were skeptical.

Crimi ultimately admitted he went to Arezzo to visit Licio Gelli. “Gelli is my

Masonic brother,” the physician confessed. “And a close friend of Michele

Sindona.”124

e magistrates applied for a search warrant for Gelli’s villa and an office he

maintained at a local textile factory.125 One of Gelli’s nicknames was Il



Carto�lo (the Paper Lover), a tribute to his obsessive collection and

organization of paperwork.126 Although the search of his house yielded

nothing, when the police executed the warrant at his office on March 17,

1981, they discovered a brown leather attaché inside a safe.127 It contained a

treasure trove of documents and membership applications detailing 953 of P2’s

members and its convoluted activities.128 ere were thirty-two sealed manila

envelopes with photocopies of bank transfers and cash receipts attached to

names of ranking politicians, judges, and private industry titans. In the seized

files police found inciminating information about oil bribes and the state-run

petroleum agency, arms discussions with Argentine military officers, illegal

payments to political parties, and tax evasion by top businessmen.129 One of

the folders was labeled Roberto Calvi and detailed the many times Gelli had

intervened to derail official investigations into the Ambrosiano chairman.130

And the police discovered a cache of startling photographs, including

embarrassing ones of prominent Italians.131 e investigators ultimately

concluded that Gelli had obtained many of the most salacious pictures from

P2’s intelligence members. Most were never used as blackmail, but Gelli

seemed a compulsive collector of information that one day might prove

useful.132 One of the photos was of a naked Pope John Paul II sunning himself

by a pool. e police did not then know that Gelli had sometimes shown that

photo to others, using it as an example of how poor the personal security was

around the Pontiff: “If it’s possible to take these pictures of the Pope, imagine

how easy it is to shoot him.”133

Gelli got a tip about the search warrant too late to empty his safe, but

before customs had received an all points bulletin to detain him, he fled to

Uruguay via Switzerland on an Argentine passport.134 Umberto Ortolani,

Gelli’s deputy, who was also involved as a middleman for many Sindona and

Marcinkus money transfers, fled to Brazil.135

e public was stunned when the names of the P2 members were released

that May. e list was a who’s-who of leading businessmen, prominent judges

and prosecutors, top-ranking military and intelligence officers, and respected

journalists (one of the less well-known names was Silvio Berlusconi, the

founder of a new television channel, and later three times a Prime Minister). A

report from the investigating magistrate to Prime Minister Arnaldo Forlani



concluded, “P-2 is a secret sect that has combined business and politics with

the intention of destroying the constitutional order of the country and of

transforming the parliamentary system into a presidential system.”136

Authorities had also found evidence of P2’s role in right-wing terror plots.137 It

had not helped that three cabinet ministers, including the country’s Attorney

General, were P2 members. Speculation was rampant that there were more P2

members than those whose names were seized in Gelli’s files. Many thought

that Marcinkus was part of P2, disguised with a secret code name. ree years

earlier L’Osservatore Politico, a muckraking weekly, named Marcinkus—with

120 cardinals, bishops, and influential monsignors—as Freemasons. Marcinkus

later denied any role in P2 member or that he was a Mason: “I don’t even

know what a lodge looks like. . . . I was brought up to believe it was a mortal

sin.”138,IV

e days when Calvi could reach out to Gelli and his P2 colleagues were

over. An aggressive new investigating magistrate was now in charge of the

criminal probe. Only the Vatican might be able to help the Ambrosiano

banker retain his power. Calvi was about to test the limits of his relationship

with the church.

I. Sindona had been treated by several psychiatrists for more than a decade, and was at different times
prescribed a combination of anti–depressant/psychotic/anxiety medications. Side effects caused him to
stop taking some antipsychotics. He also had at times a dependence on narcotic painkillers, and then
laxatives to counter the constipating effects of the opiates. Although none of his psychiatrists ever
disclosed the clinical diagnosis, business colleagues and some family members speculated it might have
been bipolar disorder. Some of his worst business decisions coincided with stretches of little sleep but
tremendous energy, what psychiatrists consider the manifestations of the manic phase of that mental
illness.67

II. Ten weeks later, on February 21, at Claridge’s Hotel in London, the full Cisalpine board met with
Garner and another accountant: the directors approved financial statements that confirmed that the IOR
owed Cisalpine $228 million. Only Calvi and Marcinkus knew that was not true, but neither objected.
e Coopers & Lybrand accountants submitted a management letter stating in part: “It is our
understanding that none of the directors of Cisalpine, other than Bishop Marcinkus, are aware of the
current financial condition of this entity.” Marcinkus evidently objected to being listed as the sole official
with full knowledge of what was taking place at the IOR. Garner modified the letter to say instead that
the full information was “only available to a very limited number of individuals in the Vatican.”84

III. Sindona’s son, Nino, then a thirty-five-year-old businessman who had worked with his father,
demonstrated the extent to which the Sindona family detested Ambrosoli, in a contemporaneous
interview with journalist Luigi DiFonzo. In discussing the deceased Ambrosoli, Nino said: “I have no



compassion for the fucking guy. [He] deserves to die—and this is not enough for a son-of-a-bitch like
him. I’m sorry he dies without suffering. Let’s make sure on this point . . . Ambrosoli doesn’t deserve to
be on this earth.” (Nino Sindona refused requests by the author for an interview.)115

IV. e journalist behind the story of the Freemason-Vatican connection, Carmine “Mino” Pecorelli, was
shot to death the following year by a hit man armed with a silencer-equipped pistol. Sixteen years later,
Giulio Andreotti, the seven-time Italian Prime Minister, went on trial along with dozens of top mobsters
for ordering Pecorelli’s murder to cover up a pending bribery story. When Andreotti, a devout Catholic
and daily-Mass attendee, was later acquitted of all charges, a Vatican spokesman, Joaquín Navarro-Valls,
issued a statement that John Paul II learned of the verdict with “satisfaction.”139
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“You Have to Kill the Pope”

On Wednesday afternoon, May 13, 1981, Pope John Paul II was standing in

an open-air car circling St. Peter’s Square as he greeted some ten thousand

worshippers. He shook hands, held and kissed babies and small children, and

smiled and waved at the throngs. At about 5:20, there were several loud pops

near the Vatican’s large bronze gate. Some people, even those in the Pope’s

small entourage, thought it was firecrackers or the backfire of a nearby car. But

a few police and security personnel recognized them instantly as gunshots.

ey looked to the sixty-year-old Pope. A small red stain appeared on his crisp,

white cassock and started to spread. His hands had flown up toward his face.

en he fell backward into the arms of his private secretary, Father Stanislaw

Dziwisz, and his chamberlain, Angelo Gugel.

Two bullets tore into John Paul, hitting him in the stomach, right arm, and

left hand. Within minutes, the semiconscious, seriously wounded Pontiff was

in a wailing ambulance speeding the two miles to Rome’s Gemelli Hospital

where he underwent five and a half hours of surgery to stem the blood loss and

internal damage.1 By midnight, the hospital issued its first official status report

that the Pontiff was in “guarded and serious condition.”2

e olive-skinned man tackled at the scene with a Browning 9mm

semiautomatic pistol was thirty-three-year-old Mehmet Ali Ağca, a convicted

murderer who had escaped two years earlier from a prison in his native Turkey.

Ağca had written to newspapers threatening to kill John Paul II in the name of

Islam.3 Not everyone was convinced it was quite so straightforward. A BBC

documentary only months after the shooting fingered the KGB as the

mastermind behind the attempted assassination.4 e official Soviet newspaper

Pravda ran a series accusing the CIA of having concocted the conspiracy.5

NBC followed up with a persuasive program that put the blame on Bulgaria’s

secret service.6

Ağca had been on the periphery of the Gray Wolves (Bozkurtlar), an

ultranationalist Turkish cell for which he had carried out the 1979

assassination of Abdi İpekçi, an editor of a prominent left-wing newspaper. Six



months after a court sentenced him to life for that murder, he somehow

donned an army uniform and walked through eight normally locked doors at a

high-security military prison and found safe haven in neighboring Bulgaria.7

at country was under the iron-fisted control of Todor Zhivkov, a Stalinist-

styled autocrat who had been in power since 1954. It was unlikely that a

fugitive Turkish political murderer could stay there without coming to the

attention of the National Intelligence Service, Bulgaria’s equivalent of the CIA.

e National Intelligence Service’s intimate working alliance with the KGB

later served as the foundation for the conspiracy theories that identified those

agencies as the ones likely to have wanted John Paul II, the most stridently

anticommunist Pope since Pius XII, dead.8,I

Vladimir Zhirinovsky, the deputy speaker of the Russian State Duma, later

told Russian Radio: “ere is no direct evidence of necessarily a Russian

connection here, but it was not to our liking that a Pole became the Pope of

Rome, inasmuch as it was done specially by the CIA special services and by the

USA to influence the situation in Poland through a Pole, the Pope of Rome,

and this succeeded. A movement began there for real, akin to what we now

regard as an orange revolution.”10

e “orange revolution” to which Zhirinovsky referred was the beginning of

Pope John Paul’s activism against the communist regime that controlled his

native Poland. Encouraged by Margaret atcher and Ronald Reagan (who

himself had survived an assassination attempt only six weeks before John Paul

was shot), the Pontiff embarked in early 1981 on a policy of covertly

supporting anticommunist movements throughout Eastern Europe.11

John Paul had been Pope less than a year when Polish shipyard workers in

Gdańsk, led by Lech Walesa, a young union activist, had a standoff with the

communist authorities. at resulted in the formation of a worker’s trade

union, Solidarity. It eventually claimed nearly ten million members, about a

quarter of Poland’s population.12 CIA Director William Casey considered

Solidarity the ideal vehicle through which to rattle Poland’s communist leaders

and the Soviets. At Casey’s encouragement, Poland became the U.S.

administration’s first target by which to undermine the Soviet Bloc, which

Reagan would in a couple of years dub the “Evil Empire.”13



As Walesa stood up to the communists, there were rumors that the Soviets

might crack down on the trade unionists, just as they had crushed incipient

democracy movements in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968. Pope

John Paul dispatched Marcinkus on a secret trip in August 1980, sending a

handwritten note to Soviet premier Leonid Brezhnev.14,II In the letter, John

Paul threatened to spearhead the Polish resistance if Soviet troops invaded.15

Once the Vatican leaked word of the Pope’s letter to the Polish clergy, it spread

like wildfire through the ranks of Solidarity.16

In a pre–glasnost and perestroika era, it seemed natural that the Reagan

administration would want a partnership with a Polish Pope who had

repeatedly demonstrated his commitment to his native country’s small pro-

democracy movement. All of the top American national security and

intelligence officials—CIA Director Casey, National Security Advisor William

Clark, Secretary of State Alexander Haig, and roving ambassador and ex-CIA

Director General Vernon Walters—were devout Catholics.17 U.S. officials also

turned to Philadelphia’s archbishop, Cardinal John Krol, a Polish American

and a close friend of John Paul II, as well as Archbishop Pio Laghi, the just-

appointed Nuncio to the United States. Krol and Laghi became the original

go-betweens for the Americans and the Vatican.18 Casey and Clark soon began

dropping by the Nuncio’s Washington residence on Massachusetts Avenue for

a briefing and breakfast. Laghi visited them—at least half a dozen times—at

the White House.19

By the spring of 1981, Casey and General Walters began traveling to the

Vatican every six months to brief the Pope, often with Secretary of State

Cardinal Casaroli present. ey met with John Paul fifteen times over the next

six years.20 e American consul to the Vatican at the time, Michael

Hornblow, was at the first meeting between Casey and John Paul. “Anyone

expecting a ‘holy alliance’ in their first get-together would have been

disappointed,” Hornblow told the author. “It was a simple twenty minutes

mostly of small talk, with the Pope having a hard time understanding Casey

because of his thick New York accent.”21 But in subsequent meetings, the work

began in earnest. e CIA shared classified intelligence with the Pontiff,

everything from satellite photos of Soviet troop movements and missile sites—

the Pope was fascinated by them—to data about communist efforts to



undermine Solidarity.22 And Casey asked the church’s assistance in

transporting to the resistance everything from communications equipment to

printing presses.23

ere was little doubt about the importance of their meetings given the

events unfolding at the same time. On March 27, 1981, Poland had the largest

demonstrations against a communist government since World War II. It was a

movement that the United States and the Papacy were doing their best to

encourage.

Reagan, who would have a private fifty-minute meeting with John Paul the

following year at the Vatican, later told journalist Carl Bernstein: “We [Reagan

and the Pope] both felt that a great mistake had been made at Yalta and

something should be done. Solidarity was the very weapon for bringing this

about.”24 e President confided to his National Security Advisor, William

Clark, that he intended to make the Vatican a loyal ally, even if that meant

breaking precedent and recognizing the church-state (Reagan did that in 1984,

ending more than a century of U.S. opposition to such relations. e Supreme

Court declined to hear the case brought by those opposed to diplomatic

relations).25

“is was one of the great secret alliances of all time,” says former National

Security Advisor Richard Allen.26 ere was “considerable sharing of

information about developments in Poland with the Vatican,” by Casey,

Walters, and “sometimes our ambassador to the Vatican” (that was William A.

Wilson, one of Reagan’s closest friends and a member of the president’s small

kitchen cabinet of closest advisors).27 Lech Walesa and Solidarity leaders got

steady intelligence from both U.S. agents as well as Catholic priests.28

e KGB took a dim view of the new alliance between Washington and the

Vatican. A four-page top secret KGB assessment in early 1981warned about

the church’s aggressive campaign to influence events inside the Pope’s native

country.29 In April, KGB chief Yuri Andropov prepared a top secret dossier

that concluded the Polish communist leadership was “inept” and suggested

massive military maneuvers near the Polish border, leaving open the possibility

of sending Soviet “troops into Poland.”30 In June, Hungarian intelligence

distributed a report to the KGB and East Germans, titled “e Role of

Zionists and the Catholic Church in the Activities of Solidarity.” e



Hungarians concluded that the church was allied not only with the U.S.

government, but also with “Italian Jews” and “Israel, as well as Polish emigrants

in Western Europe.”31

e Vatican’s partnership with U.S. intelligence meant that Marcinkus’s

help was sometimes required. Early on, he served as an informal conduit

between Washington and the Vatican. His ability to brief the Pope, and to pass

along intelligence during Papal travels, was considered indispensable. CIA

Director Casey liked that in addition to his high rank inside the Vatican,

Marcinkus was an American citizen.

John Paul, in return, had something to trade with the CIA. Just as the

church’s army of clerics native to every country had provided Pius XII with

grisly accounts of the Nazi Holocaust before any Western leader knew the

details, John Paul provided the CIA with useful intelligence gathered from

Polish priests. e information was so good that Reagan himself began

awaiting the Pope’s summaries.32

e Pope gave Marcinkus the approval to create a secret conduit to send

church money to Solidarity. at became an even greater priority after

December 13, 1981, when Poland’s military ruler, General Wojciech

Jaruzelski, declared martial law, outlawed Solidarity, detained six thousand

members, charged hundreds with treason, and cut the telephone lines between

Poland and Vatican City.33 For the next eight years, Marcinkus diverted an

undetermined amount of money to what had become an underground

movement to overthrow the communist regime.34 It is not clear where

Marcinkus obtained the cash, but it likely came from a slush fund, either

provided covertly by U.S. intelligence or through spare funds that Marcinkus

had accumulated through his Calvi and Sindona dealings. Marcinkus never

admitted to accepting half of the $6.5 million commission that Ambrosoli had

charged that Sindona paid to the IOR chief and Calvi. But even his most

ardent foes seldom accused him of profiting from any of the IOR’s

questionable dealings.35 Instead, if money like that “commission” from the

Banca Cattolica sale ended up in a special fund used at the direction of the

Pope, it would be understandable how John Paul became such a strong

defender of Marcinkus. Sindona later concluded that Marcinkus “was greedy



because he wanted to give the money to the Pope because he wanted to

become a cardinal.”36

And Calvi, who still needed the backing of the church as his own problems

mounted in Italy, was ready to also assist. An Italian government investigation

into the Ambrosiano years later raised questions about whether Calvi had paid

Marcinkus extra cash for his refusal to disclose their convoluted business

relationship even to Cisalpine’s accountant, Coopers & Lybrand. Investigators

were suspicious about a $500,000 payment from a special Banco Ambrosiano

Holding account at the IOR. It was paid out in 1980 at Calvi’s direction to an

anonymous Vatican City recipient. e IOR has refused to open its records to

show who received the money.37

Although Calvi later denied playing any role in the church’s covert money

pipeline to Solidarity, he told a journalist that he warned Marcinkus the entire

matter was a dangerous game that could lead to World War III: “If it comes

out that you’re giving money to Solidarity, there won’t be a stone left of St.

Peters.” And once, when secretly taped by Flavio Carboni, Calvi warned that if

Marcinkus’s secret network and slush funds to funnel money to Solidarity were

exposed, “the Vatican would collapse.”38

Italian intelligence agent Francesco Pazienza told the author that Marcinkus

tapped him to convert $3.5 million of Vatican cash into physical gold from

Credit Suisse. “ey were the only Swiss bank at the time offering 99.99

percent pure gold ingots in small sizes,” Pazienza recalls. e gold was put in a

Lada Niva SUV, hidden in a custom-built double bottom as well as inside its

doors. “And a priest from Gdańsk drove it from Italy back to Poland.”39

A less comprehensive and dramatic political dynamic played out between

the U.S. and the Vatican in Latin and Central America. In 1979, Nicaragua’s

Marxist Sandinista revolutionaries overturned the U.S.-backed dictator,

Anastasio Somoza. In a country where 89 percent of the population was

Catholic, an atheist government that linked itself with godless Soviets caused

great consternation at the Vatican. Other Latin American countries confronted

the same fate from leftist insurgency movements. In Peru, the establishment

was under assault by the Shining Path, violent Maoist guerrillas. El Salvador

was in the midst of a civil war, with the Farabundo Martí National Liberation

Front, an umbrella military wing of four left-wing guerrilla organizations and



the Salvadoran Communist Party, gaining ground. Colombia’s government was

having a tough time fighting the Revolutionary Armed Forces, FARC, a

Marxist-Socialist paramilitary force. And on the horizon was the Guatemalan

National Revolutionary Unity, another hard-core band of Marxist

revolutionaries.

It was not a stretch for Bill Casey and Vernon Walters to convince John

Paul that the church’s best interests in Latin and Central America were the

same as those of the United States: supporting authoritarian regimes that were

at least nominally Catholic.

Although John Paul condemned “savage capitalism,” and even told a

reporter that there were “kernels or seeds of truth” in Marxism, he nevertheless

dramatically changed course from Paul VI when it came to liberation theology,

a twentieth-century mixture of Catholicism and left-wing ideologies that

emphasized a redistribution of wealth to help the poor, particularly through

political activism.40 Marcinkus, from his work with Sindona and Calvi, was

more familiar than any other Vatican official with how to move money around

Central and Latin America. e money arrangements among U.S. intelligence

agencies, covert operatives, and Marcinkus left few footprints.41,III

John Paul rewarded Marcinkus for his service in September 1981 by

appointing him as the city-state’s pro-president of the Pontifical Commission

for Vatican City State, the church’s chief administrator. e position

automatically made Marcinkus an archbishop. In his new post, he oversaw the

management of Vatican City’s day-to-day affairs. It encompassed everything

from the relations with its 3,200 employees to all construction and

maintenance projects, to the rules affecting its museums, radio station, post

office, and newspaper.43 It was a remarkable turnaround even by the nine-lives

standards of the Vatican. Marcinkus had weathered public scandal. He had

emerged from assured banishment when John Paul I was elected to having not

only reinforced his grip on the Vatican Bank, but expanded his influence.

Curial gossip was that Marcinkus would return soon to America as a cardinal.

A wire service story by UPI agreed: “One of the most active prelates in the

Vatican, Marcinkus will most probably be made a cardinal when the pope calls

the next consistory. Traditionally, presidents of pontifical commissions are

cardinals. Vatican observers said the new appointment and the fact that



Marcinkus will maintain the presidency of the Vatican Bank, are clear

indications that John Paul has full confidence in the prelate.”44

But while events played out in Marcinkus’s favor during 1981, matters

beyond his control would soon trip him up.

I. Ağca later added to the frenzied speculation when he picked from a photo lineup three Bulgarian state
officials and intelligence agents as accomplices. Italian prosecutors charged the three Bulgarians and four
others, including Turkish ultranationalists, but failed to convict any. Ağca was mentally unstable, often
claiming he was the world’s messiah. Later he dropped the Bulgarians from his story and said instead he
got weapons training in Syria at a Soviet-sponsored camp for the terror group the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine. After his release from a Turkish prison in 2010, he announced that he shot the
Pope because Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the father of Iran’s fundamentalist revolution, had told him,
“You have to kill the Pope in the name of Allah. You have to kill the devil’s mouthpiece on earth.”9

II. John Paul believed that delivering the note to Brezhnev was a critical intervention in the standoff over
Solidarity. e Pope considered several emissaries, including Secretary of State Cardinal Casaroli, Vienna’s
Cardinal König, and John Paul’s private secretary, Monsignor Stanislaw Dziwisz. Casaroli had the
advantage of speaking Russian. Marcinkus, who also spoke some Russian, was chosen because the Pope
was convinced that he was the least likely to be intimidated by the Soviets or Brezhnev.

III. e fall of communism that began in 1989 across Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union made the
Washington-Vatican alliance less urgent. In Poland, Solidarity was again legal, and the following year
Lech Walesa was elected the country’s president. Signs of some strain in the partnership were evident that
year. In December, Panama’s strongman, Manuel Noriega, took refuge in the Vatican’s embassy in
Panama City. e previous year the church and Reagan administration had discussed finding a Latin
American or European nation willing to grant Noriega asylum. e church had worked hard to get Spain
to take Noriega. But under President George H. W. Bush, the Associated Press reported, the Americans
had dressed down the Pope and his diplomatic staff in “extraordinarily tough terms.” e Vatican allowed
U.S. authorities to take Noriega back to America to stand trial. e partnership between the United
States and the Vatican was never again the same.42
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“Tell Your Father to Be Quiet”

Gerardo D’Ambrosio, Milan’s chief investigating magistrate, had taken charge

of the Calvi probe in April 1981.1 e following month, on May 20, Calvi was

arrested at his Via Frau apartment.2 It was only a week after the attempted

assassination on John Paul, and six days before Italy’s fortieth coalition

government since World War II collapsed because of fallout from the P2

scandal.

Calvi and six directors of La Centrale Finanziaria, a financial company at

which he was also president, were indicted for violating the country’s currency

statutes by improperly exporting up to $50 million of lire through a web of

offshore operations.3 News of Calvi’s arrest kicked off a tumble on Milan’s

stock exchange, the beginning of a 40 percent slide over several weeks.4 e

central bank drafted six major Italian banks into a consortium to stabilize the

Ambrosiano with a line of credit.5

To his family and friends Calvi insisted that he had only carried out the

actions at the heart of the indictment on behalf of the Vatican Bank.

Marcinkus, Mennini, and the IOR’s chief accountant, Pellegrino de Strobel,

were aware of every transaction. e evidence he said, was in the files of one of

the Ambrosiano’s Swiss banks, the Banca del Gottardo. Papers there proved the

deals were actually masked transactions for the IOR. Swiss privacy laws,

however, barred releasing documents about a third party without their consent.

“My father really wanted the Swiss bank to disclose the IOR information,”

Carlo Calvi told the author, “because he knew it would immediately shift the

responsibility for the offshore deals from him to the Vatican. But they wanted

none of it.”6

What was at the Banca del Gottardo showed that the Vatican Bank—

through its secret ownership of United Trading and Manic—owned all the

offshore companies named in the indictment.7 Key Gottardo executives had

played more than just an intermediary role; they had in some cases assumed

director’s positions on companies like United Trading.8



Calvi could not do much as he was in jail since the court had refused him

bail.9 One day after visiting him in prison, his wife, Clara, and daughter,

Anna, got into a waiting car to return home. Calvi had given Clara some

papers on which he had written: “is trial is about the IOR.” He had told her

to go to Marcinkus and ask for his help.10 Clara later claimed that Luigi

Mennini’s son Alessandro jumped into the car before they drove off and

warned her: “You must not mention this name [IOR] even in confession.”11

Calvi, meanwhile, had hired Francesco Pazienza as a “special consultant” for

a huge retainer of 600 million lire (about $500,000).12 e thirty-four-year-

old ex-intelligence officer was a nonpracticing physician and adventurer who

boasted contacts in Italian and American politics as well as good ties to U.S.

and French spy agencies.13 He was also close with Marcinkus. Although he was

not a P2 member, he was a top Gelli ally and a friend to many others in the

Masonic lodge.14

Pazienza had a reputation for digging up dirt. at was why Secretary of

State Casaroli had tapped him the previous year to look for any scandal about

Marcinkus. And in 1980, conservative Republicans had hired him as a

freelancer to investigate President Jimmy Carter’s brother, Billy. “I uncovered

everything,” Pazienza told the author.15 He discovered that the “first brother”

had taken $50,000 from Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi, and had also visited Yasir

Arafat of the Palestinian Liberation Organization as well as wanted terrorist

George Habash, of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine.16

Pazienza’s findings became a 1980 presidential campaign issue after the

explosive story was published that October in e New Republic.17 And

Pazienza had added to his own allure with a series of dramatic and ever-

changing claims. At times he said he had given the Vatican a six-month

advance warning about the attempted assassination of the Pope; and that he

was the founder of Gran Italia, a group headquartered on New York’s Park

Avenue whose stated goal was to unite all 120 million Italians worldwide for a

“second Risorgimento.” Pazienza later claimed Gran Italia was a cover for an

intelligence operation to nab Italians linked to terrorism.18,I

“My father had personally hired Pazienza,” recalls Carlo, “because he was

recommended by the former Secretary of the Christian Democratic Party. He



was close to military intelligence officials and top industrialists as well as other

men my father respected. He was one of those people who acted as a fixer.”20

Pazienza’s ambitious brief from Calvi was to work to resolve the

Ambrosiano’s mounting problems.21 “I start all my work diplomatically,” he

told the author, “but if you want to get destroyed, okay, then I can destroy

you.” But he also had another goal: to use his connections with Middle Eastern

oil sheiks and Western investors to find a buyer willing to pay up to $1.2

billion for 12 percent of Ambrosiano. e deal seemed tantalizingly close at

times but ultimately never happened.22

With Pazienza working in the background, Calvi requested that his son,

Carlo, then living in Washington, D.C., fly to the Bahamas to look for any

exculpatory evidence. e senior Calvi had arranged for his son to access his

personal safe deposit box at the Nassau bank Roywest.23

“When I opened the safe box,” recalled the younger Calvi, “there were lots

of papers, most of them hard to figure out. But one that seemed clear was on

the letterhead of the accounting firm Coopers & Lybrand. It asked whether the

Vatican was good for the money behind the deals, whether the money was

recoverable from the IOR.

“And here I was, caught between my father wanting the Vatican to release

the Swiss files, and the church saying no. I was excited because I thought I

finally had found a document to force the Vatican’s hand.”24

In a pre–cell phone and email business era, telexes were often used for fast

and reliable international communications. An afternoon storm had knocked

the bank’s telex machine out of order. So Carlo walked through a tropical

downpour to a public station next to the courthouse. From there he sent a

telex to Marcinkus: “Call me after 3 p.m. Carlo.”

Back at his hotel, he took a nap. At 3 p.m. when the phone woke him he

was so groggy that he had forgotten who was calling until he heard Marcinkus’s

voice.

“Why are you bringing up our problems with the bank?” Marcinkus asked.

“Our problems are also your problems.”25

Marcinkus called Pazienza and told him that the young Calvi was trying to

pressure the church. Pazienza got on the next flight to Nassau. “I put a stop to



Carlo’s craziness,” he told the author. “I told him if he tried to use any telex

machine again, I would personally smash it with my fists.”26

Carlo thought that the Banca del Gottardo should issue a statement about

his father’s innocence.27 “ey agreed to answer some interrogatories,” says

Carlo, “and promised they would help. But in the end, they released almost no

information. It all stayed in Switzerland.” e Italian court rejected the

Gottardo proclamation about Calvi because it was so generic, and crippled by

too many caveats and legal disclaimers.28

Pazienza called the younger Calvi and said he was “authorized” to arrange a

personal meeting between Carlo and Archbishop Giovanni Cheli, the president

of the Vatican’s Council for Migrants and Travelers and also its United Nations

observer in New York.29 Calvi had no idea that Cheli had secretly been angling

to replace Marcinkus as chief of the IOR.30 At a predetermined time, the

young Calvi flew to New York and took a taxi to a Manhattan address supplied

by Pazienza.

Two men were waiting inside an Upper East Side apartment. One was

Sebastiano Lustrissimi, a businessman who worked for Italy’s largest

construction company, Condotte d’Acqua (a company in which the Vatican

had sold its controlling interest to Sindona in 1969).31 He was a friend of

Pazienza (the young Calvi mistakenly thought he was either a mobster or an

Italian intelligence agent).32 e other man was Lorenzo Zorza, a middle-aged

priest. Zorza was living at Manhattan’s St. Agnes parish and was an energetic

volunteer to the Vatican’s Permanent Observer Mission to the United

Nations.33

“When I met him—Zorza—he was dressed like a priest,” Carlo Calvi

recalled, “but he did not behave like one. I can’t really explain it, but I had

doubts about him right away.”34

Zorza had a nervous habit of twitching his head from side to side. And

Calvi’s instincts about having some “doubts” were good. Zorza was no ordinary

priest. A favorite with parishoners, the voluble Zorza always seemed to be part

of some grandiose scheme that promised to blend religion and commerce. At

Pazienza’s urging, Zorza had asked the senior Calvi for $5 million from the

Ambrosiano to develop a huge project in Brazil. Half of that loan would have

been a kickback split between Pazienza and “the people at the Banca.”35,II



at early summer evening in 1981, Calvi sat between Lustrissimi and

Zorza. ey did almost all the talking. “Be polite to Monsignor Cheli,” Zorza

cautioned Calvi. “And listen carefully. And be certain to pay attention to his

advice.”37

Lustrissimi drove Zorza and Calvi to the United Nations. ere they met

Archbishop Cheli in a hallway. Cheli talked to Calvi in a hushed tone so no

one nearby might overhear. He said, “Tell your father to be quiet, not to reveal

any secrets, and to continue to believe in providence.”

“Unfortunately,” recalls Calvi, “providence was not something I could then

believe in.”38

Carlo Calvi called Marcinkus several more times. “He kept brushing me

off.”39

After the senior Calvi’s indictment, Pazienza could not derail his trial. It got

under way in a Milan courtroom that June. On the stand Calvi was hesitant,

speaking in broad generalities. He tried shifting the blame for any wrongdoing

to one of his codefendants, Alessandro Canesi, the bank’s ex-chairman and his

longtime mentor. Canesi was also a former chief of La Centrale Finanziaria,

now headed by Calvi, which was allegedly behind the entire illegal export

operation. Conveniently, Canesi was unable to answer the charges since the

eighty-four-year-old had died at his villa near Lake Como on June 15, a few

days after the trial started.40

While the courtroom drama played out, on June 30, at Calvi’s insistence,

two senior Ambrosiano executives, Filippo Leoni and Carlo Olgiati, met at the

Vatican with Marcinkus, Mennini, and de Strobel. ey were frustrated that

the Vatican officials refused to tell them what the IOR might do if questions

arose about its ownership of the ghost companies.41

On July 9, a defense attorney told a stunned courtroom that Calvi had

failed to show up for the trial that morning because he had tried killing himself

by swallowing ninety barbiturate pills and cutting one of his wrists.42 Calvi’s

family cited it as startling evidence of his melancholy. His prison warden cast

doubts on it, claiming that the wrist wound was superficial and that Calvi had

not taken a lethal dose. “We’re dealing with a suicide attempt that failed at

birth,” he told the press.43



Carlo Calvi thought his father’s botched suicide was a sign of his

desperation over the Vatican’s refusal of the Ambrosiano’s pleas for help.44 e

next day, the Ambrosiano’s Leoni Olgiati and deputy chairman Roberto

Rosone met again at the Vatican with Marcinkus and his top two deputies.

ey all later gave slightly different accounts of what transpired but agreed the

discussion was about whether the IOR would continue cooperating with the

Ambrosiano.45 By this time, the Vatican officials worried that the fallout from

the Calvi affair might result in their own criminal problems. Only five days

before that meeting, de Strobel had traveled to Lugano, Switzerland, to review

files at the Banca del Gottardo. Marcinkus needed some documents there. But

de Strobel was concerned that if he returned with photocopies, he might be

stopped and searched by Italian authorities. Instead, the Papal Nuncio in Berne

later forwarded the Gottardo papers by diplomatic pouch.46

Meanwhile, Calvi’s suicide attempt was serious enough to land him in the

prison hospital. ere he developed pneumonia and was too ill to attend the

trial that continued while he recovered. He was still in the infirmary when the

three-judge panel issued its verdict on July 20, 1981: guilty as the mastermind

of illegally exporting $26.4 million to Switzerland. His sentence was four years

in prison—more than the prosecutors requested—plus an $11.7 million fine.47

Calvi was released on bail pending his appeal. His wife picked him up from the

hospital in their armored Mercedes. e security motorcade—two cars with

bodyguards—took the convicted banker home.48 To Calvi’s detriment, word

leaked that before his release, he had met with prosecutors and discussed

possibly cooperating in return for vacating his sentence.49 Nothing was firm,

but such news was a potentially ominous sign for those who had profited from

Calvi’s many ventures.

Only eight days after his conviction Calvi chaired a meeting of the

Ambrosiano’s board of directors. e Bank of Italy thought he should resign

but was powerless to remove him. And the Ambrosiano’s directors voted

unanimously to keep him as chairman, saying there had been no suggestion at

the trial that Calvi ever profited from his wrongdoing.50

Maybe even more surprising was that Calvi’s felony conviction did not scare

off Marcinkus. When asked why a few years later, Marcinkus offered a weak

justification: “When Calvi was in jail, I asked somebody, ‘Hey! What’s going



on?’ And the fellow says, ‘Nah, if you’re not caught, you’re not worth

anything.’ ”51

For the remainder of 1981, the Ambrosiano’s stock price climbed.52 Some

market analysts suggested that investors were voicing their confidence in

Calvi’s savvy running of the bank and a widespread belief that his talented legal

team would prevail on appeal.53 Others concluded that between the P2

revelations and the string of powerful politicians who had testified to his good

character, small investors believed they were investing in a company protected

by the so-called sottogoverno (the secret government).54

No investor then knew that the Ambrosiano’s foreign subsidiaries in Peru,

Nicaragua, Panama, the Bahamas, and Luxembourg had borrowed over a

billion dollars from other banks and the IOR, much of which Calvi had

recycled to buy the Ambrosiano shares, thereby inflating the stock price. e

IOR was still on the line for about $140 million.55

e greatest problem facing Calvi by the end of 1981 was that the

Ambrosiano’s many offshore subsidiaries had fallen behind on servicing its

back-to-back loans and accumulated debt.56 He was desperate because if he

could not raise money his convoluted ghost company network would

unravel.57 So Calvi turned to Marcinkus, the only person he trusted.

Calvi broke his holiday in the Costa Smeralda and flew to Rome on a

Learjet owned by United Trading.58 On August 26, he met with Marcinkus at

the IOR headquarters and pleaded for help. Marcinkus agreed to give Calvi

two official IOR letters, known in the banking industry as “letters of

patronage” or “letters of comfort,” documents meant to assure third parties

that the Vatican stood behind the Ambrosiano. Written in English on Vatican

Bank stationery and dated September 1, 1981, the letters read, “is is to

confirm that we directly or indirectly control”—it then listed ten of the

Panamanian, Luxembourg, and Liechtenstein ghost companies. “We also

confirm our awareness of their indebtedness towards yourselves as of 10 June

1981 as per attached statement of accounts.”59 One letter was addressed to

Nicaragua’s Banco Comercial and the other to Peru’s Banco Andino.60 e

language was vague, not constituting an express guarantee of the debt, but

rather intended to convey the impression that the IOR was somehow

endorsing the $1.4 billion in unsecured debt the Ambrosiano had issued to the



ghost companies. Read with a lawyer’s eye, the letters did not represent that the

IOR had any intention of honoring the debts. Luigi Mennini, as the IOR’s

chief administrator, and Pellegrino de Strobel, the Vatican Bank’s chief

accountant, signed for the Vatican.61

Attached to the letters was a purported assets and liability summary for

seven of the ten companies. According to that eight-page document, the

companies owed $867 million to the Nicaraguan and Peruvian banks, but had

assets of $1.21 billion. is balancing act was accomplished by inflating the

value of the Ambrosiano shares and also omitting $217 million of back-to-

back debts between the Cisalpine and Banco Andino (or, as a Wall Street

Journal investigation concluded six years later, “In essence, the Vatican bank

had borrowed money . . . and lent it to itself ”).62 Marcinkus would have

known the figures on Calvi’s attachment were wrong. e financial statements

he had just received from Switzerland’s Banca del Gottardo showed the true

and far more sobering numbers.63

As a condition of giving the letters of patronage, Marcinkus insisted that

Calvi give the IOR a secret counter-letter—backdated to August 26—

absolving the Vatican of any obligation to repay the loans. Calvi agreed that no

matter what the patronage letters said, the IOR would incur “no further

damage or loss.”64 A one-page attachment listed all the outstanding back-to-

back loans and stated that $300 million was owed to the Vatican.65 at Calvi

letter also had an important clause upon which Marcinkus had insisted: the

IOR’s role in the ghost companies would terminate in another ten months, no

later than June 30, 1982.66 Marcinkus had belatedly concluded that it was

time for the Vatican to extricate itself from Calvi’s offshore empire. e best

the IOR chief could do was to start the clock running.

Calvi assured Marcinkus he would only share the patronage letters inside

the Ambrosiano with his fellow directors. He did not keep that promise. Calvi

needed the letters to calm the Ambrosiano’s jittery foreign lenders.67

Marcinkus would later aver that he gave Calvi those letters as an “assistance to

a friend” because “Calvi comes out of jail . . . and he says, ‘I’m having trouble

and I’ve got to get this thing all set up.’ ”68 Sindona told author Nick Tosches,

“Calvi—no one knew this, but it is true—paid the Vatican through

Marcinkus, $20 million for those two letters of comfort.”69 (Two



parliamentary investigations failed to find evidence of such a payoff.) What

was proven was that the day after Calvi got the patronage letters, Mennini

transferred $3.5 million from an IOR subsidiary in Lugano to a Swiss lawyer,

who in turn sent it along to an account in Lausanne controlled by Pazienza,

Calvi’s crisis manager.70

e following month, October 26, Mennini and de Strobel—with

Marcinkus’s approval—signed revised patronage letters to the Banco Comercial

and the Banco Andino.71 e new language suggested that any money raised

from the sale of assets would not necessarily be used to reduce the debt of the

ghost companies. Most incredibly the letter appointed Calvi as the “attorney in

fact” for “all relevant purposes” under the agreements.72 (Lawyers for the IOR

subsequently contended that the power of attorney had been given to Calvi

only at his “express request, to formally empower him to manage the

companies which the IOR de facto controls, though unwittingly so.” In

essence, the church’s unlikely explanation was that once it discovered it was the

unknowing owner of the ghost companies, rather than protesting, it recorded a

power of attorney appointing Calvi as the administrator of the ten shells.)73

e day after the Vatican gave Calvi that authority over the ghost

companies, Marcinkus and Calvi were in Zurich for another Cisalpine board

meeting. According to the minutes, Marcinkus asked far more questions than

usual, but neither he nor Calvi disclosed to their fellow directors anything

about the patronage or indemnity letters.74

Pope John Paul II had created a special commission of fifteen cardinals to

study Vatican finances and devise safeguards to prevent future Sindona-like

scandals.75 e panel included American cardinals John Krol of Philadelphia

and New York’s Terence Cooke.76 But few inside the Vatican thought that the

Polish-born Pope intended the investigation to be hard-hitting. Marcinkus,

meanwhile, did not tell the cardinals about the patronage letters. When they

later learned about them they were enraged. Cardinal Pietro Palazzini’s reaction

was typical: it “was crazy.”77 German Cardinal Joseph Höffner, another

committee member, was so furious at Marcinkus’s deception that he insisted to

John Paul that the IOR chief promptly resign.78 e Pope refused.79

During this time, Calvi made a critical acquaintance separate from the

Vatican. He spent his August holiday on Pazienza’s yacht, off Costa Smeralda.



ey chanced upon another yacht, owned by Flavio Carboni, a forty-nine-

year-old Sardinian property developer. Carboni also happened to be the

partner of Carlo Caracciolo, the publisher of La Repubblica and L’Espresso.80

Italy’s Secretary of the Treasury was on the boat that day. e flashy Carboni,

with his fleet of fast cars, a plane, and two mistresses in addition to his wife,

was a well-known personality in southern Italy.81 His solid connections, Calvi

hoped, might allow him to offset Gelli’s lost influence.82

Although Calvi was not the most personable man, Carboni got along with

him from the moment they met.83 e Sardinian wanted something from the

Ambrosiano too, a $500 million loan for an ambitious seaside resort project.

ough short of money, Calvi nevertheless agreed.84 It took only a couple of

months for the relationship to go beyond lender and borrower, to friendship,

and then to confidants. Carboni visited Calvi at his home and was often at the

Ambrosiano’s headquarters. Knowing of Calvi’s pending prison sentence,

Carboni offered to lobby important politicians on his behalf.

Some close to Calvi were unsure about Carboni’s intentions. Carlo Calvi

did not like him. Nor did Calvi’s Ambrosiano deputy, Roberto Rosone, who

warned others there was something sinister about him.

As 1981 drew to a close, Calvi also got involved with one of Italy’s leading

businessmen, Carlo De Benedetti, a former ranking executive at Fiat. In 1976,

De Benedetti had taken control of office equipment firm Olivetti. Acclaimed

for turning the company around, much as Lee Iacocca was later for his 1980s

turnaround of Chrysler, he thought the Ambrosiano was a bargain.85 In

November, Calvi and De Benedetti announced that the Olivetti chief had

invested $45 million to buy a 2 percent stake. De Benedetti became an

Ambrosiano director and its deputy chairman.86

e financial world was astonished at the union between Calvi, the

convicted felon, and De Benedetti, whose reputation was flawless.87 It was a

moment of personal triumph for Calvi. “He considered it maybe a last

opportunity to really revitalize himself and the bank,” recalls Carlo Calvi. “He

was so proud when he introduced me to De Benedetti.”88

Sixty-five days later the honeymoon was over. Once De Benedetti had full

access to the bank’s records, he was “appalled” to discover its finances were

utterly dismal.89 e Ambrosiano’s Peruvian unit had accumulated a massive



$800 million in debt in just over a year. De Benedetti was stunned that most

of the borrowers were unknown foreign companies whose creditworthiness he

could not verify. He wanted out. Calvi was resistant but when De Benedetti

threatened to go public, he had no choice. Within two months, their brief

“marriage” was annulled. De Benedetti got back his original investment with

interest.90 (When he met the following month with the Vatican’s Secretary of

State Casaroli, De Benedetti warned him that there were grave problems at the

Ambrosiano.)91

e Ambrosiano was desperate for cash. Calvi again approached the Vatican

Bank but this time Marcinkus turned him away. He warned Calvi that the

IOR expected to be “made whole.” Calvi was more concerned about finding a

financial lifeline than figuring out how to repay the Vatican. But the IOR chief

did do one last favor for him. According to the byzantine paperwork between

the IOR and the Ambrosiano, the Vatican owed about $18 million on some

phantom loans used to boost the balance sheets of Banco Andino and the

Cisalpine. With Marcinkus’s approval, Calvi used an old holding company,

Zitropo, to pay $18 million to IOR accounts at Chase Manhattan and the

Banca di Roma per la Svizzera. e Vatican Bank then passed that money back

as payments it supposedly owed on the outstanding loans. e problem was

that Zitropo was essentially bankrupt. Although it tapped lines of credit to pay

the IOR, it was eventually liquidated with $46 million in debt (for allowing

Calvi to use its accounts for the questionable trading, the IOR collected a

small percentage of the transferred monies, a profit of $267,492).92

Although Marcinkus deemed any further investment into the Ambrosiano

as too perilous, a few businessmen with a healthy appetite for risk thought the

distressed bank offered an opportunity for fast, huge gains. Only days after De

Benedetti’s departure, Orazio Bagnasco, a wealthy Genovese property

developer and owner of the luxury hotel group Ciga, invested $20 million in

the Ambrosiano.93 Bagnasco became the bank’s deputy chairman.94 And not

long after he came aboard, in January 1982, his faith seemed justified when the

bank announced that its prior year’s profits had tripled. e financial press

heralded the results as proof that the Ambrosiano was intrinsically sound and

thriving despite Calvi’s legal problems.95



e Bank of Italy, meanwhile, was still pursuing a probe into possible

criminal wrongdoing. In February, only a month after Bagnasco’s investment,

the central bank sent investigators to Peru to follow up on suspicious Banco

Andino transactions. But Peruvian banking officials refused to cooperate.

A small circle within the Ambrosiano knew that the stellar earnings meant

nothing. e debt through its foreign subsidiaries was staggering. Marcinkus

was increasingly concerned about having provided the patronage letters. He

confided in Calvi that he was having difficulties inside the Curia maintaining a

unified front for the beleaguered banker. Still, in March, Marcinkus went

public with his support. He gave an interview to the Italian newsweekly

Panorama. “Calvi merits our trust,” he said. Some of the investments with

Calvi, claimed Marcinkus, “are going very well.” As a result, he said, the

Vatican did not intend to sell its stake in the Ambrosiano.96

at interview set off stormy arguments and accusations inside the Vatican

between the IOR’s boosters and those who thought Marcinkus had again

tarnished the church’s reputation. At the Ambrosiano, when executives like the

deputy chairman, Roberto Rosone, questioned some of the immense

Panamanian loans, Calvi dismissed them by citing the Panorama interview:

“Behind those loans is the Vatican, the Pope,” Calvi told his fellow directors.

“Do you have the slightest doubt about the Vatican bank?”97

Calvi was, of course, aware that the Bank of Italy was investigating his

foreign subsidiaries. In a display of bluster (or possibly denial), he directed

Coopers & Lybrand to prepare the documents so the Ambrosiano could offer a

new class of preferred stock to raise millions of dollars (the bank had already

issued additional shares earlier in the year, increasing the number of

shareholders by 30 percent and nearly doubling its available capital).98

By the spring of 1982, Calvi warned his family that he feared for their

safety. He told his wife, Clara, that the Vatican and Sindona were all his

enemies. Calvi started carrying a pistol in his black attaché. He showed the

handgun to his daughter, Anna: “If they come, I will kill them.”99 She also

overheard one day a telephone conversation that her father had with Carboni.

Calvi told him: “I’m just tired . . . I’ve had enough and if I have to, I will speak

and tell everything about everyone.”100



A few minutes before 8 a.m., on April 27, a gunman ran up to Roberto

Rosone on a quiet side street in central Milan. Rosone, who had just left his

apartment, was shot twice. An accomplice was waiting on a motor scooter and

the would-be assassin jumped on and sped away. A security guard rushed

toward the fleeing bike and put two deadly bullets into the shooter’s head.101

e man turned out to be the boss of a local drug syndicate, Danilo

Abbruciati.102

Not many outside the bank knew that Rosone—who survived—had

encouraged a small group of the bank’s investors to write a personal appeal to

Pope John Paul II. e note, which was translated into Polish before being sent

to the Vatican by messenger, warned about serious problems at the

Ambrosiano. It asked whether the Pontiff knew about the many dealings

between Calvi and Marcinkus. (It cannot be confirmed that John Paul ever saw

the note.)103

Calvi commiserated with the recuperating Rosone, contending that the

failed hit was meant to intimidate the bank’s directors. “Madonna, what a mad

world!” Calvi told his wounded colleague.104 It would be another couple of

months before investigators tracked a $150,000 payment from Calvi to the hit

man.105 In the wake of the shootings, most marveled at Calvi’s composure and

apparent coolness. At home, however, stripped of his public bravado, his wife

and family saw that he was increasingly glum.106

Adding to his angst, Marcinkus reminded him that the IOR’s patronage

letters were set to expire at the end of June. Carboni had been lobbying

Marcinkus for an extension. He now appealed to Luigi D’Agostini, a Rome

lawyer with solid Vatican connections. D’Agostini enlisted the help of Cardinal

Pietro Palazzini, another Marcinkus friend.107 Calvi and Carboni met with the

cardinal, and Calvi even sent a pleading letter, in which he complained about

how “Marcinkus and Mennini refuse” to be reasonable. He also wrote about

the “many loans and bribes . . . to political parties and politicians.”108 Palazzini

tried intervening on Calvi’s behalf but later informed the beleaguered banker

that there was nothing he could do since the IOR was “impenetrable.”109

Marcinkus could not be swayed. By then, he was intently focused on limiting

the Vatican Bank’s exposure.



When Marcinkus traveled with the Pope to the United Kingdom in May,

Carboni took the opportunity to meet with Mennini at the Vatican.110 e

Sardinian developer had made a bold proposal to Calvi: if he could repair the

relationship between the IOR and the Ambrosiano and bring fresh money into

the partnership, his reward would be a staggering $100 million. Enticed by

that supersized commission, Carboni made an all-out effort. But he made little

headway with the IOR’s number two man. When Marcinkus returned to

Rome and learned Carboni had tried circumventing him, he telephoned Calvi

and angrily demanded he stop looking to the Vatican for assistance.111

Calvi was more desperate than ever to find a white knight. Two back-to-

back loans to the IOR, totaling $124 million, were due on May 15 (Marcinkus

reluctantly gave him a one-month extension just before the deadline).112 Calvi

claimed to his family that he was working on a Vatican-approved rescue plan

involving Opus Dei, the secretive Catholic organization founded in 1928. For

nearly twenty years, Opus Dei had wanted its status as a religious order

upgraded from a secular institute, under the bureaucratic supervision of the

Vatican, to a personal prelature that reported directly to the Pope.113 In the

deal Calvi spoke about, Opus Dei would somehow assume the Ambrosiano’s

debt and shield the church from financial losses and public fallout.114 In

return, John Paul would elevate Opus Dei to a personal prelature. Even if Calvi

hoped to broker such an accord, it is doubtful it went beyond a few initial

conversations. In May, he stopped talking about Opus Dei (later, when the

story went public, the order issued a formal denial).115

Calvi switched his attention to his Coopers & Lybrand accountants, who

suggested an eleventh-hour deal with another of its clients, Bahamian-based

Artoc Bank & Trust. Peter de Savary, Artoc’s British-born chairman, had

invested in a Kuwaiti oil company. He and his Arab partners had opened Artoc

in Nassau. e Ambrosiano already owned 20 percent of Artoc, and the

accountants suggested the companies merge to form Artoc Ambrosiano.116

Since the Ambrosiano was headquartered in Italy, the Italian central bank

had to approve the merger. Any chance that might happen was dashed on May

31 when the Bank of Italy’s Milan branch sent a four-page, single-spaced,

typed letter to Calvi, demanding that the Ambrosiano explain in detail its $1.4

billion in loans to subsidiaries in the Bahamas, Peru, and Nicaragua.117 e



central bankers insisted that their letter of inquiry be read at the next

Ambrosiano board meeting, and that each director state publicly whether or

not they had approved the massive foreign loans.118 at letter kicked off a

raucous clash when the board met a week later, on June 7. Calvi refused the

requests of several directors to produce the underlying loan documents to the

ghost companies. For the first time during his seven-year tenure as chairman,

the board voted 11 to 3 against him, passing a resolution authorizing the

Ambrosiano to gather all the necessary financial documents requested by the

Bank of Italy.119

e next morning, Calvi again told his family he thought they should leave

Italy. And he met a final time with Marcinkus at the Vatican, asking his

longtime friend to help him buy a large block of Ambrosiano shares at a

significant premium to the market price. Calvi promised to repay the IOR,

and hoped the purchase might rally its battered shares. Marcinkus again

passed.120

Calvi brought a letter he had written a few days earlier, addressed to Pope

John Paul. In it, he pleaded that the Pontiff was his “last hope.”121 Calvi

boasted of having been a strategic front man for the Vatican in fighting

Marxism around the globe.122 And he warned that upcoming events would

“provoke a catastrophe of unimaginable proportions in which the Church will

suffer the gravest damage.”123 He implored John Paul for an immediate

meeting so he could explain everything, and “put at your disposal important

documents in my possession.”124

at letter was a few days old by the time Calvi met with Marcinkus. If he

had any thought of asking the IOR chief to pass it to the Pope, Marcinkus’s

chilly reception was enough to change his mind. When Calvi left he gave it

instead to Carboni, who in turn handed it to a Czechoslovakian bishop

working inside the Vatican.125 (It is not known if the Pope ever received the

letter, as the Vatican will not confirm or deny anything about it. Its existence

was not known for another decade, when it turned up as part of yet another

Italian government investigation into the Ambrosiano.)

ree days later, Friday, June 11, when Calvi’s driver arrived to take the

banker to work, he was not there. Aided by Carboni, Calvi had begun his

circuitous journey to reach London, flying from Milan to Rome the night



before. News that he had disappeared spread fast, and many colleagues feared

for his safety. Later that same day he called his daughter, Anna, and Graziella

Teresa Corrocher, his private secretary, to assure them he was safe.126 “Stay

calm,” he said.127 Since Calvi’s real passport was in the custody of the court

pending the appeal of his conviction, Carboni had used his underworld

contacts to obtain a false travel document.128,III

Calvi was now a fugitive. On the first working Monday after he had fled the

country, the Bank of Italy dispatched six inspectors to the Ambrosiano’s

headquarters with court orders providing access to all the bank’s records.129 Its

stock price fell 12 percent that day. at was the same day that $250 million in

back-to-back IOR loans came due.130 Panic began setting in at the Vatican

Bank. Late that afternoon, Marcinkus wrote to Cisalpine chairman Pierre

Siegenthaler saying that because of his “many other commitments,” he had to

resign his director’s post at the Nassau-based bank.131 It is difficult to imagine

why it had taken Marcinkus so long to draw some distance between himself

and that offshore bank. (He would later disingenuously claim that the

resignation “had been in the works for a couple of years.”)132

Secretary of State Agostino Casaroli again confronted Marcinkus.133 John

Paul had entrusted Casaroli with oversight of all the Vatican’s finances with the

notable exception of the IOR.134 Casaroli and Marcinkus had worked together

on some of John Paul’s first foreign trips and had a good early bond but it had

deteriorated. ey now often scrapped over money and power.135 Marcinkus

was in no mood to be castigated. “I’ve done my best and if it’s not good

enough you can always get someone else.”136 Casaroli did not then know that

only a day after Calvi disappeared, forensics investigators for Italy’s central

bank discovered that the Ambrosiano’s biggest debtor was the Vatican Bank.

Rosone, the Ambrosiano’s acting chairman, requested an urgent meeting

with Marcinkus. e Vatican Bank chief was in Switzerland and suggested

Rosone caucus instead with Mennini and de Strobel. On Wednesday, June 16,

Rosone flew to Rome and met with the two IOR officials. He emphasized the

patronage letters the duo had signed. Mennini then pulled out his “trump

card,” the indemnity letter in which Calvi assured the Vatican that it was not

responsible for any of the Ambrosiano’s debts.137 Rosone was stunned. It was

the first anyone at the Ambrosiano knew that Calvi had secretly indemnified



the Vatican. He asked if Michel Leemans, the managing director of the

Ambrosiano’s holding company, La Centrale, could join them. Mennini

agreed.138

When Leemans arrived and learned about Calvi’s secret indemnity letter, he

contended that the Ambrosiano had been as duped by Calvi as was the Vatican

Bank. ey should share the risk. If the IOR accepted responsibility for all the

debt, Leemans would help them raise a billion-dollar loan at 5 percent (he

thought Olivetti owner De Benedetti might be interested in such a deal).

Mennini said no. It put all the risk on the Vatican. Why should the Vatican

accept responsibility for any debt? As far as the IOR executives were

concerned, Calvi’s indemnity letter cleared the church of any responsibility.139

Leemans was totally exasperated. “Don’t you realize that this is a fraud. is

will be a worldwide scandal.”140

e two IOR officials appeared unfazed.

What about the shares the IOR owned of the Ambrosiano, asked Rosone?

Take them back, the Vatican duo offered.141

Rebuffed by the Vatican Bank, Rosone returned the following day to Milan

and convened an emergency meeting of the bank’s board. Nearly a year after

Calvi’s conviction for fraud, the directors finally passed a resolution removing

him as chairman and appointing Rosone as his replacement. e stock price

was getting hammered. Nervous depositors might make a run on the bank.

During the middle of the meeting, Rosone returned to his private office to take

a telephone call. It was Leemans who had managed to get a meeting with

Marcinkus soon after the archbishop had returned to Rome. Leemans had

again insisted that the IOR live up to the promises in its patronage letters and

guarantee the repayment of the ghost companies’ debt. Again he had floated

the idea of a one-billion-dollar bailout loan. Marcinkus proved no more

receptive than Mennini and de Strobel. e IOR would not consider any deal

in which the church accepted responsibility for even a dime of the ghost

company loans.

“You realize what this means?” asked Leemans. “When I leave this room I

go straight to the telephone, and let the Ambrosiano board know there’s

nothing else for it; they’ll have to call in the Bank of Italy. at means

everything about the letters of patronage will have to come out.”



“I realize I’m going to have to pay a high price for that, personally,” replied

Marcinkus.142

Rosone and Leemans agreed that without any help from the Vatican they

had no alternative but to ask the Bank of Italy to take control of the

Ambrosiano. By six that night, Bank of Italy regulators swarmed into the

bank’s headquarters. Rosone stayed in his office to give some press interviews

over the phone, trying to spin the day’s developments and to calm the nerves

of 39,000 depositors and 4,200 employees. He repeatedly told reporters that it

was only a temporary arrangement to help the bank stabilize itself amid a

torrent of contradictory rumors. Around 7:15 p.m., while Rosone talked to a

journalist from the weekly L’Espresso, someone ran in yelling, “Oh my God,

she’s killed herself!” e “she” was fifty-five-year-old Graziella Teresa

Corrocher, Calvi’s personal secretary, and an Ambrosiano employee for thirty

years. She had evidently leapt out a fourth-floor window.143 A handwritten

note scribbled in a red felt marker was found on her desk. In it, she apologized

for any “disturbance I give,” but she also castigated Calvi, saying about him,

“What a disgrace to run away. May he be cursed a thousand times for the harm

he has done to everyone at the bank.”144 Milan’s coroner ruled her death a

suicide.

at same night, Roberto Calvi died in London. His body hanged from

Blackfriars Bridge until its discovery the next morning. e news of his death

sent the Ambrosiano’s shares tumbling 18 percent before regulators suspended

the stock (it never traded again).145 And the news was barely public when

Father Lorenzo Zorza, the priest who had met Carlo Calvi in New York with

the Vatican’s U.N. envoy, called the Calvi family to offer his services. “I

thought maybe they needed my help,” Zorza recalled. “I might be able to assist

them in some way. We knew a lot of the same people.”146 ey refused.147

I. Italian criminal prosecutors later investigated Pazienza as the “mastermind” of an intelligence plot to
coach the Pope’s would-be assassin into incriminating the Bulgarian secret service (no charges were ever
filed). He was subsequently charged with fraud over Calvi’s Ambrosiano and extradited in 1986 from the
United States, where he had been arrested in 1984 (Pazienza told the author he had helped the U.S.
Marshals and FBI on key cases and considered the extradition “a complete betrayal by the Americans”).
Although he was acquitted of the Ambrosiano charge, he was convicted in a subsequent case of trying to
derail the massive investigation into the 1980 terrorist train bombing in Bologna that had killed eighty-



five. Prosecutors said Pazienza had laid a trail of false evidence putting the blame on foreign extremists.
Licio Gelli was convicted in absentia. Both men received ten-year sentences. An appeals court overturned
the convictions in 1990, but Pazienza’s conviction was reinstated four years later. He was paroled in 2009.
is author located him through an Italian priest, Father Lorenzo Zorza.19

II. e following March, the forty-two-year-old Zorza was arrested on federal charges of smuggling stolen
Italian Renaissance paintings into the United States. An informant testified at the trial that Zorza carried
a two-foot-square diplomatic pouch, and told his customers he preferred that when it came to stolen
canvasses, “It’s better if it can fold.” He pled guilty and got three years probation. Five years later, New
York City detectives arrested Zorza for trying to sell $40,000 in stolen Broadway tickets. e case never
went to trial.

In April 1988, Zorza was charged in the U.S. for using a New Jersey home for runaway girls as a cover
for shipping millions of dollars in Sicilian heroin to the U.S. e New York press dubbed Zorza the
“Pizza Priest.” Italian police arrested him in Bologna and charged him with “associating with organized
crime, criminal association for drug trafficking, importation of drugs, counterfeiting and illegal
exportation of art works.” e U.S. charges were dismissed—his lawyer was high-priced, Miami-based
criminal defense attorney Frank Rubino, who later represented Panama’s strongman Manuel Noriega. In
Italy, Zorza was ultimately convicted and served eighteen months. As the only inmate-priest, he was
treated very well, enjoying his spare time refereeing prison soccer matches. When the author located
Zorza in 2013, he was traveling between Europe, America, and Brazil. He still boasted solid Curial
connections, some of which the author confirmed. e man who asked me to call him Father Larry was
promoting an Amazon-based herb company as well as seeking investors for a mammoth rainforest shrine
to Popes Benedict and Francis. “I have made some mistakes in my past,” he admitted. “ey have made
me a better server to God.”36

III. Pazienza told the author that he was not surprised at Calvi’s flight from Italy. A few months earlier
Pazienza had made initial preparations for an elaborate escape plan involving a Calvi double, a
Hollywood makeup artist, a speedboat with a champion powerboat driver, and stops in Corsica and a
military airfield in Morocco before a final destination in Panama. e plan was a contingency in case
Calvi had no other way to get out of Italy.
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“Protect the Source”

e Calvis braced for what they expected would be the complete unraveling of

the Ambrosiano and its role with the Vatican. ey had enough problems

without getting involved further with Father Zorza.

e man on the spot, however, after Calvi’s death, was Archbishop

Marcinkus. Even the Chicago Tribune, normally friendly to the hometown boy,

reported, “e plot would do credit to a paperback thriller, but it is less than

entertaining to key men in the Vatican who are deeply worried by Archbishop

Marcinkus’s latest brush with the shadier side of Italy’s financial world.”1

ere was little doubt that Marcinkus’s long list of Curial enemies, as well

as those who resented the IOR’s unmatched autonomy, would demand full

answers and real reforms.

Il Mondo, a financial weekly, broke the story that Marcinkus and the IOR

had given Calvi “guarantees of some of its dealings in South America” (the

patronage letters).2 When the Italian Bankers’ Association held its annual

meeting in Rome on June 22, 1982, it seemed that everyone was trading gossip

about the rumored comfort letters. at same day the parliamentary

committee investigating the P2 scandal expanded its probe to encompass Calvi

and his businesses (a second committee would soon focus solely on the

Ambrosiano). e Calvi family added to the drama by announcing they

believed that Roberto Calvi had been murdered.3

On Friday, July 2, Beniamino Andreatta, Italy’s Treasury Minister, told

parliament that he expected no less than “a clear assumption of responsibility

on the part of IOR, which appears to have played the part of a de facto partner

in certain operations with Banco Ambrosiano.”4 Andreatta, a committed

leftist, was not about to allow the church to shirk its responsibilities, as he

believed it had done when the Sindona affair had unraveled.5 He realized there

was “practically no way to confront the IOR because of the autonomy it

enjoys.”6 So he instead urged the Pope to voluntarily acknowledge the church’s

responsibility for the $1.2 billion in debt that had led to the Ambrosiano’s

collapse.



at same day, two Bank of Italy investigators met informally with

Marcinkus at the Vatican.7 e issue was again the patronage letters.

Marcinkus repeatedly refused to answer direct questions.8 But he repeated

what Mennini and de Strobel had told the Ambrosiano’s Rosone: the secret

letter from Calvi absolved the Vatican of any responsibility for the debts listed

in those letters. As far as the investigators were concerned, that counter-letter

meant that Marcinkus and Calvi had conspired to pull off the scam. Calvi had

written his indemnity while serving as the chairman of Ambrosiano Overseas

in Nassau, the very company on which Marcinkus sat on the board.9

To assuage their obvious irritation, Marcinkus suggested that the Vatican

Bank might accept responsibility for a single loan—for an undetermined

amount—to the Banco Andino branch in Peru.10 at was an offer he soon

might have wanted back. e following day, a senator, Franco Calamandrei,

announced from the floor of Italy’s parliament, “A traffic in sophisticated arms

to Argentina through the Banco Andino seems to be the last link in the chain

of events that led to Mr. Calvi’s death beneath Blackfriars Bridge.”11

e Italian press was in a feeding frenzy, mixing solid reporting with a

hodgepodge of anonymously sourced rumors. Milan’s Corriere della Sera and

Turin’s daily, La Stampa, reported that Secretary of State Casaroli had prevailed

on John Paul to convince Marcinkus to resign.12 According to Milan’s Il

Giornale Nuovo “the pope would appoint Marcinkus as archbishop of Chicago

to fill the position left empty since Cardinal John Cody died last April.”13 A

Rome tabloid claimed Italian prosecutors were weighing fraud charges against

the IOR chief.14

“Every day there were more bad headlines in the Italian press,” recalled

former U.S. Deputy Chief of Mission Michael Hornblow, who was stationed

at the Vatican from 1980 to 1983.15 “It was such a big deal. It was hard to

know what was true or not, but there’s no doubt that a lot people blamed

Marcinkus for the scandal. And there were plenty who were asking why the

Pope did not get rid of him.”16

Marcinkus was not aware that Italy’s Treasury Ministry was lobbying hard

behind the scenes to get him booted. e Bank of Italy officials who had

interviewed him just days earlier had sent John Paul a blunt memo,

contending that in order “to avert further embarrassment. . . . It is in the best



interests of the Holy See that the Archbishop not remain in a position of

suspicion.”17 e recommendation was unofficial since Italy could not advise

the Pope, a sovereign head of state, to fire Marcinkus.

On July 7, Marcinkus gave his first public statement since Calvi’s death, a

few sentences to his hometown newspaper, the Chicago Tribune: “I don’t resign

under these circumstances. I have not been involved in anything that could be

considered fraud . . . I am completely unaware of any move by the Holy Father

to get rid of me.”18

A few days later, on July 11, the Vatican announced the appointment of

Cincinnati’s Archbishop Joseph Bernardin as the acting head of the Chicago

diocese (the Pope would give Bernardin a red hat the following year). Church

officials hoped that made it clear “that Marcinkus would remain at the

Vatican.”19 But it was too subtle a message to slow the media speculation. For

the rest of the year there was a steady stream of press stories that Marcinkus

was either about to resign or be fired. In November, he again dismissed the

rumors as “unfounded,” and said, “I don’t intend to tender a resignation. I

intend to see this thing through to the end.”20

Secretary of State Casaroli wanted to demonstrate the Vatican was doing

more than just being reactive.21 So his office announced that the church had

taken the unusual step of calling in three outside financial experts to examine

the Vatican Bank–Ambrosiano dealings.22 e three laymen were Joseph

Brennan, former chairman of New York’s Emigrant Savings Bank; Carlo

Cerutti, the vice chairman of STET, the communications subsidiary of a large

Italian conglomerate; and Philippe de Weck, the former chairman of Union

des Banques Suisses.23 Soon, Hermann Josef Abs, Deutsche Bank’s ex-

chairman, came on. eir assignment, according to the Vatican’s press release,

was to “examine the situation” and then to provide “suggestions and advice.”

All members of the independent committee were devout Catholics.

Vaticanologists had little expectation they might be given adequate

investigating powers or that their final report might be made public.24 Italy’s

Treasury noted that the committee was “a positive thing.”25 Even those words

had been intensely debated, some wanting instead to push openly for

Marcinkus to be relieved of his duties.



e first in a series of defaults began in mid-July on a Midland Bank $40

million loan to Luxembourg’s Banco Ambrosiano Holdings.26 at caused a

chain reaction of cross-defaults with dozens of other banks.27 Later that same

day the Bahamian government suspended the banking license of the

Ambrosiano Overseas and began an official investigation.28 Eventually, the so-

called Gang of 88, the creditor banks to Banco Ambrosiano Holdings,

demanded payments of upward of $500 million in bad loans just from that

single Calvi offshore subsidiary.29 e Bank of Italy resisted calls to bail out the

Ambrosiano’s foreign subsidiaries, even though there were fears it might

devolve into an international banking crisis. Instead, on August 6, the Treasury

Minister shuttered the Ambrosiano, making the $1.4 billion dollar failure the

largest in the country’s history.30

As Marcinkus and the IOR prepared for what they knew would be intense

scrutiny, pressure built about P2 and Sindona. After executing another search

warrant, prosecutors found evidence the Masons had been planning a coup.31

Was it possible that Marcinkus, so closely involved with top P2 members,

knew nothing about it? Carlo Calvi told the press that Poland’s Solidarity had

received money through his father and P2. Marcinkus knew it was only a

matter of time until the IOR got dragged into “the money to Solidarity” story.I

On July 22, more bad news broke on a new front. A Milanese judge, Bruno

Apicella, indicted Luigi Mennini and Pellegrino de Strobel and twenty-two

other defendants for fraudulent bankruptcy and illegal currency trading related

to the 1974 collapse of Sindona’s Banca Privata.33 Sindona was among those

charged, as was Massimo Spada, the former IOR official and top Sindona

aide.34 Before the month was finished, Luigi D’Osso, an investigating

magistrate, sent comunicati giudiziari (judicial communiqués) to the Vatican

informing Marcinkus, Mennini, and de Strobel that they were material

witnesses in the criminal probe into the Ambrosiano’s collapse.35 e Vatican

refused to accept that notice since the Italians had not sent it through

diplomatic channels.36

With all the bad press and flurry of charges and countercharges, even some

of Marcinkus’s best friends sometimes worried about whether he might have

crossed some legal line. One of them, William Wilson, then Ronald Reagan’s

personal envoy to the Vatican, was a convert to Catholicism who was—



according to his deputy, Michael Hornblow—“more Catholic than the

Pope.”37 Wilson was one of Reagan’s closest friends, the head of his informal

kitchen cabinet, and a co-trustee of Nancy and Ronald Reagan’s living trust.38

He had lobbied hard to get the Vatican assignment even though he could have

chosen a far more prestigious foreign service posting. Although he was a

businessman and not a politician or diplomat, Wilson’s instincts were good.

He was convinced that with the first Pope ever from an Iron Curtain country,

the Vatican might be a far more important ally to Cold Warrior Reagan than

anyone imagined.39

Wilson settled into Rome in February 1981. Before long he described

Marcinkus as “a very good friend.”40 “We saw Marcinkus a lot,” Hornblow, the

Deputy Chief of the U.S. Mission, recalled. “Marcinkus was number one on

our list of people to whom we wanted to talk as much as possible. He saw the

Pope the most often. He was a great gossip and storyteller.”41

Disclosed here for the first time, soon after Wilson’s arrival in Rome,

Marcinkus became a confidential source of information to the U.S. mission at

the Vatican.II State Department files declassified to the author reveal that

Marcinkus even provided U.S. officials with personal details about the Pope.

e documents lay out plans by Marcinkus—at the behest of embassy officials

—to encourage John Paul to publicly endorse American positions on a broad

range of political issues, including: the war on drugs; the guerrilla fighting in

El Salvador; bigger defense budgets; the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan; and

even Reagan’s ambitious missile defense shield.42

Although Vatican finances dominated the public news, U.S. embassy

officials did not ask the archbishop about that since Washington was not

interested. e focus was only politics. Marcinkus discussed with them the

Vatican’s take on Eastern Europe, Lebanon, the Philippines, and a territorial

dispute between Argentina and Chile. And he shared his belief that America

should encourage Italy’s socialists to break their alliance with the communists

and move toward the political center. He warned Wilson and Hornblow that

the Christian Democrats had lost “credibility with the people” and would only

regain it if they got “rid of scandal and corruption.”43 Marcinkus even agreed

on one occasion—the Pope’s major 1981 address at Hiroshima about the

danger of a nuclear holocaust—to review the speech in advance and try to



influence it in a way the Americans desired.44 When some of Marcinkus’s

private information was passed along to ambassadors at other U.S. embassies,

the cables admonished in bold letters: “Please be sure to protect the source.”45

“e bottom line is he trusted us and we had a good relationship with him,”

recalls Hornblow.III

e good relationship meant that Wilson widely shared with diplomats,

politicians, and prominent Catholics his opinion “that both he [Marcinkus]

and the Vatican Bank are innocent of any wrongdoing.”47 eir friendship also

helps to explain why Wilson was prepared to make a remarkable intervention

in mid-1982, on Marcinkus’s behalf, to the Justice Department (a move that

would in a couple of years come back to haunt both men). In a three-page

typewritten letter dated July 15, 1982, Wilson wrote to his good friend,

William French Smith, Reagan’s Attorney General. New York publishers Holt

Rinehart were about to release a book by Richard Hammer, a true crime

author, with the first ever account of the 1973 fraud and counterfeit

investigation that prompted the FBI to interview Marcinkus at the Vatican.48

Wilson told the Attorney General that Marcinkus was “very concerned about

the book” since it “will contain large amounts of untrue material concerning

him.”49 According to Wilson, Marcinkus was “thinking of filing a lawsuit,” but

“it would be much better for the Vatican and everyone concerned if the book

were not published at all if it does contain false information.” New York’s ex-

Mayor Robert Wagner was Wilson’s predecessor at the Vatican. Wilson

informed Smith that he had already urged Marcinkus to also discuss his

options with Wagner.

Wilson’s letter included an extraordinary eight-page attachment that

purported to summarize the charges against Marcinkus. On the first page of

his letter, Wilson wrote that the attachment “was handed to me in London last

week.” On the next page he stated that Marcinkus “has given me the enclosed

letter and its attachments.” If it were Marcinkus who gave him the attachment

in London it would be noteworthy since Calvi had been found dead in the

British capital only a few weeks earlier. (Wilson wrote to Smith, “More lately,

you will recall, a Mr. Calvi was found hanging from the Black Friars [sic]

Bridge in London.”)50



Wilson assured the Attorney General that the accusations against

Marcinkus were based on “innuendo and, possibly, even by association” since

the IOR owns “1.5% of the common stock of Banco Ambrosiano” and

Marcinkus served as a director of a Nassau-based subsidiary.

“It is my personal opinion and certainly my sincere hope that Marcinkus

will, again, survive this.”51

en Wilson got to the reason for his letter: a hope that the archbishop be

allowed to “review the FBI files for any information they might contain

concerning discussions between the FBI agents and Marcinkus.” Wilson asked

the Attorney General to “supply him with a summary of what the files contain”

and that “would be helpful to him and appreciated by both him and myself.”

e ambassador suggested he “would prefer not to be involved in the matter.”

It should be resolved between Marcinkus and the Justice Department.

Wilson’s direct intervention with a sitting U.S. Attorney General over a

possible target of a Justice Department criminal investigation was

unprecedented. If made public, it put Wilson at the risk of an obstruction-of-

justice charge. Attorney General Smith directed his special assistant, John

Roberts, to respond to Wilson the following month. Roberts made it clear that

Justice would not entertain any special accommodation for Marcinkus “in such

a sensitive area.” If the archbishop hoped to see anything in the bureau’s files

about himself, Roberts suggested that Marcinkus follow the same procedure as

any other American citizen and submit a Freedom of Information request.52

Wilson was not finished. He wrote to the IOR chief one day after receiving

the Roberts brushoff, and tried to make light of the need for Marcinkus to

make a FOIA request: “ank heavens we still have some privacy privileges left

in this country.” He went on to describe the three conversations he had with

former New York mayor and Vatican envoy Robert Wagner. In each instance,

Wilson pushed Wagner to use his influence to stop the publication of

Hammer’s book. Wagner had sent a letter from his New York law firm—

Finley, Kumble, Wagner—demanding that Marcinkus have an opportunity to

review the manuscript prior to publication.53 He also spoke to Holt Rinehart’s

president about possibly delaying the publication. Wagner was rebuffed in

both instances.54 at had not dissuaded Wagner, who planned to meet with

the Holt Rinehart president “to try to really get down to business to see what



the implications would be for the publishing company if they went ahead with

the book or what could be done to modify its contents.”55

Wilson assured Marcinkus: “Bob’s desire is to try to settle this matter in a

friendly fashion rather than to become involved in litigation, however, from

the way he spoke I get the feeling he is ready to put on the gloves if need be.”

After the next meeting Holt Rinehart accelerated the book’s debut by a

month from October to September.56 As part of its publicity campaign it ran

national newspaper ads describing e Vatican Connection as “e astonishing

account of a billion-dollar counterfeit stock deal between the Mafia and the

Church.” e Vatican Connection added to the perception that Marcinkus was

up to no good in his Vatican post. Newsweek’s review: “If the charges that

Archbishop Paul Marcinkus oversaw a decade-old scheme to obtain millions of

dollars worth of counterfeit securities for the Vatican . . . are true, they can

only add to the controversy surrounding the archbishop.”57 As far as Wilson

was concerned, he remained convinced that Marcinkus would emerge from his

problems “without any long-term bruises” but that “it may take a little

longer.”58

I. “[Calvi] never talked to me about Solidarity,” Marcinkus later claimed. “I never sat down and talked
specifics with him in any sense. He never mentioned Solidarity to me at all. If he gave something to
Solidarity, okay, but I don’t know anything about it.”32

II. e secret relationship between Marcinkus and the ambassador’s office was revealed as part of this
author’s Freedom of Information request to the State Department, in which forty-two documents
constituting 160 pages were released on August 15, 2007. Among those documents, for instance, is an
October 1, 1980, cable from Ambassador Wilson’s assistant, the embassy’s Deputy Chief, Michael
Hornblow, to State Department headquarters, in which Marcinkus provided private details about the
Pope’s upcoming East Asia trip. Near the top of the document, marked “Secret,” Hornblow wrote, “He
[Marcinkus] revealed the following information to me in strict confidence and it is of the utmost
importance that Marcinkus as the source of the information be strictly protected.” e State Department
never had a higher-ranking confidential source of information inside the Vatican than the American-born
bishop.

III. e special relationship between the American embassy and Marcinkus was not always limited to
matters of politics and national security. e diplomat who replaced Hornblow, Peter Murphy, got a call
once from pop star Michael Jackson, who wanted a private audience with the Pope when he visited Rome
as part of a European concert tour. “If I had asked one of the Italians, they would have just said no. So I
went to Marcinkus.” e IOR chief did not think it a good idea to have the Pope meet with Jackson, but
he did arrange for an early morning private tour of the Sistine Chapel. Marcinkus accompanied Jackson
and his entourage around Vatican City. When he left the city-state, Jackson gave Marcinkus a sealed



envelope. It contained a check for $1 million for Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù, Rome’s best known
church-affiliated children’s hospital.46
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“A Heck of a Lot of Money”

e bad news kept coming the rest of 1982. Eight days after the notice that

the lay IOR officials were under criminal investigation, Flavio Carboni was

arrested in Switzerland. ere was an outstanding warrant for him because of

his role in aiding Calvi’s flight to London. When the Swiss police searched his

car they found documents in his briefcase revealing that the Ambrosiano had

paid Carboni some $20 million in less than a year. Most of that had ended up

in Swiss bank accounts controlled by Carboni and a few business associates.1

On Monday, September 13, Licio Gelli was arrested at the main Geneva

branch of Union Bank. He was trying to transfer $55 million.2 It was such a

large amount that the bank had insisted he come in person. Two policemen

were waiting. He presented them with an Argentine passport in a different

name. By now, the fugitive Gelli had dyed his silver hair brown, grown a bushy

mustache, and abandoned his trademark glasses. But once the police began

questioning him at the local station, he admitted his identity.3 When the Swiss

announced his capture that evening, the Italian news was captivated with a

new round of speculation about P2, Calvi’s corpse, and the Vatican’s silence.

As 1982 closed, Pope John Paul told a gathering of the Sacred College of

Cardinals that the church’s trust had been abused. He pledged that the Vatican

would do whatever was necessary to bring the entire truth about the

Ambrosiano to light.4 What no one then knew was that the prestigious panel

of four financiers already had a preliminary report. ey concluded that the

IOR had owned or controlled ten of Calvi’s ghost companies, but absolved

Marcinkus of any blame and instead put the responsibility on Calvi,

determining that he had exploited his less sophisticated Vatican Bank

colleagues.5 It was because of Calvi’s chicanery, they contended, that the IOR

did not realize it had become the owner of the ghost companies now at the

crux of the scandal.6 Marcinkus himself would have been hard pressed to write

a better report. (Soon he had a new stock answer to deflect questions about the

$1.2 billion in loans listed in the patronage letters: “All I can say is that it’s a

heck of a lot of money.”)7



e Vatican Bank chief seemed unbowed when questioned by the panel of

fifteen cardinals appointed by John Paul. e IOR was only an intermediary,

not a real owner of anything, he insisted. Some of the cardinals criticized him

for running the Vatican Bank without adequate checks and balances. And

there were heated discussions about what to recommend to the Pope.

Ultimately the clerics backed the IOR’s beleaguered chief and deputies.8 ey

did urge that the Vatican Bank curtail its financial speculation, and that it also

introduce balance sheets that could be distributed to other Curial divisions.9

e Vatican needed to demonstrate it was serious about addressing

whatever shortfalls had led to the Ambrosiano mess. e idea had taken hold

in some of Italy’s leftist press that Marcinkus was merely the chief of “an

offshore bank in the center of Rome.”10 A nine-member parliamentary panel

investigating P2, directed by Senator Tina Anselmi, had expanded into the

Calvi and Sindona affairs because both financiers were Masons. ey had

questions for the IOR. So did separate parallel parliamentary investigations

into Calvi and Sindona that were under way.11,I

On Christmas Eve, a joint Italian-Vatican commission composed of lawyers

and bankers was established. To most outsiders, it appeared to be yet another

in a growing number of competing probes to find out what had happened. But

Marcinkus and other insiders knew its real purpose was to start negotiations

over how much the Vatican might have to pay to settle the mess.13

On December 29, the Los Angeles–based center named after famed Nazi

hunter Simon Wiesenthal charged that Hermann Abs, the Deutsche Bank

chairman appointed to the special advisory panel, had been a high-level Nazi

collaborator. Rabbi Marvin Heir, head of the Wiesenthal Center, issued a press

release in which he asked the Vatican to remove Abs from the committee.14

e charge hit the church unawares. No one inside the city-state had done a

background check on someone with such solidly Catholic credentials and

respected standing inside Germany’s business sector.

Abs told the Vatican that he had not been a Nazi Party member. In 1972,

he claimed, a Stuttgart court awarded him $8,400 from an East German

author and a Cologne publisher who charged he had seized Jewish property

during World War II and given it to the Nazis. A spokesman for Deutsche

Bank also dismissed the charges, saying “Hermann Abs does not respond to



slander.”15 But Heir was not dissuaded. He released to the press, and mailed to

the Vatican, a 360-page, 1946 U.S. Military Government report that listed Abs

on the board of “26 important industrial companies and 14 banking

institutions” during the war.16

It was evident that despite being on the defensive for a year over the

Sindona, P2, and Calvi scandals, the Vatican had learned little about crisis

management and handling the media. It took the church more than a week to

respond, and then it was only a telephone call from Monsignor Jorge Mejía,

the secretary of the poorly named Secretariat of Relations with Jews. He asked

the Wiesenthal Center to produce more evidence. e press-savvy Heir on the

other hand had barely gotten off the phone with Monsignor Mejía before

calling reporters and complaining about the Vatican delay.17

e Wiesenthal Center had by now leveled more charges, including that

Abs had personally benefited from expropriation of Polish and Jewish property

and that he had attended I. G. Farben director’s meetings at which both slave

labor and Auschwitz were discussed. Father John Pawlikowski, a prominent

American theologian, urged the Vatican to “fully investigate” the “accusations

against Mr. Abs.”18 As with the major financial probes under way in Italy, the

Vatican was hesitant to provide any fresh information, engage its critics, or

address issues as they became public.

e church did not like playing by the Wiesenthal Center rules that

everything that went on between them also went to the press. After Monsignor

Mejía’s request for more evidence was leaked to reporters, the Vatican stayed

silent. at also did not work well. On January 11, almost two weeks after the

story broke, the Wiesenthal Center announced that a research group had

pieced together testimony before a 1945 Senate subcommittee, as well as

information from a 1979 biography of Pope John Paul II, to conclude that Abs

had been an executive at the company that ran the stone quarry where the

Nazis had forced Polish prisoners, including the future Pope, to work breaking

rocks during the war.19

As with Marcinkus, the worse the news, the more the church seemingly

rallied around Abs. at outsiders wanted him out was more reason for the

Vatican to resist. Reporters were not certain whether Pope John Paul was

referring to Marcinkus, Abs, or both, when he told them in February that



“Your faith must be stronger than what you read in the newspapers, especially

in this difficult age. . . . I too read the newspapers. You can read many

incredible things in newspapers that have no truth in them.”20 at April,

John Paul visited Los Angeles as part of his North American tour. He met with

Rabbi Heir and twenty-nine other members of the Wiesenthal Center.

“I made a direct appeal to him, both to remove Abs,” Heir recalled, “as well

as to issue an unequivocal message condemning anti-Semitism. It was long

overdue, and this was the right time.”21 John Paul had spoken out about anti-

Semitism during a 1979 visit to Auschwitz and again after the terrorist

bombing of a Rome synagogue in 1982.22 But both fell short of what many

Jews thought was necessary to make up for centuries of abusive treatment at

the hands of Roman Catholics.

e Pope declined to remove Abs.

“at is a moral travesty,” said Heir. And Heir was “disappointed” that

while the Pope said Jews and Christians should work together “to deepen their

bonds of friendship,” he did not issue a clear denunciation of anti-Semitism.23

All of the missed opportunities merely amplified that—as one journalist

later called it—the Vatican’s “public relations operation [was in] the dark

ages.”24

Marcinkus and the IOR, desperate for a top-grade crisis manager,

unfortunately knew that better than most.

I. In early December, Italian newspapers ran front-page stories about Clara Calvi’s charge that her
husband’s “murder” was “to hide the fact” that the IOR “was bankrupt.” A few months earlier she had
said the motive was to hide the “risky operation” her husband had undertaken to arrange “the assumption
of the IOR debts by Opus Dei.”12
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“I’ve Been Poisoned!”

Whether the scandal swirling around the IOR would kill a red hat for

Marcinkus was answered that January (1983). John Paul appointed eighteen

cardinals from six continents, including five from Communist-controlled

countries.1 Among the high-profile selections were Chicago’s well-liked

Archbishop Joseph Bernardin; the Patriarch of Lebanon’s Maronite Christians;

and a Parisian bishop who was born a Polish Jew but raised a Catholic after the

Nazis killed his mother at Auschwitz.2 e Chicago Tribune said of Marcinkus

that “a year ago [he was] to be almost sure of promotion” and that as “the

governor of Vatican City . . . [his] job virtually assures cardinal rank.”3

“Archbishop Marcinkus may have been passed over because of his

administration of the Vatican Bank,” noted e New York Times, “which has

been a subject of controversy.”4

John Paul had not passed over Marcinkus because of all the bad ink. He

believed the IOR chief had made mistakes only from good intentions and that

the press had unfairly mauled him. But he could not give Marcinkus a red hat

since the run of bad news about the Vatican Bank was not over. Only a

handful of insiders knew that the Vatican was a few weeks into intense

negotiations with Italian officials and a consortium of international banks

about possibly settling its liability in the Ambrosiano debacle. e church had

appointed three men that past Christmas Eve—Agostino Gambino, a

prominent lawyer who had represented Sindona; Pellegrino Capaldo, a

university professor; and Father Renato Dardozzi, a cleric who worked in the

Secretariat of State—to represent the Vatican.5 e trio hashed out the broad

outlines of a palatable settlement.6 It was clear that the church would have to

write a large check to make its problems go away. Worse, the Vatican had just

clocked a $30 million budget deficit.7 To raise cash, John Paul declared that an

extraordinary Holy Year Jubilee would start on Ash Wednesday (February 16)

and run for fourteen months. Millions of the faithful would flock to Rome

hoping for special indulgences and the chance of an audience with the Pope.8

e Jubilee also meant that tens of millions of dollars would flow into Vatican



coffers, donations for everything from the sale of souvenirs to “pilgrim’s

packets” complete with maps and walking tours. e Pontiff’s designation of a

Holy Year caught many by surprise. e last one had been only eight years

earlier. For more than six centuries, the church held them only every twenty-

five or fifty years.9 But John Paul followed the precedent set by some early

Pontiffs who called Jubilees out of sequence whenever the church was in dire

financial straits.10

Not even the excitement over the Holy Year, however, could obscure the

continuing bad news about the IOR. Only a few days before the Jubilee’s

opening ceremonies, prosecutors in Turin announced that Monsignor Donato

De Bonis, the IOR’s secretary and second-ranking prelate, was under

investigation in a multimillion-dollar gasoline tax-avoidance scheme. By the

time De Bonis’s name entered the scandal, dozens of Italian businessmen and

government tax officials had pled guilty.11 A judge took the unprecedented

step of blocking the cleric from using his Vatican passport at any Italian airport

or seaport.12

De Bonis was a trusted aide to Marcinkus. He had started working at the

Vatican Bank in 1954 when he was only twenty-nine years old, and spent the

first sixteen years of his career as the protégé of the IOR’s chief prelate,

Cardinal Alberto di Jorio. When Marcinkus rose to power in 1970, he relied

on veterans like De Bonis.13

De Bonis so enjoyed working at the Vatican Bank that he passed on an

appointment as an auxiliary bishop to Genoa so that he could instead remain

inside the Tower of Nicholas V.14 As the bank’s secretary, he had cosigned

some key documents for Calvi’s companies, including Intermax, United

Trading, and Suprafin. He and the IOR’s accountant, Pellegrino de Strobel,

had signed off on most of the questionable Calvi transactions, including an

inflated $60 million partial sale of Vianini, a Vatican-owned company. Italian

prosecutors later heatedly debated indicting De Bonis as an accessory to

fraudulent bankruptcy in the Ambrosiano collapse. ey concluded, however,

he was a mere functionary and not a substantive decision maker.15

But now that De Bonis was under investigation in the fuel tax scheme, it

added to the perception that the Vatican Bank had systematic problems.16

Marcinkus’s image was further under siege in “God’s Banker,” a Frontline



documentary that aired to huge audiences in the United States and Britain in

February 1983. It introduced millions of viewers to the scandal.17 It was not

long before the top-rated U.S. TV news program, 60 Minutes, investigated the

unfolding crisis. Reporter Mike Wallace spent several on-air minutes

telephoning Marcinkus’s office, only to be given an ever-changing, evasive

runaround by the archbishop’s secretary.18 (Some credited Frontline with

encouraging a British court the following month to overturn the suicide

finding in Calvi’s death and order a new inquest.)19

Top clerics worried that the steady drumbeat of scandal had begun souring

the public about the church. When Italy forced the Ambrosiano into

compulsory liquidation, it transferred the bank’s remaining good assets to a

new bank (Nuovo Banco Ambrosiano). Since the government underwrote the

venture, taxpayers were furious they got stuck with a $700 million bill.20

Opinion polls showed many Italians blamed the church.

In March, the IOR responded to the joint commission’s many requests for

records and financial ledgers by releasing eleven thin files of internal

documents that addressed in the vaguest terms its relationship to the ghost

companies in the letters of patronage. It was the first time the Vatican Bank

ever produced private files for the investigators of another sovereign. And that

was the result of a hard-fought compromise to an Italian demand that forensic

accountants be allowed direct access to the IOR archives.21 e Vatican’s

limited cooperation did not prove helpful to the joint commission, whose

work was already hobbled by resistance from some major banks entangled with

the Ambrosiano, including the Gottardo, Cisalpine, and Kredietbank. e

commission was also stymied in accessing 1,500 pages of Calvi’s working

papers as a Bahamian court had frozen a safe deposit box in Nassau’s Roywest

Bank.

e biggest obstacle confronting the joint commission, however, was that

the Vatican had refused to allow Italian investigators to question Marcinkus,

Mennini, and de Strobel.22 Hoping the church might change its mind, the

commission twice postponed its original March 31 deadline. An intense

struggle inside the Vatican about whether the three officials should cooperate

played out during the spring of 1983.23 e compromise was a July 1, twenty-

two-page memorandum signed by Marcinkus that claimed to be a “detailed



description of the relationships at issue.”24 To the great disappointment of

investigators, the Marcinkus memo—prepared under the close supervision of

Vatican attorneys—provided little new information. It was mostly a defiant

reargument of his long-standing contention that the bank did not have any

responsibility for the Ambrosiano collapse.I

e joint commission hoped that Licio Gelli, the former P2 chief who was

under arrest in a Swiss prison, might help unravel the mess in return for

leniency on charges he faced in Italy. at was dashed on August 9 when

several prison guards Gelli had bribed helped him escape. He was driven to

Monte Carlo hidden in the back of a van. From there, he traveled on a fake

passport to South America, taking with him many of the documents on the

commission’s wish list.26,II

e joint commission was frustrated at every turn. In the preamble to its

subsequent report, the members agreed, “What has emerged is a complicated

web of facts, documents and opinions, from which it was extremely difficult to

distinguish truth from falsehood.”28 Compounding the problem, by late

summer 1983, Italian and Vatican negotiators were sharply divided. e

church-appointed commissioners were unwavering that there was no evidence

proving the IOR was the real owner of the ghost companies. e Vatican

Bank, they argued, was an innocent “intermediary.” eir position was

summarized in an August memo to Secretary of State Casaroli, concluding that

Calvi had taken advantage of Marcinkus.29

e Italians meanwhile thought that the Vatican Bank and its top officials

were knowing partners in the scheme. Two—lawyer Alberto Santa Maria and

corporate finance professor Mario Cattaneo—were hard-liners, contending

that the “IOR’s knowledge of the decisions and arrangements adopted . . . was

both continuous and constant.”30 e duo admitted there was no smoking

gun, but they were convinced a preponderance of the evidence buttressed that

conclusion. e third, Christian Democrat chief Pasquale Chiomenti, feared

that too hard a stance against the church might prevent the two sides from ever

reaching a deal. He moderated his colleagues’ view of the Vatican Bank’s role.31

Chiomenti had a well-deserved reputation as an adept mediator. He feared

that any deal struck by Italy with the creditor banks—clamoring for some

$600 million—would fail if it did not include the Vatican. e banks had



indicated that if they could not get a decent offer from the Vatican, they would

sue the church in multiple jurisdictions.32 rough most of the summer of

1983, Chiomenti was crestfallen that the negotiations had stalled in a nasty

round of mutual recrimination.33

On August 10, at a country house near Lucca, Chiomenti met with Ted

Sturmer, a senior partner at the British law firm that represented National

Westminster, one of the lead creditors. After several intense hours they had

agreed that the banks should be repaid 70 percent of their losses.34 In return,

both men decided to work on persuading the Vatican to pay as much of that as

possible. ey knew it would not be easy, but the carrot they offered the

church was freedom from all lawsuits as well as no need to be publicly contrite

or to admit any responsibility for the Ambrosiano affair.

Inside the Curia a fiery debate raged about how much, if anything, the

church should offer to end the scandal. Marcinkus was firm that it should not

pay a single cent. “You’re crazy!” he said. “Don’t even open up that

conversation. If we’re not guilty, we don’t pay. And we’re not guilty. . . . If

you’re preaching the truth, you’ve got to fight for it.”35

Although the IOR chief was not fazed by the possibility of years of costly

litigation, at times in jurisdictions that might subject the church to

embarrassing discovery, it frightened many top clerics. Marcinkus, it seemed,

was the only one in a fighting mood.

e following month, when Secretary of State Casaroli met with the leaders

of Italy’s newly elected socialist-led coalition, he made the church’s first

settlement offer. Casaroli said that even if the church sold some assets, the

most it could pay was $140 million. Although it was a huge amount for an

institution that had long insisted it owed nothing, it was also far less than what

the creditors demanded. at offer was rejected. Casaroli dispatched more

firepower into the negotiations with his committee of “wise money men”: ex–

Emigrant Savings Bank CEO Joseph Brennan; Carlo Cerutti, the vice

chairman of the telecommunications giant STET; and Philippe De Weck, a

Union des Banques Suisses director (the controversial Hermann Josef Abs had

resigned by then).

After several meetings with the creditors, the trio advised the church to

bump its figure by $10 million and insist it was “not negotiable.”36 e no-



more-negotiating stance crumbled within a couple of weeks when the church

raised its offer to $160 million. e creditors did not budge. Despite pressure

from Italy, the Vatican fell silent. Delay was second nature to a bureaucracy

that thought in terms of centuries instead of years.

e following March the stakes became much higher. Milan’s State

Prosecutor, Maurizio Grigo, sent letters to Marcinkus, Mennini, and de

Strobel, notifying them they were formal targets of a criminal investigation

into an $86 million 1972 Vatican Bank loan to Milanese holding company

Italmobiliare.37 Prosecutors contended the loan was designed to hide illegal

kickbacks between church officials and financier Carlo Pesenti, who was

Italmobiliare’s president as well as the Ambrosiano’s largest shareholder.38 To

avoid the problem they had confronted the previous year when the Vatican

refused to accept judicial communiqués for Marcinkus and his two lay

assistants, this time prosecutors submitted their “notice of investigation”

through formal diplomatic channels at the Italian Foreign Ministry.39

e day it arrived at the Vatican, Marcinkus told reporters, “I will have

nothing to hide from the Italian judges, especially because the operation [loan]

was carried out in the most absolute normality.”40 But no matter how brave a

front Marcinkus put on, the criminal probe was a terrible turn of events.

e prosecutors were weighing fraudulent bankruptcy charges against the

archbishop and his top aides. Italian law allowed those who suffered damages

in civil matters to attach themselves as additional parties to the criminal

proceedings. e creditors had so far declined to do that. ey feared it might

hurt their chances of reaching an out-of-court settlement with the IOR. If

those negotiations failed, however, the creditors had unanimously decided to

hitch their fortunes to any criminal prosecution and immediately move to

obtain court orders freezing all Vatican Bank assets inside Italy.

e news kicked off a new round of speculation about whether Marcinkus

could hold on to his Vatican Bank post. In April, John Paul announced

seventeen significant Curial reforms, a shake-up that Italian newspapers called

il terremoto (the earthquake).41 By shuffling some of the bureaucracy’s top

prelates and appointing reformers, the Pope hoped to weaken the Curia’s

stranglehold on power and to make it less Italian.42 e reorganization was the

first signal that Marcinkus’s power was on the decline. In the reworked Curia,



he no longer had unchecked administrative powers as governor of Vatican

City.43

Possible fallout from the criminal probe dominated the church’s internal

debate over how much money to offer the Ambrosiano creditors. If Marcinkus

and his top aides were found criminally liable, it would open the floodgates to

huge civil liability. Marcinkus still tried rallying his colleagues. He contended

that it was hypocritical for them to say the church was short of money and

plead for contributions during the Holy Jubilee, and then at the same time

make a massive payout to settle the Ambrosiano. “How is it you’re telling

everybody you’ve got no money [but] you’re paying out money you don’t owe?”

he argued. If the church paid anything, he charged, it would be “just throwing

it out the window” and create a permanent “stigma.”44 As for proposed

settlement language that would require the church accept only moral

responsibility, Marcinkus was incensed. It would fool no one, he said, but

simply mean “we must be guilty.”45

Marcinkus was outvoted. Pope John Paul personally overrode his

objections.46 In early May, the Vatican and 120 creditor banks announced a

deal. e church agreed to pay a stunning $244 million as a “voluntary

contribution” to acknowledge its “moral involvement” with the Ambrosiano.47

e paperwork was executed on May 25 in Rome, with De Bonis and a glum

Marcinkus signing on behalf of the IOR.48 e 161-page agreement absolved

the Vatican Bank of all culpability.49 It also granted Italian courts exclusive

jurisdiction for resolving any disputes over its terms. It was the first time the

Vatican had allowed the Italian judiciary to have control over any of its

affairs.50

Although the quarter-billion-dollar payoff was only a fifth of what the IOR

was committed to by the letters of patronage, it was a body blow to the city-

state. It came on top of what some investigators believed were tens of millions

in losses from worthless investments in the wake of the Ambrosiano’s

collapse.51 e settlement consumed half of all the Vatican’s cash, forcing it to

sell its remaining $35 million stake in Vianini, one of Italy’s premier

construction conglomerates, as well as to borrow heavily from London banks,

and to unload some stocks and real estate in France and America.52 In

exchange for some wide-ranging modifications demanded by the socialist



government to the church’s 1929 concordat, Italy agreed to underwrite the

remainder of the $406 million settlement.53

e changes to the concordat would have once been unthinkable. e

church dropped its insistence that Roman Catholicism be the state religion.

Moving forward, the state had to confirm church-annulled marriages. Parents

were given the right to opt their children out of formerly mandatory religious

education classes. And Rome was no longer considered a “sacred city,” a

classification that had allowed the Vatican to keep out strip clubs and the porn

industry. Italy even managed to get the church to relinquish control of the

Jewish catacombs. “e new concordat is another example of the diminishing

hold of the Roman Catholic church in civil life in Italy,” noted e New York

Times.54

In return, Italy instituted an“eight-per-thousand” tax, in which 0.8 percent

of the income tax paid by ordinary Italians was distributed to one of twelve

religious organizations recognized by the state. During its early years, nearly 90

percent of the tax went to the Catholic Church (by 2010, the church received

less than 50 percent as the tax was more equitably distributed). Not only did

the tax relieve Italy of its responsibility for the $135 million annual subsidy it

paid for the country’s 35,000 priests, it meant the church had a steady and

reliable source of much needed income.55

e eight-per-thousand tax was the only glimmer of good news for the

Vatican. Despite the massive Ambrosiano settlement, Marcinkus and the IOR

continued getting bad ink. On June 9, just weeks after the Vatican had struck

its historic deal, the press was consumed by a prepublication leak about David

Yallop’s book In God’s Name, charging that a six-man clerical cabal that

included Marcinkus had murdered John Paul I. Although the church believed

the book was nonsense, Yallop’s front-page disclosures—about the purported

reasons some might have wanted John Paul I out of the way—seemed credible

to casual readers.56 In God’s Name changed in part the lay perception of

Marcinkus from a wayward IOR director with shady friends to someone now

thought capable of murdering a Pope to preserve his power.

e following month a leak from the Justice Department fueled headlines

about Ambassador William Wilson’s two-year-old intervention for Marcinkus

with U.S. Attorney General William French Smith. A few months earlier,



Ronald Reagan had overcome political opposition to establish formal relations

with the Holy See and upgrade the U.S. legation to the Vatican into a small

but full-fledged embassy. Now it was caught in its first firestorm.57 Reagan

stood firm and resisted calls to relieve Wilson of his post.58

Although it was Wilson who took the public heat for misusing his

influence, that the American ambassador to the Vatican thought Marcinkus

might be under a U.S. criminal investigation was strong evidence of how low

the IOR chief ’s stock had fallen.III

In late August, about a month after the Wilson news broke, an Associated

Press wire service story titled “Career of Once Powerful American Prelate in

Decline” was widely picked up.60 It noted that just two years earlier Marcinkus

had been “the most powerful American in the Vatican.” An unidentified

archbishop was quoted saying that the Pope was “reluctant to slap him down.”

Instead, church officials had “applied the typical Roman solution” of isolating

him and limiting his power.61

It seemed possible that the Pope might “slap him down” the following

month when rumors swirled that Italmobiliare’s president, Carlo Pesenti,

struck a deal with Italian prosecutors to tell a court about the hidden details of

an $86 million IOR loan that Pesenti had repaid at a staggering 300 percent

interest. e persistent gossip was that in exchange for his cooperation,

prosecutors had agreed to drop a probe into whether Pesenti had illegally

obtained some of his enormous Ambrosiano stake. But Marcinkus’s luck had

not run out. e day before the seventy-seven-year-old Pesenti was to appear in

court, he collapsed while meeting with his attorney. He was pronounced dead

of a heart attack a few hours later at a hospital.62

No matter how low a profile Marcinkus adopted, he could not manage to

stay out of the news. e month after Pesenti’s death, after years of high-stakes

legal wrangling, Michele Sindona was extradited to Italy.63 His return, under

heavy guard, was major news in Italy. Since there was little new to initially

report, newspapers and magazines filled space by rehashing stale stories about

the Sicilian financier and his unprecedented role as Pope Paul VI’s hand-

selected banker.64

At Sindona’s sensational trial, the Vatican seemed to be a missing

unindicted co-conspirator. ere were weeks of uncomfortable testimony



about how the IOR lost millions through its Banca Unione investments. e

following March (1985), Sindona’s conviction for fraud and his fifteen-year

sentence prompted many legal analysts to wonder why no one else, especially

Marcinkus, had paid a price for the more than $200 million in financial

misdeeds exposed at the trial.65

e extradition treaty by which the United States sent Sindona to Italy

required that he finish his prison term in America before starting his Italian

sentence. But Italy wanted to keep him so they could file charges in the 1979

murder of Giorgio Ambrosoli, the court-appointed liquidator of his Italian

banking empire. e U.S. Justice Department agreed. Another widely covered

trial and more unwanted coverage of the salacious history of the Vatican Bank–

Sindona partnership ensued. In 1986, almost a year after his fraud conviction,

a panel of six jurors and two judges returned a guilty verdict on the murder

charge. Sindona got a life sentence.66 e drama was not yet over. Just two

days later, after he was served breakfast in his private cell in a specially

constructed high-security prison wing, Sindona stumbled from the bathroom

and staggered toward the front of the cell, gasping, “Sono stato avvelenato, Sono

stato avvelenato!” (I’ve been poisoned, I’ve been poisoned).67 He collapsed. By

the time doctors arrived a few minutes later he had slipped into an irreversible

coma. He died two days later.68

e police lab pinpointed a lethal dose of cyanide as the cause of death.

Investigators later determined that nearly a gram of the poison was in his

espresso.69 Many thought his death suspicious, especially legal insiders who

knew that prosecutors had secretly offered a significant reduction in Sindona’s

life sentence in return for his cooperation on everything from P2 to Calvi to

Mafia money laundering. To prevent suicide or foul play, his jailers had

monitored him by video around the clock, as well as deploying twelve guards

who worked in shifts (three on duty at all times). Sindona’s meals were

prepared in a special section of the prison’s kitchen, watched over by a guard,

and then delivered in sealed metal containers opened only inside his cell.70 It

took eight months for an investigating magistrate to reach a much contested

but never disproven conclusion: the jailhouse poisoning was suicide.71,IV

Even the debate over whether Sindona had been murdered became

yesterday’s news by the following February, 1987. Italian magistrates Antonio



Pizzi and Renato Bricchetti issued a stunning twenty-six-page arrest warrant

for Marcinkus, Mennini, and de Strobel, charging them as accessories to

fraudulent bankruptcy related to the Ambrosiano’s collapse five years earlier.73

e warrants were based on evidence discovered in a safe deposit box in

Lugano’s Banca del Gottardo. e incriminating papers revealed the extent to

which the IOR and the Ambrosiano had operated the ghost companies. e

documents convinced prosecutors that the Vatican was far from the unwitting

dupe in the Ambrosiano’s demise that it had tried hard to project.74 e

magistrates believed the contents of the safe deposit box were enough to prove

that the three Vatican officials had “full knowledge” they had helped Calvi

divert the Ambrosiano’s funds to worthless foreign shells.

e arrest warrants dominated the news.75 To the mortification of many

inside the Vatican, with the death of Sindona, the press now referred to

Marcinkus as “God’s banker.”76 Some tabloids ran pictures of him with the

banner: “Wanted: Monsignor Marcinkus.”77 e French edition of Penthouse

ran a salacious story sandwiched between racy photos of naked women. Inside

the city-state there was tremendous anger that the Italians had gone so far as to

issue criminal indictments. e charges against the archbishop, who held dual

American and Vatican passports, put a spotlight on whether Italy had a right to

pursue church officials it accused of breaking Italian laws. Mennini and de

Strobel were both Italian citizens who lived inside the Vatican.78 As for

Marcinkus, just a couple of days earlier police had shown up at Rome’s Villa

Stritch, outside the walls of the Vatican. e IOR chief kept a small apartment

there and had visited only a couple of hours earlier.79

Since there was no extradition treaty between the countries, the Ministry of

Justice cited Article 22 of the Lateran Treaties requiring the Vatican turn over

those accused of committing crimes inside Italy.80 Some Justice officials even

talked about the remarkable if unlikely scenario of requesting the United States

to order the extradition of the American Marcinkus from the Vatican.81 No

one in the church wanted to push the limits of its sovereignty by allowing

Marcinkus, Mennini, or de Strobel to leave the city-state and risk an arrest.

e three were safe only so long as they stayed inside the walls of the

Vatican.82 e Italians realized that meant they would only get the men if the

Pope said yes.



e church’s first public response to the indictments was “profound

astonishment.”83 Within a few days it adopted an unequivocal position: it had

“absolutely no intention” of ever handing over to Italy any cleric or lay official.

“A tough reply from the Vatican to the arrest warrants: Marcinkus will never go

to Italian prison,” noted Corriere della Sera.84

Unidentified Vatican officials condemned the warrants as politically

motivated by Italy’s socialists to embarrass the church.85 e Vatican

contended the prosecutors were powerless, since Article 11 of the Lateran

Treaty stated, “Central organs of the Catholic Church are free from every

interference on the part of the Italian state.”86 Moreover, the church added that

Marcinkus had given “substantial and loyal collaboration” by “producing

copious documents and notes” during the five-year probe (although it made no

mention that he had refused any interviews or sworn declarations).

John Paul’s intuition that Italy’s left-of-center coalition would capitalize on

the standoff to humiliate the Vatican at every opportunity was right. Police

leaked to reporters innovative ways they might arrest the trio. Rome’s hospitals

were put on notice to summon the carabinieri if any of the wanted men turned

up at an ER. Tourists took pictures of a police car parked at the front of the

exclusive Aqua Santa country club, just in case Marcinkus tried sneaking in a

round of golf. And a policeman checked in regularly at one of the archbishop’s

favorite Roman restaurants, where the owner got a lot of free publicity by

keeping a table vacant for his return.

In the beginning of his self-imposed exile, Marcinkus went daily to a corner

of the Vatican gardens and converted it into a makeshift putting green. “And

soon one of the Italian cardinals sent him a letter instructing him to ‘stop

ruining the grass,’ ” recalls Peter Murphy, the U.S. Deputy Chief of Mission.

“ere were some of his Italian colleagues who had been waiting a long time to

revel in his misfortune.”87

e media coverage went into overdrive with leaks from more than four

hundred pages of “confessions” by Calvi’s former fixer, Francesco Pazienza, now

dubbed “Deep roat” by the Italian media.88 Unsubstantiated stories tied the

IOR to everything from millions of dollars spent on phantom consultants to

an overpriced Costa Rican farm on which Nicaragua’s leftist Sandinistas

trained guerrillas.



Fourteen cardinals convened an emergency meeting only a few weeks after

the news broke. ey had no material say over the standoff with Italy’s

judiciary. Instead, their task was to find ways to cope with the largest ever

Vatican City budget deficit (a $56 million shortfall in 1986, increasing to

nearly $80 million in 1987).89 e $244 million payout to the Ambrosiano

creditors had not only left the church with few reserves but the controversy

had caused a 75 percent plunge in Peter’s Pence.90 Plus, the dollar’s steep slide

against the lira meant the church took in even less by the time its American

dollar contributions got converted in Italy.91

“For all its splendor, the Vatican is nearly broke,” noted Fortune in a special

investigation published that December.92 A “deep financial squeeze” had

resulted from skyrocketing operating expenses and a growing bureaucracy:

“e Holy See spent nearly twice as much as its income.”93 In just five years,

spending had doubled. Nearly 60 percent of that was labor costs. Pensions

were an increasing drain.94 e normally passive Association of Lay Vatican

Employees was griping about abysmally low wages and meager benefits. e

Vatican’s newspaper, L’Osservatore Romano, and its radio station, were

hemorrhaging money. One underlying problem highlighted by Fortune was

that “financial management is practically an act of faith” since the church

relied heavily on contributions for its income.

e cardinals reported back to John Paul that restoring the Vatican’s

tattered image was a priority if there was any chance of encouraging ordinary

Catholics to be more generous.95 If that meant making concessions about

Marcinkus, the Pope let them know it was off the table.96

Marcinkus continued frustrating the cardinals since he refused to provide

them with the IOR’s basic operating figures. “e institute never publishes its

balance sheets,” one anonymous Vatican official told e New York Times. “e

cardinals have repeatedly asked to see them, but Marcinkus was able to refuse

because he enjoyed the confidence and trust of the Pope. . . . When it [the

IOR] paid out $240 million, was that half or three-quarters or what percentage

of its capital?”97

Still, they managed a small breakthrough by Vatican standards. Moving

forward from 1987, the Holy See agreed to send out twice-a-year financial

statements to the approximately three thousand bishops and heads of religious



orders. ey were rudimentary and did not include any data from the Vatican

Bank. Yet they marked the first time that Rome revealed any of its finances to

so many clerics. e cardinals thought that since the statements were dismal,

those who received them could use the numbers to rally contributions to help

the Pope.98

e struggle over the degree to which the Vatican Bank would assist the

commission of cardinals seemed less pressing at the end of March when Italy

made history again in its relations with the church, this time by formally

petitioning the Foreign Ministry to request the extradition of the three bank

officials.99 A few days later, John Paul made his first public comments about

the matter. During a flight to South America for the start of a two-week tour,

the Pontiff walked to the rear of the cabin and held an impromptu news

conference with the press corps. He said that the church had studied the case

with “competent authorities,” taken the matter “seriously,” and had determined

that it was wrong for Marcinkus to be “attacked . . . in such an exclusive and

brutal manner.”100 e Pope’s strong words left no doubt that he still believed

that Marcinkus, Mennini, and de Strobel were the victims of a media witch-

hunt.

As far as the Pope was concerned, Marcinkus was a decent man whose

many years of solid work at the IOR had been lost in a deluge of muckraking.

ere was little doubt that those who worked with him saw a gentler side than

the calculating bank chief portrayed in the press. His friends liked to tell how

Marcinkus would climb onto scaffolding on scorching summer days to offer

water to the construction workers. Or how when Munich’s Cardinal Joseph

Ratzinger moved to Rome to take charge of the Congregation for the Doctrine

of the Faith, Marcinkus surprised him with an entire wardrobe.101 John Paul

sometimes liked retelling a story about the time when an assistant had

interrupted a meeting between Marcinkus and American Bishop Robert

Lynch. Mother Teresa had arrived unexpectedly at the Vatican Bank and

wanted to see Marcinkus. e IOR chief looked to Lynch and smiled: “is

visit will cost us a minimum of $1 million.” And it almost did. A mattress

company wanted to donate twenty thousand mattresses to her Calcutta charity,

but she needed money to ship them.102 It was a shame, thought John Paul,



that what he judged as Marcinkus’s well-intentioned mistakes had obscured his

many good deeds.

“e Pope was not alone in that view,” recalls Peter Murphy, the American

embassy’s number two official at the Vatican during that time. “I, for instance,

never thought Marcinkus had made a dime off any of the dealings. e

problem was that he had ended up in the wrong job and he did not have the

background or ability to cope with some of the sharks with whom he had to

swim.” Murphy said that he and many of Marcinkus’s supporters recognized

that it was Mennini who had responsibility for the bank’s day-to-day

operations. If anyone might be responsible for the IOR’s problems, it was

likely its senior lay executive. “Marcinkus was not the type of man,” Murphy

said, “to be anything less than loyal and to take full responsibility for

everything that happened under him. But there is no doubt that Mennini was

very, very clever. He dealt with all the Italian and international banks and knew

everyone in business and politics. Marcinkus was too trusting and just never

really understood how that world worked.”103,V

e Pontiff decided to quash the Italian extradition effort with a legal

assault challenging Italy’s power to make such a request. e church’s lawyers

petitioned the Tribunale della Libertà, a specialized branch of the judiciary that

dealt with such issues. In mid-April, the court stunned Vaticanisti by

upholding the warrants.105

Any residual hope that the worst might be over was dashed in early May

when Milanese prosecutors issued companion arrest warrants for twenty-five

former Ambrosiano officers and board members. Nothing better illustrated the

low state of Vatican-Italian relations. In the new round of warrants, the

magistrates went out of their way to exempt all the accused from being arrested

and enduring the humiliation of a perp walk in front of news photographers.

Instead, those who lived in Italy had to check in weekly at a police station, and

those abroad had to telephone regularly. Italy noted that the new defendants

were “not socially dangerous nor possible fugitives.”106 Yet prosecutors offered

no such accommodation for Marcinkus, Mennini, and de Strobel. e Italians

insisted they were “dangerous” and should be arrested and jailed pending their

trial.107



e Vatican appealed the adverse ruling to Italy’s court of last resort, the

Corte Suprema di Cassazione. e church also submitted the question of

whether the arrest warrants were valid to its own courts. In mid-June—to no

one’s surprise—the Vatican judiciary rejected the warrants as groundless and

concluded that Italy lacked the authority to issue them.108

Some commentators thought the Vatican was hypocritical by resisting

Italian jurisdiction in the Ambrosiano case. “When Ali Agca, a Turk, shot Pope

John Paul II in 1981, both the target and the would-be killer were well within

Vatican territory,” wrote George Armstrong, the respected Rome

correspondent for London’s Guardian. “e Vatican was happy to have him

arrested, tried and sentenced in Italy, and under Italian law, and his life

sentence will be at the expense of the Italian taxpayer. e Vatican becomes

another country only when it chooses to be.”109 Armstrong even put into print

a question many were asking privately: “Does the Vatican, or the Holy See, or

the Pope, really need a bank of its very own? e Vatican could do its banking

anywhere, including in Italy.”

During a consistory of cardinals that began on June 28, 1988, there was

another heated debate over the IOR. Agostino Gambino, the chairman of the

three-person committee who had led the negotiations for the $244 million

settlement with the Ambrosiano’s creditors, presented a hearty defense of

Marcinkus and his tenure. ere had been serious blunders, admitted

Gambino, but no bad intent. Secretary of State Casaroli thought the

mismanagement was so great that the consistory should recommend that the

Pope replace his IOR chief.

e cardinals sided with Gambino.110 e church tapped Monsignor De

Bonis to counter some of the terrible press. De Bonis seemed an odd choice

since he had been Marcinkus’s shadow on many of the questionable IOR

transactions with Calvi and Sindona. And he was himself under investigation

in a complex tax fraud.111 Whatever his shortcomings, however, De Bonis

made colorful copy. He told La Repubblica that the three indicted IOR officials

had been framed, “victims of an obscure and complicated situation in which

someone, in bad faith, wanted to put the blame on their shoulders and without

their knowledge.” He assured the reporter that the three had no idea what

happened to millions of missing Ambrosiano funds. “It did not end up here



[the IOR].”112 And when pressed about who might have set them up, he

offered that “the real culprits are in another place and far from here.”113

When De Bonis was asked if Vatican officials had confidence that the

Italian courts would resolve the standoff over the arrest warrants, he was

unwavering. e church had “complete faith” in Italy’s highest tribunal.114

at seemed prescient a few days later when that court concluded that Italy

had no jurisdiction since the three IOR officials were members of a “central

entity” of the Vatican. It reversed the lower tribunal’s verdict and invalidated

the arrest warrants.115 at unequivocal and unappealable decision left the

Ambrosiano prosecutors powerless to pursue the trio.116 Monsignor De Bonis

reflected a widely held sentiment inside the Curia: “We’ve finished a

nightmare.”117 When a reporter reached Marcinkus for comment, the

beleaguered IOR chief said, “I’m happy. My faith in Italian justice has been

restored.”118 And he told a conservative Spanish church daily, Ya, that

whatever he had done with Calvi had been “a simple error of judgment, but

not a crime.”119 Within a week he celebrated by playing a round of golf at the

Aqua Santa country club.120,VI

But the Milanese prosecutors were not yet done. In December, they

broadsided the church by filing a brief with Italy’s Constitutional Court

contending that the ruling to exclude Vatican officials from their jurisdiction

violated constitutional guarantees of equal justice under law. Antonio Pizzi, the

chief prosecutor, advanced a clever argument: the concordat provision invoked

by the church was unconstitutional since it created a class of people—high-

ranking Vatican officials—who were beyond the reach of the law.122 Pizzi

noted that Italy had recently enacted a series of statutes that gave prosecutors

beefed-up powers to seize illicit narcotics proceeds in Italian banks. But under

the high court decision, if that same illegal money was deposited by Mafia

bosses into Vatican Bank accounts, although it was physically in the heart of

Rome, the dirty cash would be off limits to any forfeiture. As a result of the

high court ruling, any criminal racketeering probe would go cold once it

reached the door of the IOR. e Vatican Bank could not be served with a

search warrant or an order to produce documents. Its phones were not subject

to legal wiretaps. Court-ordered mail intercepts were forbidden. None of its



employees could be required to testify. It was a loophole so large, argued Pizzi,

that it made a mockery of Italian law enforcement.123

e Constitutional Court took five months before dismissing the

prosecutor’s appeal.124 It dodged the central issue of whether the Vatican’s

concordat exemption from Italy’s judicial oversight violated the country’s

constitution. Instead, it concluded that the Corte Suprema di Cassazione,

which had decided the case the previous year, had the final say. Moreover, it

noted that the challenge by the Milanese magistrates was too late in the

process.

at final chapter in the criminal investigation was only a couple of weeks

old when the Pope introduced his next round of Curial reforms, many focused

on finances. In 1981 John Paul had appointed a commission of cardinals to

look for ways to increase the Vatican’s income.125 Now, among the changes

addressed in a 111-page document, he expanded their scope to monitor the

Vatican Bank and its thirteen employees.126 Part of their brief was to try to

stem some of the large deficits. Simultaneous with the changes at the IOR, the

Vatican disclosed that it had suffered another record operating loss (about $78

million, prompting a new worldwide plea for more Peter’s Pence

contributions).127,VII e church was still spending far more than it took in

and had almost depleted its Peter’s Pence reserves.129 Dioceses around the

world, covering thousands of parishes, struggled to keep up with their own

expenses, and had little extra money to send to Rome.130 e Kirchensteuer,

the German tax on Catholics that helped fuel the Vatican’s coffers during

World War II, was generating more than $3 billion annually, but was now

consumed mostly by the German dioceses.131 Italy’s eight-per-thousand tax

was bringing in a lot of money, but not enough to pull the church into the

black. Although some religious orders were financially comfortable, they did

not have large enough surpluses to bail out the Vatican.

Several proposals to cut the deficit were floated but rejected. Some of the

oversight cardinals thought Peter’s Pence would produce more money if it got a

new name that did not imply small change. “I don’t like names that don’t

reflect what’s happening,” said Toronto’s Cardinal Gerald Carter. Some of the

names floated included Papal Charity, Aid to the Holy Father, and Papal

Support.132 None stuck. Other proposals that got serious consideration



included selling some of the IOR gold Nogara had accumulated or

streamlining the Curia’s lay employees (when the Vatican did sell some of its

gold four years later, its timing was bad since bullion prices had dropped

almost 40 percent).133 ere was also a debate about renting some of the

nearly 2,000 church-owned apartments in prime Roman neighborhoods at

market rates instead of subsidizing rents of lay workers and clerics. Italy’s rent

control law—widely ignored by ordinary Italians—prohibited such a move by

the church. So that idea was shelved.134

Beyond the question of how to best cut the deficit, Philadelphia’s Cardinal

Krol was the first to suggest it was time to retain an internationally recognized

accounting firm to perform an annual audit of all the church’s finances.135,VIII

Not everyone was impressed by the Pope’s reforms. Some critics had hoped

he would fold the Vatican Bank into the Curia. A new commission of cardinals

seemed only to add another layer of bureaucracy. Nothing diminished the

bank’s power, made it more transparent, or put in place autonomous lay

experts who might transform it into a compliant central bank. Compounding

the problem, none of the oversight cardinals had the financial training to figure

out how to break free of the Vatican Bank’s morass. Giuseppe Caprio, the

cardinal who ran the Prefecture for the Economic Affairs of the Holy See, told

a journalist, “e changes provided are more formal than substantive.”137

To the satisfaction of the reformers, however, the restructuring did spark

another round of press speculation about whether Marcinkus might be

finished.138 But his staying power, and the Pope’s lasting faith in him,

confounded the Vaticanologists who had half a dozen times incorrectly

predicted his imminent ouster. e fifty-nine-year-old Monsignor Donato De

Bonis, whose father was a successful banker, was instead elevated as a prelate of

equal rank to Marcinkus.139 De Bonis, whose career had been boosted by his

reputation for discretion, had emerged from the shadows. He was now the link

between the supervisory committee of cardinals and the Vatican Bank.140

Massimo Spada, the IOR’s chief before leaving in the 1960s to work with

Sindona, took notice of the power shift. “De Bonis is clever compared to

Marcinkus,” Spada told author Benny Lai. “Marcinkus has been

downgraded. . . . His power in the IOR is almost dried up.”141



I. In June, a fifteen-year-old girl, Emanuela Orlandi, disappeared after leaving her family’s Vatican City
apartment for a music class. She was never found and theories about her disappearance have gripped Italy
for decades. In 2008, a mistress of a deceased Mafia don stunned authorities by claiming that her former
lover’s gang had kidnapped the girl. According to this account, the mobster had been procuring young
girls for sadistic sex parties at Marcinkus’s request. Since police could not substantiate her claim, her story
serves as an odd footnote to the Marcinkus tale.25

II. Gelli evaded capture for four years before being nabbed and returned to Italy. ere, tried on
numerous charges, he was convicted of fraud in the Ambrosiano collapse. He again disappeared in 1998
from the confines of house arrest. He was returned to Italy the following year after being tracked down to
the South of France. Incredibly, a judge ordered him returned to house arrest.27

III. Wilson resigned in 1986 after it was disclosed that he had an unauthorized secret meeting with
Libyan leader Colonel Muammar Gaddafi.59

IV. Ivan Fisher, the prominent New York criminal defense counsel who had been one of Sindona’s
attorneys, told the author: “Given what I knew about Michele, I believe that he arranged to have himself
poisoned. My entire sense of him, of how his head worked, was that he honestly believed he would beat
the fraud and murder charges in Italy and get back his reputation. Once that did not happen, once he
realized he was going to just die in prison, I think he decided to take control of his own exit.”72

V. Murphy was sitting with Marcinkus one day when the IOR chief took a call. Marcinkus got angry
quickly. “He’s a jailbird. What were you thinking? Why did you recommend him?” Within a minute he
slammed down the phone. Murphy asked what had happened. An Italian cardinal had recommended a
young accountant to take the number two position in the Governorate. Marcinkus had learned that he
had a criminal record and had just been released from prison. He demanded to know from the cardinal
why he suggested the youngster. “Because he is my sister’s son, my nephew,” was the answer. “at is so
typical of the Italians who made up most of the Curia,” Murphy told me. “And there were a lot of them
who did not like that Marcinkus applied his American standard of morality when it came to doling out
favors, especially to family.”104

VI. A month after the good news from Italy’s highest court, Marcinkus sought an injunction against
Doubleday and author A. J. Quinnell to stop the publication in the U.S. of an espionage novel that put
him at the center of a conspiracy to assassinate the Soviet Premier. Marcinkus also asked the court to
order that 77,000 copies of the novel, stored in a Long Island warehouse, be destroyed. A New York
Supreme Court justice rejected both requests.121

VII. In 1985, the faithful contributed $28 million to Peter’s Pence. at increased to $32 million in
1986, but produced less money for the Vatican since so many donations were from the United States,
and the lira had strengthened against the dollar. It resulted in an exchange rate of 5 billion less lire. In
1987, Peter’s Pence donations jumped to $50 million, but it was not enough to stop the hemorrhaging. It
was after that collection, before the 1988 and 1989 deficits, that the Vatican issued a dire warning:
“Reserves have now been almost completely exhausted.” e Vatican was so stressed by its finances that in
1989 it struck a controversial deal for $4.175 million with Japan’s Nippon Television to film the
renovation of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel frescoes. at money bought Nippon the exclusive rights to
exploit the images for three years.128

VIII. Local dioceses still got stuck with bills they thought Rome should cover. e Vatican, for instance,
paid the cost for the chartered plane for the Pope and a dozen in his entourage for a ten-day trip to the
United States in September 1987. e U.S. government and the American church covered the rest.



While the American taxpayer bore $6 million in extra Secret Service and police security costs, dioceses
covered everything from stadium rentals to cleanup expenses, to the tune of some $20 million. It took
them a couple of years to pay off those expenses.136
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White Finance

Elevating De Bonis was not the clean sweep for which some had hoped.
Vaticanologists did not know that Secretary of State Casaroli wanted an
outsider to run the bank. e man on whom Casaroli had his eye was forty-
nine-year-old Angelo Caloia, an economics professor at a Catholic university,
as well as the CEO of Mediocredito Lombardo, a merchant bank. Caloia was a
top Milanese Catholic financier, part of an elite group who had formed the
Group for Culture, Ethics, and Finance. eir goal was to create an informal
consortium of Catholic-dominated banks that earned profits without
sacrificing their “Christian identity.” Together they were known as �nanza

bianca (white finance).1
Casaroli dispatched Monsignor Renato Dardozzi to see if Caloia might like

the challenge of straightening out the IOR. Dardozzi, dressed in lay clothes,
showed up one day at Caloia’s Milan office. He was so effusive in praising the
Group for Culture, Ethics, and Finance that Caloia initially thought all the
flattery was setting the groundwork to solicit a large donation. Instead, as the
meeting drew to a close, Dardozzi surprised Caloia. “I came to tell you that we
consider you the most suitable person to hold the office of the director general
of the IOR. Even if I had any doubts, this meeting has dispelled them.”2

Caloia had no interest in the IOR posting. His professional and personal
life revolved around Milan, where he lived with his wife and four children. He
had no desire to move to Rome.

“e meeting ended rather coldly,” Caloia later recalled. “What I knew
about the IOR I had only read in the newspapers. Did I have to be an
instrument of God or the Devil to work there? In any case, I thought the
matter was settled.”3

A few months later Dardozzi again showed up at Caloia’s office. is time
he wore his clerical garb.4 ere was no small talk.

“Professor, you are the man we need. ere is no need to move to Rome,
just help us to give a new structure to the IOR.”



Dardozzi explained that it had taken five difficult years to reach the point
where the Pope was ready to replace Marcinkus. Casaroli had twice almost
resigned over the standoff.5 Caloia would be the chairman of a small board of
directors and the Vatican would provide any support he required.6 And he
could commute between Milan and Rome, as his full-time presence at the
Vatican was not required.

Caloia accepted in principle. “You have to obey the Holy Roman Church,”
he later said. “I had a priest in front of me, who spoke to me as a priest.
Personal problems had to fade into the background.”7

at kicked off a series of secret meetings at the Vatican between Caloia and
Casaroli. “I went in disguise so no one would know about it,” recalls Caloia.8
eir discussions about the daunting task ahead were “frank.” Caloia said he
even hoped to redraft the IOR’s charter drawn by Pius XII and Bernardino
Nogara. He thought the bank’s scope and authority were too broad. Casaroli
knew that would be no easy task since no church institution gave up power
unless ordered to do so by the Pope.

By March 1989, Casaroli privately informed Marcinkus that he would
remain at his post only until a replacement arrived.9 Somehow word leaked to
reporters. Still, there was no formal announcement, leaving Vaticanologists
puzzled. e bank seemed to be in limbo.10

e following month events in Italy gave some impetus to hurry
Marcinkus’s exit. A public prosecutor, Pierluigi Dell’Osso, announced a new
round of wide-ranging indictments against dozens of former Ambrosiano
executives and associates. P2 chief Licio Gelli was among those charged. And
Dell’Osso made it clear that he would have indicted Marcinkus if it were not
for the previous court rulings that declared the archbishop exempt.11

Marcinkus had again proven what he told Fortune a couple of years earlier: “I
may be a lousy banker but at least I’m not in jail.”12

To speed Caloia’s arrival, Cardinal Casaroli called the banker to his private
study. ree other laymen were there: eodor Pietzcker, a Deutsche Bank
director; former UBS chairman Philippe de Weck; and omas Macioce,
president of the U.S. retail chain Allied Stores, and a prominent member of the
Order of the Knights of Malta.13 Casaroli proposed they all be part of an
extraordinary supervisory panel of laymen empowered to supervise the IOR.

Á



Within a week, José Ángel Sánchez Asiaín, cochairman of the Banco Bilbao
Vizcaya, was added as the fifth member (Caloia later noted that Sánchez Asiaín
was selected as a nod to the growing influence of Hispanics in the church. “He
was a very nice Basque, but his English was bizarre and I had to struggle hard
to understand him.”)14

For the first time in the IOR’s history, a lay board—chaired by Caloia and
with de Weck as vice president—oversaw the bank’s financial operations.15

Meanwhile, Marcinkus was still at the Vatican Bank. e transition was a stop-
and-start affair. It took Caloia until March of the following year (1990) to get
Giovanni Bodio, the number three executive at Caloia’s Mediocredito
Lombardo, appointed as the IOR’s first lay director since Henri de Maillardoz
in the 1960s.16

In late May, questions about how to speed up the transfer of power were
again overshadowed by news of past bank scandals. e long-awaited criminal
trial against thirty-five Ambrosiano defendants had started in Milan. Although
the prosecutors had been blocked from charging Marcinkus, Mennini, and de
Strobel, that did not prevent them from presenting extensive evidence about
the Vatican Bank’s role. e IOR was treated as if it was as culpable as any of
the accused in the defendant’s dock.17 (To the great consternation of the
church, Francis Ford Coppola’s Godfather III, released later that year, had a
storyline based on the bank’s role in the Ambrosiano collapse; in the film, an
archbishop in league with the Mafia is murdered in a Vatican stairwell, with his
corpse replicating sixteenth-century Protestant images of the defeat of the
Antichrist.)

Five months into the trial, Mennini and de Strobel resigned their bank
postings and moved out of Vatican City. And to the relief of almost everyone,
Marcinkus submitted his formal resignation to John Paul.

“I am very grateful to the Holy Father for having granted my request to
retire from Vatican service and to return to the United States. e forty years
that I have spent away from my diocese—in diplomatic service, working with
the preparation and performance of Papal trips, serving the Institute for Works
of Religion and the Governorate—have enriched my priesthood and given me
a keener perception and deeper appreciation of the unity and universality of
the Church. ey have also confirmed my conviction about the necessity of



pastoral work in the life of every priest. e ministry of the parish has always
been my ambition and day after day I tried to be faithful to this vocation
addressing every aspect of my work with pastoral spirit. Now that I am free
from administrative responsibilities and returning to the U.S., I will be useful
in those pastoral services that I will be given to perform, as are many other
elderly priests of my diocese.”18

A few days later, Marcinkus told a reporter: “I have never done anything
wrong. I would like to set the record straight.”19 Marcinkus’s exile was as an
ordinary priest in the rather unremarkable parish of a retirement community
in Sun City, Arizona. In his new diocese, no one was quite certain of why such
a high-ranking Curia official had become their pastor. ere was no dearth of
misinformation. Marcinkus was “wanted in Rome for being associated with a
bank robbery,” one local detective answered an Interpol inquiry in 2003.20

“He was a broken man but would never give his enemies the satisfaction of
revealing that,” his friend U.S. diplomat Peter Murphy said.21

To e New York Times, Marcinkus said, “I think they were surprised when
I told them I was leaving.”22 Many Vaticanologists had trouble believing that.
“I have no doubt that I will be remembered as the villain in the Calvi affair.”
at was something on which most agreed.I

I. Marcinkus died in 2006 at the age of eighty-four from complications from emphysema. He never gave
a wide-ranging interview about his Vatican tenure once he returned to the States. When the author
reached him by phone in November 2005, he said, “I have no interest in revisiting that time.” e author
was not successful in finding Marcinkus’s personal papers and journals. In particular, the Chicago diocese
never responded to written requests as to whether a published report that Marcinkus had left his personal
diaries and papers to that diocese was correct. As for Marcinkus’s two lay colleagues, they also died
without addressing the controversies that had tarnished the final years of their service. Mennini’s son
Paolo is currently the chief of the Extraordinary Division at the Vatican’s APSA.23
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Suitcases of Cash

With Marcinkus gone from Rome, Angelo Caloia was unchallenged in his

energetic oversight of the Vatican Bank. It seemed a much tamer institution.

Under Caloia’s direction there was hope that the bank might morph into

something pedestrian rather than rogue.

Although Caloia was a devout Catholic and avid member of Opus Dei, he

did not have the patrician heritage that was the hallmark of the Black Nobles.I

Born in 1939 into a working-class family in the small northern village of

Castano Primo, his mother was a seamstress and his father a carpenter. When

Caloia was eight, he fell ill with typhoid, and a burst appendix that led to

peritonitis complicated his recovery. During months of difficult recuperation,

he listened to the “Microphone of God,” jarring radio broadcasts by Riccardo

Lombardi, a provocative politician who was a committed socialist and advocate

for a “working man’s Catholic Leftist party.” ose broadcasts made an

indelible impression on the youngster, so much so that in later years he was

politically left of most Catholic financiers.2 Although he had worked his way

to a position of privilege, he rejected the elitism that often accompanied such

standing. e Italian press began referring to him as Italy’s Catholic banker. He

told a colleague the only thing worse would be to be called the Pope’s banker.3

Caloia preached transparency and strict ethics. A handful of IOR officials,

however, realized that no matter how pure his intentions, he faced great

obstacles in reforming the Vatican Bank. His appointment marked a sea

change in the personal relationship between the Pontiff and the head of the

bank. Marcinkus had regular access to John Paul. It took Caloia two years

before he met with the Pope. And that was only a quick greeting after a

morning Mass, in which Caloia brought along his wife and children. at was

a strike against him, especially since many in the Curia measured power and

influence by easy and frequent access to the Pope. Caloia’s distance led some to

believe he was only a temporary place holder for some other, yet

undetermined, bank chief.



Monsignor Renato Dardozzi, who had convinced Caloia to take the job,

thought he was a good pick. Dardozzi’s concern was that some long-serving

IOR officials acted as though Caloia wielded no authority over them. Dardozzi

was on the three-person panel that helped negotiate the $244 million payment

to the Ambrosiano’s creditors. He had been a senior engineer at STET, the

state-owned telecommunications company, before becoming a priest at fifty-

one.4 Secretary of State Casaroli asked Dardozzi to keep an eye on the goings-

on at the bank. Now, his frustration mounted as he watched everything from

phantom charities to illicit political donations flourish despite Marcinkus’s

departure.5

Dardozzi was particularly bothered by an account opened at the Vatican

Bank on June 15, 1987. at was at the height of the debate over whether

Italy’s arrest warrants could be executed against Marcinkus, Mennini, and de

Strobel. It was the Fondazione Cardinale Francis Spellman (Cardinal Francis

Spellman Foundation—no such entity existed outside of the Vatican Bank).6

e two signatories were Monsignor Donato De Bonis, the bank’s secretary,

and Italy’s leading Christian Democrat politician, Giulio Andreotti (before

Andreotti died in 2013, he was the nation’s most dominant postwar public

figure, leading seven governments as prime minister and having served thirty-

four times as a minister, eight times in charge of the Defense Department).7

e IOR required all account holders to maintain a copy of their wills on file

so the bank would know what to do in case of death. De Bonis’s will provided

that upon his death any funds went to “His Excellency Giulio Andreotti for

charitable works and assistance according to his discretion.”8

In the six years that followed the opening of the Cardinal Francis Spellman

Foundation account—during which Andreotti again became Italy’s prime

minister—about $60 million passed through.9 Evidence that the church knew

the account was sensitive is in internal correspondence in which senior officials

referred to De Bonis by the pseudonym Roma and Andreotti as Omissis (other

pseudonyms used, such as Ancona and Siena, have never been decoded).10 e

reason for the subterfuge was the bank’s awareness that the disclosure of such

an account—millions of dollars in a veritable slush fund run by the IOR’s top

prelate together with the country’s most powerful Christian Democrat

politician—would have sparked a great scandal.



While some of the money that passed through the Spellman Foundation

found its way to religious orders, monasteries, and convents, much of it was

scattered to Andreotti’s friends and associates, including one of his attorneys

and a Florentine jewelry designer.11 And De Bonis sent millions more through

untraceable wire transfers to Swiss and Luxembourg banks. Sometimes

Dardozzi spotted De Bonis leaving the Vatican with suitcases of cash and later

returning empty-handed.12

In 1992, a prominent socialist politician, Mario Chiesa, was charged with

accepting a bribe in return for granting a political favor. Chiesa’s arrest kicked

off a broad judicial investigation dubbed Mani Pulite (Clean Hands) that

eventually toppled the coalition government. e Mani Pulite probe—dubbed

by e New York Times as “one of the most extraordinary scandals of postwar

Europe”—continued for three years, ensnaring five thousand defendants and

leading to hundreds of convictions of politicians and businessmen, including a

breathtaking half of parliament.13

Although Mani Pulite was then in its earliest stages, it nevertheless caused

considerable concern in the Vatican. Just a month after Chiesa’s arrest, Caloia

received a preliminary report raising questions about the Spellman Foundation

account. at prompted the IOR’s Board of Superintendence, chaired by

Caloia, to issue an April 1, 1992, edict that no one—“whether it be as an

employee, active or retired, a manager, an auditor or accountant, [or] a

prelate”—could trade or manage the accounts they did not personally own.14

De Bonis ignored that directive. And Caloia was frustrated he had few tools

by which to force De Bonis to comply. “All [IOR] controls were internal,”

Caloia later recalled. “It was not monitored. e cardinals knew little and the

Holy Father was kept in the dark.”15

Although Caloia was De Bonis’s superior, it seemed that inside the Vatican

a cleric had more standing and respect than a layman.16 A sign of De Bonis’s

continuing power was that he retained the IOR’s “most beautiful office” and

was in contact “with everyone in Rome who mattered, politically and

otherwise. Francesco Cossiga [a former Italian president] called him by the

affectionate nickname ‘Donatino,’ and Giulio Andreotti held him in high

esteem, as did prominent aristocrats, financiers, and artists, like Sophia

Loren.”17



It did not take long before Caloia discovered that the Spellman Foundation

was not his only problem. He began compiling a list of questionable accounts

ostensibly opened for everything from Catholic community associations to

Trappist monks to Carmelite nuns. What appeared suspicious in each was

outsized financial activity. Some—such as Assisi for the Amazon, Adorers of

the Eucharist, Holy House of Loreto, and St. Seraphim Fund—were seemingly

for nonexistent groups.18

On July 7 Caloia distributed to his fellow lay commissioners a report

stamped Classi�ed. It concluded that the situation inside the IOR was “very

serious” and that the Vatican Bank was possibly on the verge of a new

Marcinkus-styled scandal.19 Caloia wanted to better control the so-called

numbered foundation accounts. Veterans like De Bonis were naturally resistant

to anything that might limit their broad discretion.

Instead De Bonis did his best to undermine Caloia. In back halls, he

ridiculed Caloia’s inexperience and warned that as a layman he would never

understand the reasons why the IOR had to sometimes operate as it did.

Caloia had a British wife and he had lived and studied for several years in

London. at was evidence, contended De Bonis, that Caloia was not fully

Italian, not in a way by which he could be trusted. Was Caloia truly loyal to

the Pope or was he instead serving his own private career?20

Caloia was so concerned that he decided to appeal directly to John Paul.

But the Pope had just been operated on for a malignant intestinal tumor and

his doctors had ordered a lighter schedule. Caloia thought the matter too

important to wait. He was worried that De Bonis and others were running the

equivalent of a “laundry in the center of Rome,” protected by the Vatican’s

sovereignty.21 So on August 5 he sent a memo to John Paul’s secretary,

Stanislaw Dziwisz. Caloia included details about several foundations De Bonis

managed. Also included were seventeen other dubious accounts on which De

Bonis was the signatory. [ey were pledged to never-heard-of congregations,

religious shrines, and purported charities.22] One held the estate bequeathed to

the IOR by Cardinal Alberto di Jorio, the bank’s former chief prelate. Di Jorio

had left a villa, bonds, and cash, naming the bank as the sole beneficiary. But

he also appointed De Bonis as his executor. De Bonis had never transferred any

money to the IOR but instead managed the account as his own.23



One foundation accepted contributions from the faithful for Masses to be

offered for the dead; ten thousand Masses had been paid for but there was no

evidence that a single one was performed.24 Another account hid over $30

million belonging to a senior police commander and a bishop, both of whom

were directors at Italy’s largest psychiatric hospital in Bari, an eight-hundred-

bed facility that had been built on the site of property that previously belonged

to the Ancelle della divina Provvidenza-Bisceglie (Sisters of Divine Providence-

Bisceglie).25

Although Caloia did not yet know the full extent of the IOR’s secret

network, he delivered a blunt recommendation: the Pope must act to

extinguish the parallel bank flourishing inside the Vatican.26

Caloia thought it unlikely that all the money passing through the

foundations was donations and inheritances. He was right. When the

psychiatric hospital in Bari later became embroiled in scandal—a case of

inflated public contracts and stolen funds from the Ministry of Health,

resulting in multiple embezzlement and money laundering indictments—a

nun from a nearby convent told prosecutors she had seen the police

commander cram shoeboxes of cash into his car and drive off to the Vatican.27

Worse yet, in a related case the prosecutors wanted to indict Cardinal Fiorenzo

Angelini, the head of the Vatican’s Pontifical Council for the Pastoral Care of

Health Care Workers, on charges he extorted money from a pharmaceutical

company.28 But the same defense of absolute sovereignty that had protected

Marcinkus prevented any move against Angelini.

Two of the accounts he tagged for their frenetic money transfers were for

the Santa Casa di Loreto (Holy House of Loreto), a charity based in the

popular eponymously named pilgrimage town. In 1988, John Paul had

appointed Monsignor Pasquale Macchi, Pope Paul VI’s closest personal aide, as

Loreto’s bishop. It was Macchi, a trusted Marcinkus ally, who now helped De

Bonis administer two off-shelf accounts.29 Caloia was learning a sobering

lesson: “Even in priests’ robes there lurk human weaknesses,” he later said.30

Most of the troublesome accounts had opened under Marcinkus. It was not

much of a secret that for decades Italy’s elite had used the IOR to hide their

money. In 1981, not long after Marcinkus had taken charge, one internal

review estimated there were approximately 9,300 accounts belonging to



“privileged citizens of Italy” compared to only 2,500 that met the bank’s strict

rules. Some accounts were rumored to be proxies for the Spatola and Inzerillo

crime families. Marcinkus’s departure had not slowed the flow of untracked

cash. And it was not difficult to understand why the accounts were so valued—

the IOR not only paid on average about 9 percent interest on the deposits but

it was tax free.31

“ey really had no effective internal controls in place,” Peter Murphy, the

U.S. Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. embassy at the Vatican, said. “ere

were accounts that remained active long after they should have been closed.”

(After Murphy left in 1989 as an accredited diplomat appointed to the Holy

See, he was no longer entitled to the IOR account that had been opened as a

courtesy during his posting; it took twenty-two years before the bank closed

it.)

Caloia would ultimately discover that upward of $400 million moved

through seventeen in nero (in black) accounts during the first four years after

Marcinkus’s departure (1989–93).32 Although that cash came almost entirely

from undetermined sources, it was invariably listed on the IOR ledgers as

contributions from the faithful. Much of it disappeared in a flurry of transfers

to Switzerland and Luxembourg, jurisdictions where banking secrecy stopped

any inquiries cold.

e Vatican bureaucracy, much to Caloia’s frustration, moved at a glacial

pace.33 So it was not surprising he had not heard from the Pope. But he did

not even know if Dziwisz had shown the memo to John Paul, or whether the

Pontiff had not been persuaded it was urgent.

While waiting for the Pope, something unexpected added to Caloia’s sense

of unease about the IOR accounts. In 1992 prosecutors indicted Pavel Hnilica,

a Slovak bishop living in Rome, together with Calvi’s former colleague,

Sardinian developer Flavio Carboni, over a convoluted shakedown of the

Vatican concerning the contents of Calvi’s long-missing attaché case.34 Also

charged was a convicted forger and reputed mobster, Giulio Lena.35 Police had

raided Lena’s house in a separate counterfeiting investigation, and had

stumbled across unsigned checks from Hnilica’s Vatican Bank account.36

Investigators believed the seventy-two-year-old bishop had written Carboni

$2.8 million in checks from his IOR account, hoping to buy Calvi’s



briefcase.37 Rome’s Public Prosecutor, Francesco De Leo, said that Lena and

Carboni hoped to get upwards of $40 million from the Vatican for Calvi’s

case.38

Bishop Hnilica, who became an instant paparazzi favorite with his 24/7

dark glasses and thick gold neck chain around his priest’s collar, initially

insisted that someone had forged his signature on the checks. In any case, he

did not want the attaché case, but thought he was simply helping Carboni

launch a publicity campaign to bolster the Vatican Bank’s battered image.39

Later he changed his story to say he wanted Calvi’s documents because

Carboni assured him they would clear the IOR of any wrongdoing in the

Ambrosiano collapse.40 Hnilica maintained he was “inexperienced, foolish and

ignorant of Italian law” but was nevertheless ready “to give my life for the Holy

Father and the Church.”41

e involvement of Hnilica, a Rome-based bishop who worked with

Eastern European refugees, raised more questions than it answered. It turned

out that Hnilica had met Calvi shortly before the banker died. ey had

discussed the covert transfer of money to Poland to help the incipient pro-

democracy movement. e church made no public response about the flurry

of charges and countercharges, sticking instead to a policy of silence.42 e

Hnilica episode further concerned Caloia, who feared that what he did not

know about the inner workings of the IOR might come to haunt him.

In the spring of 1993, Caloia thought he had prevailed. De Bonis was

transferred from the IOR. But it was a short-lived victory. Instead of rebuking

De Bonis, the Pope elevated him from monsignor to bishop and appointed

him the chaplain of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, a position with

diplomatic immunity.43 De Bonis no longer worked inside the IOR; he

continued exercising influence at the bank through a handful of friends and

colleagues.44 e Cardinal Spellman account and others were frozen but not

closed.

Caloia soon appealed to Cardinal Rosalio José Castillo Lara, president of

APSA and the chairman of the IOR’s cardinal oversight committee. Cardinal

Castillo Lara was a powerhouse in the church’s money departments and a

personal favorite of John Paul.45 Maybe, Caloia thought, Castillo Lara might

make headway with the Pontiff. But the Venezuelan-born cardinal, who had a



well-deserved Curial reputation as a masterful political infighter, was allied

with De Bonis.46

Next Caloia went to the new Secretary of State, Angelo Sodano, who had

replaced Cardinal Casaroli in 1990. Sodano was different from his

predecessor.II He was loud, confrontational, and often struck newcomers as

brash. Combined with a well-deserved reputation as a Machiavellian Curialist

who had an appetite for power and a habit of doling out favors to friends, the

lifelong diplomat was in the style of princes of the church from a bygone era.48

Caloia knew that one of Sodano’s brothers, Alessandro, had been arrested and

charged with fraud in the sweeping Mani Pulite probe.49

Caloia wrote Sodano a six-page handwritten letter that July. He did not

mince words. “It is increasingly clear that criminal activity is being conducted

deliberately by those who, according to their chosen way of life and the role

they fulfill, should instead have provided a strict critical conscience. It is

becoming more and more difficult to understand the continuation of a

situation such that the person in question [De Bonis] continues, from a no less

privileged position, to manage indirectly the activities of the IOR.”50

e IOR chief soon learned that Sodano’s view of damage control was

keeping any news that might be embarrassing sealed inside the Vatican. e

Secretary of State once told a Papal aide that bad information could only harm

the church if it became public.51

In October, Caloia’s worst fears were realized. Once again some of Italy’s top

industrialists were under indictment in the so-called Enimont scandal, for

having paid outsized bribes to dozens of leading politicians. e difference this

time was the amount of money, a staggering $100 million in illegal payoffs

resulting from a multibillion-dollar joint venture between ENI, a state-owned

oil company, and Montedison, a privately owned chemical firm.52 On October

4, Milan’s chief prosecutor, Francesco Saverio Borelli, telephoned Caloia.

“Hello, nice to hear from you,” Caloia said. “What do I owe the pleasure of

this call?”

Borelli was not in the mood for small talk. “Dear Professor. ere are

problems concerning the IOR, contacts with Enimont . . .”

Just the word Enimont chilled Caloia. “We are in the middle of the

Tangentopoli scandal, and it is defined by Enimont, the ‘mother of all bribes,’ ”



Caloia later recounted to author Giancarlo Galli. “e President of ENI,

Gabriele Cagliari, had taken his own life in jail a few months before [Cagliari

had suffocated himself in prison while awaiting trial by tying a plastic bag

around his head]. e exuberant Raul Gardini, owner of the Ferruzzi Group,

fearing for his arrest, had shot himself in the head on a summer morning.”53

Borelli invited Caloia to visit with his investigative unit “so that we could

clarify some things, without the press or TV.” When Caloia arrived the next

day he learned some sobering details. About $4 million in the tainted Enimont

cash had landed in De Bonis’s Spellman Foundation.54 And worse, more than

half of all the bribes ($75 million) had passed through an IOR account held

for Luigi Bisignani, a former P2 member and chief publicist for Montedison as

well as a novelist and editor-in-chief of the Italian news wire service ANSA (De

Bonis had performed Bisignani’s 1990 wedding Mass).55 e most active

Bisignani account was titled the Louis Augustus Jonas Foundation (USA),

supposedly organized to collect money to “help poor children.” ere was in

fact such an organization with headquarters in New York City, but Caloia

could not determine if the eponymously named IOR account had anything to

do with it.56,III

e Milanese prosecutors asked Caloia to take some interrogatories back to

the Vatican. He declined. He was savvy enough to know that if he took the

questions with him it would have spared the prosecutors the difficult task of

trying to serve legal papers on the Vatican. But he assured them that he would

do all he could to ensure that the IOR cooperated.58 (e prosecutors

submitted their interrogatories through official diplomatic channels).59

Caloia sent off two letters to Sodano with the grim news. By this time the

Secretary of State had retained Franzo Grande Stevens, one of Italy’s most

prominent and well-connected attorneys.60 Stevens, he hoped, might provide

advice on how to deal with the parallel IOR that seemed beyond the control of

Caloia and his lay colleagues. Giovanni Bodio, who had been the number three

banker at Caloia’s Mediocredito Lombardo before coming to the Vatican, had

proven a disappointment. Bodio and his two assistants, Pietro Ciocci and

Antonio Chiminello, had failed to move aggressively against the IOR’s proxy

foundation accounts. Instead of closing suspicious ones, they opened new ones

that were often just as questionable. Caloia thought Bodio was “a very good,



generous and exemplary person,” but that he paid too much deference to

clerical power. “All it took him to allow an investment was to be invited for

breakfast by someone with a red tunic.”61

Caloia later discovered Bodio was not only liberal when it came to opening

accounts for cardinals, but that he continued the IOR’s long history of doing it

for rich Italians as well. Relying on Article 2 of the Vatican Bank’s governing

statutes, which allows the IOR to accept “goods with a purpose at least

partially set for the future works of religion,” Bodio helped open multimillion-

dollar accounts for Italian tycoons, such as industrialist Domenico Bonifaci.62

Since Italy’s highest tax rate on earned interest and stock dividends was 30

percent, Bonifaci thought the Vatican Bank was a bargain: a 10 percent fee for

the cash and 7 percent for any securities and stocks, all paid to the church as a

fixed annual donation. Incredibly the church lost money on Bonifaci’s account

since the IOR agreed somehow to pay him 11.75 percent interest on his

deposits, a rate the Vatican Bank only guaranteed monks, friars, and a handful

of religious organizations.63 (Bonifaci had thoroughly ingratiated himself in

the power corridors at the Vatican, helping APSA’s Cardinal Castillo Lara

purchase for the church a historic luxury estate just outside Rome.)IV

A frantic internal debate played out during the fall of 1993 about whether

the church should cooperate with Milanese prosecutors. Caloia and the

reformers wanted to help but they were staunchly opposed by reactionary

prelates who thought the church had no obligation to do anything. e

charismatic Cardinal Castillo Lara made a persuasive argument against any

accommodation that might weaken the church’s inviolable sovereignty. It owed

no duty, he contended, to assist Italy’s criminal probe.65

Castillo Lara believed it might not be possible to demolish the parallel IOR

without making the Vatican Bank crash in on itself. At every turn, he adeptly

blocked Caloia’s efforts to make the bank more transparent.66 Some reformers

meanwhile suspected that the cardinal was more than just an obstacle to

reform. ey thought the powerful APSA boss was the source of press leaks

that made it appear that it was Caloia’s team that had failed to rein in the

bank’s questionable activities.67

e Vatican’s resistance to cooperating with Italian prosecutors did not

surprise Italy’s leading politicians. Former Prime Minister Emilio Colombo—



the Minister of Foreign Affairs—later told colleagues that the Vatican did

whatever it wanted and there was “nothing more we could do. When there are

treaties for mutual legal assistance, the relationships are based on reciprocity. I

was almost certain it would be impossible to obtain their cooperation.”68 (For

that matter, not many Italian politicians had much enthusiasm about aiding

the “Clean Hands” prosecutors. When Prime Minister Bettino Craxi and four

top ministers resigned in April 1993, the next Prime Minister, Silvio

Berlusconi, himself under investigation for possible illegal payments from one

of his companies, slowed the anticorruption crusade by issuing an executive

decree that severely limited the use of preventive incarceration. It had been one

of the prosecutors’ most effective tools).69

By the late fall (1993), Sodano updated the Pope about the bank. e

situation, he told John Paul, was much more complicated than simply

identifying and closing abused proxy accounts. Disclosing information to

Italian prosecutors, Sodano counseled, might set off a chain reaction of events

beyond the church’s control.70 at briefing left John Paul convinced that the

IOR was a minefield better left undisturbed.71

Late that autumn a Venezuelan attorney, Alberto Jaime Berti, cooperated

with Italian magistrates in return for immunity from prosecution on charges

that the IOR was at the center of laundering several hundred million dollars

through Swiss and Panamanian banks on behalf of a handful of senior Opus

Dei officials.72 e Italian media reported that Berti fingered De Bonis as his

Vatican Bank connection and produced dozens of documents with the

monsignor’s signature. Prosecutors believed that De Bonis had the key to a safe

deposit box at Geneva’s Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas. It was in that box,

said Berti, that a cache of documents laid out exactly how the IOR laundered

the money. De Bonis, cloaked by immunity in his Knights of Malta position,

denied even knowing Berti.73 e prosecutors, unable to move against him,

had to stand down.

On November 13, 1993, Caloia was driving back to Rome from Padua

when he swerved to avoid hitting a truck stuck in the motorway and lost

control of his car. He was badly injured. A helicopter took him to a nearby

hospital, and he was soon transferred to Gemelli’s trauma unit in Rome.



“In the state of unconsciousness, I had a flash of lucidity.” He believed that

God had saved him so he could do the right thing when it came to the Vatican

Bank. If he recovered, he promised, he would redouble his reform efforts.74

e Curia, meanwhile, was awash in malicious rumors that the wreck was

the result of foul play.75 During Caloia’s nearly one-month hospital

recuperation, the bank garnered more bad headlines. At the trial of Sergio

Cusani, a leading socialist politician and the financier charged with

engineering the kickbacks at the heart of mani pulite, prosecutors presented

evidence that much of the dirty money was deposited at the Vatican Bank.

Worse, the church had earned an $8 million fee for cashing the Treasury bills

used as bribes to then ex–Prime Minister Bettino Craxi.76,V e former

journalist Luigi Bisignani, the holder of the account through which most of

the money had passed, gave a gripping account of how he brought millions in

Treasury notes in large, unmarked envelopes into the IOR, where they were

deposited into his slush fund.78 Bisignani received $2.6 million in cash for his

services, money he used to buy a house in Venice and fuel a luxurious lifestyle.

Carlo Sama, a former top executive at Ferruzzi—Italy’s second largest

private company after Fiat—told the court about how De Bonis helped him

and his wife, Alessandra, open an account titled the San Serafino Foundation,

named after a seventeenth-century Capuchin friar. In eighteen months,

through mid-1992, about $38 million passed through it. at money went to

two Swiss banks and one in Luxembourg, where it was exchanged into

nontraceable bearer bonds.79 Sama testified that the IOR was his bank of

choice for any clandestine money transfers as it provided “absolute

confidentiality.”80

Cusani’s trial presented Caloia another opportunity to lobby Sodano for

better cooperation with Italian investigators.81 But the Vatican steadfastly

rebuffed all efforts by Italian investigators to open the IOR’s books.82 Prime

Minister Andreotti was never charged in the Enimont scandal because the IOR

remarkably kept his identity from Italian authorities (the link to Andreotti

would only become public in 2009).83 Even appeals from the financiers on the

supervisory lay commission—an angry letter with eighteen pointed questions

for Sodano—were buried in a slow-moving internal investigation that went

nowhere. Cardinal Castillo Lara again championed the theory that the latest



instance was just another unfortunate example where unscrupulous laymen

had taken advantage of the IOR.84

As the Enimont scandal played out, Italy oddly lost enthusiasm in pursuing

any possible crimes at the Vatican Bank. ere was not even a serious effort to

get the IOR to return the profits it reaped from the accounts at the center of

the bribery scandal. e magistrates instead accepted the church’s excuse that

the Vatican Bank could not have known the final destination of the millions

that flowed through its accounts, and therefore had no responsibility for how it

was used.85

Italy’s lack of zeal when it came to investigating the Vatican also spared the

church further embarrassment a year later when a high-ranking Mafia snitch,

Francesco Marino Mannoia, told investigators about how P2’s Licio Gelli used

the IOR to deposit illegal money belonging to Palermo’s godfather, Salvatore

Riina.86 And in 1994, during a police interrogation, mobster Vincenzo Calcara

claimed that he personally knew that under Marcinkus the IOR helped

launder $6.5 million in Mafia cash. In a sworn statement, Calcara said he had

flown from Sicily to Rome carrying two large suitcases stuffed with 100,000-

lire banknotes. Two politicians had tagged along. At Rome’s Fiumicino airport,

Marcinkus and a cardinal to whom they were not introduced were waiting.

e group drove to a lawyer’s office on the Via Cassia in the north of Rome.87

Calcara turned over the cash. He claimed not to know how Marcinkus did it,

but in a month it was available as clean money, less the IOR’s service fee.

Another ranking mobster and courtroom witness, Rosario Spatola, testified

that he heard Marcinkus “bragging” about his Mafia influence.88

“We are 100 percent sure that this is pure invention,” Cardinal Castillo Lara

told a reporter, perhaps sounding as hopeful as he did convincing.89

What did Italy’s Justice Ministry do with the well-placed tips that the mob

had found safe haven inside the IOR? Top prosecutors decided not to pursue

the leads. “Go after the Vatican?” asked one magistrate of the Palermo court.

“Haven’t we made enough enemies already?”90

•  •  •



In 1994, the Pope and Cardinal Sodano discussed whether it was finally time

to select a cleric to replace De Bonis at the Vatican Bank. Monsignor Dardozzi

let it be known that he might be interested. But Sodano wanted the position

left unfilled. He tasked one of his assistants in the Secretary of State’s office,

Monsignor Gianfranco Piovano, a career diplomat responsible for Peter’s

Pence, to familiarize himself with the bank’s operation.91 On the rise at the

same time as Piovano was Lelio Scaletti, a nondescript sixty-five-year-old

layman who had worked his way up the IOR ranks since starting at the church

when Pius XII was Pope. It was doubtful that Scaletti, a traditionalist who

would remain at the Vatican Bank for another fifteen years, would back bold

changes.92

Meanwhile, Caloia and his fellow director, Philippe de Weck, persuaded the

IOR’s supervisory cardinals to hire outside auditors. eir choice was

Switzerland’s Revisuisse, a Price Waterhouse subsidiary. Cardinal Casimir

Szoka, the chief of the Prefecture of Economic Affairs, and former treasurer of

the American Bishops’ Conference, soon heralded Revisuisse’s work as

providing the Vatican’s first ever “consolidated balance sheet.”93

Dardozzi, who by now had decided that reporting wrongdoing was

essentially a waste of time since no one seemed to do anything about it,

watched as the Revisuisse auditors failed repeatedly to uncover information

that might unmask the bank’s proxy account problems. e one department to

which Revisuisse did not have access to any books or ledgers was the IOR.

At a mid-June 1994 press conference, Cardinal Szoka presented the

“audited” figures confirming an annual surplus for the Vatican. It was strong

evidence that at least the church had turned a financial corner. A reporter

asked what was so revolutionary about retaining outside accountants so long as

the IOR’s financial statements were still secret. e question irritated Szoka.

e IOR is not part of the Holy See, he answered; it is a separate department,

unique inside the Vatican.94 at belied that all IOR profits belonged only to

the Pope, who distributed them at his own discretion. Just three months

before, Caloia had written a private letter to John Paul, passing along the news

that the IOR had earned $70 million in profit the previous year.95

In 1995, Caloia broke nearly five years of silence as the IOR’s director.

“We’ve tried to move on by tapping the transparency button,” he told a



reporter from Corriere della Sera. “Unfortunately, recently, in the past months

[the Enimont scandal], we ended up in the newspapers, but through no fault

of our own.”96

Caloia was well aware that his “transparency button” was not working well.

at year an Italian lawyer arranged a meeting with Dardozzi and Scaletti. He

represented the heirs of one of Italy’s deceased property tycoons, Alessandro

Gerini, who had been dubbed “God’s Builder” in Italy because of the

dominant role he played on many Vatican construction projects. Gerini had

created an eponymously named foundation to benefit the Salesians of Don

Bosco, a religious order.97 Now, the heirs—Gerini’s grandchildren—wanted to

claw back some of the nearly $175 million that Gerini had bequeathed.

During the talks, the Vatican learned about a multimillion-dollar bank account

in Uruguay that supposedly had some money that had gone missing during the

frenetic final days of Calvi and the Ambrosiano.98

Monsignor Dardozzi feared that the Ambrosiano tip might be some sort of

trap and passed it along to Secretary of State Sodano. It soon made its way to

the Pope. And Sodano again sought the advice of Franzo Grande Stevens, the

elite attorney retained for special consulting. e church decided it was too

risky to pursue any Uruguayan account. e clerics feared it might prompt

Italy to take a second look at the Vatican’s $244 million settlement over the

Ambrosiano. If any money related to the Calvi affair was recovered, Italian

officials might contend the Vatican should contribute more to the Ambrosiano

creditors.99,VI

at some IOR-Calvi money might be sitting in an abandoned account in

South America was simply another vivid reminder to Caloia of the bank’s

hidden landmines. And just when he thought he had heard the worst of it,

there was a new setback. An account belonging to the religious movement

Lumen Christi, run by a charismatic Argentine priest, Domingo Izzi, emerged

as problematic. Upon opening it in 1991, Izzi had requested an IOR loan for

disparate Argentine ventures including livestock, a helicopter service, and

organizing a national lottery.101 All of that, promised Izzi, would “provide for

the needs resulting from the activities of the movement in the Lumen Christi

and the propagation of the Faith” in South America and Italy. Six million

dollars went from the IOR to Father Izzi and Lumen Christi less than twenty-



four hours after he applied for a loan. Repayment was due in two years. Izzi

did not repay a cent. When Caloia instructed the IOR to collect, it got the title

instead to the Lumen Christi share of two Rome apartments. But those were so

encumbered with mortgages that they were worth less than what was owed.

Caloia was nothing if not persistent. Despite appeals to Cardinal Castillo Lara

and the Papal Nuncio to Argentina, and personal calls to Father Izzi urging

him to repay the money, Caloia could not collect any of the loan. It had

ballooned by 1995 to $8.2 million with interest and penalties.102 (Although

Caloia would chase it for several more frustrating years, the IOR had to

ultimately write it off.)103

e following year, 1996, the Vatican bragged that the Enimont scandal

had prompted the IOR to adopt “the principles laid down by the FATF

[Financial Action Task Force] regarding measures to prevent money

laundering.”104 at sounded good at first pass. e FATF was an

intergovernmental body established in 1989 by sixteen European countries to

“set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and

operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and

other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system.”105

Yet, despite the Vatican’s claim, it had not subjected itself to any FATF

supervision or regulation. Other FATF-member countries with dodgy

reputations when it came to money laundering—including Luxembourg,

Switzerland, Singapore, and Hong Kong—had by then taken more concrete

steps than the Vatican toward opening their banking systems to independent

regulators.106

Vatican Bank insiders knew that the announcement about the FATF

guidelines changed nothing.

I. Members of Opus Dei dominated the lay selections for prominent Vatican positions under Pope John
Paul II. e Pontiff reduced the influence wielded by the Jesuits, an order that had long opposed
elevating Opus Dei to a personal prelature of the Pope. Fifteen years earlier, Pope Paul VI had rejected
Opus Dei’s application for such a special status. John Paul II granted it in 1982. at was precisely what
Roberto Calvi had told his family Opus Dei had wanted in failed discussions he had with it about bailing
out the Ambrosiano.1

II. Author Jason Berry wrote about Sodano in his seminal book Render Unto Rome and noted that he was
a “committed anti-leftist” who had been close to Chilean strongman Augusto Pinochet when he had



served as Nuncio there. According to Berry, Pope John Paul II was “famously bored by Curial politics,
[and] had in Sodano a firewall from the inner wrangles.” Berry also broke the story that Sodano had
pressured German Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger (later Pope Benedict XVI) to scuttle investigations into

appalling charges of sex abuse in two high-profile cases: Vienna’s archbishop Hans Hermann Groёr and
Marcial Maciel Degollado, the founder of the religious order Legion of Christ. Repeated entreaties to the
Vatican Press Office to interview Cardinal Sodano went unanswered.47

III. e Manhattan foundation was a nonprofit organization that ran a full-scholarship, invitation-only
leadership camp in Rhinebeck, New York, for boys aged fourteen to sixteen. George Edward (Freddie)
Jonas, a former OSS officer during World War II and also the heir to a felt hat manufacturing fortune,
established the foundation in 1930. According to Bisignani, Jonas and Marcinkus had set up the account
at the IOR in the early 1970s and they later passed it to De Bonis.57

IV. Caloia replaced Bodio with Andrea Gibellini, a sixty-three-year-old banker and director from Banca
Popolare di Bergamo. Gibellini had a reputation as a tough disciplinarian. And Caloia sometimes began
relying for advice on Vincenzo Perrone, a Milanese friend and professor of business management.
Sodano, meanwhile, assigned his personal secretary, a forty-two-year-old American monsignor, Timothy
Broglio, to assist Stevens and Caloia.64

V. After Cusani’s 1994 conviction, he served nearly six years in prison. e Vatican inexplicably
petitioned the government to pardon him.77

VI. It took another twelve years to resolve the dispute with Gerini’s heirs. e succeeding Secretary of
State, Tarcisio Bertone, himself a Salesian, negotiated and signed the settlement. But five years after that,
the Salesians were fighting hard to stay out of bankruptcy after losing a court case in which Bertone
claimed he had been misled into signing an agreement that upon closer inspection was actually against
the best interests of the Salesian Order. In July 2014, Rome magistrates announced charges against a
Syrian businessman, an Italian lawyer, and the priest who had been the chief financial officer for the
Salesians, for falsifying documents and inflating the value of Gerini’s estate so they could get a
commission of more than $100 million.100
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Burying the Trail on Nazi Gold

To the considerable relief of Pope John Paul and the Curia’s hierarchy, after the

Enimont scandal the IOR managed to mostly stay out of the news. Stories

about anonymous accounts, political bribes fueled with church funds, money

laundering, and the financing of illicit empires like those of Sindona and Calvi

seemed matters of the past. When a Sicilian archbishop, for instance, was

charged with extorting money from the contractors he chose to renovate a

twelfth-century cathedral, it did not tarnish the bank. Although investigators

found a million dollars hidden in an IOR account, Vaticanologists considered

the archbishop a rogue prelate, not an instance in which Vatican officials were

themselves suspected of wrongdoing.1

e reduced amount of bad ink was good news for Caloia, whose five-year

term had been renewed in 1995. Cardinal Castillo Lara and De Bonis wanted

to replace him with an American, Virgil Dechant, the Supreme Knight of the

Knights of Columbus. Dechant was a smart alternative. John Paul liked the

garrulous American who had raised a lot of money for Solidarity. But Caloia

had the support of all his lay colleagues on the supervisory panel as well as the

key endorsement of Secretary of State Sodano.

Caloia began his second term with a list of goals. At every opportunity, he

reaffirmed that the IOR’s purpose was to serve the spiritual needs of the church

“while excluding speculation and unethical financial transactions.”2 He urged

the bank’s employees to “better select their customers” before opening

accounts. Even in small ways—such as ending the unwritten rule that barred

women from working in managerial positions—he tried modernizing the IOR

(one press report said the ban on female executives was “apparently on the

unspoken assumption that sooner or later, they would put family first”).3

One challenge that carried over from his first five years was how to stop the

abuse of the bank’s accounts. He knew there was no quick fix. Many customers

legitimately handled enormous amounts of cash. Charities and ecclesiastical

missions relied largely on cash donations and then disbursed it in wire transfers

around the globe. Putting too many restrictions on the flow of cash would



generate a pushback from genuine account holders. Better monitoring would

require the IOR to be fully digital. But many records were still kept by hand.

A couple of months after his reappointment, Caloia got a clear reminder of

the hurdles he faced when it came to the bank’s accounts. A former CIA officer

living in Italy, Roger D’Onofrio, was charged as a central figure in an

international smuggling ring of arms, drugs, and plutonium.4 In a stunning

declaration he fingered Barcelona’s cardinal, Ricardo María Carles Gordó, as

the intermediary with the gangsters. D’Onofrio claimed the duo had run

nearly $100 million through an IOR account.5 e money was traced to

D’Onofrio’s Swiss business partner. e Italians wanted to determine why

Cardinal Carles Gordó’s name was on the Vatican account and if he knew

anything about money laundering.6 irty-six indictments had already been

issued by the time Italian prosecutors notified Carles Gordó that he was under

investigation.7 e archconservative Carles Gordó dismissed the inquiry as

politically motivated by leftists. He had “no relations” with the motley crew of

ex-spooks, mercenaries, and mobsters. e Spanish government backed the

church on the question of sovereignty and blocked Italian investigators from

even questioning him.8 (Carles Gordó was never charged with any crime; the

following year Pope John Paul promoted him to the Prefecture for Economic

Affairs of the Holy See, and he remained as Barcelona’s chief prelate until his

2004 retirement.)9

What most bothered Caloia about the Carlos Gordó episode was that $100

million could pass through the bank without anyone asking questions.

Another baffling episode soon followed. Italian police announced they were

investigating the cardinal of Naples, Michele Giordano, for extortion and

usury and hiding his ill-gotten gains in an IOR account. Police unearthed a

trove of incriminating documents when they raided the home of the cardinal’s

brother, a captain in the Camorra crime family. at evidence suggested the

cardinal had used the IOR for moving mafia money. When detectives raided

the cardinal’s office, the Vatican lodged a formal complaint with Italy.10

Ultimately, the Church took the unprecedented step of standing back and

allowing prosecutors to bring the seventy-year-old prelate to trial as part of his

brother’s loan-sharking ring (a magistrate acquitted him in 2000; in 2002 he

was convicted of illegaly converting real estate bequeathed to his diocese, but



that conviction was reversed in 2005).11 More important to Caloia than

whether the cardinal was guilty, was why no one inside the IOR noticed that

his account had quickly gone from a long-standing small balance to millions of

dollars. It again heightened Caloia’s fear that what would land him and the

IOR back on the front pages was something hidden in an account about which

he knew nothing.

But what soon put the IOR back on the defensive had nothing to do with

the flood of cash that flowed through it. Instead, the Vatican and its bank were

about to become the focus of Holocaust survivors’ groups and the World

Jewish Congress, which had begun insisting on an accounting from Swiss

banks and Allied countries about stolen victims’ assets.

By 1996, the media’s attention and the public’s sympathy had been

captured by the children of Holocaust survivors—who had traveled to

Switzerland to collect the money left in the bank accounts of their murdered

parents—only to be turned away because they could not produce death

certificates. “Nazi gold” was coined to describe the wartime loot that

disappeared into Swiss banks, never to be seen again (the World Jewish

Congress called it “victim’s gold”). Growing pressure had pushed Switzerland

to cooperate with a commission headed by Paul Volcker, former chairman of

the U.S. Federal Reserve. Volcker planned a series of forensic audits of top

Swiss banks to determine how much money might be missing.12 New York

Senator Alfonse D’Amato held the first of five hearings before the Senate

Banking Committee in which Swiss bankers were grilled about victims’

money.13

e Swiss estimated there was about $40 million in dormant accounts;

some Jewish organizations put that amount, with accrued interest, at $7

billion.14 Many Swiss banks privately considered the restitution effort a

shakedown.15 ey stonewalled. eir intransigence eventually prompted a

threat by New York’s comptroller to divest the city’s pension funds of Swiss

bank holdings and to prevent them from underwriting future city debt.16

In October 1996 a Holocaust survivor filed a $20 billion class action

lawsuit in Brooklyn federal court against one hundred Swiss banks. e suit

claimed the banks had “acquired and transferred gold which the Nazis

plundered from Jewish victims, including gold removed from victims’ teeth.”17



It opened the litigation floodgates, kicking off class action suits not only

against the Swiss, but also banks in Austria, Germany, and France; German

companies for having profited from slave labor; and museums that had art

stolen by the Nazis.18

e Vatican had initially been left out of the bruising sparring over wartime

loot and missing gold. It had not been the subject of any claims for restitution

by victims or their families. But its luck ran out in the summer of 1997, when

the church and the Vatican Bank’s conduct during World War II came under

new scrutiny. e U.S. State Department declassified an October 21, 1946,

one-page memo from Treasury agent Emerson Bigelow, in which he wrote

about the enormous booty that Croatia’s Ustašan fugitives had stolen during

the chaos of the closing days of the war. Bigelow concluded “approximately

200 million Swiss francs was originally held in the Vatican for safe-keeping”

(about $225 million in 2014 dollars).19 He said that the Vatican had either

sent the loot to Spain and Argentina through its “pipeline” or used that story as

a “smokescreen to cover the fact that the treasure remains in its original

repository [inside the Vatican].”20,I

e Bigelow memo put a spotlight on the Vatican and the IOR. And that

memo was only the first in what the U.S. government estimated were some

fifteen million still classified documents relating to the “safekeeping of Nazi-

plundered gold.”22

Two days after the Bigelow memo was made public, Rabbi Marvin Heir,

the director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, told reporters that the gold

deposited at the IOR was likely used to fund “the Vatican rat line [where]

basically many leading Nazi war criminals escaped to South America with

Vatican passports.”23

Heir’s charge kicked off a frenzy of reporting about the long-forgotten

alliance between the church and the Nazi-puppet government in Croatia.24

Some commentators used it to reevaluate Pope John Paul’s controversial

decision the previous year to be the first Pontiff to pray at the tomb of Alojzije

Stepinac, Zagreb’s wartime cardinal. Stepinac had led the Croatian church

during the war and was later convicted of war crimes.25

e church’s early response to the Bigelow memo was terse. “ese reports

have no basis in reality,” claimed Joaquín Navarro-Valls, the Vatican’s chief



press spokesman. “e information, which is without any documentation, is

only based on a reliable source [emphasis added] in Italy which, even if it

existed, remains unidentified and of dubious authority.”26

Edgar Bronfman, an heir to the Seagram’s liquor and real estate fortune, was

the volunteer head of the World Jewish Congress. He requested a personal

meeting with the Pope. “Everybody is going to have to get involved in

answering the questions of what happened to the property of the Jews who

were killed during the Holocaust,” Bronfman told reporters. “at includes the

Vatican.”27 Another press release from Rabbi Heir charged that the Vatican

had set up twenty-two committees after the war to help spirit wanted Nazis

out of Europe.

at May, survivors filed a class action suit against seven major European

insurers for escheating life insurance policies and failing to pay claims.28 To the

few Vatican insiders familiar with the IOR’s profitable and integrated

partnership with Italian insurance companies that operated in Nazi-occupied

Eastern Europe during World War II, there was temporary relief the church

was not named as defendant. But there was no dearth of bad news about the

IOR and the war. Reuters obtained newly declassified U.S. intelligence

documents from the National Archives that revealed the Vatican Bank had

used Swiss middlemen at least three times during World War II either to get

money from the Reichsbank or to transfer funds through blacklisted

companies.29 And the Holocaust Educational Trust, a British-based charity,

issued a twenty-five-page report that cited new state archival documents

revealing that while the Allies had returned more than three hundred tons of

central bank gold to ten countries plundered by the Nazis, about 5.5 tons from

concentration camp victims had never been redistributed to the victims or

their families.30 In the wake of that report, the United States and a dozen

European countries contributed to a Holocaust compensation fund. e

Vatican refused to cooperate.

On September 10, 1997, Shimon Samuels, the European director of the

Simon Wiesenthal Center, had an audience with the Pope. Samuels was in

Rome to attend an annual conference of the International Council of

Christians and Jews. He was aware the Vatican had a long-planned

“millennium examination of conscience” scheduled for the following month,



and that its focus was the church’s history of injustice against Jews. He thought

it an ideal time to ask the Pontiff to open the church’s archives to resolve the

charges that the Vatican Bank had collaborated with Croatian fascists and that

Nazi gold helped war criminals reach South America. Most Western countries

had statutes by which documents in their archives were opened to the public

after a set number of years had passed. For the Vatican and the IOR, opening

such sensitive files required a sovereign decision by the Pope.

When Samuels made the request, the Pope sat silently, refusing even to

answer. When he later put the question to Monsignor Remi Hoeckman, the

Secretary of the Vatican’s Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews,

Hoeckman was blunt: the church would “not address the issue; it is out of the

question.”31

Samuels told reporters about the rebuff. What church leaders failed to

realize was that they were in the middle of a public relations battle they could

not win. Within a week, an Auschwitz survivor protested at St. Peter’s Square,

wearing a striped prisoner’s uniform and carrying a placard that read: “Pius XII

and the Vatican are also guilty of the Holocaust.” He collected signatures for a

petition demanding an international investigation about the extent to which

Pius XII remained silent during the Holocaust, tolerated Nazi atrocities, and

ignored actions of pro-Nazi Catholic clergy.32

When a Vatican symposium to address anti-Semitism in Christian society

opened that November, the news was dominated not by the Pope’s address to

the attendees, but by a public letter addressed to John Paul from the

Wiesenthal Center calling again for the opening of the secret archives and the

IOR’s wartime ledgers: “In this age of transparency, the Vatican is among the

last hold-outs in not sharing its full documentation on the period of the

Holocaust, thus hampering its contribution to a universal pedagogy in drawing

its lessons from, and even in its practical co-operation in, the search for Nazi

criminals.”33

e international pressure built on the city-state. At the end of that month,

forty-one countries gathered in London to discuss what to do about the 5.5

tons of concentration camp gold repatriated by the Tripartite Gold

Commission, a body set up after the war to settle the issue of stolen assets. e



Vatican initially refused to attend. ere was no reason to be part of it, said a

spokesman, since the church had revealed all there was to tell.34

Few believed that. And under strong behind-the-scenes lobbying from the

United States, France, and Germany, the Pope sent two representatives,

Giovanni d’Anello, a diplomatic advisor to the Secretariat of State, and a Jesuit

priest and history professor, Marcel Chappin.35 Other countries balked,

however, when they learned the Pope sent the duo only as silent observers.

Under more pressure, the Pontiff upgraded their status to full delegates.

A day into the conference Donald Kenrick, the chief of the International

Romani Union delegation, charged that gold coins and rings worth nearly $2

million were taken from 28,000 Gypsies killed in the Croatian concentration

camp Jasenovac. at money, said Kenrick, was sent to the Vatican at the end

of the war and deposited into the IOR.36 Although Kenrick did not provide

much evidence for his shocking accusation, it was international front-page

news.37

e Vatican representatives said nothing over three days. Privately they

informed the other delegates they would not be part of any joint closing

statement. ey refused also to discuss opening the secret archives to historians

or to allow auditors into the IOR.38 At one point they almost stormed out in

protest when the Americans broached the idea of expanding every country’s

obligation to include hunting for stolen artworks, escheated insurance policies,

and seized bank accounts, bonds, and securities.39

e conference finished with a promise by forty-one countries to meet

again the following year for a progress report. Only the Vatican and Russia

refused to agree to the next meeting or to offer any interim help.40 e Vatican

also rebuffed a personal entreaty from Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat

to “examine their documents and make them available.”41 e church’s

representatives would not even commit to a deadline of December 31, 1999,

to which all other countries had agreed, to submit their own historical report

on any role it might have had with missing victims’ assets.42

All the Vatican intransigence made the church seem an outlier on what

appeared to be a clear-cut moral issue. It promoted banner headlines such as

the one in London’s Telegraph: “Vatican Comes Under Heavy Flak. World:

‘Archives Hold Key to Nazi Gold.’ ”43



“Everyone left London just shaking their heads in disbelief,” recalled Elan

Steinberg, the World Jewish Congress’s representative. “Two hundred tons of

gold from the pro-Nazi Croatian government found its way to the Vatican.

Here they were, one of the world’s great moral institutions, and they refused to

tell us what their view was, much less to lift a finger to help recover any looted

assets. It was terribly disappointing.”44

Five days after stonewalling at the London conference, Vatican spokesman

Joaquín Navarro-Valls surprised everyone by claiming that the church had

performed an “exhaustive perusal of the pertinent documents and could affirm

that there is nothing to add to what has already been published.” Moreover, he

declared: “Regarding the gold looted by the Nazis in Croatia, searches done in

the Vatican archives confirm the inexistence of documents related to the

subject and thus ruling out any kind of supposed transaction attributed to the

Holy See. us the Holy See can look to the past with serenity.”45 As for the

many calls that the Vatican open its archives and those of the IOR, Navarro-

Valls was clear it would not happen.46

No one thought it likely that the Vatican had really conducted a thorough

archival search. Speed was against the church’s ingrained centuries-old trait of

operating at a snail’s pace. e general skepticism about Navarro-Valls’s

adamant denial of wrongdoing was reinforced within a week from a new batch

of declassified documents. ey identified the Vatican as one of four countries

that had illegally received and stored gold bars emblazoned with swastikas

(those bars usually included gold from the dental fillings of death camp

victims).47

By early 1998, however, the British government was optimistic that months

of secret talks with church officials had paid off in an agreement by which its

investigators could access the Vatican’s archives (although the IOR was still off

limits). But even that promise turned out to be empty. In March, the church’s

Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews released a document, “We

Remember: A Reflection on the Shoah.”48 It was further evidence of how

poorly the Vatican understood the sensitivities of the controversy in which it

was enmeshed. It said, “During and after the war, Jewish communities and

Jewish leaders expressed their thanks for all that had been done for them,

including what Pope Pius XII did personally or through his representatives to



save hundreds of thousands of Jewish lives. Many Catholic bishops, priests,

religious and laity have been honored for this reason by the State of Israel.”

Some survivors’ groups were particularly incensed by the defense of Pius.49

A supplementary 180-page U.S. government report issued that spring (June

2, 1998) provided more evidence that neutral countries, including the Vatican,

had profited by hiding Nazi gold in their central banks.50 In addressing the

church, the report noted that since “the postwar disposal of the wartime

Croatian treasury remains obscure. . . . ere are questions about aspects of the

Vatican’s record during and immediately after the war, to which the answers

may only exist in Vatican archives.”51

During a press conference at which the report was released, Stuart Eizenstat

urged the church and the IOR to open its archives.52 e Clinton

administration gave the Vatican yet another chance that month to contribute

to a fund for Holocaust victims, not because it was legally obligated to do so,

but as a “moral gesture.”53 at was in keeping with the vague language

—“moral involvement”—that had been acceptable to the church when it

settled the Ambrosiano case. e Vatican, however, was dismissive. “I don’t

have anything to add to what was said in the past,” said Joaquín Navarro-

Valls.54 By the end of that month, several dozen nations launched a

collaborative initiative to identify the size of missing Nazi gold, ascertain the

amount of unpaid life and property insurance claims, as well as catalogue

artworks.55

By late August, a consortium of nations released a progress report. irty-

one countries had declassified documents. New information came from private

banks as well as the Allies’ postwar gold commission. ere was a joint call for

further international cooperation to locate and distribute money to aging

Holocaust victims by the end of the century, only eighteen months away.

Britain’s Lord James Mackay singled out the Vatican and castigated it for not

opening its files or providing any assistance about what its bank did with the

loot it received.56 e theme of “Vatican Under Fire over Nazi Gold”

dominated the news cycle.57

In August 1998—on the eve of the first class-action trial—the Swiss banks

settled all pending litigation for $1.25 billion.58 It was the then largest human



rights settlement in history. With the Swiss banks out of the line of media fire,

the Vatican moved front and center.

“e Swiss very reluctantly worked with us, kicking and screaming all the

way to the negotiating table,” said the World Jewish Congress’s Steinberg. “But

in comparison, when we later tried to get information from the Vatican, the

Swiss were an open door. e Vatican told us to get lost.”59

At the end of September, the World War II–era Tripartite Gold

Commission disbanded after more than five decades. Its remaining archives

were made public. ey revealed that the commission had been unable to

account for a stunning 177 tons of gold that went missing from Nazi-occupied

territories. And it could not estimate how much privately held gold from

victims had been mixed in with bullion it had returned at the end of the war to

the central banks of eleven nations. Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat

cited that report to implore again the Vatican to open its records.60

Seemingly oblivious to the controversy, the ailing seventy-eight-year-old

Pope John Paul visited Croatia again and this time beatified Zagreb’s wartime

archbishop, Aloysius Stepinac. e Pope rebuffed last-minute appeals from the

Simon Wiesenthal Center to postpone the beatification “until the completion

of an exhaustive study of Stepinac’s wartime record based on full access to

Vatican archives.”61 Instead, a source identified only as a “Croat inside the

Vatican” was quoted in press reports dismissing questions over Stepinac’s

wartime role as “old claims that had since been disproved” and that “these

untruths continue to be recycled by the media.”62 (at Christmas when

Croatian prelates offered two special requiem Masses to honor the Ustaša’s

murderous leader, Ante Pavelić, the Pope did not issue any criticism or

rebuke.)63

Pressure built on the Vatican that November when Argentina, which had

long refused to open its World War II archives, began making them public. It

was the final stage of a multiyear review by an international commission of

historians.64,II In the United States, work conducted by the Holocaust Assets

Presidential Advisory Commission, combined with more aggressive

intervention by the Clinton administration over the continuing declassification

of American intelligence records, rewrote the history about the extent to which



neutral countries had aided the Nazis in the wholesale theft of billions in

victims’ assets.66 It was a watershed moment for historians.67

Even the Swiss had gotten into the spirit of transparency over their

unsavory past. Switzerland formed an Independent Commission of Experts not

only to release their own files, but to shine a light on what other neutral

nations like the Vatican did through Switzerland during the war.

In November 1998, Israel published a list of a dozen Holocaust-era archival

collections that it charged “have refused or have been uncooperative in sharing

information.”68 ey included the national archives of the Vatican, France,

Russia, and Poland’s State Archives, as well as smaller, more targeted collections

such as Britain’s MI5, the British Custodian of Enemy Property, and

documents held by Prague’s Jewish Museum.

“We appeal to each institution listed to open their files so that we may learn

why civilized society failed in its basic commitment to ensure the safety, lives,

liberty and property of our people,” the Israelis appealed.69

e Vatican ignored the request.

In December, forty-four nations gathered as they had promised a year

earlier for a four-day conference in Washington, D.C., to “redress unjust

confiscation” by the Nazis and “ways to find prewar owners and make

restitution, whether or not heirs are found.” e first day marked a

breakthrough when Russia announced that it would at long last cooperate with

historians and Holocaust organizations in finding looted assets and releasing its

files. U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, who was raised a Catholic but

learned only the previous year that her Czech grandparents were Jewish victims

of the Nazis, made an emotional appeal to the Vatican representatives. “We

cannot restore life nor rewrite history,” she said, her voice at times cracking.

“But we can make the ledger slightly less out of balance by devoting our time,

energy and resources to the search for answers, the return of property and the

payment of just claims.”70 Albright’s plea ended in another dead end. Navarro-

Valls reminded reporters that the church had no relevant files about the

Holocaust and nothing at all about Croatian gold.71

By now the church had extra motivation to stay mum. e previous month

a class action lawsuit filed in San Francisco federal district court named the

Vatican Bank and the Franciscan religious order with having enriched



themselves from the Ustašan gold.72 at lawsuit was the first to name the

IOR. Jonathan Levy, a solo practitioner with a PhD in political science, filed

the complaint. It relied on declassified wartime State Department reports that

linked the IOR to the disappearance of hundreds of millions of dollars of cash,

gold, and silver looted by the Ustašans from Serbian and Jewish victims.

“I had submitted hundreds of Freedom of Information requests to every

government and military department I could think of,” Levy said.73 He was

initially uncertain whether he could even serve the Vatican Bank. He mailed a

copy of the complaint to Angelo Caloia. “It was a Hail Mary of sorts,” Levy

confided. “After a couple of weeks he [Caloia] wrote back telling us to cancel

our lawsuit, and in the margin of the complaint he had written notes about

what he claimed we supposedly had wrong. So we argued to the court that his

marked-up version constituted the proof of service. e judge agreed.”74

Some of the early Freedom of Information documents prompted Levy to

amend his complaint to include Swiss banks as defendants. Levy’s expanded

lawsuit charged that the IOR, together with a Chicago-based Croatian

Franciscan group (Croatian Franciscan Custody of the Holy Family), had

knowingly sent Nazi gold and cash through Swiss banks to Ustašan war

criminals in Argentina.75 A 1948 U.S. Army Intelligence report confirmed that

2,400 kilos of Ustašan gold were covertly transferred from the Vatican Bank to

one of the church’s secret Swiss bank accounts. e CIA tracked 5 million

Swiss francs from Switzerland to Argentina in 1952. at likely included,

contended Levy, the Vatican’s Ustašan gold. at blood money ended up with

war criminal Ante Pavelić in Buenos Aires.

In December 1999, the German government and private industry reached a

$5 billion deal with the plaintiffs over slave labor claims. It eclipsed as the

largest human rights legal settlement the $1.25 billion settlement of the

previous year by Swiss Banks.76 A highly critical final report from the Volcker

Committee and the Independent Commission of Experts prompted the Swiss

to take additional measures to compensate victims.77 e London Conference

on Nazi Gold raised $61 million in contributions. Former Secretary of State

Lawrence Eagleburger led the International Commission on Holocaust-Era

Insurance Claims (ICHEIC). It had made substantive progress on relaxing the

standards of proof required for claims filed by victims’ families.78



e Vatican was the only nation that still refused to do anything. Church

officials had even less incentive to cooperate since the IOR had been named as

the chief defendant in a class action. Caloia steered clear of expressing any

opinion about whether the IOR should examine its old records and ledgers. It

was history in which he had played no role, and although he was generally

sympathetic to the request for open archives, he could not afford to waste any

political capital in fighting for it.

e church did not even budge when newly declassified American

documents revealed that priests at the Portuguese Shrine of Our Lady of

Fatima, where hundreds of thousands of the Catholic faithful make an annual

pilgrimage, had hidden 110 pounds of Nazi gold. Each bar had been stamped

with a swastika and the words Preußen Staatsmünze—Berlin—1942 (the

Prussian State Mint in Berlin). ey were smelted from gold stolen from

Dutch Jews (the 2014 equivalent of $2.8 million).79 e Fatima clerics had

stored their Nazi gold in safe deposit boxes at a local bank. e church’s initial

response to the news was silence. A Portuguese bishop, Januário Torgal

Ferreira, tried to shift the blame when he told local reporters that while the

Fatima gold “had a savage past” it was “money [that] is the true devil.”80 e

Vatican, on background only, assured reporters that whatever happened with

the Nazi gold at Fatima, none of the swastika-emblazoned bars had found their

way to the IOR. e Fatima bishops tried quelling the story by announcing

they had sold all their ird Reich bullion a decade earlier to pay for an

expansion of the shrine’s sanctuary. ere were no records since the bank was

out of business. In response to an outcry from Holocaust survivors and the

World Jewish Congress, the bishop of Leiria promised to donate some

unspecified amount of money to “social causes in order to purify the memory

of those Nazi ingots.” (e author has not been able to confirm what, if any,

contribution the local church made.)

Ultimately, all the Vatican gave to survivors and Jewish groups was John

Paul’s personal statement of regret over the church’s long role in fostering anti-

Semitism. In March 2000, at Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust Memorial, the

Pope said: “As bishop of Rome and successor of the Apostle Peter, I assure the

Jewish people that the Catholic Church, motivated by the Gospel law of truth

and love, and by no political considerations, is deeply saddened by the hatred,



acts of persecution and displays of anti-Semitism directed against the Jews by

Christians at any time and in any place.”81

“What it was not was an apology,” Elan Steinberg, who had spearheaded

much of the restitution campaign for the World Jewish Congress, told the

author. “He was very careful not to say he was sorry for anything the church

had done or failed to do when it came to the deaths of millions of Jews and

other innocent victims during World War II.”82

Despite more diplomatic pressure, the Pope left Israel without even so

much as a promise to consider opening Vatican archives (in 2003 it released

documents about its assistance to prisoners of war, and in 2005 some files

about Pius XII’s time as a Nuncio to Berlin).83 Measured by the notable

progress of other nations both in assisting historians as well as helping victims

and their families, the Pope’s remarks rang hollow. By the time of John Paul’s

statement, the large class actions had been settled against the Swiss banks and

German companies. French banks had reached a settlement in their litigation

at the beginning of that year, as had Austria’s banks and private companies.84

e two major remaining lawsuits were Levy’s class action against the Vatican

Bank and another filed against Italian and German insurers. When Germany

soon signed a broad agreement to address outstanding restitution complaints,

German insurance firms were removed from that lawsuit.III

In November 2000, the IOR’s American attorneys asked a federal court to

dismiss Levy’s lawsuit for lack of jurisdiction. “Plaintiffs lack standing to bring

a general challenge to the wartime political decisions of a foreign sovereign,”

the church’s lawyers argued in their forty-one-page motion.86

“It was clear to us,” recalls Levy, “that the Vatican did not want to have to

go through any discovery. e idea of discovery really scared them. ey would

not even entertain having a U.S. government representative act as an

intermediary to determine whether or not we could reach a settlement.”87

In the interim, Levy had launched an effort to get more evidence about the

IOR and its role with looted assets by filing lawsuits against a dozen U.S.

government agencies, including the CIA. He hoped to force the release of

documents that the agencies had either withheld or heavily redacted in

answering his earlier Freedom of Information requests. And over the Vatican’s

objections, Levy convinced the District Court to permit some preliminary



discovery to assist in determining the question of whether the court had proper

jurisdiction.

e court would not rule on the question of whether the Vatican Bank was

immune from the claims of victims for another decade.

I. e Bigelow memo was released on the heels of the 212-page Eizenstat Report, named after Stuart
Eizenstat, the Assistant Secretary of State whom President Bill Clinton had chosen to coordinate a review
of still-classified wartime files in the archives of eleven government agencies, including the CIA, NSA,
Defense, State, and Treasury. at report was a bombshell. It blasted Switzerland for its wartime business
with the Nazis and laid bare the extent to which that neutral nation had profited. It concluded that the
Nazis stole about $580 million in gold alone ($7.6 billion in 2014 dollars) and sent about half to
Switzerland. Beyond the gold, the Eizenstat Report estimated that the Swiss hid an equivalent amount in
non-gold-looted assets.21

II. is author played an indirect role in the opening of Argentina’s Nazi files. In a New York Times op-ed,
“e Bormann File,” on November 13, 1991—timed to coincide with a visit by Argentine President
Carlos Menem to President George H. W. Bush—I wrote about my failed efforts over seven years to get
Argentina to release a file about Hitler’s secretary Martin Bormann. I had seen that folder when I was in
the secret archives of the Federal Police in 1984 while researching a biography of Auschwitz’s Dr. Josef
Mengele. At the time, the Argentines denied my request to examine the file. In e New York Times, I
called on Argentina to “release the Bormann papers. ere should be no safe haven for the files of mass
murderers.” Argentine officials initially denied having any such documentation but after several years of
stonewalling, they admitted its existence. It took until 1997 for Argentina to establish the Commission
for the Clarification of Nazi Activities.65

III. Austrian and Swiss insurers also got their lawsuits dismissed or settled. Only Italy’s Generali—which
had contributed $100 million to the International Commission for Holocaust-Era Insurance Claims—
litigated for nearly another decade. Generali ultimately settled by paying another $35 million to the
victims, bringing its total payment for 5,500 claims to $135 million. “ey got off lightly,” Elan
Steinberg told the author. “ey made billions and they paid back pennies on the dollar sixty years after
the war. For those insurance companies, crime did pay.”85
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“A Criminal Underground in the Priesthood”

All the attention on Holocaust restitution claims distracted many

Vaticanologists who might have otherwise kept a better watch on what was

happening inside the IOR. But for those paying close attention, there were

warning signs that the bank was still plagued by systemic problems. In 1999,

the $232 million fraudulent empire of American financier Martin Frankel

unraveled. e FBI tracked down Frankel and arrested him in Germany.

Prosecutors discovered a troublesome IOR link. Frankel had established the St.

Francis of Assisi Foundation to Serve and Help the Poor and Alleviate

Suffering, a British Virgin Islands company through which he ran millions of

offshore dollars, much of it stolen from clients. A seventy-nine-year-old

monsignor, Emilio Colagiovanni, had allowed Frankel to use his separate

foundation at the Vatican Bank so that Frankel’s money transfers stayed off the

radar of financial watchdogs.1

at Colagiovanni had any connection to a swindler like Frankel surprised

prosecutors. e elderly monsignor was a scholar who edited a Vatican-

approved canonical law quarterly and served as an emeritus judge on the

Roman Rota, the Pope’s prestigious court of appeals. Seventy-three-year-old

Peter Jacobs was another priest dragged into the scandal. Father Jacobs was

president of Frankel’s offshore foundation, and had himself been suspended

from his priestly duties for having earlier defied his archbishop by running a

popular Manhattan restaurant that was supposed to send its profits to the poor,

but was the subject of press stories about how it fueled lavish lifestyles for

shady characters.2

Frankel had promised the Vatican a $55 million contribution. e terms of

the “contribution” meant that the Vatican would have kept only $5 million

and the other $50 million would stay under Frankel’s control in a Vatican

Bank–linked foundation.3 But Frankel never gave a cent. Prosecutors had

trouble believing that no one at the bank spotted that the Frankel foundation

had unrestricted use of a third-party IOR account through which millions in

cash passed regularly. And their suspicions were heightened when they



discovered that Colagiovanni had consulted with the Vatican’s third-ranking

prelate, Cardinal Giovanni Battista Re, the Sostituto for General Affairs of the

Secretariat of State, as well as the Papal Nuncio to the United States, Cardinal

Pio Laghi.4 Soon questions led back to Gianfranco Piovano, the Vatican Bank’s

chief prelate. Piovano, it turned out, had met several times with Colagiovanni,

Jacobs, and their attorney, Tom Bolan, a former partner of legendary New York

lawyer Roy Cohn.5

e media loved the Frankel case. A search of his Greenwich home had

uncovered an enormous stash of pornography, a Ouija board, and printed

reminders to shred documents and to check on jurisdictions that did not have

extradition treaties with the U.S.6 Still, the Vatican Bank ultimately deflected

inquiries about its own civil liability. e IOR instead blamed any wrongdoing

on the two American priests, claiming as Marcinkus had a decade earlier, that

it was the unwitting victim of sophisticated con men. In one of its most

impolitic defenses, Vatican spokesman Joaquín Navarro-Valls downplayed

Colagiovanni’s status by saying he was merely a “pensioner” and dismissed

Jacobs as an “ex-Jew.” Father Jacobs had a Jewish father, although his mother

was Catholic; he converted to Catholicism in his twenties, was baptized, and

ordained a priest in 1955.7 As for the wayward foundation, Navarro-Valls said

it “does not have any relationship with it [the Vatican] whatsoever.”

e Frankel probe was another reminder to Caloia that even after nine years

he did not have full control of the bank’s numbered foundation accounts. It

was the same issue that had frustrated him with Monsignor De Bonis and the

Cardinal Francis Spellman Foundation. Whenever Caloia thought he had

made improvements, something like the Frankel scandal mocked his lack of

progress.

Even though Caloia drilled down inside the IOR to find out what had gone

wrong with Frankel, his focus in 1999 was on ensuring that the Pope appoint

him for another five-year tenure. His term was set to expire that October, and

his opponents were anxious to find a replacement.

American Cardinal Casimir Szoka was no Caloia friend.8 Szoka carried

weight inside the Curia. John Paul had picked him in 1990 to run the

Prefecture for the Economic Affairs of the Holy See, and in 1997 he was

appointed the President of the city-state’s Governorate, one of Marcinkus’s old



posts. Before arriving at the Curia in 1990, Szoka was the treasurer of the

American Bishop’s Conference as well as Detroit’s archbishop. During ten

difficult years in Detroit, he oversaw that diocese’s considerable downsizing.

Even his critics acknowledged he was a tough decision maker who ran a lean

administration (he had to close thirty parishes due to lack of money).9 And, as

the son of a Polish émigré who himself spoke fluent Polish, he had influence

with John Paul.10 Szoka wanted Hans Tietmeyer, the outgoing president of

Germany’s central bank, to be the IOR chief.11

e anti-Caloia contingent even planted stories attributed to “Vatican

sources” that the church was wooing Tietmeyer.12 While the German banker

had an impressive résumé, his sponsors underestimated the enmity that John

Paul and his private secretary, Stanislaw Dziwisz, had toward Germans due to

what the Nazis had done to Poland.13 Although John Paul had no special

affection for Caloia, the IOR chief ’s gray countenance worked to his benefit:

neither had he made an enemy of the Pontiff during nearly a decade of service.

Ultimately, the Pope was not persuaded that Tietmeyer—who did not even

speak Italian—was a better replacement. Not even Szoka could change John

Paul’s mind. All the jockeying for power ended when the Pontiff vowed

publicly, “As long as I’m alive, there will never be a German in charge of the

Vatican’s finances.”14 e Pope confirmed Caloia for a third term.

During his first decade, Caloia had discovered that the religious community

often had a terrible view of the Vatican Bank. “ere was a wall of distrust,”

Caloia said, “at least not much enthusiasm. For them, the IOR was intent on

‘profiteering’ and ‘speculation.’ ” Many clerics were conflicted about money.

ey realized it was necessary to run the parishes and dispense help to the

needy, but at the same time, “Holy monks consider money the shit of the

devil.”15 As far as Caloia was concerned, “the challenge is if money is the devil’s

shit, then we Christians must be able to turn it into a good fertilizer.”16

By 2000 Caloia had come to see his role as that of a “financial advisor” who

had “customers” with different needs and wants. Some were rich religious

orders “with custodians who speak ten languages and play the stock market.”

Others were poor and only worried about not losing money in a swindle or

fraud. And he tended to those differences in ways Marcinkus and Nogara had

never contemplated. Under his guidance there were only a few clerics left



inside the IOR. e bank had three times as many employees as just twenty

years earlier. His easy-going stewardship meant morale had lifted.17

On the cusp of his third term, the seasoned Caloia knew that unforeseen

crises from some hidden shadows in the bank might prevent him from

accomplishing his informal to-do list. “e Devil is always lurking,

multifaceted, and treacherous,” he told friend and author Giancarlo Galli.18

He could not then have imagined that just as the all-consuming fight over

Holocaust restitution had distracted top clerics from focusing on his reform

proposals, a shocking problem—priests and child sex abuse—would derail his

efforts this time around. e sex abuse scandal had captured the interest of

inquisitive Vaticanologists, diverting their attention from the IOR. It soon

centered on money issues as billions of dollars were paid out for decades of

crimes of pedophilic priests. It meant that Caloia’s substantive plans for

remaking the bank got lost in a deluge of sordid crimes and disturbing charges

of cover-up at the highest levels of the church.

•  •  •

For decades, the Vatican and dioceses dismissed occasional cases of sexual

abuse of minors by clergy as aberrations unique to the individual priest accused

of wrongdoing. Among clerics, just as in the general population, it was

expected that there might be some sexual deviancy. ere were, according to

the church, few such cases. But some insiders knew that was a lie. e first

published report indicating there might be a pervasive problem, at least in the

American church, was by journalist Jason Berry. A priest assigned to a rural

Louisiana parish, Gilbert Gauthe, was arrested in 1984 on multiple counts of

forced sex on boys as young as seven. When parents discovered that Gauthe

had a predatory history and that instead of alerting civil authorities his

superiors had transferred him around to different parishes, they sued.19 In

reviewing that court file Berry came across the deposition of a local bishop

who admitted that he then knew about a second pedophile in his parish. But

he refused to identify him to the lawyers for the parents.20

While Berry started a month of reporting he also pitched his article to

national outlets. Vanity Fair, Rolling Stone, Mother Jones, e Nation, and e



New York Times Magazine all passed. Berry’s groundbreaking three-part

investigation ran in May 1985 in a free Louisiana alternative newsweekly, e

Times of Acadiana.21 e editors, in a preface to Berry’s first part, noted “incest

and molestation by caretakers of young people are on the rise. It is also a

problem of the Catholic Church outside of Louisiana. Other cases involving

priests who molested youngsters in California, Oregon, Idaho and Wisconsin

have recently been reported.”22

Berry’s investigation was a searing indictment of how church officials in

Louisiana buried reports of sexual abuse of minors and did their best to pay off

victims to keep them silent. By the time his story ran, the tiny Lafayette

diocese in which Gauthe had committed his crimes was deeply in the red from

$4.2 million in confidential settlements to the families of nine victims, and

$114 million in pending claims in another eleven lawsuits.

e Times of Acadiana had a circulation of 25,000. e National Catholic

Reporter ran a condensed version of Berry’s series in June. In an editorial note

to a companion piece, NCR publisher omas Fox wrote, “In cases

throughout the nation, the Catholic Church is facing scandals and being

forced to pay millions of dollars in claims to families whose sons have been

molested by Catholic priests.” But the national press still did not pick up on

the story. “ere was no popular sense back then that sexual child abuse in the

church was an issue,” Berry later said.23 (Berry won a Catholic Press

Association Award for his work.)

ere were some exceptions. Berry’s hard-nosed reporting motivated Carl

Cannon at the San Jose Mercury News and Karen Henderson at the Cleveland

Plain Dealer to start their own investigations.24 A small group of American

victims formed Survivors Network of ose Abused by Priests (SNAP) in

1988.25 at same year Berry told the National Law Journal, “ere is a whole

string of little sexual Watergates laced out across the map of America.”26 And

Berry and Cannon discussed it on the Phil Donahue Show. A few in the clergy’s

hierarchy realized there was a serious problem. Canadian bishops issued

guidelines in 1992 for better screening of abusive priests after sordid

revelations about abuse at a Newfoundland orphanage emerged.27 But that

stirred little interest in America media. at same year, 1992, Berry published

Lead Us Not into Temptation: Catholic Priests and the Sexual Abuse of Children, a



seminal book about the American clergy and the hidden problem of child sex

abuse (despite Berry’s high profile, more than a dozen publishers passed on that

book before his agent got a yes on the finished manuscript from a former

seminarian who was the religious editor at Doubleday).28

Despite the book’s critically sound reception, the topic of sex abuse and the

clergy largely remained off the front pages.29 As Frank Bruni wrote a decade

later in e New York Times, “Catholic leaders insisted that child sexual abuse

by priests was an aberrant horror, expertly quelling any significant protest

among American Catholics and containing a debate about the need to reform

church traditions. Cases of priests’ preying on children came and went, and

though some of them badly embarrassed the church, none ultimately shook

it.”30 at was true until the beginning of 2002 when the issue exploded in the

United States.31 Pedophilia revelations and lawsuits over several months broke

in Dallas; Pittsburgh; Manchester, New Hampshire; Boston; Tucson; and

Philadelphia.32 In the wake of a criminal conviction of a defrocked priest, John

Geoghan, for molesting a ten-year-old boy, e Boston Globe sued for the

release of sealed church files. e documents revealed that the Boston diocese

had ignored dozens of horrific abuse reports over thirty years, tried

unsuccessfully to rehabilitate Geoghan, and when that failed began transferring

him from parish to parish. Cardinal Bernard Law, then America’s senior

prelate, had approved some of the transfers, as well as authorizing $15 million

in confidential settlements to victims and their families. e files documented

sexual abuse charges against eighty other Boston-area priests, some dating back

to the 1960s.33

By January 2002, the Catholic Church in Ireland settled abuse claims that

extended back twenty years with a then record payment of $175 million. By

then, priest sex abuse cases had been reported from Australia to France to

England.34

When Pope John Paul spoke out the first time that March, it was to say that

the sexual abuse charges were casting a “dark shadow of suspicion” over all

clergy. “As priests,” he said, “we are personally and profoundly afflicted by the

sins of some of our brothers who have betrayed the grace of ordination in

succumbing even to the most grievous forms of the mystery of evil at work in

the world.”35



at fell far short of the language for which many had hoped. John Paul did

not apologize to the victims. He did not order all bishops to contact local

police in instances in which sex abuse was uncovered. e Pope thought it was

the responsibility of the dioceses, instead of the Vatican, to rid the priesthood

of abusers. at is because in appreciating the extent to which sexual abuse of

minors was a church-wide cancer, there was in the Vatican a sense that the

problem was confined to a few Western countries, particularly America. John

L. Allen, Jr., the National Catholic Reporter’s chief Vatican correspondent, told

the Boston Globe that inside the Vatican, top clerics did not believe that “sexual

abuse of kids is unique to the States, but they do think that the reporting on it

is uniquely American, fueled by anti-Catholicism and shyster lawyers hustling

to tap the deep pockets of the church. And that thinking is tied to the larger

perception about American culture, which is that there is a hysteria when it

comes to anything sexual, and an incomprehension of the Catholic Church.”36

Secretary of State Sodano later told reporters that “the [sex abuse] scandals in

the United States received disproportionate attention from the media. . . . It is

fair to condemn evil, but one must keep it in proportion.”37 e Pope made it

clear he did not think Rome had to intervene.

Meanwhile a survey commissioned by the American bishops had revealed

that sex abuse was a bigger problem among U.S. priests than had been thought

(the first report in 2002 identified 850 priests that had been accused since the

1960s, with 350 of those having been defrocked). Victims’ groups contended

the number was much larger. e likelihood they were right was buttressed

later that year when Australian church records revealed that one in ten priests

there had been accused at some point of sexual abuse of a minor.38 (It was not

then widely known that some clerics had returned to their priestly duties after

serving prison sentences for sex crimes with minors.)

e Pope summoned twelve American cardinals and two senior bishops to

Rome for an emergency meeting in April 2002.39 In prepared remarks he

thanked them for keeping him “informed regarding the complex and difficult

situation which has arisen in your country in recent months.” at caused

much consternation since it again cast clerical sex abuse as if it were a recent

American phenomenon. While he condemned sexual abuse of minors by

priests as “an appalling sin in the eyes of God,” he also seemed to absolve the



failure of some bishops to root out the predators. He claimed they had come

up short because of “a generalized lack of knowledge of the nature of the

problem and also at times the advice of clinical experts.” Instead of apologizing

to the victims, the Pope said only, “I express my profound sense of solidarity

and concern.” And he infuriated many by seemingly dismissing the overall

impact of the crisis and its effect on the priesthood: “A great work of art may

be blemished, but its beauty remains.”40

Before returning to the United States, the American cardinals issued their

own statement. It called for better training in seminaries as well as a national

day of repentance and prayer but fell short of promising the expulsion of

abusive clerics or providing a framework by which sex abuse crimes could be

reported to civil authorities.41 e cardinals did not address whether to inform

local police about abusers. ey also refused to embrace a “one strike and

you’re out” standard.42 As for defrocking priests, they would act only against

those clerics who had become “notorious and [are] guilty of the serial

predatory sexual abuse of minors.” In cases that were not notorious, the

bishops said that individual dioceses would handle them.43

Los Angeles’ Cardinal Roger Mahoney expounded on the collective

statement to reporters. When it came to priests guilty of sexually abusing

minors, but the incidents were decades old and there were no recent

complaints, he said they should be left alone. What purpose was there in

punishing them after so many years, asked Mahoney.44

e cardinals were not long back in the United States when Archbishop

Julián Herranz Casado, the president of the prestigious Pontifical Council for

Legislative Texts, gave a talk at the Catholic University of Milan. Herranz

Casado castigated the U.S. media for “sully[ing] the image of the church and

the Catholic priesthood.” He condemned large financial settlements as

“unwarranted” and accused the American bishops of falling prey to a climate of

“exaggeration, financial exploitation, and nervousness.” e records of sexually

abusive priests should not be turned over to civil authorities, he warned, lest

the church’s sovereignty be weakened. Finally, Herranz Casado noted that to

the extent there was any sexual abuse crisis, it was a result of gay men who had

become priests. Child abuse, said Herranz, was a “concrete form of

homosexuality.”45,I



e following month, one of the Vatican’s most influential canon lawyers,

Father Gianfranco Ghirlanda, dean of the canon law faculty at Rome’s

Gregorian University, weighed in. In a Vatican-approved article for La Civiltà

Cattolica, he wrote, “From a canonical point of view, the bishop or religious

superior is neither morally nor legally responsible for a criminal act committed

by one of his clerics.” Moreover, Ghirlanda, widely reported to be passing

along the private feelings of the Pope, said that any priest transferred to

another parish after being “treated because of a history of sexual abuse” should

not have any “good reputation” ruined by having his sexual misconduct against

minors revealed to his new parish.47

e U.S. Conference of Bishops tackled the subject directly in a three-day

heated conference in Dallas that June. ey voted 239 to 13 for what most of

them considered a beefed-up policy on clerical molesters. e bishops vowed

to administratively remove sex offenders from any job where they were in

regular contact with children but not to defrock them.48 “From this day

forward, no one known to have sexually abused a child will work in the

Catholic Church,” confidently predicted the conference chair, Illinois Bishop

Wilton D. Gregory.49

Not everyone agreed the new rules were tough enough. Victims’ advocates

thought they were riddled with loopholes that allowed abuse to go

unpunished.50 “It isn’t zero tolerance,” said Peter Isely, a member of SNAP. “It

is simply not what Catholics wanted.”51

In August, at a meeting of 125 top Catholic orders in Philadelphia, the

delegates agreed that sexually abusive priests could not be stripped of their

right to wear religious habits nor could they be expelled from their orders. e

Reverend Canice Connors, a Franciscan priest who was the conference

president, told the assembly that the media’s coverage of predator priests was

slanted to create a “vengeful atmosphere” and he rejected calls by victims to

adopt a zero tolerance policy for abusers. Zero tolerance, Connors said, was a

“war slogan” that was not right for the Catholic Church (American bishops

had approved such a policy a couple of months earlier, but it lacked any

effective enforcement mechanism).52

No one then knew that the “transfer and don’t tell” policy adopted by

Boston’s Cardinal Law was far more widespread than imagined.53 New York’s



Cardinal Edward Egan startled even stalwart Catholics when he told reporters

that the church would decide on its own if and when to pass along

information about sex crimes to police and prosecutors. It was under no

obligation to do so, Egan said.54 Despite much public outcry, the New York

legislature failed to pass a law that would have added the church to a roster of

professional groups, which included doctors and teachers, legally obligated to

report all child abuse cases. e Catholic Church argued that such a law would

be an undue state interference with its sovereign affairs and the sanctity of the

confessional box.

America’s bishops in fact had ignored warnings about a sex abuse epidemic

in the clergy for at least seventeen years. In 1985, two clerics had drafted a

report about pedophiles in the priesthood—“e Problem of Sexual

Molestation by Roman Catholic Clergy: Meeting the Problem in a

Comprehensive and Responsible Manner”—and submitted it to the bishops.55

One of the authors was Father omas Doyle, a canonical lawyer at the

Vatican’s embassy in Washington, D.C., who was considered on a fast track to

becoming a bishop.56 Doyle was helped by Ray Mouton, the lawyer in the

Gauthe case, and by Father Michael Peterson, an openly gay man who

converted from Mormonism to Catholicism and founded a medical clinic with

the sole mission to treat clerics with sexual compulsions and disorders.57 at

ninety-three-page “eyes only” report warned that sexual abuse of minors by

priests was “the single most serious and far-reaching problem facing our church

today.” In a prescient warning, the authors said, “ose presumed to be guilty

of sexual misconduct, especially if it involves child molestation, must never be

transferred to another parish or post as the isolated remedy for the situation.”58

e authors predicted that even if the bishops acted with determination to

address the problem, the church could still have to pay more than $1 billion in

victims’ settlements. “If church leaders persist in cover-up rather than

succoring the faithful, the world’s largest Christian institution would fall into a

slough of financial and spiritual despair.”59 It urged that “clerics suspected of

abuse” not be permitted to be parish priests in contact with children.

Not only did the American bishops dismiss that unsolicited report as

alarmist, but it put a stop to Doyle’s promising career.60 He lost his position at

Catholic University and was transferred from his embassy posting, first to the



Grissom Air Force station in Indiana, and later to the remote Tully base in

Greenland.61 (e Nuncio at the time who took the punitive action against

Doyle was Archbishop Pio Laghi. Pope John Paul subsequently gave Laghi a

red hat.) Peterson, meanwhile, was criticized for overhyping the report to drive

more “business” to his medical clinic, where he treated priests with sexual

addictions. By 1987, Peterson had died of AIDS.62

at there was such resistance to the report was evidence that the church’s

top officials hoped to manage the problem rather than confront and root it

out. Implementing what the report had suggested—it included a manual with

guidelines for a national “crisis control team” to reach out to victims—would

have meant admitting the seriousness of the crisis. Now, in the summer of

2002, and faced with an onslaught of media coverage, the bishops could no

longer ignore it.63

Many victims who thought that the American bishops were responding too

hesitantly looked to the Vatican and Pope John Paul for help. ey found

none. e Pope was quiet when accused pedophile priests threatened litigation

against their bishops for violating their employment rights by defrocking

them.64 And the Pontiff also did not respond publicly when a support group

for sex abuse victims beseeched him to prevent priests from filing malicious

defamation lawsuits against their accusers. John Paul was a bystander as the

American church quietly approved an aggressive new legal strategy that

included, as e Washington Post uncovered, “hiring high-powered law firms

and private detectives to examine the personal lives of the church’s accusers,

fighting to keep documents secret and engaging in new tactics to minimize

settlements.”65

To the great dismay of victims’ rights groups, what did prompt the Pope

and Vatican to intervene was when the American bishops were told that they

did not have the authority to administratively remove a priest charged with

sexual abuse. Instead, the Vatican decreed that canon law demanded a full

church trial for accused priests.66

e previous December, John Paul had consolidated authority over the

church’s often baffling and arcane rules that governed when and how a priest

could be defrocked into the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (the

Supreme Sacred Congregation of the Roman and Universal Inquisition until it



was given a less inflammatory name in 1965).67 German cardinal and canon

law scholar Joseph Ratzinger—later Pope Benedict XVI—was the

Congregation’s chief. American bishops had for years recognized that the

cumbersome rules governing that office worked to the benefit of child

molesters. irteen years earlier (1989), U.S. bishops had sent some canonical

law scholars to the Vatican to argue in vain for a streamlined process. In any

case, the byzantine rules of Ratzinger’s office only applied to defrocking

ordinary priests. No one could touch bishops, so when Palm Beach’s Bishop

Anthony O’Connell admitted he had molested a seminarian, the only recourse

was to ask for his resignation.68

What was not evident to most outsiders was that the Vatican’s reactionary

policy about sexual abuse by priests was driven largely by worries over financial

ramifications. e Pope’s failure to apologize to victims was the direct result of

fear that with thousands of lawsuits filed against dozens of dioceses around the

world, plaintiffs would use a Pontifical mea culpa as an “admission against

interests” by the church.69 e Vatican was also concerned that the church’s

powerful American branch and its large payouts were setting a bad precedent

that might soon have dire consequences for dioceses internationally.70

By the spring there were nearly a thousand lawsuits filed in the United

States. Some of the dioceses had put aside tens of millions in contingency

funds for settlements.71 It was evident to the church’s top moneymen like

Caloia that the American parishes—the biggest contributor to Peter’s Pence—

were going to be constrained for money between the litigation and settlement

costs. ey would be tapping their own parishioners for contributions to

replenish those funds, and that would slash what they could send to Rome.

e Vatican had to prepare for reduced income.

During intense backroom strategy sessions in 2002, the Vatican decided

that no matter how the abuse scandal played out, it had to inoculate itself as

much as possible against financial exposure. Although the Vatican controlled

many aspects of local church life, even including the words used in liturgical

prayers, it wanted to make certain that individual dioceses had the full

responsibility for managing the sex abuse scandal.72 e church’s policy would

last through all further shockwaves of sexual abuse in any country: each diocese

was its own separate legal entity, responsible for its own liability. e financial



problems in one diocese were insulated so they did not affect a wealthy

neighboring diocese. Each was its own non-profit corporation, usually with

trusts for its real estate holdings, so that any bills and judgments against it

could not be collected against any other diocese, and particularly not from the

Vatican itself. Some of the largest, like Chicago, had a long-established separate

banking system that added another layer of complexity to its financial

relationship with Rome.73 To further insulate the individual dioceses, the

American bishops had voted to double to $10 million how much a diocese

could liquidate of its own assets without seeking Vatican approval (Rome

approved the higher limit and even suggested the American church tie it to an

inflation index so it automatically increased over time).74

Attorneys retained by the church double-checked to ensure that all 2,864

Catholic dioceses and 412,886 parishes worldwide—even Rome itself—were

legally independent from the Vatican and that any financial fallout from the

sex abuse litigation would not affect the city-state.75 Putting all the pressure on

the individual dioceses had predictable consequences. After a large 1985 jury

award, insurance companies in the United States began excluding coverage for

sex abuse from their liability policies.76 at meant many dioceses had to self-

insure when it came to the costs of litigating and settling abuse cases. e

following year Boston paid $85 million to settle cases with 552 victims.77

Boston had about $14 billion in just property holdings, and $160 million

worth of that property was unused.78 Still, since it was cash poor, it had to

close schools to raise the settlement money, a move that embittered many loyal

Catholics.79 Portland, Oregon, on the other hand, did not have any cushion.

Facing a $53 million settlement, it was the first archdiocese to declare

bankruptcy in 2004 (two religious orders and eleven other dioceses have since

filed bankruptcy).80

Even that first insolvency could not have prepared the church for the

coming flood of litigation and criminal probes: more than $3 billion and still

counting as of 2014 in settlements and awards just on American abuse cases;

the ransacking of clergy pension and retirement funds; the shuttering of

churches, schools, and in some instances entire parishes; and special

assessments that have strained the purses of ordinary parishioners to keep some

dioceses afloat.81 Sometimes the struggle for survival led to bitter fights when



bishops relied on canon law to “suppress a parish”—the equivalent of a civil

eminent domain action—and thereby gain control over the property and

money.82,II

Even the parish bankruptcy filings got mired in millions of dollars of

litigation. Portland’s archbishop, for instance, argued that he had “bare legal

title” to the diocese’s assets and properties and therefore contended he could

not sell anything to satisfy the claims of victims. Moreover, his lawyers cited

the U.S. Constitution’s separation of church and state as a financial shield,

saying it prevented any court from interfering with its church-granted

powers.84 “Neither the bishop nor the diocese is the owner of parish property

under Canon Law,” Nicholas Cafardi, the dean of Duquesne Law School and

himself a canon law scholar, said in a sworn statement.85

Notwithstanding all its careful planning to keep a legal moat around the

Vatican, in 2003 the church was caught by surprise when a Louisville,

Kentucky, gun-slinging medical malpractice attorney, William McMurray, filed

a federal class action and named the Holy See. ree Louisville men claimed

they were abused by priests for decades and sought damages on behalf of all

American victims of clerical abuse. McMurray based his suit on a 1962

document uncovered in the discovery of another case, signed by Pope John

XXIII, directing that sex abuse complaints against priests should be “pursued

in a most secretive way.”86 Top church officials were furious about the

Kentucky suit and moved to dismiss it on well-established grounds that the

Pope was immune as a foreign sovereign from civil litigation in U.S. courts.

Secretary of State Sodano, in a meeting with Condoleezza Rice, his American

counterpart, urged her to convince the administration of George W. Bush to

intervene to get the case dismissed. According to WikiLeaks cables in which

State Department officials recorded the back-and-forth between Sodano and

Rice, he complained about “aggressive attorneys” and told her, “It is one thing

for them to sue bishops but another thing entirely to sue the Holy See.”87

Secretary Rice explained that his request was impossible because of America’s

separation of powers.88 Sodano believed that her failure to stop the litigation

against the Pope demonstrated “a lack of respect for Vatican sovereignty.”89

Sodano’s extraordinary plea to Rice was evidence that Rome was very

worried that the U.S. court system was unpredictable and that eventually a



jury inflamed by the sordid details of an abuse case might decide to hold the

church’s CEO—the Pope—responsible for the actions of his wayward priests

and the connivance of cardinals and bishops in protecting the abusers.90 To the

Vatican’s great frustration, not only did it fail to get a dismissal, but the

Kentucky filing encouraged similar lawsuits against the Pope in other

American jurisdictions.III

e full extent of the sex abuse scandal was made clear in a February 2004

145-page research report about the crisis undertaken by New York’s John Jay

College of Criminal Justice.91 e U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops had

authorized the study.92 It concluded that 95 percent of American dioceses had

at least one complaint of a sexual assault by a priest against a minor (the

authors did not count incidents before 1950).93 During the five-plus decades,

4,392 priests had been accused of abusing 10,667 children, a figure that in

some years was as high as 10 percent of all priests.94 At least 143 were serial

molesters who carried out their attacks in multiple dioceses.95 Four out of five

victims were minor boys.96

“Few incidents [less than 5 percent] were reported to the police,” the study

concluded. e authors speculated it was because so many victims were

children that they often did not report the crime until after the statute of

limitations had passed. Even when the police were notified about abuse in a

timely manner, only one in three priests were charged with a crime. Fewer than

3 percent of those served any prison time. And astonishingly, “the priests with

many allegations of abuse were not more likely than other priests to be charged

and serve prison sentences.”97

e study determined that significant numbers of abusive priests had

themselves been abused as children, and as clerics they often battled substance

abuse problems—overwhelmingly alcohol—or untreated mental illness. Yet,

only a quarter were ever referred for any treatment by their clerical superiors.98

To try to cure offenders of their sexual compulsion, they were often sent to

“spiritual counseling.”99 And to the church’s embarrassment, it had spent more

on attorney fees in defending the abuse litigation ($38.4 million) than it did

on treating all its problem priests over fifty years ($33.3 million).100 Only

much later was it discovered that millions more had been spent on attorneys



who lobbied state legislatures to block efforts to extend the statute of

limitations when it came to child sex abuse claims.101

Many victims and their families felt betrayed by their own church. So did

many ordinary Catholics who sensed the church only reacted when there was

another story or lawsuit. Author Jason Berry wrote that Pope John Paul II

“responded to continuing allegations of clergy abuse with denial and inertia.”

Berry noted that the Pontiff was “a commanding figure” in dealing with major

international and political issues, but that when it came to “the greatest

internal crisis facing the church, the pope failed, time and again, to take

decisive action in response to clear evidence of a criminal underground in the

priesthood, a subculture that sexually traumatized tens of thousands of

youngsters.”102

Father Richard McBrien, a Notre Dame theology professor, called the

clerical sexual abuse scandal “the greatest crisis to confront the Catholic

Church since the Reformation of the 16th century.” Regarding rooting out the

abusers, McBrien later concluded that John Paul “had a terrible record, full of

denial and foot-dragging.”103 In one of the highest-profile cases, John Paul had

sent out a dreadful message to the highest echelons of the church. He had

failed even to consider the evidence of sexual abuse charged by nine respected

seminarians against Marcial Maciel Degollado, the powerful Mexican priest

who founded the Legion of Christ and Regnum Christi movements.104 Maciel

shared the Pontiff’s ultraconservative political philosophy and was, according

to Jason Berry, “the greatest fundraiser of the modern church.”105 Maciel

spread his money around to build good will for his order, everything from

grand parties for Secretary of State Sodano to cash gifts to the Vatican. In

1999, the Pope intervened to close an internal case in which two of the abused

seminarians sought Maciel’s excommunication in a proceeding before the

Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith.106 When Father Rafael Moreno,

Maciel’s personal assistant for nearly two decades, tried warning the Pontiff in

2003, John Paul “didn’t listen, didn’t believe.” When Moreno tried getting an

audience with the Secretary of State, Sodano refused to meet him.107

Maciel was ultimately unmasked for having not only abused boys, but for

having sexual relationships with at least two women, and fathered up to six

children. One of the boys Maciel had fathered with a domestic servant thirty-



seven years his junior claimed that the bishop repeatedly had raped him.108

When news became public of John Paul’s protection of the influential insider,

it seemed to represent on a larger scale what had happened with many far less

powerful and well-known child-molesting priests in local parishes.109

I. Archbishop Herranz repeated the view of other top Vatican officials who had publicly linked clerical
sexual abuse of minors only to homosexuality. at is demonstrably false. In society as a whole, most
pedophiles are heterosexual. at is not surprising since heterosexuals are the large majority of the
population. But it was different in the all-male priesthood, where 80 percent of the abuse cases were men
to boys. Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger had written a much cited October 1, 1986, letter to all bishops “on
the pastoral care of homosexual persons.” In it, Ratzinger wrote that “homosexual persons . . . [have] a
disordered sexual inclination which is essentially self-indulgent.” Simply being gay exhibited a “strong
tendency ordered towards an intrinsic moral evil.” Ratzinger’s conclusion—that the “practice of
homosexuality [that] may seriously threaten the lives and well-being of a large number of people”—was
often cited by traditionalists for the facile argument that the church’s sex abuse problems resulted simply
from too many gay priests. Such gay bashing only hastened a public debate that played out in the media
about “how widespread is homosexuality among priests?” A report that studied death certificates from the
mid-1980s concluded that “e death rate of priests from AIDS is at least four times that of the general
population.” As late as 2011, Bill Donahue, president of the influential Catholic League for Religious and
Civil Rights, continued to dismiss the sex abuse crisis as caused primarily by gay priests. In the National
Catholic Reporter, Donahue wrote, “While it is true that most homosexual priests are not molesters, most
of the molesters have been priests who are homosexual,” and that abuse cases among priests had increased
because “there was an exodus of heterosexual priests after Vatican II. . . . And there was a surge in
homosexuals in the seminaries.”46

II. Resentment built in the United States when it became public that Cardinal Sodano’s nephew, Andrea
Sodano, was in business with Raffaello Follieri, a flashy young Italian businessman—known best in
America for dating actress Anne Hathaway and living in a $37,000-a-month Fifth Avenue Manhattan
penthouse—who boasted he had insider information and Vatican contracts to buy $100 million in the
distressed American church properties. Follieri, who was friends with Bill Clinton and bragged of
meeting Pope Benedict, pled guilty to fourteen counts of wire fraud in 2008 and was sentenced to fifty-
four months in federal prison. Upon his 2012 release he was deported to his native Italy. As for Andrea
Sodano, the FBI considered him an unindicted co-conspirator. “It helps to have an uncle in robes,” wrote
author Jason Berry.83

III. Some cases in which the Holy See was named as a defendant—such as a 2005 Houston case—were
dismissed based on sovereign immunity. But that defense did not always work. In the Louisville case, for
instance, in 2007, U.S. District Judge John G. Heyburn III ruled a suit could proceed; in 2008 the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals decided that while the Vatican was immune from most litigation, the case could
move forward on the narrow question of whether top Curial prelates had engaged in a deliberate cover-
up of sex abuse by American priests. In 2009, the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals ruled that
another lawsuit—Doe v. Holy See—could proceed under an exception to the Sovereign Immunities Act.
In 2011, a federal judge allowed a Portland case to advance, ruling that the plaintiff had produced
“evidence that tends to show the Holy See knew of [the abusing priest’s] propensities and that in some
cases, the Holy See exercised direct control over the conduct, placement, and removal of individual



priests accused of similar sexual misconduct.” e Supreme Court refused to hear the appeal of the
Portland case. It was not until 2012 that a U.S. District judge put an effective end to the claims against
the Pope with a ruling that the Holy See is not the employer of molesting priests.
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“His Inbox Was a Disaster”

By 2005, John Paul was battling persistent rumors that he was seriously ill. His

private doctors had diagnosed him with Parkinson’s disease in 1994, but in

keeping with its centuries-old tradition that any public discussion about the

Pope’s health was inappropriate, the Vatican swore the physicians to secrecy. A

decade earlier, the only manifestation of the degenerative neurological disease

was a slight tremor in John Paul’s left arm and hand.1 Parkinson’s would over

time prove a tremendous challenge. But John Paul insisted that his struggle

stay private, even though performing his duties had become increasingly

difficult, especially when it came to his trips abroad and demanding public

appearances at the Vatican.2

Whenever he was not seen in public for a while, rumors swirled that he was

gravely ill. e previous year an announcement that the eighty-three-year-old

Pontiff had canceled his traditional Ash Wednesday service at the Basilica of St.

Sabina to instead preside over a simpler Mass at St. Peter’s prompted two

British bookmakers to offer odds on his likely successor. e favorite was

Milan’s Cardinal Dionigi Tettamanzi.3 Not until it was clear that John Paul

had survived the Easter services did the betting stop.

Few knew that John Paul considered his affliction the will of God. Since he

was convinced that God had guided his fellow cardinals to select him as the

Vicar of Christ, he thought himself Pope for life. ere was no room in the

Catholic Church, he told colleagues, for an honorary Pope.4 And resignation

was unthinkable. Most Catholics agreed. “e idea of a pope retiring really has

no precedent, and the continuity of the papacy depends upon the election of a

new pope on the death of another,” wrote journalist James Murray.5 Sixty-five

percent of Italians polled said the Pontiff should never resign, no matter how

debilitating any end-of-life illness.6

Although his deteriorating health had not stopped him from sitting on the

throne of St. Peter, it affected what happened inside the Vatican. Parkinson’s,

coupled with chronic pain from other ailments, made it difficult for him to

spend long hours in meetings or reading reports. U.S. diplomat Michael



Hornblow said, “He was very energetic, but not a great administrator. I was

told his inbox was a disaster.”7 Even as a bishop in Poland he never had a

reputation as a micromanager. His illnesses meant that during the last decade

of his Papacy he concentrated only on what mattered most to him. He spent

tremendous time on his extraordinary international pilgrimages. After his

Parkinson’s diagnosis, each trip out of Italy was more difficult. ey required

far more logistical planning (by the end of his Papacy, he tallied 104 foreign

trips, more than all his predecessors combined). From 1994 until 2005, he

made sixty foreign trips, including demanding ones to India, the Middle East,

Africa, and two visits to the United States. For weeks before each one, John

Paul prepared by studying up on the clerics and influential Catholics whom he

would meet.

One of the things for which he no longer had time was any oversight of the

Vatican Bank. Angelo Caloia was left alone to run the bank subject to the loose

supervision of the IOR’s commission of cardinals and some advice from its lay

directors. Caloia’s own ideas for bank reform were occasionally discussed, but

there was no crisis that gave any urgency to convert them from the drawing

board to practice. Despite Caloia’s good intentions, during the decade of John

Paul’s declining health, the bank had yet to undergo any of the core

institutional reforms that would mark the end of its role as an offshore banking

haven.

ere were some warning signs that the IOR’s apparent tranquillity was an

illusion. In 2000, Italian police arrested twenty-one mobsters who were part of

one of the first-ever online banking frauds, an electronic scheme to steal up to

$900 million from Sicily’s central bank using pilfered computer files and

passwords. Legal wiretaps had caught the mobsters boasting of accomplices

inside the Vatican Bank. Police made the arrests before the theft was pulled off

since “it would have been impossible for the Italian state to recover [the

money]” if it had gotten inside the IOR.8 But as result of acting so fast,

prosecutors could not determine who inside the Vatican Bank had been part of

the conspiracy.

at same year, the Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research at

the University of Melbourne published the results of an extensive study of

international money laundering.9 e authors compared the banking systems



of two hundred countries. e Vatican ranked in the top ten money

laundering havens, behind Luxembourg, Switzerland, the Cayman Islands, and

Liechtenstein, but ahead of Singapore.10 Also, in 2000, the Vatican finished in

the top ten “most attractive countries for money launderers” in another report,

this time by the United Nations’ Congress on Economic and Social Issues.11

e following year, 2001, a report by the London Telegraph and the Inside

Fraud Bulletin rated the Vatican as a top cutout country along with such

offshore banking sanctuaries as Nauru, Macao, and Mauritius. A cutout was a

nation in which banking secrecy made it all but impossible to trace laundered

funds back to their source. e IOR, concluded the report, was the primary

conduit for $55 billion annually just in illegal Italian money. And for the third

time in a year, the Vatican Bank had the dubious distinction of getting tagged

as a top offshore shelter, the eighth most popular bank for money launderers

and the fourth-best cutout. e IOR beat out Liechtenstein, Switzerland, and

the Bahamas.12

Despite its high rankings on those unsavory lists, the announcements

garnered little more than shrugs from the media, long accustomed to assuming

the worst about the Vatican Bank. If the reports concerned Caloia and his

associates running the bank, they did not do anything to address the structural

shortcomings that allowed the IOR to flourish as a popular destination for

illegal cash. (John Walker, the chief investigator on the Melbourne and U.N.

reports, told the author in 2014 that the Vatican “remains up there with the

best places to launder money.”)13,I

What did attract press attention, though, were new developments in old

scandals. In the United States, insurance commissioners in five states used

racketeering statutes (RICO) to file civil lawsuits totaling $600 million,

naming the IOR and the Pope as two of the defendants, to recover money in

the 1999 fraud of financier Marty Frankel.15 Each state claimed the Vatican

Bank knew and failed to stop Frankel from swindling investors by using

Catholic charities as fronts.16 e church managed to ultimately get the

litigation dismissed, arguing that the Vatican was exempt from the proceedings

since Frankel’s foundation “did not have Vatican juridical character” and had

“always acted outside of any Vatican context.”17 But to Rome’s consternation,

the cases drew a lot of attention while they were pending. (Frankel, and the



two priests who helped him, Fathers Colagiovanni and Jacobs, pled guilty to

counts of racketeering, conspiracy, wire fraud, and money laundering. Because

of their advanced age, the clerics each got probation; Frankel is still serving a

seventeen-year prison sentence.)

Beyond Frankel, the Ambrosiano and the never-ending investigation into

Roberto Calvi’s death returned to the headlines. A film about the case

premiered in Italy in 2002, but an Italian judge ordered it removed from

theaters after Flavio Carboni, the Sardinian property developer and Calvi

associate, filed a defamation suit.18 at year new forensic tests suggested that

Calvi had been murdered. By 2003, the headlines asking “Who Killed God’s

Banker?” were replaced by new ones announcing that Italian prosecutors were

investigating four mobsters as murder suspects.19 e formal declaration that

foul play was involved came almost twenty-one years to the day after Calvi’s

body had been found swinging from Blackfriars Bridge. It kicked off stories

speculating about who might be behind the murder: the Mafia, Masons, or

even the Vatican.20 Starting in 2000, more than half of all English language

news stories about the Vatican Bank in a five-year period were about Calvi’s

murder and included a reprise of at least some aspect of the Ambrosiano

scandal.21

As far as John Paul was concerned, he was likely pleased that the bank was

not involved in any new imbroglios. Caloia’s deliberate low profile seemed the

perfect antidote to the otherwise salacious Italian tabloid press. In 2005, Caloia

was up for yet another five-year term. Most Vaticanologists expected the

Pontiff to rubber-stamp the extension. But before John Paul extended his IOR

director’s tenure, the eighty-four-year-old Pontiff died on April 2, 2005.

Although he had soldiered through years of chronic illnesses, his passing still

surprised most Catholics.22 His Papacy had lasted twenty-seven years. A young

generation of the faithful had known no other leader.

I. In 2005, a Mexican bishop said that donating money to the church “purified” it. Some Vaticanologists
thought that was a not subtle pitch to get narco-traffickers to be more generous with their religious
contributions. A Mexican monsignor addressed the matter more directly: “It is immaterial where the
donations from drug trafficking originate and it’s not up to us to investigate the source of the money.”
Such donations are called narco limosnas (narco-alms) in Mexico. No money laundering laws are violated
so long as the Mexican clerics do not kick some of the cash back to the traffickers. But the U.S. Drug



Enforcement Administration believes the Mexican church’s willingness not to ask questions about large
cash gifts is a significant reason why the Catholic church’s wealth there has multiplied in recent years.14
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The Kingmaker Becomes King

In the days after his death, the frenzied attention about funeral details and the
speculation over who might next assume the throne of St. Peter pushed some
news about the Vatican Bank into the back pages of newspapers. Although the
public may not have paid much attention, it was on the minds of the arriving
cardinals. e same day that Pope John Paul died, an anonymous “church
banker” told a U.S. journalist that the Vatican Bank had accumulated a record
$5 billion in cash reserves (an earlier estimate by e Financial Times

concluded the IOR and APSA separately controlled about a $60 billion real
estate and stock portfolio, a figure the Vatican said was inflated).1

But not all the economic news awaiting the next Pontiff was good. Only
days after John Paul’s passing, there were press reports that after a decade of
surpluses that had lasted until 2003, the Vatican was expecting its third
consecutive year in the red. Cardinal Sergio Sebastiani, the chief of the Holy
See’s economic affairs office, blamed it on unexpected currency losses from a
near 20 percent surge in the value of the dollar, a tough investment climate,
and stagnant European economies. John Paul’s expansion of the church’s
diplomatic presence in dozens of countries had resulted in hundreds of new lay
employees.2 Cardinal Edmund Szoka, Sebastiani’s predecessor for more than a
decade, told reporters that the slide was due to low returns on the church’s
investments—since all its money was managed so conservatively. “If it were my
own money,” Szoka told e Wall Street Journal, “I would be much more
aggressive.”3

Although no official acknowledged it, there was little doubt that the sex
abuse crisis had caused a sharp drop-off in contributions to Rome, particularly
from Americans. By the time of John Paul’s death, the U.S. church had paid
$840 million in out-of-court settlements to victims, and three dioceses,
Tucson, Spokane, and Portland, had declared bankruptcy.4 Professor John
Pollard, author of sober histories about early Papal finances, told reporters,
“e impact of the priest pedophile scandal of the U.S. could impact anywhere
between one-third and 40 percent of Peter’s Pence.”5



No matter the underlying cause of the turnaround from profit machine to
money loser, it suggested the cardinals who had demonstrated they were adept
at managing finances might have an advantage at the conclave.6 John Paul’s
successor would also confront whether or not to make substantive reform at
the Vatican Bank a priority. Some Vatican observers speculated that poor
investments at the IOR might be the reason behind the flip from profits to
losses. Since all of the Vatican Bank’s business was secret, it was not possible to
know whether the Pope’s distanced role had allowed the bank to fall into old
habits of excessive speculation.7 Its checkered history meant even the simplest
questions caused anxiety. In providing a shortlist of what attributes were
required of the next Pope, one commentator suggested: “He’s going to have to
avoid Vatican bank scandals.”8

e 2005 conclave took place in a different world than the one that selected
John Paul in 1978. Back then, Jimmy Carter was president and Margaret
atcher was not yet England’s prime minister. e Cold War and
communism’s oppression of tens of millions of Catholics, factors that may have
led to selecting a strong anticommunist from an Eastern Bloc country, was
now history. And the makeup of the electors in the conclave itself had radically
changed. Just three of the 117 eligible cardinals for the upcoming conclave had
been at the last one. John Paul appointed all the rest. at led most
Vaticanologists to believe that the race was wide open. e only certainty,
wrote one commentator, was that it was “highly uncertain.”9

One cardinal omitted from all the early speculation was Joseph Aloisius
Ratzinger, the powerful head of the Dean of the College of Cardinals and
Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. “His role and his
‘fame’ as John Paul II’s rigorous guardian of doctrinal orthodoxy was said to
rule him right out of the contest,” wrote one Vaticanologist.10 No one doubted
that Ratzinger was John Paul’s ideological soul mate. But that appeared a
weakness in a church seemingly overdue for a fresh direction. Although some
respected Italian journalists, with good Curial contacts, wrote only a few
months before the Pope’s death that Ratzinger was papabile, most dismissed
that as unfounded gossip.11 As the cardinals gathered in Rome, the
conventional wisdom remained that Ratzinger’s senior status and intellectual
rigor on church doctrine made him the indisputable grande elettore (the



kingmaker) but not a candidate. And in any case, at seventy-seven, his day had
passed.12 Poland’s Zeon Grocholewski even broke the unwritten rule of not
commenting about other cardinals when he told reporters that Ratzinger was
intelligent but “too old.”13

Since it had been twenty-seven years since the last conclave, the media
seemed initially a little rusty in its coverage. ey had to find a new batch of
talking heads for the now omnipresent television coverage. And they covered it
like a political election with a veritable torrent of speculation about which
frontrunner might be the next Pontiff and what it meant for the world’s 1.1
billion Catholics. Since the Pope is also the Bishop of Rome, some Curialists
leaked word that it was time again for an Italian. One of the most frequently
mentioned was Milan’s seventy-two-year-old Dionigi Tettamanzi, an esteemed
theologian and ardent opponent of euthanasia and abortion. Venice’s sixty-
three-year-old Cardinal Angelo Scola was high on the popularity meter. And
Genoa’s Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone worked hard to ensure he was not left
behind. Bertone was the only cardinal to stand in the long line with lay
mourners to pay respect to John Paul while his body lay in state inside St.
Peter’s. He brought along a camera crew to record his shaking hands and
blessing babies during his hours of waiting.14 And Bertone ensured he stayed
in the news by renewing a campaign to ban Dan Brown’s bestselling e Da

Vinci Code.
But the media wanted stories beyond the usual suspects. Had the time

come for a Pope from Africa or Latin America?15 A theological hard-liner,
Cardinal Francis Arinze, a Nigerian who had been at the Vatican for twenty
years, was on some shortlists. He had good credentials, the equivalent of two
cabinet-level posts under John Paul, head of the Pontifical Council for
Interreligious Dialogue, and the chief of the Congregation of Divine Worship.
e idea of the first black Pope sent the press speculation about Arinze into
overdrive. And seventy-year-old Brazilian Cardinal Claudio Hummes seemed
the favorite if the time was right to acknowledge the increasing power and
growth of Catholicism’s Hispanic base.16

e press focused on the personalities of the frontrunners. Inside the
College of Cardinals, however, the underlying struggle was the same one that
confronted each conclave since the 1958 death of Pius XII: would the church



select a progressive committed to reform or preserve John Paul’s conservative
orthodoxy? Many progressives liked Jesuit Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini,
Milan’s former archbishop. e problem was that Martini was seventy-eight,
had been retired for several years in Jerusalem, suffered himself from what
appeared to be early stages of Parkinson’s, and had said repeatedly he had no
desire to be Pope. Some thought he was simply a stalking horse to test the
extent of the progressives’ strength in the early balloting. If he did well, they
planned to consolidate around a real candidate, likely another Jesuit, Buenos
Aires’s outspoken Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio (to quash any momentum
for Bergoglio, someone spread the rumor that he was not strong enough to
cope with the strains of the job since he had lost a lung as a teenager).17

As for the conservatives, Secretary of State Sodano was mentioned a lot, but
at seventy-seven many thought him too old. And some foes tried diminishing
his chances by reminding their colleagues that he had once lavished praise on
the theologian Hans Küng, since condemned as a heretic.18

e seventy-one-year-old cardinal of Brussels, Godfried Danneels, was a
reliable moderate, and his backers hoped that the progressives and
conservatives might deadlock. If so, Danneels might emerge as a
compromise.19

Only as the cardinals arrived in Rome was there some chatter that Ratzinger
might be a contender after all. But any such talk was always tempered by the
commentary that he was so divisive it was unlikely that two thirds of the
cardinals would ever agree to bow before him and kiss his ring. In a discussion
of frontrunners, London’s Daily Mail noted that Ratzinger had entrenched
enemies since he had risen “to prominence as something of a reformer, but has
come to embody ‘radical orthodoxy.’ Liberals hate him.”20 It was not hard to
understand why. On every major issue he was a reactionary advocate. He
would neither brook a discussion about ending celibacy, nor consider the
ordination of women as priests. Ratzinger championed still the
excommunication of dissident theologians. Gays, he said, were afflicted with
an “objective disorder.” Jews deplored his “theological anti-Semitism,” his view
that they could only be fulfilled if they accepted Christ. Protestants bristled at
his description that they were “gravely deficient” and the suggestion that their
houses of worship were not worthy of being called churches.21



at Ratzinger might be considered as the next Pope scared his adversaries,
many of whom spoke anonymously to reporters.22 A “church source” was
quoted saying, “Cardinal Ratzinger doesn’t want a pope as right wing as Pope
John Paul II. He wants a Pope more right wing than Pope John Paul II.”
Another “church source” said, “Cardinal Ratzinger wants a church which is
pure and disciplined. He would focus so much on the dogma and on the
purity of the church that he would drive people away, and although that would
not please him, it wouldn’t bother him that much either.”23 “He has too many
enemies due to his heavy-handed, centralized and arrogant approach to
theology,” one widely quoted “Vatican insider” said.24 “A German Rottweiler,”
said an unnamed Italian cardinal.25 “It fills me with horror,” said one
unidentified theologian. “He would probably be a great Pope,” one nameless
Western cardinal was quoted as saying. “But I have no idea how I would
explain his election back home.”26

Some worried that Ratzinger would disappoint ordinary Catholics. He
might seem a bland successor to the personable and captivating John Paul.
Ratzinger had little sense of humor, never lost control of his emotions, was
devoid of sentimentality, and prided himself on rigorous discipline and
ecclesiastical purity. John Paul realized that a successful Pope is measured in
part by the same standards as a popular political leader, a dash of charisma and
an occasional sense of the showman. Ratzinger had none of that.

Camillo Ruini, the Cardinal Vicar General of Rome, in remarks widely
interpreted as criticizing Ratzinger, told reporters that Catholics needed a
people’s pope, someone who cared more about “ministering to the faithful rather
than for bureaucratic credentials.”27 John Paul had broken ground by mixing
with everyone from rock stars to top athletes to aboriginal dancers. Not only
did it endear him to the faithful, but it humanized a Papacy that had seemed
remote with every modern predecessor except for the short tenure of John
XXIII more than forty years earlier. John Paul seemed the real headliner at a
1997 Bob Dylan concert in Bologna, with 300,000 fans cheering the Pontiff to
Dylan’s “Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door.”28 at concert, broadcast live on Italian
television, sealed the Pope’s image as a modern icon. Only inside the Vatican
were top officials aware that the chief opponent to the Dylan concert had been
Ratzinger.29 Mixing with popular culture was unseemly for a Pontiff, he



contended, and in any case, Dylan was the wrong type of “prophet.”30 It
might, argued Ratzinger, even be interpreted as an endorsement by the church
of the often loose morals expressed both in the songs and personal lives of pop
stars. John Paul ignored similar warnings from Ratzinger when he attended a
rock concert in 2000 to raise money to relieve the crushing debts of ird
World countries (he greeted the Eurythmics and Alanis Morrisette, but passed
on meeting Lou Reed, whose drug-saturated lyrics were considered too risqué).
Even John Paul’s annual Christmas parties were unprecedented. Over the years
he shared the stage with Lionel Richie, Tom Jones, Lauryn Hill, Gloria
Gaynor, Dionne Warwick, John Denver, and Whitney Houston. (After
Ratzinger became the next Pope, he refused that first Christmas to meet with
any of the performers who had already been invited while John Paul was alive;
he canceled the event after that.)31

It had taken years for John Paul’s proactive populism to infuse Catholics
with a personal enthusiasm about the church. Now some fretted that Ratzinger
could cause all that to dissipate. e National Catholic Reporter’s John Allen,
who five years earlier had written a biography of Ratzinger, was not surprised.
“Many observers see Ratzinger as more Catholic than Jesus,” Allen wrote about
the devout German.32

e conclave was set to start April 18. e 115 voting cardinals were well
aware that a record-breaking two million mourners had crammed St. Peter’s to
pay respect to John Paul (two cardinals, Mexico’s Adolfo Suárez Rivera and
Jaime Sin of the Philippines were too ill to attend). e wait to pass by the
deceased Pontiff’s casket was sometimes eight hours.I Certainly none of the
cardinals was accustomed to the media horde. During the twenty-seven years
of John Paul’s Papacy, CNN had created the 24/7 cycle. ere was now the
Internet, with its attendant minute-by-minute scrutiny. Determined to stop
anonymous mudslinging, the Vatican had ordered even cleaners, cooks, and
elevator operators servicing the conclave to sign an oath that threatened instant
excommunication for any leaks.34 And three times the Sistine Chapel was
swept for electronic listening devices (none evidently were found).

On the eve of the first session, London’s Sunday Times ran a startling
headline: “Papal Hopeful Is a former Hitler Youth.” Ratzinger had never
hidden that he had joined the Hitler Youth when he was fourteen, in 1941,



shortly after it was made compulsory. He had addressed it in his own
autobiography.35 e timid child who preferred solitude to company with
other children was only six when Hitler had become Chancellor. His great-
uncle on his father’s side, Georg Ratzinger, was one of Bavaria’s most noted
authors and politicians, as well as a leading anti-Semite.36 His parents—father
a police officer and mother a cook in local bed-and-breakfasts—had
determined his future for him when he was only twelve by entering him and
his older brother, Georg, into a minor seminary. It took him six years after
World War II before he was ordained a priest. And fitting with his loner
personality, as a new prelate he wanted nothing of parish life. He became a
theology professor instead at the southern German University of Tübingen,
and delved with considerable success into a secluded world of books and
philosophy. When the student riots and protests of the late 1960s hit
Tübingen, it convinced Ratzinger that the outside world was a dangerous and
unstable place. He moved to the backwater University of Regensburg, a place
free from all the political discord he found so upsetting.37 His loyal service as
the theological advisor to the German Bishops’ Conference was rewarded with
an appointment in 1977 as Munich’s archbishop. For the man who preferred
his days studying ancient texts and discussing church doctrine, he had trouble
adapting to his administrative duties. He struggled for five years running that
diocese. Few who worked with him in Munich thought he had the natural
talent of an administrator or leader, traits about which the best archbishops
and cardinals usually boasted.38 After his Munich service, he reentered the
world of academia and the Curia when John Paul appointed him the chief of
the church’s powerful doctrinal congregation. He never again tried his hand at
running a diocese.

John Allen, Ratzinger’s biographer, had written that he “was only briefly a
member of the Hitler Youth and not an enthusiastic one.”39 Since Hitler Youth
was intended by the Nazis to break the church’s early influence on youngsters,
new recruits were barraged with anti-Catholic propaganda. Was that sharp
contrast to his education at a minor seminary the reason for his less than keen
embrace of the Nazi youth group? It was not clear. But what was undisputed
was that his membership had never been widely covered. And the Sunday

Times declared that despite Ratzinger having disclosed it himself seven years



earlier in his autobiography, not even many members of the church knew
about it. e Times predicted it “may return to haunt him as cardinals begin
voting in the Sistine Chapel tomorrow.”40

It was in fact news to millions of people. After finishing two years with the
Hitler Youth, at sixteen, Ratzinger enrolled in a German army antiaircraft unit
posted to guard a BMW factory that manufactured aircraft engines. at
factory used forced labor consisting of inmates from the nearby Dachau
concentration camp. Ratzinger long insisted he never had any combat role.
When he later transferred to Hungary, and saw Jews sent to death camps, he
deserted in April 1944.41

Just a few years earlier the Vatican and the Holy See had been named—and
dismissed—in a series of lawsuits about restitution to Nazi victims. ere were
still unanswered questions about looted gold and the possible role of the
Vatican Bank. Would Ratzinger’s conclave support dissipate because the
cardinals might shy away from selecting not only a German, but one with
youthful ties to the ird Reich?

Ratzinger offered no last-minute defense. Instead, in the final pre-conclave
Mass, he told his fellow cardinals, “We are moving toward a dictatorship of
relativism that has at its highest goal one’s own ego and one’s own desires. . . .
Adult faith is not one that follows tides of trends and the latest novelties.”42

A final snapshot of all the guesswork about who would be the next Pope
was set by three British bookmakers who laid odds for gamblers. It is also a
testament to how little the lay public understood about Vatican politics. Italy’s
Tettamanzi and Nigeria’s Arinze led the pack at 4 to 1. Right behind was
Honduras’s Óscar Rodríguez Maradiaga (9 to 2). Ratzinger was back at 7 to 1,
with Brazil’s Hummes at 9 to 1 and a recent surge of betting on Austria’s
Christoph von Schönborn bringing him up to 14 to 1.43

On the first day of the conclave, Monday, April 18, the cardinals took only
one late afternoon vote. Ratzinger and Martini were expected to end in a dead
heat, setting the stage for the hand-to-hand battle between the ideologically
divided camps. e surprise was that while Ratzinger got forty-seven votes, far
short of the seventy-seven needed to become Pope, the progressives were
splintered. Buenos Aires’s Bergoglio pulled ten votes while Cardinals Martini
and Ruini got only six each.44 Could Ratzinger build on his first-ballot



momentum, or would the progressives rally behind one candidate? As a result
of politicking that night, Martini threw his support to Bergoglio. Eighty-one-
year-old Cardinal Achille Silvestrini, too old to vote in the conclave,
encouraged his fellow liberals at least to band together to block Ratzinger.45

e next morning, the cardinals took an early vote to see where they stood
after a night of reflection. Ratzinger had added to his support, now tallying
sixty-five. Bergoglio had more than tripled to thirty-five. e next highest vote
getter was Cardinal Sodano far back with four votes. Just a day into the
conclave, it was a two-man race. Bergoglio’s ascent was something of a surprise.
His enemies had tried scuttling his chances three days before the conclave,
publicizing the filing of a lawsuit that claimed Bergoglio was complicit in the
1976 kidnapping of two left-wing Jesuits by the then ruling Argentine military
junta. e cardinal dismissed the charge.46

Australia’s Cardinal George Pell, himself talked about before the conclave as
a possible contender, threw his support to Ratzinger after that vote. Cardinal
Sodano gave up any hope of emerging as Pope and begun lobbying the Italians
to line up behind Ratzinger. He was old, said Sodano, so he would only be a
temporary place holder for the Papacy, and the fears of his polarizing the
faithful were overblown.47 Angelo Scola overcame his own misgivings and also
supported Ratzinger.

e cardinals were working fast. Just before lunch they took a third ballot.
It almost put Ratzinger over the top with seventy-two votes (five short of
becoming Pope). Bergoglio had added five but seemed stuck far back with
forty. After breaking for lunch, the prelates returned and took the final ballot
of that afternoon. It was decisive. Ratzinger got eighty-four votes, seven more
than needed. Most came from Bergoglio defectors who evidently decided that
a fast and unified front to the world was better for the church than a prolonged
battle.48 Other than the conclave that had selected Pius XII on the eve of
World War II, it was the fastest election in more than a century.49

e man at the center of so much controversy became Benedict XVI (in
tribute to the fifth-century monk who was the patriarch of Western
monasticism and Benedict XV, who had tried to prevent World War I). e
exuberant crowd that greeted him when he made his first appearance as Pope
sounded as if it were a soccer crowd shouting “Ben-e-detto! Ben-e-detto!”50



Ratzinger was the first German elected Pope in a thousand years and the
oldest Pope in three centuries. His ascension felt as historic a change as when
the cardinals had selected a Polish Pope twenty-seven years earlier. ere was
little doubt that to the lay public his selection was as controversial as that of
any modern Pope. “From Hitler Youth to the Vatican” was the jarring banner
headline in London’s Guardian; “White Smoke, Black Past,” declared Israel’s
Yedi’ot Aharonot.

At a Mass he celebrated two days later for the cardinals before they left
Rome, Benedict told them, “I welcome everybody with simplicity and love to
assure them that the Church wants to continue in open and sincere dialogue
with them, in search of the true good of man and society. . . . I have a sense of
inadequacy and human turmoil at the responsibility entrusted to me.”51

For at least one moment, friends and foes alike found solace in his
conciliatory tone. ey hoped that the man whose motto was “truth is not
determined by a majority vote” might become as Pope the church’s
compassionate father.

I. American sex abuse victims were outraged that the disgraced Cardinal Bernard Law, who had resigned
as the chief of Boston’s diocese after the firestorm over disclosures of how he shuffled about pedophile
priests rather than discipline them, led one of the nine official funeral Masses in Rome. Just as
infuriating, since he was under eighty, he was one of the conclave’s voting cardinals.33
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“As Flat as Stale Beer”

A week before Ratzinger was elected Pope, a split U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals panel in San Francisco rejected the Vatican Bank’s dismissal motion

from the Nazi gold class action.1 Writing for the majority, Judge Margaret

McKeown said: “In the landscape before us, this lawsuit is the only game in

town with respect to claimed looting and profiteering by the Vatican Bank.”

e majority noted that little was known about the IOR: “e exact

relationship between the Vatican and the Vatican Bank is less than clear at this

stage of the proceedings. . . . e actual dealings of the bank, however, are

murky. . . . Indeed, the Vatican Bank’s holdings and its specific transactions are

opaque.”2

ose Curialists who had lived through the $244 million settlement with

the Ambrosiano were alarmed not only that the church’s reputation and

finances were at risk, but worse that it was subject to unpredictable American

courts. Benedict, however, showed no discernible concern. Nor did he discuss

it with others in the Curia.3

In a classified cable sent to State Department headquarters in Washington

—made public later through WikiLeaks—the U.S. embassy at the Vatican

concluded only a month after Benedict’s election that he was a religious

hardliner with no political skills, and that he was too old to acquire any.4 As a

result, U.S. officials warned that made it doubtful that he could effectively

control or streamline the unruly Curia. In his style of governing he ignored the

advice of most officials and “only a handful of experts are aware of imminent

decisions.”5

Within a couple of months, that same embassy staff had determined that

Benedict was not even an effective autocrat. ey noted he not only avoided

difficult decisions but he did not authorize anyone else to address problems.

at July, less than three months after he had assumed the Papacy, the chief

United Nations war crimes prosecutor at e Hague, Carla Del Ponte, visited

the Vatican (she had started her career in 1982 in her native Switzerland

investigating the Sicilian Mafia and Roberto Calvi).6,I She met with



Archbishop Giovanni Lajolo, the Secretary for Relations with States (the

church’s Foreign Minister). Del Ponte had a lead indicating that a former

Croatian general wanted for war crimes might be hiding in Franciscan

monasteries in Croatia.8 e Croatian Bishops’ Conference had been “voicing

defiant expressions of support” for the fugitive, she told Lajolo. He gave her

the brush-off by claiming the “Vatican is not a state, so it could do nothing.”9

Del Ponte was skeptical when Lajolo claimed Rome had no authority over the

Croatian bishops.

Del Ponte insisted on meeting with Benedict. e Pope, not sure what to

do, simply refused. U.S. diplomats later learned that Benedict did not want to

have to choose between ordering the Franciscans to turn over the Croat general

or seeming less than cooperative with the U.N. when it came to a war crimes

investigation.10 Del Ponte persisted. She was finally told that if she wanted to

meet Benedict, she should just join the public any Saturday in St. Peter’s

Square. She might be lucky enough to be selected to kiss the Pontiff’s

fisherman’s ring.11

at September, London’s Daily Telegraph ran a jarring headline: “Vatican

Accused of Shielding ‘War Criminal.’ ” “One of the most wanted war criminals

is being shielded by the Roman Catholic Church and the Vatican hierarchy,

the United Nations’ chief prosecutor for former Yugoslavia said yesterday,” the

paper reported.12

e American diplomats appointed to the city-state watched as Benedict

and his team fumbled changing the public narrative that cast the church as an

obstructionist in the pursuit of justice. Vatican spokesman Joaquín Navarro-

Valls claimed at first that Del Ponte had not provided enough details for the

church to act. And, in any case, said Navarro-Valls, the lack of action was Del

Ponte’s fault. She had contacted the wrong department.13

ose cavalier responses fueled the controversy. e bad press continued

until that December when the fugitive Croat general was arrested in Spain. In

his four years on the run, it turned out he had been to Argentina, China,

Chile, Russia, the Czech Republic, Mauritius, and even Tahiti. So if the

Vatican had not been shielding him, why did it so badly handle the accusation

that it was protecting a wanted war criminal? Was it a rookie mistake or a sign

that Benedict’s administration had a more serious problem?



e answer, soon in coming, was not good. Another confidential State

Department memo (also a WikiLeaks release) highlighted more of what was

wrong in the new Pontificate. ere was, according to the cable, a “lack of

generational or geographical diversity in the Pope’s inner circle. Most of the

top ranks of the Vatican—all men, generally in their seventies—do not

understand modern media and new information technologies. . . . A culture in

which many officials do not even have official email accounts.” It noted “the

Italo-centric nature of the Pope’s closest advisors. Other than Archbishop

James Harvey, an American and head of the Papal household, there is no one

from an Anglophone country in the Pope’s inner circle. . . . is meant few

had exposure to the American—or, indeed, global—rough and tumble of

media communications.” Whenever the Pope’s advisors wrote something for

public release, their style was so “old-fashioned [and] inwardly focused” that

“no one outside their tight circles can decipher [it].” As far as the U.S.

diplomats were concerned, there was even an unanswered question about

“who, if anyone, brings dissenting views to the Pope’s attention.”14

e failure of Benedict and his team to master modern spin control meant

that the Vatican invariably played defense whenever problems arose. Instead of

delivering and controlling its own message, it seemed only to react—often

poorly—to stories that angered or provoked it. e church’s historic view that

all things could wait no longer seemed viable. Additionally, the Pope kept

missing opportunities to humanize himself and thereby engender populist

goodwill. Even when his coterie announced with great fanfare that Benedict

had his own email and Twitter accounts, as well as a Facebook page, it was

only window dressing. e Pontiff still wrote everything by hand. Although he

received hundreds of thousands of emails and tweets, he never looked at a

single one. rough his tenure Vatican landlines did not have voice mail; the

favored means of correspondence was fax.15

If Benedict did not have a charismatic connection with the faithful would

he at least prove his worth with an unwavering and an undiluted vision of the

church and his role? at would be a prerequisite for reforming the Curia.

Every Pontiff since Pius XII had promised to tackle the Roman behemoth that

at times seemed to run Popes more than they ran it. Was it possible that the



church’s “hard-knuckled intellect” might be the right man for the task?16 Hope

ran high with Benedict.17

ere was little measurable progress, though, in the first year of his Papacy.

Benedict held endless meetings but they resulted in little concrete action. He

issued no hoped-for decrees streamlining the overlapping responsibilities and

powers between Curial departments.

Angelo Sodano, the blustery Secretary of State, was past the customary

retirement age of seventy-five when Benedict was elected.18 But the Pontiff had

allowed him to remain in office. Besides the Pope, no person inside the Vatican

wields as much power as the Secretary of State. So Vaticanologists expected

that to be one of Benedict’s first appointments. But when he did announce a

replacement the following June, more than a year into his Papacy, the pick

surprised many.19 e Pope tapped Tarcisio Bertone, Genoa’s cardinal.20

Bertone had no diplomatic experience and had never worked a day in the

Secretariat of State. But Benedict knew, admired, and trusted him. He had

been Benedict’s deputy for seven years at the Congregation for the Doctrine of

the Faith.21 e Pope—insisting on absolute loyalty—did not want a Secretary

of State whom he had to worry might undermine him.

Sodano, who would become the Dean of the Sacred College of Cardinals,

evidently found it galling to hand off the keys to someone who would be

learning on the job. No matter what one thought of Sodano’s haughty and

often dismissive ways, everyone agreed that he and his small cadre of advisors

were seasoned veterans. When John Paul was increasingly hobbled by illnesses

during the later years of his Papacy, Sodano and his team had directed much of

the church’s day-to-day administration.

Since Bertone’s promotion did not become effective until mid-September,

Sodano had time to consolidate his power.22 He wanted to ensure that top

aides were rewarded with prestigious postings.23 One slot of particular interest

was that of the chief prelate at the IOR, a position that had been empty for

thirteen years since De Bonis’s transfer to the Knights of Malta.24 Sodano was

the chairman of the committee of cardinals with oversight of the Vatican Bank.

Under John Paul, he knew it was not possible to push through such a key

appointment without the Pope’s express approval. But Benedict was more



pliable. Sodano’s pick as the Vatican Bank’s chief cleric? He appointed forty-

five-year-old Monsignor Piero Pioppo, his longtime personal secretary.25

Some senior prelates griped to Benedict that Pioppo’s selection smacked of

favoritism and might not be in the IOR’s best interests. at long-empty

Vatican Bank position should be the proper province of the incoming Secretary

of State, they contended. But Benedict declined reversing it. Instead, he simply

instructed his private secretary, Monsignor Georg Gänswein—a noted

theologian and canon law professor—to keep an eye on Pioppo.26

It was bad that Benedict had a reputation as someone who could be pushed

around by a strong cardinal. Worse was that Bertone turned out to be the

wrong man to serve as Secretary of State. Not only did he not have the respect

of key Curialists whose support he needed, but he was heavy-handed in

throwing around his newfound power.

Secret State Department cables reveal that American officials concluded

quickly that Bertone was a disaster. e American embassy to the Vatican

informed Washington the Curia was “more disorganized than before under

Bertone’s leadership.” at was a rather remarkable judgment given the Curia

had long been considered an unadulterated mess.27 In language particularly

blunt, the American diplomats warned, “Bertone’s lack of diplomatic

experience (he speaks only Italian, for example), and a personal style that

elevates ‘pastoral’ work—with frequent foreign travel focusing on the spiritual

needs of Catholics around the world—over foreign policy and management”

meant that the Pope was poorly served by his top Curial pick.28

If there was one area in which some Vaticanologists predicted Benedict

might make bold steps, it was with church finances. e Pope’s aides had

spread the word that he intended to make the arcane Vatican money world

more transparent. “e target of Benedict’s [reform] strategy is the Vatican

Bank,” said one press report.29 ere was even news that he might make the

bold move of merging the IOR and APSA.30

Benedict had allowed Sodano to get his way when it came to Monsignor

Pioppo becoming the Vatican Bank’s chief cleric. Now Vaticanologists waited

to see what the Pope might do about the IOR’s top layman, Angelo Caloia?

John Paul had been expected to reappoint him. Caloia boosters pointed out

that, to his credit, he stayed out of Vatican politics. ere was little question



that under his leadership the IOR was certainly attracting less bad press than

when Marcinkus was in charge. Caloia’s low-key approach had prevented him

from making too many enemies inside the Curia. It also meant he had few

strong backers.

But according to press reports, Caloia would soon be history.II

“Angelo Caloia, an Italian Catholic banker who is its long-serving governor,

was provisionally reappointed this year, but the Pope has yet to confirm

this. . . . Almost unnoticed, the Pope has moved to end the Caloia era,” wrote

Richard Owen in London’s Times.31 “Signor Caloia is respected for his

discretion and rectitude, but he is identified with the previous regime and the

succession battle to be the new ‘God’s Banker’ is on.”

Other reports said that the Pope’s advisors had urged him to replace not

only Caloia but also two other parallel powerhouses of Vatican finance:

Cardinal Sergio Sebastiani, of the Prefecture for the Economic Affairs of the

Holy See, and Cardinal Attilio Nicora, APSA’s chief. It was clear, claimed

many reports without attribution, that Benedict favored “a fellow German

with international credentials” to run the IOR.32

Despite all the high expectation for big changes at the Vatican Bank,

Benedict did virtually nothing. He renewed Caloia’s term for another five

years. ose who had been banking on the man the Daily Telegraph had once

dubbed the Panzercardinal to reorganize the IOR were disappointed. But given

his shortcomings as an administrator, it is not that surprising that he shied

away from playing too aggressive a hand when it came to the church’s money

matters. A warning sign to those expecting reform should have been that

shortly after Benedict became Pope, he tabled the Vatican’s annual budgets

from the Governorate and APSA.33 Some interpreted that to mean he was

tearing apart the figures and preparing to come back to both departments with

tough questions. But it turned out he simply had not found the time to sign

off on the final drafts, delaying their distribution to the cardinals and bishops

for the first time since the policy was adopted in 1987. Although it had no

material impact on how the church raised money and paid its bills, it

reinforced Benedict’s image as someone disconnected from finances.

And it was not just the Pontiff’s failure to tackle reform; his supporters were

just as disheartened by his remote approach to seemingly every major issue.34



“One year after his election, Benedict has hardly begun to define his papacy,”

wrote author Michael Valpy. “As a nervous Vatican watches . . . just one thing

is sure: He’s not John Paul.”35

Benedict had trouble connecting with ordinary Catholics, making the

church and the Papacy once again seem less relevant. A September 2006 trip to

Germany, thought most Vaticanologists, presented his team a prime

opportunity to soften his image and boost his popularity.36 Instead, the trip

highlighted Benedict’s emotional detachment. Victor Simpson, a veteran AP

reporter, thought the Pope appeared to be “going through the motions.”37 In

the village of Marktl am Inn, when he walked past his birth home, he barely

glanced at it, instead fretting about staying on a tight schedule. “e

photographers and camera operators who had waited for hours outside the

house for a poignant visual came away empty handed,” recalls Catholic News

Service bureau chief John avis, who was part of the traveling press corps.38

“At a southern German sanctuary that had been a favorite of his as a youngster,

he did not even mention his personal connection during his talk.39 “is was a

pope who didn’t feel obligated to emote in public, and whose speeches and

sermons in Bavaria were as flat as stale beer,” avis concluded.40

For an address at the University of Regensburg, he had prepared a long

discourse about the gap between Europe’s secularism and Islam’s rigid

orthodoxy. He quoted a fourteenth-century Byzantine emperor: “Show me just

what Muhammed brought that was new, and there you will find things only

evil and inhuman, such as his command to spread by the sword the faith he

preached.”41 Reporters traveling with the Pope had received an advance copy

and before his talk some had pointed out the offending language to the new

press secretary, Father Federico Lombardi. But Lombardi “seemed disinclined

to run interference for Benedict.”42,III As the journalists predicted, Benedict’s

speech prompted a firestorm.43 Riots erupted in a dozen countries.44 ere

were threats of revenge and calls for Benedict’s death from Middle Eastern al

Qaeda offshoots to radical imams at an anti-Pope rally outside London’s

Westminster Cathedral.45 e Pope was burned in effigy during massive

demonstrations in leading Arab capitals. He apologized four times, each more

effusive than the last. But the story had a life of its own. Six churches in the

Palestinian territories were torched, a sixty-six-year-old nun in Somalia was



executed, an Italian priest was shot to death on the steps of his parish church in

Turkey, and an EU diplomat was stabbed to death in Morocco.46 Even John

Paul’s recently paroled wannabe assassin, Mehmet Ali Ağca, told reporters that

if he could talk to Benedict, he would say: “As someone who knows these

matters well, I say your life is in danger.”47 e violent response meant that

when the Pope made public appearances, marksmen now took positions on

rooftops. When the Pontiff visited Turkey that November, he wore a

bulletproof vest under his clerical robe. ree thousand elite army troops

guarded him.48

e church later offered a series of excuses as to why none of Benedict’s

aides warned him that his language about Muslims was likely to be

misinterpreted: Secretary of State Bertone was in transition; it was press

secretary Lombardi’s first foreign trip; and no one had yet replaced the

outgoing chief responsible for relations with Muslims.49 Vaticanologists knew,

of course, that the underlying reason was that those who had influence over

Benedict—including his ambitious personal secretary, German Monsignor

Georg Gänswein, and a medieval music scholar turned nun, Ingrid Stampa—

had little understanding of how every utterance by the Pope was dissected. No

one appreciated the ramifications if something was taken out of context and

went viral.50

e Islamic calamity was to prove to be the template for the rest of

Benedict’s papacy. e Pope and those around him showed time and again

they were inept when it came to public relations. In a talk explaining his

Muslim comments he angered Jews when he described the crucifixion of Jesus

as a “scandal for the Jews.”51 He ticked off South Americans and indigenous

groups in Brazil when he omitted any mention of crimes the colonizers had

committed. e natives, he said, had been “silently longing” for the Catholic

faith the conquistadors brought.52

Nor did the Pontiff and his advisors do a better job of handling their

perceived response to one of the most critical issues of his Papacy, the

unfolding sex abuse scandal. Whether deserved or not, the public had a poor

perception of Benedict, judging him as less than enthusiastic in pursuing

pedophile priests when he ran the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.

at dicastery had been responsible since 2001 for the oversight of all reported



abuse cases. (By 2010, a U.S. public opinion poll showed only 12 percent of

Americans thought Benedict was doing a good job in dealing with the

scandal.)53 at view was reinforced by the slow probe into sex abuse charges

over Marcial Maciel Degollado, the founder of the Legion of Christ (the

investigations were still under way when Maciel died in 2008).54 Although ex–

Secretary of State Sodano had been Maciel’s main defender and responsible

largely for delaying his prosecution, it was John Paul and then Benedict who

got blamed (Benedict at least forced Maciel from his active ministry for “a life

of prayer and penance,” a disciplinary action John Paul had refused).

When a slew of decades-old sex abuse accusations in Switzerland, the

Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Belgium, and Austria hit the press, Benedict

and his team defensively explained why the church still did not favor reporting

the crimes to civil authorities. ey were unskilled at getting out the word

about what steps Benedict had taken, such as streamlining the process to

defrock abusing priests (it would not be until January 2014 that news broke

that a record number of 384 priests had been defrocked during just two years

of Benedict’s reign, 2011–12).55

Given the bungling of those charged with burnishing the Pope’s reputation,

it was little wonder the Vatican often seemed under siege. When a New York

Times story claimed that while he was a cardinal, Benedict had failed to order

the removal of a Milwaukee priest accused of abusing up to two hundred deaf

boys, his enraged aides seemingly stumbled over each other to prove who was

the most incompetent.56 In one Sunday sermon at St. Peter’s, with Benedict in

the front pew, a priest compared the church’s bad press over the sex abuse

scandal to what Holocaust victims had endured. Cardinal Sodano tried putting

out that fire with a lecture to the press corps, but he set off another uproar by

dismissing the sex abuse charges as “idle gossip.” A couple of weeks later

Vienna’s Cardinal Christoph von Schönborn, in what he mistakenly thought

was an off-the-record chat with reporters, revealed how Sodano had forced

Ratzinger in 1995 to back off a sex abuse probe of Schönborn’s predecessor,

Cardinal Hans Hermann Groёr.57

Even mundane public relations events often turned into problems. When

the Pope attended a Vatican Christmas, the press focused on an embarrassing

moment when four male acrobats stripped off their shirts in front of the red-



faced Benedict. “Strippers in Vatican” went viral on YouTube and led to

another round of finger pointing among his advisors about who should have

previewed the act.58 A few weeks later, at a Christmas fest in Cologne,

photographers snapped photos of the Pope greeted by the Jungfrau, a

traditional blond maiden. Papal aides were seemingly aware that the maiden at

the Cologne Carnival was always a man dressed as a woman. Pictures of

Benedict cavorting with a drag queen were the last thing the Vatican’s

inexperienced public relations team wanted.59

As this fiasco played out, Curial officials appealed to Bertone as the

Secretary of State to take charge of the Pontiff’s public image. Bertone assured

his colleagues he would help the Holy See avoid further embarrassments. But

the Secretary of State was not up to the job.

When a Polish weekly published the accusation that Benedict’s top choice

to become archbishop of Warsaw had cooperated with Poland’s communist-era

secret police, Bertone did not believe it. en—only a couple of days before

Stanislaw Wielgus’s investiture—a historical panel in the Vatican informed

Bertone that the charges were true. He underestimated the impact of such a

disclosure in the former communist bloc country so he did not advise Benedict

to stop the appointment. Instead, the affair played out to the church’s

humiliation when Wielgus resigned within hours of becoming the Warsaw

archbishop, admitting that a slew of fresh reports about his communist-era

collaboration were true.60

In 2009, Benedict faced a firestorm after he lifted the excommunication of

Richard Williamson, a British bishop based in Buenos Aires.61 Bertone, who

oversaw Williamson’s vetting, had apparently not even Googled him. If he had,

he would have discovered an interview the bishop gave only three days before

to Swedish television, in which he said about the Holocaust: “I believe that the

historical evidence is hugely against six million Jews having been deliberately

gassed in gas chambers as a deliberate policy of Adolf Hitler. I believe there

were no gas chambers.”62 e U.S. embassy later sent a confidential cable to

the State Department reporting that Bertone had lost even more respect when

—during the middle of the scandal over the Holocaust-denying cleric—he

“referred to the offending bishop by the wrong name, then denounced the

media for ‘inventing’ a problem where there was none.”63



Bertone’s missteps did not shake the confidence of the most important

person at the Vatican, Benedict. e Pope was not even upset with the abysmal

performance by his press office. e war with the media was proof that secular

powers were intent on waging a campaign of vilification against the church.64

at Catholicism was in a war with secularists was shared by at least one of his

closest unofficial advisors, the nun Ingrid Stampa.65 Instead of making

Benedict angry with those who had let him down, the public farces made him

bitter and turned him away from what he saw as a hostile world.66 It

reinforced his suspicious and conspiratorial view that there was no such thing

as balanced reporting and that the news served a hidden agenda to somehow

shake the faith of loyal Catholics.

I. In 2001, Del Ponte had worked a genocide investigation against four Rwandans, two of them Catholic
priests, one living under a false name in Italy and the other hiding under an alias in Switzerland. After
appealing to the Vatican for help in persuading the priest in Italy to turn himself in, she later discovered
that “church officials sent him into hiding.” “I was,” she wrote in her book, Madame Prosecutor, “to put it
mildly, furious.”7

II. Just before John Paul’s death there were rumors that he was considering banker Roberto Mazzotta,
president of Caripio, a Milan-based bank and charitable foundation, as Caloia’s replacement. Mazzotta
was a respected member of the white finance movement, of which Caloia had been a founder.

III. Lombardi is the same press spokesman who ignored more than a dozen requests from the author for
comments and interviews inside the Vatican, as late as 2014.
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Chasing the White List

e bursting of the American housing bubble in 2006, and the collapse of a

secondary investment market based on subprime mortgages, kicked off what

turned into a devastating two-year global financial recession. e Vatican

always moved in tandem with the booms and busts of neighboring countries.

Italy, which had one of the weakest European economies going into the crisis,

affected the church more than any other nation.1 Unemployment and

bankruptcies soared while GDP and industrial production plummeted to levels

not seen in forty years.2 e Vatican experienced a drop-off in contributions,

including a sharp downturn in Peter’s Pence (it fell by a third in 2006).3

e straight numbers reveal the impact. e Vatican turned from a budget

surplus of $3.1 million in 2006 to a $13.5 million deficit in 2007, its worst

performance in years.4 e international financial plunge rekindled inside the

church fears over the risks inherent in unrestrained capitalism. “Money

vanishes,” Pope Benedict said in a speech during the free fall. “e only solid

reality is the word of God.”5

Even the church’s money men, who knew that Marcinkus was right when

he once said, “You can’t run the church on Hail Marys,” were pressured to find

ways to cushion the church against the fallout. Two financial experts wrote in

the Vatican’s newspaper, L’Osservatore Romano, that Islamic finance might be a

model for Western banks. In theory, it was similar to the white finance Angelo

Caloia and his Catholic economists advocated.6

At the nadir of the crash, October 2008, the press-shy Caloia gave a rare

interview. After the bankruptcy of New York investment giant Lehman

Brothers, and with some enormous French and Spanish banks reportedly

battling for survival in the face of enormous losses, some of Caloia’s colleagues

urged him to calm jitters at the IOR’s partner banks about the secretive

institution’s solvency.

In keeping his well-known distance from the mainstream media, he gave an

exclusive interview to Famiglia Cristiana, a Catholic family magazine. His

message was not only reassuring. It was the envy of central bankers everywhere:



“Our assets are solid and we don’t have any shortage of liquidity. We’ve always

been very prudent, I would dare to say conservative, in managing our

resources. We’ve always invested defensively.”

e IOR’s assets were not at risk, Caloia said, because under his nearly

nineteen-year tenure the bank had never participated in stock options, much

less derivatives (highly leveraged financial instruments). He did not disclose

precise numbers, but indicated a recent press report concluding that the IOR’s

unadventurous investment philosophy meant 80 percent of its assets were in

low-yield AAA government bonds and the rest in a mixture of gold and

dividend-yielding stocks, sounded about right.7

e Vatican Bank did not issue loans so it was not facing customers unable

to make repayments.I Instead, Caloia noted the bank adhered to conservative

investments that were “clear, simple and ethically based.” e IOR did not

profit, he emphasized, from any dishonorable endeavor such as trading in

international armaments.

Caloia, who believed the crisis was largely the result of greed, also took a

swipe at those international banks that were in distress, saying that their

“behavior [was] improper to the point of fraud” and that it was little wonder

that “today, in world finance, no one trusts anyone else.”9 Privately, and away

from earshot of any reporter, Caloia said he thought that some top American

clerics were “too enamored with Wall Street.”10

e philosophy of white finance was the backbone of a major policy paper

Benedict issued that December about the meltdown. In direct language, he

castigated Western countries for not responding more forcefully and faster to

cope with the crisis, especially since the credit crunch disproportionally

hammered the world’s poorest.11 In calling for reform, Benedict urged that a

“necessary first step” was closing all international tax havens, which he said had

“given support to imprudent economic and financial practices and have also

played a significant role in the imbalances of development, allowing a gigantic

flight of capital linked to tax evasion. Offshore markets could also be linked to

the recycling of profits from illegal activities.”12 e Pontiff’s statement even

listed some of the worst offending “offshore centers” such as “the Channel

Islands.” It was not clear if Benedict fully realized the extent to which the super

rich had used the Vatican Bank as a tax haven since its inception.



But that December policy statement was only a warm-up for a Papal

encyclical released the following July (2009). It was a dense thirty-thousand-

word treatise about social injustice that included swipes at the excesses of

capitalism, especially the robust American variation. e theme was that “e

economy needs ethics in order to function correctly, not any ethics, but an

ethics which is people-centered.”13 It reinforced the widespread view that

Benedict was better suited as an academic and philosopher than a hands-on

administrator.

at highly promoted encyclical about what was wrong with Western

capitalism had the misfortune of getting released at the same time as the

publication of Vaticano S.p.A., a book by Italian journalist Gianluigi Nuzzi,

that was filled with electrifying disclosures of decades of abuse inside the

Vatican Bank. Nuzzi’s tell-all was based on thousands of internal documents

stolen over several decades by the IOR insider Monsignor Renato Dardozzi.

How Nuzzi got the secret documents was a riveting story in itself. Dardozzi,

who had died in 2003 at the age of eighty-one, had never given an interview,

and there are only a couple of known photos of him. e reclusive monsignor

seemed an unlikely whistleblower. It turned out that Dardozzi had been

frustrated and upset by the ongoing abuses at the IOR under De Bonis.14 Over

time he became determined that the wrongdoing he witnessed not go forever

unreported. In the late 1990s he had begun secreting away copies of

confidential files, notes from private meetings, and sensitive correspondence

between key IOR and Curial officials. And he had stored the purloined

documents with friends—who remain anonymous to this day—in Ticio,

Switzerland, just over the Italian border. When Dardozzi died, his executors

contacted Nuzzi. Dardozzi’s last will and testament directed: “ese documents

should be published so that everyone can learn what has happened here.” It

took Nuzzi months to scan the paperwork, make CD-ROMs of the notes, and

download the larger files. When Nuzzi returned to Italy on his final trip, he

carried two large Samsonite suitcases, each crammed with forty pounds of the

damning copies.15

In a preview of Vaticano S.p.A. in the Italian weekly Panorama, Nuzzi wrote

that Marcinkus had “simply passed the baton” to De Bonis, ensuring that “a

river of money, including cash and government bonds, was conveyed in a kind



of parallel IOR, a web of offshore deposits disguised with charities that did not

exist.”16

Vaticano S.p.A. exposed everything from Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti’s

political slush fund disguised as the Cardinal Francis Spellman Foundation to

revealing how putative charities used the bank to move about millions of

dollars beyond the reach of law enforcement and financial regulators. Nuzzi

revealed in detail that political bribes were doled out from fake IOR accounts;

how money deposited by the faithful for Masses for the dead went missing; the

millions that had passed through an account owned by an order of nuns had

simply disappeared; even cash that had been sent to genuine charities

sometimes got misappropriated by crooked clerics.

Although most of Nuzzi’s disclosures involved abuses during the early to

mid-1990s, the cumulative impact of seeing it spelled out in the bank’s own

documents had a tremendous impact. Journalist and author Philip Willan

summarized a widespread feeling among both ordinary Catholics and

Vaticanologists when he wrote in Britain’s Guardian newspaper that such

revelations were disheartening given that the “political and financial scandals”

of Marcinkus, Sindona, and Calvi had “brought lasting discredit on the

Catholic church three decades ago. . . . We were led to believe that a new

broom, wielded by the lay banker Angelo Caloia, had since swept the premises

of the IOR. . . . Despite the best efforts of Caloia, a cavalier attitude to

financial ethics appears to have continued.”17

Nuzzi’s book made it abundantly clear that during Caloia’s nineteen-year

tenure as the IOR director, veteran clerics had repeatedly outwitted him and

his efforts at reform. Worse, Nuzzi concluded that he trusted no one at Vatican

Bank: “Despite the full collaboration promised and publicized in the press,

they [the IOR] limit themselves to referring only what can no longer be

concealed.”18

e Vatican’s response to the Nuzzi onslaught? Nothing. Although there

were evidently more than a dozen attempts to craft a comprehensive defense,

none got past the drafting stage. Nuzzi had made his case relying on the

Vatican Bank’s own documents, so efforts to explain it away seemed lame and

defensive.19 De Bonis had died in 2001. When Andreotti, who in 2006 had

failed in a bid for the presidency of the Italian Senate, was confronted about



the Cardinal Spellman Foundation and the millions distributed from it to his

family and friends, he quipped: “I do not remember this account.”20

Overnight the public perception of Caloia changed from a well-intentioned

advocate of white finance who had burnished the Vatican Bank’s reputation to

someone either incapable of controlling what was going on in his own bank or

clueless about the breadth of the illicit operation thriving beneath him. Nuzzi’s

revelations made clear that Caloia “was suspicious about the parallel bank” just

two years after he became the IOR’s director. But despite his efforts, “nothing

happened.”21 e press turned on Caloia, picking up a theme that at best his

oversight of the bank was lackadaisical.

Nuzzi’s exposé sparked a desperate power struggle inside the Vatican for

control of the bank. Should Caloia and his team of laymen finish the

remaining two years of their term or should a new director immediately take

control?22 Cardinal Attilio Nicora, chief of APSA, fought for his friend Caloia.

Nicora had helped the professorial banker survive less potent threats to his

tenure in early years. But Caloia had lost Bertone’s critical support. e

Secretary of State told the Pontiff that Nuzzi’s book was not only a terrible

embarrassment but that its disclosures showed that the church must

concentrate on cleaning its own financial house before lecturing nations about

their offshore banking havens and the pitfalls of capitalism. Bertone thought it

was time to purge the last remnants of John Paul’s old guard, and the

disclosures that Monsignor De Bonis and others had run circles around the

hapless Caloia was the perfect pretext.23 As the chairman of the five-cardinal

panel that oversaw the IOR, Bertone suggested it was time for Caloia to go.24

Benedict, of course, could have ended any effort to remove Caloia by

stating his support for his long-serving IOR chief. In this case, however,

Benedict’s inherent indecisiveness was made worse. He had never developed a

personal relationship with Caloia. Even the IOR chief said as much just six

months earlier when he admitted he did “not have a functional relationship”

with the Holy See.25

e winner of the Curial tug-of-war was clear September 23 when Cardinal

Bertone issued a brief statement announcing Caloia’s resignation. Bertone

thanked him for his “generous services” but gave no explanation for the exit.26

Privately, Bertone’s aides leaked their own spin to selected journalists: Caloia’s



departure was not a sign of discord but rather a move toward reform. at

seemed possible since simultaneously Bertone disclosed that the IOR had its

first new director in nearly twenty years, sixty-five-year-old Ettore Gotti

Tedeschi, a conservative economist and chief of Italian operations for Spain’s

Banco Santander. Gotti Tedeschi had never been inside the IOR but Bertone

knew him. Earlier that year the Secretary of State had sought his advice in

helping the Pope craft his Caritas in Veritate encyclical about finances and

social justice (Gotti Tedeschi was so enthusiastic about that encyclical that he

cited it in nominating Benedict for a Nobel Prize in economics).27 Gotti

Tedeschi kept his Santander job, believing he could carry out his Vatican Bank

obligations part-time.

Caloia declined any comment, allowing the Vatican for once to control the

public narrative. Typical was e Wall Street Journal ’s front-page coverage

calling the changes “a sweeping overhaul.” e paper cited “senior Vatican

officials” for the proposition that Bertone “has long sought to shake up the

bank’s management in a bid to modernize its operations.” Moreover, the

Journal quoted “one Vatican official” as saying that while reforming the IOR

would be difficult, “We expect deep change.” Gotti Tedeschi’s arrival meant the

Vatican Bank was “moving in the direction of more transparency.”28 e

National Catholic Reporter’s John Allen wrote that the change was “a move

towards greater transparency and better business practices at the Vatican

Bank.”29

To add to the impression that the moves were part of a coordinated clean

sweep, the church also announced that the four other lay directors of the IOR’s

supervisory board had resigned along with Caloia. e newcomers who now

joined Gotti Tedeschi were Carl Anderson, the American head of the Knights

of Columbus; ex–Deutsche Bank chairman Ronaldo Hermann Schmitz; the

president of Credito Valtellinese, Giovanni De Censi; and Spanish banker

Manuel Soto Serrano.30,II

What did Gotti Tedeschi’s unexpected appointment augur for the IOR?

Besides his Santander role, he boasted an impressive résumé. He taught

financial ethics at Milan’s Catholic University, was a director of Cassa Depositi

e Prestiti (the Deposits and Loans Fund), the operational wing of Italy’s

Treasury Ministry, a board member of Turin’s Banca San Paolo, and a chairman



of the government created Infrastructure Fund.32 It was a plus that he was a

devout Catholic, daily communicant, and Opus Dei member.

Gotti Tedeschi boasted that he was “a concrete and practical economist”

with decades of business experience, “not an academic, a theorist.”33 He shared

Caloia’s concern about the need for more ethical behavior in financing and

championed the theories of other leading Catholic free-market thinkers.34 But

the comparison to his predecessor ended there. Gotti Tedeschi was far more

provocative than the soft-pedaling Caloia. In a 2004 book, he had argued that

Protestantism was responsible for some of capitalism’s “defects,” including an

obsession with turning profits.35 Nine months before becoming the IOR chief,

he had proposed in L’Osservatore Romano that wealthy Western countries form

a “good bank” from which massive investments could be made into developing

nations. Even English Prime Minister Gordon Brown took note, endorsing

Gotti Tedeschi’s grand Marshall Plan–styled bank. It had little chance of ever

happening, but it was evidence that Gotti Tedeschi did not shy from broad,

bold initiatives.36

Besides his economic philosophy, he prided himself as a strict moralist.

When he told strangers he had five children, he often added “and all from the

same mother.” It was his subtle dig at Italy’s rising divorce rate and out-of-

wedlock births.37 Just before the Vatican picked him for the IOR post, he had

given a much discussed talk in which he contended that while America’s “debt

addiction” was a primary cause of the global financial crisis, a contributing

factor was that people did not follow the church’s ban on birth control, which

he said led to “the rejection of life and the suppression of childbirth.”38

Between his provocative writings, outspoken lectures, and opinionated

involvement in economic proposals for Italy’s politicians, he seemed in many

ways the opposite of the reserved Caloia.

Gotti Tedeschi walked into a firestorm at the IOR. In December 2000, the

Vatican had signed a Monetary Convention with the European Union so that

the church could issue its own euro coins (distinctively stamped with Città del

Vaticano) as well as commemorative coins that it marked up significantly to sell

to collectors.39 at agreement did not bind the Vatican, or two other non-EU

nations that had accepted the euro—Monaco and Andorra—to abide by strict



European statutes regarding money laundering, terrorism financing, fraud, and

counterfeiting.40

at lack of compliance had become a sticking point for EU officials in

Brussels who contended that the city-state reaped the benefits of a one-way

relationship that allowed it to use the euro without having to follow the rules

that applied to member nations. e EU’s unease went as far back as 1998,

when the Vatican had agreed in principle to use the common currency.III at

was the same year the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD), a thirty-four-nation economics and trade group that

tracks openness in the sharing of tax information between countries, had

begun investigating tax havens. ose nations that shared financial data and

had in place adequate safeguards against money laundering were put on a so-

called white list. ose that had not acted but promised to do so were slotted

onto the OECD’s gray list, and those resistant to reforming their banking

secrecy laws were relegated to a black list. e OECD could not force the

Vatican to cooperate since it was not a member of the European Union. So it

held off putting the city-state on any list.41

Meanwhile, at the Vatican, a powerful contingent of senior clerics resisted

the principles of transparency preached by the EU and argued that the IOR’s

inviolable secrecy was one of its greatest attributes. Just because the modern

world had moved in the direction of openness was no reason why the church

should follow, they contended. If the EU got its way and the Vatican had to

conform to Europe’s money laundering and terrorism financing laws, the IOR

would be subject to independent secular oversight. Many veteran clerics

shuddered at the prospect of European financial regulators accessing the

records and files of the Vatican Bank.

e standoff between European representatives and IOR officials had boiled

over at a luncheon at the Vatican shortly before Gotti Tedeschi arrived at the

IOR. One of the EU regulators asked if it were possible to get some

information about what controls the bank had in place to guard against money

laundering?

“How can you ask us such questions?” one of the Vatican Bank officials

shouted.42

e European officials returned to Brussels.



As Gotti Tedeschi discovered, the Vatican was in a tough quandary. e

Monetary Convention the church signed in 2000 restricted how many coins it

could mint annually.43 e Vatican wanted a higher limit. Brussels saw this

request as leverage by which to push the clerics in Rome to comply with

European money laundering and anti-terrorism statutes.

Gotti Tedeschi threw his weight with the pragmatists who contended that

as distasteful as it was to contemplate any European oversight of the IOR, the

Vatican’s future was undoubtedly with the euro. Opting out of the euro and

creating its own currency seemed an unrealistic dream.

Just three months after Gotti Tedeschi had become the bank’s director, the

church and the EU signed a new Monetary Convention. It allowed the city-

state to mint €2.3 million annually, up from €1.4 million. In return, the

Vatican agreed to start taking all steps necessary to adhere to the tough post-

9/11 financing laws that Brussels had promulgated.44 e city-state—which

remarkably had no laws against money laundering—was now committed to

develop and implement its own finance statutes.45 It was also obligated to

create an independent watchdog agency empowered with certifying that all

Vatican financial departments complied with any new laws. ese were not

simply promises the Vatican could make and shelve. e agreement put real

obligations on the church to perform, and the EU was set to monitor its

progress. e Vatican’s long-term goal was to qualify for the OECD’s white

list.46

Almost lost in the final hectic debate over the new Monetary Convention

was that on December 29, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San

Francisco delivered some unexpected good news to Gotti Tedeschi and his

colleagues at the bank. at court affirmed the IOR’s dismissal from the Nazi

gold class action lawsuit filed in 1999. e Vatican’s attorneys had prevailed

that the Sovereign Immunities Act, which shields foreign countries from being

sued in American courts, was a complete bar to any civil action against the

bank.47 e concerns of a decade earlier about whether the Nazi gold claims

might result in a settlement as devastating as the Vatican’s $244 million

payment to the Ambrosiano now seemed distant. Gotti Tedeschi had no

history with any of that. But he was pleased the lawsuit was over. He had a



clean slate going forward to build a bank that adapted to the political and

financial realities of modern-day Europe.

I. Caloia thought the name bank was a misnomer for the IOR since it was not in the business of lending
money. It did, while he was there, “give grants to a mission in the Amazon, a small church in Kampala,
but loans in the classical sense are excluded.” e reason for the “no loans” policy, said Caloia, was that “it
would rain down requests from every corner of the planet, and we would not be able to rank the
priorities.”8

II. In subsequent media coverage, Caloia’s inability to rein in De Bonis and others in the 1990s turned
into something more nefarious. “Monsignor Angelo Caloia had expanded money laundering and keeping
secret accounts for favored politicians for which the bank became notorious.” “Under Monsignor Angelo
Caloia, Marcinkus’ successor as head of the bank, the Vatican consistently expanded its money-
laundering activities.” It appears in those reports journalists confused Monsignor Donato De Bonis and
Angelo Caloia. However, Caloia evidently made no effort to correct the record, and for those unfamiliar
with the IOR’s past, those press reports made him responsible for behavior that is not supported by any
credible evidence.31

III. e Vatican had been forced to adopt the euro because Italy had decided to do so. Italy was one of
twelve European nations that made the euro its currency. e much loved lira, in use since 1472, was
history. Lost in the widespread coverage of that historic move was that Italy’s decision meant the Vatican
—which used the lira—had to follow suit or develop its own currency.
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The World Has Changed

e Vatican approached its obligations under the December 2009 Monetary

Convention in its typical unhurried manner, in no rush to begin the hard work

of qualifying for the white list. e IOR had performed well for decades

without outside interference. Few in the church believed that getting the

OECD’s formal blessing would make much of a difference in its bottom line.

Officials in Brussels, meanwhile, were not accustomed to the slow shuffle. e

EU was focused on a promise they had secured during the negotiations: Pope

Benedict was to issue a decree by which he acknowledged the church’s

willingness to comply with Europe’s money laundering and antiterrorism laws.

For several months, EU officials bristled as queries went unanswered or came

back with unresponsive information. In the late spring, the IOR and OECD

met twice. But according to Jeffrey Owens, the OECD’s director of the Center

for Tax Policy and Administration, the discussions were so generic as to be

nothing more than a primer about how the church might one day get on the

white list. “ey know what the standards are,” said Owens. “Do they want to

advance the dialogue with the aim of committing to the standards?”1

e EU believed that the Holy See had no incentive to live up to its

Monetary Convention obligations, in part since its sweetheart relationship

with Italy meant there was little strict enforcement of rules and regulations

against IOR accounts held at Italian banks. So in the summer of 2010,

Brussels nudged Italy’s central bank to tighten its controls when dealing with

the Vatican Bank.

ere was soon evidence that the pressure was working. On September 9,

the Bank of Italy distributed an internal notice advising Italian banks to more

aggressively scrutinize their business with the IOR. e memo emphasized that

the Vatican Bank was a non–European Union bank and that it was not on the

OECD’s white list.2 Italy had recently ruled that the Vatican itself was a “non-

equivalent extracommunitarian country.”3 at meant it was subject to

tougher standards.4 It was the clearest sign to date that the incestuous

relationship between the Vatican and Italy was ending. Still, the church did not



pick up its pace in addressing its duties under its new Monetary Convention.

Gotti Tedeschi and his crew did not seem particularly concerned.

ey should have been. In mid-September 2010, Italian state television

(RAI), citing unnamed “judicial sources,” reported that Gotti Tedeschi and the

bank’s director general, Paolo Cipriani, were under investigation in a criminal

investigation of possible violations of Italy’s beefed-up 2007 money laundering

law.5 Some in the Vatican dismissed the report as baseless. On September 20

Italian prosecutors froze $30 million at an IOR account held at a Rome branch

of Credito Artigiano S.p.A. e IOR had wanted to transfer most of that

money to J. P. Morgan’s Frankfurt branch, and the rest to the Rome-based

Banca del Fucino.6 Credito Artigiano had followed the letter of the law by

asking the IOR the identity of the account holder and the reasons for the

transfer. e Vatican Bank ignored those requests. at had prompted Credito

Artigiano to inform Italy’s central bank that there were “irregularities.”7 e

Bank of Italy’s financial intelligence unit in turn tipped off Rome’s

prosecutors.I

e day after the $30 million was frozen, all Benedict’s public relations

team could muster was to buy some time with a note published in its

newspaper, L’Osservatore Romano: “e Holy See, therefore, is perplexed and

astonished by the initiative of the Prosecutor of Rome, especially since the

information necessary is already available from the relevant offices of the Bank

of Italy. . . .” Gotti Tedeschi had been on the job only a year. “e Holy See

expresses its maximum confidence in the president and director general of the

IOR.”9

Two days later, press spokesman Father Federico Lombardi released a longer

statement to the Financial Times. Now he claimed it was all “a

misunderstanding” and “could have been clarified with great simplicity.”

Lombardi raised eyebrows in Brussels and Rome when he claimed, “e IOR

is located within the territory of Vatican City State, beyond the jurisdiction

and surveillance of various national banks.” at seemed a throwback to the

defense the church employed to avert the service of arrest warrants on

Archbishop Marcinkus. But everyone seemed to agree with Lombardi’s

conclusion: “e IOR is not a bank in the normal definition of the term.”10



Bank of Italy officials thought the expressions of surprise were feigned.

eir pervasive view was that the Vatican had deliberately failed to answer

Credito Artigiano’s queries about the $30 million. Maybe, contended some,

the IOR wanted to test what would trigger Italy’s enforcement mechanism. “A

well-placed Italian official, who asks not to be named,” told the Financial

Times, “Perhaps they want to go back to their past special status. But the world

is more complicated these days. Perhaps it is just their culture of secrecy. Who

knows?”11

e following month Rome prosecutors widened their money laundering

probe to include $1.3 million in withdrawals from IOR accounts at two of

Italy’s largest banks, UniCredit and Intesa Sanpaolo.12 In a separate case, police

arrested six people in Sicily on fraud and money laundering charges. One of

them was an Italian priest who helped his father launder $350,000 in

European Union grant money for a nonexistent fish farm development

through an IOR account. e Vatican Bank distributed the money to a

mobster uncle of the cleric.13 It highlighted the fear in Brussels that the IOR

accounts held in Italian banks were still easily disguised to hide the flow of

illicit cash. “IOR cannot work like this anymore,” an unidentified Italian

official told the Financial Times. “People have used the IOR as a screen.”14,II

It had only taken a year for Gotti Tedeschi to find himself in the

uncomfortable public spotlight of scandal that had plagued his predecessors.

Behind the scenes he worked frenetically to get Italian authorities to release the

$30 million. Vatican attorneys had filed emergency motions to free the funds

but two judges upheld the seizure, citing the IOR’s failure to adequately

explain the money’s provenance.16 Prosecutors provided the judges with

additional documentation raising questions about a 2009 IOR transfer under a

false name, and a million-dollar withdrawal in 2010 from an Italian bank in

which the Vatican refused to provide the cash’s destination.17 e next step for

the IOR was to appeal to Italy’s highest court but a decision there might not be

quick.

Few knew that Gotti Tedeschi was struggling inside the Vatican Bank. Its

records had been in much worse shape than he expected and he was having a

tough time getting the Curia to understand what he meant by transparency.18

He decided to use the crisis to push the Vatican into the financial modern age.



Gotti Tedeschi sent a letter to the Paris-based Financial Action Task Force

(FATF), the intergovernmental body set up by the G7 to combat terrorist

financing and money laundering.19 e FATF was the group whose principles

the Vatican had promised in 1996 to emulate in the wake of the Enimont

scandal. Gotti Tedeschi now assured the FATF that the IOR was ready to

strictly adhere to the group’s standards. at would subject the IOR to peer

review by FATF’s European arm, the Committee of Experts on the Evaluation

of Anti–Money Laundering Measures and the Financing of Terrorism

(Moneyval).20 When Italian prosecutors heard about Gotti Tedeschi’s

representations, they thought he was simply trying to burnish the church’s

image in the legal battle over the frozen $30 million.21 But European officials

were less cynical and sensed that Gotti Tedeschi was sincere. eir only

question was whether he was capable of delivering on his promise.

A few weeks later, on October 15, IOR and EU officials met and this time

agreed that Pope Benedict would do whatever was necessary to bring the

Vatican’s laws in sync with the tough European regulations.22 When an

anonymous “senior FATF official familiar with the negotiations” told the

Associated Press that Gotti Tedeschi had also personally vouched for the IOR’s

willingness to conform to the EU’s strict statutes, it put the Vatican Bank chief

into the middle of the church’s long-fought debate about the breadth of its

sovereignty.23 Since the restoration of independent statehood through

Mussolini’s Lateran Pacts, it was hard to think of a more explosive political

issue inside the church. Many clerics had personal memories of the brutal

court battles that had gone to Italy’s highest tribunal over the Marcinkus arrest

warrants.

Some top financial clerics—such as Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò, who

had become the General Secretary of the Governorate the previous year—

thought the crisis so great that the church should withdraw from the euro and

mint its own Vatican lira, which would float in value against other

currencies.24 Viganò and several others argued that any downside risks for the

Vatican launching its own currency were preferable to allowing EU officials—

many of whom were entrenched secularists with outright disdain for the

church—to enter Vatican City and have unprecedented access to the IOR.



Although many of Viganò’s colleagues were sympathetic to his rallying cry

to preserve the bank’s sovereignty at all costs, few thought it feasible.25 If it

wanted to develop its own currency, it should have started years earlier. Such a

radical response to intense pressure from Brussels might lead other countries to

brand the city-state a rogue outlier when it came to money laundering and

antiterrorist financing laws.26 American and European banks might stop doing

business with it. at would not boost the value of any currency it rolled out.

With some significant undercurrent of dismay, Viganò’s proposal to leave the

EU failed to get any traction. A handful of the Pope’s closest aides instead

began drafting the Papal declaration that the church had promised Brussels.

e result was a remarkable December 30 decree that gave the Vatican its

first ever anti–money laundering law, set to go into effect the following April

1.27 “e Prevention and Countering of Illegal Activities in the Area of

Monetary and Financial Dealings” was issued as a motu proprio, a document

historically signed personally by the Pope. Benedict took full responsibility for

the decision. At 501 words it was short by the standards of apostolic letters and

Papal decrees. e Pope deemed money laundering and terrorist financing a

“phenomena” and referred to the Vatican’s pledge made with the EU in its

Monetary Convention the previous December. Most important, he rolled out

the Vatican’s first-ever internal oversight and enforcement authority, the

Autorità di Informazione Finanziaria, AIF (literally, Financial Information

Authority, but the Vatican translates it as the Financial Intelligence

Authority).28

Rather than operating as a dicastery run by a cardinal, the five-member AIF

—described by Fortune as “the Vatican equivalent of the Securities and

Exchange Commission”—had both a religious president and a lay director.29

e Pope gave it expansive powers to investigate all suspicious money activity

in every Vatican department connected to money, from the IOR to APSA to

the Governorate.30 e AIF would answer only to Benedict, and he

emphasized its “full autonomy and independence.” Not only did the AIF have

the right to audit all the Vatican’s financial divisions, it had the authority to

punish violators with stiff fines (set soon at a limit of €2 million).

APSA’s no-nonsense Cardinal Attilio Nicora was appointed president and

Francesco De Pasquale, an attorney with the Bank of Italy and Italy’s Exchange



Office, was tapped as its first lay director.31 ree academics filled out the rest

of the directors’ seats.32

e same day as Benedict issued his motu proprio, press spokesman Federico

Lombardi released a prepared statement noting that “international solidarity”

was critical since criminals had become more “ingenious” and “increasingly

insidious.”33

at statement was as close as the church would ever come to admitting

that its informal financial monitoring in place for decades had been woefully

inadequate. “e implementation of the new norms will certainly require great

commitment. . . . ose errors which so quickly become the cause of ‘scandal’

for public opinion and the faithful will be avoided. In the final analysis the

Church will be more ‘credible’ before the members of the international

community, and this is of vital importance for her evangelical mission. . . . is

is a good way to conclude the year: with a step towards transparency and

credibility!”34

e OECD’s Jeffrey Owens told reporters that establishing AIF was “clearly

a step in the right direction.”35 Gianluigi Nuzzi, the author of the 2009 book

that precipitated the string of events from Caloia’s exit to the motu proprio,

expressed the feelings of many Vaticanologists: “A few years ago, an anti-

money-laundering law in the Vatican and the Holy See would have been

unthinkable. ey used to say, ‘We’re a sovereign state; these are our affairs.’

e important thing is that they created an anti-money-laundering law and an

authority to enforce it. Without that, the Vatican Bank will remain an offshore

bank.”36

e New York Times best summarized the promise and challenge inherent in

Benedict’s historic declaration: “It was also seen as a victory by Benedict over

factions in the hierarchy who would prefer to defend the Vatican’s sovereignty,

versus those who wanted more openness. But the test will be how the new law

is put into practice—especially by the Vatican bank, which has periodically

come under sharp scrutiny and is now the target of a money laundering

investigation.”37

I. To relieve some of the pressure on the Vatican, an unidentified Bank of Italy official confided to
reporters, “is is not another Banco Ambrosiano or Enimont.” But that was not as reassuring as it was



intended. Longtime Vatican Bank watchers knew that neither the Banco Ambrosiano nor Enimont
scandals seemed so grand when the news first broke.8

II. By coincidence, Jonathan Levy, the plaintiff’s attorney in the Nazi gold class action against the IOR
that had been dismissed the previous December, had written two months earlier to the European Central
Bank in Frankfurt. Levy raised new questions about whether stolen wartime gold from IOR deposits may
have been used to mint gold Vatican euros. Levy told reporters that the Italian money laundering probe
into the IOR added to the credibility of survivors’ claims that the bank misused the Croatian gold it
received in 1945.15
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The Powerbroker

Even those clerics who opposed Benedict’s motu proprio did not criticize the

Pontiff. e man they blamed for the capitulation to Brussels and its secularist

regulators was the cleric everyone considered the power behind Benedict’s

throne, Secretary of State Tarcisio Bertone. As the head of the Vatican’s

diplomatic corps, contended some critics, Bertone more than anyone should

have been sensitive to how the motu proprio might restrict the church’s ability

to operate under authoritarian governments like those in Myanmar, Iran,

Cuba, and China. What might happen to the church’s “independent missions”

in offshore financial havens such as the Turks and Caicos and the Cayman

Islands? How could Bertone allow the church’s missionary arm to be subject to

the stringent new financial oversight?

Bertone’s strong support for the motu proprio reenergized an effort to force

him from the Curia. Influential clerics had been trying to oust Bertone since

2009. at year a senior archbishop, Cardinal Angelo Bagnasco, representing a

group of ranking prelates, met with Benedict at Castel Gandolfo. He had laid

out what he thought was a damning case of incompetence and overreaching

against Bertone and pleaded with the Pontiff to dismiss him. Benedict waved

Bagnasco away, saying enough in German and Italian.1

Something as significant as a cardinal asking the Pope to fire his Secretary of

State did not long stay secret inside the Vatican. When Bertone learned about

that failed effort his response was to further consolidate his power. He had

already begun the previous year to punish some on his enemies list. Most

prominent had been Archbishop Piero Pioppo, whom his predecessor, Sodano,

had appointed as the chief prelate of the IOR just before Bertone took power.

At the time it had been interpreted not only as a slight to Bertone but evidence

of Benedict’s weakness since the Pope ignored appeals from cardinals to void

the appointment. At Bertone’s direction, Pioppo was dispatched to become

Papal Nuncio to Equatorial Guinea and Cameroon (where he still is, as of

2014).2



In the wake of the dustup over the motu proprio Bertone moved to solidify a

loyal team. e Secretary of State favored clerics from the Salesians, his own

religious order.3,I

In February 2011, Bertone moved against the popular Cardinal Dionigi

Tettamanzi, Milan’s former archbishop and the chief of the Istituto Toniolo, a

wealthy religious foundation that controlled the prestigious Cattolica

University. During a dispute over Tettamanzi’s management of the Cattolica,

Bertone sent the cardinal a brusque fax telling him to resign. Tettamanzi

appealed to the Pope, who agreed to see both cardinals that April at Castel

Gandolfo. After that meeting Benedict gave Tettamanzi two months to step

down. But the message was clear: Bertone had prevailed.5 As Tettamanzi

confided to others what had transpired it reinforced the images of both

Benedict and Bertone, one as a man too weak to be Pope and the other as too

ambitious to be Secretary of State.

In May, Bertone lobbied Gotti Tedeschi to make a $260 million bid for a

controlling share of Milan’s San Raffaele Hospital, founded by a priest who was

a Berlusconi confidant. By the time Gotti Tedeschi got around to checking the

hospital’s books, there were millions in outstanding debts. San Raffaele’s

administrator killed himself that October in his own office with a Smith and

Wesson revolver. “e Mysterious Suicide at Has Rocked the Vatican” was

the headline in London’s Independent.6 Local prosecutors had begun a fraud

investigation. Much to Bertone’s fury, Gotti Tedeschi balked. “We do not

know how big the deficit is,” he told some colleagues. “ere are no

accounting records at all. We are walking in the dark.”7

e San Raffaele marked one of the few setbacks for Bertone. Overall, he

was leaving his mark inside the Curia. e Italians—many of his choosing—

were again on the ascendancy.8 By 2011 they were more than half (thirteen of

twenty-five) of Benedict’s top appointments. When the Pope next picked

twenty-two new red hats, for the first time in decades the European cardinals

had a slight majority for the next conclave (sixty-seven out of 125).9 e

Italians were back to thirty, boosting their chance of either retaking the Papacy

or at least playing a kingmaker role.10 Some Vatican watchers were uneasy that

with all the maneuvering, “one could think with some certainty that Bertone

may be a shoo-in for the next pope.”11



A few tried at least slowing Bertone’s power grab. Adolfo Nicolás, the

Superior General of the Jesuits, wrote to Benedict enclosing a letter he had

received warning of “paralyzing fear” inside the Vatican over Bertone’s

leadership.12 An anonymous “Vatican analyst” told Britain’s Guardian, “I don’t

think Bertone is a thief, he is just not up to the job.”13

But Benedict was committed to the man who had served him as a deputy

for seven years when they served in the Congregation for the Doctrine of the

Faith.14

Given a free hand by Benedict, and as the cardinal to whom the IOR

oversight committee reported, Bertone exercised broad authority when it came

to finances. He had settled the aborted debate the previous year over whether

the Vatican should withdraw from the euro. In February, two months after the

Pope’s historic motu proprio, Bertone sent a letter to the Secretary General of

the Council of Europe. In that letter he requested that Moneyval, the EU’s

primary monitoring division in fighting money laundering and the financing

of terrorism, evaluate the Holy See and the Vatican city-state.15 is is

precisely what Gotti Tedeschi had been urging since his 2009 arrival at the

IOR. Bertone reckoned that there was no use in further delaying the

inevitable. If the church had any chance of qualifying for OECD’s white list, it

needed a good Moneyval report.

Some in the IOR and the Curia who agreed in principle with Bertone

thought it was premature. What if the Moneyval examiners found so much

wrongdoing once they got inside the bank that the Vatican got slotted onto the

gray, or possibly even black, list?

In early April, Brussels sent word that it had agreed to evaluate the city-

state.16 at was only a few days after the Vatican announced, as a further sign

of good faith, that anyone entering Vatican City with more than €10,000

($14,000) in cash had to declare it.17 It was a dramatic departure from the

days when clerics working at the Vatican Bank watched Monsignor Donato De

Bonis carrying suitcases stuffed with cash.

Representatives from Moneyval and the IOR had to work out the details of

any evaluation. It could not be done remotely. e inspectors required access

inside the Vatican to IOR files and ledgers that had never before been shared



even with other Curial departments. Moneyval would need to conduct

evaluations over several years.

On June 1, 2011, the Italians freed the IOR’s $30 million that prosecutors

had frozen at Credito Artigiano. It was released only after the Vatican struck an

agreement to allow Moneyval to have full access to the IOR and other Curia

financial departments for a week beginning November 20.18 A follow-up

onsite visit was scheduled for the following spring.19

Moneyval assembled a seven-person team with impeccable credentials in

criminal law, regulatory issues, and law enforcement.20 e anxiety was high

that November when Moneyval carried out its first thorough assessment inside

the city-state. Its visit coincided with the worst financial crisis Italy had faced

since World War II, a meltdown that was raising fears about the IOR’s possible

exposure to an Italian debt default.21

Everyone inside the church put on a brave face for the team from Brussels.

ey knew the results would reveal how close or far away the Vatican was from

making it to OECD’s white list. e church emphasized transparency for the

visit. Pope Benedict met with the inspection team, as did Gotti Tedeschi and a

list of who’s-who related to the church’s money.22 At the IOR, the examiners

faced a “unique challenge” since they were in a sovereign country that also was

the seat of the Catholic Church. “An unusually large amount of

documentation was seen during the course of the assessment,” Moneyval’s

executive secretary John Ringguth later told reporters.23

What played out that November between Moneyval and the IOR was

watched far beyond Europe. Former U.S. Treasury Department official Avi

Jorisch summarized in Forbes what was on the minds of financial compliance

officers and law enforcement personnel around the globe: “In today’s

interconnected financial world, instituting measures to mitigate abuse of the

international financial sector is part of the cost of doing business.

Unquestionably, one of the most serious public policy challenges the

international community will face in the foreseeable future is how to use every

tool in its arsenal to make progress against those who exploit tainted money.

While the Vatican answers to a higher calling, the EU, FATF and Moneyval

should insist that its earthly responsibilities are equally important.”24



What no Moneyval inspector then knew was that Bertone had engineered

the exile to America of Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò, the industrious and

outspoken Deputy Governor of Vatican City, who had led the fight for the

church to withdraw from the euro instead of acceding to European inspectors

entering the sovereign Vatican. Bertone had not, however, moved Viganò

because of his stance on the euro. e archbishop had been transferred from

Rome because during his two years as the second ranking cleric in charge of

the Vatican’s infrastructure, he had made powerful enemies. e brusque

Viganò had dedicated himself to breaking up a web of entrenched nepotism,

corruption, and cronyism when it came to awarding contracts for work inside

the Vatican.25 His unyielding stance earned him a reputation as a “ballbreaker.”

Viganò’s crusader attitude made him someone the Vatican would seemingly

want to showcase to Moneyval. Even if his work did not affect whether the

IOR was in compliance when it came to money laundering and terrorism

financing laws, clerics like Viganò would impress upon the examiners from

Brussels that the Vatican was embracing the EU’s dual themes of transparency

and reform.

What happened to Viganò was a cautionary tale. Once he had pointed out

that many longtime contractors had cozy relationships with the Vatican’s old

guard, a leak campaign was launched to discredit him. Anonymous sources in

the Italian press accused him of being inefficient, overbearing, and even as

someone interested only in accumulating personal power.26 But no one could

have predicted what happened behind the scenes when Bertone went to rein in

Viganò.

When Bertone called the seventy-year-old archbishop to his office in

March, it was to inform him that he was to be transferred nearly three years

before his Governorate term was over. Viganò was “astonished” and broke

protocol by going over the Secretary of State’s head.27 He wrote two

extraordinary letters. One to Bertone was blunt. He said that the information

relied on by the Secretary of State in reaching his decision was “falsified . . . a

grave injustice . . . [and] the fruit of serious slander.”28 Viganò’s second letter

was a handwritten one to Benedict. He warned: “My transfer from the

Governorate would, in this moment, greatly dismay and discourage all those



who believed it possible to correct so many long-entrenched instances of

corruption and abuse of power in the management of several departments.”29

When Benedict did not answer, Viganò requested a private audience. At an

early April meeting, Viganò passed to the Pontiff a remarkable memorandum

he had prepared. Communications to the Pontiff were normally cloaked in

flowery language and any criticisms were so oblique as to be practically

invisible. is memo, however, detailed the “widespread corruption” Viganò

had discovered when he started in the Governorate in 2009 and what he had

done to fix it. He warned that significant Vatican City investments were under

the control of two funds managed by a group of Italian bankers “who turned

out to have put their own interests before ours.” And he provided Benedict

with several examples of the rampant malfeasance he had uncovered. In a

single instance suppliers and contractors had overcharged the church $2.5

million. Viganò said that was to be expected since “work was always given to

the same companies at costs at least double compared to those charged outside

the Vatican.”30 In another case, he had shaved $1.2 million from the annual

upkeep for the Vatican’s gardens, and put that savings toward a renovation of

the city-state’s thermal power plant.

e archbishop confided that the Vatican’s own maintenance workers were

demoralized by how badly outside vendors ripped off the church. ere were

no consequences for the gouging other than getting more business. Viganò

shared with Benedict that shortly after he arrived in the Governorate he

discovered that the large nativity scene in St. Peter’s Square had cost more than

$700,000. By bidding out the project the following year, the church saved

$300,000. e scene looked the same.31 Competitive bidding had slashed in

half the annual bill from electronic giant Siemens. He even had the numbers

demonstrating the sharp reduction of thefts from inventory after he installed

surveillance cameras in the Vatican’s warehouses.

Viganò was proud that he was instrumental in turning around the

Governorate from an annual deficit of more than $10 million the year he

arrived to a recent surplus of more than $30 million.

“Everybody is betting on my demise,” he told Benedict. If the Pope did not

act, the archbishop cautioned that his transfer out of the Vatican would “be

perceived by all as a verdict of condemnation of my work, and therefore as a



punishment” and it would also “expose those who have assisted my renewal

action to acts of revenge and humiliating retaliation.”32

No one outside the Vatican knew that Viganò’s fate was so precarious. Italy’s

best-connected Vaticanologists were unaware of the drama. La Stampa’s

normally prescient “Vatican Insider” ran a long story in late May about the

“musical chairs” at the Curia. It mentioned that Viganò had met with Benedict

that spring. According to “Vatican Insider,” the Pope “credited him for the

cleaning work and the fight against waste which in two years has enabled the

Governorship to transform liabilities for seven million Euro in profits for

thirty.” And as for what all the shuffling in the Curia meant for Viganò?

“Vatican Insider” predicted that while Viganò had been “considered the natural

successor of Cardinal Giovanni Lajolo, Governor of the State of Vatican City,

now his name is being made as leader of the Ministry of Finance (a cardinal

assignment).”33

As word spread throughout the Curia about Bertone’s move against Viganò,

others watched it as the ultimate test of Benedict’s commitment to the

financial reforms. Four high-ranking Italian cardinals appealed personally to

Benedict, asking him to reverse Bertone.34 e cardinals even suggested that

the Pope should immediately elevate Viganò as a cardinal to conclusively

demonstrate his faith both in him as well as the zealous cleanup on which he

had embarked. One of Benedict’s closest confidants, Sister Ingrid Stampa, met

him privately and lobbied for the beleaguered Viganò.35

In the case of Viganò, a senior Curial cleric who had the courage to identify

widespread corruption and wanted the Pontiff’s backing to stop it, Benedict

was frozen. Viganò did not, as “Vatican Insider” predicted, get elevated to a

cardinal and put in charge of the Ministry of Finance. Only weeks before the

Moneyval inspectors had arrived, he was sent four thousand miles from the

Vatican to serve as the Papal Nuncio to Washington. Once again, as he had

throughout his Papacy, Benedict had shied away from confronting his

Secretary of State. Bertone’s power seemed unchecked.

I. Among some of Bertone’s foes whom he transferred out of the Vatican over a two-year purge were
Monsignor Vincenzo Di Mauro, the Secretary of the Prefecture for the Economic Affairs of the Holy See;
Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò, the powerful Secretary General of the Governorate; and Monsignor



Ettore Balestrero, the Undersecretary for Relations with States. Bertone had also helped block Cardinal
Angelo Scola from becoming the president of the Italian episcopal conference. And he replaced Cardinal
Fernando Filoni, who held the key position of the Sosistuto in the Secretariat of State, with fifty-two-
year-old Archbishop Giovanni Becciu, the Apostolic Nuncio to Angola, and someone who notably had
never in his career served inside the Vatican.4
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The Butler

In late 2011 a handful of insiders gathered at the Vatican apartment of one of

Benedict’s closest advisors. ere was a war, they concluded, playing out for

the soul of the church between reformers and the old guard. ey were

convinced that while Benedict’s heart was solidly with the reformers he was

incapable of asserting himself to change the tide of the battle. By allowing his

Secretary of State to make unchallenged decisions about top Curial

appointments, the Pope had abdicated his administrative powers. at evening

the discussion of what to do got around to whether a coup inside the Curia

was possible.I ey wanted Bertone out. After all, they argued, it was Benedict

who had been elected Pope, not Bertone. Sandro Magister, one of Italy’s most

respected Vaticanologists, captured the essence of what so rankled those

gathered that evening: “ere are appointments that only the pope can make,

but that Bertone is in the habit of administering himself with nonchalance, as

if they belonged to him.”1 If Benedict was not going to stop his Secretary of

State from acting as if he ran the church, maybe they could find an

unorthodox way to move against him.

is was not easy for any of them. Each was loyal to the church and to Pope

Benedict. None wanted to do anything that hurt either. But they also realized

that if they were to push Bertone from his throne, it could be messy. ey

knew there would likely be unintended consequences from any plot they

hatched.

ere were few realistic options. ey could try to get a private meeting

with Benedict. A few were close to him, personal friends on whom he had long

relied. Arranging such a get-together would not be difficult, and it could be

kept off the official calendar. Yet they knew firsthand that senior clerics had

already met and pled with the Pope to restrain or dismiss Bertone, all to no

effect.

Maybe they should enlist some of Bertone’s fellow cardinals, and with them

develop a strategy to check the Secretary of State. But the cardinals who would

be instrumental were survivors through many power wars. ey were unlikely



to risk their own political capital in taking on Bertone at the behest of a group

of lower-ranking clerics and some laymen who might be gone once Benedict

was no longer Pope.

e small group of Benedict supporters gathered that night were not simply

upset at money matters gone awry. ere was, as they discussed that evening,

something that made most of them squirm. ey had seen the proof of what

one called a “gay lobby.” e common bond for the gay clerics at the highest

positions of the Curia was that they had abandoned their celibacy vows. e

problem, the small group agreed, was that they often used sex as a carrot for

advancement to ambitious up-and-coming clerics. It was deplorable, they

concluded, that a fast career track was within reach for any cleric willing to

submit to the Vatican’s equivalent of a casting couch.2,II

ey were not an old-world throwback to antigay traditionalists in the

church. One had a gay sister and another a pair of brothers who had come out

to their family. ey did not pay attention to the sometimes salacious rumors

that made the rounds at the Vatican about the sexual escapades of those clerics.

“Play, don’t pray” was the mantra for some, who according to the insiders

included dinner parties of clerics and male prostitutes that ended in nights of

drugs and sex. Just the previous year, the press was filled with salacious stories

about a Vatican choirboy who was dismissed after it was discovered that he was

arranging male prostitutes for a Gentleman of His Holiness who also served as

a senior consultant to the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples.3

None of those gathered that night admitted having witnessed any of it with

their own eyes. Moreover, they knew that some of the clerics who were part of

the gay lobby were among the Curia’s most effective reformers and among

Benedict’s best prelates.

e small group that evening did not know that the lobby they had

discovered had a long history in the Vatican. Mussolini’s spies had compiled

thick dossiers on the secret gay lifestyles of key Papal aides as far back as the

1920s.e police even privately concluded that a 1956 knife attack by a young

man on the Vatican’s fascist intermediary, Father Tacchi Venturi, was over a

love affair with another man.4 Peter Murphy, the U.S. Deputy Chief of

Mission to the Vatican from 1984 to 1989, told me that while he could not

verify anything about the Vatican after he left, while he was there, “I know the



gay lobby was true. I know it to be absolutely true. It was discreet but I had

evidence of it with some of those with whom I worked and saw socially.”

(Murphy raised the matter with the archbishop who was a senior official for

the U.S. Conference of Bishops. “He refused to believe me,” recalls Murphy.

He also told Archbishop Marcinkus about it. “He did not seem that surprised,

but did not say anything.”)5 In 1999, a small publishing house released a book

by Luigi Marinelli, a monsignor who had worked at the Vatican for forty-five

years. Fearing reprisals from the church, he wrote Via col vento in Vaticano

(Gone with the Wind in the Vatican) under a pseudonym.6 e seventy-two-

year-old prelate who was dying of liver and bone cancer had decided to purge

his conscience. In sometimes overwrought prose, Marinelli presented a

hodgepodge of accusations of corruption and venality within the Vatican. One

of his strongest charges was that inside the Curia, where he had worked, simply

being gay “can help a hopeful candidate advance more quickly and cause a rival

to lose the desire to present himself for promotion . . . the one who gives

himself from the waist down has a better chance than the one who gives his

heart and mind to the service of God and his brothers. For many prelates in

the Curia, the beautiful boy attracts more goodwill and favor than the

intelligent one.” According to Marinelli, there was also widespread sexual

blackmail inside the Curia, the kind that “in the national civil code . . . is

punishable as a crime; in the ecclesiastical code, the demand is justified by that

golden rule promoveatur ut amoveatur, which means, ‘let it be moved forward

so that it can be put aside.’ ”7,III

Since that 2011 evening when those Benedict insiders discussed a “gay

lobby” at their hastily called meeting, there has been some frank public talk

about it. None more so than Benedict’s successor, Pope Francis, who in a June

2013 meeting with representatives from CLAR (the Latin American and

Caribbean Confederation of Religious Men and Women) in charge of

communities of priests, monks, and nuns, startled everyone: “In the Curia,

there are holy people. But there is also a stream of corruption. e ‘gay lobby’

is mentioned, and it is true, it is there. We need to see what we can do.”9 A

month later, after advisors contended that such an admission was unnecessary

and potentially damaging, Francis pulled back during an impromptu news

conference on a flight to Rome from Brazil. “So much is written about the gay



lobby. I have yet to find on a Vatican identity card the word ‘gay.’ . . . I think

that when we encounter a gay person, we must make the distinction between

the fact of a person being gay and the fact of a lobby, because lobbies are not

good.”10

In 2014, Elmar Mäder, the former commander of the Swiss Guard, told a

Swiss newspaper about “a network of homosexuals” and said that to the extent

it had “become a network or even a kind of secret society, I would not tolerate

it in my sphere of decision making.”11,IV Some suspected Mäder as the source

of the embarrassing leak the prior year that the Vatican owned a central Rome

property that served not only as housing for some cardinals but also had

Europe’s biggest gay bathhouse (at a weekly “bear night,” a man dressed as a

priest was billed as “Bruno, a hairy pastor of souls . . . [who] wants to expose

his body and soul”).13

e group that gathered that night in 2011 to decide what to do about

Bertone was upset by recent headlines that had nothing to do with whether a

gay lobby flourished inside the Vatican. ey had been startled by the news

that the church reportedly profited from pornography published by Weltbild,

its wholly owned $2.3 billion German bookseller. e tabloid press reprinted

some of Weltbild’s more profane titles such as “Slut’s Boarding School” and

“ ‘Fuckable’ Lawyer’s Whore.” Instead of banning the publication of such titles,

the church instead threatened litigation against some of the tabloids. Such

raunchy material accounted for only a tiny fraction of Weltbild’s publications.

e material in question was “erotica.” It did not meet any legal definition of

porn. Moreover, one spokesman pointed out, all such sales amounted to

$391,000, not a great deal of money.14

One of those at the table had recently spoken to Ingrid Stampa, the

German nun who had Benedict’s ear. She said all the crises facing the church

were so serious that anything undertaken must be bold.15 at added to the

sense that they should act even if it was messy. After four hours of sometimes

heated discussions the group settled on a plan. It was fraught with danger and

real risk for the person tapped to carry it out.

e coup’s il corvo (the raven) was an unlikely choice, Paolo Gabriele, the

forty-five-year-old butler to Pope Benedict, someone investigative journalist

Gianluigi Nuzzi later described as “a pious Catholic so devoted to the Pontiff



that he saw him as his own father.”16 e posting held by the well-liked

Gabriele was one of the Vatican’s most coveted lay positions. A Pope’s butler

attends to all the Pontiff’s needs from the moment he awakes. Gabriele

typically clocked twelve-hour days, seven days a week. He lived in the Vatican,

close to the Apostolic Palace, with his wife, Manuela, a devout Catholic, and

their three young children. Whether Benedict was meeting with a head of

state, traveling abroad, receiving a personal gift or donation from a prominent

visitor, or consulting with other clerics inside the Apostolic Palace, Gabriele,

with his trademark array of dark suits, starched white shirts, dark ties, and spit-

shined shoes, was ever present. Sometimes Gabriele was invited to sit at the

Pope’s table for meals.

Gabriele was not a lifelong Vatican employee. After falling out from the

church as a teenager, and working with a film company, in the mid-1990s he

reconnected with his Catholicism after his prayers about an important personal

matter were answered by St. Faustina, a mystic Polish nun. He began doing

small jobs around a local diocesan church in Rome. e pastor was Polish and

knew John Paul II. He liked the energetic young man and his family and

recommended him to John Paul’s private secretary, Monsignor Stanislaw

Dziwisz (now the Cardinal of Kraków). Not long after—around 2002—

Milwaukee-born Monsignor James Harvey, who was the Prefect of the Papal

Household, called on Gabriele. He was soon working as a janitor inside the

Vatican.V Everyone liked the quiet, shy, hardworking newcomer. Gabriele soon

moved up under the direct supervision of a legendary Papal butler, Angelo

Gugel, who had cultivated a reputation for fierce loyalty. Gugel, who was a

source of some of the most coveted gossip in the city-state, wielded far more

power than his position would have indicated.

Pope John Paul took notice of the good-looking young apprentice with the

military posture and immaculate clothes, and often made a point of

acknowledging Gabriele—calling him Paoletto (little Paul)—when he walked

past the domestic staff. Others noted that Gabriele had carved out a fast

reputation as an eager go-getter.

When Ratzinger became Pope in 2005, Gugel kept the coveted butler’s

spot. But by 2006, Monsignor Gänswein, who was himself Benedict’s jealous

gatekeeper, decided it was time to get rid of Gugel. He had too lofty a view of



his role as butler. Gänswein directed Monsignor Harvey to find someone who

was efficient and loyal but also faded into the background, a person with no

ambition to wield influence with the Pontiff.

Gugel fought for his job, but when he realized change was imminent, he

pushed for his son-in-law. Harvey instead surprisingly tapped Gabriele.

As Gabriele later recounted to a colleague, he learned of the decision when

Gugel called him into his apartment. e longtime butler looked grim, almost,

Gabriele recalled, as “if someone had died.” When Gabriele sat down, Gugel

informed him that he had been selected as Benedict’s butler.

“It is very, very hard work,” Gugel said. “If you can’t do it, say so now.”

Gabriele realized that Gugel was looking for any excuse to return to Harvey

and report that Gabriele was in over his head.

“No, no, it’s okay,” Gabriele assured him.

ere were only nine people who had access to the Pope’s private

apartments. In record time, Gabriele was one of them.18 For the next two

months Gugel and Gabriele worked together on the transition. e relations

between them were frosty, and Gugel did the minimum of what was required

to bring the newcomer up to speed. Gänswein kept an eye on the duo. Always

polite and humble, with never any desire to gossip, Gabriele seemed the

antithesis of Gugel. Gabriele’s desk was set up on the far side of the same room

in which Gänswein worked. He said nothing unless he was spoken to. He was

just what Gänswein had ordered.

•  •  •

e first sign of what Gabriele was up to came to light on January 25, 2012,

on a respected Italian television program, Gli Intoccabili (e Untouchables).

Gianluigi Nuzzi, the investigative journalist who had written the 2009 exposé

of the Vatican Bank based on Dardozzi’s treasure trove of IOR documents, was

the host. Somehow Nuzzi had learned about Archbishop Viganò’s efforts to

root out corruption in Vatican City and that his transfer to America was

against his will. Once again someone inside the Vatican had fed Nuzzi

information. Nuzzi portrayed clerics in the Secretariat of State as well as some



of Viganò’s colleagues in the Governorate as if they were part of a cover-up to

protect corrupt contractors.19

Press secretary Lombardi and his staff had picked September 26 as the day

to get some good media coverage for the church’s rewriting of its 2010 anti-

money-laundering law. Moneyval inspectors had informed the Vatican a few

months earlier that the statute did not meet the EU’s stringent standards.20

e revisions obligated the church to create a roster of terror organizations in

line with those identified by the U.N., and also required it to enter into

agreements with other countries by which it promised to share financial data.

At the same time, the Vatican had ratified three anticrime treaties with New

York, Vienna, and Palermo, to comply with standards set by the Paris-based

Financial Action Task Force to help combat money laundering and terrorism

financing.21

But Lombardi’s plans to talk about the church’s progress with the EU got

scuttled when he woke up to front-page stories about Nuzzi’s show. No one

was interested in the Vatican’s financial fine-tuning. By mid-morning

Lombardi issued a statement blasting the program, complaining about its

“questionable journalistic methods” and its “biased coverage of the Vatican and

the Catholic Church.”22 But all he could offer weakly about the factual core of

Nuzzi’s story was that “the positive criteria of correct and transparent

management which inspired Archbishop Viganò certainly continue to guide

the current directors of the Governorate.”23

How did Nuzzi obtain the embarrassing insider information? e hunt for

the leaker was on. e Vatican police, under the control of General Domenico

Giani, a former commander in Italy’s financial police, the Guardia di Finanza,

ran the investigation.24 Giani, who had been with the gendarmes since 1999,

had been in charge since 2006. e man Nuzzi dubbed the city-state’s

Napoleon was considered the most able security chief in the Vatican’s modern

history.25

A few days later, on January 31, the Italian daily Il Fatto Quotidiano

published the contents of a confidential memo from the influential APSA chief

Cardinal Nicora. In the memo he raised serious questions about whether the

Vatican should fully comply with EU money laundering statutes, reigniting



concerns in Brussels about whether or not the Vatican was serious when it

came to reform and compliance.26

What no one then knew was that the secret group of Vatican insiders who

had concocted a plan to oust Bertone had personally selected Nuzzi. He was

accumulating an ever-growing cache of explosive documents. Every ursday,

in an unfurnished apartment in Rome’s Prati district, the journalist met with

Gabriele—someone he identified only as “Maria”—and at each get-together

received confidential documents.27 Nuzzi then scanned the documents and

transferred them to a USB stick that he wore around his neck. It was his safety

precaution to ensure that someone did not break into his home or office and

take back Gabriele’s papers.28

e leaks started to pour. On February 1, the story broke about the messy

fight between Bertone and Gotti Tedeschi over the failed San Raffaele Hospital

bid.29 e documents made Bertone look as if he were reckless in trying to

force the quarter-billion-dollar offer against the advice of almost everyone,

including the Pope. A week later, the next episode of e Untouchables added

fuel to what the media had dubbed “Vatileaks.”30 Italian prosecutors had

opened criminal investigations against four priests whose IOR accounts were

used to launder Mafia cash. On the program, Luca Tescaroli, a Roman

prosecutor, said that he had submitted to the Vatican three formal requests for

information relating to Roberto Calvi’s death. e Vatican had not answered.31

Benedict’s Papacy had by this point been marked by six years of inept

handling of the church’s public image.32 With the advent of Vatileaks,

Lombardi and his staff did not morph into a world-class public relations unit.

It was admittedly not easy for them. ey had no idea who was the leaker or

what was coming next. Still, all they offered were reactive and often weak

responses to each subsequent disclosure. In the first week they established the

defensive tone that became the hallmark of their approach. As for the four

priests under investigation for money laundering through IOR accounts,

Lombardi dismissed the story as “recycled accusations” and “sadly

defamatory.”33 Worse than the generic denials was when the Vatican tried

countering the substance of the leaks. After the story about how Viganò had

been transferred because of his corruption busting, his former colleagues at the

Governorate issued a statement dismissing Nuzzi’s account as the “fruit of



erroneous evaluations or based on unproven fears.” ey boasted that their

own quick investigation proved that the “suspicions and allegations” were

“completely unfounded.” Most observers thought that self-serving statement

was evidence the Vatican was not serious about getting to the bottom of the

charges.34

e next round of leaked information—an internal memo reporting what

Palermo’s Cardinal Paolo Romeo said during a trip to China the previous

November—found its way to the front page of Il Fatto Quotidiano. e leakers

had hoped that the press would concentrate on a portion where Romeo said

the Bertone-Benedict relationship “was full of conflict.” at would add to the

public perception that Benedict might be better off with a different Secretary

of State. But instead, the press jumped all over a different portion of Romeo’s

remarks in which he said that the fight for power at the top of the church had

become so nasty that he predicted that Benedict would be dead within twelve

months. It did not matter whether Romeo meant someone was plotting to

murder the Pope or if he believed the stress would take its toll on the nearly

eighty-five-year-old Pontiff. But the result of that leak was different from

anything that Gabriele could have imagined. Instead of Bertone being

tarnished, the entire hierarchy of the church appeared to be in the middle of

internecine warfare so great that the Pope’s very life was threatened.35

No faster did one story break and grab headlines than the next slew of

documents changed the focus to another embarrassment. e attention

frequently fell off of Bertone. Vatileaks dominated all other news about the

city-state. At a Vatican summit held in early February about the sex abuse

crisis, it was disclosed that in America alone some $2.2 billion had been spent

to settle claims by nearly 100,000 victims (it was estimated that another billion

had gone to lawyers).36 e shocking figures barely got noticed. Sexual abuse

was, by 2012, a story to which the media occassionally returned, but Vatileaks

and its depiction of the church as a den of snakes was all encompassing.37

By late February, Nuzzi aired an interview with Gabriele, in which his face

and voice were digitally disguised.38 He claimed to be a whistleblower working

inside the Secretariat of State: “Maybe there is a kind of omerta to prevent the

truth from surfacing. Not because of a power struggle but maybe because of

fear” was his ominous message.39



Gabriele—acting on his own, he later insisted implausibly—or the entire

group that had gathered the previous November, had underestimated the

difficulty of controlling a breaking news story. Many commentators concluded

correctly that Bertone was the target of leaks that cast him as a poor manager

who spent much of his time expanding his Curial influence. Some Vatican

watchers thought that Benedict himself was the target, since his hands-off

management style had fostered many of the problems. And others thought the

leaks were not targeting a single person but more generally corruption and

inefficiency inside the Vatican’s financial institutions.

None of the leakers had foreseen how the scandal weighed on Benedict.

“e secretary of state is increasingly alone, in a curia he does not govern and

with a pope he does not help,” wrote Sandro Magister in L’Espresso.40

Benedict gave a “Pontifical mandate” to a special committee of three

cardinals to conduct their own investigation. e chairman was eighty-two-

year-old Cardinal Julián Herranz, the longtime private secretary to the founder

of Opus Dei. eir simple brief was to take whatever action was necessary to

find the whistleblower.41 No one at that time knew that Bertone had ordered

his own secret probe and had used Vatican police commander Domenico

Giani to tap the telephones of some officials in the Curia (when it later became

public, press spokesman Lombardi tried minimizing it by saying there were

“only a few wiretaps, possibly as few as three”).42

As the damage built from the financial mismanagement portrayed in the

leaked documents, there were Italian press reports “of political jockeying

among church officials who, sensing an increasingly weak and aging pontiff,

are already preparing for a conclave.”43 e idea that Benedict might not long

be Pope was boosted by how frail he looked. For a February ceremony in St.

Peter’s Basilica in which he officially gave the twenty-two new cardinals their

red hats, birettas, and rings, the Pontiff was wheeled in on a moving platform.

For his upcoming trips to Cuba and Mexico, few public events were planned.

When senior clerics complained to Benedict about his Secretary of State, the

Pontiff’s standard response was now “We are an old Pope.”44 As veteran

Vatican journalist Nicole Winfield noted, that Benedict “has been slowing

down recently” meant “that a conclave is very much on the minds of cardinals

new and old.”45



Benedict had appointed Bertone in 2007 as his Camerlengo, the person

responsible for running the church after his death and before the selection of a

new Pope. Bertone running the church unchallenged, even if briefly, was a

prospect to which few of the cardinals looked forward.

I. is chapter is largely based on extensive interviews by the author with two people in Rome during
September 2013. Both of them had regular and close access to Pope Benedict during his Papacy. ey are
in a position to know the details of what took place behind the scenes up until Benedict’s unexpected
2013 resignation. Each is still affiliated with the church, and since they fear retribution for their
disclosures, they have asked that I not only omit their names but make certain that they cannot be
identified by too detailed a description of their work or exact quotations about what they saw and heard.
I have tried my best to deliver in full the facts while preserving their anonymity.

II. Of course, to the extent that there was any casting couch inside the Vatican, it had to be gay since it is
a self-contained society of men living and working together. Any chance of promotion into the hierarchy
of the church is only available by men appointing other men. An equivalent form of advancement among
heterosexual priests who abandoned their celibacy vows is simply not possible.

III. Marinelli’s book might have gone unnoticed had not a Vatican court ordered him to appear before it
to answer as to why he should not be punished. He refused to show up, and told a reporter he would not
recant. e Vatican tried removing the tell-all from bookstores, which catapulted it almost overnight
from unknown to a bestseller. Marinelli told e New York Times that he was not surprised but
nevertheless disheartened by the church’s campaign against him: “e book does not question the
sanctity of Jesus Christ, the Eucharist or the Catholic Church. It just points out that the Vatican is made
up of men, like me, who are flawed.” Marinelli died in October 2000, a year after the publication.8

IV. Mäder’s revelations came only a few weeks after another member of the Swiss Guard told the same
newspaper that he and others in the small force regularly received many “unambiguous sexual requests”
from clerics in the Curia. New arrivals to the Guard were warned about the more aggressive prelates. For
Vatican veterans, Mäder’s charges brought back memories to the 1998 murder-suicide in the city-state of
the then commander of the Swiss Guard, his wife, and a corporal in the Guard. e official motive was
that the corporal had been passed over for a promotion and sought revenge on his superior and his wife.
Contemporaneous stories in the Italian press speculated that Opus Dei was involved since two of the
murdered were members (Opus Dei denied that). An East German spy link was also reported but never
confirmed. Publications since have suggested that the commander and corporal were having an affair.
Typical is the 2011 headline in the Daily Beast, “Vatican Murder Mystery: Was It a Gay Love Triangle?”12

V. In conversations with friends, Gabriele indicated he was somewhat surprised that he was working only
one floor underneath the Papal residence without anyone having done a background check. All it took
was the right word from a well-placed prelate, in his case Monsignor Harvey, to land the job. And he was
not required to sign any employment contract, nor any confidentiality form regarding what he saw
during his work.17
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A Vote of No Confidence

Not all the bad news came from Vatileaks. e State Department announced

in early March that for the first time it had added the Vatican to a list of sixty-

eight countries it considered a “concern” for money laundering.1 And a few

days later the investment bank JPMorgan Chase announced it was shuttering a

Vatican Bank account in Milan since the IOR had failed to respond to

multiple queries about the account for two years. at account was a so-called

sweeping facility, meaning that at the end of each day any funds were

transferred to a Vatican Bank account in Germany. Over some eighteen

months, while JP Morgan had been waiting for answers about the origin of the

money in that account, some $2.2 billion had passed through it.2 JP Morgan

was one of the IOR’s correspondent banks, institutions through which it

conducted its foreign transactions. All the correspondent banks had themselves

been pushed hard by European regulators for strict compliance. ey were in

no mood to cover for any sloppiness by the Vatican Bank.3

at a major American investment bank had to close an active IOR account

because it could not get information required by anti-money-laundering laws

did not look good for an institution that was supposedly working hard to get

on the OECD white list. And it did not reflect well on Gotti Tedeschi. Did he

know about the JP Morgan requests and ignore them or did his management

style mean he was uninvolved in the bank’s details? Neither answer was

comforting.

at spring, Moneyval sent a top secret draft to the Vatican with its

preliminary conclusions.4 It wanted to give the church an opportunity to

comment before the report was released that July. Gotti Tedeschi told

colleagues he felt he had made considerable progress in meeting the EU

standards, but he was frustrated about how long it took directives he issued to

become operational. Approaching three years as the bank’s director, he was still

surprised at the enormous divide between efficiency and performance in his

private finance work and what passed for banking inside the city-state.5



e Moneyval draft was unequivocal: the Vatican had a long way to go

before it would be transparent and compliant enough to qualify for OECD’s

white list. Moneyval’s recommendations included reorganizing the Financial

Intelligence Authority (AIF) and reducing the power of the Secretariat of State

over financial affairs. e European inspectors did not like a change that

Bertone had made to AIF’s oversight of the Vatican Bank: any monitoring had

to have the Secretary of State’s express permission.

Bertone privately castigated the draft’s recommendations as an undue

interference with the church’s sovereignty. But others, like APSA’s Cardinal

Nicora, felt vindicated. Nicora had opposed Bertone’s power grab over money

matters, and at the time had written a secret letter to the Secretary of State

warning, “We are taking a step back and remaining a tax haven.”6

Gotti Tedeschi advanced the most logical argument: since the Vatican had

agreed to EU oversight, change was coming one way or the other. ere was

no use in postponing the inevitable.7

Moneyval’s reorganization suggestions to further empower AIF got a boost

in May when Italian prosecutors complained they had subpoenaed records for

an IOR account held by a Sicilian priest. e Vatican had stonewalled for a

month. at criminal investigation focused on $1.5 million that went through

the cleric’s IOR account over two years. e probe also centered on several real

estate investments and sales both by the priest and his local bishop, all

disguised to clean mob profits.

“We have made a request for information to the Vatican City State in the

spirit of collaboration with regard to an investigation into sums of money in

financial transactions undertaken by the Diocese of Trapani,” the prosecutor

said in a public statement.8 No one from the church initially made any

comment. When they did, it was to say that the paperwork the prosecutors

wanted was missing.9 (When the priest turned into a witness for the civil

authorities, the Pope suspended the cleric and dismissed the bishop.)10

On May 19, Gianluigi Nuzzi announced the publication of his new book,

Sua Santità: Le carte segrete di Benedetto XVI (His Holiness: e Secret Papers

of Benedict XVI). It was based on the trove of information leaked to him by

Gabriele since 2011. Nuzzi for the first time disclosed that his source had

started collecting documents after the death of John Paul II in 2005.11 Nuzzi



reproduced dozens of personal letters, internal memos, faxes, and even personal

notes in Sua Santità. He claimed he had omitted anything about private lives

and concentrated only on matters on which he thought transparency was

necessary. e book was nevertheless a titillating and mortifying look at the

Vatican’s dirty laundry and an instant bestseller in Italy.12 Everyone it seemed

was talking about some of its revelations: the top newsmen who gave large

“donations” to the church before landing private audiences with the Pope or

the prominent businessman who wangled a favor from Benedict in exchange

for a $100,000 white truffle (that ended up in a soup at a Vatican-run shelter

for the homeless).13 Nuzzi revealed confidential notes about how senior clerics

were perplexed and fascinated by the 1983 disappearance of fifteen-year-old

Emanuela Orlandi, the daughter of a church employee who was never seen

again after leaving her family’s Vatican apartment to go to a music lesson.14

And despite the assurance that he steered clear of private lives, Nuzzi disclosed

the secret letters of Dino Boffo, the former editor of a Catholic newspaper,

complaining to Benedict and a ranking cardinal that another Catholic

newspaper editor had leaked a fake document charging that Boffo was a

“known homosexual who was already known to the police” for sexual

harassment. at leak had kicked off a media feeding frenzy in 2009 that cost

Boffo his job. Nuzzi reprinted two private letters from Boffo to the Pope’s

powerful private secretary, Monsignor Georg Gänswein, in which the

newspaper editor accused Bertone of engineering the character assassination.15

e book also set out how senior Vatican officials judged America—

between the sex abuse epidemic and liberal secular policies—as a moral

wasteland. An assignment to Washington, as was done with Archbishop

Viganò, was unquestionably a punishment.

ere was one major story playing out inside the Vatican about which

Nuzzi was in the dark since Gabriele had never learned about it. Gotti

Tedeschi had been methodically compiling a secret dossier about the Vatican

Bank that he intended to present to Pope Benedict.16 e IOR chief had

stumbled across information that he considered so explosive about how the

IOR was being misused by mobsters—sometimes family members of the

clerics who worked inside—that he feared his life might be in danger if others

found out before he reached Benedict.17 Corriere della Sera, Italy’s paper of



record, later concluded that Gotti Tedeschi uncovered accounts in the names

of the “politicians, shady intermediaries, contractors and senior (Italian)

officials, as well as people believed to be fronts for Mafia bosses.”18 Part of what

Gotti Tedeschi had discovered was linked to the IOR’s inexplicable obstruction

for two years about inquiries from Italian prosecutors about a bank account

held by two clerics in Sicily. Gotti Tedeschi had also come across a name that

sent a shiver through him—Matteo Messina Denaro, an arms and narcotics

kingpin who was suspected of dozens of murders over a twenty-year reign.19

e man nicknamed Diabolik had been on the run since 1993 (he is still a

fugitive). “With the people I’ve killed, I could make a cemetery,” he once

boasted.

On at least two occasions Gotti Tedeschi told Benedict’s secretary,

Gänswein, that he wanted to meet with the Pope. He did not share with

Gänswein the full details of what disturbed him but confided it was a matter

“of the greatest urgency.” e last conversation with Gänswein was on May 21.

e IOR chief did not hear back.20 Gotti Tedeschi had a paper calendar on

which he kept his appointments. Listed for Friday, June 1, was a shorthand

notation to nudge Gänswein. Time was of the essence.21 By now, Gotti

Tedeschi’s memo had more than fifty attachments of email, notes, and copies

of relevant papers.22

Gänswein was in no hurry to arrange for the IOR chief to see the Pope.23

e chief of the gendarmes, Domenico Giani, had confidentially informed

Gänswein that questions had been raised about Gotti Tedeschi’s mental

stability. A Rome psychotherapist, Dr. Pietro La Salvia, whose specialty was the

psychology of workplace stress, had observed Gotti Tedeschi at the IOR’s 2011

Christmas party. He was “dismayed” by what he saw and wrote a letter to the

Vatican Bank’s director general, Paolo Cipriani. As a result of his casual

observation, the psychotherapist thought Gotti Tedeschi exhibited “traits of

egocentricity, narcissism and a partial disconnection from reality that could be

a psychopathological dysfunction.”24 Although La Salvia emphasized that his

three-month-old opinion was not a clinical diagnosis, word spread quickly at

the top of the Curia and IOR that something might be amiss with Gotti

Tedeschi.



On ursday, May 24, as all of the Vatican and Italy seemed consumed

with Nuzzi’s new tell-all, the Vatican Bank’s supervisory board of lay directors

assembled in the late afternoon for their scheduled quarterly meeting. Carl

Anderson, the American director, had stunned Gotti Tedeschi only a couple of

days earlier by informing him that the board was considering a no confidence

vote that could result in his dismissal. Gotti Tedeschi did not know then that

his colleagues had already made up their minds. e board’s vice president, ex–

Deutsche Bank chairman Ronaldo Hermann Schmitz, had earlier written to

Bertone with a catalogue of complaints about the IOR chief and said he would

quit if Gotti Tedeschi was not sent packing.25

At the meeting, Gotti Tedeschi gave an impassioned defense of his three-

year tenure. As far as he was concerned, the bank’s problems were the results of

years of mismanagement by his predecessor, Angelo Caloia (when that

eventually went public, Caloia demanded in vain a Vatican apology).26 But his

fellow directors—Anderson, Schmitz, Manuel Serrano of Banco Santander,

and an Italian notary, Antonio Marocco—peppered him with hostile

questions. Gotti Tedeschi realized his presentation was useless. After seventy

minutes he scooped up his papers and stormed out.27 A Swiss Guard, unaware

of the high drama that had just played out inside the ancient tower, saluted

him as he screeched at high speed from the Vatican.28

e four Vatican Bank directors then unanimously passed a resolution of

no-confidence in Gotti Tedeschi.29 And they submitted a scorching internal

memo setting forth nine reasons for his dismissal. Among them, he had

“abandoned the premises of the Institute without notice.”30 It noted that he

exhibited “progressively erratic personal behavior” and had been sacked

because of “his failure to fulfill various primary functions of his office . . . to

carry out basic duties . . . or to provide any formal explanation for the

dissemination of documents last known to be in the president’s possession.”31

It took only two days before that memo was leaked to reporters and the

contents splashed across Italy’s front pages.32

e reference to the “dissemination of documents” was a not subtle

reference to their shared belief that Gotti Tedeschi might have leaked

information about financial mismanagement inside other Vatican departments

in order to make the IOR look better in comparison.33 One particular leak—



an email from the general director of the AIF to Gotti Tedeschi complaining

about the burden imposed by the Vatican’s anti-money-laundering law—could

only have been leaked, they concluded, by Gotti Tedeschi.34 e fact that most

people thought the leaks cast Gotti Tedeschi in a positive light was further

evidence to them that he had released only those documents that showed him

as a serious financier focused on what was best for the Vatican while his Curial

colleagues appeared intent only either on destroying their enemies or

undermining the EU efforts to apply financial regulations to the city-state.

e IOR’s lay board noted that despite its frequent warnings about the

bank’s “governance,” under Gotti Tedeschi’s tenure the “situation has

deteriorated further.”35 e directors made no mention of how furious they

were when they had learned he had been talking with Anna Maria Tarantola,

the second in command of the Bank of Italy’s Vigilance Department, seeking

the central bank’s help in closing some problematic Vatican accounts.36

e Vatican Bank’s cardinals’ commission, chaired by Secretary of State

Bertone, announced it would meet the following day to discuss “future steps.”

Meanwhile, Gotti Tedeschi told ANSA, the Italian wire service, “I’m torn

between a concern to tell the truth and not wanting to disturb the Holy

Father. My love for the Pope is even more important than the defense of my

reputation, called into question in a cowardly way.”37 He told Reuters, “I paid

the price for transparency.”38

Gotti Tedeschi was surprised that Benedict had not intervened to save him.

What he did not know then was that the Pope had not even been aware of the

coordinated effort to dismiss him. When Benedict later learned about his

ouster, he was “surprised, very surprised.”39 at Pope Benedict did not know

about the struggle for control of the Vatican Bank was another bad sign that

the feud in the Curia was raging in part because there was not a strong Pontiff

capable of putting an end to the fighting.
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“A Time Bomb”

e day after Gotti Tedeschi’s dismissal, Friday, May 25, Giani’s gendarmes

arrested Paolo Gabriele at his Vatican apartment. ey found boxes of

confidential documents. Giani had questioned him three days earlier as the list

of suspects narrowed. It had been Gänswein who had finally turned the

investigation toward Benedict’s butler. When he read Nuzzi’s book, Gänswein

realized that only he and Gabriele had access to three of the leaked documents.

With Benedict’s permission, Gänswein questioned the small group that made

up the “Pope’s family.” One of them, Sister Cristina Cernetti, had also sensed

that Gabriele was the leaker. After he had been questioned, why did the shy

and devout butler not dispose of any incriminating documents? He and his

wife and three children lived across the street from Giani. Had someone higher

promised Gabriele protection, or assured him that even if he were discovered

that nothing would happen to him? Some published reports speculated that

more than a dozen accomplices helped the butler while others said the

conspiracy included some of the Pope’s closest confidants.

e public-relations-challenged Vatican even debated whether to ask Italian

prosecutors to drag in Nuzzi for interrogation since he refused to name his

sources. “What crime have I committed?” Nuzzi asked when he heard about

that. “I am not interested in where the letters came from, just the news they

contain.”1

Gabriele was led across the street from his flat to a twelve-foot-by-twelve-

foot cell in the Vatican’s seldom-used jail. By that time, the Internet and

broadcast media already had “e Butler Did It” as their lead story. ose who

knew him best had trouble believing that the pious butler who had dutifully

served the Pontiff would do anything to hurt Benedict. Was it possible that

Gabriele was only a middleman, holding the documents found in his

apartment for someone who had not picked them up before the police arrived?

By the end of the day of his arrest, many in the Vatican assumed it was only a

matter of time before Gabriele’s handler was unmasked.2



Between the forced departure of Gotti Tedeschi and the arrest of the Pope’s

butler, the church was buffeted by two major stories that, no matter how hard

it tried, it could not control. e IOR’s Carl Anderson was interviewed the day

after Gabriele’s arrest for La Stampa’s “Vatican Insider” column. When asked

why Gotti Tedeschi had been fired, Anderson said: “He lost the esteem of the

staff and of the heads of the IOR, he caused divisions.”3 Gotti Tedeschi’s

number two, Paolo Cipriani, later said that his former boss “didn’t take things

in hand. It was as if he were absent, even when he was present.”4 Cipriani

claimed that Gotti Tedeschi had refused to show him the problematic

accounts.5 (Gotti Tedeschi at least gave some credence to the idea that he may

not have spent enough time at the IOR, telling prosecutors that he came to the

office only on weekends, spending his workweek running Spain’s Banco

Santander office in Milan, a position he kept when he started at the Vatican in

2009.)6

Anderson was adamant that he and his fellow directors had been

contemplating a no-confidence vote on Gotti Tedeschi for some time, but that

since the board met only quarterly, it had fallen by chance at the same time as

Gabriele’s arrest. “It is just a coincidence, nothing more,” Anderson said,

although conspiracy-loving Italians found that hard to believe.7 As for whether

Bertone had pressured the four directors, Anderson again swore it was not so.

ey had informed the Secretary of State of what they intended to do—“as a

polite gesture”—but insisted there was “no pressure, no influence.”8

Anderson, and the IOR’s interim president, Ronaldo Hermann Schmitz,

had written letters to Bertone only a couple of days before their no-confidence

vote. ose were now conveniently leaked to some of the church’s favorite

reporters. In them, Anderson accused Gotti Tedeschi of showing a “lack of an

adequate response” when JPMorgan had requested information on the IOR

account they shuttered in Milan. Schmitz said the Vatican Bank was “in an

extremely fragile and precarious position” and that under Gotti Tedeschi its

international reputation had taken such a beating that he feared lasting and

“imminent danger.” Schmitz bemoaned Gotti Tedeschi’s “wanting loyalty.”9

On June 1, Pope Benedict took a needed break from the Vatican for a

three-day visit to Milan. It was capped by his celebration of an outdoor Mass

attended by more than a million people. To the great disappointment of those



who had executed the often misguided leak campaign to dislodge Bertone, the

Pontiff invited Bertone to join him on the trip. e two made a point of

standing together at many of the public events. It was a strong endorsement by

Benedict of his embattled Secretary of State. On Sunday, June 3, the final day

of the Papal visit, La Repubblica ran an anonymous note it received claiming

that up to twenty whistleblowers would continue to send incriminating

documents to the media so long as Bertone remained Secretary of State and

Monsignor Gänswein was Benedict’s personal secretary.10 No one was sure if

there were additional leakers or if someone was merely taking advantage of the

media’s eagerness to publish almost anything connected to Vatileaks. (Evidence

that the Vatican knew it was outmatched when it came to handling public

relations was the hiring later that month of Greg Burke, a Fox television

broadcaster, as the first-ever communications advisor to Bertone.)11

e Pope was not long back inside the Vatican when the outside world

again seemed inhospitable. Palermo prosecutors announced they were

investigating claims that a Sicilian godfather had laundered millions of mob

cash through an IOR account.12 An unnamed “church official” warned there is

a “time bomb” about to engulf the IOR and dirty Mafia cash. Another

anonymous cleric confided that “tainted money” was in IOR accounts and told

La Stampa, “What has surfaced is only a splatter of lava; underneath there’s a

time bomb, which is ready to explode.”13 No one then knew that this

information was part of what Gotti Tedeschi had accumulated and wanted to

show the Pope before he was let go.

On the early morning of June 5, Friday, the high drama took an unexpected

turn. Forty miles north of Milan, in the small town of Piacenza, Gotti Tedeschi

was weighing whether to make the three-and-a-half-hour high-speed train trip

to Rome.14 He wanted to “put on the record” that he was still trying to sound

the alarm about abuses inside the Vatican Bank.15 What better way than trying

once again to see the Pope? e odds were against him, he was realistic enough

to know that. But maybe someone there might appreciate the fallout if word

got out that the Vatican turned away the dismissed IOR chief with a “must

see” dossier.

Gotti Tedeschi was known as a fastidious dresser. at morning he settled

on a conservative ensemble, wanting to impress his former colleagues at the



church that he was there on serious business. He picked a charcoal gray wool

flannel, with peak lapels. He matched it with a striped shirt with a spread

collar, and a solid, dark silk tie. Grabbing his leather briefcase, he stepped from

his home on the quaint Via Giuseppe Verdi. Four men stood near his car. His

instinctive reaction was that they were there to murder him.16 But they were

policemen from a special financial crimes unit and had been dispatched by

prosecutors in Rome and Naples. ey presented him with a search warrant

they had obtained that morning in connection with an ongoing corruption

probe of Finmeccanica, the state-run defense and aerospace firm.

Finmeccanica’s president was a close Gotti Tedeschi friend and prosecutors

suspected that some military equipment was sold to India using a Vatican

Bank account at JPMorgan. Gotti Tedeschi was not yet a target of the probe

but he might have documents relevant to the investigation. ey ushered him

back inside his house and began rummaging through his home office. Gotti

Tedeschi called his Milan attorney, Fabio Palazzo, one of Italy’s most respected

white-collar-crime specialists. At the same time, detectives executed another

search warrant at his Santander office in Milan, around the corner from the La

Scala Opera House (later that morning they also searched his country home in

the village of San Paolo).

e police seized two cabinets crammed with files, paperwork, and three-

ring binders, as well as a stack of notebooks, a day planner, a briefcase, and

several computers. ey even took a stack of memos from a wall safe, which

Gotti Tedeschi opened at their request. In those papers were some Vatican

Bank secrets, including emails that demonstrated how some church officials

had resisted the full enforcement of EU money laundering and antiterrorism

financing.17 ere was also data about a few suspicious numbered accounts.18

In the forty-seven folders carted away from Gotti Tedeschi’s house, prosecutors

would discover the broad outline of how the ex-IOR chief had ran into trouble

when he tried dismantling the network of clerics who still used the bank as if it

was their own private trust.

Gotti Tedeschi voluntarily went to the police station, where his lawyer was

waiting. Prosecutors were also there.19 ey spoke for several hours before

agreeing to meet again the next day. Over the course of their discussions, Gotti

Tedeschi did not tell them everything, as he later admitted to a colleague. He



worried that the Vatican might have an informant inside the police or

prosecutor’s office, or if not an agent, then maybe a brother, nephew, or cousin

to one of his clerical foes inside the Curia.20 Gotti Tedeschi told the

prosecutors that his problems at the IOR began soon after he asked to see

“information about accounts that were not in the church’s name.”21 And he

confided something he had seen that was odd for a bank: that the IOR sent

tens of millions of euros through encrypted money transfers designed to make

it tough for regulators to identify who was behind the transactions (Gotti

Tedeschi’s deputy, Cipriani, later denied that the bank used any encrypted wire

transfers).22 In one of his memos, the police found Gotti Tedeschi’s

handwritten entry: “I’ve seen things in the Vatican that scare me.”23

If Bertone remained in power at the Vatican, Gotti Tedeschi later told the

Roman prosecutor Giuseppe Pignatone, the IOR would never get onto the

OECD white list. Benedict was a holy and well-intentioned Pontiff, but he was

simply incapable of issuing the clear-cut directives needed to clean up the

bank.24

Prosecutors found Gotti Tedeschi credible.25 But at times he came up with

some theories that stretched credulity and made them question whether

everything he told them was accurate. A Jewish-Masonic plot, he claimed, had

targeted him since he was an Opus Dei member.26 Two of its co-conspirators,

he told Pignatone, were thirty-year-old Michele Briamonte, a partner to

Franzo Grande Stevens, the lawyer who had long been one of the Vatican’s

chief advisors, as well as thirty-three-year-old Marco Simeon, the director of

the Vatican desk at Italy’s public television. And he was suspicious about Jeffrey

Lena, a solo practitioner in Berkeley, California, who had, among other cases,

defended the Vatican in the class action brought by Holocaust victims over the

IOR and looted Nazi gold.27

e idea that Italian police might have confidential IOR files as a result of

searching Gotti Tedeschi’s home and office was of great concern at the Vatican.

It issued a public statement that “we have faith that the prosecutors and Italian

judicial system will respect our sovereignty—recognized internationally—with

regard to these documents.”28 Behind the scenes, the Vatican had decided to

further discredit Gotti Tedeschi. Beyond the internal memos and letters that

had already been leaked about his “progressively erratic personal behavior,”



several reporters now got anonymous tips about the psychotherapist who

thought Gotti Tedeschi suffered from a possible “psychopathological

dysfunction.”29 Once the Italian press began repeating that story in various

iterations, each seemingly more dramatic than the last, it was soon an

“established fact” that Gotti Tedeschi was crazy.

But instead of stemming the torrent of terrible news between Vatileaks and

the discord at the IOR, tarnishing Gotti Tedeschi’s reputation seemed to only

fuel the media’s near-obsessive interest. ere was growing frustration inside

the Vatican about how to deal with the press. In mid-June, Bertone lashed out,

blaming the media for the scandals. He told an Italian Catholic weekly that

journalists had “a will to create division that comes from spite” and that they

were “pretending to be Dan Brown [author of the fictional Da Vinci Code] . . .

inventing stories and replaying legends.”30

On ursday, June 28, Lombardi arranged for what he, and Bertone,

thought might take the attention off Gotti Tedeschi and Vatileaks. For the first

time ever, journalists were invited inside the IOR offices in the fifteenth-

century Tower of Nicholas V. e fifty-one members of the fourth estate

discovered they were not entitled to do much reporting; instead, as e Wall

Street Journal noted, it was “tightly choreographed.”31 Could they take

pictures? Not allowed. Sound recordings. No. Could they see the main vault?

Off limits. What about questions? Preferred in writing. Instead they sat in the

ornate conference room through a particularly dull three-and-a-half-hour

PowerPoint presentation by the bank’s acting director, Paolo Cipriani. Gotti

Tedeschi’s name was never mentioned. At one stage, Cipriani draped on his

lectern a T-shirt with “Anti–Money Laundering Expert” emblazoned across

it.32 He told the reporters that “we need to take away the veil, the shadow”

that had settled over the IOR.

e journalists left unsold. More important, another audience—the EU’s

financial enforcement officials—were not convinced that all was good at the

IOR. Vatileaks and its disclosures of unattended corruption and infighting

among the church’s leaders had revealed general chaos in the Vatican that

inspired little confidence in Brussels.
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The Swiss James Bond

e flap over Gotti Tedeschi’s dismissal was temporarily pushed off the front

pages on July 18 when Moneyval released its long-anticipated 241-page

Mutual Evaluation Report: Anti–Money Laundering and Combating the

Financing of Terrorism—e Holy See (Including Vatican City State).1 For the

first time in history the public had an inside look at the Vatican Bank. ere

were just over 33,000 accounts and some $8.3 billion in assets.2 It was not

even a midsized bank by U.S. standards.

e European observers complimented the church for having “come a long

way in a very short period of time” and also for putting into place the

“building blocks” for solid financial transparency and regulations. But

tempering that was the news the Vatican was not compliant on half of

Moneyval’s forty-five recommendations. And when it came to the sixteen “key

and core recommendations,” on which the Vatican had to achieve a passing

mark on every one to qualify for the OECD white list, it failed seven.3

e single most important matter was that the Vatican’s all-important

watchdog group, the Financial Intelligence Authority (AIF), got a failing grade.

Moneyval cited the AIF’s failure to define a clear mission as well as its lack of

meaningful independence. e Vatican’s three-year-old supervisory and

oversight division was at best stuck in neutral. And Moneyval highlighted a

continuing problem at the Vatican Bank: a huge number of cash transactions

with few effective controls to determine the source of the money, especially

when the funds were from one of the church’s third-world outposts. e rules

at the IOR regarding wire transfers, the reporting of suspicious transactions,

and the criteria for customer due diligence were all judged deficient. e

managers at the bank also needed to be selected by stricter criteria and better

supervised.4

ere was some bad news for one of the most powerful cardinals, APSA

chief Attilio Nicora. Moneyval concluded that his dual role as the chief of AIF

and as a director of the IOR’s supervisory commission was a “serious conflict of

interests” and “therefore strongly recommended that the same person not hold



[both] positions.”5 (Nicora stayed on AIF’s seven-person board of directors and

relinquished his Vatican Bank position.)

e EU inspectors also discovered something odd: 10 percent of the

cardinals holding accounts at the Vatican Bank were deceased (236 accounts,

but only 213 living cardinals).

Most Vaticanologists and financial observers thought that the Vatican had

done about as well as could have been expected. It fell in the middle of

Moneyval’s rankings for all its member countries, and was compliant in just

under half of all the EU’s recommendations. e same day as Moneyval

released its report, the Vatican said it intended to use the recommendations so

that the city-state could become “a reliable partner in the international

community.”6 Toward that goal, Moneyval and the Vatican agreed to an

updated evaluation the following year.

•  •  •

In July, Paolo Gabriele was released from his tiny Vatican City cell. He had

been held for sixty days on charges of illegally possessing confidential Papal

documents. In August, after having denied any role, Gabriele reversed himself

and admitted being Nuzzi’s whistleblower.7 He was now adamant that he acted

alone. By the end of that month, the butler’s attorney asked to leave the case.

His client would not heed any legal advice. At the end of September a rare

event got under way in Vatican City: a criminal trial (Italy’s police deal with

the Vatican’s common petty crimes such as pickpockets or ripping off

tourists).I

In a critical decision on the eve of the trial, the three judges ruled that none

of the evidence gathered by Benedict’s Vatileaks investigative commission of

three cardinals would be admitted into evidence. at killed any chance of

answering the questions about whether Gabriele had help, and if so, how

much and by whom. If it could not get to the entire truth, it seemed the

church would be quite satisfied with simply convicting Benedict’s butler.

e Vatileaks trial, covered by a pool of journalists, was around-the-clock

news. It was the lead story internationally when Gabriele took the stand and

complained about mistreatment in jail (his cell was too small and the lights



were kept on to disrupt his sleep, causing a “psychological depression”).9

Spectators leaned forward to hear the soft-spoken butler admit to copying

documents in the Pope’s private apartment, but contended he did not

understand why it was a crime. He loved Benedict, he said, “as a son would.”

e theme of Gabriele’s testimony was that he alone was involved and that he

had not meant any harm. “My intention was to find someone trustworthy

with whom to share my state of mind and my perplexity regarding a situation

that was unbearable,” he testified, “not only for me but for many inside the

Vatican.”10

When he was found guilty, the judges sentenced him to thirty months, but

reduced it to eighteen months since they agreed he had no bad intent.

Reporters peppered the Vatican press office with questions about whether

Benedict might pardon his former butler. It was too soon to discuss, said

Lombardi. Although the judges had ordered Gabriele to serve his time under

house arrest, after a week he was returned to the Vatican’s unused jail. (In

November, Lombardi announced that the Pope had indeed pardoned Gabriele

and he would be released in time to rejoin his family for Christmas. e

church kept him on its payroll, putting him at the Vatican-owned Bambino

Gesù Hospital, on the condition that he refrain from talking to the press.)

Gabriele’s trial was a sideshow to some real progress at the Vatican regarding

its finances and the IOR. e same day that Gabriele’s trial had gotten under

way, September 30, the Vatican had hired René Brülhart to run the AIF

(acting chief Francesco De Pasquale stayed on as a board member).

Brülhart was a forty-year-old Swiss anti-money-laundering expert who for

eight years had directed Liechtenstein’s Financial Intelligence Unit.11 His good

looks and his penchant for high-styled bespoke suits led one magazine to dub

him the James Bond of the financial world. But he had the substance to go

along with the slick style, credited with having cleaned up tiny Liechtenstein.

When Brülhart had arrived there it had a reputation every bit as notorious a

tax and money laundering haven as the Vatican. He confronted not just a

banking system steeped in secrecy and resistant to change, but he also helped

root out the aftereffects of an enormous 2006 Siemens bribery scandal that had

infected the small principality with a culture of corruption. Among his many

accomplishments in Liechtenstein he won accolades for finding assets owned



by Saddam Hussein’s former government and returning them to Iraq’s newly

elected leaders.12

His colleagues were so impressed that in 2010 he got a two-year

appointment as the deputy chief of the Egmont Group, a storied network of

national financial-intelligence agencies that share information to better fight

the financing of terrorism and combat money laundering.

When he had finished in Liechtenstein, that country had moved from the

OECD’s black to white list, indicating its compliance with the same EU

regulations that the church had now promised to satisfy.13 Hiring Brülhart was

a strong signal that the city-state was finally getting serious about cleaning up

its financial house.

e Vatican liked that Brülhart had solid Catholic credentials, although

unlike Gotti Tedeschi and many previous laymen who had served in the

Vatican’s financial divisions, he was not an Opus Dei member.14 As a student

in Fribourg he had briefly studied canon law. Brülhart made it clear when he

was approached for the job that while he was Catholic, that did not mean he

would give the church any leeway when it came to his enforcement role at AIF.

And he insisted he be given the full power to succeed. “If not, I would not

accept. And if I arrived and it were not so, I would leave. I got the assurance I

needed before saying yes. I came as a free man.”15

Before agreeing to the posting, Brülhart told Bertone that he would set out

to build a financial-intelligence unit that could investigate all suspicious money

moving through the Vatican. Although he had not yet spent a day at AIF, he

had no doubt from checking its roster that while its employees might have the

desire to do a good job, they lacked essential training. He knew also from the

Moneyval report that AIF did not have the express right to demand access to

books and ledgers or other important data. Molding it into the independent

arm it was intended to be, free of interference from anyone in the Vatican, was

another perquisite to coming on board. “To create something where there is

nothing,” he said, “that was the challenge I liked.”16

Bertone, who had to sign off on hiring him, agreed to Brülhart’s

conditions.17 During his first week on the job, he began assembling a crisis

management team so AIF could better monitor accounts and track the bank’s

flow of money.18 “When I started, I got a full understanding of where the



vulnerabilities were,” he told the author. “What did we have to do to mitigate

the bank’s exposures, which mostly involve cash? Some of it was merely raising

the awareness of their legal obligations and giving them the tools to take

protective actions to help the bank.”19

e year 2013 got off to a bumpy start for the Vatican and Brülhart. On

New Year’s Day, Italy’s central bank announced it was terminating all debit and

credit card transactions inside the city-state. It was terrible news. Rome was

still packed with holiday tourists and most of those who spent money at the

Vatican’s shops and museums did so with credit and debit cards. Putting the

Vatican on a cash-only diet would sharply cut revenue. Church officials

thought it had to be a misunderstanding. ey brusquely dismissed it as a

technical problem that would be resolved within twenty-four hours.20

According to the Italians, a routine review in 2010 had disclosed that

Deutsche Bank Italia—which provided the card services for Vatican City for

the past fifteen years—had never obtained the required authorization from the

Bank of Italy. When the Italians informed Deutsche Bank, it applied. But the

Bank of Italy surprisingly rejected the application. An unidentified “close

source” to the investigation told e New York Times, “e Bank of Italy did

not approve Deutsche Bank’s request for a license because Italy does not see the

Vatican as a fully compliant country under money-laundering norms.”21 An

unidentified “senior banker” at a correspondent bank to the IOR told the

Financial Times: “e message sent was simple: if you want to participate in

the modern world, you have to adopt modern rules.”22

e city-state’s financial officials were blindsided by the Bank of Italy’s

decision. And they were angry at what they considered Italy’s grandstanding.

e crisis was Brülhart’s public debut. In an interview with Vatican Radio he

said, “I am truly surprised. e reality is that, considering the particular nature

of the Vatican City State, adequate measures have been adopted for vigilance,

prevention, and fighting money laundering and financing terrorism.”23

What the AIF chief did not tell Vatican Radio was what he shared with the

author months later in Rome (September 2013). He had discovered within

twenty-four hours of the central bank’s decision “that someone in the Vatican

knew two days before Christmas what might happen to the cash machines.



ey knew we might have no credit cards and did not tell anyone else.”24

Brülhart considered that failure to inform him a remarkable breach of duty.

He had gotten a bumpy introduction into the arcane world of Vatican

finances. But he also recognized that while the Bank of Italy had taken

disciplinary action against Deutsche Bank, it was the Vatican that suffered the

consequences. “Italians think that the Vatican is part of Italy, that they have

jurisdiction over the Vatican,” he concluded. “ey must learn that it is a

global institution.”25 His protective attitude about the Vatican’s sovereignty

instantly endeared him to veteran Curialists.

Brülhart’s confidence was infectious. Others who worked inside the IOR

and APSA told the author—in interviews conducted in Rome ten months after

Brülhart had taken control of AIF—that his appearance had signified the start

of a change in terms of the attitudes inside the Vatican’s money departments.

Before his arrival, there was a feeling that Cardinal Attilio Nicora’s AIF was not

always in sync with what secular organizations like Moneyval wanted. It was as

if they spoke different languages. Another problem was that the Vatican’s

strictly hierarchical order meant that directives from superiors were to be

followed with absolute obedience. For divisions of the Curia that had existed

for hundreds of years, that was not a problem, as everyone knew precisely to

whom they had to report and follow. But AIF had been in existence for less

than three years, and Bertone had made a significant effort to control it. Or at

least to make certain that AIF did not do anything material when it came to

the Vatican Bank without first obtaining his blessing. e Secretary of State’s

interference with AIF was one of Moneyval’s biggest complaints. Many

midlevel employees were enthusiastic that Brülhart—given his tough-as-nails

credentials—was now in charge of the Vatican’s enforcement branch.

On January 25, Brülhart met with the Bank of Italy’s Director General,

Fabrizio Saccomanni, and some Deutsche Bank Italia representatives, to resolve

the credit card crisis. e closure had cost the Vatican sizable lost revenue. e

talks were slow, the Bank of Italy being obstinate about lifting the ban. It was

Brülhart’s first real test. And he soon passed it. Working with his small staff, he

searched for a new company to replace Deutsche Bank as the Vatican’s credit

and debit card processor. He realized that the only reason the Bank of Italy had

any say was because the German owners of Deutsche Bank Italia were



members of the European Community. rough his banking contacts, he

located a new firm, Aduno, willing to do the work for the Vatican. It was a

Swiss company, fully owned by Swiss banks. Brülhart knew that since

Switzerland was not an EU member that meant the Bank of Italy was no

longer able to give or withhold its approval.

On February 12, six weeks after it started, the crisis was over.

“Pilgrims, as well as tourists,” announced the press office’s Lombardi, “who

visit the church of St. Peter’s every day can now use the ordinary payment

service, including paying for the Vatican museums.”

Everyone was impressed with Brülhart. Some cardinals stopped by that

following week to introduce themselves. ere was no better sign of acceptance

inside the Curia.

For Brülhart, the standoff with the Bank of Italy had presented him with

the opportunity to write his own script as to how others viewed him inside the

church. As the lay chief of AIF, he could have easily been considered no better

than the head of an internal affairs unit in a police department, someone with

whom clerics and financial officials were obligated to deal, but for whom they

had no trust or liking. Now they saw Brülhart’s AIF role differently. By having

someone in charge of financial oversight who understood how to best navigate

the labyrinthine rules of the European Union and neighboring Italy, the

Vatican may have found someone who could help bring the institution into

the modern era.

at goodwill meant he had the leeway to craft AIF into the oversight and

regulatory department he wanted. It was an important moment for the Vatican

since Benedict had yet to appoint anyone to replace Gotti Tedeschi. Paolo

Cipriani, the director general, was considered by most observers as competent

but unlikely to get the nod. Some had incorrectly thought the Vatican Bank’s

vice president, Deutsche Bank’s Ronaldo Hermann Schmitz, might get named

the previous Christmas.

Brülhart knew that while it was important to have a capable person running

the IOR, if he managed to make AIF into a strong oversight group with tough

enforcement powers, the Vatican Bank chief posting was not as critical as it

was in the past. e financial reputation of the Vatican would no longer rest

on the head of the bank. A Brülhart-styled AIF would have flagged



Marcinkus’s deals with Sindona and Calvi, and the rogue IOR accounts of De

Bonis and other clerics would have been cleaned up much earlier. Still,

Brülhart told the author, the pick to run the Vatican Bank was one in which he

had an opinion. “I wanted a cooperative and knowledgeable colleague,” he

said.26 Someone with his Germanic mind-set would be quite good.

February marked nine months since Gotti Tedeschi’s dismissal. Two new

names had come to the forefront, both cardinals, Leonardo Sandri, Prefect of

the Congregation for Oriental Churches and former Sostituto of the

Secretariat of State, and Domenico Calcagno, who had succeeded Nicora as

the chief of APSA. Both were nearly seventy (Sandri a few months shy), and

although they were considered capable, there was no consensus that either was

an inspired choice. e debate had stalled.

On February 11, 2013, all of the conjecture about who might lead the

Vatican Bank was subsumed in the total shock of Benedict’s historic

announcement that he would be the first Pope in six hundred years to resign.

His simple statement that he would leave the Papacy on February 28 belied

how stunning was the news: “After having repeatedly examined my conscience

before God, I have come to the certainty that my strengths, due to an

advanced age, are no longer suited to an adequate exercise of the Petrine

ministry. . . . In today’s world, subject to so many rapid changes and shaken by

questions of deep relevance for the life of faith, in order to govern the barque

of Saint Peter and proclaim the Gospel, both strength of mind and body are

necessary, strength which in the last few months, has deteriorated in me to the

extent that I have had to recognize my incapacity to adequately fulfill the

ministry entrusted to me.”27

As would be expected, the press coverage over the Pope’s historic resignation

was split between speculating about why he stepped down and who might

replace him. If anyone knew the answer to why, it was likely his personal

secretary, Monsignor Georg Gänswein. But he was not talking. Everything else

was guesswork. And there was plenty of that. A few theories took the lead as

most popular if not necessarily most accurate. e power struggles exposed by

Vatileaks had pained Benedict so much that he could not go on. No, it was the

nonstop soap opera at the Vatican Bank that proved overwhelming. Not true,

he was a defeated man since the church’s sex abuse scandal kept going on



despite his defrocking of a record number of priests. One conspiracy had

Brülhart forcing the resignation after giving Benedict an ultimatum over

enforcing money laundering and terrorist financing laws (when asked about

that by the author, Brülhart laughed and said no).28

But no theory rivaled the power and prevalence that the frail Pontiff had

been stunned into resigning after the three cardinals he had appointed to

investigate Vatileaks gave him what was said to be a jaw-dropping three-

hundred-page top secret report exposing in detail a “gay network” of ranking

clerics. In that report were details about regular sex parties and the charge that

as a group, not only did they exert “undue influence” in the Curia but that

some of them were blackmailed by lay outsiders.29 Adding to the smoke was

La Repubblica’s account that the report—consisting of two volumes with red

covers stamped “Segreto Ponti�cio” (Pontifical Secret)—were presented to

Benedict the previous December 17, the very day on which he had decided to

step down. e books were packed with notes of dozens of confidential

interviews conducted by the investigating red hats. Enough, Benedict was

supposed to have said after poring over the lurid details, leave it all to someone

else.30 Evidence of his anger and frustration, some contend, is that a few days

later he denounced homosexuality and same sex marriage, calling it a

“manipulation of nature.”

Other than finding out from Benedict, no one can definitively say why he

decided to control when he left the Papacy as opposed to waiting for God to

let him know the “best time” through his death.II Conversations in Rome—

seven months after the resignation—by the author with several well-placed

Curial employees, and two advisors of Benedict, indicate that it was not

prompted by a single scandal. Instead, each of the bandied-about theories had

some element of truth. All of those matters weighed on a Pontiff who had

always recognized that his strength was as a teaching Pope. It had been his

misfortune to be selected to lead the church at a time when infighting had

turned the Curia into what one senior prelate called a division of “little

Borgias.”32 In this view, popular with senior officials, Benedict’s resignation

was a selfless act since he had come to realize he was not capable of leading the

modern church and making the tough decisions that were needed. “It wasn’t

one thing, but a whole combination of them,” concluded Paolo Rodari, Il



Foglio’s veteran Vatican reporter. Vatileaks, said Rodari, “was a constant

drumbeat on the Pope.”33

“Ratzinger was afraid to intervene on a deadlocked Roman Curia, with

reformers on one side, and the money changers on the other,” wrote author

Gianluigi Nuzzi. “So he decided to create a clean slate by bowing out and

paving the way for the election of a strong Pope.”34

Father Federico Lombardi, the press spokesman, alluded to something

similar at a press conference: “e Church needed someone with more physical

and spiritual energy who would be able to overcome the problems and

challenges of governing the church in this ever-changing modern world.”35

Once he broke the news of his resignation in a February 11 talk with some

cardinals, everyone assumed that until he stepped off in seventeen days that he

would be a caretaker Pontiff. Considering that he was not much of a firebrand

during his previous eight years, it was likely that he would go out quietly. But

just four days after announcing that he would resign, he surprised many

Vaticanologists by ratifying the recommendation of his commission of

cardinals and at long last appointed a new IOR president: fifty-three-year-old

Ernst von Freyberg, a devout Catholic and German aristocrat who was a well-

respected businessman and lawyer specializing in mergers and acquisitions.36

He was also a ranking member of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta and

in his spare time escorted pilgrims on tours of the healing waters at Lourdes.37

In finding Freyberg, the Vatican had used its first-ever headhunting firm, and it

had whittled down a group of forty solid finalists. Brülhart thought the choice

was inspired. Freyberg had a solid reputation as the chairman of the executive

board of German shipyard Blohm + Voss.III

With his IOR chief in place, Benedict set the conclave to start on March

12, just under two weeks from when he became Pope Emeritus (after some

frenzied debate about what to call him) and turned over the keys to the

Vatican to his Camerlengo, Secretary of State Bertone.

I. A codefendant, Claudio Sciarpelletti, a computer technician from the Secretariat of State, was tried
separately for making a false statement to the gendarmes when asked who gave him a file folder that
ended up with Nuzzi. He received a two-month suspended sentence.8



II. Six months after he resigned, a Catholic news agency, Zenit, reported that Benedict stepped down
because of a “mystical experience” in which God ordered him to do so. It was picked up as the “definitive
answer” as to what was behind the resignation. A week after it broke, Monsignor Gänswein told Italian
TV that it was a fake story, “made up from alpha to omega.”31

III. News accounts reported that his company was involved in building Nazi warships eighty years earlier.
Freyburg was a descendant of one of the firm’s founders. He was also criticized for keeping his day job at
the firm since it built modern warships for the German navy and the Vatican had steered clear of all
armaments investments. e controversy petered out quickly.38
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“The People’s Pope”

It was a wide-open field, with more than a dozen cardinals discussed as

frontrunners. Benedict’s resignation had caught the red hats by as much

surprise as the lay public. ose who had the ambition to be Pope had not had

the opportunity to politick that often arises in the final weeks of a Pope’s

terminal illness. Everyone was running a short race from the same starting line.

Buenos Aires’s cardinal, Jorge Bergoglio, who had finished second eight

years earlier to Benedict, did not seem to be a contender this time. e wide

consensus was that although Latin America had more Catholics than anywhere

else, it was unlikely that the College of Cardinals would select their next leader

from there. Only nineteen of the 117 cardinals were Latin American, and it

was not even certain that they would vote as a bloc geographically.1 e

National Catholic Reporter’s John Allen, who provided sober commentary as

on-air CNN consultant, wrote a story about Bergoglio’s second-place finish in

2005. Allen was in the know as much as any Italian Vaticanologist, with

excellent Curial sources. His view was given wide credence. In summarizing

Bergoglio’s chances, Allen wrote that while he “at least merits a look” it was

unlikely that he would emerge as Pope.

Fifty of the cardinals from the last conclave were voting again. Allen noted,

“ey may be skeptical that the results would be any different this time

around.” Although Allen set forth a long list of reasons why Bergoglio might

attract some votes, in the end, he said, “there are compelling reasons to believe

that Bergoglio’s window of opportunity to be pope has already closed.” To the

extent exhaustion and age caused Benedict to resign, it was yet another strike

against an older candidate like Bergoglio, who would be only two years

younger than Benedict when he was selected. According to Allen, there was

“the standard ambivalence about Jesuits in high offices,” and the fact he had

never worked inside the Vatican. e final factor working against the Buenos

Aires cardinal was that “doubts that circulated about Bergoglio’s toughness

eight years ago may arguably be even more damaging now, given that the

ability to govern, and to take control of the Vatican bureaucracy, seems to



figure even more prominently on many cardinals’ wish lists this time . . . there

may be concerns about his capacity to take the place in hand.”2

Bergoglio may have agreed with Allen’s assessment. After he finished second

to Ratzinger in the conclave, he returned to Buenos Aires and told colleagues

he looked forward to retirement. An old-age home for clerics in Las Flores, a

small town just outside Buenos Aires where he was born, was where he

intended to move after he stepped down. In 2010 he said, “I’m starting to

consider the fact that I have to leave everything behind.” He had handed his

resignation letter to the Pope when he turned seventy-five in 2011, but

Benedict had done nothing about it.3

Few of the “inside shortlists” included Bergoglio. e names that did get

bandied about the most included two American cardinals, New York’s glad-

handing populist Timothy Dolan and his polar opposite, Boston’s unassuming

Sean O’Malley. e Italians seemed to be split between two powerful cardinals,

Milan’s Angelo Scola—who it was said had been John Paul II’s personal

selection to replace him—and Genoa’s Angelo Bagnasco, who had benefited

from his recent condemnation of Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi’s

poor morals. ere was, as in every lead-up to each conclave since the 1960s,

speculation about whether the church was ready for its first black Pope.

Ladbrokes and Paddy Power had Ghana’s Cardinal Peter Appiah Turkson as the

frontrunner at 5 to 2. Right behind was Canada’s Marc Ouellet at 3 to 1, and

Nigeria’s Francis Arinze was 4 to 1. e odds for the others covered a wide

range, from Timothy Dolan’s 25 to 1 to the semiretired eighty-year-old

Cormac Murphy O’Connor, who was a long shot at 150 to 1.4 Bergoglio was

not on the list.

On Tuesday, March 12, the 115 voting cardinals met in the Sistine Chapel.

ey did not get under way until the afternoon, and managed only one vote. It

resulted in black smoke. No one had gotten the support of two thirds of all

cardinals. News reports that night said Italy’s Angelo Scola and Brazil’s Odilo

Scherer were in a tight race. Scola was a solid favorite of many Italian cardinals

who wanted the Papacy back after thirty-five years under a Pole and then a

German. Scola’s problem was that reformers feared he was too much a Vatican

insider, while traditionalists thought he would embark on too radical a redo of

the Curia. In fact, he had garnered fewer votes on the first round than most



cardinals expected, ending in a virtual tie with Canada’s Marc Ouellet.

Bergoglio surprised everyone as a strong third.5

On the second day, Scola’s support started peeling away.6 e cardinals

agreed that it would be a good sign to the faithful if they showed unity by

settling on someone quickly. By the third ballot it was a two-person race

between Ouellet and Bergoglio. On the fourth ballot Bergoglio moved ahead,

and Ouellet threw his support to him (there was speculation later that the two

had struck a deal by which Ouellet would become Secretary of State; in fact he

received no appointment from the new Pope).7

So it took one more vote, the fifth ballot, to put Bergoglio over the top,

making him the first non-European Pontiff since a Syrian, Gregory III, 1,300

years earlier.

“It was very moving as the names were sounding out,” Ireland’s Cardinal

Sean Brady recounted later to reporters. “Bergoglio, Bergoglio, and suddenly

the magic number of 77 was reached. e cardinals erupted into applause. “I

don’t think there was a dry eye in the house,” said New York’s Timothy

Dolan.8

Brazil’s Claudio Hummes was sitting next to Bergoglio. He leaned over,

embraced his Argentine friend, and kissed him on the forehead.

“Don’t forget the poor,” Hummes said.

“And that struck me . . . the poor,” Bergoglio later recalled. “Immediately I

thought of St. Francis of Assisi. Francis was a man of peace, a man of poverty, a

man who loved and protected creation. How I would love a Church that is

poor and for the poor.” When he was asked for his new name, he did not

hesitate with Francis.9

When word filtered out the news wires carried headlines such as

“unexpected choice” and “surprise election.”10 Some of the stories rehashed

allegations from the 2005 conclave. “Already Francis’s brief papacy has been

touched by controversy.” ey were stale charges that he was somehow

complicit in the kidnapping by the Argentine military junta of two leftist

Jesuits. A troubling variation of this story was that in the mode of Pius XII and

the Holocaust, he had remained silent during the junta’s human rights

abuses.11



e Vatican dismissed the accusations the following day as baseless and

libelous. Lombardi went so far as to suggest the charges were a smear by a “left-

wing, anti-clerical” plot.

Bergoglio seemed unfazed by the controversy. He had heard it before.

Having run a diocese in a major urban center—with a thriving media and

robust tabloids—he was accustomed to sometimes rough and tumble public

treatment. While ordinary Catholics did not yet know what to make of him,

inside the walls of the Vatican—even during his first week—Francis was a

sharp contrast to the dour Benedict. He smiled, laughed, went out of his way

to talk to even the lowliest workers, cracked jokes, and seemed genuinely

interested in the lives of those he met.

Born in 1936—the eldest of five children—in Buenos Aires to Italian

immigrants (his father was a railroad worker and his mother a homemaker),

Bergoglio planned to be a chemist, but at twenty-one decided instead he

wanted to be a Jesuit. He was motivated by a desire to serve the poor,

something he did not think he could do as well in private business.12 Among

other subjects he taught philosophy and psychology, and for six years starting

in 1973 he was Argentina’s Jesuit provincial before becoming the rector of the

seminary from which he had graduated.13 Bergoglio was never swept up in the

progressive liberation theology that flourished among many of his

contemporaries. No group was more radicalized throughout Latin America

than the Jesuits. But the limit of his own activism was to mix into his faith a

theme of strong social justice for the underprivileged.

Twelve years later, 1992, he was named Buenos Aires’s auxiliary bishop.

When Cardinal Antonio Quarracino died of a heart attack in 1998, Bergoglio

took his place. And John Paul gave him the red hat three years later. He had by

this time earned a deserved reputation as an unwavering traditionalist on

church dogma, not only in condemning homosexuality, same sex marriage,

and abortion, but even giving a spirited defense of no contraception.14 (In

2010, Argentina’s President, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, admonished him

for his contention that gay adoption was a form of discrimination against

children.)

What did surprise the 13.5 million Catholics in Buenos Aires was the

reception Francis received at the Vatican. He had been a likable enough



cardinal in Argentina but there was no indication that he would morph into

such a popular Pope on the world stage. Francis benefited from the contrast to

the besieged Benedict. But it was far more. He was a populist who knew how

to play to the crowd. On the day he was elected, at his first appearance on the

balcony of St. Peter’s, he refused to wear the traditional ermine-trimmed red

cape and silk slippers, nor would he carry the jewel-encrusted gold cross. He

shunned the grand Papal living quarters in the Apostolic Palace and instead

moved into a simple apartment at Casa Santa Marta, the city-state’s modest

guesthouse. He told Monsignor Georg Gänswein, who remained as his Papal

Secretary, to put away all the ornate vestments, instead donning only the

simplest white cassock and skull cap. e jeweled triple tiara was put in

storage. ere would be no trappings of an imperial Papacy so long as he was

in charge.15

If Benedict seemed not only burdened but at times even defeated by the

modern world, Francis showed he was a master of twenty-first-century tools.

And he demonstrated an innate talent at managing his own public image. He

hugged a man with a terribly deformed face at St. Peter’s; washed the feet of

female convicts; and celebrated his seventy-seventh birthday by inviting a

homeless man to breakfast in his private apartment. He seemed an ordinary

man, giving friends a lift in his car and even taking selfies with babies and

visitors at St. Peter’s Square. His first trip outside of Rome was to meet the

impoverished “boat people” of the Italian island of Lampedusa. Images of him

there praying with migrants went viral. He sent out his own tweets. A small

plenary indulgence was offered for those who followed him on Twitter.

Another indulgence was provided to Catholics who attended World Youth Day

in Rio de Janeiro, where he gave a talk to a million people. Francis surprised

even his aides by telephoning at random some of those who had written him

letters (four nuns retold dozens of reporters how startled they were to return to

their convent and have a New Year’s message from the Pope on their answering

machine). e unpredictability that so endeared him to the faithful at times

unnerved his personal staff, who were accustomed under Benedict to strictly

timed schedules from which no variation was permitted.16

But it was more than symbolism that so endeared him to both Catholics

and non-Catholics alike. During spur-of-the-moment press conferences, or at



times during a prepared speech when he tossed away the paper and spoke

extemporaneously, the self-effacing Pontiff invariably said something that

sounded tolerant and different. About gays, “If a homosexual person is of good

will and is in search of God, who am I to judge?” Gays, he said, “feel like the

church has always condemned them. But the church does not want to do this.”

What about women who consider abortion because they were raped? “Who

can remain unmoved before such painful situations?”17 On the divisive

question of whether divorced and remarried worshippers can again take the

sacraments, he held out hope for reform, saying that Communion was “not a

prize for the perfect but a powerful medicine and nourishment for the weak.”18

He told the Jesuit journal La Civiltà Cattolica that many Catholics and social

conservatives were obsessed “only on issues related to abortion, gay marriage

and the use of contraceptive methods” and that instead they should focus on “a

new balance . . . [a] pastoral ministry.”19

In each of these instances Francis’s words were carefully crafted. He never

promised to make any substantive reforms or alter long-established doctrine,

nor did he ever commit to radically change course from the traditional

positions he championed for decades in Argentina. But the lay public was

unaccustomed to a Pope talking frankly—much less so empathetically—on

issues that under previous Pontiffs had been matters on which Catholics only

got lectures and rules to follow.

Francis’s openness captured people’s imaginations. And the notable

difference in style instilled in many a belief that a change in substance was

imminent. In some ways, he became a Rorschach test. People saw in him what

they wanted in a Pope. On the online world, there were thousands of blogs

predicting what the church would look like in a few years under a Francis

Papacy. Most were no more than wish lists by the bloggers who created them,

but they reflected the promise that millions had invested in Francis. Gays

believed he might soften his predecessor’s condemnation of homosexuality as

an “objective disorder” and open the door to same sex marriage. Women were

convinced that Francis would be the first Pontiff to loosen absolute bans on

contraception for the poor and the prohibition of abortion in cases of rape and

incest. Some predicted that he would break tradition and consider women as

priests. Every special interest group had something online dedicated to the new



Pope. He would end celibacy for priests. Sex abusers would be tossed out of

the priesthood and turned over to civil authorities. Catholicism would focus

on lifting the poor and chastising the rich.

“I prefer a Church which is bruised, hurting and dirty because it has been

out on the streets, rather than a Church which is unhealthy from being

confined and from clinging to its own security,” he wrote not long after

assuming the Papacy.20

Little wonder the Pontiff dubbed “e People’s Pope” was “Man of the

Year” for Time (“e septuagenarian superstar is poised to transform a place

that measures change by the century”) as well as e Advocate, a leading LGBT

magazine (“a stark change in rhetoric from his two predecessors”).21 Rolling

Stone put him on its cover—the first time for a Pope—and titled their profile

“e Times ey Are A-Changing.”22 “Pope Francis Is a Liberal,” gushed the

online magazine Slate.23 A monitor of web usage concluded that he was the

most talked-about person on the Internet in 2013.24 Francis’s Twitter account,

@Pontifex, had more than four million followers in ten languages. e entire

Francis package was “stunning,” agreed most Vaticanologists.25

Critically important for the church, Francis reenergized the faith for tens of

millions of young Catholics who had given up hope that the clerics in Rome

might ever be relevant in their lives. Priests in dozens of countries reported that

Mass attendance soared. Volunteers for Catholic relief and charities zoomed.

Contributions for Peter’s Pence jumped.26

e best politicians realize there is a natural charisma, a chemistry of sorts,

that allows a handful of them to connect with people in a way about which

most can only dream. Despite shortcomings on promises and a failure to meet

expectations, these men and women still inspire confidence and get high

favorability ratings in opinion polls long after people would have soured on

less magnetic personalities. Francis appeared to fall into this select group.

roughout his first year as Pope, people ignored what he did or said that they

did not like.

Six months into his Papacy, in September, he gave a broad-ranging

interview to America, a prominent Catholic magazine, in which he pedaled

back on some of his most popular impromptu remarks. “On issues related to

abortion, gay marriage and the use of contraceptive methods . . . the teaching



of the church, for that matter, is clear, and I am a son of the church, but it is

not necessary to talk about these issues all the time.”27 at same month in a

talk to Catholic gynecologists he issued as harsh a condemnation of abortion as

anything Benedict or John Paul ever said: “In a decisive and unhesitating ‘yes’

to life” he said that abortion was a product of “a widespread mentality of

profit, the ‘throwaway culture,’ which has today enslaved the hearts of so

many.”28 He later tweeted support for pro-life demonstrations, reminding

Catholics that life “begins in the womb,” and declaring, “is is not something

subject to alleged reforms or ‘modernizations.’ It is not ‘progressive’ to try to

resolve problems by eliminating a human life.”29

He declined, when asked, to soften what he had said in 2009 when as a

cardinal he opposed a gay marriage bill pending before Argentine legislators:

“Let’s not be naive, we’re not talking about a simple political battle; it is a

destructive pretension against the plan of God. We are not talking about a

mere bill, but rather a machination of the Father of Lies that seeks to confuse

and deceive the children of God.”30

In July 2013, the U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child had sent

Francis a request for “detailed information” on the investigations and results of

the Vatican’s sex abuse cases. e U.N. wanted transparency on previous

offenders, especially so that any who were defrocked under Benedict might not

return to civilian society as pedophiles without anyone the wiser. e Holy See

had in 1994 ratified the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),

a legally binding instrument that committed it to protecting children.31 But in

nineteen years, the Vatican had in 2012 only submitted a single summary,

lacking any details. e U.N. thought that under Francis the church might be

more forthcoming. But in November, the Vatican refused to provide the CRC

the names or details it had gathered over the years about clerical sexual

pedophiles.32

“It is not the practice of the Holy See to disclose information on the

religious discipline of members of the clergy or religious according to canon

law.” (e next January, 2014, at a U.N. hearing in Geneva, Vatican

representatives sat in silence as CRC delegates publicly castigated the church

for its refusal to cooperate: “e Holy See has consistently placed the

preservation of the reputation of the Church and the protection of the



perpetrators above children’s best interests,” charged a CRC attorney. e CRC

scolded the Vatican again in May, urging the church to “take effective

measures.” In September, the Vatican shot back, criticizing the CRC for a

“grave misunderstanding” of the church’s sovereignty.)33

ose who know the Pope best do not think there is any contradiction

between the progressive and reactionary Francis. Boston’s likable Cardinal Sean

O’Malley, and the Pope’s closest American confidant, cautioned a reporter

from e Boston Globe that Francis had softened the church’s tone but said, “I

don’t see the Pope as changing doctrine.”34,I

And except for a few on the American political right—Rush Limbaugh

condemned Francis’s take on capitalism as “pure Marxism”—millions who

wanted change inside the Vatican were not bothered. His socially liberal

supporters seemingly tuned out any part of his message about which they did

not agree, and focused instead on common ground, especially his unwavering

commitment to the poor.36 Francis had sold them that he was the real deal

when it came to reform and compassion and conservative statements that

echoed his predecessors did nothing to dent his extraordinary appeal. At the

end of 2013, after he had pulled back on many of the critical social issues, a

slew of public opinion polls confirmed that all the excitement and mostly

laudatory media coverage had made Francis one of the most well liked religious

figures of the modern era. Ninety-two percent of U.S. Catholics approved of

how he ran the church, reported ABC. A similar number in a CNN poll

showed his “approval rating [is] sky high”; even 75 percent of non-Catholics

liked him.37 A remarkable 85 percent thought Francis was neither too liberal

nor too conservative and that he was the first Pope to be integrated with the

modern world. London’s Express tabloid asked, “Could Pope Francis be the

most popular ever?”38

No wonder church veterans thought Francis was heaven sent. ey

remembered all too well that a similar poll taken in 2003, eighteen months

before the end of John Paul’s tenure, revealed that more than half of U.S.

Catholics thought the Pontiff was out of touch with their lives and the church

had less meaning and influence for them than ever.39

e remarkable change in the fortunes of the Vatican during the nine

months of Francis’s 2013 Papacy was best summed up by Kay Campbell, an



American religion reporter: “In the space of my lifetime, the Catholic Church

has gone from pariah to rock star.”40

I. Over time, many traditionalists changed their opinion and concluded that Francis was meddling in
long-established doctrines of faith. At an October 2014 synod on the modern family, there was firm
pushback from conservative bishops over a Francis-favored draft that proposed liberalizing rules about
nonmarital relationships and the right of remarried Catholics to receive the sacraments. Ross Douthat, a
New York Times conservative Catholic columnist, suggested that if Francis pushed too radical an agenda
too quickly, it could lead to “a real schism.”35
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“Back from the Dead”

It is anybody’s guess as to whether Francis’s incredible popularity can be

sustained. But his historic international reception gave him enhanced power as

a new Pontiff. No clerical faction was foolish enough to take him on. No one

dared criticize him. Most inside the Vatican viewed the developments as a

phenomenon on which to ride along. Francis, as a result, had an

unprecedented opportunity to tackle significant Curial reforms. e challenge

was great. e Pope oversaw an institution with 1.2 billion followers, 6 million

lay employees, 4,500 bishops, 412,000 priests, and 865,000 members of

religious institutes and schools. Catholic charities were the world’s largest

(some twenty million people receiving some type of assistance).1

Near the top of his to-do list was the Vatican Bank. He knew reform there

would have to be a centerpiece of his Papacy if he was going to successfully

streamline the city-state’s finances. Instead of repeating Benedict’s first year of

unfulfilled expectations, Francis did act, and often decisively. He was not long

in office when he issued two Papal decrees intended to speed reviews and

provide more transparent oversight. Unnamed Bank of Italy sources told the

Financial Times that those early decrees “marked important steps toward real

reform of the legal and institutional framework.”2 But they were stopgap

measures. Francis was faced with a historic decision: whether to shutter the

Vatican Bank and have the church rely on the banks of other countries, or

undertake the systemic change that had frustrated his predecessors.3

René Brülhart’s AIF issued its 2012 annual report in May 2013,

highlighting an enhanced screening system for reporting cash transactions and

boasting it had more success in spotting suspicious activity—six cases had been

sent on for investigation as opposed to only one the previous year.4

Meanwhile, the Vatican was working to meet a July deadline to submit an

update to Moneyval demonstrating what progress it had made in those areas

the evaluators had judged deficient.

Ernst von Freyberg went on the offensive for the IOR in his first full

interview as president in May. Noting that during “the financial crisis we were



never in trouble. No government had to bail us out, we are very, very safe,” he

boasted the banks 2012 profit was $113 million. As for the IOR’s terrible

reputation, he claimed it was largely the result of media “slander.”

“I can tell you that I have taken all the names I have found in the

newspapers and looked them up myself. I didn’t find a single one of these

names. is Mafia boss, this politician, Osama bin Laden. None of them have

accounts here, nor are they delegates to accounts.”

Since Freyberg’s interview was with Vatican Radio, nobody pressed him on

how secret proxies had been used for decades in the bank to hide the identities

of true account owners. A simple name check would not have sufficed to

uncover them then or now. But his quotes made for good copy.5

e real reason he had gone public was that top IOR officials had decided

they needed to lobby for the bank’s survival as the rumors of its pending

dissolution picked up pace. Freyberg had not yet had a personal audience with

Francis, raising concerns that the Pope was putting it off so as not to confer

legitimacy on the bank until he had decided on its future. “If we ask the

question ‘should we close the IOR,’ our clients have voted 99.99 percent

against it,” Freyberg said.6 Director General Paolo Cipriani followed up by

telling reporters off the record that the bank’s Curial enemies had launched a

vicious whisper campaign. On the record, he said that the IOR kept the

church independent and that was not “just essential, but an obligation.”7

On June 26, Francis created a five-person commission and invested it with

broad powers to do a top-to-bottom review of the bank. It had complete

authority to access all the IOR’s files. at panel was tasked to provide Francis

with guidance about how to bring the bank into “harmony” with its original

ecclesiastical mission.8 And it came less than two weeks after the Pope had

tapped Monsignor Battista Mario Salvatore Ricca as the interim prelate,

replacing Monsignor Pioppo, who had been exiled to Equatorial Guinea in

2011.9 e pick of Ricca was a progressive choice by the Pope. In a few weeks,

Ricca was under assault when L’Espresso reported scandalous details over his

private life during his service as the Nuncio in Uruguay.10 According to the

paper, Ricca had a semipublic affair with a Swiss army captain, and it had been

the subject of nonstop scandal among Rome’s bishops. Once Ricca was beaten

up at a gay bar. Another time, when firemen had to release him from a trapped



elevator at the nunciature, he was found with a partially clothed young man.11

Some were bitter that Francis had chosen Ricca, while others contended he was

a genuine reformer and that resurrecting a seamy past chapter was no more

than a smear campaign by the old guard.12 After a few days the Vatican issued

a statement that “the pope has listened to everyone and has confidence in

Ricca.”13 Francis stuck by his choice.

Unknown outside of the Vatican, Francis had a newfound enthusiasm in

tackling reform at the IOR. at summer he summoned to Rome six top

Catholic financiers from around the globe.14 In a day-long meeting at the his

Casa Santa Marta guesthouse, Francis told the moneymen he needed their

help. e Pope, speaking Italian and relying on a translator, set forth a litany of

financial problems facing the church. “You are the experts,” he said, “and I

trust you. Now I want solutions to these problems, and I want them as soon as

possible.”15 ose lay experts became directors of a new advisory council to

guide the Pope in rolling out his reforms.16

Not even Francis, however, with all his good fortune, managed to get

through 2013 without some bumps when it came to the Vatican Bank. Two

days after he had appointed the special oversight commission, sixty-one-year-

old Monsignor Nunzio Scarano, an APSA senior accountant, was arrested.

Prosecutors charged he was the mastermind in helping friends avoid taxes on

$26.2 million, some of it cash flown to Italy on a private jet from

Switzerland.17 Scarano’s money flowed through two accounts at the Vatican

Bank (one personal and one a charitable foundation he controlled). e IOR

was back on the front pages (typical was e New York Times headline “Cleric

Arrested in $26 Million Plot, Leaving New Blot on Vatican Bank”). And

Scarano’s tale had all the elements that kept it newsworthy for the rest of the

year. A banker before he was ordained a priest at the age of thirty-five, Scarano

had been suspended from his APSA job the previous month over an

investigation by prosecutors into whether he had laundered $750,000 of Mafia

funds through his own Vatican account.18 His nickname was Don cinquecento
(Monsignor 500) because he habitually flashed a thick wad of cash and boasted

that the 500-euro note ($670) was his favorite. When he reported a

multimillion-dollar art theft from his 7,500-square-foot luxury apartment in

Salerno, police asked how a simple monsignor—who earned about $40,000 a



year—could afford it all. “Donations from friends,” he replied.19 e millions

he passed through his IOR account allegedly belonged to three brothers of a

wealthy Italian shipbuilding family, close friends of then Italian Prime Minister

Silvio Berlusconi. Arrested with Scarano was a suspended intelligence agent

from Italy’s equivalent of the FBI. (Scarano’s trial started in September 2014

and he faces up to twenty years in prison if convicted.)20

Only a few days after Scarano’s arrest, the Vatican announced a shake-up

inside the IOR. Gone were Paolo Cipriani, the bank’s director general, and his

deputy, Massimo Tulli.21 e Vatican said their parting was “in the best

interest of the institute and the Holy See.”22 But few were buying it. eir

departure seemed hasty and unplanned, especially since there was no one set to

replace the director general. Two Italian bankers with broad international

experience in the private sector were brought in. One filled Tulli’s post while

the other became the bank’s newly created chief risk officer.23 Freyberg

announced that he would keep his president’s job while temporarily assuming

Cipriani’s role.

e resignations caught Brülhart by surprise. He learned about them on his

way to Sun City, South Africa, for the Egmont Group’s annual meeting. Just

that week he had received the good news that the Vatican had gotten a prized

membership in Egmont, becoming part of a club whose goal is to freely share

financial information in order to fight money laundering and terrorism

financing.

What Brülhart did not know is what had prompted the abrupt departure of

the IOR duo. Behind the scenes, the Scarano prosecutors had informed the

Vatican that they had wiretapped phone conversations that demonstrated

Scarano was in regular touch with Cipriani and Tulli to get their approval to

move huge amounts of cash through his accounts.24 When Brülhart learned

about that, he pressed for full disclosure, contending to his colleagues that they

should get credit for having taken swift action by dismissing the two bank

officers. e old IOR would never have done that and it was to the Vatican’s

credit that it happened now. But he was overruled and, not being at the city-

state, he was unable to forcefully argue his case. Admitting publicly errors of

that magnitude was a level of transparency for which the church was not yet

ready.25 Brülhart was proven right, however. A week later Italy’s financial



police, led by a Rome magistrate, released a twenty-five-page report about how

the IOR had for years circumvented money laundering laws. e conclusion

was a familiar one: the Vatican Bank had operated as an offshore bank in the

heart of Rome.26 A few days later someone leaked documents to Reuters that

revealed Roman prosecutors had concluded that Cipriani and Tulli violated

Italy’s money laundering statutes by failing to provide sufficient information

about Scarano’s transfers.27 Soon, Michele Briamonte, an IOR legal consultant

best known for his private jet and flashy lifestyle, was pulled into the criminal

probe for possible insider trading (no charges were filed against Briamonte but

Cipriani and Tulli were indicted with money laundering violations in March

2014 and are awaiting trial).I Once again the IOR looked as though it was

only reactive, instead of jumping ahead as Brülhart had suggested.

With Brülhart back from South Africa, he and Freyberg used the scandal to

press their case to hire, for the first time in Vatican history, a financial

consulting firm that could assist the AIF’s monitoring and enforcement. eir

pick was Promontory Financial Group, a self-described “risk management and

regulatory compliance consulting firm.” In lay speak it is a troubleshooter for

all types of financial problems. Freyberg and Brülhart lobbied hard to get the

approval for a $1 million contract retainer.29 By October there were nine

Promontory employees at the bank, setting up temporarily in what used to be

the oversized director general’s office. ey cross-checked the paperwork

against computer files to ensure there was proper documentation for each

account and that the paper trail for money transactions was transparent. As of

the close of 2013, about 25 percent of the IOR’s employees were from

Promontory.30

During the coming months, the IOR opened a website (www.ior.va) and

published an annual report. e website did not have online banking and the

annual report did not list clients. Instead it explained what the Vatican Bank

was and what it did. For the IOR, which historically had not even listed its

address or telephone number in the Vatican’s annual yearbook, it was a modern

way of demonstrating that change was under way.31

At the end of August, Francis replaced Secretary of State Bertone with

Archbishop Pietro Parolin, the Papal Nuncio to Venezuela, the youngest man

to hold the post since Eugenio Pacelli in the 1930s.32 Peter Sutherland,

http://www.ior.va/


Goldman Sachs International’s nonexecutive chairman, briefed the Pope’s most

senior advisors: “Transparency is important and necessary.”33 e Pope—who

had made it clear he was personally overseeing the IOR reform—continued to

set the overall tone. He appointed eight cardinals that October as special

advisors in restructuring the Curia. “Heads of the Church have often been

narcissists, flattered and thrilled by their courtiers,” Francis told them during

their first meeting. “e Court is the leprosy of the Papacy.”34

And that same month he issued a motu proprio against money laundering

and financing terrorism, reinforcing in clear language the importance of every

Curial department to adhere to the letter of the law, but also reemphasizing the

oversight power of Brülhart’s AIF when it came to the church’s internal

finances.35 A month later Francis followed up on suggestions by Brülhart and

issued a new motu proprio further strengthening the AIF.36

In comments made after the spring purge, Freyberg told reporters, “It is

clear today that we need new leadership to increase the pace of this

transformation process.” It took almost another five months, November 28,

before the public got to see what Pope Francis and his Vatican Bank team

meant by “new leadership.” Francis appointed his loyal private secretary, fifty-

five-year-old Monsignor Alfred Xuereb, to a new supervisory IOR role.37 e

Maltese native was the Pope’s eyes and ears when it came to the progress and

activities of the two commissions studying the bank. Although Xuereb had no

financial experience, his role was not to run the bank. Instead he had the

Pope’s absolute trust. With his selection Francis had sent a message that he was

watching those who were watching the Vatican Bank.38,II

One month later in December, the action-packed year ended when

Moneyval released its latest report on the Vatican’s progress toward complying

with EU money laundering, terrorism financing, and transparency statutes. It

commended the city-state on making significant headway and noted that “a

very wide range of legislative and other measures have been taken in a short

time by the Holy See.” Nonetheless, it concluded more oversight was necessary.

ere were still inadequate controls at both the IOR and APSA to prevent

financial crimes. In a direct reference to Brülhart’s AIF, Moneyval said it was

“somewhat surprising” that his intelligence unit had not yet conducted any full

inspections of either the bank or APSA. But AIF did get credit for closing



several questionable IOR accounts and for flagging some potential money

laundering.

Before the year ended, without any fanfare, Brülhart signed memorandums

of understanding to share information about suspicious transactions with

Germany, Italy, the United States, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, and

Slovenia.40 And he was negotiating up to twenty more that he hoped to seal in

2014.41 Meanwhile, more big-name consulting firms had joined Promontory

in trying to make the IOR bulletproof. ey included EY (formerly Ernst &

Young), KPMG, and Deloitte & Touche. Separately, Francis hired American-

based McKinsey & Co. and Lord Christopher Patten, the ex-chief of the BBC,

to overhaul the Vatican’s media relations.

For observers of the Vatican Bank, such as Nigel Baker, Britain’s savvy

ambassador to the Holy See, the pace of reform under Francis was

“unprecedented.” Baker noted that when he was appointed ambassador in

2011, “It was a standing joke that whenever a journalist wrote an article about

the IOR, it had to include a mention of Banco Ambrosiano and Roberto Calvi

under Blackfriars Bridge. Yet that scandal happened over 30 years ago. ere

was a sense amongst commentators that the Holy See had in the past only paid

lip service to the need to change its financial structures.” e move toward

reform, transparency, and modernization, he said, had begun under Benedict

but Francis had made it a top priority.42

Two thousand and fourteen was the year when Francis proved his

commitment to changing forever the culture of the Vatican Bank. On January

16, he purged the IOR’s top ranks because he was not satisfied with the pace of

its reforms. His target this time was the bank’s traditional oversight committee

of cardinals. Before he resigned, Benedict had renewed the terms for each

committee member, including Cardinals Bertone, Italy’s Domenico Calcagno,

Brazil’s Odilo Scherer, India’s Telesphore Topp, and France’s Jean-Louis

Tauran. Less than a year into their five-year terms, Francis replaced all but

Tauran. e incoming Secretary of State, Pietro Parolin, took Bertone’s spot as

chairman. e new slate of cardinals were known as reformists who had

extensive experience in financial affairs in their own dioceses.43

Vatican Bank observers were again impressed. “is is an important turn in

the political economy of the Vatican,” noted Professor Giuseppe Di Taranto,



an economist at Rome’s LUISS University. “It is following the new political

line of Pope Francis towards transparency for Vatican finance.”44

Francis was not done. Two weeks later, on January 31, the Pope swept clean

the last of the old financial guard. Out was AIF’s president, seventy-six-year-

old Cardinal Attilio Nicora. His replacement was sixty-six-year-old Bishop

Giorgio Corbellini, a legal expert and president of the city-state’s labor office

responsible for dealing with the lay workers. Corbellini was also considered a

reformer.45 And his selection was timed to coincide with the hiring of two

international firms to audit Vatican finances.46

ere was no better reminder of the consequences of failure to all those

entrusted with getting the IOR onto the OECD’s white list.47 And the

deadline was in place. It was two years and counting. When Moneyval finished

its evaluation the previous December, it set 2015 for the next report from the

Vatican.

e Vatican was a place in flux. In February, Francis issued a motu proprio
that established a new division, the Secretariat for the Economy. It was the

same type of bold decree that his predecessor, Benedict, had used in 2010 to

commit the Vatican to its first anti-money-laundering law. e Secretariat was

given broad authority to govern all the city-state’s money matters.48 It was

tasked with coordinating the budgets for nearly two dozen Curial divisions.

And Francis put his personal stamp on the new department by picking one of

his closest advisors, Australia’s no-nonsense Cardinal George Pell, as its chief.49

e motu proprio also made clear that moving forward, APSA would operate as

the Vatican’s central bank.

In April, Francis ended a year of speculation by announcing finally that he

would not close the Vatican Bank. e press office issued a statement that the

IOR “will continue to serve with prudence and provide specialized financial

services to the [Roman] Catholic Church worldwide.”50 (“e Vatican Bank Is

Back from the Dead” was the headline in e Daily Beast.)51 Brülhart’s AIF in

late May showed how well its regulatory system was working: it had uncovered

202 suspicious transactions inside the IOR in 2013, compared to just six the

previous year.52

According to Massimo Faggioli, an Italian theology professor who has long

studied the Vatican, Francis acted decisively because he is the first Pope in the



last thirty-five years to understand how important it is to achieve substantive

reform. “Pope John Paul II didn’t touch the bank because it served his purpose

of funding Solidarity from the Vatican. Pope Benedict did not touch it because

he had no interest in controlling it. Pope Francis is different because he knows

the damage that has been done to the credibility of the church by this very

small bank and its history of scandals.”53

In May, the German newspaper Bild reported that former Secretary of State

Bertone was under criminal investigation for approving a $20 million Vatican

loan to a friend’s television production company—over the objection of ex-

IOR chief Gotti Tedeschi. Bertone’s friend, an Opus Dei member, defaulted

on the questionable loan.54 According to Bild, there were questions about

whether the ninety-three-year-old head of the company that made religiously

themed films had kicked some money back to the Secretary of State’s office.

While reviewing records in 2013, outside auditors had discovered the loan and

the IOR board subsequently had to write it off.55

It was the type of unexpected story that in the past had presaged a new

scandal that put the church on the defensive. But Francis did not allow the

report to fester, instead dispatching his spokesman, Federico Lombardi, the

very next day to unequivocally deny its veracity.56 And less than two weeks

later, the Pope ensured that any lingering rumors of a Bertone probe were

forgotten because of the dramatic announcement that the Pontiff had fired the

entire five-man board of Brülhart’s AIF.57

On a flight returning to Rome from Israel, Francis told reporters that he

had made new appointments because “economic administration calls for

honesty and transparency. . . . e key is trying to avoid that there are more

[scandals].”58

Brülhart had successfully persuaded the Pope to replace his five “old guard”

directors with independent professionals who had qualifications similar to his

own.59 And Brülhart got a new vice director, Tommaso di Ruzza, a respected

jurist who had helped draft the Vatican’s anti-money-laundering statutes.60 e

press coverage of the sacking and the new appointments was universally

positive, casting the Pope as someone willing to make bold moves to clean up

the financial morass he inherited.61



Francis—who once said “Money is useful to carry out many things . . . but

when your heart is attached to it, it destroys you”—put the final touches on his

revolution in Vatican finances in July.62 He replaced Ernst von Freyburg, the

IOR’s chief, with Jean-Baptiste de Franssu, the former CEO of Investco

Europe and the founder of a firm that specialized in merger and acquisition

consultations.63 Joining him on the board were new directors who had strong

experience in private finance and Wall Street. Michael Hintze had worked at

Salomon Brothers, then ran all UK trading at Goldman Sachs, before

becoming the chief of convertible bonds in Europe for Credit Suisse, and

finally opening his own hedge fund (CQS). Another new director was Clemens

Boersig, a former chairman of Deutsche Bank. And for the first time, Francis

tapped a woman to serve as a director, Mary Ann Glendon, a seventy-four-

year-old Harvard law professor and ex–United States ambassador to the

Vatican.64

“Vatican Turns to Wall Street to Fix Bank” was the lead story on CNN.65

e IOR released its annual report for 2013 on the same day as the director

shuffle. It provided further evidence that a complete shakeup of the old regime

was furiously under way behind the walls of the city-state. About 3,500 IOR

accounts had been closed during the previous year—some because they were

dormant, others because they did not qualify in the first place.66 e private

accounts held by Italy’s ultra-rich and politically well connected, the source of

so much scandal that had plagued the bank for decades, were under assault by

the reformers.

And yet another significant restructuring was rolled out. e IOR’s

investment work would be moved to a newly created division, Vatican Asset

Management.67 Going forward, the Vatican Bank would primarily be a

payment service and financial advisor for employees, Catholic charities, and

religious orders.68 e revamped IOR would no longer be able to trade in

property and stocks as it did in its heyday under Nogara and Marcinkus.

Cardinal George Pell, the new über-cleric of the Vatican’s money, drove

home the point at a press conference: “Our ambition is to become something

of a model of financial management, rather than the cause for occasional

scandal.”69 Pell told the Boston Globe, “e ambition is to be boringly

successful, to get off the gossip pages. e aim is to become a model of good



practice in financial administration. Along the way, we’re not going to generate

any less revenue for the works of the Church.”70

•  •  •

In September 2013, the author met René Brülhart in the courtyard of a run-

down Roman sixteenth-century palazzo that is now a hotel for pilgrims and

visitors to nearby Vatican City. Over two hours, Brülhart provided an intensive

and thorough insider’s view of the massive reforms that were then under way.

e Vatican was unique, said Brülhart. As opposed to Liechtenstein, or work

he had performed in his native Switzerland, the city-state was not a financial

center. ere was no commercial activity. He had all the power and latitude he

needed, he assured me, to make certain the IOR was compliant and ready to

be added to the white list. He thought that “most of the difficult steps are

ahead” and estimated it would take three to five years “to fully implement.”71

“I came here with no expectations,” he said. “But I can see at the end

delivering a financial institution to the Holy See that is above reproach. It is

certainly not simple to do, but it is achievable.”

What if Marcinkus saw the bank as it operated today?

“I don’t think he would recognize it. And that is a good thing.”

I. at same month, March, after Italian prosecutors cleared Gotti Tedeschi in their money laundering
probe, the ex-IOR chief announced that he was considering suing the Vatican because of the damage to
his reputation done by his dismissal. “ey have to say they’re sorry,” Gotti Tedeschi told reporters, “and
finally explain after two years why they did what they did. . . . ey ruined my life. It’s a shame that it
was the Italian magistrates who had to clear this up and not the Church.”28

II. Two days after Xuereb’s appointment, Freyberg announced that deputy director Rolando Marranci,
who had joined the IOR only in June, had been promoted to serve as the bank’s director general.39



1. and 2. From the sixth century, much of the money to run the Catholic Church’s lavish Papal Court
came from the sale of indulgences, promises that God would forgo earthly punishment for the buyer’s
sins. By Gregory XVI’s papacy (1831–1846), overspending, abysmal management, and antiquated views
about investments forced the Pope (left)—to borrow money from James de Rothschild (right), the
patriarch of Europe’s preeminent Jewish banking dynasty.



(3) For more than a thousand years, along with leading the church, Popes were monarchs of the Papal
States, a temporal kingdom that at its height in the late eighteenth century included much of central
Italy. A succession of Popes condemned the popular uprisings that toppled European monarchies as a
destabilizing modernist movement. Here, two Italian nationalists are beheaded in Rome in 1868.



(4) As the rebellion to unify Italy gained momentum, the Vatican paid for its own army—Zuavi Pontifici
(Papal Infantry)—of mostly young, unmarried Catholic volunteers from many countries. However, when
in 1870, nationalist troops massed outside Rome, Pius IX (1846–1878) realized his militia was
outnumbered, and ordered the white flag raised over St. Peter’s Basilica. at surrender reduced the
church’s 16,000-square-mile empire to a tiny parcel of land.



(5) For Pius IX, the loss of the Papal States—the church’s earthly symbol of power—also deprived it of
huge income. Pius, the first Pope to be photographed, declared himself a prisoner in the Vatican and
steadfastly refused to recognize the new Italian state.



(6) Pius X (1903–1914), the first modern Pope from a working-class family, was an ultraconservative
who encouraged anonymous denunciations of so-called freethinkers and modernists. And while he
condemned unrestrained capitalism and reinforced the church’s backward view of finances, he also spent
liberally, doubling the size of Vatican City.



(7) Bologna’s Cardinal Giacomo Paolo Giovanni Battista della Chiesa became Pope on Pius’s death in
1914. He took the Pontifical name Benedict XV (1914–1922). All countries rejected his efforts at
peacemaking during World War I. By the time he died in 1922, the Vatican was reeling from a 40
percent loss of its capital caused by a series of bad investments.



(8) e son of a Milanese factory worker, the hot-tempered Pius XI (1922–1939) ordered the Vatican’s
first internal audit. It took six years to complete and revealed that the church was down to its last dollars.
Yet the Pope still refused to loosen the restrictions on commercial investments or to modernize its
finances.



(9) Benito Mussolini (center) led the radical right-wing National Fascist Party. Only eight months after
Pius’s election, Mussolini led tens of thousands of fascists in a “March on Rome.” A week later he was
sworn in as prime minister. His ascent seemed ominous for the church. An avowed atheist, he had once
described priests “as black microbes who are as deadly to mankind as tuberculosis germs.”



(10) Pius feared godless bolshevism more than Italy’s fascists. Eugenio Pacelli, the Papal Nuncio to
Germany, reinforced the Pope’s fear. Pacelli, who descended from Catholic aristocrats, had faced off
against an armed gang of communist revolutionaries in Munich in 1925. Although he escaped unhurt,
the confrontation reaffirmed his belief that communism was the greatest threat to the church.



(11) In 1929, Pius XI was the first Pope since the 1870 loss of the Papal States to recognize the Italian
state. e Februrary 24, 1929, cover of La Domenica del Corriere shows Benito Mussolini (far right )
signing the treaty with Papal Secretary of State Cardinal Pietro Gasparri. It recognized the Vatican as a
sovereign nation and gave the church its greatest power in centuries.



(12) As part of the 1929 pact, Italy paid the Vatican for confiscating the Papal States. e Pope hired
Bernardino Nogara (left), a well-connected businessman and banker, to invest the windfall. Giuseppe
Volpi (right), a business tycoon, was Nogara’s close friend and mentor.



(13) Despite Wall Street’s 1929 stock market crash, Pius XI embarked on the “Imperial Papacy,” Vatican
City’s largest modern-day construction boom. He approved a telegraph office, train station, power plant,
an industrial quarter, and a printing facility. Here, Cardinal Pacelli (left) and Pius XI attend the opening
of Vatican Radio in 1931.



(14) Secretary of State Cardinal Pacelli (seated, center), signing an agreement with German Vice
Chancellor Franz von Papen (far left). In a historic 1933 accord, the Vatican was the first sovereign state
to sign a bilateral treaty with Adolf Hitler’s ird Reich. e Nazis promised to protect Catholics inside
Germany in return for the church endorsing Hitler’s government.



(15) In October 1935, 100,000 Italian troops invaded Ethiopia, part of Mussolini’s vision for a vast East
African empire. e Vatican had investments in manufacturers of wartime munitions and weapons. At
left, a priest celebrates mass on the front line. Mussolini was so pleased that he told Nazi officials, “Why
they [Vatican officials] even declared the Abyssinian war a Holy War!”



(16) By 1938, Pius XI picked an American Jesuit, John LaFarge, to lead a small team in drafting a Papal
Encyclical—Humani Generis Unitas (e Unity of the Human Race)—condemning anti-Semitism and
racism. Pius died the following year before the decree was finished. His successor, Pius XII, buried the
encyclical in the Vatican’s Secret Archives. LaFarge is far right, during a 1963 presentation of the St.
Francis Peace Medal to the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.



(17) Cardinal Pacelli, who became Pope in March 1939, took the name Pius XII. He was an
acknowledged Teutonophile. In 1931, the number two Nazi, Field Marshall Hermann Göring—who had
instituted so-called morality trials intended to embarrass Catholic priests and nuns—visited the Vatican.
Here, Göring (second from left) is with Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli, the Papal Nuncio to Bulgaria, and later
Pope John XXIII. Göring sent a wire to Hitler: “Mission accomplished. Pope unfrocked. Tiara and
pontifical vestments are a perfect fit.”



(18) ree days after Pacelli became Pope, Germany invaded Czechoslovakia. High-ranking Nazis and
church officials met frequently despite the aggression. At a Berlin reception, Papal Nuncio Cesare
Orsenigo (left) greets Hitler and his foreign minister Joachim von Ribbentrop. In 1942, Orsenigo turned
away an SS officer who wanted to confess a firsthand account of the massacre of Jews.



(19) e war presented the church with great business risks and opportunities. A central figure was
Giuseppe Volpi, a former finance minister for Mussolini, and one of Italy’s most successful businessmen.
With Volpi often acting as a proxy, the Vatican invested money in profitable ventures, many of which
were in the killing fields of Eastern Europe.



(20) SS-Brigadeführer Walther Schellenberg directed Nazi foreign intelligence operations from July 1944.
After the war he told U.S. interrogators that the Nazis “had many men in the Vatican.” Another German
intelligence officer, Reinhard Karl Wilhelm Reme, disclosed the network of ird Reich agents he had
recruited in Italy. at list included the name Nogara. at revelation, reported in this book for the first
time, raises the question of whether the Vatican’s chief moneyman was a Nazi wartime spy.



(21) A Croatian priest based in Rome, Krunoslav Draganović, was a member of the Ustaša, an anti-
Semitic, anti-Serb, and anti-communist party in power in wartime Croatia. Draganović ran one of several
postwar escape networks—sanctioned by high-ranking Vatican clerics and ultimately U.S. and British
intelligence—through which hundreds of criminals found safe haven in South America and the Middle
East.



(22) e Vatican used gold as its chief hard asset. Since the Nazis looted the gold reserves of the countries
they conquered, the church’s accumulation of the metal proved as morally problematic as did many of its
business stakes. Here, an American soldier holds wedding rings from Holocaust victims. e Vatican later
denied that it was the repository for the rings and gold coins from 28,000 gypsies murdered in Croatia.



(23) New York’s Cardinal Francis Spellman had been a friend of Pius XII since the 1920s, when the Pope
was a Nuncio to Germany and Spellman was an ambitious monsignor. Spellman was a great asset as the
Vatican’s chief American fundraiser. He was also a vehement anticommunist who ensured that the church
and the CIA worked together to elect a conservative government in Italy’s first postwar election (1948).
In October 1960, a month before they faced off in a presidential election, Spellman hosted Senator John
Kennedy and Vice President Richard Nixon at New York’s Alfred E. Smith memorial dinner.



(24) e death of Pius XII in 1958 was a watershed moment for the Vatican. French Cardinal Eugène
Tisserant (center) is blessing the Pope’s corpse. For more than nineteen years Pius had wielded the power
of the Papacy as a divine monarch, a throwback to the boldest Popes from early centuries.



(25) It took three days and eleven ballots in 1958 before the divided cardinals settled on a compromise,
Venetian Patriarch Angelo Roncalli. One month shy of his seventy-seventh birthday, he was the first Pope
over seventy in more than two hundred years. His choice of John as his Papal name was a surprise: no
Pope had taken it for five hundred years because the last John was a divisive anti-Pope. Although some
colleagues questioned his capability, he proved wildly popular with ordinary Catholics. During his five
years as Pope, John XXIII stripped away much of the pomp his predecessors had carefully guarded. In
1958 he visited Rome’s largest prison at Christmas.



(26) Paul VI (1963–1978) oversaw a revolution in how the church managed its money and investments.
He relied on so-called men of confidence, lay Catholic financiers who not only advised the Pontiff about
how to invest the church’s money, but also became partners with the Vatican on many speculative
ventures. American Monsignor Paul Marcinkus (left) coordinated the logistics and security for the
Pontiff’s foreign trips, and served as translator for U.S. dignitaries. In this 1964 audience, the Pope met
with civil rights leaders Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and the Rev. Ralph Abernathy.



27. and 28. In the late 1950s, Michele Sindona (left), an aggressive tax attorney in Milan, started doing
some legal work for the Vatican Bank. His influence grew exponentially but ended in 1974 with the then
record $2 billion failure of his Franklin National Bank. For the next twelve years he battled criminal
charges in Italy and the United States. In 1986, Sindona was convicted in the assassination of Giorgio
Ambrosoli (right), the court-appointed liquidator of his banking empire. Two days later Sindona died in
his high-security Italian jail cell after drinking cyanide-laced espresso. e coroner ruled it suicide.



(29) Many people who met the six-foot-three Chicago-area native Paul Marcinkus thought he seemed
more likely to be a football lineman than a Catholic priest. His rise in the church started in 1971, when
Pope Paul VI promoted him to bishop and appointed him as the chief cleric at the Vatican Bank.
Marcinkus had a healthy appetite for risk, one that eventually put the Vatican Bank at the center of half a
dozen international criminal and government investigations.



(30) Roberto Calvi was an ambitious banker who replaced Sindona as the leading Italian financier
working with the Vatican Bank. When his overextended empire collapsed, it almost took the Vatican
Bank with it. In 1982, while on the run from Italian police, Calvi turned up dead, hanging from
Blackfriars Bridge in London. Ruled at first a suicide, it took the Calvi family twenty-five years to
convince authorities that he was murdered. In 2010, five men were tried and acquitted in Italy. Calvi’s
murder remains unsolved.



31. and 32. Luigi Mennini (left ), the father of fourteen children, was a savvy private banker who started
working in a Vatican financial department in 1930. Massimo Spada (above, center left ) was a stockbroker
who began working there in 1929. Over several decades they became the most powerful lay executives at
the Vatican Bank and were key advisors to Marcinkus. Italian prosecutors unsuccessfully tried bringing
both men to trial—with Marcinkus—for fraud.



(33) Licio Gelli was a wealthy businessman with a reputation as a fixer. He also led a secret, underground
Masonic lodge, Propagande Due (P2). By the time police disbanded it in 1981 over suspicions it was
plotting a coup, its 953 members were such a stunning collection of “who’s who” that Italian journalists
dubbed P2 a “parallel state within a state.” Sindona and Calvi were members, and Gelli did business with
Marcinkus and the Vatican Bank.



(34) Albino Luciani, the Patriarch of Venice, was elected Pope in 1978. He took the Papal name John
Paul I. ree days later a nun found the sixty-five-year-old John Paul dead in his bed. e cardinals voted
not to conduct an autopsy (at left, his body on display). Unfounded but popular conspiracy theories that
the Pope was murdered to prevent him from reforming the Vatican Bank have since flourished.



(35) It took three days for the cardinals to select Kraków’s Karol Jósef Wojtyla. At fifty-eight, he was the
youngest Pope since 1846 and the first non-Italian selected in more than four centuries. He took the
name John Paul II. His fierce anticommunism made him a natural ally of Ronald Reagan, shown here
with Nancy Reagan meeting John Paul for the first time in 1982.



(36) CIA director William Casey met with John Paul II frequently, and the Vatican and the United States
shared intelligence about the Eastern Bloc. With the Pope’s approval, millions of dollars of covert U.S.
aid passed through the Vatican Bank to Solidarity, the Polish trade union at the heart of resistance to the
Communist government. On May 13, 1981, at St. Peter’s Square (right), a Turkish gunman shot and
almost killed John Paul. To this day, many believe that the anticommunist Pope was the target of a plot
hatched by Bulgarian intelligence.



(37) In 1994, President Bill Clinton signed an executive order declassifying wartime files from eleven key
government agencies, including the CIA, NSA, and State Department. One 1946 memo from a Treasury
agent reported that about $225 million in stolen gold had ended up at the Vatican. Edgar Bronfman Sr.,
the influential head of the World Jewish Congress (right), spearheaded an international restitution effort
that relied in part on lawsuits from survivors, as well as pressure from Western governments. Only the
Vatican refused to open its files or make any contribution to a Holocaust compensation fund.



(38) In 2006 John Paul visited the Nazi death camp Auschwitz.



(39) e last decade of John Paul’s Papacy was defined in part by his personal battle with Parkinson’s
disease. Upon his 2005 death, many Vatican observers expected the cardinals to select a younger Pontiff.
But their choice was seventy-eight-year-old Cardinal Joseph Aloisius Ratzinger. A hardline conservative,
Ratzinger was the first German elected Pope in a thousand years. His Papal name was Benedict XVI. His
selection sparked controversy in part because he had served as a teen in the Hitler Youth (at sixteen, in
1943, drafted into a German antiaircraft unit).



(40) Benedict selected Genoa’s Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone (center) in June 2005 as his Secretary of State.
Bertone stocked the Vatican’s bureaucracy with loyalists and resisted financial reforms. Benedict’s
unprecedented resignation in 2013 stunned insiders and ordinary Catholics alike. On the far left is
German Monsignor Georg Gänswein, Benedict’s personal secretary.



(41) When Gänswein appeared on the cover of the Italian edition of Vanity Fair in 2013, it kicked off a
firestorm of backbiting and jealousy about him inside the Vatican.



(42) In 2009, Benedict appointed Ettore Gotti Tedeschi, a conservative economist and chief of Italian
operations for Spain’s Banco Santander, as the president of the Vatican Bank. e outspoken Gotti
Tedeschi irritated many senior clerics. What little headway he made in reforming the Vatican Bank was
stopped cold by a 2012 Italian criminal investigation into money laundering. Gotti Tedeschi was
dismissed after a “no confidence” vote by the Vatican Bank’s directors.



(43) At the conclave of cardinals in March 2013 that selected Benedict’s replacement, most church
observers wrote off Buenos Aires’ Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio (above, in 1966, as a seminarian). Although he
had finished second in the 2005 vote, at seventy-six he was thought too old. But it took only five votes to
put him over the top. Pope Francis emerged from the conclave as a likable and humble populist who was
instantly popular with both Catholics and non-Catholics.



(44) Pope Francis as “Man of the Year” for 2013 on the cover of Time magazine.



(45) Pope Francis has backed the reformers when it comes to the finances of the Vatican. One of the key
arrivals is René Brülhart. He is a forty-two-year-old Swiss anti-money-laundering expert who for eight
years ran Liechtenstein’s Financial Intelligence Unit. At the Vatican, he has earned the full support of
Pope Francis. When Brülhart complained that five directors on his regulatory authority were slowing his
progress, Francis fired them all in May 2014. Two months later the Pope hired a trio from Wall Street to
fix the Vatican’s wayward finances.
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efforts of the past few years.

Michael Hornblow and Peter K. Murphy are two former U.S. diplomats

who served in the American embassy to the Vatican. I am very grateful for

their fresh perspective of what was going on inside the church during the

1980s. Special acknowledgment should be given to former prosecutor William

Aronwald and FBI agent Richard Tamarro, who patiently reconstructed for me

the criminal investigation that brought them inside the Vatican. e story

would have been incomplete without them.

Carlo Calvi has lived in the shadow of his father’s death for decades.

Nevertheless he answered my many queries without fail and shared



documentation. I thank him for never losing faith that one day I would finish

this book.

Some people gave assistance beyond their obligations or call of friendship. I

would like to make particular mention of Mark Young in London; Michael

Sanchez in Panama; Bishop Agustín Román in Miami; Father Richard J.

Vigoa, Miami; Archbishop omas Wenski, Miami; Archbishop Carlo Maria

Viganò, Washington, D.C.; Ivan S. Fisher, New York; Jacopo Pierfederica,

Rome; Claudio Sidoti, Miami; Mitchell Garabedian, Boston; Michael

Schwartz, New York; David Alexander, New York; David Ness, London; Joan

Lewis, Rome; Bill Cooke, Miami Beach; Elliot Welles, New York; Abraham

Foxman, New York; Rabbis Marvin Heir and Abraham Cooper, Simon

Wiesenthal Center, Los Angeles; Charles Higham, New York; Glenn Garvin,

Miami; Dr. Curtis Slipman, Miami; Ann Froelich, New York; Stanley

Wertheim, Miami; and Italo Insolera, Rome. Paola Desiderio, Eleonora d’Este,

and Patrizia Melloni were super on handling a lot of translation work under

tight deadlines and sometimes unusual circumstances for interviews. Many

thanks to Sam Pinkus for so carefully negotiating this book contract and to

Steve Goldberg, Esq., for his sage legal advice. My apologies to anyone I

omitted.

And a very special thanks to those who remain anonymous, particularly a

brave contingent in Rome whose perseverance and dedication to the truth

made it possible for me to understand what happened inside the Vatican

during the past decade. I appreciate fully that no one wants their assistance to

me to jeopardize their work or their family. My wife, Trisha, and I are forever

grateful for the often prodigious and selfless assistance.

Brendan Howley, a very talented Canadian investigative journalist, has long

been immersed in the world of Nazis, World War II, and the church. His

assistance in research at the U.S. National Archives—where he uncovered some

critical documents—combined with his unerring reporter’s instinct for the

story, was essential. I was greatly aided by the constant debate in which he

engaged me.

I was fortunate that a high school friend, Christopher Petersen, who had

worked in the world of private finance, had not long ago retired. Once he said

he was looking for something to do, I challenged the limits of our friendship



by enlisting him in every phase of the book. Chris discovered an unknown

talent for research and fact-checking. He compiled an archive of thousands of

historical articles and academic papers, and created a timeline with supporting

documentation that proved a valuable resource. At times an amateur editor

and at other times someone simply to run an idea by, Chris was an untiring

volunteer and indispensable part of this project.

Jonathan Karp, the President of Simon & Schuster, is a rarity in an industry

known for taking few risks. He gave me an opportunity to pursue an

ambitious two-century investigation of a behind-the-scenes look at power and

money inside the Catholic Church. Few publishers would have made such a

strong commitment without knowing in advance what the book would turn

out to be. But Jonathan’s faith empowered me to find the evidence and

uncover the story. I am indebted to him for that vote of confidence. And in an

age when many authors complain about the lack of support from their

publishers, I count myself very fortunate. Assistant Editor Brit Hvide was

gracious and helpful in handling my many requests. Associate Art Director

Christopher Lin designed a super cover. Elisa Rivlin’s legal vetting was

meticulous. Copyeditor Fred Chase managed a comprehensive and very

helpful review with little time. Senior Production Editor Mara Lurie helped

me meet tight deadlines on a very demanding manuscript without creating

extra anxiety. And I owe a huge debt of gratitude to Ben Loehnen, a dream of

an editor. Ben believed in this ambitious project and championed it. And he

turned out to be a remarkably skillful editor with a good eye for solid

journalism. At times when the scope of the reporting or the breadth of the

story seemed insurmountable, he somehow always had the right advice that

kept me energized and focused. His ideas, comments, and edits made this an

immeasurably better book.

It is not an exaggeration to say that my wife, Trisha, is a force of nature

responsible for any of my success. She did far more than suffer patiently while

I worked on this project. Instead, as an author in her own right, she is my

incredibly resourceful partner, accompanying me on trips, sifting through

archival files for days on end, and helping in every interview. e best

information I uncover is often because Trisha has established a relationship of

trust with an important source or somehow manages to ask just the key



question at the right moment. Her judgment is unerring. Trisha’s commitment

to the truth and her tremendous energy inspire me. When she grew up as a

Jewish Londoner, it is unlikely she thought that one day she might marry an

American Catholic. And beyond her imagination was that she would spend

nearly a decade of her life delving into the wonderful mysteries of the Catholic

Church and the Vatican. But to my eternal gratitude, she has done both. I get

the credit because my name is on the cover. But I know this book is as much

hers as mine.

Although God’s Bankers would not have been possible without the help of

everyone listed above, I am ultimately responsible for what was done or left

undone. I accept sole responsibility.
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